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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Preliminaries 

The Semitic languages possess several ways of expressing the passive voice. The most 

widespread of these, attested to some extent in all branches of Semitic, is the affixation of a 

dental morpheme t. A prefixed nasal morpheme n also serves this purpose, but does not occur in 

Aramaic, Ethiopic, Modern South Arabian (MSA), or Old South Arabian (OSA), and so is less 

pervasive.1 However, since it is present in both Akkadian and West Semitic (WS), the passive-

marking prefixed n is reconstructable to proto-Semitic (PS).  

Another passive marker, restricted to WS, is the distinction of a PASS verb from an 

unmarked active counterpart by differences in the vowels of the stems and prefixes.2 It is this 

third kind, the so-called - constructions, that are the subject of 

this dissertation. It ultimately seeks to reconstruct their diachronic development, a task that has 

yet to be satisfactorily achieved, despite more than a century of attempts. 

In the following introduction, a summary of the terminology and transcription used is given. 

Next, the distribution of IPs is surveyed, and the various forms attested are listed, with some 

reference to the ramifications thereof for the reconstruction of their development. The bulk of the 

introduction provides an overview of the literature on IPs to date, not only because it serves as 

the starting point for the current study, but also to highlight what shortcomings have prevented 

 
1 The N occasionally forms quadriradical verbs in Ethiopic and MSA, but it does not occur as a passive marker. 
2 In addition to these verbal stems, analytical passives, where the marking occurs not on the finite verb itself, but 
instead at the level of the VP (in a periphrasis combining an AUX and a verbal adjective), are also attested. These, 
though, are far less common than synthetic passives in Semitic, and largely restricted to modern languages. For 
examples from modern Arabic and Aramaic dialects, see Fassberg, 2010, §4.4.20; Khan, 2008, §15.9; and Retsö, 
1989, 15. Insofar as Semitic analytical passives are neological, relative to the passive verbal stems, their role in the 
development of the latter, and consequently their importance to this study, is limited.  
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previous scholars from achieving their goals. Finally, a working hypothesis and the proposed 

methodology for the dissertation will be presented. 

 

1.2 Terminology and Transcription 

a crucial linguistic term employed in this dissertation, but so too are other, 

e

 The primary 

purpose of the following explanation of these terms is to inform the survey of the literature, so it 

follows the relatively simple framework adopted by studies of IPs to date. Shortcomings of this 

understanding, and the modified approach consequently adopted, are discussed in detail in 

Chapter 2.3  

As one might imagine, detransitive  refers to a reduction in syntactic transitivity, so that a 

verbal predicate takes fewer arguments. The valency of a transitive verb specified for two 

arguments linked to the grammatical relations SUBJ and OBJ, corresponding to the respective 

semantic roles of agent and patient (or similar) can be reduced by removing either the first 

(SUBJ) or second (OBJ) argument, resulting in two different constructions, with distinct 

meanings. From the basic active sentence (1) John broke the vase, removal of the first argument 

(John, the SUBJ) results in the passive sentence (2) the vase was broken (by John), in which the 

patient, the vase, is promoted from the OBJ slot into the SUBJ slot. If the agent is explicitly 

mentioned at all and many languages prohibit this it is at least demoted to an OBL slot, in 

 
3 Linguistic-theory material is presented in terms of the lexical-functional grammar framework, for a simplified 
version of which, see Kroeger, 2004. 
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this case a PP.4 If the agent is deleted altogether, and removed from the semantic specification as 

well the surface representation, the result is a slightly different kind of first-argument reducing 

detransitive, the vase broke (on its own).  

The valency of a transitive verb may also be reduced by the syntactic deletion of its second 

argument (OBJ). In this case, reference to its semantic role (patient) is subsumed by the SUBJ, 

resulting in a reflexive or reciprocal meaning.5 For example, (4) the man washed (himself) is 

reflexive, in contrast to the basic transitive sentence (4b) the man washed the car; (5) the men 

wrestled (each other) is reciprocal, in contrast to (5b) the men wrestled the boys.  

Two important sub-classifications of the broader category of reflexivity are further to be 

made  The first pair simply 

distinguishes between verbs whose semantics have a natural tendency towards reflexivity and 

those in which the agent and patient are prototypically distinct entities e.g., (6a) he shaved 

(himself) versus (6b) he shot himself.6 The second distinction, between direct and indirect 

reflexivity, relates to the semantic role with which the reduced original OBJ is associated. Where 

this is anything other than a patient Kemmer claims it can otherwise only be recipient or 

benefactor the reflexivity is termed indirect , since such a role is less directly central to 

argument specification of the predicate than is a patient.7 For example, the basic transitive 

sentence (8a) Tom poured a drink for himself may be transformed into an indirect reflexive (8b) 

 
4 The transitivity of a verb with SUBJ and OBJ arguments is in a sense higher than that of one with SUBJ and OBL, 
since an OBJ is an obligatory predicate than an 
OBL, which is an optional adjunct (Kroeger, 2004, 15 16, 94). 
5 Reciprocal is a subcategory of reflexive, occurring with plural SUBJs, and lexically specified according to the 
semantics of the verb. 
6 The same distinction exists between natural and prototypical reciprocals cf. e.g., (7a) they kissed (each other) and 
versus (7b) they hate each other
(1985), discussed in chapter two. The fact that the reflexive pronouns in the examples given are optionally omitted 
with no loss of meaning reflects the extent to which these acts are, in of themselves, naturally reflexive. 
7 Kemmer, 1993, §3.5. 
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Tom poured himself a drink, where the patient drink  remains an OBJ, while the beneficiary 

himself is promoted from OBL to OBJ.8 

c enough that an entire section of Chapter 2 is devoted to its 

discussion. Suffice it here to note that Semiticists variously use to 

mediopassivity, natural reflexivity, and indirect reflexivity. It is sometimes also applied to 

(usually, though not exclusively, intransitive) verbs bearing morphology usually associated with 

reflexive marking, but which possess no basic unmarked counterparts.9  

In brief, one may distinguish between first-argument reducing detransitives (i.e., passives 

and mediopassives) and second-argument reducing ones (i.e., reflexives, including reciprocals, 

and, depending on how one uses the term, middle verbs). Detransitives are also subdivided 

according to semantic characteristics (e.g., between passive and mediopassive) of the verb and its 

argument specification (e.g., between direct and indirect reflexives). Further complicating the 

situation, the use of a given detransitive marker may straddle several categories and extend 

beyond detransitive functions, ultimately lexicalising to the point that it occurs with no 

associated function. 

Semitic forms are cited according to the standard terminological norms of the discipline, 

using the paradigmatic root qtl and the 3MSG conjugation as a reference form.10 The basic 

verbal stem is referred to as the G  (for German Grundstamm 

characteristic doubling of R2 is termed the D ; that with characteristic lengthening of the first 

 
8 Where reflexivity is marked only in the verbal morphology (e.g., in the Semitic t and N detransitive verbal stems) 
there is no distinct reflexive pronoun that is coreferential to the SUBJ so the semantic role beneficiary is subsumed 
by the SUBJ rather than being promoted to OBJ. Reciprocals may also be indirect e.g., (9a) Tom and John poured 
each other drinks with the corresponding basic sentence (9b) Tom and John poured drinks for each other.   
9  
10 The sy

qtl as a paradigmatic model is maintained even in languages where this root 
is unattested, where q is usually transliterated as , or where its presence would result in sound changes causing 
deviation from regular morphology (all of apply to MSA). Where reference is made to root letters in abstraction 
rather than in relation to a specific form, they are labelled R1, R2, and R3, respectively. 
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vowel the L ; that with the addition of a sibilant or laryngeal causative prefix (s-/ -/h-/ -) the 

C ; and that with the nasal prefix n-, the N . The D, L, C, and N all have a direct derivational 

relationship to the G. In cases like where the causative prefix is added instead to the D, for 

example, this is specified by combining the appropriate labels e.g., Ethiopic CD  aqattala 

=(C) a- + (D) qattala.  

A dental morpheme t may be added to each of the G, D, L, and C, and it is combined with 

their respective labels according to its (prefixed/infixed) position relative to R1 of the G, D, and L 

or to the causative morpheme of the C in the form tX Xt  

unmarked counterpart). Thus, tD  stands for the D with prefixed t Gt  with t 

infixed after R1 e.g., Arabic taqattala and ( i)qtatala, respectively. Since IPs can be formed 

from various stems, they are likewise 

the Ct e.g., Arabic qutila and ( u)stuqtila, respectively.  

The conjugational parts of the verbal paradigm are terminologically familiar enough from the 

discipline of Semitic linguistics to require just a brief explanation.11 The suffix conjugation (SC) 

is the WS form expressing perfective aspect (or past tense), etymologically cognate to the 

and created by the conjugation of a stem with person-marking suffixes. The 

PC is the form yv-qtvl, consisting of a monosyllabic stem conjugated with person-marking 

prefixes. It occurs throughout Semitic with a range of functions, but is especially important in 

CS, where, combined with various modal suffixes, it encodes imperfective aspect.12  

Ethiopic, MSA, and Akkadian also retain another prefix conjugation, that with a disyllabic 

stem, deriving from *yv-qattvl. According to standard use in the relevant disciplines, yv-qattvl 

 
11 The Semitic verbal paradigm also contains an infinitive (INF) and imperative (IMP), but these are only rarely 
associated with IP stems, and so bear a marginal relationship to the matter in hand. 
12 PC forms given are those with no modal suffixes since the bare stem (mainly serving as a jussive, but with some 
preterite use) is, morphologically speaking, the most basic form. For instance, Classical Arabic forms are given as 
the jussive ya-qtul, even though the indicative ya-qtul-u is normally the reference form. 
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and yv-qtal are respectively referred to as imperfective (IPFV) and subjunctive (SBJV) in 

relation to Ethiopic and MSA, and as durative (DUR) and preterite (PRET) in relation to 

Akkadian. A participle (PTCP) is a verbal adjective so deeply embedded into the verbal 

paradigm as to be restricted to one side of the bipartite division of grammatical roles according to 

the nominative-accusative alignment of Semitic. Thus, an ACT PTCP is a form that can refer to 

the subject of an intransitive verb or agent of a transitive one; a PASS PTCP, by contrast, can 

only express the patient of a transitive verb.13 

 

1.3 Distribution and Forms 

IP constructions are restricted to WS and do not occur in Akkadian. Considering the initial 

bifurcation of PS into WS and (proto-)Akkadian, the earliest stage to which they may therefore 

be reconstructed is proto-WS.14 Within WS, though, IPs are not ubiquitous; they are absent from 

Ethiopic, most Arabic dialects, and the latest stages of Canaanite, and are poorly attested in 

Aramaic. This distribution, it must be stressed, does not correspond to any recognised genetic 

subgrouping within WS.  

It is quite uncertain which of the IP constructions in WS languages, if any, are 

etymologically related rather than independent, parallel developments. Rather than viewing IPs 

as genetic features inherited from a common proto-language, some scholars have argued that 

where they are cognates, they instead represent areal features that spread via diffusion.15 

Establishing an answer to this controversial question is a primary goal of this dissertation. 

 
13 The precision of this formulation is necessary because there exist in Semitic not a few verbal adjective patterns 
that are less rigidly tied to the verbal paradigm, which may fulfill any of these functions, depending on the lexical 
specification of the verb in question (e.g., the Akkadian stative, or qat l adjectives in Arabic). 
14 The current work adopts the standard genetic classification of Semitic, as presented, for example, by Faber (1997). 
15 For IPs as a supposed areal feature, see Appleyard, 1996, 220. This kind of thinking is also pervasive in the work 
of Retsö, 1989. 
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One consideration regarding the distribution of IPs that must not be ignored is dialectal and 

diachronic variation within individual languages. For example, in Aramaic and Canaanite there is 

a marked decline in the productivity of IPs over time. They are also far rarer in contemporary 

Arabic dialects than in Classical Arabic, and though there is not unanimous agreement that this is 

the result of a decline like that in Aramaic and Canaanite, work charting the ongoing decline in 

dialects that do still possess IPs strongly suggests it is.16 In any case, the decline of IPs is almost 

as major a concern of the literature on them as is their emergence. In this regard, complexities in 

their dialectal and diachronic distribution, specifically in terms of a genetic family-tree model of 

Semitic, have been a major obstacle to previous attempts at a reconstruction of IP development. 

The following lists the main IP forms dealt with in this dissertation, presented in the form 

suffix SC ~ PC ~ PTCP.: 

- Classical Arabic: Gp qutila ~ yu-qtal , Dp quttila ~ yu-qattal ~ muqattal, Lp a ~ 

yu-q tal , and Cp uqtila ~ yu-qtal ~ muqtal, and, more rarely, Gtp ( )uqtutila ~ 

yu-qtatal ~ muqtatal, tDp tuquttila ~ yu-taqattal ~ mutaqattal, tLp a ~ yu-taq tal ~ 

, and Ctp ( u)stuqtila ~ yu-staqtal ~ mustaqtal;17 

- Arabic of Mauritania: Dp uqattal ~ yu-qattal ~ muqattal, Lp l ~ yu- l ~ 

l, and Cp usaqtal ~ yu-saqtal ~ musaqtal;18  

- Najdi and other Central and Eastern Arabian dialects: Gp qtil/qitl/qitil ~ yi-qtal , Dp 

qittil ~ y(i)-qattal ~ m(i)qattal, Lp  ~ ? ~ ?, and Cp iqtil ~ yi-qtal ~ miqtal;19 

 
16 Petra ek (1963, 615 16), for example, argues that the distribution of IPs represents a register distinction, such that 
Classical Arabic preserves them because of its literary character. Retsö (1989, 172 75, 180 84) does not believe the 
IP constructions of Dialectal and Classical Arabic are even etymologically cognate. On the decline of IPs in Omani 
Arabic, see Holes, 1998. 
17 Wright, 1896, 298 301.  
18 Taine-Cheikh, 2007, 245. 
19 For Omani, see Holes, 1998; Edzard, 2008, 488; for Najdi, Ingham, 1994, 26 28, 75 78; 2008, 332; for Bahraini, 
Holes, 2006, 253; and for Kuwaiti, Holes, 2007, 618. For an overview of IP constructions in dialectal Arabic, see 
Kaye and Rosenhouse, 1997, 297 98. 
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- Aramaic: Gp q  (SC and PTCP, with no PC attested), Cp huqtal ~ no PC attested ~ 

m( h)aqtal / muqtal;20 

- Canaanite: Gp *qutal ~ *yu-qtal , Dp *quttal ~ *yu-quttal ~ *muquttal, and Cp *huqtal 

~ *yu-qtal ~ *muqtal;21 

- MSA forms are discussed in detail in Chapter 6. Suffice it here to mention that IPs other than 

the Gp are quite rare (especially in the Mainland MSA languages), and that IPs occur in all three 

conjugations found in the language (SC ~ IPFV ~ SBJV); 

- IP forms for OSA and Ugaritic are not presented here since insufficient data regarding their 

vocalisation is available. Nonetheless, their presence in these languages is inferred from the 

existence of forms whose orthography is identical to active verbs, but whose syntactic or 

semantic contexts demand their interpretation as passives.22 

 

1.4 Literature on IPs to Date 

The following survey of literature on IPs organises works according to the several main theories 

of IP development to which they subscribe, with the proviso that the distinction between some of 

these is not always clear cut. Next, literature dealing with the decline in IP productivity are 

discussed. There is much to be criticised in the work to date on these constructions, not least of 

all, that it frequently fails to contextualise individual forms within the broader IP paradigm, let 

alone the detransitive system more generally. Nonetheless, their findings will, of necessity, 

inform a general theory of IP development. 

 
20 Bauer and Leander, 1927, §28. Though the description presented follows the consensus opinion on the Aramaic IP 
situation, the discussion in chapter three finds it was likely considerably more complex. 
21 These are reconstructed proto-Canaanite forms based primarily on Biblical Hebrew (for which, see Jouön and 
Muraoka, 1991, §§53g h, 55 58). Very sporadic tGp and tDp SC forms are attested in the Masoretic vocalisation of 
the Hebrew Bible, as are a handful of dedicated INF forms for the IP stems.  
22 This thinking is based on the idea that cross-linguistically, passives are (almost) always morphologically 
distinguished from their active counterparts (Keenan, 1985, 255). 
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Before turning to how scholars explain IP diachrony, a brief word is in order regarding the 

theoretical background from which their theories spring. The conception of the detransitive stem 

system as Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der 

semitischen Sprachen at the turn of the twentieth century underpins the position of the vast 

majority of Semiticists thereafter.23 IPs, the N, and t stems are all understood as primarily 

syntactic detransitives, with the N and t stems reducing second arguments and IPs first 

arguments.24  

A semantic component is also admitted for detransitive stems with consonantal affixes, 

though, so that uses of t stems for verbs of motion and states, for example, are presented as 

secondary functions resulting from the extension of SUBJ affectedness to non-reflexive 

situations.25 This functional distinction is framed in synchronic terms; Brockelmann does not 

explicitly identify non-syntactic detransitive uses as later developments than syntactic ones. The 

frequent passive use of t stems, by contrast, is explicitly identified as a neologism in younger 

Semitic languages, whereby they oust IPs in this function as part of a push-chain. His description 

of the N stem is basically the same: originally reflexive, and later developing into passive. 

Brockelmann barely refers to the function(s) of IPs, only briefly mentioning that in some 

Arabic dialects they are used for illnesses, and even other states. It is hinted that this is a 

secondary development from an original functional restriction to passivity, rather than the 

remnants of an earlier use of the form, though no detailed analysis of this phenomenon is given. 

It is instead implicitly considered so obvious as to not warrant mention that IPs may be simply 

 
23 Brockelmann, 1908, §257H. 
24 Since indirect reflexivity may reduce a third -

-  
25 Brockelmann (1908, §257He) cites, amongst others, the example of Arabic ( i)ttaba a 
basically synonymous with its unmarked counterpart taba a (G).  
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understood, in purely syntactic terms, as first-argument reducing detransitives; that is, 

expressing the passive is their sole function.26  

This attitude has been followed by virtually all scholarship on IPs to date, so that actual 

discussion of the functionality of IPs (i.e., rather than their formal dimension) is scarce.27 Nor 

does Brockelmann really address the diachronic morphology of IPs. He does, however, make the 

observation about their distribution that they are limited to WS Akkadian statives may also 

express the active voice and so are not IPs, while the Gp PC yu-qtal in the Amarna corpus is a 

Canaanism, that is WS rather than Akkadian which does implicitly ascribe them a terminus 

post quem of the proto-WS stage for their creation.28 This then, is the view of the functions of the 

Semitic detransitive stems that has informed virtually all subsequent scholarship: IPs are 

restricted to syntactic passive uses, and contrasted to the N and t, which have syntactic 

detransitive functions originally second-argument reducing, but subsequently also first-

argument reducing but also express the semantic feature of SUBJ affectedness, including in 

instances with no change to the syntactic arrangement of arguments. 

Elsewhere, Wright identifies IP distinguished from the reflexives and 

. Apart from being restricted to 

first-argument reduction (and never having reflexive functions, for example), he does not 

conceive of an sion as being central to their functionality in the same way it is 

in the N and t stems.29 The 

 
26 Brockelmann, 1908, §257I. 
27 Two significant deviations from this conception of IP functionality are the works of Von der Gabelentz (1861), 
and Bicknell (1984). The former claims that Hebrew IPs are less frequently passive, properly speaking, than they are 
mediopassive, while the latter believes they mark resultative aspect, with no reference to syntax, and so can perform 
second- as well as first-argument reducing detransitive functions. 
28 The view that Akkadian statives are not IPs is doubtless correct, though the contrary view had enough currency 
that early works on IPs Blake (1901, 46), for example felt the need to explicitly refute it. 
29 Wright, 1890, 222. 
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grammars perhaps indicates that he intends to refer, with the latter term, to resultative aspect 

rather than the semantic category of SUBJ affectedness: 

[T]he passive indicates that a person is the object of, or experiences the effect of, the action of 
another; whereas the effective implies that an act is done to a person, or a state produced in him, 
whether it be caused by another or by himself.30 

Although the bifurcation between IPs on the one hand and the N and t stems on the other, 

based on their functions, is, in of itself an entirely reasonable distinction, it has given rise to a 

regrettable tendency for scholars to treat IPs in isolation. That is a shortcoming this dissertation 

aims to redress; just because IPs differ functionally from other detransitive stems, that does not 

mean their diachronic development should be treated apart from them. On the contrary, it is 

precisely by examining the functions of the various forms (and specifically the differences 

between them) that one might best find clues about the development of the system as a whole. 

There are relatively few main theories on the functional origins of IP morphology, and the 

various proposals in the existing literature can basically be reduced to three proposed derivations 

of IPs: 1) from the verbalisation of nominal forms (specifically those relating to affliction, or the 

results of actions more generally), 2) from a functional reassignment of stative/intransitive verbs, 

and 3) from the grammaticalisation of a copula in a periphrasis.31 However, these same general 

principles are applied to the data in various ways, resulting in a complicated, interrelated web of 

theories. One important factor in this is the extent to which scholars view IP forms from different 

languages, or different parts of the paradigm of a single language, as related, in which regard 

there is great variation of opinion.  

To complicate matters, even if someone attributes distinct etymological origins to various 

forms, he/she may still see interrelations between them analogical influences, for example as 

having affected their formal development. Moreover, the different proposed sources cannot 
 

30 Wright, 1896, §48; his italics. 
31 For a brief summary of the major theories and their main exponents, see Retsö, 1989, 23 26. 
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always be neatly separated, since, conceptually speaking, they are not even entirely distinct in 

their own rights. For example, insofar as the copular of a Semitic nominal clause exists in the 

nexus between its (pro)nominal SUBJ and the predicate, for those who see the stem of the Gp SC 

as deriving from a verbal adjective (inflected, like the SC in general, with pronominal suffixes), 

at some level, the distinction between this notion of IP development as resulting from the 

verbalisation of an adjective and a copula-based theory is simply a matter of perspective.32 

Further, whether one describes IP SCs as deriving from finite stative/intransitive verbs or 

ascribes them nominal origins could depend on the extent to which one considers the SC in 

general to have grammaticalised from its nominal origin at the stage when IPs were first created. 

 

1.4.1 Nominal-Origin Theories of IP Development 

One common understanding of the origin of IPs is that they derive from nominal forms. At its 

most extreme, such thinking associates the vocalic sequence u-a throughout the IP system with a 

nominal pattern  that expresses afflictions, and even further, with sound-symbolism 

linking this sequence to a cry of pain.33 This is supposed to have provided the stem of the nascent 

IPs, which received various verbal inflections and underwent several consequent phonological 

processes necessary to create the attested forms.34 As mentioned, scholars who posit a single 

nominal form as the (ultimate) origin of IPs generally need to combine this with supplementary 

elements from different theories to account for the entire paradigm. Thus, for example, Bauer 

 
32 The key difference is the identification of part of IP morphology as deriving from an overt copula.  
33 While such a development does not follow the grammaticalisation chain lexical verb > auxiliary found in Chinese 

for which, see Haspelmath, 1990, 41
it does possess semantic similarities. 
34 
between IPs and Arabic verbs denoting afflictions. His phonological reconstruction resorts to levelling of a short 
reflex of  in closed syllables, and assimilation of the prefix vowel to the u following R1 before the latter was 
elided e.g., - pre-Hebrew Gp SC *qutal-ta and *ta- *tu-qutal > tu-qtal Arabic/Hebrew Gp PC. 
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extends the passive marker u (whose origin he sees as a nominal form * ) from the Arabic 

Gp PC yu-qtal into the stative/intransitive SC qatila to form the Gp SC qutila.  

More recently, Retsö has followed the u-a nominal-origin theory, at least for the Hebrew Dp 

(and Gp, to the extent that it exists) and =y Gp SC by-form qut , but not the Gp PC 

yu-qtal.35 He is less restrictive about the semantic dimension than Bauer, stating that the source 

of the vocalic sequence u-a refers to the results of actions, rather than to affliction specifically. 

Nor is he as rigid as Bauer about the morphology of the source, presenting distinction between 

qut l, quttal, and qutal as basically irrelevant in terms of IP development. 

It is not only IPs with the vocalic sequence u-a, though, that have been ascribed a nominal 

origin. In fact, in his Diathesis in the Semitic Languages, Retsö reconstructs nominal origins for 

all IPs except yu-qtal (on which his views are discussed below). However, he does not posit a 

common origin for all the forms, merely seeing them as parallel developments proceeding along 

similar lines. As a result, Retsö reconstructs no fewer than six separate (sets of) sources that he 

believes have developed into IPs:  

- * , discussed above, for which he also proposes variants *quttal and *qutal;  

- , and far more rarely , serving as the Gp SC for 2=w/y in Arabic and Aramaic, as well as 

a few scattered cases in Hebrew;  

- , which gives rise to the Aramaic Gp SC ;  

- *quttul and *huqtul, which he believes lie behind the Classical Arabic Dp and Cp SC quttila 

and , respectively, with the vocalic sequence u-i subsequently being used to generate a 

comprehensive IP SC paradigm;  

- muqattal, on the basis of which the Arabic Dp PC yuqattal was formed;  

 
35 Retsö, 1989, 166 70. Nowhere in his discussion of the Gp/Cp yu-qtal (ch. 6) does he mention any sort of 
relationship to such IP forms (whether shared etymology or analogical pressure, running in either direction). The 
consequent, somewhat troubling implication is that the shared vocalic sequence u-a is merely a coincidence. 
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- and qitil, which serves as a dialectal Arabic Gp SC being so productive that its vocalic 

sequence was secondarily extended to create a Dp qittil and Cp as well as being the 

origin of the Mainland MSA Gp SC l/qit l (Mehri/ .36  

Of these, the theories about proposed proto vocalic sequences u-u and i-i, and the formation of 

yu-qattal from muqattal are not found elsewhere in the literature and so warrant some further 

attention. 

Retsö believes the vocalic sequence i-i lies behind many Semitic constructions, including, in 

addition to the aforementioned IPs, verbal adjectives with resultative nuances, some finite verbs 

with specifically active orientation, and nouns tied to the verbal system without reference to the 

organisation of arguments.37 This means that i-i IPs would have emerged from a nominal pattern 

that originally had neither specifically active or passive value, but in the process of verbalisation, 

could (and did) develop into either. Moreover, Retsö links i-i IPs of dialectal Arabic to those 

with u-i in Classical Arabic by asserting that the origin of both sequences was *u-u, with the 

i-i form can be seen as a regular phonological development; the u-i forms 

arise from the application of the u-u pattern on III-y 38  ideas about i-i IPs perfectly 

embody his two main innovations in the arena of nominal-origin theories of IPs: the removal 

 
36 For these theories on IP origins, see Retsö, 1989, ch. 7, with the ideas summarised in ch. 8. The MSA situation is 
discussed separately in Chapter 6 of this dissertation.  
37 For active i-i and u-u forms, Retsö (1989, 184ff.) cites qitl and qotl/q tol (deriving them from *qitil and *qutul, 
respectively), which function as stem allomorphs for both the Hebrew G IMP and INF. He also reconstructs the 
Hebrew D SC qittel and C SC hiqt l (as well as occasional C IPFV uses of hiqtel) as retentions of original *qittil and 
*hiqtil, respectively. Seeing voice specification as a secondary result of verbalisation, though, is incompatible with 

u-u sequence itself ultimately derives from the *qatul pattern, since this is 
associated with patiens adjectives. Further, based on both Hebrew-internal evidence from theme vowels and the 
Semitic situation generally, strong objections are to be made against associating IMP morphology with a nominal 
form rather than the jussive yv-qtvl form.  
38 Retsö, 1989, 186. Considering the great extent to which his work deals with Arabic dialects, it is surprising that he 
does not incorporate q(u)tul IPs for which, see Kaye and Rosenhouse, 1997, 297 98 into this argument. Further, 
no explanation is given for the different development of u-i IPs in Classical Arabic y before spreading 
through the paradigm and i-i in some Arabic dialects. Incidentally, he believes that the same motivation to avoid 
impermissible **uy lies behind the use of the u-a sequence in Hebrew IPs, though was achieved here by using a 
form (*quttal) already present in the language (as a nominal form), rather than by a sound change (*u-u > u-i/i-i). 
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from the source of a necessary orientation towards the patient, making voice distinction instead 

an (accidental) by-product of the verbalisation process, and the incorporation of phonological 

considerations into arguments about the development of the morphological material itself. 

In another nominal-origin argument, Retsö asserts that the Arabic Dp PC yu-qattal is created 

on the basis of the D PASS PTCP muqattal, thereby contradicting the oft-held opinion that 

yu-qattal must be etymologically related to Hebrew Dp PC -quttal.39 That is, he rejects the 

traditional assumption that the Hebrew form derives from a proto-form like the Arabic with 

progressive assimilation prior to the reduction of the prefix vowel (i.e., y -quttal < *yu-quttal < 

*yu-qattal).40 In a novel approach and an exceptional instance in the literature on IPs adopting 

the same approach as the current dissertation Retsö looks outside of the IP paradigm to the rest 

of the detransitive system to find the origin of this form.41 He notes a corollary among Arabic 

dialects, which vary with respect to whether they possess the D PASS PTCP mvqattal and Dp PC 

yv-qattal, as well as in the form of their tD PC: the D PASS PTCP mvqattal occurs only where 

the tD PC invariably has the theme-vowel a between R2 and R3, and the Dp PC yv-qattal in turn 

only occurs in languages with a D PASS PTCP mvqattal.  

From this correlation Retsö concludes that the tD PC, the D PASS PTCP, and the Dp PC are 

tied together in a developmental chain of the grammaticalisation of the vowel a between R2 and 

R3 shared by all three. That is, he believes this vowel started out as phonologically governed 

allomorph in the tD PC but came to be analysed as inherent to the (passive) marking of this stem. 

It was subsequently extended to the D (ACT) PTCP muqattil to create a PASS PTCP. The final 

 
39 For his views on yu-qattal, see Retsö, 1989, 187 94.  
40 Hetzron (1977, 43n1) bel
reduced to a wa, but the functional value of the u  
41 Retsö, 1989, 187 94. Forms are presented in the following with unspecified prefix vowel v instead of the u of 
Classical Arabic, since in many dialects this reduces to . 
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step was a proportional analogy yu-qattil (D PC) : muqattil (D ACT PTCP) :: muqattal (D PASS 

PTCP) : X creating the finite Dp PC yu-qattal. 

At one level, this ascribes to the Dp PC yu-qattal a nominal form as the source of its 

morphology. However, insofar it relies on the extension of the marking of the theme vowel a of 

the tD, and considering that Retsö believes the tD originally marked intransitivity, this theory 

also contains elements of the stative/intransitive-origin theory of IP development. Intriguing 

though such a proposal may be at first glance, it is noteworthy that the distribution of the relevant 

forms requires that the proposed developments occurred not according to genetic divisions, but 

rather according to a geographical dialect continuum cutting right through Arabic and grouping 

Aramaic with some dialects but not others. theory also has to rely on some interdialectal 

i Arabic dialects that do not conform to his model. 

The rest of proposals for nominal origins of IPs are not so novel. For example, since 

the turn of the twentieth century, scholars have seen the Aramaic Gp SC, , is an Aramaic-

specific development conjugating the passive PTCP ( ) with the pronominal suffixes of 

the SC. The same holds for the identification of  and  Gp SC forms as reflexes of the 

homonymous passive PTCP forms =w/y.42 That said, however plausible such theories of 

nominal origins for these particular IPs may be, they have not been universally accepted. No less 

authoritative a Semiticist than Brockelmann, for example, derives Aramaic  from *qutila 

 
42 For an early expression of both of these views, see Blake, 1901. The most extreme derivation of finite IPs from a 
nominal form comes from Praetorius (1923 1924, 140), who argues it is also the source of the Arabic Gp SC 
qutila. He does not, however, posit a wholly nominal origin for qutila, insofar as the u is said to have been 
transferred from the PC yu-qtal, for which he (137) proposes a copula origin. 
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(like the Arabic Gp SC).43 Wright asserts that *qutila is also the origin of  and q l Gp SCs in 

2=w/y, arising by monophthongisation of underlying *quyila and *quwila.44  

Theories about nominal origins of IPs, then, are widespread and cover a variety of different 

forms, though by and large this kind of argumentation is invoked more often to account for SCs 

than PCs. One noteworthy consideration about such proposals is that the underlying notion of a 

nominal origin of verbal morphology may also holds for active verbs in Semitic, if one looks 

with deep enough chronological perspective.45 In IPs, the development is supposedly one of a 

noun depicting the result of a process becoming a resultative verbal adjective (including a PASS 

PTCP, in a more restrictive sense), and ultimately forming the stem of a finite verb that receives 

inflectional affixes taken over from the existing verbal system.  

Examination of the passives throughout the languages of the world in Chapter 2 finds that the 

creation of passive verbs from nominal sources more often occurs when a true periphrasis, 

including a copula and a PTCP, grammaticalises. By the time of WS, however, it is hard to view 

the SC as anything other than a fully verbal, finite conjugation (and any non-verbal origins of the 

PC were completely opaque). Therefore, if any IPs arose by inflection of a nouns with affixes 

from the active verbal paradigm, these were not a grammaticalisations of nominal predications, 

properly speaking, which are discussed below in the section on copula-origins of IP 

development.  

 

 

 
43 Brockelmann (1908, §257I) explained the lengthening of the i as resulting by analogy to the PASS PTCP *qat l, 
but crucially did not attribute a common etymology to the Gp SC and PASS PTCP. 
44 Wright (1890, 224 225) also believes the Aramaic Gp SC derives from *qutila rather than  (largely based 

change  not to analogical influence but to phonological conditions, namely the stressed position of the vowel. 
45 Hodge (1975) argues that the creation of verbal morphology from a nominal origin, having many separate 
instances in Semitic, is in fact something of a linguistic universal. 
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1.4.2 Stative/intransitive-Origin Theories of IP Development 

A second large group of theories about IPs derives them from the WS stative/intransitive verb 

*qatila ~ *yi-qtal. The categories passive and stative are sometimes claimed to be linked by their 

common characteristic of lack of agentivity, in support of which perceived functional overlap 

qutila by-forms for stative qatila verbs in Arabic are cited.46 However, qatila ~ yi-qtal does not 

only express non-agentive, stative actions; it is also frequently used for intransitive fientive, 

agentive, verbs. Moreover, while passives have defocussed agents often virtually always, in 

Semitic absent from the surface structure, they remain present in the semantic specitication 

(otherwise the verb is mediopassive, not passive). Functional links between stative/instransitive 

*yi-qtal and passive *yu-qtal are tenuous at best, which explains why proponents of the 

repurposing of morphology from the former to the latter must attributed this to the 

47 

At its core, the stative/intransitive-origin theory considers the Gp PC yu-qtal a variant of 

yi-qtal, whose function became specialised to passive use, but whose original stativity is 

sometimes retained (e.g., Hebrew al ).48 Depending on the extent to which 

individual scholars connect the etymologies of the various parts of the paradigm, the vowels u 

and a are then extended to other contexts (e.g., to the stative SC qatila, resulting in the Arabic 

Gp SC qutila and the Hebrew Dp SC quttal).49  

 
46 

with the subject 
in a P[assive] C[onstruction]: non- yu-qtal, Retsö (1989, 193) proposes the development of 
an IP from an instransitive verb with the derivation of the Dp PTCP (and consequently the Dp PC) from the tD, 
which he charactersises as a fundamentally intransitivising (but not stative) form. For other expressions of a 
perceived functional link between passive and stative/intransitive, see Blake, 1901, 48; Retsö, 1989, 24 26. 
47 Retsö, 1989, 5. 
48 The precise origin of this variation is not of primary relevance to the theory per se, but mainly yu-qtal is identified 

yi-qtal (Retsö, 1989, 159). Other proposals include extension of u from the D and C 
(Petra ek, 1963, 597) or the underspecification of high vowels at an early stage of Semitic (Blake, 1901, 48 49). 
49 The preceding description of the stative/intransitive-origin theory of IP development is that of Blake (1901). 
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Unless one ascribes different origins to the various IP stems such an approach necessarily 

attributes pre-eminence amongst them to the Gp, by analogy to which the other IPs are then 

thought to be derived.50 This bears on the relationship between Semitic detransitive stems 

generally; if the Gp was the first IP, its scarcity in Biblical Hebrew must be due to a decline from 

earlier full productivity. For those that adhere to this hypothesis, it is generally understood to 

result from the redundancy of having two detransitive stems to the G (the N and Gp); according 

to such thinking, the originally reflexive N ousted the Gp, taking over its passive function.51 

Several scholars subscribe to this development of yu-qtal, proposed by Blake already at the 

turn of the nineteenth century, with just minor additions or emendations. Petr ek integrates the 

Akkadian stative into the discussion and argues that the motivation for creating the Gp SC was to 

parallel the formal distinction between active and passive verbs that existed in the PC after the 

creation of yu-qtal. In this regard, voice would be a fixed feature of the new WS perfective SC, 

whereas it had been an incidental category of its PS precursor, the stative (as preserved in 

Akkadian), which was instead marked for resultative aspect with no inherent reference to the 

syntactic organisation of its arguments.52 The relationship between passivity and resultative 

aspect is doubtless an important one and features heavily in several works on IPs, particularly in 

relation to Hebrew.53 In this regard, though, Petr ek

 
50 Of the major works that adhere to this theory those of Blake (1901), Petra ek (1963), and Retsö (1989) only 
the last denies any etymological or derivational link between the u-a sequence of the Gp/Cp PC yu-qtal and these 
vowels as found elsewhere in the IP paradigm. 
51 For such a position, see Blake, 1901, 50 53. 
52 This supposes the morphology developed to express a syntactic distinction already present in the mind of the 
speakers. Such a notion of passivity being unmarked in the morphology, only determined by syntactic or semantic 
context, but nonetheless a central quality of a finite verb, is highly problematic see discussion of Haspelmath 
(1990, 26 27) and Keenan (1985, 255) in Chapter 2. 
53 Fassberg (2001) and Meehan (1991), for example, have identified a shift in the function of the Dp PTCP in post-
Biblical Hebrew from passive voice to resultative (and even perfective) aspect. 
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suspect conclusions reached through argumentation based on a flawed understanding of the 

relationship between these categories.54 

It has been mentioned how stative/intransitive-origin theories tend to give primacy to the Gp 

over other IP stems, but there are also implications for the different conjugations within the Gp 

itself. If, as Petr ek proposes, the Gp PCs of Arabic and Hebrew and the Gp SBJV of MSA are 

reflexes of a repurposed stative/intransitive yi-qtal, this must have happened during proto-WS; 

the heterogeneity of the SC, by contrast, he takes to reflect its parallel independent developments 

in the descendent languages.55 By and large, other adherents to stative/intransitive-origin theories 

likewise see yu-qtal as the origin of all other IP morphology.56 Retsö is unusual in that, though 

he derives yu-qtal from the stative PC yi-qtal, he does not link this to any other IP. He does, 

however, derive sporadic dialectal Arabic qitil forms from the stative *qatila.57  

The only other work to contribute significantly to the stative/intransitive-origin hypothesis is 

that of Retsö, who not only proposes a morphophonological motivation for the emergence of the 

Gp PC, yu-qtal, but also links this to other parts of the detransitive system, specifically the Cp 

PC. In this respect, he places the situations of various languages at different stages along a 

development that spread through WS by way of areal diffusion.58 Specifically, based on 

 
54 Placing too much weight on incidental passivity in the Akkadian stative (a resultative verbal adjective) is precisely 
the converse of the error made by Bicknell (1984), who instead overemphasises the role of resultativity in finite 
passive forms (including IPs). She goes as far as claiming that this is the primary category for which Biblical 
Hebrew IPs are marked, so that they do not even necessarily express a syntactically passive arrangement of 
arguments, but may be reflexive. 
55 Petra ek (1963, 601) believes that Amarna Canaanite is a language from a stage by which the Gp PC yu-qtal had 
been formed, but no corresponding Gp SC yet had.  
56 Haupt (cited in passing by Blake, 1901, 47n3) exceptionally suggests that the Arabic Gp SC qutila results from a 
combination of the vowels of the stative patterns qatila and (the far rarer) qatula. 
57 Retsö (1989, 184) stresses these are only occasionally used as a passive and are not to be confused with the Gp SC 
qitil, from a *qitil noun, in dialects with productive IP systems. 
58 
(all yu-qtal), is due to their having a common etymological origin, rather than resulting from a phonological process 
in the Cp i.e., the elision of the causative morpheme (*yu-Cvqtal > yu-qtal). This is of course an important point in 
relation to IP development as a whole, but does not relate specifically to the matter of stative/intransitive-origin 
theories, and so is not addressed here, but is covered in detail in Chapter 4. 
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anomalies in the distribution of yu-qtal forms throughout WS, Retsö proposes the following 

three-stage diachrony: (1) in the second millennium BCE, in Amarna Canaanite and Ugaritic, yu-

qtal occurred sporadically as a Gp PC; (2) during the first millennium BCE, in Biblical Hebrew, 

it was sporadic as a Gp PC and productive as a Cp PC; and (3) from the first millennium CE 

onwards, in Classical Arabic, it was productive in both functions.59 

Another significant modification Retsö has contributed to the stative/intransitive-origin 

theory is his observations on the phonological factors influencing the distribution of yu-qtal 

forms and the ramifications for it they developed. In Amarna Canaanite, Hebrew, and Ugaritic, 

they often occur in weak roots, from which he concludes that a restriction against formation of 

=w (as occurs in Arabic) led to the reemployment of the existing stative/intransitive 

form yi-qtal, or rather its =w allomorph yu-qtal, in the passive function. This use, Retsö 

argues, was extended from =w to =weak verbs, and subsequently spread through the 

whole paradigm.60 

The really sets it apart from other literature on IPs, though, 

is how it treats the relationship between them and other detransitive stems. Since he sees the 

initial motivation for the development of the Gp (PC) as phonological, the traditional explanation 

of the N replacing the Gp in Hebrew does not hold. Indeed, Retsö argues that the presence of 

scattered Hebrew yu-qtal does not necessarily mean this stem ever reached productivity in that 

language, but could represent a sort of arrested development.61 Overall, with regard to whether 

 
59 Retsö, 1989, 33. Within the two earlier stages, he (46 48) further claims a genre-based distribution, such that 
Biblical Hebrew Gp forms belong to formulaic, sacral, poetic language, and that all Ugaritic literature necessarily 
reflects language of this style. 
60 145, 159 160) appeals to 
bi-radicalism since it argues the N was used with triradical roots, while yu-qtal arose in those that originally 
possessed just two consonants ( w/n/ ).  
61 yuqtal 
should be seen not as a remnant of a more productive system which has been reduced, but as a category which could 
have expanded but  
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the passive to the G is expressed by the Gp, N, or tG/Gt in a given WS language, Retsö describes 

a situation of continuous struggle among the various options, contracting and expanding in 

relation to one another.  

Thus, Retsö dichotomises WS, according to which stem first expressed the passive to the G, 

t- including some Arabic dialects, Aramaic, and Ethiopic) on the one hand and 

n- including other Arabic dialects, Classical Arabic, Hebrew, and Ugaritic). This 

bifurcation does not correspond to any recognised genetic sub-classification of WS, and the 

distribution is explained as an areal isogloss.62 Just as the N and tG competed as means of 

expressing the passive to the G at the WS level actually, he describes this only in relation to the 

PC yu-qtal, with no discussion of how the more manifold Gp SC fits into this overall theory the 

N and the Gp subsequently came to do so in the N dialects.63  

In Hebrew, most of the Arabic N dialects, and Ugaritic, it was the N that became the 

productive means of expressing passivity relative to the G, at the expense of the moribund Gp; 

only in Classical Arabic and a few Arabic N dialects did the Gp triumph and reach full 

productivity, with a concomitant functional restriction of the N to mediopassivity. This triumph 

of the N Retsö ascribes to two factors: the triradicalisation of Semitic since he argues yu-qtal 

was originally restricted to biradical root types and the rise of yaqtil 

causative, which tended to reserve yu-qtal as its own passive counterpart.64 Regardless of the rest 

 
62 Retsö (1989, 148 150, 153 157) splits a polygenetic proto-Arabic into two areas, each aligning with a different 

brew. He does not mention why Ethiopian became a t-dialect, but since it does not 
belong to the Northern area, he presumably saw this as an independent parallel development. 
63 Retsö, 1989, 141 142. No justification is given in this regard for either OSA or MSA, both of which have a Gt 
and Gp as passives to the G, but no N. Interestingly, Yemeni Arabic, which is geographically close to OSA and 
MSA (more so the former), has a similar situation. See Watson, 2002, 133 and the discussion chapter three. 
64 Retsö, 1989, 144. Against this position, one may object that the regularisation of triradicalism throughout the 
verbal paradigm certainly occurred long before the development of a yu-qtal IP, which cannot pre-date WS. 
Moreover, the restriction of yu-qtal as a passive to a causative cannot apply in Ugaritic, since this has a sibilant 

for the Classical Arabic situation, in which yu-qtal remains both the Gp and Cp PC form. 
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of his argument and the various problems therewith, this notion of different detransitive stems in 

competition is an important innovation Retsö has introduced into how one ought to regard IP 

development. 

 

1.4.3 Copula-Origin Theories of IP Development 

The third major group of theories about the origins of IPs proposes that they developed through 

the grammaticalisation of periphrastic constructions comprising copulas with verbal adjectives. 

Opinions vary on the precise origin of the copula item, and about the degree of certainty to which 

it can even be identified. Praetorius, for example, is highly confident in his assertion that this it is 

a long  deriving from the verbal root hwy .65 More recently, 

Hetzron has argued that the u vowel in IPs derives from a copula *wn, which he reconstructs to 

proto-Afroasiatic, by which stage it had already grammaticalised so far as to have no discernible 

lexical origin.66 Least certain of all is Vycichl, who hints that a copula is the most likely origin 

for what he identifies as a passive marker , but identifies other possible origins as an impersonal 

SUBJ marker, a locative element, or a reflexive marker.67 

Opinions voiced on the mechanics of the morphological dimension of copula-origin theories 

are far more confident and homogeneous than those relating to the functional dimension of the 

 
65 This long , Praetorius (1923 1924, 137) argues, is preserved in the open syllables of the Hebrew Cp PC from 

) ). 
66 Hetzron, 1977, 42 47. In addition to being the source of IPs, he sees *wn as the origin of the N, and the indicative 
mood markers -u and -na. He also reconstructs a (separate) copula origin for the t stems, all of which speaks to his 
general attitude regarding the development of passives, or detransitives more generally. 
67 Vycichl, 1959, 81 83. Despite Semitic instances of a u vowel functioning as a SUBJ marker and occurring in a 
locative affix, these options cannot explain the theme vowel a. Further, a more expected result from the 
grammaticalisation of a locative would be a progressive-aspect marker (see, Rubin, 2005, §6.5). For cross-linguistic 
parallels of passives derived from SUBJ markers and reflexives, see Haspelmath, 1990, §§4.2, 4.4. Vycichl is quite 
right in seeing the absence of any clear lexical source for the proposed copula as unproblematic; etymological 
opacity is entirely expected in constructions that have undergone a high degree of grammaticalisation. 
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etymology.68 There is a consensus among their proponents that the copula first occurred in the 

PC, between the person-marking prefixes and the stem: yu-qtal <*y-u(:)-qvtal. From here, IP 

SCs are supposed to have been formed by the secondary extension of this copula element, though 

there is some disagreement about the precise mechanics of how this occurred.69  

Since the stem of the Gp PC is supposed to derive from a verbal adjective, the dividing line 

between copula-origin theories of IP development and the nominal-origin theory is not entirely 

clear.70 Insofar as the theme vowel a of the Gp (and Cp) PC of this stem -qtal is said to mark 

instransitivity/stativity, as it does in the G PC yi-qtal, the distinction between copula-origin 

theories and stative/intransitive-origin theories is likewise blurred. Furthermore, since IP SCs are 

explained by extension of u from the PC to other contexts, theories may combine elements of 

stative/intransitive-origin and nominal-origin theories with the underlying copula origin they 

propose for IP morphology.71  

 

1.4.4 Literature on the decline of internal passives 

The preceding sections have summarised the main theories on how IP morphology developed. 

However, another major concern of literature on IPs is their scarcity in later Semitic languages 

compared to earlier stages, which is observable, to different extents, in each of the Arabic, 

 
68 This is somewhat ironic considering the wealth of cross-linguistic data for exactly such a development throughout 

42). 
69 Praetorius (1923 1924, 137 138) believes that IP SCs was created by extension of the u from the PC into the slot 
following R1. Hetzron (1977, 44), by contrast, reconstructs a stage where it stood before the SC stem and was 
subsequently inserted after R1 (i.e., *u-qatila > qutila in Arabic). He does not, however, believe the 
Arabic Dp SC, -qattal, represents an archaism in this regard (contra Vycichl, 1959, 79 80). 
70 The key issue distinguishing copula-origin theories of IP development from those proposing nominal origins is the 
identification of a specific morphological element (e.g., the u vowel) that was originally the copula in a periphrasis.  
71 Praetorius (1923 1924, 138), for example, combines the u of the Gp PC with a nominal form to create the 
Arabic Gp SC qutila. Vycichl (1959, 77 80) thinks the i of qutila derives from the stative verb, by analogy to its 
theme vowels qatila : ya-qtal :: qutXla : yu-qtal. 
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Aramaic, and Canaanite branches.72 Generally, this is understood as the result of the decline of 

previously productive constructions. This section details salient points raised by scholars on this 

subject, with particular reference to the perspective adopted of viewing IPs within the broader 

context of Semitic detransitive stems. 

One case of IP decline that has received much comment is that of the Gp in Canaanite. In the 

earliest recorded stage of the branch, the fourteenth-century BCE language of el-Amarna, the Gp 

PC yu-qtal is fairly well attested.73 explanation for the rarity of the same in Biblical 

Hebrew reflects the traditional opinion on the diachronic development of the Canaanite Gp: 

the  theme, originally with reflexive or middle and reciprocal force, came to be used also to 
express the passive idea. Consequently, the passive Qal [Gp] became increasingly less common, 
until by the time of biblical Hebrew it was obsolescent.74 

The diachronic distribution of Gp forms in the Hebrew Bible, he claims, supports this theory; 

two-thirds occur in poetry, reflecting the tendency towards archaism in this genre. Though 

primarily concerned with Biblical Hebrew, Williams also mentions in passing that he sees 

Ugaritic and Phoenician as reflecting an early stage of the functional expansion of the N at the 

expense of the Gp, though he does so without expanding on the ramifications this has for the 

sub-classification of Canaanite and the relative chronology of the Gp.  

Williams lists fifty roots preserving traces of the Gp in the Hebrew Bible, but which have 

been reanalysed as Dp or Cp forms, or revocalised as N forms.75 However, the absence of D 

counterparts for some quttal IP SCs, which instead have corresponding G actives, gives a clue to 

their underlying identity as Gp (rather than Dp) SCs. Apart from the SC, Biblical Hebrew yu-qtal 

 
72 Data covering sufficient time depth is not available to make comparable diachronic evaluations for either MSA or 
Ugaritic, and I am unaware of any claims concerning OSA in this regard. 
73 Rainey, 1996, 2:75 80. 
74 Williams, 1970, 45 46. It is interesting that neither he nor most other adherents to this position cite the cross-
linguistically common grammaticalisation path reflexive > mediopassive > passive (for which, see Haspelmath, 
1990, 42 46) in support of this putative pull chain. 
75 Williams (1970, 50) proposes that the Gp SC was originally *qutila but became *qutala 

 While original heterogeneity between the i and a vowels of Gp *qutila and Dp 
*quttala and Cp *huqtala is not logically impossible, nor is it very plausible. 
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forms are typically understood as belonging to the Cp. In a parallel to his arguments about quttal 

forms, Williams proposes that in roots with no active C counterpart, these should instead be 

analysed as belonging to the Gp.76 According to these criteria, the preponderance of SC over PC 

forms in the Gp (thirty-two versus nineteen), leads Williams to the conclusion that many Gp PC 

forms were revocalised as N stems (whose consonantal orthography would be identical).77 

Fassberg has also investigated the decline of the Hebrew Gp, though his temporal scope is 

somewhat later, focussing on the post-Biblical period to draw conclusions about what happened 

during prior stages. He finds that one important factor in the decline of the Hebrew Gp was a 

tendency from the fifth century BCE onwards for roots that had previously formed their basic 

verbs from the G to instead do so using the D.78 Without refuting the canonical explanation that 

the expanding N replaced the Gp in a push chain, this shift, first occurring in the Dead Sea 

Scrolls (mid-third century BCE to 70 CE), is identified as a supplementary motivation.79 

Fassberg also makes a similar claim regarding the reanalysis of the Gp PC yu-qtal as a Cp, 

namely, that this was facilitated by a simultaneous replacement of G verbs by forms from the 

C.80 Though limited in scope, his analysis of the decline of the Hebrew Gp is to be commended 

on how it takes into account, and refers to, other developments within the stem system. 

Scholarship on the decline of IPs is not limited to the Hebrew Gp, or indeed to Canaanite. 

Meehan, for example, addresses the decline of the Dp and Cp in post-Biblical Hebrew and 

Aramaic. In Mishnaic Hebrew, finite Dp forms have been replaced by the tD; the D PASS PTCP 

is retained, but functionally redeployed or restricted to resultative aspect. The decline of the Cp 

 
76 Cf. Arabic, in which yu-qtal is the PC to both the Gp and Cp. 
77 Williams, 1970, 49 50. A strong argument in favour of this is the fact that all but two of the Gp PC yu-qtal forms 
identified come fro
permit revocalisation as N forms. 
78 Fassberg (2001, 243 -Aramaic. 
79 Fassberg, 2001, Qal internal passive and its 
replacement by the , namely the abandoning of the Qal stem in favor of the  
80 Fassberg, 2001, 251. 
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is less advanced ) [SC] and 

) [PC] 81  

In Aramaic, Meehan believes the Cp SC huqtal died out before the tC al arose. The 

latter is an Aramaic-specific neologism, filling the gap in the stem system left as the original 

Semitic Ct stem (<*staqtala) ceased to be used. From the earliest attested stage of the branch 

only a few remnant Ct forms are attested.82 Meehan therefore posits an interim period of 

Aramaic, when it no longer possessed a Cp nor yet a tC to express the passive of the C, such that 

[G] forms frequently served this purpose in M[iddle]A[ramaic] and M[ishnaic] 
H[ebrew], especially in verbs of motion, the only constraint being that the agent be not explicitly 
stated; in this latter case transitive /  [C] were most likely used instead.83  

Perhaps the most compelling evidence in favour of his hypothesis is a Midrash (from Genesis 

Rabbah) that explicitly identifies the possibility of the G being equivalent to the Cp, albeit to 

clarify that this is not so in this specific case in hand.84 However, by own admission, 

Mishnaic Hebrew uses the N as passive to the C more commonly than the G in this function, so 

one might well query whether this phenomenon, to the extent that it occurs, is an Aramaism. 

Moreover, the overwhelming majority of the data discussed is translated material, and therefore 

potentially not the most reliable witness of natural language.  

Nonetheless, though it may not provide concrete answers, the questions work 

raises are highly relevant to IP development, specifically with respect to their decline. One factor 

he mentions in passing that is of undeniable importance in the diachronic mapping of 

 
81 Meehan, 1991, 112; Fassberg (2001, 250n41) argues that in Tannaitic, the Dp participle expresses perfective 
rather than resultative aspect, though he does not specify how this use would differ from a tD SC form. 
82 The Ct was also lost in Hebrew, where it wy. Judging from the rarity of this stem in 
Ugaritic, the same process was also underway there. The loss of the Ct, then, was a general NWS process, albeit one 
having reached differing degrees of completion in the three main sub-branches thereof. 
83 Meehan, 1991, 114. 
84 Meehan, 1991, 125  of 
their own accord f the  

1984, 17), who suggest Biblical Hebrew generally avoids passive verbs where active ones may be used, and 
consequently argue that many instances of m t  
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detransitives in Aramaic not to mention dialectal Arabic is the use of active generalised-

SUBJ constructions.85 In this case, the unavailability of a Cp and/or tC/Ct to express the passive 

to the C has led to a preponderance of generalised-SUBJ constructions with the C in this function 

in Middle Aramaic.86 

In the Arabic language family, Clive Holes has studied the recent and ongoing decline of IPs 

in the Omani dialect.87 He has no doubt that their retention, to the extent that they are retained at 

all, represents an archaism.88 Holes identifies a distinction that he believes is retained from the 

detransitive system of Classical Arabic, between the functions of IPs on the one hand, and those 

of the N and t stems on the other. The former express passivity in strictly syntactic terms, with an 

unknown or unspecified (though always semantically implicit) agent; the latter instead simply 

express the semantic category of SUBJ affectedness. Insofar as the action may not even require 

an agent in its semantic specification, the N therefore is often mediopassive.89  

When attestations of Omani Arabic IPs are mapped, several distributions relating to tense, 

person, and root become apparent. In sedentary dialects, Holes finds 3MSG IPFV forms are 

more common than other conjugations, though Ingham sensibly notes that this may simply be the 

result of language-universal pragmatic factors and does not necessarily bear on the decline of 

Omani Arabic IPs specifically.90 There also exists a strong skewing towards a small number of 

weak roots, particularly in the Gp. Moreover, as IP usage declines, they are increasingly 

 
85 The relationship between generalised-SUBJ constructions and passives is discussed in detail in Chapter 2. 
86 Meehan, 1991, 131.  
87 Holes, 1998. 
88 It bears reminding that this has no necessary bearing on the validity of this assertion elsewhere (e.g., in Hebrew). 
89 Holes (1998, 354 t 

 
90 Holes (1998, 349 52) records fifty-three 3MSG IPFVs, three 1SG SCs, and one 3MSG SC. Without comparative 
figures of the total distribution of verbal forms, though, it is hard to evaluate the significance of these findings. 
Ingham (1994, 26 28) further acknowledges the possibility the commonness of the impersonal-passive construction, 
with default 3MSG agreement, plays a role in this distribution. Watson (2002, 233n7) notes a similar prevalence of 
PC over SC forms in Yemeni Arabic IPs. 
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restricted to fixed expressions. Thus, in Bedouin Omani dialects, where IPs are rarest, two forms 

 (Gp of qwl) and yisamma (Dp of smy) account for the 

overwhelming majority of IP forms attested, while other instances occur in contexts like 

proverbial expressions, in which frozen expressions or formulaic language is to be expected.91  

Holes attributes the decline of IPs in Omani Arabic to two complementary factors: a 

phonological motivation and an inter-dialectal influence. First, he infers that the majority of 

IPFV forms come from weak root types because this is precisely where the contrast between the 

vowels of active and passive forms is most pronounced (i.e., more so than in strong roots).92 Put 

another way, Holes concludes that syncretism between G and Gp PC forms is the force driving 

the loss of Omani Arabic IPs. Where the G PC has the theme vowel a the merger is total since 

both have the same prefix vowel i:  (G/Gp) drinks/it is drunk . Even where there a 

distinction between active and passive theme vowels exists (u and a, respectively), it still only 

falls on an unstressed, short vowel: y ktub (G) y ktab .93 

In addition to these phonological considerations, Holes observes a dialectal distinction 

whereby speakers of sedentary Omani dialects (particularly the elderly, and those from the 

mountainous interior) use IPs more than speakers of Bedouin dialects, who tend to use 

generalised-SUBJs in the same contexts. Furthermore, in the Bedouin Omani Arabic, IPs are 

more common among inland than coastal dialects.94 Even if the impetus for the loss of IPs in 

absolute terms is phonological in nature, their dialectal distribution of their preservation /loss is 

 
91 Holes, 1998, 349 52. This greater contrast is a result 

prepositional complements. 
92  s  by  y), and 

  swy y). 
93 Holes, 1998, 350 53. The possibility of a decrease in IP productivity owing to syncretism between IPs and their 
corresponding active forms has interesting ramifications for the MSA situation, examined in Chapter 6. 
94 Holes, 1998, 355 358. This situation is paralleled in the Bedouin dialects of North Eastern Arabia more generally: 
IPs are fully productive in the heartland of the interior, and progressively less so towards the coast. 
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affected by sociolinguistic factors. Specifically, the loss of IPs is spreading inland from the coast 

due to the socioeconomic dominance of coastal dialects and their consequent prestige status. 

Mixing between the dialects of migrant workers in the Gulf states has also resulted in an urban 

koine, whose features (one of which is the absence of IPs) speakers from the interior of Oman 

have brought back with them on their homecoming from jobs in coastal urban centres of the 

Gulf.95  

 

1.5 Methodology  

The preceding survey of literature on IPs to date shows that works adhere to a small number of 

often interrelated theories. There is a recurring tendency for scholars to identify one element as 

the core of IP morphology, and then explain the rest of the paradigm by its transferal to new 

positions. In the case of stative/intransitive- and copula-origin theories, this entails the extension 

of the u prefix vowel of the PC into the SC. However, the same desire for a unified theory 

explaining the whole paradigm also lies behind theories that posit a nominal origin for the IP SC 

stem, some or all of whose vocalic sequence u-a was subsequently extended to the PC.  

The same rationale lies behind the perception of relationships among the different IP stems. 

For example, it is generally held the Arabic Gp was the first IP formed in this language, and the 

respective vocalic sequences of its SC and PC u-i and u-a were applied to the consonantal 

structures of all active verbal stems other than the G to form IPs other than the Gp.96 The 

specifics of how different scholars explain the initial formation of the Gp are not germane to this 

question of how they conceive of the next stage in their reconstructions of IP development. 

However, the strong tendency for the Gp to be ascribed precedence over other IPs is noteworthy, 

 
95 Holes, 1998, 359 361. 
96 For explicit formulations to this effect, see Blake, 1901, 50; Petra ek, 1963 603; Praetorius, 1923 1934, 140 141.  
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because it is incompatible with some of the attested data (e.g., the rarity of the Canaanite), and 

for this reason, found to be a major shortcoming of literature on IPs to date. 

The one scholar whose work on IPs deviates significantly from the above model is Retsö. 

resort to Procrustean methods in order to uphold the idea of a 

relationship between different parts of the paradigm. On the contrary, he proposes that since the 

active G PC and SC are etymologically unrelated, and that the former is older, the same should 

also hold for IPs.97 Retsö likewise does not believe the different IP stems of a given language, let 

alone those of different languages, necessarily share a common origin.98  

Regardless what the diachronic origins of the different IP forms, there is no doubt that at the 

synchronic level, they have been integrated as complementary parts of a system within the 

individual languages. Nonetheless, Retsö remains completely silent on how the different IPs 

have come to fit together. His conception of manifold independent, parallel developments in the 

IP system is greatly undermined by his failure to link in any way beyond observing their general 

similarity. Even if the different parts of the paradigm have separate histories and arose from 

different sources which is itself a troubling and objectionable assertion they can certainly not 

be properly understood except in relation to each other.  

 
97 Retsö, 1989, 27 (for quotation), 32. An obvious objection to this position is that IPs arose no earlier than proto-
WS, by which stage the G PC and SC were fully integrated together in the verbal paradigm, despite their separate 
diachronic origins.  
98 For example, Retsö (1989, ch. 7) does not think the Hebrew and Arabic Dp SC (quttal and quttila, respectively) 
represent reflexes of a single proto-form, or, for that matter, the stems of the Arabic Dp SC and PC (quttila and yu-
qattal
(140) identifies the Gp and Cp PC forms as having a single diachronic source: an allomorph of stative/detransitive G 
PC yi-qtal, whose function was secondarily extended to express the passive to the C. Praetorius (1923 1924, 139) 
argues the converse, that yu-qtal was originally a Cp PC whose function was subsequently extended to express the 
passive to the G. Both positions diverge from the consensus opinion that the formal identity of the Gp and Cp PC 
results from elision of the causative morpheme in the latter (as also occurs in the C). 
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Retsö may be correct to criticise previous scholars for making a priori assumptions about 

relationships between parts of the IP paradigm, but he is equally guilty of creating a theory in 

which they do not stand together as an interrelated system at all. Instead, he proposes a plethora 

of parallel processes resulting in the various forms of the paradigm. The IP system is presented 

as highly heterogeneous in terms of individual sources, even if the paths of development along 

which these proceed are largely similar. Apart from the Gp/Cp PC yu-qtal, which he derives 

from the stative/intransitive verb yi-qtal, Retsö believes all IPs result from the verbalisation of 

nominal forms. 

Though some motivation(s) driving the loss of IPs are identified in the literature (discussed 

above in §1.4.4), Semiticists have largely remained mute on the impetus for their creation. What 

few proposals have been made in this regard tend to follow as secondary inferences from 

theories about the development of the morphology, rather than serving as their theoretical 

underpinnings.99 Since existing theories on how and when IPs developed have failed to 

satisfactorily account for the attested situations, the current dissertation will start with the 

neglected matter of why they did, realising that any compelling reconstruction of formal 

developments will not only provide an answer to this question, but should in fact logically follow 

from that answer.  

Any number of motivations may lie behind the creation (or more commonly repurposing) of 

morphology, such as ridding the language of some ambiguity resulting from an insufficiency in 

the existing inventory of forms, regularising the paradigm so it has more structural symmetry, or 

to compensate for a morphophonological restriction against an alternative construction. That is, 

 
99 Retsö (1984, 143 45), for example, ascribes the rise of yu-qtal to a morphophonological restriction against N 
formation (though he does not give reasons for the development of any other IPs), while Petra ek (1963, 593 95) 
explains the development of the IP system as a whole as a multistage process, each step of which reacts to 
paradigmatic asymmetry in the previous situation and attempts to resolve it. 
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the motivation(s) for the development of IPs can best be discerned by finding what undesirable 

situation, in linguistic terms, is resolved (at least partially) by their presence. As such, a starting 

point for the search for what provoked IP development will be identifying key features languages 

with IPs have in common, and then contrasting these with the situation prior to IP development.  

Cross-linguistically, passives are related to a number of categories, including, but not limited 

to, other detransitive constructions (e.g., mediopassive, reflexive, middle). Work on the linguistic 

theory behind passivity has reached many of its conclusions precisely by examining the nature of 

the relationships between these categories.100 In view of such universal considerations, any study 

that aims to contextualise IPs within the verbal system generally cannot ignore the rest of the 

stem system to which they belong, and in particular, the N and t stems, which also express the 

passive (among other functions) in a number of Semitic languages.  

Literature on IPs often treats them in an isolated fashion, without connecting them to other 

structures in the language (other than their active counterparts). In the rare cases where 

relationships between different stems are considered, this is generally done in a rather piecemeal, 

superficial way.101 What is lacking to date is an attempt to view the totality of IPs together, in all 

their forms and throughout their distribution, in relation to or rather as part of the 

detransitive stem system as a whole, and specifically to see their development against the 

backdrop of that of the N and t stems.  

The same shortcomings also hold with regard to how literature on IPs addresses (or rather, 

fails to address) relationships between passivity and other verbal categories like perfective 

aspect, associated with conjugational parts of the verbal paradigm. The role of such categories in 

 
100 See discussion of Haspelmath (1990) and Shibatani (1985), in Chapter 2. 
101 194) work is a notable exception, insofar as it relates the Gp PC yu-qtal to the tG/Gt and N 
and suggests a link between the D PASS PTCP/Dp and tD in Arabic and Aramaic. Williams (1970) and Fassberg 
(2001) also attempt to relate one part of IP development, the decline of the Gp, to other developments within the 
stem system, the functional expansion of the N and the shift from the G to the D, respectively. 
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IP development must likewise be carefully considered, even if their relationships to passivity 

may not be as immediately self-evident as those of detransitive categories like reflexivity, whose 

marking is associated with the verbal stem system. Describing the relationships between 

passivity and these various other categories within language is a major concern of Chapter 2.  

Once the general linguistic theory underpinning the analysis of IPs and the reconstruction of 

their development, Chapter 3 will turn to the specific data of Semitic. According to the 

methodological proposal of viewing IPs within broader detransitive contexts, and with the 

hypothesis presented below in mind, the detransitive systems of the various branches of Semitic 

will be mapped, and reconstruct the situation in the stage before IPs were attested (proto-WS if 

not PS). Based on the findings thereof, the various IPs will be analysed in Chapter 4, and a 

reconstruction of their development presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 will address the languages 

of the MSA family, describing and analysing their IPs including a reconstruction of the proto-

MSA situation in this regard. The conclusion of Chapter 6 will synthesise its findings with those 

of Chapters 4 and 5 to give an understanding of the MSA situation within the broader Semitic 

context. 

 

1.6 Hypothesis 

One noteworthy feature of the PS verbal stem system is the difference between the detransitives 

to the basic stem (G) and those to the derived stems (D and C). Describing pre-Akkadian, 

Kouwenberg observes that 

G-stem verbs realise first-argument reduction (passive and mediopassive) by means of the N-stem 
and second-argument reduction (reflexive, reciprocal, and middle) by means of the Gt-stem or the 
N-stem. The primary derived [D and C] stems have only one verbal means of valency reduction, 
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namely, the secondary [Dt and Ct] stems, which accordingly are used for all detransitive 
categories.102  

If the same holds for proto-WS, immediately prior to the emergence of IPs and verifying or 

falsifying this hypothesis is be a major goal of Chapter 3 it seems possible that they may have 

been created precisely to level out this imbalance.  

If this proposition is correct, two important corollaries logically follow from it. Firstly, it 

would entail the Dp and Cp having developed before the Gp, though it must be stressed that this 

does not necessarily have any ramifications regarding the etymological relationships (or lack 

thereof) between the various forms.103 Secondly, where an IP stem exists, the corresponding t 

stem is expected to lose first-argument reducing detransitive functions to make symmetrical the 

functional proportionality of X : Xp : tX/Xt in expressing unmarked stem : first-argument

reducing detransitive : second-argument reducing detransitive.  

The strength of the motivation towards the resolution of this asymmetry between G ~ N ~ 

tG/Gt versus D ~ tD/Dt and C ~ Ct is most apparent in that it comes to fruition independently in 

many different branches of Semitic, not always in the same manner. For example, both Aramaic 

and Ethiopic have independently created systems where each basic stem has just one detransitive 

counterpart (the t stem) by losing the N. Conversely, Hebrew and various Arabic dialects lose the 

tG/Gt so the N is the only detransitive to the G.104  

 
102 Kouwenberg, 2010, §10.8.3. Retsö (1989, 141) notes in passing a comparable schism in the attested languages

-stem different morphological types tend to compete, whereas the derived stems show a more unitary 
though he does not elaborate on this or tie it to his overall theory of IP development. 

103 It is interesting in this regard that Retsö (1989, 177) believes Classical Arabic IP SCs developed first in the Dp 
and Cp, before the Gp was created by extending the vocalic sequence u-i into the G. However, in accordance with 
his reticence on relative chronology in general, he does not tie this to his broader theory of IP development.  
104 It is true that Aramaic and Hebrew possess IPs that upset the symmetry their respective losses of the N and tG 
was supposed to have promoted, but in both cases, IPs ultimately disappear from the language after just a few 
centuries of poor attestation in Aramaic, in fact and symmetry is restored to their stem systems. Moreover, the 
situation is a complex, nuanced one, and it is precisely to tease out the subtleties of the development that an in-depth 
study like the current dissertation is required. The oversimplification presented here serves mainly to present the 
main thrust of the hypothesis in a clear, concise manner. 
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The proposal advanced as a starting point for the investigation of IPs in this dissertation is 

that they arose as strategy to resolving this same asymmetry. Specifically, in the first stage of IP 

development, the Dp and Cp were created, so the reflexive of any stem (X) was marked by 

tX/Xt; the passive of the G was marked by the N, and that of the D and C by the (new) Dp and 

Cp stems. In support this hypothesis, it is noted that precisely such a detransitive stem system 

occurs in at least one Semitic language, the 105 

It must be stressed here that this is merely a working hypothesis, though one whose validity 

preliminary research does support, at least as an initial avenue of enquiry. For example, only in 

those languages without an N some Arabic dialects, Aramaic, Ethiopic, MSA, and OSA does 

the tG/Gt productively express the (medio)passive of the G. This conforms to the prediction that 

it would expand into such a function only where the original means of doing so (the N) has been 

lost.106  

Importantly, there is a striking homogeneity to the developments that affect Semitic 

detransitives; they can collectively be subsumed under a general rubric of reorganisation of the 

stem inventory whereby its constituent elements undergo functional expansion and restriction in 

relation to one another. This overarching commonality bridging the differences between Semitic 

languages gives validity to the methodological standpoint that detransitive verbal stems (and 

crucially among them, the IPs) develop as interrelated constituents of a cohesive system.  

The descriptions of the different Semitic languages Chapter 3 confirms that creation and 

promotion of symmetry in the inventory of verbal stems is a central motivating factor in the 

developments of their detransitive systems, including with specific regard to the creation and 

 
105 Taine-Cheikh, 2007, 244 245. This is not to say that this is necessarily an archaic retention of original features of 
the WS situation, but merely serves as an attested example of a detransitive system using precisely the asymmetry-
resolution strategy that the working hypothesis of this dissertation proposes initially provoked IP development.  
106 Kouwenberg (2010, §14.4.2) summarises WS uses of the Gt/tG, except for MSA (for which, see Rubin, 2010, 
§6.5.4), and OSA (for which, see Stein, 2003, §4.1.4). 
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further evolution of IPs. Chapter four will move from the question of why this happened to that 

of how it did, and Chapter 5 of when. The mechanics of the development(s) are certainly not 

disconnected from their underlying reason(s), but rather based upon them. For example, it 

follows that since the Dp and Cp were created to parallel the N as first-argument reducing 

detransitives, then the scarcity of the Hebrew Gp might reflect an arrested development of a form 

that never established its place in the language, rather than, as is commonly argued, the decline 

of a previously productive stem.  

Such a view demands a more nuanced conception of language development than that of most 

previous scholarship, which merely reconstructs the emergence of IPs to a given stage (proto-

WS, for example), and then accounts for subsequent developments in the descendent languages 

by proposing sound changes and analogical processes.107 Accordingly, one of the main 

methodological innovations is the application of a variation-and-change model. The detailed 

linguistic theory thereof is outlined in Chapter 2; suffice it here to summarise that it views 

productivity as scalar rather than binary, with new constructions emerging as marginal 

innovations and (potentially) developing along a continuum to an endpoint of full productivity.  

Crucially in addition to becoming more productive over time, construction may also become 

less so, even being lost altogether (as is proposed for the Hebrew Gp). The only irreversible stage 

is the very final step in the development, where an innovation replaces an existing construction 

and language change proper is achieved. The underlying principle that explains this dimension of 

the variation-and-change model is that constructions exist in competitive variation with 

 
107 Retsö (1989, 195 205) admittedly reconstructs separate, etymologically distinct origins for most IPs. 
Nonetheless, he ignores relative chronology, making only a vague diachronic identification of an archaic periphery 

only loosely formulated and relates anyway primarily to his views about causatives rather than IPs. 
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vicissitudes in their relative fortunes, something that may endure for extended period including 

being inherited from one node of the family tree to its daughter languages. 

Traditionally, the variation-and-change model (as applied in sociolinguistics, for example) is 

concerned with variation between innovative and conservative constructions. This dissertation 

modifies the framework slightly to cover the possibility of simultaneously created variants, 

specifically those of by-forms with the same function. An incipient construction may be 

functionally homogenous at an early stage, even when its formal manifestation is not yet stable. 

Consequently, different forms in the descendent sub-branches e.g., Arabic (muqattal) versus 

Hebrew (m qutt l) D PASS PTCPs may not be etymologically cognate in the strictest sense, 

thought their morphologies arise from the same overall development.108 This means that an areal 

component to IP development need not relate to the creation of a construction per se, but to the 

selection of morphophonological material from an existing possibilities (*muqattal / *muquttal, 

both reconstructed to CS). 

  

 
108 Analogous is the development of the definite article. The kernel of a construction utilising demonstratives * al or 
*han existed in proto-CS, but developed differently in its descendent branches (for which, see Rubin, 2005, §4.4). 
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Chapter 2: The Theoretical Linguistic Framework 

 

2.1 Introduction  

This chapter provides the theoretical linguistic framework for the practical application to the 

specific case of Semitic IPs. According to the methodology outlined above (in §1.5), passivity 

will be considered within a discussion of detransitivity more generally. Further, the links 

between passivity and other verbal categories it is presumed from the outset that passivity is a 

verbal category, though evidence for this position will be presented in the current chapter

which have not received a rigorous treatment in literature on IPs to date, will be addressed. Since 

it is the theoretical framework at issue here, reference to the Semitic data will be sparing, though 

occasional examples are mentioned in passing, where pertinent. 

First, the traditional syntactic analysis of passivity will be presented, and then shortcomings 

with this, and alternative, non-syntactic (that is, pragmatic or semantic) analyses will be 

presented. Turning to the specific matter of the interrelations between different detransitive 

constructions, and in particular, the question of their diachronic interrelations, the 

grammaticalisation and prototype models of passivity are assessed in terms of both their general 

validity and their applicability for the work in hand. Next is 

addressed, with close attention paid to its distinct, though overlapping, semantic and syntactic 

elements, and the ways in which its analysis affects the understanding of other detransitives 

(including, of course, the passive). Finally, the variation-and-change model of language 

diachrony is outlined, with reference to its origins within the sociolinguistic discipline. 
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2.2 The traditional syntactic analysis of passivity 

In the late 1970s, Perlmutter and Postal rejected the prevailing analysis, proposed by Chomsky in 

the application of a linear transformation rule, affecting the word order of active counterparts. 

They are correct that, inasmuch as many languages (including Semitic ones) do not exhibit a 

difference in word order between passive sentences and their active counterparts, no such 

universal transformational rule may be identified [p]assivization is a phenomenon of natural 

1 They further dismiss a characterisation of 

passivisation in terms of case on the grounds that case categories are themselves in need of 

universal characterisation, a point admittedly far truer in 1977 than it is now. Further, although 

ACC-marked nominals in active sentence tend to receive NOM marking in passive counterparts, 

this does not account for passivisation in languages without overt case marking of NPs.2 

Finally, Perlmutter and Postal criticise the analysis of passivisation as a morphological 

-

 pick out certain morphological 

3 In support of their position, they 

cite languages in which verbal morphology is identical in active and passive sentences. This 

analysis, though, is contentious, and the possibility of zero-marked finite passives is flatly denied 

by subsequent major theoretical works on passives.4  

 
1 Perlmutter and Postal, 1977, 396. 
2 98) further claim that in Basque case marking is identical 

demonstrates that the construction in question should not, in fact, be analysed as a passive.  
3 Perlmutter and Postal, 1977, 398. I see no logical reason allowing this to be taken as an argument against passive 
being a verbal category. 
4 See, for example, Haspelmath, 1990, 20 27; Keenan, 1985, 255. In Semitic, zero-marked passives are extremely 
rare, as far as one can tell considering the unvocalised scripts of certain languages, and can largely be explained as 
mergers between originally distinct active and passive forms due to phonological or analogical processes. 
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Ultimately, Perlmutter and Postal propose the following characterisation of passivisation: 

(17) A direct object of an active clau  
(18) The subject of an active clause is neither the (superficial) subject nor the (superficial) direct 

 
(19) In the absence of another rule permitting some further nominal to be the direct object of the 
clause, a passive clause is a (superficially) intransitive clause.5 

It is based on these supposed universals that they intend to account for the tendency for the case-

marking phenomena occurring with passivisation. That is, an ACC marked OBJ of an active will 

be marked NOM in the corresponding passive, since this is the case used to mark SUBJ of an 

intransitive verb; in languages where NPs are not marked for case in active clauses, the same 

holds for their passive counterparts. A comparable claim about ERG-aligned languages, that the 

reason patients of passive clauses are marked ABS is because this is the case used for SUBJ of 

intransitive clauses, as illustrated by Eskimo examples: 

gimmi-p miiraq-ø kii-vaa  miiraq-ø gimmi-mik kii-tsip-puq 

dog-ERG child-ABS bite-3SG.A/3SG.P  child-ABS dog-INS bite-PASS-3SG 

      6  

Similarly, word-order phenomena associated with passivisation are identified as the results of 

language-specific factors, secondary to the universal characterisation of passives. 

e 

elements composing clauses are connected in an interrelational network, both at the universal 

linguistic level and in the specific grammars of the individual languages. This view fits neatly 

within the lexical-functional grammar framework that was, at the time of writing, in its 

 
5 Perlmutter and Postal, 1977, 399. 
6 Perlmutter and Postal (1977, 400) do not mention the antipassive construction (for example, also from Eskimo: 
angut-ø arna-mik unata-a-voq 
man-ABS woman-INS beat-ANTIP-3SG.S 

 
Antipassives are also intransitive, but they detransitivise their active counterparts by demoting patients (to OBL, 
with concomitant promotion of the agent, making it a derived ABS-marked S) rather than demoting agents, as 
passives do. Antipassives are more typically found in ERG-aligned languages than are passives, but they are rare in 
NOM-ACC languages and therefore only of tangential relevance to Semitic. 
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incipiency, but has in the meantime been well developed by Bresnan and others, and has since 

become too familiar to warrant summarising here.7 Ultimately, Perlmutter and Postal reach the 

conclusion that the primary component of passivisation is (patient) promotion, which, due to the 

uniqueness condition namely, that a given grammatical relation can only be applied to one 

element in a clause . The 

surface representation of this ch meur agent in passive clauses differs between languages 

according to the specific rules of their individual grammars.8  

The foundation of syntactic analysis has provided a theoretical basis 

for many subsequent understandings of passivity in fact, as a conceptual framework, it well fits 

the understanding of passive assumed by most literature on IPs specifically.9 However, even if 

one explains the passive in solely syntactic-relational terms, it is not necessary to assume that 

patient promotion is the primary process of passivisation and agent demotion contingent upon it. 

Indeed, one might well assume the inverse that agent demotion is the basis of passivisation, 

and promotion of another element is a common though not strictly obligatory by-product thereof, 

owing to a general tendency to avoid an empty SUBJ slot.  

In fact, it is arguably preferable to understanding passivisation as primarily concerned with 

agent demotion rather than patient promotion, since the latter cannot explain impersonal passives 

(those with semantically empty SUBJs) formed from transitive active clauses. Perlmutter 

describes SUBJs of impersonal passives formed from intransitive actives as promoted dummy 

 
7 -clause structure are 
solved when one uses a nuanced analysis distinguishing function and argument structures that is, between SUBJ, 
OBJ, OBL, on the one hand, and agent, patient, beneficiary, and so forth, on the other as layers of analysis.  
8 Perlmutter and Postal, 1977, 406 11. Some languages (including most Semitic) do not permit surface realisation of 
the agent in passive clauses, some mark them prepositionally (as in contemporary Arabic cases where passive agents 
are introduced by the PP min arf flection (e.g., INSTR). 
9 Dryer (1982), for example, is among the scholars who followed Perlmutter and Postal (1997; and subsequently 
Perlmutter, 1978), building on their work and defending it against its critics. Slight refinements relaxing the 
parameters of the relational network discussed below are necessary in order to account for passives formed from 
intransitive active clauses or those whose promoted SUBJ is not a patient (but instead, a recipient, for example). 
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OBJs (created in order to have something to be promoted by the passivisation process).10 

However, in transitive active clauses, the OBJ slot is already occupied by a patient retained in 

this slot in an impersonal passive so a similar creation of a dummy OBJ (for subsequent 

promotion to the SUBJ slot) would violate the uniqueness principle.11  

Furthermore, in some syntactically ERG-aligned languages, ABS patients possess properties 

allowing them (rather than the ERG agent) to be identified as SUBJ in transitive active clauses 

just as they are in passive ones. Consequently, there is no promotion in the passivisation; the 

process involves no change in the grammatical relation (SUBJ) with which semantic role patient 

is associated.12 Admittedly, an analysis of SUBJ demotion works no better to explain such cases. 

Instead, they serve as a clue that an approach other than the strictly syntactic relational one might 

better account for the data. 

 

2.3 A prototype model of passivity 

passivity needed to be defined, not in the relational terms of syntactic arguments and their 

grammatical relations, but rather according to a different perspective. As Shibatani stated, 

the formal approach advocated by Relational Grammar is too restricted to account for the patterns 
of distribution which a passive morphology exhibits. Indeed, concepts such as (syntactic) 
promotion or demotion are too narrow; a much broader pragmatic notion is required in order to 
account for the use of passive morphology in a variety of constructions.13 

He views the passive as an essentially morphological category expressing a variety of (related) 

categories, rather than seeing passivisation as a basically syntactic, and potentially unmarked, 

 
10 In Dutch Door de kinderen wordt (er) op het ijs geschaatst 

er 
dummy OBJ whose overt inclusion in the passive is determined by dialect other considerations such as word order. 
11 This objection has been made by Comrie (cited in Shibatani, 1985, 822, 834). 
12 Shibatani (1985, 836 37) mentions, in this regard, the Mayan language Mam, in which the ABS patient of the 
active clause, but not its ERG agent, can control equi-deletion. 
13 Shibatani, 1985, 822. 
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process as Perlmutter and postal had done. Accordingly, Shibatani sought to identify the 

common features of different functions frequently performed by the same morphology as the 

passive, and thereby define the core use, his 

peripheral uses). Such a holistic perspective fits well with the methodology proposed above (in 

§1.5) of viewing IPs within the context of the Semitic detransitive stem system generally.14  

It has long been noted that agent defocusing that is, making the agent less salient is a 

the pragmatic 

process of defocussing the agent is cross-linguistically the primary function of the passive, and 

its syntactic demotion merely a frequent, but not strictly necessary, side-effect thereof.15 

Although demoting an agent from the SUBJ slot is a common means of defocusing it, this can be 

achieved in other ways. For example, pluralisation may defocus an agent as a strategy to encode 

an honorific

for a singular addressee while still retaining its link to the grammatical relation SUBJ.16  

Just as syntactic analyses can potentially lead to different conclusion favouring SUBJ 

demotion or OBJ promotion as primary so too have alternative pragmatic analyses also been 

proposed. Giv n, for example, sees the pragmatic function of patient topicalisation (rather than 

agent defocussing) as the basis of passivation.17 Shibatani marshals various arguments against 

Giv

 
14 Many of the functions Shibatani (1985) mentions the reflexive, reciprocal, mediopassive, and potential are 
familiar from Semitic N and t stems, which also function as passives in some languages; a few, though, such as 
honorific and plurality marking, are not.  
15 Shibatani (1985, 820) notes that four of the five reasons Jesperson give for use of the passive in English represent 
agent defocusing. 
16 Shibatani, 1985, 837 38. 
17 In Giv
SUBJ is viewed simply as a means of encoding the basic pragmatic function of its topicalisation, which parallels 
Sh  
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18 He is not explicit in defining either of these hierarchies, but in a 

vague, impressionistic fashion, suggests that passive SUBJs tend to be obscure and unfamiliar or 

even unknowable, which is quite unlike the definite or generic (and therefore familiar) status that 

topicalised elements tend to have.  

Furthermore, Shibatani notes that languages whose morphology and syntax are arranged 

according to a focus-based system that is, unlike NOM-ACC aligned languages, which treat the 

grammatical relation SUBJ as the most prominent element, they instead view the sentence from a 

perspective based around the pragmatic topic also exhibit (marked) passive structures distinct 

from (basic) active ones. This would not be expected if the primary purpose thereof was to 

topicalise non-agents. The existence of such a construction would be somewhat redundant, 

inasmuch as the topic is already marked in the basic sentence, regardless of its semantic role or 

grammatical relation.19  

In support of agent defocusing as the primary function of the passive, Shibatani mentions the 

cross-linguistic tendency for a restriction against overt agent phrases in passive clauses, and their 

rarity even in languages where they are permitted. Specifying that agent defocusing is the 

process at work also explains why many languages cannot create passives if the SUBJ is not an 

agent (but rather, for example, an instrument).20 This causal link between agent defocussing and 

its deletion is fairly self-evident, but it also explains instances where agents are retained. A focus 
 

18 Shibatani, 1985, 381n4. 
19 Shibatani (1985, 834 836) stresses that the contrast between the respective Chamorro active and passive clauses 
Man-l-in-alatde I  ni - iha 
PL-RED-P.FOC-scold ART children ART teachers-their 
  
and 
Man-ma-lalatde i  gi eskuela 
PL-PAS-scold ART children at school 
  
is not to do with patient topicalisation (since it is topicalised in both), but rather the absence of an agent in the latter. 
20 Shibatani, 1985, 833. This corresponds to a saliency hierarchy among semantic roles, whereby agents are 
naturally more conceptually prominent than experiencers, as is reflected by the tendency for the latter to occur with 
DAT marking in some languages, rather than NOM, which is more focussed, and the normative case for SUBJs.  
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hierarchy (SUBJ > OBJ > OBJ2 > OBL) among the grammatical relations means that an OBL 

argument i.e., the demoted agent of a passive clause in a PP is naturally less salient than a 

SUBJ, so the (syntactic) demotion of agent from the latter slot to the former can easily be 

explained as a by-product of (pragmatic) defocusing. Moreover, Shibatani argues that use of 

plural referents, indefinite forms, or lack of person agreement can obscure the identity of the 

agent, thereby defocusing it.21  

Proposing that agent defocusing is the primary function of the passive does not deny its other 

dimensions. Rather, characterisation of the prototypical passive also includes both 

semantic properties (the semantic valence of the predicate as possessing both an agent and a 

patient, and the SUBJ being affected by the action) and syntactic ones (the agent is deleted from 

the surface representation, and the patient appears in the SUBJ slot). It is also morphologically 

marked, relative to the active counterpart, which occurs at the level of the VP.  

Crucially though, while a passive may not possess all of these characteristics for example, 

some passives have overt agent phrases or arguments with semantic roles other than agent and 

patient, and some do not promote the patient into the SUBJ slot Shibatani maintains that 

passives always serve to defocus the agent; this is the core of the construction. Further, this is the 

characteristic he believes explains the connection between passive morphology and honorifics, 

potentiality, and spontaneous actions.22 Other verbal categories that are cross-linguistically 

linked with passive morphology encode aspect or Aktionsart notions such as stativity, 

perfectivity, and resultativity. Here too, Shibatani sees agent defocusing, which they have in 

 
21 Shibatani, 1985, 832 33. 
22 Shibatani, 1985, 837 38. In honorifics, where agent defocusing is part of a universal tendency to use indirect 
reference to express deference, the frequent use of impersonal 3rd-person marking has noteworthy parallels in 
impersonal-passive, desubjective, and generalised-SUBJ constructions, discussed below. 
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common with the prototypical passive, as a key component behind the perspective from which 

they present the predication: 

the well-known correlation of the passive with the stative, the resultative, and the perfect results 
from the inactive nature of the passive subject and the fact that the patient is placed in the subject 
position. This has the effect of shifting the perspe , and 
accordingly from the beginning to the end of the event.23  

In addition to these constructions, Shibatani also draws links between prototypical passives and 

other detransitive constructions that are frequently expressed by the same morphology and share 

the basic pragmatic function of passivity, but differ with regard to other characteristics. 

Mediopassives, for example, share all the various aforementioned properties with prototypical 

passives except that the detransitivisation applies not only at the syntactic level but also at the 

semantic one: the agent is removed from the semantic specification as well as being removed 

from the surface syntactic representation. The event therefore occurs spontaneously, whereas in a 

prototypical passive the existence of an agent is implicit, even if he is unmentioned and his 

identity is unknown. Shibatani further argues that potentiality is a common development from 

the mediopassive, since events that occur spontaneously are, as a general matter, apt to occur, 

and therefore the potential for them to occur is conceptually heightened.24  

es and reciprocals are likewise 

frequently encoded with the same morphology as passives: their common semantic characteristic 

of SUBJ affectedness.25 Like mediopassives and prototypical passives, most reflexives entail a 

reduction in the argument structure insofar as the element linked to the OBJ slot of the active 

 
23 Shibatani, 1985, 841; my italics. 
24 Shibatani, 1985, 839. Though I can see how this makes sense at the real-world level of natural events and the like, 
it is not clear to me that this is necessarily a logical corollary. A very good example of this is the eruption of a 
volcano, which, even if unlikely in practical statistical terms, has a very high degree of conceptual potentiality. 
25 Shibatani, 1985, 825 27. Reciprocal is a semantically restricted subcategory of reflexive conditioned by the 

reciprocal, unless otherwise mentioned. Instances such as Arabic -jasadu y held 

an action together (Kouwenberg, 2010, §10.8.3.5).  
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transitive counterpart is removed, its semantic role (patient) being subsumed by the SUBJ. This 

syntactic detransitivisation perhaps makes the connection of reflexivity (and mediopassivity) to 

prototypical passivity more intuitive than that of resultativity or honorifics, for example.  

However, any proper understanding of reflexivity (and in particular its relation to passivity) 

must recognise that syntactic detransitivisation is not inherent to reflexivity; it does not occur 

with indirect reflexives, in which the second semantic role subsumed by the SUBJ (apart from 

agent) is not patient Kemmer claims that this only occurs with the semantic roles recipient and 

beneficiary.26 

reflexiv

is no syntactic detransitivity relative to the basic sentence because the or

is retained in the grammatical relation OBJ(2); in fact one might argue that, insofar as an OBL 

argument is an optional adjunct and OBJ an obligatory argument, a predicate categorised for 

OBJ and OBJ2 is in fact of higher valency than one categorised for OBJ and OBL.27 Thus, it is 

the quotation marks are 

used here precisely because certain so-called detransitive constructions do not, in fact, reduce 

syntactic (or semantic, for that matter) transitivity that may require an analysis beyond the 

strictly syntactic.28  

Even with regard to the syntactic dimension of passives, Shibatani rightly warns that one 

must be precise in distinguishing the notions of detransitivisation and intransitivisation. Thus, 

though passives always reduce syntactic valency (i.e., the transitivity) by one argument, one 

 
26 Kemmer, 1993, §3.5. One might wonder whether the same might also apply to the semantic role theme.  
27 

 
28 Shibatani (1985, 841 42) also mentions the causative reflexive among the constructions that possess the semantic 
property of SUBJ affectedness (linking them to prototypical passives) but still raise syntactic valency. 
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cannot necessarily say that this results in intransitivity. Firstly, when the process is applied to a 

ditransitive active counterpart, the resulting clause is still transitive, having undergone a 

reduction from a three-argument structure to one with two, but still requiring an OBJ. Further, in 

some languages the OBJ of an active transitive clause remains in the ACC case associated with 

this slot even when the clause is passivised (rather than taking the NOM case normally 

associated with the SUBJ), in which case it is problematic to identify the resulting clause as 

intransitive. The same valency decrease of one argument applies to the reflexives, though here it 

is the second argument (OBJ) that is removed rather than the first (SUBJ) as occurs in passives. 

Ultimately, then, to account for the tendency for prototypical passivity, mediopassivity, and 

reflexivity to be expressed with the same morphology, Shibatani appeals to a multifaceted 

characterisation, encompassing both the syntactic similarity of valency reduction, and the 

common semantic property of SUBJ affectedness.29 

as constructions with 

clusters of common pragmatic, semantic, and syntactic properties resulting in the use the same 

morphology for different purposes fits into a framework in which active and passive exist not 

in binary opposition to each other, but rather at either end of a spectrum. As such, the most 

ted 

with that pole of the spectrum, while a fully active clause possesses none. Other constructions, 

possessing the primary feature of agent defocusing (and possibly others) but not, for example, 

the syntactic encoding of patient as SUBJ are located somewhere in the middle.30 When this 

 
29 Shibatani, 1985, 840
reciprocals. For some languages, these similarities are sufficient to permit one form to perform the functions of the 

 
30 Shibatani, 1985, 844 846. 
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and that expressing indefiniteness, honorifics, and plurality, the conclusion is natural: these 

various constructions, by dint of their agent-defocusing properties, can come to be reanalysed as 

passives and in the process take on more and more of the characteristics of the prototypical 

passive. In this last regard, Shibatani has been unfairly challenged by opponents of his prototype 

model, who claim that it is at odds with observable cross-linguistic historical developments 

between passives and other detransitives, particularly within a grammaticalisation framework. 

He does assert that his proposals are concerned with synchronic analysis only and roundly 

refutes the inference, made by some critics, that placing the prototypical passive at the centre of 

his analysis, conceptually speaking, necessarily implies it has diachronic precedence.31 

 

2.4 Grammaticalisation theory and the development of passive constructions  

Apart from the preceding syntactic ana

another approach to the subject that looks specifically at their diachronic development warrants 

attention. Haspelmath argues that passives almost always arise through grammaticalisation.32 In 

this way, he links passives to a number of related constructions, including those Shibatani 

addresses in his prototype framework but also others that Shibatani barely mentions, such as the 

causative.  

Though Haspelmath argues that passives themselves cannot be a source of 

grammaticalisation since there are no lexical passive items, nor are they the endpoint of the 

chain, which is reached with ergative case marking, finally becoming generalised to the point of 

being the unmarked construction. Having charted the various common grammaticalisation paths 
 

31 today, the 
foregoing discussion has placed them in the center of the analysis. This should by no means be taken to mean that all 
those related constructions have sprung from the passive. On the contrary, it is historically more likely that passive 
interpre

 
32 Haspelmath, 1990. 
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leading to passivity (and beyond, to ergativity), he ultimately seeks to identify the diachronically 

original function of passivity and from it explain the other characteristics associated with the 

category.33  

and of his specific proposals regarding the common grammaticalisation paths leading to 

passives. 

The application of grammaticalisation theory to passives rests in the first place on 

challenging the position of previous studies, that passivisation is fundamentally a syntactic 

rearrangement. Haspelmath instead opines that the passive is essentially a morphological 

category of the verb that causes various (secondary) changes in clause structure due to its 

meaning. He rejects the traditional syntactical approach to passives on the grounds that if the 

passive were basically a relational reorganisation, one might expect to find passive constructions 

without marked verbal morphology. If, by contrast, passivity is a category of the verb (in the 

same way as tense, aspect, and modality categories are), it is expected to always be 

morphologically marked on the VP in some way.34 Ultimately, the decision as to whether 

passives unmarked in the verbal morphology exist at all rests on personal interpretation of certain 

controversial cases. Naturally these are best understood by specialists of the individual 

zero-marked 

passives are more convincing than the alternative explanations of those whose work he is 

refuting.35  

 
33 Here, as in general, one must be mindful to rigorously maintain the distinction between 

historically original function of 
passives, and explain others as chronologically secondary developments thereof. 
34 Haspelmath, 1990, 25 27. 
35 One illustrative example is whether one takes the Chinese bei as a preposition marking the agent (following, e.g., 
Postal, 1977; Dryer, 1982) or as an auxiliary verb taking a complement clause (as Haspelmath, 1990, 27), which 
therefore constitutes marking on the VP. 
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Nor does Haspelmath agree with Shibatani (and Giv n) that passivisation is a primarily 

pragmatic function. Of the various common sources of passives he identifies, only one favours a 

pragmatic feature (whether agent defocusing or patient topicalisation) as the core function of 

passives: generalised-SUBJ constructions, which, by their very nature, defocus agents (although 

they do not necessarily topicalise the patient).36 This suggests that like the syntactic operations of 

SUBJ demotion and OBJ promotion to which they are indeed related the pragmatic effects of 

passivisation are secondary developments relating to another, more original function (discussed 

below). The same argument levelled against the syntactic analysis of passives, that they are 

always marked on the VP, also counts against pragmatic analyses, since processes like 

topicalisation are typically marked on NPs.37 Finally, no significant correlation between the 

frequency of passives in a language and the dominant word order is attested; if the original 

function of passives was patient topicalisation, they would presumably be more common in SVO 

than OV languages (since here the OBJs initial position would make such a means its 

topicalisation unnecessary).38 

Turning to the specifics of passive morphology, Haspelmath compares eighty languages from 

around the world and notes some interesting generalisations. First, more than half of these (forty-

nine) possess no passive morpheme at all, while of the remainder there are just four languages 

with two passive morphemes, and two with three. The overwhelming majority (twenty-five out 

of thirty-nine) of the passive morphemes in the data set are affixes added to the stem, and six are 

constructions of an auxiliary with a passive participle, but several other rarer kinds particles, 

extra-inflectional affixes, differential subject person markers, alternate stem affixes, and sound 
 

36 Strictly speaking, they do not only defocus agents, but potentially any other semantic role tied to the grammatical 
relation SUBJ for example, the experiencer in German Man fürchtet das Unbekannte  
37 In addition to this dissimilarity, Keenan (1985, 244 46) mentions that passives typically allow syntactic 
strategies e.g., the formation of yes/no questions and relative clauses that topicalisation strategies do not, which 
relates to the fact topicalisations occur at the sentence, rather than VP level, of syntax. 
38 Haspelmath, 1990, 61. 
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replacements, each represented between one and three time in the sample are also attested.39 

Haspelmath disagrees that there is a constraint against passivity being marked by tone or 

reduplication (in fact citing examples of the latter being used to form passive participles), 

arguing that the absence of such cases from recorded languages is merely an accidental gap.  

One of the main bases for Haspelmath proposing a grammaticalisation-based origin for 

passive markers is their common polysemy. In addition to their obligatory overt morphological 

marking in the VP, he argues that the frequent use of passive morphology for other functions 

would be unexpected for an essentially syntactic process, but quite natural for a verbal marker. 

As he did with the different types of morphology used for marking passivity, Haspelmath begins 

his search for the core function of passives by examining common cross-linguistic trends in this 

polysemy. He finds that it is more common for a passive morpheme to have other uses than 

not twenty-five of his data set do; fifteen do not and it is not uncommon for them to have 

several.40  

Common uses for morphology that also expresses the passive are reflexive, reciprocal 

his terminology), potential passive, fientive (i.e., the verbalisation of a stative situation), 

reflexive-

(with an unspecified subject).41 In discussing these various functions, it is readily admitted and 

this is crucial to the current study insofar as it intends to look at the interrelations between 

 
39 In Semitic, several of these types are represented: the morphemes that form the N and t stems are additional stem 
affixes; IPs are of course a type of sound replacement (though, as discussed in §1.4.3, some have argued that they 
derive diachronically from the incorporation of an affix); Aramaic and some Arabic dialects possess auxiliary + 
passive participle types; and differential subject person markers are attested in Mehri (discussed in Chapter 6), 
though this is usually accompanied by sound replacement in the stem and only serves as the sole marker of passivity 
in certain root types and parts of the paradigm where the stem is identical to that of the active. 
40 Ten passive morphemes from Haspelmat  
41 In addition to these common uses, Haspelmath (1990, 32 36) identifies three rare ones habitual, repetitive, and 
unintentional, occurring just once each in his data set but has little to say on the matter.  
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different morphemes within the context of the Semitic detransitive stem system as a whole that 

in some, the passive morpheme may occur in conjunction with another morpheme; indeed, in the 

only Semitic example Haspelmath cites, the reciprocity of (Tigre) t -salämu 

t -balä u t - prefix (also 

used to express passivity), but also from the characteristic morpheme of the L stem (namely 

length in the first vowel of the stem).42 Having described the various uses of passive 

morphology, Haspelmath lays out the main thrust of his thesis: the relationships between these 

various functions can be best understood according to grammaticalisation theory identifying four 

specific sources from which passives often grammaticalise, describing and illustrating their 

various paths of development to passivity, and further to an ergative construction: (1) inactive 

auxiliaries, (2) reflexive NPs, (3) causatives, and (4) generalised-subject constructions.  

those expressing non-

have intransitive sources, but occasionally transitive ones, are at a midpoint along the 

grammaticalisation path from lexical verbs

to affixes attached to the stem of the main 

verb. At the source, they occur in biclausal constructions, but as the grammaticalisation 

progresses, they become more closely bound to the main verbs. As Haspelmath points out, 

passive meaning is often not contained within the auxiliary per se, but rather depends on a 

periphrastic structure combining it with a non-finite verbal form (namely a participle).43  

This is one place where the link between passivity and resultativity is evident, since the same 

verbal adjectives are often formed from unaccusative verbs with active orientation to denote that 

 
42 Haspelmath, 1990, 33, 36; Raz, 1984, §6.1.2a. 
43 Haspelmath, 1990, 40. 
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44 The reason 

resultative adjectives frequently come to express the passive is because typically the result of an 

action affects its patient. This applies not only where the patient is the second argument of a 

transitive verb (i.e., a syntactically transitive one), but also explains the meaning of resultative 

adjectives from unaccusative verbs, as described above, whose primary (indeed only) argument 

is semantically a patient.45 In relation to Semitic, this interplay between resultativity and 

passivity has important ramifications for the Akkadian stative, and in particular theories such as 

those of Petr ek, who have sought to see in it the origin of the WS IP.46  

A second common source for grammaticalisation into passives is the reflexive verb, via an 

intermediate stage of mediopassivity. First, the agency restriction on the SUBJ found in 

reflexives is lost, which constitutes a generalisation in the use of the morphology, a well-

recognised characteristic of grammaticalisation.47 This may result in ambiguity between 

 
44 From Semitic, Retsö (1989, 15) mentions a Northern Egyptian example of this kind of construction and Rubin 
(2010b, §3.4.2) one from Maltese. For periphrastic passives in the Neo-Aramaic see Khan (2008, §15.9) and 

1924; cf. Hetzron, 
1977) work, deriving Semitic IPs from a construction made up of a conjugated auxilia
passive/intransitive verbal adjective discussed in §1.4.3. 
45 Perlmutter (1978, 162ff.) cites Dutch examples showing that the only syntactically intransitive verbs from which 
passives may be formed are unergative ones (that is, those whose first, indeed only, argument is semantically an 
agent). Where the morphology elsewhere used for passive participles is applied to unaccusative verbs, they can 
express resultativity, but an impersonal passive construction is ungrammatical: De lijken zijn al gerot 

Door de lijken werd al gerot  
46 Huehnergard (1987, 227) has convincingly demonstrated that the Akkadian stative is a verbal adjective denoting 
resultativity. Thus, the stative of an unergative verb will express the result of the action on the agent: wa ib 
from wa  
transitive verb, the result of the state on the patient: damiq   
from m 
of emi, for example, is a logical by-product of the interaction between the resultative aspect for which the form is 
primarily marked and the argument categorisation of the verb in question, which is lexically specified. 
47 This same characteristic can be seen in a grammaticalisation chain resulting in another verbal category: volition > 
future. In Mehri, for example, the verb  
agency restriction has been removed, and the use of the verb thereby generalised (to inanimate SUBJs) can it be 
unambiguously be identified as a grammaticalised auxiliary rather than the original lexical verb:  

 
Simeone-Sennelle and Vanhove, 1997, 87). 
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reflexivity and mediopassivity depending on whether agency is present; with an inanimate SUBJ, 

though, only a mediopassive reading is possible (since inanimacy precludes agentivity).48  

The other component of the development from reflexive to mediopassive is a semantic 

bleaching whereby the mediopassive loses the notion that the action is self-affecting. In this 

regard it is important to clarify that the issue is not the loss of coreferentiality of the grammatical 

relations SUBJ and OBJ, but rather that between the semantic roles agent and patient. The 

removal of the self-affecting property causes a semantic restriction on the predicate, such that it 

must be able to be conceptualised as lacking an agent. Paradoxically, the next step in the chain, 

from mediopassive to passive, reintroduces the notion of agency into the semantic specification 

as part of a generalisation from mediopassive use to include non-spontaneous events. This has 

the logical semantic consequence of an implicit agent (which that is not to say this agent will 

necessarily be syntactically present, that is, appear in the surface structure, or even be permitted 

to do so).  

In relation to Semitic, this grammaticalisation path bears upon the N and t stems, since, as 

mentioned, in different Semitic languages these variously have reflexive, mediopassive, and 

passive functions. This is not the place to discuss whether such an explanation will fit the 

development of these stems; the subject matter of Semitic detransitives specifically is dealt with 

in Chapter 4. Suffice it to note, though, at this point, that if this grammaticalisation path is used 

to account for the functional development of any construction, there are certain theoretical 

ramifications: reflexivity must be seen as its original function (or at least one diachronically prior 

to passivity), and a passive interpretation should not be possible for the construction if a 

 
48 Haspelmath (1990, 44

that is, mediopassive event). 
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mediopassive one is not (or has not been) permitted, since the latter is the intermediate stage in 

the development.49  

is development, though, 

is rarer than the others, and no plausible potential candidates may be identified in Semitic, so it is 

only covered here cursorily.50 Causatives share with passives the pragmatic property of agent 

defocusing, since the causee (the agent of the action itself rather than of the causation) is less 

salient than the causer (the agent of causation) and the patient (of the caused action). This has the 

logical corollary of highlighting the affectedness of the patient, which Haspelmath argues is also 

integral to passivity.51  

As in the grammaticalisation from reflexive to passive, the loss of the agency restriction on 

the SUBJ reflects a loss of semantic specificity, which is common to grammaticalisation. For 

example, the most important difference between the German Nesrin lässt sich fotografieren 

Das Fahrrad lässt sich reparieren 

causative-reflexive and (potential) passive, respectively is that the notion of 

volition inherent in agentive action is absent from the latter. This allows the AUX lassen 

and therefore the whole construction, to take an inanimate SUBJ. Since inanimate SUBJs 

preclude true reflexivity (due to their lack of agentivity), the latter example can only be 

interpreted as passive.52  

 
49 Possible alternative developments, such as a (medio)passive form taking on reflexive use to compensate for the 
loss of a form that originally performed this function, should not be ruled out. This explanation the N stem taking 
over reflexive function due to the decline of the Gt is exactly what Kouwenberg (2010, §14.3.4) proposes for 
Akkadian. It seems plausible that the semantic property of SUBJ affectedness, common to both (medio)passivity and 
reflexivity, was the factor that allowed such a development to occur. 
50 For this grammaticalisation path, see Haspelmath, 1990, 46 49. 
51 It is true that different patients may have different levels of affectedness (according to the semantic transitivity of 
the verb, for example), and that both passivity and causativity highlight this characteristic. Usually, though, the 
affectedness discussed in relation to passives is that of the SUBJ, which obviously does not apply to causatives. 
52 Haspelmath,1990, 47. This kind of passive is restricted to potential modality in German; the example cannot mean 

of lassen  
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fourth and final grammaticalisation source for passives is what he calls the 

ed- , a transitive verb whose  

impersonal 
man is used. Such impersonal nouns are commonly derived from general 

53 

common with passives the defocusing of the agent, insofar as it is semantically generalised. 

However, whereas in generalised-SUBJ constructions the agent is linked to the grammatical 

relation SUBJ and the patient is not, passive constructions by definition cannot have an agent 

SUBJ, but typically (though not necessarily) do have a patient SUBJ.  

The transition from the generalised-SUBJ to passive comes about through reanalysis, first of 

the agent, then of the patient. Thus, when the OBJ (=patient) of the original generalised-SUBJ 

construction is topicalised, the already defocused agent becomes even less salient than in a 

clause unmarked by topicalisation and may be reinterpreted as a nonparticipant. The topicalised 

OBJ is next reanalysed as filling the now-vacant SUBJ slot. Along with this syntactic 

restructuring, there is a concomitant morphological reanalysis of the erstwhile generalised SUBJ 

as a passive marker, (potentially) allowing the inclusion of an overt, specific, agent phrase.54 

Semitic sometimes uses generalised-SUBJ constructions for prototypical transitive verbs. 

This is particularly common in Aramaic and Ethiopic, where they usually have 3MPL SUBJs, 

although there is no evidence that such constructions have undergone the reanalysis as passive 

constructions, since they do not allow the inclusion of overt agent phrases.55 However, some 

scholars have posited a generalised-SUBJ origin for Semitic constructions whose statuses as 

 
53 Haspelmath, 1990, 49. 
54 Haspelmath, 1990, 49 50. 
55 For Ethiopic, see Dillmann and Bezold, 1907, §192. In Aramaic, generalised-SUBJ constructions are attested right 
through from Biblical Aramaic (for which, see Daniels, 2001, 76 77) up to contemporary dialects Rubin (2010b, 
§3.4.2) gives an example from the Neo-Aramaic of Qaraqosh.  
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passives is beyond doubt. Vycichl, for example, wonders whether the u vowel of Arabic IPs was 

originally a (generalised) SUBJ marker, drawing parallels to the MPL morpheme -  found in 

both the verbal and nominal paradigms.56 Elsewhere, Retsö believes the N stem to go back to an 

original dummy SUBJ marker, claiming that the Hausa (Chadic) perfective impersonal pronoun, 

an-, is a cognate preserving this original function.57 These proposals are extremely 

speculative and so cannot further our understanding at the theoretical level, but they do show 

how the relationship between generalised-SUBJ constructions and passives have been 

understood by some Semiticists, namely, with a shaky grasp of the mechanics of diachronic 

change between these functions, and indeed of their synchronic distinction, but with vague 

reference to their similarity regarding the non-syntactic characteristic of agent defocusing. 

Haspelmath briefly mentions some non-grammaticalisation sources of passives, the most 

58 

This is of particular relevance to the current study since the example he gives to illustrate the 

phenomenon Greek -th  (Ancient) > - (Modern) exactly parallels the proposed development 

of IPs from vocalism associated with intransitive, stative verbs (discussed in §1.4.2).59 The 

precise mechanics of this change are not entirely clear, though the implication is that affixes 

 became extended to 

fientive verbs, which they stativised. In any case, this process seems to relate to one 

characteristic of passivity identified by Abraham and Leissiö, namely, predicative stativisation.60  

 
56 Vycichl, 1959, 81. 
57 Retsö, 1989, 154 157. 
58 Haspelmath, 1990, 51. 
59 For IPs developing from statives, see, for example, Blake, 1901; and Retsö, 1989, inter alia. 
60 Abraham and Leissiö, 2006, 2. 
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It is interesting that precisely the opposite development is also recorded, namely, that 

whereby, through fientivisation of a stative verb, a passive use is reached.61 Haspelmath notes 

that fientivisation is one of the functions frequently performed by passive morphology, though he 

does not provide any discussion this particular phenomenon not falling within the remit of a 

work focussing on passives arising through grammaticalisation apart from vaguely mentioning 

62 One dimension of 

passives as a cross-linguistic category that Haspelmath largely ignores, for much the same reason 

that it is not a part of the diachronic grammaticalisation developments which he is concerned, is 

the notion of potential passivity.63 

grammaticalisation sources of passives entail some important 

predictions about their morphology. For example, the prevalence of stem affixes as passive 

markers is expected since this is how AUXs tend to develop, and two of the paths described are 

grammaticalisations of AUXs.64 

, which says that the more relevant a meaning element is to another one, the 

more likely it is that it will be expressed inflectionally or lexically, and the closer to it it will 

.65 Thus, passive markers tend to occur closer to the stem than 

TAM markers, since inactivisation which Haspelmath sees as the diachronically original 

function of passivisation, discussed below is more central to the meaning of a verb than its 

 
61 This is precisely the explanation Kouwenberg (2010, §12.6) very persuasively proposes for the development of 
the N stem, discussed in detail in §3.2 of this dissertation. 
62 Haspelmath, 1990, 55. 
63 About this, Haspelmath (1990, 55 56) merely observes that the (irrealis) modality of the predicate seems to have 
some connection with the habitual, generic notion of imperfective aspect, from which it possibly follows as a result 
of Gricean implicature. 
64 prefixing and head-dependent order on the one hand 
and suffixing and dependent-head order on the other, the stem of an auxiliary (which is a head) generally comes to 
stand between the stem of the dependent verb and its own aspect/tense/mood affixes; i.e. it becomes a stem affix on 

 
65 Haspelmath, 1990, 32. 
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aspect or tense values (which merely affect the predicate but not its arguments). This is an 

interesting point in relation to the distinction between the N and t stems on the one hand and IPs 

on the other, considering their functional distributions, and the analysis of their morphology as 

derivational versus inflectional.66 

Since grammaticalisation typically entails a break-down in the phonetic material of an 

element, passive marking by means of sound-replacement (as occurs in IPs) can result from 

further grammaticalisation of affixes (that is beyond an initial step like *AUX > clitic). With 

regard to how an extraposed affix would come to occur within the stem, assimilation would be 

one possibility, which is precisely what Praetorius and Hetzron propose happened with the u-

vowel of Semitic IPs.67 Haspelmath also speculates that speakers might reorder elements to 

better conform to the relevance principle, moving grammaticalised passive-markers from their 

original position outside of inflectional (e.g, TAM) affixes to occur inside of them.68 The origin 

of differential subject person markers are more obscure; Haspelmath mentions just one case, 

where they seem to have possibly developed from a generalised-SUBJ construction.69  

 
66 Kouwenberg (2010, §10.5) discusses whether Akkadian derived stems are rather derivational or inflectional 
morphology. Ultimately, I agree with him that the distinction is not binary but scalar, along a spectrum on which 
Semitic verbal stems are situated rather toward the derivational end. IPs, though, fit more of the criteria for 
inflectional morphology (such as productivity, for example) than do the N or t stems, though it is not impossible to 
identify (rare) instances where they perhaps form new lexemes (which would qualify them as derivational) e.g., in 
Mehri the Ga x  x l   
67 1924) a
by sound-alteration (albeit of person, rather than voice) that derives from assimilation to a subsequently lost suffix, 
the 3MPL suffix *- , is attested in MSA (Appleyard, 1996, 210; Dufour, 2017, 55; discussed in §6.5). 
68 Haspelmath (1990, 53) thereby accounts for the rarity of passive-marking extrafixes, that is, affixes occurring 
outside of inflectional affixes, relative to the stem. This would still leave the passive-marking elements outside of 
the stem, rather than representing a sound-alteration internal to it. Anyway, the applicability of this thinking to 
Semitic, with its non-concatenative morphology is questionable. 
69 Haspelmath, 1990, 53. The only Semitic example of differential SUBJ passive marking (discussed in §6.2) is 
found in Mehri, and seems not to have arisen from grammaticalisation, but instead from the extension of another 
verbal-category marking, since the set of person-marking affixes occurring with the Gp are also those used in some 
derived stems. Moreover, only in certain parts of the conjugation and weak root types is the differential SUBJ the 
only passive-marking feature, and in most of the paradigm it is accompanied by sound replacement (i.e., the ablaut 
characteristic of IP morphology). 
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developments of passives that they possess certain 

semantic characteristics common to grammaticalisation in general. Firstly, they undergo the 

desemanticisation common to the initial stages of all grammaticalisation. For example, verbs like 

 

grammatical words, auxiliaries, and reflexive pronouns, respectively.70 Secondly, the loss of an 

agency restriction in the grammaticalisation path reflexive > mediopassive (> passive) reflects a 

metaphorical shift away from the cognitively concrete world of human experience toward a more 

abstract realm of meaning. The same process is present in the grammaticalisation of other verbal 

categories, such as along the path volition > future.71 

While passivity represents a convergence, a common result of various paths, it is not the 

endpoint of grammaticalisation chain(s), which is instead a construction 

that is the unmarked way of expressing transitive clauses in terms of relational syntax, and 

represents the default arrangement of arguments with respect to theta-role assignment. Within 

the framework of grammaticalization theory, this reflects the maximum extent of generalisation 

of the construction, and the loss of all meaning associated with it.72 That passive is the (most 

recent, but not ultimate) origin of such constructions is often apparent in their ERG alignment, 

whereby the semantic role patient retains the case marking associated with the grammatical 

relation SUBJ, in which regard it resembles the actant of intransitive active clauses. A key 

component of this stage of development is the status of the agent: as the construction proceeds 

along the grammaticalisation path toward ergativity, the agent becomes an increasingly central 

 
70 For a description of this in a work specifically focusing on Semitic, see Rubin, 2005, 2 4. 
71 
beings (the ontological category PERSON), they come to be extended to a world where the distinction human versus 

 
72 With regard to the formal development, the expectation is also morphological reduction (just as occurs at the 
semantic level), ultimately ending in ø. Once grammaticalisation has progressed to ergativity, it is unlikely that the 
erstwhile passive marker will be retained as anything more independent than a verbal-inflectional marker with an 
expected tendency toward lightness, that is, limited length and stress, in its physical form(s). 
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clause constituent. Thus, in mediopassives, for example, it is not even semantically implicit; in 

passives, depending on the language, its overt expression is very often impermissible or at least 

rare; but as one approaches the endpoint of the chain, the agent becomes a core element until it 

ends up an obligatory (ERG) SUBJ.73  

One of the most important premises underpinning grammaticalisation theory as a way of 

explaining language change is the notion of unidirectionality, which predicts that development 

along a grammaticalisation path always proceeds from one end (the source) to the other (the 

endpoint), and never in the opposite direction.74 For example, though passives often develop 

unheard of and would violate one of the most fundamental predictions of grammaticalisation 

theory. There are cases, though, where developments from passives do appear to violate 

unidirectionality, which a treatment of passivity within this framework must therefore address.  

One important case is that of the chain reflexive > passive, for which examples running in the 

opposite direction exist /reflexive 

stresses 

carried out by people on themselves, in 

perceived as one-particip

75 This has 

interesting ramifications for the N stem, insofar as it allows for an alternative diachronic 

 
73 Haspelmath, 1990, 56. In Semitic, the development from passive to ergative is primarily discussed in relation to 
NENA, for which, see Coghill, 2016. 
74 For unidirectionality in grammaticalisation theory, see Hopper and Traugott, 2003, ch. 5. 
75 Haspelmath, 1990, 57; for a more detailed discussion of this point, see Kemmer, 1993, §3.4.  
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development for its uses than that of reflexive > passive, as has traditionally been reconstructed 

(provided no examples of prototypical reflexive N verbs occur).76  

Another attested development running directly contrary to a grammaticalisation path is that 

where, desubjective constructions arise from passives. In this regard, Haspelmath points out that 

77 This overlap or 

equivalency is evident in that the two structures may only be distinguished when formed from 

transitive active verbs, whose OBJ the passive promotes to SUBJ, whereas the desubjective 

retains it as an OBJ; intransitive verbs do not have an OBJ that can be promoted to SUBJ in a 

passivisation, and therefore look identical to desubjectives.78 A prudent examination of 

generalised-SUBJ and desubjective constructions (in relation to passives) should entertain the 

possibility that their common characteristics may reflect diachronic developments proceeding in 

ways other than (or indeed directly contrary to) common grammaticalisation paths, even if the 

specifics of such changes are, as yet, not well understood. 

Haspelmath concludes his study by synthesising its findings to recover the basic function of 

passives. Ultimately, he believes it may not be possible to identify one main cross-linguistic 

function for passives at the synchronic level, and therefore concentrates the diachronic origin of 

their function. What Haspelmath finds various sources of passives have in common 

, corresponding 

 
76 This rests on the assumption that mediopassivity may come to be expressed with morphology (the N) marking 
prototypical passivity at a stage when the same could not express reflexivity, which is, in fact, the analysis I propose 
for the Classical Arabic N stem (for which, see ch. 3, contra Wright, 1896, §52). 
77 Haspelmath, 1990, 58.  
78   
Maija Söi sen  Syö-ttiin Sen 
Maija.NOM eat.3SG it.ACC  eat-DESUBJ.PAST it.ACC 
In Semitic, the distinction may be made between, for example, the Arabic julis-a alay-  (sit.PRF.PASS-3MSG 
PREP- i-ru a 
to-s (3MSG-see.IPFV.PASS ACC-  
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of passivisation.79 This is an Aktionsart feature, precisely the 

kind expected to be expressed by a verbal category marked at the VP level, since these (like 

TAM categories) modify some dimension of the predication itself; changing rather than the 

prominence relationship between the arguments, as achieved by topicalisation, for example, is 

instead the domain of sentence-level marking. 

This function of stativisation is clearest in stative auxiliaries, the common source of passives 

data set; in the reflexive and causative-reflexive sources it is reflected in 

their SUBJ affectedness. Only generalised-SUBJ constructions and non-reflexive causatives are 

sources of passives where an original stativising function cannot be perceived.80 The syntactic 

and pragmatic functions occurring with passives and related constructions, it is further argued, 

are simply logical side effects of this original TAM function of predicative stativisation.81 Agent 

defocusing naturally follows from this, and is realised by its demotion. This creates an empty 

SUBJ slot, which in turn provokes OBJ promotion, with an additional pragmatic effect of patient 

topicalisation.  

 

2.5  

One crucial dimension of the theoretical linguistic framework does not relate directly to passives, 

this term.82 The traditional, broad, and somewhat 

Croft, Shyldcroft, and Kemmer, refers to 

 
79 Haspelmath, 1990, 59 61; Abraham and Leissiö, 2006, 2. 
80 Haspelmath (1990, 59 60, and n18) also finds stativisation is present as a characteristic of passives that do not 
arise through grammaticalisation. 
81 The OBJ-promotion step in then causal relationship between the different characteristics of passives, as 

 
82 For this confusion, see Croft et al., 1987, 179; Kemmer, 1993, §2.1.  
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83 This covers all reflexives, including reciprocals, 

regardless of the distinction between prototypical and natural. Considering that the SUBJ of a 

use also covers indirect and direct reflexives alike. Part of the confusion surrounding the use of 

distinguish between direct 

and indirect or between prototypical and natural subcategories of the reflexive (a confusion 

.84  

According to the first definition is simply a synonym with 

reflexive

Semitic), we find that various verbs that are not syntactically reflexive in the sense that the 

grammatical relation SUBJ is not linked with two distinct semantic roles but whose SUBJ may 

be conceived of as the endpoint of the action as well as its initiator, are frequently marked with 

the same morphology as reflexives. Cross-linguistically, these fall under a number of related 

semantic classes, such as verbs expressing changes in body posture, intransitive motion more 

generally, and spontaneous changes in state, cognition, emotional responses, and speech acts 

(particularly those with an emotional dimension).85  

The distinction between use and form is crucial; like natural reflexives, verbs of these types 

can appear with no special marking, relative to a more basic counterpart. Considering the focus 

of the current work, though, we are really only concerned here with marked middles, in the 

restrictive sense of morphologically marked verbs, whose marking is associated with 

 
83 
which is the causal source of the action; the term is deliberate

 
84 In their description of Hebrew, Jouön and Muraoka (1991, §§51c, 53i) apply the term to benefactive indirect 

applied to natural reflexives (but not prototypical ones), see Kouwenberg (2010, §10.8.3.6), though the secondary 
extension of the marking to intransitive actives is also central to his understanding of the category. 
85 Croft et al., 1987, 180 83; Kemmer, 1993, §§2.1 2.3. 
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prototypical reflexives (and potentially other categories, such as passive), but are not reflexive. 

Specifically, such cases need to be integrated into the 

system as a whole the quotation marks reflect the fact that such middle verbs are no lower in 

valency than their unmarked counterparts and not, therefore, syntactically detransitive.86 

In discussion of middle verbs (in the broadest sense, including reflexives), he ties 

coreferentiality of initiator and endpoint, or more specifically their conceptual distinguishability, 

to the relative degree of elaboration of events. The notion of event elaboration refers to whether a 

reciprocal action, for example, can be perceived as separate simultaneous actions by the actants 

(more elaborated) or is seen as a single simultaneous action in which they participate together 

(less elaborated). The lower the degree of elaboration, the less conceptually distinct initiator and 

endpoint are. The event elaboration, and therefore distinguishability of participants, is higher in 

prototypical than in natural reflexives, which in turn have higher event elaboration than middle 

verbs without transitive basic counterparts (such as verbs of emotion, motion, and other 

classes).87  

Thus, the reason that verbs expressing emotions e.g., Dutch zich schamen or Aramaic 

i b he  (both) arrepentirse or Hebrew ni am (both) can 

be marked as middle is that the SUBJ is the source of the action, but also at some level its 

endpoint. However, the two positions cannot be conceived of as separate, and are both tied to a 

single semantic role (experiencer). The shame o

 
86 The syntactic valencies of the verbal predicates of French la glace fond and la glace se fond

unmarked and middle forms, respectively, in free variation for many speakers are identical. They both 
possess just one argument, SUBJ, linked to the semantic role patient, which is both the initiator and endpoint of the 
action the ice itself may be considered the causal source of the melting, due to its inherent physical properties. Se 
in the latter is not a reflexive pronoun linked with any grammatical relation; it is rather syntactically null, marking 
the semantic category middle (see Kemmer, 1993, §2.2). 
87 Kemmer, 1993, §4.1.3. 
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but can simultaneously be seen as affecting his/her mental state.88 In the case of mediopassives, 

spontaneous actions with no associated agent, middle marking can arise as a result of the fact 

89 

Again, it is important to note that event is not syntactically reflexive; the SUBJ is associated with 

just one semantic role (patient), and the sentence is not related to a basic transitive counterpart. 

As to how middle marking develops, based on typological cross-linguistic parallels, 

Kouwenberg talks of 

90 Hereby, a reflexive marker loses its functional weight in verbs whose lexical meanings 

inherently tend toward reflexivity (e.g.

The marker may subsequently be extended to active intransitive 

verbs, owing to the similarity of their argument structure to that of reflexives (they are likewise 

specified only for SUBJ). This is particularly common where the functional weakening of the 

reflexive marker has provoked the development of a new one, with the original reflexive marker 

then being restricted to natural reflexives and middle verbs.91 Ultimately, the development can 

result in verbs from these aforementioned semantic groups 

(emotion, motion, etc.) bearing the same middle marking, but for which corresponding unmarked 

forms do not exist.92 

 
88 Kemmer, 1993, §4.2.1. The examples cited are pairs of the same lexemes from European and Semitic languages to 
highlight the cross-linguistic trend at issue. Those from Aramaic and Hebrew mark the middle voice using the tG 
and N, respectively, which will be addressed further in the relevant sections (§3.5 and 3.6.2) of Chapter 3. 
89 Kemmer, 1993, §4.3.1. 
90 Kouwenberg, 2010, §10.8.3.6.  
91 Kemmer (1993, ch. 5) describes and illustrates this development for a number of unrelated languages. In such 
two-marker systems, where the two markers are etymologically related, the middle/natural marker is invariably 

rker having undergone 
erosion as a result of grammaticalisation, or the new reflexive marker being formed by reinforcement of the older 
one by the addition of an emphatic element. 
92 Kouwenberg (2010, §10.8.3.6n39) notes, for example, that from Dutch zich schamen 
corresponding *schamen  
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Although reflexives are the most common source for middle markers, alternative 

developments also bear consideration. Kemmer describes how the Latin middle suffix -r has 

impersonal and passive uses both in that language and in related languages (in which it does not 

mark middle). The communis opinio is that an original 3PL marker came to be used in a 

generalised-SUBJ construction and developed into a passive marker whose use was then 

extended to middle events.93 Despite such cases, Kemmer characterises the middle as being, at 

its core, conceptually derived from the reflexive, which has cognitive primacy; this is why 

middle marking tends to develop from reflexive morphology, there exists a complementary 

restriction against the opposite development, and reflexive is more frequently a morphologically 

marked category 94 

Various Semitic languages possess marked middles (in the N and t stems) belonging to the 

various semantic classes outlined above, and whose historical developments are pertinent to a 

study of IPs, considering they form part of the functional (re)distribution of the detransitive stem 

system as a whole. Kouwenberg gives an Akkadian example of a middle verb of motion having 

developed from a reflexive marker: basic G al kum forms a middle Gt atlukum 

which focuses on the beginning of the motion.95 The reason for this aspectual 

distinction to the unmarked form, which rather views the action as a whole, is that the semantic 

property of the middle SUBJ being the endpoint of the action is expressed in terms of a change 

of state implicit to an entity that was in one position and is no longer in this initial position. The 

animacy and agency restriction present on the SUBJ of atlukum but not of al kum is a 

 
93 58) work, in view of the 

, and the principle of the 
unidirectionality of grammaticalisation, the use of -r is expected to never spread further to prototypical reflexivity. 
94 Kemmer, 1993, §§5.5.1, 6.4.2

 
95 In Kouwenberg, 2010, §14.3.4. Precise parallels to this exist in Spanish irse and Old Norse ganga-sk which are 
both  
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characteristic preserved from the originally reflexive meaning of the infixed -t- morpheme (since 

reflexives necessarily have animate, agentive SUBJs), though Kouwenberg also notes that such a 

semantic restriction fits well with the idea that middle formation is a kind of lexicalisation.96  

Apart from t stems, the other common Semitic middle marker is the N stem. As mentioned 

above (in §1.4), the N is traditionally analysed as originally having been reflexive, and 

subsequently having developing other functions including passive and middle.97 Pardee, though, 

opines that in Ugaritic implicitly suggesting that this was also the case as far back as WS its 

original functional domain was middle, in contrast to the Gt, which expressed the reflexive 

proper, and the Gp, the passive (all in relation to an unmarked G).98 Most important for the 

diachronic functional development of the N is whether it ever expresses the reflexive. If, as 

Gzella maintains, sporadic putative instances of such in Hebrew and Ugaritic are invariably 

natural reflexives or semantic middles, this leaves the possibility that the middle function of the 

N developed from original passivity, which would of course be of great import to the 

development of another construction possessing this function (namely, IPs).99 Whatever the case 

may be, these examples and the preceding theoretical linguistic discussion highlight why a 

purely syntactic analysis of the Semitic detransitivity is insufficient to understand its verbal stem 

system; the semantic dimension of SUBJ affectedness needs to be recognised and incorporated 

into any functional mapping (on both the synchronic and diachronic planes) of the N and t stems. 

 

 
96 Kemmer, 1993, §5.1, esp. 156 158; Kouwenberg, 2010, §14.3.4. 
97 See, for example, Brockelmann (1908, §257H) and Williams (1970, 45 46) for early and recent statements to this 
effect. 
98 Par

(2009, 305 308) identifies a similar situation for proto-CS. 
99 Gzella (2009, 301n23, 305 7) actually sees the N stem as originally not having been a syntactic voice category, 
but rather marked for the semantic characteristic of SUBJ affectedness, with the specific use being determined by 
the verb in question, in which respect he is essentially following Jenni (1973). 
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2.6 The Variation-and-Change Model of Language Development 

The final part of the theoretical linguistic framework to be discussed relates to the language 

diachrony in the abstract rather than in terms of specific cases. That is, looking at the history of 

language, there are various ways the development from situation A to (a different) situation B 

can be conceived of as having changed. Like other comparative linguists, Semiticists have 

largely employed a family tree model, less often an areal wave model, or at the most nuanced 

level, some combination of the two, to describe and analyse the languages they study.100 

As outlined above (in §1.4), these models have failed to satisfactorily account for the attested 

IP forms. In brief, divergent forms cut across established isoglosses in the phylum and defy 

being explained as cognates, whether through genetic inheritance of material or loaning in a 

contact situation. Moreover, the various IP forms appear and then disappear from the language 

several centuries later, at different rates and stages depending on the stem, conjugation, and/or 

language/dialect. If this arc of IP productivity is to be explained as a series of punctual changes, 

the resulting picture is unacceptably messy, with little cohesion in the overall development of IPs 

as a part of the paradigm. 

Instead, the preliminary findings of a survey of Semitic verbal stem systems have led to an 

alternative theoretical framework for application to Semitic detransitives: the variation-and-

change model. This was formulated by Labov in the 1960s, whose seminal work on raising of the 

 analysed them using this new theoretical 

framework.101 In brief, he noticed that a tendency towards raising had become more pronounced 

among the Chilmark Yankees and subsequently been adopted (and even exaggerated) by the 

 
100 This terminology and concepts to which it refers is familiar enough to any linguist not to warrant much 
explanation here. For a general overview of family tree and areal wave models, see Lyle, 1999, ch. 7. For their 
application specifically within Semitic, see Huehnergard and Rubin, 2011.  
101 Labov, 1963. 
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descendants of Portuguese immigrants. The primary motivation behind this development, Labov 

found, was 

summer visitor). The fundament of the variation-and-change model whose mechanics, and 

adaptation for the current study, are discussed below once its scholarly origin and development 

have been addressed has thus traditionally been the explanation of synchronic variations in 

terms of their sociolinguistic motivations.  

g the 

scope of the model beyond the synchronic to address diachronic variation, including change as a 

possible outcome thereof. An excellent early example of such work -Hand 

Processes and the Universal L .102 Elsewhere, Hickey edited volume 

contains illuminating chapters by Matthews, Milroy, and Newmeyer, amongst others, on the 

reasons behind language variation and change, including social factors but also addressing other 

motivations.103 The following formulation is based on such studies from the discipline of 

sociolinguistics, but focusses especially on those that are primarily concerned with language 

diachrony. 

At its core, the variation-and-change model views change as a possible result of variation 

within the language. Innovative variants arise through various means and motivations (addressed 

below) and exist alongside original ones, competing for a place in the grammar. When an 

innovative form fares well in this competition, it spreads, being extended both to new contexts in 

 
102 Lüdtke, 1989; a decade later, Awedyk (1999) was still addressing the issue of reconciling language diachrony as 
understood in sociolinguistics with traditional historical linguistics methodologies. Notably, both these works 
appeared in volumes edited by Ernst Jahr, an important contributor to the scholarship on this issue. More recently 
still, Ringe and Eska (2013) have continued the task of keeping the methodology of historical linguists up to date 
and in keeping with the evolution of the variation-and-change model. 
103 Matthews, 2003; Milroy, 2003; Newmeyer, 2003; McMahon (1994) and Garcia (1997) have also provided input 
regarding the motivations behind variation (and change) in the variation-and-change model of language diachrony. 
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the language and within the speech community, being adopted by new speakers. At the greatest 

extreme of success, the innovative variant replaces the original one in all contexts.  

For example, Hebrew possesses two independent 1SG pronouns,  and n . These 

coexist in texts from the Hebrew Bible, but the former is more prevalent in the earlier books (and 

archaising material), and the latter in later books. In this instance, variation ultimately gave way 

to change proper, since the variant  was irretrievably lost at the expense of n  by the 

stage of Mishnaic Hebrew. From a situation of variation between the two forms through much of 

Biblical Hebrew, an irreversible change has occurred.104 

However, due to the ability of speakers to simultaneously possess more than one grammar, 

even if these grammars are seemingly incompatible, it is not a given that variation will result in 

true, irreversible change. Innovative forms can coexist alongside original ones for extended 

periods. They may not manage to gain the upper hand in the competition and ultimately be 

abandoned in favour of the original variant they failed to supplant: 

there is so much room for creativity in language that innovations abound; many of them are 
h paks leg mena, nonce expressions. Others may remain for a while until they disappear. Some 
may enter into serious competition with established rivals and eventually oust them. We should 

abolition of something that 
had been current in a language; such change is much rarer, indeed, than the creation of 
something new.105 

For example, variation between (unmarked) SOV and SVO word order has continued from 

the Homeric Greek until that of the present day. Shifts through time in the relative scopes of 

these two variants reflect the gradual victories the innovative SVO word order in the early stage 

of a variation, where it coexists in competition with original SOV. However, this expansion of 

 
104 Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §39Aa; Segal, 1927, §67. 
105 Lüdtke, 1989, 135. 
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the innovative word order could yet be reversed; the final stage of change, whereby it has ousted 

the older variant altogether, has not yet been reached.106  

Such a view that language change is defined by something disappearing from the language 

views diachronic development somewhat differently than does the historical linguistics model 

traditionally applied in the discipline of comparative Semitics. There, the loss of features is often 

played down since it cannot be used as a diagnostic feature for genetic classification purposes. 

This is because it is generally more likely for unrelated languages to coincidentally lose a feature 

that they have in common than for them to independently develop the same innovation.107 

Importantly, the possibility of competing constructions coexisting in the language allows for 

diachronic developments to be gradual and untidy processes, whereby change proper can only be 

identified as having taken place once something irreversible has affected the language (i.e., 

something in it has disappeared).  

This contrast with more conventional comparative historical linguistic approaches 

notwithstanding, the mechanical framework of the variation-and-change model is in large part 

the same. For example, analogy is identified as an important means by which an innovative 

variant can arise in the first place, just as it is wholly familiar as a source of language change in 

other theoretical frameworks of language change.108 Other proposed sources of variation (and 

hence change), such as language learner error, are arguably less familiar outside of the variation-

and-change framework.109 On the whole, though, those enumerated by Labov

are all 

 
106 Henry, 2003, 272ff. 
107 Hetzron, 1977, 97. 
108 On analogy within the variation-and-change model, see McMahon, 1994, 70 84.  
109 On language-learner error in the variation-and-change model, see Ringe and Eska, 2013, 36 37. 
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processes of language change cited by Semiticists working in the comparative historical 

linguistics tradition.110 

The key difference of the mechanics of the variation-and-change model with regard to 

diachronic development and consequently, the reason that its application to the data of Semitic 

detransitives yields new results not achieved by previous attempts is the process by which 

innovations are seen to (potentially) replace their original counterparts: 

Variation between new and old forms is not alternation but competition: the forms in variation are 
competing forms in the same environments and the form whose frequency is increasing is, for 
some reason, winning the competition. 
From this perspective, the crucial question in the study of the spread of new forms in the language 
is what advantage they have over the old forms they replace.111 

As for the precise nature of the advantage one variant may have over another, considering that 

the model is firmly rooted in the realm of sociolinguistics, it is hardly surprising that its 

proponents champion the role of social pressure in the selection of one variant over another.112  

Apart from the sociological dimension, though, language-internal factors may also affect 

113 That is, a variant is advantageous if it is tied more 

motivation is very apparent in language changes occurring in grammaticalization processes. For 

example, the innovative variant  is more advantageous than the original variant you 

will  as a future marker because its reduced phonetic realisation closer reflects the functional 

 
110 Quoted in McMahon, 1994, 248.  
111 Ringe and Eska, 2013, 54 [my italics]. 
112 

. 
113 Mcmahon, 1994, 119
discussed by McMahon (125 37) and Newmeyer (2003, 22 24). Suffice it for the purposes of an overview of the 
variation-and-change model to limit the description to the most basic, original formulation since these do not change 
the fundamental notion of the transparency principle that one variant is selected over another owing to greater 
conceptual clarity. 
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downgrading from the category lexical to functional and the concomitant semantic bleaching 

(i.e., the loss of its meaning to want ).114  

The motivation for language to move towards greater transparency only influences language 

variation and change in a palliative manner. There is no mechanism for preventatively blocking 

developments that introduce opacity, only for redressing them after the fact.115 Changes occur 

that violate the transparency principle and must subsequently be fixed. This results in a state of 

y the push-and-

pull between competing pressures.116  

Within the variation-and-change model, the possibility of simultaneous influences is an 

important factor. If the transparency principle were the only one motivation governing selection 

of variants, one would expect all languages to simply progress to a functionally optimal state of 

maximum transparency, with far less typological variation between languages than exists in the 

world. Instead, languages are affected by the complex networks of pressures arising from and 

dependent on features inherent within the language (e.g., phonological motivations) and extra-

linguistic realities alike (e.g., social pressures). As a result, languages differ in how they select 

one variant over another, even to the extent that one compares cognate pairs of variants in similar 

languages.117  

 
114 Newmeyer (2003, 23 26, 28 29) discusses the language changes associated with grammaticalisation as a result 

the relationship between an element of the language and its role therein. 
115 

may clear up the complexity afterwa  
116 Newmeyer, 2003, 29. 
117 Newmeyer, 2003, 29. 
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For example, in Middle English, original OVS sentences SG.DAT likedPL the 

pearsPL were reanalysed as having SVO word order, and true OVS sentences were lost.118 This 

was because when the dominant word order of English had switched from SOV to SVO in the 

twelfth century, consequent ambiguity between SVO and OVS sentences deprived the latter 

SG.DAT likedSG/PL pearsPL

became ungrammatical and the transparency principle triggered their replacement by SVO 

SG.NOM likedSG/PL pearsPL  

In Romanian however, also an SVO language, OVS sentences remain permissible. One 

important difference was that by the time of the reanalysis just described, English had lost case 

marking, making the distinction of SVO and OVS sentences far less transparent than in 

Romanian, where case marking is preserved.119 This shows that though the transparency 

principle (or some similar formulation) can explain the diachronic change of the loss of OVS 

sentences in English, it must be situated within a network of interrelated motivations including 

(but not necessarily limited to) the loss of case markers and the shift of dominant word order 

from SOV to SVO. Furthermore, insofar as each of these individual developments in English had 

its own motivation(s), the network of competing pressures at play extends not just synchronically 

through its history.  

This question of the motivations behind language change is one important difference 

between the variation-and-change model and more traditional methodologies of historical 

linguistics; in the latter, explanations for why language changes tend to be language-oriented 

 
118 See Mcmahon, 1994, 122 for this example of language change and the proposed reasons motivating it. The Old 

codo
Modern English equivalents with case marking and number labels indicating grammatical relations and 
(non)agreement are used here for convenience.  
119 Mcmahon (1994, 126 27) describes this contrasting situation to the reanalysis in English described above. 
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rather than speaker-oriented.120 This is in no small part due to ignorance of the human aspect of 

languages from historical periods long past; one cannot propose social motivations behind 

language change, for example, without knowing the social situation. The resulting view of 

language change as an organic, endogenous process has also often had the unfortunate side effect 

of detracting from the attention paid to its causes generally (i.e., not just the sociolinguistic 

motivations) in traditional analyses of historical linguistics. 

The variation-and-change model, by contrast, is greatly concerned with what provokes 

language change, particularly insofar as this relates directly to the speakers themselves and to 

their role in language transmission. Of the motivations behind language change, works using this 

theoretical framework often stress social pressures (e.g., prestige language and identity marking), 

which is hardly surprising considering that the model was developed in the discipline of 

sociolinguistics. At the language-internal level, though, conceptual transparency that is, the 

also 

conditions the competition between variants.  

In such a speaker-oriented understanding of the motivations behind language change, 

variants cannot simply be identical alternatives at the psycholinguistic level, otherwise there 

would have been no reason for the innovative variant to arise in competition with the original 

one. Crucially, if there is not a difference in their transparency favouring one over the other, they 

 
120 n what might be called the dominant tradition in historical linguistics, it has been assumed 

. 
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121 At the same time, and 

conversely, the speaker requires a degree of redundancy between variants. If their informative 

loads are distinctive enough, they are kept separate; the coexistence of variants presupposes that 

in some contexts at least, the perspectival distinction between them is irrelevant.122 

The preceding formulation of the variation-and-change model provides the understanding of 

language diachrony on which the analysis and reconstruction in this dissertation is based. The 

principles of ongoing competition between variants and potentially abortive innovations were 

intuited in the conception of the Semitic verbal stem system that underpins the working 

hypothesis presented above (in §1.6).123 However, such an impressionistic understanding, while 

helpful in guiding the initial examination of Semitic detransitives, is not rigorous enough to 

proceed beyond simple description of the data, hence the need for the preceding precise and 

methodologically grounded formulation. 

It must be clarified, though, that this dissertation therefore does not simply employ the 

variation-and-change model precisely as it has been developed and used in the discipline of 

sociolinguistics. Because of certain key differences in the data at issue, it instead adopts the key 

theoretical components of the model and adapts them for use as an analytical lens through which 

to view IPs (and detransitives more generally). For example, to the extent that studies in the 

discipline of sociolinguistics address diachrony at all the tend to do so on a micro scale, and with 

much interest on how language transmission from one generation to the next can affect change. 

 
121 Garcia, 1997, 24. This is accurate only for lexical and syntactic variation; phonemes, for example, contain no 
informative load of their own save their individual social values, which is then the distinction that governs the 
variation (and potentially change) between these units of speech. 
122 Lüdtke, 1989, 132. 
123 Specifically, the hypothesis characterises Semitic detransitives as existing in a situation of flux and explains the 
developments therein as the result of competition between stems (e.g., between the tD/Dt versus Dp, the N versus 
Gp, or otherwise the N versus tG/Gt). Furthermore, IPs are found to have arisen and then disappeared without ever 
replacing the N and t stems with which they existed in competition, and thereby reflect the variation without change 
for whose possibility the model accounts (though this point was not identified in the initial hypothesis, and only 
became clear from the descriptions and analysis of Chapters 3 and 4). 
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However, the diachronic scope of a study of all Semitic IPs is far greater, spanning centuries and 

even millennia of mainly extinct languages, so this consideration is irrelevant.124  

In fact, the very nature of historical data can impede the accurate identification or description 

of variation (and change) that may have existed.125 If a variant arises and then disappears without 

affecting change, there is no guarantee the arc of its productivity will have been accurately 

captured in the historical data attested. In the absence of native speakers alive to confirm that a 

change has occurred with the loss of a construction occurring during earlier stages of a language, 

the only evidence is negative evidence. However, incomplete and/or redacted data, or 

distributional anomalies in a historical corpus arising from the disproportionate attestation of 

certain genres can obscure the picture, so the absence of a construction from the textual record is 

not necessarily a fair reflection of its absence from the language as such. 

Moreover, even if a variation may be identified in historical data, it is not always possible to 

ascertain which of variants is more original, and as a result, to rule out the possibility that they 

were created simultaneously. Crucially, though, understanding how the coexistence of variants 

initially arose is not a prerequisite in describing and analysing the variation between nor the end 

result thereof, particularly when discussing developments covering such a protracted period of 

time. Therefore, the question of whether variants are original or innovative (relative to each 

other) features less prominently in the analysis of IPs (and Semitic detransitives, generally) using 

the variation-and-change model that it does when this model is applied to contemporary data in 

the field of sociolinguistics.  

 
124 One can directly observe how language is transmitted in living speech communities, whereas it must be 
reconstructed for historical languages (which must be done with the utmost caution, if at all). This somewhat 
accounts for the abstract conception in historical linguistics whereby language changes by itself as a spontaneous, 
organic process, and the role of speakers (and even more so, learners) in this is downplayed. Awedyk (1999) and 
Milroy (2003) deal with this issue in detail. 
125 On these barriers to the application of the variation-and-change model to historical linguistic data, see Labov, 
1994, 11; Lightfoot, 1999, 9; and Ringe and Eska, 2013, 1 2. 
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Finally, it must be stressed that the adoption of the variation-and-change model of language 

diachrony is not meant to reject traditional comparative-historical linguistic methodology, nor to 

devalue work achieved using it. Like all theoretical frameworks, the genetic family-tree and areal 

wave models are not entirely accurate representations of reality. Nonetheless, as convenient 

fictions they have great value in how, in most contexts, they allow the organisation, presentation, 

and analysis of data to an acceptable degree of precision. At the macro level, many of the major 

diachronic developments in Semitic fit neatly onto the branches of a family tree; with a relatively 

brief description of a few important changes and their isoglosses between languages, one can 

map a family tree of the whole phylum.126  

By contrast, it is a vast undertaking to provide an account and admittedly, one with some 

notable gaps and lacking definition and specificity in places of just the detransitive system(s) 

of the Semitic using the variation-and-change model. Clearly it would be entirely unfeasible to 

provide an account of all the diachronic developments of a given language, let alone a whole 

language family, in terms of all the interweaving variations this entails, even if one only limited 

oneself to commenting on those that ultimately resulted in language change proper. With regard 

to the scale at which variation-and-change may best be observed, it is notable that the model was 

originally applied, and often remains so, in studies of a discreet feature (e.g., a given sound 

change, or a lexical alteration) among a relatively limited speech community.127 

This divergence between methodologies may be compared to evolutionary biology theory

fittingly, since that is the origin of the family tree model in linguistics. Representing a phylum as 

dividing into descendent branches (species or language families) whose members share 

 
126 For example, Huehnergard (2005, esp. 191 92) provides a thoroughly convincing identification of the Central 
Semitic branch, aligning the proto-CS node with half a dozen innovations, in under thirty pages.  
127 The textbook case was study on raising of A list of his (1994, 
xi) research projects from decades later shows that his work has retained a tight focus both in terms of the variations 
addressed and the language communities covered. 
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important innovative characteristics is a convenient abstraction, and not even wholly inaccurate. 

However, the actual mechanism by which change occurs in the real world is that an innovative 

variant (e.g., an animal with a new mutation or a new linguistic form) gradually replaces a 

variant in competition with which it has arisen. Rather than replacing the family-tree model, the 

variation-and-change model is thus used in this dissertation as an auxiliary analytic lens for an 

instance where a disconnect between traditional models of language change and the reality of the 

situation cannot be reconciled.  

 

2.7 Conclusion 

This chapter has described the traditional syntactic analysis of passives and presented 

alternatives that instead associate the phenomena with primarily pragmatic and semantic 

functions. It has also described some of the most important issues surrounding the relationship 

between passivity and other detransitive (and non-detransitive) categories. It is clear that 

passivisation possesses a number of key characteristics, though the question of which among 

these is the most crucial is a matter of much contention. On balance, the arguments from 

impersonal passives and languages with alignment systems other than NOM-ACC for SUBJ 

demotion or agent defocusing being the basis of passivisation are stronger than those for OBJ 

promotion or patient topicalisation.  

That said, the absence of passive syntax without morphological marking on the VP suggests 

it is basically a verbal category.128 Support for this position can be found in Semitic in the fact 

that in Arabic dialects and MSA, the decline of a certain kind of passive morphology, namely the 

IPs, is directly linked to the blurring of its distinction from corresponding active forms arising 

 
128 In adopting this position I follow Keenan (1985) and Haspelmath (1990), among others, contra Perlmutter and 
Postal (1977) and Dryer (1982), and, for different reasons, Shibatani (1985). 
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due to phonological processes.129 Aktionsart property of predicative 

stativisation is central to passivisation therefore seems more reasonable than either a syntactic or 

pragmatic analysis, both of which are less compatible with it being a verbal category. In any 

case, it may not be necessary to pick a side in the debate regarding the core function of 

passivisation in order to reconstruct the development of Semitic IPs provided that the 

multifaceted nature of the construction is recognised and taken into account.  

Considering the methodology of the current study, viewing IPs in relation to other Semitic 

verbal stems, connections between the passive and other detransitives (such as the reflexive) are 

important, particular diachronic derivational relationships between them. M

passives can be convincingly attributed to grammaticalization processes which also account for 

various formal and functional commonalities among them. However, there also exist examples of 

developments in the diachrony of passives running contrary to common grammaticalization 

chains, which thus violate the principle of unidirectionality at the core of this theoretical 

framework, and even its champion, Haspelmath, recognises that not all passives arise by way of 

grammaticalisation.130 Therefore, perhaps one ought not rule out the possibility that there is no 

single, basic component at the heart of passivisation, that it is not a monolithic, universal 

linguistic category, but rather adopt the perspective that the passive represents some kind of 

functional convergence, the common result of various (possibly interrelated) processes, even if 

this has the disadvantage of failing to capture some of the generalisations about passives.  

Shibatani schematises various related constructions, according to shared characteristics, into 

an arrangement centred around the prototypical passive, though it is important to note that he 

 
129 The work of Holes (1998), which reaches this conclusion, has been discussed in §1.4.4. For the possibility of a 
similar development in MSA, see Chapter 6. 
130 Haspelmath, 1990, §4.5. 
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explicitly identifies the model as applying at the synchronic level.131 However, that is not to say 

that this cannot serve as a starting point for an investigation of developments in Semitic 

detransitives other than by grammaticalisation. Where scholars of Semitic languages have 

attempted this before as in stative/intransitive-origin theories of IP development they have 

frequently been let down by impressionistic argumentation. However, their failure to apply a 

rigorous theoretical linguistic framework does not invalidate the approach in of itself. It seems 

worthwhile to investigate, for example, whether the N stem might have undergone a functional 

drift from original passive toward middle and natural-reflexive functions, facilitated by the 

shared semantic characteristic of SUBJ affectedness. This could have been caused by a push 

chain resulting from the rise of a new passive construction (the IP), a pull chain from the decline 

of a form that had been marked middle (the Gt), or some combination of the two (or, for that 

matter, different processes in different areas).132 

A final recurring theme in the discussion of the theoretical linguistic framework of this study 

is the need to look at passives and other detransitives from a non-syntactic perspective. For 

example, prototypical reflexives frequently develop into middle verbs, which have no syntactic 

detransitivity relative to their unmarked counterparts but are instead defined only in semantic 

terms (the SUBJ is both initiator and endpoint of the action). Semantic (and pragmatic) 

properties of passives have also been shown to have potential ramifications on other categories 

such as aspect (specifically engendering resultative, inchoacive, or inceptive meanings). 

Accordingly, the current investigation into IPs (and other detransitive stems) will look beyond 

the syntactic dimension, viewing these constructions from semantics-based perspectives as well. 

 
131 Shibatani (1985, 846) explicitly argues that grammaticalisation is likely the way many passives developed, such 
that they derive from other constructions, and not the other way around. 
132 This would contradict the traditional position that the N stem was originally reflexive and moved toward middle 

46).  
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Chapter 3: The Detransitive Systems of Semitic 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides an overview of the detransitive verbal stems of the Semitic languages, and, 

based on this, reconstructs that of PS, with proposed developments leading to the attested 

situations. To this end, each of the major branches of Semitic are described in turn with reference 

to the respective standard grammars and other works on the stem systems specifically.1 In the 

first instance, the reconstruction is based on the traditional comparative-historical method. 

However, this analysis ultimately fails to account for the data in a satisfactory fashion, and the 

conclusion (§3.9) instead presents a proposed development of Semitic detransitive stems within 

the variation-and-change framework of language diachrony. 

The Semitic detransitive stem systems are a feature of the morphosyntax of the language. 

Morphological and syntactic material can be loaned between languages, given prolonged close 

contact, especially where the target language already possesses similar structures to those being 

loaned in. Generally, though, such features are not as prone to areal diffusion as phonological, 

phonetic, or lexical elements. Therefore, initially that is, until it is modified according to the 

more nuanced variation-and-change model the historical reconstruction refers to a genetic 

family-tree of Semitic, where characteristics common to different branches are identified as 

shared innovations inherited from a common genetic mother node, retentions from earlier stages 

of the language (lost in other branches), or independently occurring parallel developments. That 

said, where findings cannot be reconciled with the family-tree by now securely established for 

 
1 See §3.2 for Akkadian, §3.32 for Classical Arabic, §3.4 for dialectal Arabic, §3.5 for Aramaic, §3.6 for Canaanite, 
§3.7 for Ethiopic, and §3.8 for OSA and Ugaritic. The data accompanying these descriptions are present in table 
form in Appendix A. MSA is treated separately in Chapter 6, and the accompanying data presented in table form in 
Appendix B. 
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Semitic on the basis of the preponderance of evidence from all other parts of the language, 

elements of an areal wave model are incorporated into the analysis as appropriate.2 

When describing a detransitive system, the functions of detransitives must be understood in 

relation to their basic, unmarked counterparts (as indeed must those of verbal stems that raise 

transitivity, for example). The formal addition of the t morpheme to the G to create the tG/Gt (t + 

G  tG/Gt), for example, is paralleled by a functional modification (function of t + function of 

G  function of tG/Gt).3 As in other parts of the grammar, the detransitive stem system is 

expected to exhibit a significant degree of isomorphism. That is, the relationship between the G 

and tG/Gt should be at least somewhat analogous to that between the D and tD/Dt and between 

the C and Ct/tC, insofar as each of these pairings results from the same derivational process. 

However, this is a general truism rather than a logical necessity; it is of course possible for a 

single morpheme to possess divergent functions in different contexts. Moreover, the derivational 

relationship in an unmarked-marked pair may become obscured when the marked member is 

subject to lexicalisation, something particularly common in the Gt and Ct in several Semitic 

languages.4  

 

3.2 Akkadian 5 

Akkadian, as the sole representative of East Semitic (ES) stands in opposition to the rest of the 

Semitic languages, which together constitute West Semitic.6 The value of Akkadian data to the 

 
2 For the consensus genetic subclassification of Semitic adopted by this dissertation, see Faber, 1997. For the use of 
family-tree and areal-wave models in relation to Semitic, see Hetzron, 1976, Huehnergard and Rubin, 2011. 
3 In reality, languages function in a more organic, messy fashion. However, this idealised equation serves to capture 
the general reality of the parallel between the formal and functional dimensions of verbs that is at issue here. 
4 Lexicalisation also affects the D and L stems in Ethiopic and MSA, and to a certain extent, in contemporary Arabic 
dialects and later stages of Hebrew. 
5 The data on which the following description is based are presented in Table A1. 
6 The only other ES languages attested is Eblaite, for which the available data cannot contribute in any helpful way 
to the discussion of detransitives, and which therefore does not feature in this dissertation. 
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current study lies precisely in the facts that the language does not possess IPs, and its verbal 

system is in some ways highly archaic. Of particular importance is the early stage of the 

grammaticalisation of the stative verbal adjective and the behaviour of the N.7 Barring a few 

Akkadian-specific developments i.e., the development of a set of stems with a prefix tan- and a 

the verbal stem system of 

Akkadian, particularly during earlier stages, is substantially similar to that reconstructed for PS.  

There are two detransitive verbal morphemes in Akkadian: the consonantal affixes n and t. 

The former appears in the N, which relates to the G as its unmarked counterpart; the latter 

appears in the Gt, Dt, and Ct, which relate, respectively, to the G, D, and C. When these 

morphemes perform syntactic detransitivisation their other, non-syntactic functions are 

discussed below they possess an interesting distinction with regard to argument reduction. In 

early Akkadian  

G-stem verbs realise first-argument reduction (passive and mediopassive) by means of the N-stem 
and second-argument reduction (reflexive, reciprocal, and middle) by means of the Gt-stem or the 
N-stem. The primary derived [D and C] stems have only one verbal means of valency reduction, 
namely, the secondary [Dt and Ct] stems, which accordingly are used for all detransitive 
categories.8 

Thus, relative to  ni butum ti butum 

ullulum utallulum (tD) 

 

The N and t stems, though, have other uses besides these syntactic detransitive functions. For 

example, in the case of the N derived from a syntactically intransitive G, or even a syntactically 

transitive one that has low transitivity in semantic terms, the N cannot be passive. This is because 

Akkadian does not permit the passivisation of intransitive verbs, that is, impersonal passives with 

 
7 The grammaticalisation of a stative verbal adjective into a perfective finite verb is a key isogloss of WS. The same 
process lies behind the development of the N, a historical derivation still clear in Akkadian, but opaque in WS. 
8 Kouwenberg, 2010, §10.8.3. 
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semantically empty dummy SUBJs.9 Instead, when formed from an intransitive or low-

transitivity G, the N adds the notion of ingressive aspect. Examples of this are (G) ba m 

nab m  

(N) of which the first pair are syntactically intransitive and the second pair 

are transitive but with low semantic transitivity.10 Such cases, though, are not very frequent, and 

(medio)passivity relative to a transitive G accounts for eighty percent of attested Akkadian N 

verbs, which Kouwenberg sensibly explains in terms of the verbal system as a whole:  

An important reason for the rarity of the ingressive N-stem is the fact that in adjectival verbs it 
competes with the G-stem, which is the unmarked option for expressing the fientive, and therefore 
ingressive, side of an adjective.11 

Kouwenberg argues that the (medio)passive and ingressive uses of the N result from its core 

function of verbalising a resultative adjective, namely the G stative verbal adjective. In support 

of this analysis is the morphological congruence in Akkadian between the lexically determined 

theme vowel of the N preterite from a given root and that of its G stative verbal adjective, so the 

G stative paris forms N ipparis, whereas parus forms ipparus.12 This also explains why a 

transitive G forms a (medio)passive N, while an intransitive or low-transitivity G forms an 

ingressive one; the result of N formation naturally depends on how the referent of the G stative 

verbal adjective participates within the verbal action.  

 
9 Hasselbach (2013, §4.6) claims impersonal passives may be formed from verbs of speech like qab m 

m : 
 pu  eql- -ya - -ya i- -  

concerning substitute.CSTR field-GEN-1CSG pay.INF-GEN-1CSG 3-be.ordered.PRET-2MPL.DAT 
 

semantic role theme (i.e., the content of the speech act), to be linked to the SUBJ slot. It is not therefore entirely 
clear to me that this is an impersonal passive in the same way as, for example, Dutch er wordt gedanst 

 
10 Kouwenberg (2010, §§12.2.2.1, 12.2.2.3) highlights the natural overlap between the categories ingressive and 
mediopassive, the latter being a subcategory of the former in which there is no semantic specification for agency.  
11 Kouwenberg, 2010, §12.2.2.2. Crucial to this is the fact that in Akkadian the distinction between static and 
dynamic Aktionsart is encoded not lexically or inflectionally as in many languages (including WS), but 
derivationally, these two categories being encoded by the stative and the various prefix conjugations respectively.  
12 Kouwenberg, 2010, §§12.5 6. 
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Thus, the fientivisation of an adjective expressing the result of a transitive action on its 

patient, as does the G stative from transitive verbs, relates to how that state came into being, in 

specific relation to the patient. This naturally results in a (medio)passive sense: e.g., ebir (G 

~ i ebir (<*yi-n- ebir; N) 

(passive). When the G stative is intransitive or transitive but with low semantic transitivity, the 

stative verbal adjective refers to the result of the action on the agent, so the fientivisation thereof 

represents the agent bringing that state into being by beginning the action: e.g., labi  (G stative) 

illabi  (<*yi-n-labi

adjective that describes a state focuses on that state coming into being: e.g., masik 

immasik (<*yi-n-masik  

This derivational origin has become obscured in WS, not least of all because the PS stative 

has developed into a finite perfective verb, the suffix conjugation (SC) there. Unlike its historical 

source, the WS SC is not a resultative verbal adjective referring to a participant in a verbal 

action, but a finite form referring to the action itself.13 Its relationship to the N is therefore no 

longer transparent in WS, and the N has been reanalysed as marking SUBJ affectedness, 

becoming increasingly restricted in some languages to first-argument reducing syntactic 

detransitive functions, and even mediopassivity specifically.14 The origin and development of the 

N from PS into Akkadian and WS has been described here because it is an example of how a 

finite verb may arise through the fientivisation of a resultative verbal adjective. This has 

 
13 The te
describing the agent of an intransitive action when described in terms of that action e.g., wa ib as it 
often in literature on Semitic languages (e.g., Huehnergard, 1987, 225). Instead, it refers to any adjective that 
describes a participant in a verbal action in terms of the results of that action, crucially, without the morphology 
making specific reference to which semantic role is being described. Thus, in addition to wa ib, both labi  

ebir 
respective roles agent and patient) in terms of the result of the verbal action, which in both cases is transitive.  
14 , Arabic, and Hebrew, the emergence of the N stem led to the 
abandoning of the verbalizing function of N  
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important ramifications for developments in Aramaic (discussed below), as well as being an 

important consideration in the theory of IPs generally.15 

Apart from (medio)passive and ingressive uses, the Akkadian N has some second-argument

reducing functions. However, these are exceptional, and their relevance is only clear when 

viewed within the overall context of the detransitive system, specifically in relation to the 

diachrony of the Gt. Reflexive use of the N cannot be reconstructed to PS, and instead represents 

an Akkadian-specific development, where it remains highly marginal.16 Kouwenberg shows that 

the Gt (discussed below) declines through the history of the branch, with the N gradually 

replacing it in reflexive (including reciprocal) contexts.17 Indeed, reciprocal N and Gt forms co-

exist in a suppletive relationship in Old and Standard Babylonian, whereby one conjugational 

part of the paradigm (the t-infixed perfect) may be formed in the N, while there is a restriction 

against its formation in the Gt. Viewing the functions of each detransitive stem in the context of 

others, specifically in terms of the competition between them (in this case, between the N and 

Gt) is precisely the perspective from which this dissertation addresses the development of IPs. 

With regard to Akkadian reflexives, it is also noteworthy that nominal markers (e.g., - 

- a second-argument reducing functions, 

and were the only way to express prototypical reflexivity. Marking the reflexive or reciprocal 

with a derivational stem (whether the N or Gt) was restricted to situations that naturally possess 

such an arrangement of their arguments e.g., mgr, of which both the N namgurum and Gt 

 
15 Haspelmath (1990, 34) barely mentions fientivisation in his treatment of passives. He only states that the two 
functions occasionally share morphology but does not address the developmental relationship between them. This is 
perhaps because his primary thesis is that the original function of most constructions that develop into passives was 
predicative stativisation, that is, precisely the opposite of fientivisation.  
16 Because a similar loss of the Gt and concomitant expansion of the N occurs also in Hebrew, and is perhaps also 
underway in Ugaritic, Kouwenberg (2010, §14.4.2) propose -stem and its replacement by 
the N-stem and nominal markers already began before Proto-
chronology of this process in the different languages, though, instead suggests that it occurred as an independent 
parallel development in each. 
17 Kouwenberg, 2010, §12.2.2. 
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mitgurum 18 The ability of the N to take on this function arises 

from conceptual similarities between the argument structures of natural reflexivity and the more 

original mediopassive use of the N, namely that both can be viewed as one-participant actions. 

Prototypical reflexivity, though, entails higher distinction between the semantic roles of agent 

and patient so this functional expansion cannot extend to this category.19 

The other detransitive stem derived from the G in Akkadian, the Gt, develops in a directly 

opposite and complementary fashion to the N. It becomes rarer through time, more restricted in 

its functions, and increasingly lexicalised, particularly in literary use. The Gt was originally a 

reflexive marker, but was progressively displaced in this domain by nominal markers and, in 

naturally reflexive situations at least, by the N.20 Kouwenberg reconstructs this development all 

the way back to PS, which I believe is too early, considering that no common PS lexical 

reflexive marker may be identified that has reflexes in both Akkadian and WS, and also that 

reflexive uses of the N are, on the whole, somewhat rare in WS. Moreover, on

arguments about the decline of the Gt is that the rise of a t-infixed perfect was at least partly 

responsible.21 Since this conjugation is an Akkadian-specific development, this argues against 

the decline of the Gt dating to an earlier stage. 

The Akkadian Gt never reduces the first argument to express the (medio)passive. 

Kouwenberg is noncommittal as to whether (medio)passivity, along with reflexivity, was an 

 
18 Kouwenberg, 2010, §§10.8.3, 12.2.2, 14.3.4.  
19 For the development from mediopassive to natural reflexive, see Haspelmath, 1990, 57; for detail on the 
conceptual similarities between the two categories, see Kemmer, 1993, §3.4. This is discussed above at §§2.5, 2.5. 
20 This happened earlier with plain reflexivity than with reciprocity. Kouwenberg (2010, §14.3) believes that this is 
because the original function of the Gt was as a reflexive, to which reciprocity was added at a secondary stage. 
However, reciprocal functions are attested for the tG/Gt in Akkadian and several branches of WS, and so may be 
reconstructed back to PS. Trying to separate the two is excessively speculative, and in any case not relevant here. 
21 Kouwenberg, 2010, §14.1. 
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original function of the Gt in PS, ultimately taken over by the N in Akkadian.22 However, 

comparative evidence suggests that it was not. In WS the N always counts mediopassivity (and 

usually also prototypical passivity) amongst its functions, while the tG/Gt almost never does 

unless the N is not present to perform this function. It makes sense, then, that in those WS 

languages with a first-argument reducing tG/Gt Aramaic, Ethiopic, MSA, and some Arabic 

dialects this is a new function, taken over by this stem as a reaction to the loss of the N (as an 

independent parallel development in each branch where it occurs).  

Since (medio)passivity cannot be reconstructed as a function of the tG/Gt in either proto-WS 

or Akkadian, it follows that it also was not in PS. From the preceding, the distribution of 

detransitive functions in terms of argument reduction relative to the G can be reconstructed the 

same in PS as in Akkadian: first-argument reduction was performed by the N; second-argument 

reduction by the tG/Gt.23 The fact that the t morpheme can reduce the first argument when it 

occurs as a detransitive marker relative to the D and C does not automatically mean it can do so 

in the tG/Gt. Unlike the G, which possesses the N as a counterpart to perform this function, the D 

and C have no corresponding **ND or **NC stems to do so.24 One may summarise the 

functionality of the PS Dt and Ct by stating that, relative to their unmarked counterparts, they 

perform the functions that both the tG/Gt and N do relative to the G; their diachronic 

 
22 -stem ever had mediopassive function in an earlier stage of the 

 
23 Insofar as this refers to a no-longer attested stage of Akkadian before lexical reflexivity had arisen (i.e., in which 
lexical markers had not yet taken over reflexive functions from the Gt), it might be somewhat more accurate to refer 

- -
reconstruction rather than the comparative method. 
24 The G is a basic stem compared to the D and C, so it is unsurprising that it might, at an early stage, develop 
multiple detransitive stems performing different functions, while the D and C only had one each (the Dt and Ct, 
respectively). Nonetheless, as this dissertation demonstrates, the systems of the various Semitic languages show a 
notable tendency to push back against this situation and re-establish paradigmatic symmetry throughout the history 
of the phylum, albeit doing so in a variety of different ways. 
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developments in the descendent languages parallel those of the tG/Gt, but as the findings of this 

chapter demonstrate, crucially also reflect their position as a counterpart to the N. 

Thus, like the Gt, the Akkadian Dt may express (natural) reflexivity and reciprocity relative 

to its unmarked counterpart the D: e.g., pussumum putassum 

increasingly lost this function to nominal 

markers, particularly in prototypical reflexives, with the same concomitant development of 

middle verbs (discussed below) as found in the Gt: e.g., lu u um luta u um 

specified for an OBJ), but the Dt has an additional semantic notion of SUBJ affectedness. 

Additionally, the Akkadian Dt and Ct can mark the (medio)passive or fientivisation of a stative 

situation (as the N does): e.g., pu urum puta urum 

kubbulum 

kutabbulum 25 

Akkadian t stems, like the N, also have non-syntactic functions in this language. Specifically, 

they developed semantic middle uses when the t morpheme lost its original force of marking 

reflexivity in verbs whose lexical meaning already possessed a natural tendency towards that 

sense. The marker was then extended to active intransitive verbs, owing to the conceptual 

similarity of their argument structure to that of natural reflexives.26 That is, just as an act of self-

grooming e.g., washing (oneself)  

redundant in English can be perceived as an action with just one associated semantic role, so 

can an emotional response. Thus both pi u um p ) and 
 

25 These examples for the Dt are from Kouwenberg (2010, §14.5.1); cf. his statement (§14.5.2) that the Ct parallels 
the Dt both in form and function, with the proviso that detransitive of causative is a highly marked category, so the 
Ct is a rare stem (as compared to the N, Gt, or tD). 
26 Th

relation to the Gt, but as mentioned, equally applies to the Dt and Ct. 
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itmurum mr) are one-argument verbs, even though, of the 

corresponding unmarked G forms, pa um  

has the same intransitive argument structure as its Gt (albeit with slightly different semantics). 

The new class of Akkadian t-stem verbs like itmurum, in which the t morpheme does not 

perform a syntactic function, fall into a number of specific semantic groups, such as verbs 

expressing changes in body posture, intransitive motion more generally, spontaneous changes in 

state, acts of cognition, emotional responses, and speech acts (particularly those with an 

emotional dimension). These are precisely the kinds of verbs expressing actions that are cross-

linguistically often associated with reflexive morphology even though they do not possess 

syntactic reflexivity. The key commonality such middle verbs (for the theory behind this term 

and its usage in this dissertation, see §2.5) share with reflexivity is a semantic property, namely 

SUBJ affectedness. This theory of middle-marking t stems also explains some of their less 

common functions in Akkadian that scholarship to date has found somewhat problematic. For 

example,  atlukum that is traditionally analysed as separative (i.e., 

apparent. Middle marking adds to the unmarked counterpart a notion of SUBJ affectedness, 

which manifests here as a focus on the initiation of the motion.27  

These developments in the N and t stems are inextricably linked to non-verbal detransitive 

marking in Akkadian. Specifically, the weakening of the reflexive function of the t morpheme 

provoked the development of new reflexive markers, namely NPs that grammaticalised into 

 
27 Cf. direct European parallels: Spanish irse and Norse gang-sk

striction 
present in the Gt atlukum but not its unmarked counterpart to the reflexive origin of the t morphology, since animacy 
is a prerequisite of reflexivity. 
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pronouns.28 There are a number of instances of comparable WS nominal detransitives, generally 

found more in later languages than in earlier ones.29 However, these are not etymologically 

cognate with the Akkadian ones and therefore cannot be considered common inheritances from 

the proto-language (PS). Instead they are perfectly natural independent parallel developments. 

Nonetheless, the following description of the detransitive systems of WS shows that throughout 

the branch, semantic middle is a common function of the tG/Gt. Since this is also true of 

Akkadian, middle should be reconstructed as a function of the tG/Gt back as far as PS, even if at 

that stage it may have been a relatively recent development from the more original reflexivity.30 

 

3.3 Classical Arabic 31 

Classical Arabic has a highly productive detransitive stem system. It possesses an N ( i)nqatala 

~ ya-nqatil relating to the G, and a t stem counterpart to each of the G, D, L, and C (Gt 

( i)qtatala ~ ya-qtatil, tD taqattala ~ ya-taqattal, tL - , and Ct ( i)staqtala ~ 

ya-staqtil, respectively). In addition to these consonantally affixed detransitives, an IP may be 

formed from any syntactically transitive verb, and even from a syntactically intransitive verb 

with a patient(-like) argument in an OBL slot (i.e., as a PP), including from t stems when they do 

so.32  

 
28 
markers restricted to natural reflexivity, while the nominal markers - - a  

 with prototypical reflexive value.  
29 For nominal WS reflexive and reciprocal markers, see Rubin, 2005, 3.1.3 3.1.4. 
30 Middle use of the Gt increases through the history of Akkadian, but Kouwenberg (2010, §14.3.1.1) gives 
examples of it already from the earliest recorded stage of the language. Given the reconstruction of middle as a 
function of the tG/Gt in PS, the stage at which this stem only performed syntactic reflexivity i.e., before this gave 
rise to semantic middle uses - , since it is hypothesised on the basis of an internal 
reconstruction of PS rather than using the comparative method as applied to its descendent branches. 
31 The data on which the following description is based are presented in Table A2. 
32 Wright (1896, §73) rules out the possibility of IP formation only from 

 and  which 
designate not an act (transitive or intransi
Carter, and Gully (2004, §1.10, esp. 1.10.7) correctly state that no Np occurs in Modern Standard Arabic. To the 
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Classical Arabic IPs are formally homogenous insofar as in all IP stems the SC possesses a 

vocalic sequence u-i while the PC has u-a. In the SC, i occupies the slot preceding R3 while all 

preceding vowels, including prosthetics, are u. In the PC, the vowel of the prefix is u, while a 

occurs in all subsequent slots. This results in forms like Gp qutila ~ yu-qtal, Dp quttila ~ 

yu-qattal, tLp - , and Ctp ( u)stuqtila ~ yu-staqtal, etc.33  

In terms of the functions of detransitive stems, 

middle or reflexive , further specifying that the reflexivity expressed by this form is 

invariably direct, and never extends to reciprocal use.34 His views conform to the consensus of 

Semiticists at the turn of the twentieth century, that second-argument reduction was the original 

historical function of the N, and first-argument reduction a secondary development thereof.35 

This characterisation, though, is flawed. None 

reduces a second argument; without exception, they express the passive or mediopassive 

(reducing a first argument), or semantic middle (causing no syntactic change) e.g., (  

( in)kasara (  

(semantic middle). Indeed, perusal of the standard reference grammars and lexica confirms that 

reflexive uses of the N are extremely rare, if not absent altogether.36 

 
extremely limited extent that Np forms are found in Classical Arabic e.g., un uliq b  a  
Muslim 44:201) or unqu i a bi-hi r, 1981. 5:3676) I strongly 
suspect these are not genuine forms spontaneously created by native speakers, but artificial literaryisms.
33 The length of the vowels in the Lp matches that of the L, and does not impact on the discussion of the distinction 
in the quality of the vowels at issue in the formation of IPs and the contrast from their active counterparts. 
34 The precise scope of 
mediopassive in contemporary terminology. Nonetheless, he frames this use an offshoot off reflexivity in the 
prototypical sense.  
35 Brockelman
(tolerative) causative- - -
argument reduction, albeit a slightly more complex one. 
36 Wright, 1896, §52. Fischer (1972, §169) provides one possible example of a truly reflexive N is ( i)nnamasa 

as a one argument verb (i.e., naturally rather than prototypically reflexive). This verb is also unusual in its 
n does not usually permit formation of the N. 
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Wright  is problematic not only because it posits reflexivity as the original function 

of the N even though such a use of the N is not present anywhere in Arabic (or in fact, anywhere 

in Semitic, in prototypical reflexive use). It also entails a failure to understand the non-syntactic 

functions of the N, that is, the formation of a semantic middle with no syntactic change: e.g., 

(G) ~ (  

from syntactically intransitive G verbs leads to the conclusion that such (admittedly rare) cases 

from the C.37 

purported examples of such N verbs, though, have corresponding G forms from the same roots 

that are either intransitive and (near) synonymous with the N or transitive and (near) 

synonymous with the C. Thus, ( i)nza aja (N) could be detransitive to za aja 

, as he proposes, to az aja ( i)n afa a 

afi a (G) rather than syntactically 

detransitive to a fa a  

Considering that Arabic N verbs from intransitive G counterparts tend to belong to semantic 

classes that are cross-linguistically common among middle-marked verbs, the best analysis of the 

Classical Arabic N is that it marks SUBJ affectedness.38 This is mainly restricted to first-

argument reduction, and never reduces a second argument, but also occasionally applies to 

intransitive G verbs to create semantic middles. Where the N has a syntactic function, there is an 

additional semantic restriction against the specification of agency (i.e., to the mediopassive), 

owing to the presence of an alternative stem (the Gp) to the prototypical (agentive) passive of the 

 
37 Wright, 1896, §53 remark b. 
38 The native Arabic grammatical tradition applies the term mu  to the N and all of the t stems. This literally 

of SUBJ affectedness (see, e.g., al-Labdi, 1985, 141).  
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G: e.g., kasara  kusira 

~ ( in)kasara  

Of the Classical Arabic t stems (the Gt, tD, tL, and Ct), the Gt is the most functionally 

diverse. It performs all second argument-reducing detransitive functions, whether simple 

reflexive or reciprocal, and in the former at least serves for both direct and indirect uses. The Gt 

can be formed from an intransitive G to create a semantic middle with no syntactic change.39 

Examples of these different functions are a  (  

(direct reflexive); a a a ( i)tta a a to take 

reflexive);  (  

(  inchoative aspect as 

a manifestation of SUBJ affectedness).40  

Wright claims that the Gt also occasionally expresses the passive of the G. However, this use 

=sonorant, where the 

phonetic characteristics of R1 prevent formation of the N: e.g., G rada a  forms 

( i)rtada a **( i)nrada a.41 Considering the existence of another 

means of expressing the passive to the G (i.e., the Gp), genuinely passive Gt use is most 

exceptional, if a reality at all. Where the Gt stands in for an N, it is mediopassive rather than 

prototypically passive. Thus, ( i)mtala a 

spontaneous action; to express the agentive 

 
39 Wright, 1896, §§55 57; Diem, 1982, §39. 
40 The Gt is less commonly reciprocal than plain reflexive, no doubt due to the frequent use of the tL (discussed 
below) in the former function. Reciprocal Gt forms are generally limited to direct, naturally reciprocal action, or at 

direct ones, tend to be natural; prototypical reflexivity is instead often expressed using nominal markers such as nafs 
s rather than verbal markers: qatala nafsa-hu cf. the discussion of 

Akkadian nominal reflexives above in §3.2. This blurs the distinction between reflexive and middle uses of the Gt.  
41 Wright, 1896, §57; Diem, 1982, §39. 
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one would instead use the Gp muli a.42 Finally, the Classical Arabic Gt exhibits a strong 

tendency towards lexicalisation, so its meaning is not necessarily predictable based on the G 

counterpart, as in arama ( i) tarama , for example. Diem 

argues that the functional diversity and lexicalisation of the Gt go hand in hand, by contrast to 

the predictable meanings of the tD and tL (discussed below), which are restricted to the primary 

functions of plain reflexive and reciprocal, respectively.43 

the state into which the object of the action denoted by the second form [D] is brought by that 

44 It is thus a 

TAM category, namely resultative aspect, that he considers the primary function of this stem. It 

is true that defining the core function of the tD thusly rather than in terms of the syntactic 

rearrangement of its arguments accounts for how its functional scope can cover both reflexive 

and mediopassive uses. However, it does not explain semantic middle tD verbs with no syntactic 

change relative to the D e.g., allaba (D) ~ ta allaba 

analysis is that the t morpheme, instead of primarily marking a syntactic or aspectual feature, 

adds the semantic notion of SUBJ affectedness, which is common to all of the aforementioned 

functions of this stem.  

Finally, the Classical Arabic tD may have an antipassive function, whereby the second 

argument (OBJ) of the D is removed and its semantic role either absent or subsumed to an OBL 

position: e.g., kallama-  takallama (ma a- ked (with 

 
42 The same holds for other supposedly passive Gt verbs, for which see Wright,1896, §50. 
43 

n der Form t2 [tD] und t3 [tL], auf 02 [D] 
und 03 [L] bezogen, mit einiger Wahrscheinlichkeit voraussagen, bei tl nicht. Die beiden Feststellungen lassen sich 

 
44 Wright, 1896, §47. 
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marking, particularly in the relatively infrequent cases where antipassives occur in ACC-aligned 

languages (such as Classical Arabic).45 This relatively sporadic antipassive use of the tD, a 

morphological form more commonly associated with reflexivity, does not have parallels 

elsewhere in Semitic and is therefore identified as an Arabic-specific development but it is in 

line with cross-linguistic expectations.  

Unsurprisingly, a relationship similar to that between the D and tD exists between the L and 

the tL; again the t morpheme marks SUBJ affectedness, which manifests at the syntactic level as 

either passive or reflexive to the L: e.g.,    

and  46 A notion of coparticipation 

between agent and patient is frequently present in the L, so, as one would predict, the tL tends to 

be reciprocal rather than plain reflexive. If coparticipation is present in the L, then the tL is 

necessarily reciprocal and has a collective, dual, or plural SUBJ: e.g., a-hu 

ta a 47 In 

addition to restricting plain reflexive use, this inherent notion of coparticipation makes 

antipassive tL use infrequent, since, if the patient of the L is a contributory participant in the 

action, it cannot be entirely removed from the tL without significantly altering the semantic 

specification of the predication.48 

 
45 

 
46 Diem (1982, §39) specifies that second-argument reduction performed by the tL, whether plain reflexive or 
reciprocal, is invariably direct. 
47 Wright, 1896, §50. The cited example, 
rec
unmarked counterpart, that is, whether the patient of (L) is a dynamic participant in the action. The 
distinction between plain reflexive and reciprocal can be blurred, depending on the compositional characteristics of 
the SUBJ: e.g., (tL) l-jasadu  
48 One does find sporadic examples where the patient of the L really is just a passive participant and the tL need not 
possess a reciprocal sense: e.g., ara-hu ara  
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Uses of the tL with a meaning of feigning the G e.g., jahila  

  combine the 

factitivity inherent in the L and the reflexive function of the t  

49 Finally, the tL can encode the aspectual category of iterativity relative 

to the G: e.g., saqa a a 

conforms to a cross-

marked with morphology also associated with reciprocity, due to the common characteristic of 

low event elaboration.50 Once again, as with the antipassive and notions of feigning, the 

apparently anomalous use of t stem morphology to encode the iterative can be traced back to its 

more basic reflexive (including reciprocal) function. 

The final Arabic t stem to be discussed is the Ct ( i)staqtal ~ yastaqtil. This performs several 

functions whose relations to those of the other t stems are not immediately apparent. For 

example, the Arabic Ct often means to ask someone to perform the G, or to consider someone or 

something to be in the state expressed described by the G: e.g. G afara forms Ct 

(  G aqula forms Ct ( i)sta qala 

51 Kouwenberg considers such uses denominal, and argues that proto-WS Ct SC 

*staqtala is a denominal verbal formation created by the affixation of a verbalising sibilant 

morpheme to the nominal pattern taqtvl.52 This position deviates from the consensus opinion that 

 
49 This is likewise how Gzella (2009, 317) explains the Hebrew tD form hi all  
factitivity is applied in the looser sense of making oneself appear ill, rather than affecting one  
50 
§10.8.3.5). Iterative uses of the tL lend weight to the reciprocal being its primary function in Classical Arabic. This 
is far mo
reflects a notion of effort implicit in the conativity marked by the L. 
51 These uses have analogues in Ethiopic, MSA, and OSA Ct verbs, for which see the relevant sections below. 
52 
associated with denominal verbs in Semitic is gemination (i.e., that of the D) rather than a sibilant morpheme (that 
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it results from the affixation (specifically infixation) of the detransitive t morpheme to the 

causative (C) stem *saqtvl; in other words, Kouwenberg analyses *staqtvl as s + taqtvl rather 

than t + saqtvl. 

However, much like the aforementioned cases where the tL expresses a notion of feigning, 

estimative or requisative uses of the Ct can be simply analysed as combining the derivational 

value of the C with a standard function of the t morpheme. When the Ct 

ve (of the C) with the indirect reflexive (of the t); to ask 

When it 

 factitive (of the C) with the semantic-middle (of 

the t); to consider something to be in a certain state is, at some level, to make it be in that state in 

such a way as affects oneself. Specifically, rather than expressing a transformation in objective 

reality (as would the C), the semantic-middle component added by the t makes this a conceptual 

transformation  According to the analysis adopted 

here, the SUBJ affectedness of the t manifests itself as a speaker-oriented modality, which is how 

it transforms a plain factitive C into a declarative Ct.  

It should be noted, though that even where the combination of causative and reflexive is 

more straightforward, the distinction between doing something (G) and making oneself do 

something (Ct) is not always clear. This can result in instances where the meaning of the latter is 

not entirely predictable: e.g., G  forms Ct ( i  

to clarify what this might refer to in contemporary linguistics terminology, whether to stative 

 
of the C). Moreover, he admits regarding the putative *taqtvl 
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verbs, to unaccusatives more generally, or perhaps even simply to intransitives.53 In any case, 

this does nothing to explain the relationship between Ct and its unmarked counterpart in such 

cases, since whatever property he is describing applies equally to the G; q ma is no more 

unaccusative, stative, or intransitive than is ( . Instead 

like it) is a semantic middle, relative to its unmarked G counterpart.54 In support of such an 

groups bodily movements, emotional responses, etc. cross-linguistically associated with 

marked-middle morphology.55 

Apart from the above uses, a fair number of Classical Arabic denominal Ct verbs with no 

corresponding C (or in some instances, even G) exist: e.g., ( i)stawzara 

 ( i)stansara nasar 

Along with the semantic middle uses, these reflect the reality that Ct has undergone significant 

lexicalisation. Hereby, uses have developed where the historical identity of t as a detransitive 

morpheme, or else of ( i)sta as a combined factitive/causative-detransitive morpheme, has 

become opaque. Crucially, though, where no such lexicalisation occurs, the functions which the t 

morpheme in the Ct do not differ from those it has in the Gt, tD, or tL: it may have various 

second argument-reducing but not first argument-reducing detransitive functions (relative to the 

C), and even where it effects no syntactic reorganisation, always contains the semantic notion of 

SUBJ affectedness. That is, the Ct never expresses the passive-causative of the G, but only the 

reflexive-causative or middle-causative.  

 
53 Wright (1896, §75) says verbs that  that is, by its very nature, confined to the person 
of the subject, and cannot pass to another individual as its object (as mari a to be sick, n ma to sleep), are aptly 
called neuter  
54 The theoretical linguistic considerations of how this semantic middles arises as a lexicalisation of reflexive 
construction have been described above (in §2.5), and a detailed illustrative discussion of a case thereof in the 
Akkadian Gt has provided been provided (in §3.2). 
55 ( i)staq ma ( i)stak na 

( i)sta aqqa ( i)sta y   
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As throughout Semitic, the functions of Classical Arabic IPs are far simpler and more 

homogeneous than those of the N and t stems. This is evident 

addresses each of the N, Gt, tD, tL, and Ct in individual sections, all of which apart from that on 

the tL take up several paragraphs, while he treats all IPs together in a single paragraph. The 

terminology of traditional Arabic grammars calls IPs al- iluhu 

unk

unknown, cannot be mentioned, or the speaker does not want to mention him/her. At the level of 

linguistic theory, all of these concepts reflect agent defocusing, the pragmatic property of 

prototypical passivity. Another traditional term for IPs,  al-maf  

important secondary by-product of their primary function.56  

Apart from these pragmatic and syntactic functions, Arabic IPs also fulfil the semantic 

characteristic that distinguishes prototypical passives from mediopassives: although the agent is 

prohibited from appearing in the surface representation, it is always implicit at the semantic 

level.57 Thus, Gp kusirat al-ka s 

( i)nkasarat. In the 

 
56 The reason I interpret il maf  as OBJ (in terms of grammatical 
relationship) is because of the use of these labels in other contexts. N ib al- il  refers to 
a promoted patient in a passive clause, that is, one acting as the substitute (n ib) of the agent ( il) in filling the 
SUBJ slot, since the agent usually does this in active clauses. Maf ul  ent 
that does not appear as OBJ in an active clause (but rather as OBL) and therefore cannot be promoted into the SUBJ 

) because though not a real OBJ 
(maf ), it does possess an important attribute commonly associated with this grammatical relation, namely its 
being tied to the semantic role patient. It is hardly surprising that a grammatical understanding formulated many 
centuries ago may not correspond neatly to the labels of contemporary theory, but the interpretation adopted here at 
least reconciles the two without convoluting the relationship(s) between them. 
57 In Modern Standard Arabic, agent phrases increasingly occur in passive clauses as prepositional phrases like min 
qabali  
Gully, and Carter, 2004, §3.12.1). For occasional instances of Classical Arabic IPs which retain the SUBJ of the 
corresponding active in a PP using the preposition li- k, 2008, 555 56. It is important to note that 
this possibility is restricted to verbs of perception, whose SUBJs are linked the semantic role of experiencer rather 
than agent, and so not necessarily governed by the pragmatic feature of agent defocusing. 
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majority of IPs, the patient of the corresponding active clause is promoted into the SUBJ slot and 

accordingly receives NOM case marking some exceptions are discussed below so they fit 

 perfectly, in terms of all of its characteristics, 

pragmatic, semantic, morphological, and syntactic.58 The same cannot be said of the N or t 

stems, which variously lack syntactic detransitivisation (e.g., in semantic middles), semantic 

specification for agency (e.g., in mediopassives), or agent defocusing (e.g., in reflexives).  

The preceding observation requires some qualification, since in number of instances 

Classical Arabic IPs deviate slightly from the model of the prototypical passive. Firstly, they 

may be formed from active verbs specified for semantic roles other than agent and patient. For 

example, the demoted SUBJ may be an experiencer rather than an agent (e.g., G sami a l-rajulu 

l- awta forms Gp sumi a l- awtu ); the 

promoted OBJ may be a recipient or beneficiary instead of patient (e.g., G wahaba l-rajulu l-

walada l- ahaba forms  Gp wuhiba l-waladu l- ahaba 

). An OBJ can also be promoted if it is linked to a semantic role of location 

or time (e.g., G atayni forms G   

miles were travelled) 59 In all of these cases, the semantic valency of the prototypical passive, 

that it must be characterised for agent and patient, is not fulfilled. 

A second way in which Classical Arabic IPs may deviate the prototypical passive is in their 

formation of impersonal passives from syntactically intransitive active clauses. Here, just as in 

prototypical passives, the agent is deleted from the surface representation but remains 

semantically implicit. The key difference is that there is no OBJ to promote into the SUBJ slot. It 

is therefore filled with a dummy SUBJ (with default 3MSG reference), present only to ensure the 

 
58 Shibatani, 1985, 837. 
59 Buben k (2008, 555), though, admits such constructions are neither productive in Classical Arabic, or even 
possible in Modern Standard Arabic. 
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syntactic well-formedness of the sentence. Since this dummy SUBJ has no semantic content, the 

clause cannot fulfil the semantic characteristic (SUBJ affectedness) of the prototypical passive.  

However, while syntactically intransitive clauses may for IPs, impersonal IPs cannot be 

formed from one-argument active clauses. There is a restriction on the syntactic specification of 

the active verbs that are apt for IP formation such that if the active has no OBJ, it requires at least 

an OBL complement, appearing as a PP. Thus, G a -binti 

may for a Gp u iba -binti   

retained in its OBL slot; however ** u iba cannot be formed from the 

single-argument active verb a  .60  

Such Classical Arabic impersonal passive constructions are not particularly productive and 

have certain distributional restrictions. For example, they are far more common with verbs of 

motion than other kinds of verbs, and much rarer in spoken varieties of Arabic than the literary 

language of Classical and Modern Standard Arabic.61 Though I have not found this stated 

impression that they are more common with PTCPs than with finite IPs, particularly when these 

function attributively rather than predicatively. That is, I expect to encounter sentences like  

al-mad nat-u  l-mus far-u  ilay-h   ba d-at-un  

DEF-town.F-NOM DEF-PAS\travel.PTCP.M-NOM PREP-3FSG/OBL far-FSG-NOM.INDEF 

-  

al-madinat-u mus far-un ilay-h  

DEF-town.F-NOM PAS\travel.PTCP.M-NOM.INDEF PREP-3FSG.OBL 

 
60 These examples for others, see Fischer, 1972, §199; Wright, 1898, §133 have been formed from active clauses 
with a MPL SUBJ and FSG OBJ in order to highlight the default, non-agreeing dummy 3MSG SUBJ in the 
corresponding passive. 
61 Agameya, 2008, 559 60.  
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al-madinat-u yu-s far-u ilay-h  

DEF-town.F-NOM 3MSG.IPFV-IMPRS.PAS\travel-NOM PREP-3FSG.OBL 

62  

A further possible distributional consideration relates to which stems impersonal passives are 

formed from. The Gtp, tDp, tLp, and Ctp are predicted to show a greater proclivity for 

impersonal passives than the Gp, Dp, Lp, and Cp. This is because while the basic (G, D, L, and 

C) stems are not infrequently transitive especially the D and even more so the C, which is 

usually transitive syntactic transitivity is considerably less common for t stems. Like the 

distribution of impersonal passives between the different conjugational parts of the paradigm, 

this is not mentioned in the literature, and cannot be further investigated here due to space 

restrictions. These issues are instead flagged here as potentially important questions for future 

works on Arabic passives to consider. 

 

3.4 Arabic Dialects 63 

It is naturally far beyond the scope of this dissertation to comprehensively map the detransitive 

stem systems of all Arabic dialects. This section instead provides an overview of several dialects 

selected to represent a number of different ways that this part of the language has developed.64 

Most Arabic dialects do not possess IP constructions, and mark the passive with consonantal 

 
62 If this intuition is indeed accurate, it may be related to a modal notion implicit in PTCPs, and the interaction 
thereof with real-world semantics associated with verbs of motion. A more mundane explanation would be that 
PASS PTCPs are a commonly used part of the language in a way that finite IPs are not, and that since they occur 
more often, they are simply more prone to being used in what is already a slightly anomalous construction. 
63 The data on which the following description is based are presented in Tables A3.1 5. 
64 In addition to 
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affixes (the N and t stems).65 It is generally held that this absence of IPs reflects a decline from 

an earlier system resembling that of Classical Arabic, in which they were productive. In support 

of this is the situation in some Gulf dialects whose IPs are increasingly restricted to cliché 

expressions, and where their decreasing productivity is apparent as a development in process.66  

Apart from competition IPs receive from alternative stems (namely, the N and t stems), 

analytic and generalised-SUBJ constructions may contribute to the decline of passive verbal 

stems of any kind (i.e., whether IPs or consonantally affixed). This often occurs in Arabic 

dialects as part of an overall breakdown of the stem system to break down, and a shift away from 

marking categories with derivational morphology generally. For example, many dialects have 

lost the C, so the causative is expressed lexically or periphrastically, or by the D, which usually 

remains productive.67 Equivalent developments also occur in the detransitive stems, so Modern 

Standard Arabic and contemporary Arabic increasingly express the detransitive categories 

associated with IPs and the N or t stems instead using periphrases (especially reflexives) or 

generalised-SUBJ constructions (especially passives).68  

Of the verbal morphology used to express the passive of the G in dialects without IPs; 

those which do possess them are discussed below the N is used in some dialects, and a tG stem 

is particularly common in this function.69 Occasionally, both of these cooccur, and the selection 

of which expresses the passive for a given G verb is lexically determined. Generally, though, the 

 
65 Agameya, 2008, 559; Holes, 1998; Kaye and Rosenhouse, 1997, 291, 297 98; Retsö, 1989.  
66 Holes, 1998, 355ff. 
67 Kaye and Rosenhouse, 1997, 294. A secondary result of this development in the C is that lexicalisation of the Ct 
has progressed further than in contemporary Arabic dialects than in Classical Arabic (where, as discussed above in 
§3.3, it is already extensive). 
68 For a periphrastic passive in Egyptian Arabic, see Retsö, 1989, 15; for replacement of IPs by generalised-SUBJ 
constructions in Omani, see Holes, 1998, 357 58; for periphrastic reflexives, see Kremers, 2009a, esp. 45; 2009b, 
57; and Badawi et al., 2004, §3.13 3.14; for various other independent examples from Semitic, illustrating the cross-
linguistic commonness of such developments, see Rubin, 2005, 33 34.  
69 A tG with prefixing of the t morpheme is far more frequently a passive marker than a Gt with infixing. In the few 
dialects where the Gt occurs, is generally not a passive marker, but rather prone to a high degree of lexicalisation. 
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two do not productively co-occur in this function. Rather, one stem loses out at the expense of 

the other, which is hardly surprising considering the redundancy such a situation would entail.70 

In an intriguing alternative development, but one that resolves the same redundancy, rather than 

eliminating one of the N or tG/Gt, Maltese and the Algerian Djidjelli dialect have combined 

them expressing the passive of the G  (e.g., G  

forms Nt  ).71  

It would serve no useful purpose to become mired here in the question of the relationship 

between the Classical Arabic infixed Gt and the prefixed tG found in many dialects. Instead, I 

follow the consensus position that the tG is a neologism created from an earlier Gt by analogy to 

the prefixing of the t morpheme in the tD.72 However, it is worthwhile to briefly compare the 

Classical and Dialectal Arabic detransitive stems in terms of whole systems, and in particular, the 

functions of the N and Gt/tG.  

Crucially, as mentioned, the Classical Arabic Gt very rarely has a true passive sense; in 

Dialectal Arabic, though, the tG frequently does. This reality reflects the availability, or lack 

thereof, of alternative means of performing this function. The reason that the dialectal tG is often 

passive of the G is because in most dialects the N is not preserved in this function, and if present 

at all, is frequently restricted to occasional lexicalised items. One interesting case with regard to 

the interaction between these stems is Cairene Arabic, in which the tG productively expresses the 

 
70 For a summary of the different kinds, see Diem, 1982, §§31 38; Kaye and Rosenhouse, 1997, 297
(1989, 141  
71 Kaye and Rosenhouse, 1997, 297. Mifsud, 2008, 156. More precisely, In Maltese, the Nt occurs as the passive of 
the G in root types 1=resonant/sibilant; otherwise the function is performed by the N (without the t morpheme). 
The Gt occurs only very rarely in lexicalised remnants. 
72 For such a view, see Diem, 1982, §34. The most plausible alternative hypothesis would be to reconstruct a 
polygenetic proto-Arabic in which, from a proto-WS situation where the selection of tG versus Gt was governed by 
the properties of R1 (with t =sibilant), some dialects levelled the Gt and others the tG. In any case, this 
would not impact significantly the description and analysis of the detransitive systems of dialectal Arabic. 
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passive of the G e.g.,  forms  while the 

N and Gt are both preserved in occasional lexicalised items.73 

 

3.4.1 Arabic dialects with sporadic IPs 

Arabic dialects in which IPs exist as an occasional means of expressing passivity are not 

particularly common, though they are spread throughout the Arabic-speaking world. These are 

examined briefly, before moving on to other dialects with more vital IP systems. It is important 

to bear in mind, though, that in some instances, such sporadically used IPs are not in fact native 

to a given vernacular, and merely reflect the influence of Modern Standard Arabic in the 

diglossic situation.74  

Kaye and Rosenhouse mention that several dialects in Mesopotamia, Egypt, Maghreb, and 

sub-Saharan Africa possess sporadic IPs. Judging from the forms qitil and q(u)tul they provide, 

these are restricted to the Gp and tend to have high vowels in their SC stems, thus distinguishing 

them from the a vowels of the active counterparts (e.g., Maghrebine G xlaq  xluq 

and Chadian G sarag Gp sirig).75 Some Egyptian qitil/qutul verbs e.g., 

   lack the 

semantic specification of agency present in the passive, and are not to be considered IPs, but 

rather stative verbs.76 There also exist, in some Moroccan and Subsaharan dialects, forms with 

low vowels (e.g.,  

 
73 inbasa  
and Gt (iftakar  
74 This may be the case for rare IPs in Damascene (Kaye and Rosenhouse, 1997, 297) and has been positively 
identified as such in Egyptian Arabic by Agameya (2008, 561). 
75 Examples from Kaye and Rosenhouse (1997, 297 298) also include qtul from Iraqi, Algerian, and Moroccan, 
qutul in Egyptian and Nigerian, and qitil in Egyptian and Chadian. 
76 Watson (2002, 12) points out that the transitive counterparts with a e.g., ta ab ama 

are often restructured C stems.  
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phenomenon of ablaut passive marking.77 These also function as stative verbal patterns, 

particularly denoting colours and deformities, and the degree of agentivity inherent varies 

depending on the given verb. As for IP PC forms in dialects with non-productive IP systems 

(limited to counterparts of the active G), Kaye and Rosenhouse only mention the Moroccan 

paradigms qtul ~ yu-qtul and qtal ~ ya-qtol.78  

With regard to the origins of these non-productive dialectal Arabic IPs, those of q(i)til/q(u)tul 

are usually thought to be stative *qatila and *qatula, from which they arise by assimilation (or in 

the case of qitil, under the influence of the corresponding PC yi-qtil). To the extent that such 

forms function as a true agentive passives, the main alternative considering them etymologically 

derived from the qutila Gp of Classical Arabic assimilating regressively to qitil or 

progressively to qutul has been to claim they result from the functional extension of *qatila 

and *qatula statives.79 I propose that North African qtal forms are reflexes of Classical Arabic 

stem IX , and not, as Retsö proposes, from resultative verbal adjectives of the form 

*  inflected with the pronominal suffixes of the finite SC.80 Little may be said with any 

certainty regarding the sporadic Gp PC forms save that the case of qtul ~ yu-qtul plausibly 

reflects interaction between different conjugational parts of the paradigm such that the vowels 

of the PC have assimilated to those of the SC a possibility which bears consideration in relation 

to the development of other IP morphology. 

Ultimately, the mere existence of some formal similarities between forms used sporadically 

as passives in different Arabic dialects throughout world e.g., high vowels in the SC in 

distinction to low vowels of active counterparts does not necessarily make them etymologically 
 

77 Kaye and Rosenhouse, 1997, 298. 
78 Kaye and Rosenhouse, 1997, 297. 
79 Retsö, 1989, 180. This admittedly makes better sense for qitil than it does for q(u)tul;*qatula statives, which could 
serve as a source of assimilation to q(u)tul, are attested in Classical Arabic, albeit less frequently than qatila. 
80 Contra Retsö, 1989, 170. This analysis is discussed further in §4.6 in relation to the derivation of the more 
common North African stative pattern qt l from Arabic stem XI ( i)qt lla.  
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cognate. There exist no independent grounds to confidently assert that the forms just enumerated 

are descendants of a common proto-form rather than independent parallel developments, let 

alone to identify what such a source would be. Certainly, it is plausible that some or all derive 

from the Gp qutila ~ yuqtal found in Classical Arabic. By the same token, nor is it possible to 

rule out the contrary. Though there appears to be some overlap between the above-described 

unproductive IPs and stative verbs, leading some scholars to see their origin as a stative pattern 

qatila ~ yiqtal, ultimately, the evidence is ambivalent, and the relationship between the two 

her general 

(pre)conceptions about how passivity relates to stativity in general. This matter therefore 

demands further research before any reliable claims may be made.  

The extent, then, to which sporadic IPs in some Arabic dialects can inform the discussion on 

the IPs of Classical Arabic (let alone IPs in Semitic more generally), is limited. We cannot use 

these forms as the basis for arguments regarding the functional origin of morphology, or indeed 

their formal development. It is not even necessarily correct to identify them with IPs that are 

productive in other Arabic dialects, even if they are formally similar or identical.81 At best, they 

may give some clues about the typology of IPs. Further, considering the limited degree to which 

these IPs express the passive to an unmarked active counterpart it is crucial to understand that 

they do so only occasionally, and are by no means fully productive; that is to say, it cannot be 

predicted whether such a form is possible for a given root.82  

 

 
 

81 For example, Retsö (1989, 184) explicitly separates two kinds of qitil IP, one sporadic and the other productive, 
ascribing them different diachronic origins. Making such an assertion, though, is to push too hard in the other 
direction. At present, evidence simply does not speak decisively for either possibility. 
82 This principle becomes particularly relevant in view of the revised notion of the spectrum of productivity assumed 
by the variation-and-change model of language diachrony, as outlined in §2.6, modified in §3.9, and then applied 
throughout the analysis of Chapter 4. 
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3.4.2 IPs in Arabic Dialects from Central/East Arabia  

The preceding has dealt with Arabic dialects possessing IPs that occur sporadically. Those in 

which IPs are productive are far rarer. One group spans Central and Eastern Arabia and includes 

Najdi, Omani, and some Bahraini and Kuwaiti dialects.83 These dialects have a Gp q(i)til ~ 

yi-qtal that formally resembles some of the aforementioned sporadic IPs, but also a Dp qittil ~ 

yv-qattal and (if a given dialect possesses the C) a Cp  yi-qtal. These Dp and Cp forms 

only occur in Arabic dialects whose IP systems are fully productive, meaning that IPs can be 

formed from any transitive active verb. The IPs of Central and Eastern Arabian Arabic are 

undergoing a process of decline (to varying extents among the dialects), with their function being 

increasingly taken over by the N and t stems, or by generalised-SUBJ constructions.  

The N and Gp coexist in these dialects, but there is a subtle functional difference between 

them, albeit one being eroded as IPs become less productive. The precise nature of this 

difference, though, is a matter of some disagreement between scholars. Holes sees the distinction 

in Omani as one between the primacy of semantic SUBJ affectedness marking in the N and the 

Gp being a strictly syntactic passive (much as in Classical Arabic).84 Ingham argues that in 

Najdi, the function of the derivational morpheme of the N depends on the context of its use; the 

N can be a simple passive, but often contains a notion of potentiality, especially in the PC, and 

always expresses the potential passive when it occurs in the neological NtD and NtL stems 

(discussed below).85 Kaye and Rosenhouse suggest that throughout all Northern Arabian dialects 

with both an N and Gp, the Gp is used when the agent is known, while the N is used where it is 

 
83 For Bahraini, see Holes, 2006, 253; for Najdi, Abboud, 1979, al-Sweel, 1987, and Ingham, 2008, 332; for 
Kuwaiti, Holes, 2007, 618; for Omani, Edzard, 2008, 488 and Holes, 1998; and for an overview, Kaye and 
Rosenhouse, 1997, 298. 
84 Holes, 1998. 
85 Ingham, 1994, 71, 75, 
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not.86 It may well be the case that the specific situation varies among dialects, depending on how 

their respective detransitive systems have developed. However, the important commonality is the 

presence of a distinction between the uses of the N and Gp, which is hardly surprising 

considering the redundancy that would result if they were functionally identical.87 

Another dialect with productive IPs contiguous to Omani and Najdi Arabic is Yemeni, which 

possesses a Gp formally identical to Classical Arabic (e.g., kumil wulid 

surig wujid 

).88 Dp (  and quadriliteral Qp (  

 forms are attested, confirming that the u-i vocalic sequence is a productive 

means of IP formation, presumably for all transitive active verbs. In this dialect the N is very 

rare, though the Gt is productive, and commonly serves as an alternative to the Gp as a means of 

expressing the passive of the G.  

With the loss of the N, the discrepancy between the G having three detransitive stems and the 

D, L, and C only having two each has been resolved into a symmetrical situation. For every basic 

active stem, there are two detransitive counterparts: an IP for prototypical passivity, and a t stem 

for other kinds of detransitivity (as well as semantic middle). That is, the stem inventory 

possesses G ~ Gp ~ Gt : D ~ Dp ~ tD : L ~ Lp ~ tL : C ~ Cp ~ Ct.  

 

 

 

 

 
86 Kaye and Rosenhouse, 1997, 298. 
87 Note that the syntactic functions of the Gt are restricted to second-argument reduction, so they do not overlap with 
either of the N or Gp, and therefore do not entail a similar redundancy. 
88 Watson (2002, 126, 133; 2009, 114) provides these and the following examples of Yemeni IPs. The loss of final 
short vowels in the SC is not relevant since the marking at issue in IPs is vocalic alteration within the stem. 
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3.4.3 ass niyya Arabic of Mauritania 

Arabic of Mauritania. 

Each of its G, D, L, and C (as well as quadrilateral roots) has two detransitive counterparts.89 The 

first of these sets is formed by affixation of a t morpheme infixed in the G and C, prefixed in 

the D and L and reduces second arguments in syntactic terms, as well marking the semantic 

middle. The second set of detransitives (i.e., other than the t stems), is restricted to first argument 

reduction, but is morphologically heterogeneous between the individual unmarked stems. 

Relative to the G, this slot in the paradigm is filled by the N, while the counterparts to the D, L, 

and C are formed by prefixing a vowel u to the respective unmarked active stem. The inventory 

sets of three stems match, being basic (G, D, L, C) : first-argument reduction (N, pD, pL, pC): 

second-argument reduction/semantic middle (Gt, tD, tL, Ct).90  

There are only a very few minor disturbances to the order of this arrangement. One is a 

morphophonological restriction (also found in Classical Arabic) whereby the Gt rather than the 

N expresses the passive to the G in root type =sonorant. Another is the possibility of the Ct 

expressing mediopassivity relative to a transitive C: e.g., sa mar 

sta mar 91 This is, strictly speaking, a reduction of a first argument rather than 

the second. However, the Cp is restricted to prototypical passivity with an agent implicit in the 

semantic specification, so it is hardly surprising that the functional scope of the other detransitive 

 
89 For the following, see Vycichl, 1959; Taine-Cheikh, 2007, 244 245. 
90 Considering that the distinction from active counterparts in the SC is found outside of the stem, in the form of a 
prefixed vowel, it is appropriate to label these pG, pD, etc. (rather than Gp, Dp, etc.). As such, one might even 

internal. 
The term IP is used here because of the historical origin of these forms (discussed here below and in §4.8). 
91 In this relation, Taine-Cheikh (2007, 245) 
relation to the linguistic theory of detransitives, mediopassives are frequently used to express the beginning of an 
action specifically because, in a mediopassive situation, the semantic specification contains no agent causing the 
action. Instead, the focus is on the beginning of the action itself, and specifically, on the change the action causes its 
SUBJ (=patient) to undergo. 
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of the C has expanded to cover mediopassivity.92 Finally, there exists a stem paralleling stem XI 

of Classical Arabic, namely (e.g.,  It cannot 

form an IP or t stem counterpart, and as such stands isolated, separate from the detransitive 

system. 

Throughout WS, t stems include among their functions non-syntactic processes (namely 

marking semantic middle), while IPs, including those of  Arabic, are limited to 

prototypical passive function which necessarily entails a syntactic rearrangement of arguments. 

In ass niyya, the N has lost all its non-syntactic functions (which are already quite rare in 

Classical Arabic); in fact, from the descriptions given of the language, it is not even clear that it 

retains the mediopassive function.93 If it has indeed become restricted in its function to 

prototypical passivity, this has aligned the N more closely to IPs in contradistinction to t stems, 

and reinforced the paradigmatic symmetry of the detransitive stem system as a whole. 

This paradigmatic organisation precisely resembles that which the working hypothesis 

proposes should be reconstructed as the situation at the earliest stage of IP development, namely 

that all stems had a detransitive t stem counterpart, and the D, L, and C each had an IP, but the G 

did not, since the N stands in the position which would be occupied by the absent **Gp. This is 

er 

stage at which IPs to the D, L, and C had developed, but one to the G had not. Instead, when 

viewed in the context of the whole Arabic language family, it is clear that this dialect (or its pre-

 
92 It is theoretically possible that Taine- which she lists among the 
functions of the Gt, tD, and tL, relative to their unmarked counterparts covers mediopassivity, with syntactic 
reduction relative to an unmarked counterpart. Her sole example, though, ( al 
not, but rather using the term to refer to the semantic property of SUBJ affectedness (if indeed this is not an example 
of a deponent verb in which the t 

 
93 This is what Taine- -
passive [t  
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cursor) has lost a Gp present in proto-Arabic.94 Crucially, the overall effect of this development, 

was to reintroduce functional symmetry in its detransitive system. 

The restructuring of the ass niyya Arabic verbal system into a more symmetrical 

arrangement does not only apply to the functions of its detransitive stems. Other developments 

occur that increase the formal isomorphism between parts of the paradigm, such as the levelling 

of the causative morpheme s from the Ct to the C to replace historical : cf. Classical C  

~ Ct ala saqtal ~ Ct staqtala.95 Another case of this creation of 

formal isomorphism in has direct relevance to its IP morphology: the levelling of the 

SC stem of the D and C to their corresponding PC and PTCP forms cf. Classical D qattala ~ 

yu-qattil ~ mu-qattil and C -qtil ~ mu-qtil -qattal ~ 

-qattal and C - -saqtal. Since the active forms have the vowel a between 

R2 and R3 (replacing historical *i), the only thing preventing active-passive syncretism is the 

reduction of the historical prefix vowel *u that occurred in the C and D active but not their IPs 

(cf. C -saqtal ~ -saqtal Cp yu-saqtal ~ mu-saqtal).  

It is plausible that the u in the prefix of IP PC/PTCP forms was preserved precisely to 

maintain their distinction from their active counterparts.96 Thereby, u/_R1,  although not 

originally part of the formal contrast of IPs it appeared in the prefix of IP PC/PASS PTCPs, but 

was also historically present in their active counterparts came to be analysed as a distinctive 

passive marker, in which capacity it was extended to new contexts (i.e., IP SCs).97 In this case, 

 
94 The Hebrew situation, discussed below in §§3.6.2, 3.6.4, is similar, albeit somewhat more complex. Remnants of 
a Gp are attested at earlier stages of Hebrew, and its disappearance can be traced through the history of the language. 
95 The same occurs as a parallel independent development in the Yemeni dialect of Ibb (Watson, 2002, 140). 
96 Cf. Williams (1970, 50), who proposes that the gemination of R2 occurred in Biblical Hebrew Gp SC forms in 
order to preserve the distinctive passive-marking u vowel, which otherwise would have lowered to o. 
97 Kaye and Rosenhouse (1997, 298) suggest that if the prefixed u of the IP SCs is not extended from the PC/PTCP, 
it may alternatively result from Berber influence, though they do not provide the relevant Berber form. The burden 
of proof necessary to propose the loaning of such morphological material is substantial, and has not, I believe, been 
satisfactorily met.  
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replacement of the historical IP SCs (i.e., Dp SC *quttil or similar) with the neological pD SC 

u-qattal solidified formal homogeneity throughout the IP paradigm (i.e., with the Dp PC 

yu-qattal and D PASS PTCP muqattal).  

Ultimately, the precise mechanics behind the development are neither 

certain nor immediately relevant to the overall question of the development of Semitic IPs, since 

there is no evidence at all that they descend from an earlier Arabic (let alone CS) stage. On the 

contrary, they are demonstrably a neologism of this dialect. Nonetheless, the proposed derivation 

at least illustrates one manner in which IP morphology can develop and as such inform the 

understanding of typological features of IPs throughout Semitic.  

 

3.4.4 Reorganisations of Dialect Arabic Detransitive Systems 

The preceding survey of the detransitive systems of Arabic dialects reveals a strong tendency 

towards developments resolving asymmetry between verbal stems. This applies equally where 

the detransitive systems in question have undergone quite different rearrangements, including 

instances where IPs are not present. For example, as mentioned, most Arabic dialects do not 

possess IPs, but have nonetheless resolved the tripartite-bipartite imbalance between the G ~ N ~ 

tG/Gt versus D ~ tD, L ~ tL, and C ~ Ct by restricting expression of the passive of the G to only 

one of the N or tG/Gt.98  

The detransitive verbal systems of the Arabian dialects of Arabic whose IPs have been 

described above (in §3.2.3) have undergone various rearrangements that increase their 

paradigmatic symmetry. In Bahraini and Omani, for example, the N morpheme may be applied 

to the D, to create a (medio)passive to it (e.g., Omani D sawwa  forms ND insawwa 

 
98 Where the tG is selected, parallelism with the tD and tL is not merely that of functional symmetry, but also entails 
formal isomorphism since prefixing of the t morpheme has been levelled to replace the infixing of the Gt. 
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D  forms ND  ). In the latter 

dialect, the derivational morpheme of the N may be further extended to the tD (e.g., tD tifarrag 

forms NtD intifarrag ).99 

Though the resulting systems of Bahraini and Omani Arabic are not perfectly symmetrical, 

the process, common to both, of extending the derivational morpheme of the N from the G into 

stems (i.e., the D) where it historically did not occur, serves to increase the symmetry of the 

inventory of verbal stems.100 Overall, this is driving a reorganisation of the detransitive stems 

into two parallel series (G : Gp : N : Gt and D : Dp : ND : tD), each possessing four stems. The 

first series is based off the G and the second off the D, and each possesses an unmarked basic 

form (G or D), and IP, N, t variants thereof.  

In both dialects the C is only preserved in occasional remnants and the Ct, though common, 

has become highly lexicalised and no longer has productive (i.e., predictable) detransitive 

functions. The L is far less common than either the G or D and is losing its original conative 

derivational function, serving instead as a free or lexically specified variant of the D. The 

corresponding IPs (the Cp and Lp) are naturally attested only to the extent that their unmarked 

counterparts are. The tL may be a reflexive (often reciprocal) of the L, but also increasingly 

expresses gradation or repetition independently of an associated L.101 As such, C, Ct, L, and tL 

do not belong to the core of the verbal stem system like the G and D (and their derivatives), but 

 
99 Edzard, 2008, 488; Holes, 2006, 252 53. 
100 Apart from the instability arising from the fact that the systems are undergoing a shift toward symmetry, rather 
than having achieved perfect equilibrium, there exist differences between the various dialects of each of the Omani 
and Bahraini groups. Further, in considering these dialects, one cannot ignore the effect of a standardising koine 
Arabic in the Eastern Gulf, particularly in littoral areas (for which, see Holes, 1998, 360 61).  
101 Edzard, 2008, 488; Holes, 2006, 252 53. As described above (in §3.3) in relation to the Classical Arabic tL, the 
notion of repetition is a natural development in morphology whose more basic/original function is reciprocal, due to 
the common property of low event elaboration these notions share (Kemmer, 1993, §4.1.5). 
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are rather increasingly marginal remnants expressing lexical and TAM values, and therefore do 

not undergo the same extension of the derivational N morpheme (i.e., to create **NC, or NtL).102  

The formal isomorphism of G : N :: D : ND is mirrored by functional symmetry; derivation 

of the ND from the D parallels the synchronic relationship of the N to the G. In the Omani 

Arabic of the interior, the N contains a modal notion of potentiality which is also found in the 

ND, in contrast to the Dp, which parallels the Gp in being a plain passive with no necessary 

modal nuance. For example, the contrast in meaning between Gp yo-kal versus N 

yi-nnakal is precisely mirrored by Dp *yi-sakkar 

ND yi-nsikkir 103  

Something comparable, though slightly different, occurs in the Najdi Arabic.104 In a 

development specific to this dialect, the derivational morpheme of the N can be extended to the 

tD and tL stems. The resulting NtD and NtL stems, formed only (or at least overwhelmingly) in 

the PC, add to the D and L a notion of potential passivity (e.g., D  forms NtD 

yi-  ).105 Though the N is not subject to such a firm functional restriction, 

Ingham implies that when passive, it likewise tends towards potential (and perhaps even more 

specifically, negative potential) usage.106  

The neological Nt stems thereby create an ordered quadtripartite detransitive system G : Gp 

: Gt : N :: D : Dp : tD : NtD :: L : Lp : tL : NtL. Each of the G, D, and L has an IP for plain 

syntactic passive, a t stem marking SUBJ affectedness (including second-argument reduction), 

 
102 In Bahrain, the combination ista- of the C and t morphemes is occasionally extended to other unmarked 
counterparts than the G, in which case it has the TAM value of inchoative: e.g., istaf ham 

). Note that the Najdi system, discussed below, develops somewhat differently. 
103 Eades (2009, 15 skr) specifically but his other data confirm the (non-
potential) function of the stem; cf. the discussion below Najdi Nt stems.  
104 For the following Najdi data cited, see Abboud, 1979; Ingham, 1994, 69 86; 2008, 331; al-Sweel, 1987. 
105 On potential passive Nt stems, see Abboud, 1979, 474; al-Sweel, 1987, 74 75; and Ingham, 1994, 74 75. 
106 d in such phrases as ma yindara `anh 

hu ma yin`arif f  
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and an N/Nt marking SUBJ affectedness (including possible first-argument reduction) with a 

strong tendency in fact, a restriction in the Nt stems towards the expression of potential 

passivity.107  

The restructuring of the Najdi detransitive stem system that is in process, though, has not 

achieved perfect paradigmatic symmetry. Because IPs simply perform syntactic passivisation, 

they may logically be applied to any syntactically transitive active verb, including those from 

stems derived by consonantal affixation. Just like in Classical Arabic, some tIP forms therefore 

exist e.g., tL tig sam tig sim, Gt  , 

and Ct stgbal stigbil and add a derivational tier that upsets the neat 

organisation described above.108 Moreover, the C has productive Cp and Ct counterparts, but 

does not form an **NCt.109  

Finally, in a handful of verbs, the combined C and t derivational morphemes are added to the 

D, L, or quadrilateral basic verbs.110 These are just isolated cases, perhaps indicating that they 

are an incipient development or anyway one that may not become a fully productive part of the 

language. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that they reflect precisely the same tendency to form new 

stems by extending morphemes to new contexts as do the productive Nt stems. The crucial 

difference is that the new Nt stems have augmented the symmetry of the verbal system, while 

tDp or CDt forms disrupt the order in its inventory of stems. 

 
107 The same applies to the marginal Najdi-specific q tal q tal stems (for discussion and examples, see 
Abboud, 1979, 488; Ingham, 2008, §2.2.4.2). That is, their IPs (e.g. W -  Wp 
y- ) are plain passive and their corresponding Nt stems possess the expected notion of potential 
passive (e.g., NtW yi-ntis laf t stem 
counterparts undergo a high degree of lexicalisation.  
108 Abboud, 1979, 476 77. 
109 This is possibly due to the rarity of real-

consonant cluster /nst/ may also have impeded its formation. 
110 This is mentioned only by Abboud (1979, 474), who provides just three examples, of which all but one CtD yi-
stifaggadd n are related to quadrilateral unmarked stems. 
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Despite not having achieved total symmetry, the Najdi detransitive system has developed in 

such a way as to move towards resolution of an imbalance present in its predecessor (as reflected 

in the Classical Arabic situation). The same is true of ass niyya, Omani, and Yemeni Arabic, 

and likewise those many Arabic dialects that do not possess IPs. The fact that they have done so 

in a variety of manners reflects the strong influence of pressure to create and/or maintain 

symmetry in Semitic detransitive systems generally.  

Moreover, despite differences among dialects in this regard, a number of broad 

developmental themes reoccur throughout the language family that may provide useful insights 

for the general understanding of Semitic detransitives: 

- the decline/loss of IPs, which is extremely common throughout the Arabic dialects, and 

naturally of the utmost relevance to this dissertation;  

- the loss of a stem where its very presence creates an asymmetry in the paradigm, such as in 

dialects where either the N or Gt is lost at the expense of the other (so that the G has only one 

detransitive, like the D and C do), or the loss of the Gp in ass niyya Arabic (so that the G has 

only two detransitives, like the D, L, and C do); 111 

- the functional reanalysis of one stem in order to alleviate redundancy in the paradigm where 

two stems are competing for one function, such as restriction of the N to potential passivity in 

Omani (since the Gp is present to express the plain passive);  

- and the extension of derivational stem morphology to new contexts in which it did not 

previously occur, creating new stems, such as the Omani ND and Najdi NtD. 

These trends can and do occur in concert. A good example of this is the Omani ND, which 

represents both the functional reanalysis of a stem (the N is restricted to potential passivity, in 

 
111 The creation of an Nt in Maltese and the Algerian Djidjelli dialect may be considered a related process, albeit one 
whereby rather than losing one of the competing N and Gt stems, they are combined. 
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contradistinction to the Gp) and the extension of a morpheme to a new context (the derivational 

morpheme forming the N is applied to the D). 

 

3.5 Aramaic 112 

The Aramaic detransitive stem system is relatively simple compared to those of other Semitic 

languages, and, considering the extensive history and dialectal diversity of this branch, 

remarkably homogeneous across time and space on complexities relating not to derivational 

stems, but rather inflectional conjugations, see below. In fact, the inventory of Aramaic verbal 

stems is a particularly important characteristic of this language, insofar as its most crucial 

distinction from the other languages of the NWS branch to which it belongs is the absence of an 

N. Admittedly, the loss of a feature is generally not the soundest criterion for a genetic 

classification of languages. However, in this instance, the loss of the N has contributed 

significantly to reshaping the detransitive stem system.113  

With regard to the subdivision of Aramaic, I adopt -part periodisation into 

Old (from the earliest attested traces of the language around 925BCE until 700 BCE), Official 

(700 200 BCE), Middle (200 BCE 200 CE), Late (200 700 CE), and Modern (languages 

spoken at the current time).114 Moreover, following the work of Gzella and others, a degree of 

dialectal diversity is understood to have existed since before the recorded history of the branch. 

However, inner-Aramaic diversity has been obscured by unifying processes during the creation 

of the koine of the Official period.115 The most apparent synchronic dialectal subdivision exists 

 
112 The data on which the following description is based are presented in Tables A4.1 2. 
113 Huehnergard, 1995, 275. 
114 Fitzmeyer, 1979. This classification is qualified by the proviso that divisions between the stages really rely more 
on the distinction of different dialects than on historical dating, and that developments between different periods 

dialects) are not always clear. 
115 Gzella, 2008.  
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from the Middle period onwards, for which time a simplified schema of a bipartite division 

between Eastern and Western dialects is more accurate than for previous periods. 

This section dedicates considerably less attention to describing the functions of the Aramaic 

detransitive stems than do the sections covering other Semitic languages. This is because the 

system of this branch is significantly simpler than those of Akkadian or Arabic, for example, and 

can thus be accurately and comprehensively covered with just a brief summary: Since the 

language possesses no N stem, no other consonantally affixed stem competes with the tG. 

Instead, like the tD and tC, it expresses all kinds of detransitivity the passive, mediopassive, 

reflexive, middle whether syntactic and semantic, as well as having developed various lexical 

uses. IPs, to the very limited extent that they occur (which is discussed at length), only express 

the prototypical passive. 

By comparing the various stages and dialects of Aramaic, the core of the detransitive system 

may be identified: a simple symmetry opposing the three basic stems (G, D, and C) and their 

corresponding t stems (the tG, tD, and tC, respectively). Throughout history, various 

developments have threatened to disrupt this system, so despite its simplicity, this regularity is 

far from stable. For example, during the earlier stages of the branch, the organisation of the 

verbal stem system is slightly disturbed by marginal traces of IPs competing with the t stems in 

passive marking. Moreover, there exists also a strong tendency throughout Aramaic for syntactic 

detransitivity to be expressed not with verbal stems, but using periphrastic or generalised-SUBJ 

constructions.116 Nowhere is this competition between detransitive markers with forms rising 

and falling in productivity according to their relative success or failure more pronounced than 

 
116 In Neo-Aramaic, detransitivity marking by means other than derivational morphology has triumphed to the point 
that most dialects have lost their t stems in all but traces, IPs having long since died out (Fassberg, 2010, §4.4). 
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in the C; in different dialects its passive has been variously expressed by each of the Cp, the tC, 

and the C in a generalised-SUBJ or periphrastic construction (as discussed below). 

Apart from the loss of the N, which occurred before the earliest attested stage of Aramaic, an 

important Aramaic-specific development within the detransitive verbal stems is the creation of a 

prefixed t stem detransitive counterpart to the C (i.e., Ct  < ). This replaces 

the inherited Ct  (with the t morpheme infixed within the C), which is in heavy 

decline throughout NWS, but remains productive in Akkadian, Arabic, Ethiopic, MSA, and 

OSA.117 Meehan believes the tC was a relatively late development, not becoming productive 

until well after Middle Aramaic, by which time the Cp had already disappeared.118 

Throughout the history of Aramaic, the tD expressed the detransitive to the D, as the tG did 

for the G with the caveat that it was briefly challenged (in the passive function, at least) by the 

Gp.119 Prefixing of the t morpheme to the C to create the tC * - (> -taqtal) by 

proportional analogy G : tG - el :: D qattel : tD -qattal :: C  : X created 

formal isomorphism within the inventory of stems.120 It should be noted that, even at the height 

of its productivity, in Syriac (a Late Aramaic language), the tC was not particularly common and, 

detransitives of the C were infrequently expressed by the tG or tD.121 This is hardly surprising, 

considering that the category detransitive-to-causative is highly marked, and that the tC was a 

 
117 wy) in Hebrew, and only a few in Ugaritic. Occasional Syriac  
forms are not t counterparts to the C aqtel , which, though a causative in terms of its 
diachronic origin, often stands in isolation in synchronic terms, with no corresponding G: e.g., lel 
~ lal kal -Smith, 1903, 214).  
118 Meehan, 1991. 
119 In addition to creating a formal parallel between the stems (D : tD :: G : tG), the internal isomorphism of the 
tG i.e., between its different conjugational parts is also greater than that of the Gp, insofar as the Aramaic Gp PC 
(if such is indeed genuine Aramaic form), has no clear formal relationship to the Gp SC. 
120 The vowel a between R2 and R3 of the tC SC, compared to e <*i in the C SC, has drawn some comment from 
scholars writing on detransitives. Cook (2010, 12) claims it derives from the (alternative) Cp SC * aqtal; Retsö 

a vowel from that of the G, q tal. Neither of 
these theories are particularly compelling, and I proposed that it could just have well arise by analogy to the vowel 
of the tD e qattal. 
121 Muraoka, 2005, §49. 
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recent, and therefore not yet firmly established, innovation. Indeed, since the tC ultimately 

disappears in NENA, within the variation-and-change model, it represents a temporary variant in 

rather than having caused irreversible change.122 

An interesting inverse interference between the tG and tC also occurs 2=w/y, such that the 

tC rather than the tG functions as the detransitive to the G (e.g., Syriac G  forms tC 

).123 Retsö proposes that such instances belong to what 

 stem, that is, one formed by double-prefixing of the t morpheme to the G (rather 

than by prefixing of the t morpheme to the C).124 

includes the Gt of =w and occasionally also =  in Classical Arabic, as well as four highly 

anomalous Hebrew forms. He ultimately extends the scope of this hypothesised form of his to 

include the strong root Aramaic tC , claiming it was originally related to the G and only 

secondarily associated with the C.  

overall understanding of Semitic roots, whereby he considers weak root types underlyingly 

biradical. To deny that the Arabic Gt verbs a ) and  

w d) do not result from assimilation of  and w to an infixed t i.e., deriving 

a and <* , respectively is idiosyncratic in the extreme, even for the 

 
122 Coghill, 1999, §1.5. 
123 The non-spirantisation of the t indicates that it was historically geminated, this in turn resulting from the 
assimilation of the causative morpheme (i.e., *t  > *tt > t), whereas a single historical *t, as expected in the tG, 
would have yielded a spirantised reflex, , in Syriac. 
124 I 
the reader may be able to make sense of it:  

t was prefixed to two-consonant base t-kl, t-x tt-kl, tt-x  would 
then have been interpreted as t + a It tt 
(=t-affix + t-radical) was then extended to other biradical roots, viz. IIw/y verbs. The variation of the first radical kl 

 =tkl tx  may have instigated the association of the tt with the new CCj [causative conjugation] with its a-prefix 
in the perfect. The imperfect of the Aramaic CCj would thus have been formed with the perfect as base.  

This explains the theme vowel a i netaqtal & naqtel 
(Syriac). But in the conservative IIw/y verbs, the differentiation between the G-stem and the new causative was not 
effected, and thus in these verbs we have the i also in the tt-  
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most dyed-in-the-wool bir

stand up to scrutiny.125  

the forms it presumes to explain any better than does the traditional explanation. Instead, 

analogical pressure caused by syllabic structure may have been a motivating factor behind the 

=w/y =w/y tC *  and 

strong tG * both have the triconsonantal syllabic structure CvCCvCvC, in contrast to the 

biconsonantal syllabic structure CvCCvC =w/y tG * etq l. Thus, tC l replaced tG 

l in this root type to conform more closely to the strong-root pattern. The pressures of 

formal isomorphism may once more be identified at work. 

Given the presence of a tC stem, all that significantly upsets the symmetry G : tG :: D : tD 

:: C : tC so characteristic of the Aramaic verbal stem system is the presence of a limited 

number of IPs. These differ significantly from those of Arabic, Hebrew, OSA, and Ugaritic in 

their distributional situation. Specifically, they are far more restricted than are the IPs of other 

languages, with regard to which stems and conjugational parts of the paradigm occur, to the 

periods or dialects in which they occur, and to how well these IPs are attested in absolute terms.  

Aramaic IPs are attested only during the earlier stages of the branch and are completely 

absent after Middle Aramaic; they are still present in Nabataean and the Aramaic of the Dead 

Sea Scrolls (Middle Period), but not in Syriac (Late Period) or Neo-Aramaic (Modern Period). 

Moreover, even during the stages for which IPs are attested, the parts of the paradigm in which 

they appear are highly restricted. This bears highlighting, because otherwise, an unqualified 

 
125 Two of the Hebrew forms, wat-te a a  (Exod 2:4) and t a r  (12:5), do not even exhibit the gemination of the 
t prefix intrinsic to the putative ttG stem! These should instead respectively be considered a mixed form combining 
the N with tD and a denominal quadriradical verb based on a t- ry (Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, 
§§53e, 59e, 77b). The remaining pair of forms, titt r and tittapp l, both occur in a single verse (2Sam 22:27), so 
their reliability as a data point is suspect at best. 
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statement that Aramaic IPs were lost after the Middle Period would imply that they had 

previously been a fully productive category. This is decisively not the case; finite Aramaic IPs 

occur only in the Gp and Cp, only in the SC, and as an absolute matter, those IP forms that do 

occur are simply not common. 

One of the most important distributional anomalies of Aramaic IPs and one that is precisely 

the opposite of the Canaanite situation, discussed below in §3.6 is that no Dp exists.126 Just 

three cases, all PCs, have been proposed in the literature. Two of these 3FPL 

MPL  (KAI 223B:4) are from a single 

Old Aramaic textual corpus, the Sefire stelae.127 The third, 3MSG yzbn is from 

(Middle Aramaic) Palmyrene.128  

In  {rr} indicates that there must have been a vowel 

between these two tokens of R2 and R3. This has led some scholars to see it as a Dp (with a form 

like yu- - ), rather than a Gp, which is the other commonly proposed analysis.129 Even the 

Gp PC, it should be noted, is exceedingly rare in Aramaic, to the extent that it is not even beyond 

doubt that the very few fewer than fifteen, compared to three for the Dp purported cases 

(discussed below) are correctly identified as such. On balance, there is no justification for 

identifying this form as a highly exceptional Dp PC, particularly considering that even the 

reading { } is not undisputed e.g., Dupont-Sommer reads { } and the conspicuously 

similar { } occurs in in a comparable context on the same stele. 

Some scholars have similarly read { } (KAI 223B:5) as a 3MPL Dp from : 

/yu- - n/ 

 
126 This statement refers only to finite verbs; D PASS PTCPs are entirely productive. 
127 Donner and Röllig, 2005, 53, 55. 
128 For citation and references, see Hoftijzer and Jongeling, 1995, 304. 
129 Degen, Huehnergard, and Lipi ski take the form as a Dp; Bauer, Donner, Fitzmeyer, and Gibson as a Gp. See 
Hoftijzer and Jongeling (1995, 890) for references.  
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likewise simply be a G yv- r- n 

the uncertainty of the reading itself it has alternatively been read as an active D PC from wd: 

{y wdn}for /yu- awwid- n/ the interpretation of this form is no more 

certain as that of { }, and its identity as a Dp just as implausible.130  

Finally, relative to the active verb D zabben {yzbn} should be interpreted as a tD 

PC with total assimilation of t to R1=sibilant (i.e., /yiz-zabban/ <*yit-zabban).131 None of the 

three possible cases of Dp forms already a miniscule number considering the vast volume of 

text comprising the Aramaic corpus stands up to scrutiny, and they may all be equally, indeed  

preferably, be analysed otherwise. Accordingly, the existence of a finite Dp anywhere in 

Aramaic, however restricted, must be judged unlikely in the extreme.132  

Apart from this restriction according to stem only the Gp and Cp are attested, not the Dp

Aramaic IPs are also not distributed equally throughout the conjugational parts of the paradigm. 

SC forms occur to the virtual exception of those from the PC. Not a single certain Cp PC exists 

in Aramaic, and fewer than fifteen possible Gp PCs have been identified, of which half represent 

a single form, y(w)bl.133 Apart from one dubious Middle Aramaic (Palmyrene) form, these are 

restricted to Old and Official Aramaic dialects, and just three separate texts the Sefire stelae 

(KAI 222, 223), a Nerab inscription (KAI 225), and the Proverbs of Ahiqar (TAD C1.1) in 

addition to one epistolographical corpus, the Hermopolis papyri (TAD A2).  

 
130 For references to various scholarly opinions on this form, see Hoftijzer and Jongeling, 1995, 834.  
131 Thus argue Hoftijzer and Jongeling (1995, 304), contra Wright (1890, 225), who reads this form as a Dp. The 
proposed form is admittedly somewhat irregular in that the tD of zbn, /yi-zdabban/, ordinarily exhibits voicing 
assimilation and metathesis between t and z, but this is still a more plausible interpretation than the Dp. 
132 See comments in the conclusion (§3.9) about making inferences from negative evidence in historical data. 
133 The putative Aramaic Gp PCs are Old Aramaic  ygzr and ygzrn 

y rrn yq n yn r 
225:12); Official Aramaic y(w)bl ymn  

yktb (Hoftijzer and Jongeling, 1995, 542). For discussion of these 
forms, see Folmer, 1995, §3.8; Muraoka and Porten, 1998, §30.  
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Because these forms are attested in unvocalised dialects of Aramaic, it is largely based on 

comparative evidence from Classical Arabic and Canaanite that the Aramaic Gp PC is 

reconstructed as yu-qtal. That said, the {w} in the plene orthography of {ywbl} offers some 

support for such a vocalisation, and in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, there is no 

reason to believe the situation is otherwise. More important an understanding of Aramaic IPs 

than this tentative formal reconstruction of the Gp PC, though, is, a proper appreciation of its 

(extremely limited) distribution, and the ramifications thereof.  

It occurs only in earlier dialects of the languages, and even there, only extremely rarely. Even 

those texts with (possible) Gp PC forms nonetheless normally express the passive of the G with 

the tG or generalised-SUBJ constructions.134 Indeed, both possibilities have been proposed as 

alternative (and, I think, preferable) interpretations of Palmyrene yktb than being a Gp PC.135 An 

important deviation of this dissertation from the traditional position of Semiticists is that it does 

not assume that the scarcity of Gp PCs necessarily represents a decline in the productivity of a 

previously productive form.136 Instead, according to the variation-and-change model, the 

possibility is entertained that the very few Gp PC forms in Aramaic, if in fact correctly analysed 

as such, may represent the very first stage of an innovative development that subsequently died 

out without ever having achieved anything other than the most marginal status in the competition 

with other variants (the tG and generalised-SUBJ constructions). 

Of the Aramaic IPs whose existence is beyond doubt, the Gp SC  has a unique historical 

development that sets it apart from all other IPs throughout Semitic. Its etymological derivation 

 
134 In Sefire, for example, we find  
Official Aramaic, see Muraoka and Porten, 1998, §29.  
135 That is, it may be a G with a generalised 3MSG SUBJ, or, less plausibly, I think, a tG with irregular assimilation 
*tk > kk (Hoftijzer and Jongeling, 1995, 542). Similarly, Folmer (1995, §3.8) raises the possibility {y(w)bl} is a C 
PC in a generalised-SUB  
136  
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from the PASS PTCP is entirely transparent. This may be contrasted to the Arabic and Hebrew 

Gp SCs, whose origins are opaque enough that they have not yet been reliably identified within 

the individual languages, let alone reconstructed to an earlier stage (e.g., CS). 

The dialectal distribution of the Gp SC  is narrow, and has a slightly different, 

(chronologically later) scope than the aforementioned Gp PCs. Unlike these forms, however, 

where the Gp SC does occur Official (including Biblical) Aramaic and the closely related 

Nabatean dialect from the Middle Aramaic period it is productive. That is, it seems reasonable, 

based on attestations, to understand that it could be formed from any transitive G verb, which 

certainly is not true of the Gp PC the preceding survey indeed leaves the question open as to 

whether the Aramaic Gp PC may even be certainly said to have existed.137  

In considering the Gp SC l, it is important to differentiate it from its homomorph, the G 

PASS PTCP, which is attested at all stages and in all dialects of Aramaic. Semantic or syntactic 

criteria help in this, and though the 3MSG Gp SC and MSG ABS PASS PTCP are 

morphologically identical, when conjugated or inflected for other persons or states, they are 

differentiated by their affixes. For example, in Dan 7:4 

-d - -  app-ay-h - -a   

PREP-REL-pluck\PASS-PFV.MPL wing-PL-3FSG.OBL CONJ-raise\PASS-PFV.FSG  

- a   -0 l-ah 
CONJ-heart man give\PASS-PFV.3MSG (or give\PASS-PRED.MSG) PREP-3FSG.OBL 

, 

only  G PASS PTCP rather than a finite Gp SC (in both cases a  

 -  -a  

 
137 Kaufman, 1974, 130; Cantineau, 1978, 74 75. According to a search on morphological form using the 

Daniel, the Gp SC is more common still, with 31 cases found: 2:29, 30; 3:21 (x2), 29; 4:3, 30; 5:21 (x2), 24 (x2), 25, 
27, 28 (x2), 30; 6:11, 18. 26; 7:4 (x3), 6, 9, 10, 11 (x2), 12, 14, 22, 17.  
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-  and 3FSG -a  SC suffixes are unequivocally verbal; if these were 

predicative adjectives, they would require the nominal suffixes -  (MPL) and -  (FSG). 

There are essentially two opposing positions adopted in the scholarship with regard to the 

relationship between the two forms: some believe the Gp SC is merely an inflected G PASS 

PTCP; others derive the Gp SC from a proto-form *qutila (as found in Arabic).138 On balance, 

the arguments in favour of the former position are far more persuasive. Differences between the 

Gp SC and G PASS PTCP forms =y in Biblical Aramaic they take the 

respective forms  and are not decisive. It is entirely plausible that the vowel of the 

strong  has been levelled to =y in the neological SC, but not in the long-established 

nominal paradigm. There is also a preponderance of cross-linguistic evidence for the formation 

of finite passive verbs by the verbalisation of resultative or passive verbal adjectives.139 

Classical Arabic qutila and Hebrew quttal cannot be derived like this in a straightforward (or 

indeed any) manner from a G PASS PTCP *qat l or perhaps more appropriately *qat l since 

that is the form from which the G PASS PTCPs of these languages derive. If an etymological 

cognate to either of these other CS Gp SC forms existed in Aramaic when it branched off from 

NWS, all traces thereof were lost before the written record of Aramaic begins. Similarly, no trace 

of a cognate to the Aramaic Gp SC l is found in either of the Arabic or Canaanite branches 

(i.e., as a variant to their respective regular Gp SC forms). It follows, then, that its creation, by 

verbalisation of the G PASS PTCP is an Aramaic-specific development. 

 
138 Blake (1901), Bauer (1915, 562), and Retsö (1989) consider the Gp SC a conjugated PASS PTCP; Brockelmann 
(1908, §257I) and Wright (1890, 224 225) derive it from an earlier verb *qutila, respectively accounting for the 
lengthening *i >  as the result of stress and of analogical influence from the PASS PTCP. 
139 Haspelmath, 1990, 40ff. An example from Semitic, the N, has been discussed above in relation to Akkadian.  
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Moreover, since the Gp SC is not attested in Old Aramaic, the rise of this construction cannot 

date back to proto-Aramaic, but rather began during the recorded history of the branch.140 (While 

strictly speaking, absence of evidence is not evidence of absence, it would be unrealistic to 

propose an accident of attestation whereby this part of the paradigm was part of the language of 

Old Aramaic, but somehow failed to appear once in the entire textual corpus.) To understand the 

development of this form, one must look not to proto-Aramaic, let alone earlier stages, such as 

proto-NWS; instead, it is the linguistic context during and immediately prior to the attestation of 

the Gp SC  that best informs how and why it emerged. 

Considering the extreme rarity of the Gp PC so much so, in fact that its very existence is 

not beyond question the Gp SC cannot have been created to create a conjugational counterpart 

to the Gp PC and thereby fill out an empty slot in the system. However, this does not mean that 

the relationships between the Gp SC and other parts of the paradigm are irrelevant in the 

question of its historical development. Rather, another development with significant parallels to 

that of the l Gp SC may have motivated the creation of this neological Aramaic IP. From 

Official Aramaic, the ACT PTCP * grammaticalisation into an IPFV finite verb (henceforth, 

the qatl-in IPFV Official Aramaic 

  a -  or NENA patx-in 

141  

The qatl-in IPFV becomes an increasingly central part of the verbal system until Neo-

Aramaic, by which time it replaces the original PC (derived from *yi-qtul) in various present, 

 
140 SC q  existed from the earliest stages 
of Aramaic, and was retained in Official Aramaic due to Akkadian influences. I can see no reason why this would be 
so, since the Akkadian stative, which he presumably considers the catalyst for this contact-induced preservation, is 
not necessarily passive. Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly, there exist no finite uses of q  in Old 
Aramaic from which the Official Aramaic usage could be considered a retention. 
141 For the beginnings of this development in Official Aramaic, see Li (2009, ch. 3, 39 57); for a broader diachronic 
perspective, including the final Neo- qatl-in  
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future, and modal functions. However, the Gp SC  does not undergo the same expansion; 

(Middle Aramaic) Nabataean Aramaic is the latest dialect in which it is attested.142 There may be 

several reasons for this, not least of which is this absence of a corresponding PC yu-qtal, 

certainly after Official Aramaic, and perhaps ever.  

However, to properly appreciate the Aramaic verbal system and the place of the Gp SC 

within it, one must further recognise that this is not the only finite verb based on the source 

morphology of the PASS PTCP. In fact, there exist at least two other verbalisations of this form 

that fared better than the Gp SC, having survived or even flourished, to various extents, in Neo-

Aramaic. These various constructions existed in competition, albeit not that of the competition 

between different morphologies to perform the same function(s), but rather that of the same 

morphology to perform different (mutually incompatible, in one case) functions. In this 

competition, other verbalisations of the G PASS PTCP triumphed at the expense of the Gp SC.  

Firstly, the predicative use of the PASS PTCP  along with a suffixed SUBJ PRON has, 

by the time of Neo-Aramaic grammaticalised into a finite verb. The resulting verb is not present 

in all Neo-Aramaic dialects, but where it does occur, mainly expresses the passive, specifically 

perfective (henceforth referred to as the qtil-in PASS.PFV).143 At the functional level, the qtil-in 

PASS.PFV is similar to the Gp SC in terms of the voice it expresses. Formal parallels between 

the qtil-in PASS.PFV and the qatl-in IPFV, though, are far closer than those of either with the 

 
142 Even in Nabataean Aramaic, the influence of the earlier Official Aramaic dialect should not be underestimated in 
regard to the presence of the Gp SC. 
143 For the qtil-in PASS.PFV, including the terminology adopted, see Coghill, 1999, §§3.2, 3.3.4; 2016, §7.6. In 
some NENA (e.g., Hertevin, Jewish Azerbeijani) this construction has been extended to the active of intransitive 
verbs. Furthermore, from early on in the history of the construction, when used with certain verbs associated with 
the semantic fields of holding, possessing, and encompassing, qtil-in have an active meaning even with transitive 
verbs e.g., Mandaic lgy n  = a cross-linguistic tendency of which 
Fox (2003, 196) describes and explains a case in Akkadian. This is not to be confused with the development found 
in the NENA Jewish Zakho, whereby qtil-in with a 3MPL SUBJ can be used as  transitive active, which Coghill 

cross-linguistically common development of generalised-SUBJ constructions into passives.  
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Gp SC. Both qtil-in and qatl-in use the same set of pronominal suffixes, derived from cliticised 

SUBJ PRONs, while the Gp SC uses those of the SC: cf.  -in (qatl-in

 -in (qtil-in -it > -e  (Gp SC) also 

144  

Another verbalisation of the PASS PTCP  was its grammaticalisation, along with a PP 

marking the agent, into a perfective active verb (henceforth referred to as the qtil-li PFV) e.g., 

*   ] ptix-li It was a calque of a Persian 

construction, which explains why it only occurs from the Official period onwards and is 

restricted to Eastern Aramaic.145 This verb differs from both the Gp SC and the qtil-in 

PASS.PFV in one highly significant respect: while both of them are passive verbs with SUBJs 

linked to the semantic role of patient, qtil-li PFV is active. The SUBJ is linked to the role agent, 

and the verb can take a patient argument linked to the OBJ slot e.g., ptix-i-le 

where the -le suffix marks a 3MSG SUBJ, and the -i a 3PL OBJ.146 

A proper understanding of the Aramaic verbal system both in general terms and with more 

specific regard to the Gp SC must take into account the interrelationship between these 

finite verbs that have the PASS PTCP  as their etymological origin. All three began to 

appear during Official Aramaic, from which stage they coexisted in competition with one 

another. Their respective levels of success in this competition are reflected in the distributions of 

each construction through time and across dialects. The qtil-li PFV fared best, having replaced 

the original Semitic SC  in all Eastern Neo-Aramaic dialects except Neo-Mandaic. The Gp 

 
144 Both sets of suffixes share common ultimate origins: the first- and second-person suffixes derive from cliticised 
personal pronouns and those of the third person from nominal inflectional markers. However, the two sets developed 
at quite different stages. Those of the SC are far older, dating back to PS, and their etymologies have long since been 
obscured; the suffixes of qatl-in and qtil-in arose during the period of Aramaic itself, and their etymological 
derivation remains entirely transparent as late as Syriac (in the orthography at least). 
145 Kutscher, 1969. 
146 Coghill, 1999, §3.2.4; 2016, ch. 6. 
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SC  fared worst, having died out during the Middle Aramaic period, after just a short tenure. 

The qtil-in PASS.PFV occupies an intermediate position, having survived in Western Neo-

Aramaic, where the qtil-li PFV did not arise to challenge it, as well as in a few Eastern Neo-

Aramaic dialects, where the two (qtil-in and qtil-li) coexist a complementary distribution.147  

By considering these various verbal forms together in an integrated fashion examining not 

just the constructions themselves, but importantly the relationships between them some 

observations may be made about the Aramaic verbal system, and specifically the development of 

the Gp SC. Firstly, the competition between the Gp SC, qtil-in PASS.PFV, and qtil-li PFV 

reflects a volatile system characterised by constant competition between different verbalisations 

of the PASS PTCP, one of which (the Gp SC) is short-lived and only marginally productive.148 

This is the kind of situation that the variation-and-change model of language diachrony predicts, 

with the proviso that that variation is between different functional developments of a single 

source morphology, whereas the model traditionally described variation between different 

morphologies competing for a single function. 

Secondly, of these three finite verbs to develop from the PASS PTCP, the qtil-li PFV, which 

supplants the other two in NENA, is an active verb. Without downplaying the adstrate influence 

of Persian (whence the qtil-li PFV was calqued), and hence the geographical restriction to East 

Aramaic, I propose that its triumph may also reflect an Aramaic tendency towards the loss of 

morphologically marked passivity. By the Neo-Aramaic stage this applies not just to passives, 

but to detransitives generally, and has resulted in the loss of the t stems, the functions of which 

 
147 Coghill, 1999, §§3.2.1, 3.3.4.5; 2016, §7.6 Where these two verbs coexist in NENA, qtil-li expresses the 
ACT.PFV of transitive verbs, qtil-in the PASS.PFV thereof, and in some dialects (e.g., Hertevin and Jewish 
Azerbeijani) also the ACT.PFV of intransitive verbs, although these tend instead use either qtil-li (extended from 
transitive verbs) or qatil-in, with a reflex of the stative verbal adjective  (rather than the PASS PTCP ).  
148 
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are then performed by periphrastic or generalised-SUBJ constructions.149 Finally, it must not be 

ignored that all three of these verbs, and indeed the qatl-in IPFV derive from verbal adjectives 

(more specifically PTCPs), which is a central principle in the development of IPs as it is in the 

creation of finite verbs generally. 

Apart from the Gp, Aramaic also possesses a Cp.150 Even more than in the Gp, the SC 

predominates in the Cp; if a tiny number of Gp PC forms may exist (however uncertain), the 

same cannot be said for the Cp PC.151 The Cp SC appears first in Official Aramaic and is 

unattested after Middle Aramaic, occurring in the same diachronic and dialectal distribution as 

the Gp SC .152 Most examples from Official Aramaic are from the Biblical corpus, outside of 

which, Muraoka and Porten mention just two cases from papyri found in Egypt: (TAD 

hpqdw 153 In the 

Aramaic sections of the Biblical books of Daniel and Ezra, a dozen forms are attested, which, 

considering the small amount of text this corpus comprises and the markedness of the category 

causative-passive, is a significant number.154  

Ten of the Biblical Aramaic Cp SC forms have the internal vocalism hoqtal or huqtal (with u 

occurring before the sequence C1C1 =w, ). Since this is formally identical 

to the Hebrew Cp SC, early scholars of Semitic considered the Aramaic Cp SC a Hebraism, 

 
149 Cf. the decline of morphologically marked reflexitiy and reciprocity in Akkadian (discussed above). 
150 The distributional variation between h and  as the prefixed causative morpheme corresponds to the same in the 
active C, following a rough diachronic development from the former to later by way of lenition, in process during 
Official Aramaic and complete thereafter. 
151 The only statement I have encountered anywhere in the literature that comes close to positing a Cp PC form is 

theoretically, {ywbl} could be interpreted as such, but elsewhere she 
(§§2.4n1027) explicitly favours reading it as a Gp PC; cf. Muraoka and Porten (1995, §30), who call this an 

 
152 Cook, 2010, 7; Kaufman, 1974, 130.  
153 Muraoka and Porten (1995, §30) find both these cases as uncertain Cp SCs, and possibly active verbs, the first a 
scribal error for * t -SUBJ construction (with a 3MPL SUBJ).  
154 
3:13, 4:33 (x2), 5:13, 5:15, 5:20, 6:18, 6:24, 7:4, 7:5, and 7:11.  
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though this position has since largely been rejected.155 The two exceptions 3MPL h -  (Dan 

h -i  cannot 

result from such an underlying u-a vocalic sequence, since there is no way of accounting for a 

change  > h  in the first syllable. In these Cp forms (as in the corresponding active C), R1=  

palatalises into a glide y. Though speculative, it is plausible that a restriction against the 

sequence *uy widespread throughout Semitic replaced regular **huytay with another 

pattern.156 These forms seem to derive instead from *haytay-  and *haytay-at, respectively, with 

the sound change *ay > /_C, regular in this dialect, having affected the phonology the original 

y is retained in their respective orthographies {hytyt} and {hytyw}).157  

Since the Biblical Aramaic corpus possesses just twelve Cp SC forms, these two examples 

represent a sixth of the data set, a by-no-means insignificant proportion. Apart from these, Cook 

argues that  is the standard Cp SC in the Middle Aramaic dialect of Qumran (against the 

traditional analysis that it is ). This is because the orthography { }, does not possess 

{w}, which is frequently used elsewhere in Qumran Aramaic as a mater lectionis for the vowel 

u.158 However, identifying the existence of such a Cp SC with a-a vocalism is not to say that the 

huqtal form is not native to Aramaic. Apart from Biblical Aramaic,  

Babylonian Aramaic and some Samaritan Aramaic texts, as well as the remnants of the CP in the 
North-eastern Neo-Aramaic (NENA) dialects suggest that in some areas or registers there may 
have been in fact a (h)uCCaC or (h)uCCiC vocalization of the CP.159  

 
155 Muraoka and Porten (1998, §30n556) cite the presence of the Cp SC in Qumran Aramaic against Bauer and 

-Jewish dialect of Aramaic which does 
not occur would admittedly be a more convincing argument.  
156 Such a morphophonological conditioning of IP forms, however appealing, is by no means certain, though cf. 

-forms from 3=y. 
157 Cook, 2010, 6. 
158 The only Qumran Aramaic Cp SC forms that do have {u} =*w e.g., wd t 
and wblt  (<*uw), and could instead be a contracted 
diphthong  < *aw, since R1=*w is preserved as such in the C (becoming y in the G), and therefore presumably also 
in the Cp. For a list of Cp forms from Qumran Aramaic and the preceding analysis, see Cook, 2010, 7 9. 
159 Cook, 2010, 9 10.  
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Crucially, Cook demonstrates variation in the Cp SC, which can apparently have either u-a or 

a-a vocalism.  

This formal heterogeneity of the Cp SC in patterns cannot be considered independently from 

the situation of its attestation. This was short-lived, lasting only from the Official to Middle 

period of Aramaic. Moreover, even during this brief period, the Cp SC faced stiff competition as 

a passive marker (to the C) from other constructions and never became a unchallenged, core part 

of the verbal paradigm, but struggled (in vain) to secure its position in the language. This status 

as a marginal and innovative variant facilitated the instability of Cp SC morphology, which was 

preventing the form from stabilising into one, invariable pattern. Ultimately, the Cp SC died out 

at the expense of various other constructions vying to perform the same function: initially the tC, 

and perhaps the G, but ultimately periphrastic and generalised-SUBJ constructions.160  

These changes in marking detransitivity relative to the C throughout Aramaic share 

noteworthy characteristics with developments in the Gp SC and related constructions. Just as the 

tC resulted in a greater symmetry with the tG and tD than did the Cp, the qtil-in PASS.PFV and 

even more so the qtil-li PFV better paralleled the qatl-in IPFV than did the Gp SC . 

Furthermore, both the ultimate loss of the tC in Neo-Aramaic and the triumph of the qtil-li 

ACT.PFV (over qtil-in PASS.PFV) reflect a tendency in Aramaic towards the loss of synthetic 

detransitives and a shift towards analytical constructions. These developmental parallels between 

the Aramaic Gp and Cp SCs, and the other constructions with which they interact, provide a neat 

characterisation of Aramaic IPs generally: they were embattled, and ultimately disappeared after 

a short period of marginal attestation when they failed to supplant other variants. 

 
160 Between the disappearance of the Cp from the language and the creation of a neological tC, ettaqtal contrasted 
with the long-since extinct inherited WS Ct, estaqtal was a gap of several centuries. During this time, Meehan 
(1991) claims, the G expressed the passive to the C, particularly for verbs of motion.  
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Any understanding of Aramaic detransitives cannot ignore the fact that generalised-SUBJ 

constructions are frequently employed to express verbal actions without reference to the agent at 

all stages of the branch.161 The decline of passive-marking morphology (whether IPs or the t 

stems) is not a change that arises ex nihilo but rather the flourishing of a latent possibility in the 

language. The realisation thereof in the latest dialects culminates in typological changes in the 

language, specifically a shift towards ERG alignment, and then further into semantic alignment, 

and even back into ACC alignment.162 Where reflexes of *qa  do mark passivity, they do so 

less and less in finite verbs i.e., the qtil-in PASS.PFV wanes and increasingly in periphrases 

using conjugated AUXs. Moreover, periphrastic passives in Neo-Aramaic often do not even use 

a reflex of the PASS PTCP, but rather INFs.163  

This general situation of detransitive marking explains why IPs are so scarce and short lived 

in Aramaic. Apart from their restricted attestation, and not unrelatedly, they are characterised by 

disconnection from each other, in which respect they are fundamentally unlike those elsewhere 

in CS. That is, whereas the Arabic IP SCs qutila ~ quttila ~ uqtila, or the different conjugational 

parts quttal ~ y -quttal of the Dp in Hebrew, are integrated parts of cohesive systems, the 

Aramaic Gp SC and Cp SC have no morphological commonality. Indeed, the former is clearly an 

Aramaic-specific innovation, so is derivationally disconnected not just from the other Aramaic 

IP, but indeed from any other IP in Semitic. 

The only real link between the attested IP forms, apart from their diachronic scope both Gp 

SC and Cp SC are found only in Official and Middle Aramaic dialects is that they are subject 

 
161 Among the Semitic languages, generalised-
(Retsö, 1989, 155). It is surely no coincidence that these are precisely the WS languages in which IPs are most 
restricted in scope (being wholly absent in Ethiopic).  
162 Coghill, 2016, ch. 7. 
163 qtil-in] also to be dropped as a 
method of expressing the passive, in the face of other methods of expressing the passive [i.e., periphrastic 

r descriptions of how various Neo-Aramaic dialects express passivity, see Coghill, 2013, 43; 
Fassberg, 2010, §4.4.20; Khan, 2008, §15.9; and Nöldeke, 1868, 287ff. 
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to the same turbulence, in effect throughout the detransitive system, whereby competition 

between different constructions causes them to variously flourish and perish.164 This is precisely 

the sort of situation the variation-and-change model predicts, as is the presence of forms (IPs) for 

a limited period, before disappearing at the expense of others. Another element of the situation of 

variation and instability in Aramaic IPs is the formal heterogeneity of the Cp SC, for which by-

forms huqtal and  occur.165 

Finally, despite the aforementioned disconnectedness in terms of their particulars, the Gp SC 

and Cp SC, along with the t stems and other non-verbal detransitive markers, have in common a 

general principle that governs their respective situations of flux. In keeping with a key premise of 

the hypothesis of this dissertation (described above in §1.6), the overall detransitive system 

exhibits a marked tendency towards functional symmetry and formal isomorphy between its 

parts. Consequently, in the competition between variants, the constructions that fare best are 

those that better parallel existing ones or fill in gaps in the paradigm to make it more regular

whether, in between the case of the tC versus the Cp, between its stems, or between the Gp 

versus qtil-in PASS.PFV or qtil-li PFV, between its conjugational parts. 

 

3.6 Canaanite 166 

The Canaanite detransitive system exhibits a significant amount of variation in the distribution of 

stems across its diachronic stages and genetic sub-branches. Overall, this variety reflects a 

complex ongoing process whereby, first, the t stems undergo significant decline at the expense of 

the N and IPs, and then the IPs gradually recede. The first part of this development is the most 
 

164 If the extremely rare and uncertain instances of a Gp PC in Old and Official Aramaic are correctly identified as 
such about which I have serious doubts they are in any case such marginal, nonce coinings, that they do not bear 
significantly on the situation.  
165 Links with analogous variation in Aramaic PASS PTCPs, and the derivational relationship between these and the 
Cp SC, is discussed below in the analysis and reconstruction (in §§4.6 8, 5.3, 5.5). 
166 The data on which the following description is based are presented Tables A5.1 4. 
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characteristic deviation of the Canaanite detransitive systems as compared with those in the rest 

of WS; i t -

excellence. The incipiency of this development is already discernible in Amarna Canaanite, the 

earliest attested stage of the branch, but it becomes far more pronounced at later stages. 

The main data considered here are from the language of the Canaanite glosses of El Amarna 

Akkadian (fourteenth century BCE), Phoenician/Punic (eleventh first centuries BCE), Biblical 

Hebrew (eleventh second centuries BCE, though the Masoretic vocalisation tradition was fixed 

much later, in the seventh ninth centuries CE), various post-Biblical Hebrews (e.g., Mishnaic 

may be dated to the second fifth centuries CE, and Samaritan Hebrew some time shortly 

thereafter).167 Other Canaanite languages exist (e.g., Moabite, Edomite, and Qumran Hebrew), 

but are not included in the discussion here because of the paucity of material and the limited 

information the orthography provides, and/or because they do not diverge significantly enough 

from a Canaanite language that is covered to warrant separate consideration. Canaanite is a 

branch of Semitic in whose detransitive system IPs play a significant role, with much variation 

between the stem inventories of different stages and dialects. As such, a synchronic snapshot of 

the detransitive systems of each dialect will be described in turn, focussing primarily on IPs, 

before the findings thereof are synthesised to produce an overview of Canaanite detransitives.168  

 

3.6.1 Amarna Canaanite 

The most extensive and complex detransitive system in the Canaanite language family is also its 

oldest: that of Amarna Canaanite. It possesses the G, N, Gt, Gp, D, Dt, Dp, and C as productive 
 

167 For these dates, see Edzard, 2011, 480 81; Hasselbach, 2011; Segal, 1927, §§2 3; Florentin, 2005, §§0.1.3.3, 
0.1.3.7 9.  
168 This approach, tailored to the specific situation of Canaanite, differs somewhat from that of the descriptions of 
the detransitive systems of other Semitic languages, but is a sort of micro-application of the methodology of Chapter 
3 as a whole, that is, creating a series of individual descriptions of the different branches of Semitic, and then based 
on the commonalities thereof, creating a generalised schema of Semitic detransitives. 
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(though to varying degrees) parts of the verbal system, with extremely limited numbers of Ct and 

had an effect on other stems, such that the N is relatively infrequent due to the availability of the 

Gp to express the passive of the G. Similarly, the Dt is not particularly common, and it never 

occurs with a passive function, due to the presence of a Dp.169  

One difficulty facing the analysis of Amarna Canaanite IPs relates to the SC. No formal 

cognates to Arabic qutila or Hebrew quttal are attested, but qatil forms frequently have transitive 

patient SUBJs. However, such forms are not IPs, contrasted by ablaut from active qatal 

counterparts, but rather instances of the predicative verbal-adjective construction.170 It is notable 

that Amarna Canaanite is early among the WS languages, and therefore perhaps not so advanced 

in the development of this morphology from its functional origin of the predicative verbal-

adjective construction into the perfective-marking SC.171 Moreover, the overwhelming adstrate 

influence of Akkadian a language that has not developed the SC at all, and whose only 

(quasi-)verbal use of qvtvl forms is in the predicative verbal-adjective construction is likely a 

factor in Amarna Canaanite qatil forms with transitive patient SUBJs. 

The predicative verbal-adjective construction, when formed from transitive verbs, links the 

patient to the SUBJ slot, but the ensuing passive syntactic arrangement is an incidental by-

product of the primary resultative function rather than an inherent property of the construction.172 

Thus, Amarna Canaanite qatil forms are not invariably passive, and can instead also have 

intransitive patients as their SUBJs. Indeed, they can even take agent-like arguments as their 

 
169 Rainey, 1996, 2:116, 176. 
170 Rainey (1996, 2:303 6) maintains precisely the opposite, though some of his own examples, discussed below, 
give lie to the supposed contrastive relationship of active qatal versus qatil as its passive counterpart. 
171 Remnants of the earlier predicative verbal-adjective construction, with no PFV aspect, are retained in Hebrew 
verbs like he , for example, though no instances occur where the SUBJ is a transitive patient, which is hardly 
surprising considering that language has developed passive-specific verbal morphology, namely the IPs, as 
discussed below (in §§3.6.2 3). 
172 Kouwenberg, 2010, §7.3. 
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SUBJs, as is the case with -mi-ti7 

transitive one no less.173 As such, Amarna qatil forms should be distinguished from IPs e.g., 

Arabic qutila, Aramaic l (where it functions as a Gp SC), and Hebrew quttal whose SUBJs 

are always linked the patient (or patient-like, such as recipient) of a transitive verb.174  

Apart from its lack of functional restriction, another reasons that Amarna Canaanite qatil 

cannot be considered an IP is that it appears in variation with qatal, the two competing for the 

 ka id and ka ad occur, with 

their SUBJs being linked to the agent. That is to say, there is no contrastive relationship between 

qatil and qatal in Amarna Canaanite such as exists between Gp qutila versus G qatala in 

Arabic, or between Dp quttal and D qittel in Hebrew which is a prerequisite of identifying a 

form as an IP, indeed a definitional characteristic thereof.175 This does not mean per se that the 

spoken Canaanite vernacular of the Amarna scribes did not have a Gp SC the only evidence in 

this matter is the negative evidence that one has not been identified merely that if it did, it was 

certainly not qatil.  

As for the morphology of the Amarna Canaanite IP PC forms, the Gp takes the pattern 

yuqtal.176 Since this is identical to the Biblical Hebrew Gp PC, there is no reason to doubt that 

Canaanite Gp PC forms are cognate. Rainey sees the presence of yu-qtal forms in Amarna as 

reflecting the decreasing use of an inherited form implicitly from CS, since he mentions the 

 
173 Rainey, 1996, 2:302. 
174 While q t l is commonly associated with the intransitive patients in Aramaic when used as an attributive verbal 
adjective, when it receives the verbal SC inflection it is exclusively a passive. In Arabic, qutila is sometimes linked 
to the subject of verbs expressing illnesses or other states, but this is a highly marginal use (if genuine at all), 
exaggerated by some scholars like Blake (1901, 48). 
175 Rainey, 1996, 2:302. 
176 The most straightforward and least objectionable of :77 78) examples are 3MSG yu-ul-q  for 
/yu-lqe/ (<*/yu-lqa / lq  and 3FSG tu-um- a-  for /tu-m a -u/ m . 
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Arabic Gp PC in this context already rare in the earliest stages of Hebrew, and absent by the 

Hebrew of the Israelite monarchy and in Moabite and Phoenician.177  

In the case of Moabite this might merely reflect an accident of attestation, but the corpus of 

Phoenician data is substantial and Gp SC forms are attested, so the absence of a corresponding 

Gp PC is significant, and reflects the accuracy of statement that Gp PC died out in the 

recorded course of Canaanite. However, it is worth noting that concurring with the historical tail-

end of the reconstruction does not automatically require one to subscribe to the beginning 

thereof. That is, there is no reason the Gp PC in Amarna Canaanite must already be a waning 

form that was productive in an earlier stage; it could instead be a recent development in the 

history of this branch, and simply never achieved more than a relatively modest degree of 

establishment within the language.178 

Another key consideration in the Amarna IP situation, compared to the rest of Canaanite, is 

that its Dp PC may not have the vocalisation *yu-quttal generally held to lie behind the Hebrew 

Dp PC y -quttal. Instead, based on very limited data two instances of 3MPL tu-wa ar- -na 

w r Rainey proposes this takes the same form as Arabic yu-qattal.179 Applying 

the comparative-historical method to a purely genetic model of Semitic, he consequently argues 

that the Amarna/Arabic Dp PC form should be reconstructed back to CS, and that Hebrew 

y -quttal was a secondary development thereof, though he does not explicitly describe how or 

why the change occurred.180 Pardee correctly notes that just because these forms do not conform 

 
177 Rainey, 1996, 2:75 80; Retsö, 1989, 42 47. The formal identity of the Arabic and Canaanite Gp PCs *yu-qtal, 
and the ramifications of this for the historical development of IPs, are addressed below (in §§4.9.1), in the analysis. 
178 This idea of when the Gp PC first arose is of course an important aspect in the reconstruction (in §5.6) below. 
179 Rainey, 1996, 2:11 12, 179 80. His (180) comment, tu-wa- - -ru-na can be legitimately used as 
evidence for the original Canaanite D passive vocalization of the suffix conjugation. That form was tuqa

 
180 Hetzron (1977, 43n1) likewise reconstructs such a development, extravagantly theorising that proto-Hebrew the 
prefix vowel to the slot following R1 to preserve it; Retsö (1989, 187 94) does not mention Amarna Canaanite with 
regard to the pattern yu-qattal, which is an egregious omission. 
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to Akkadian morphology, that does not necessarily make them reliable witnesses to the 

Canaanite dialect of the scribe, and I agree with him 

sole basis of these two data points, which have extremely limited value, if any, for the 

reconstruction of the Dp.181 Notwithstanding, it would be remiss not to mention 

position insofar as it is endorsed by Tropper, not to mention Moran, a specialist in Amarna 

Canaanite.182 

In the comparative historical analysis of Canaanite, one consideration often not given due 

attention is that dialects from different diachronic stages do not necessarily represent direct 

genetic inheritances, one from another. In specific relation to IPs, this could mean that the 

scarcity of Gp forms in Biblical Hebrew compared to Amarna Canaanite need not result from a 

decline, but instead reflect that after Canaanite split up into different sub-branches, development 

of the Gp stalled in some, such as Hebrew, but not (or less so) in others, such as Amarna 

Canaanite. In the Dp, it could mean that Hebrew y -quttal did not derive from *yu-qattal if one 

but instead a separate, 

etymologically unrelated form whose development was specific to Hebrew. 

Detransitives from the C in Amarna Canaanite are extremely uncommon, though this is not 

particularly surprising, considering the natural rarity of the category detransitive-to-causative. 

Only two Ct forms are attested in the entire corpus, both from  

verb with no clear derivational relationship to the G ru  

). Since these forms exhibit no distinctly WS morphological 

 
181 Pardee, 2018, p.c. 
182 Moran, 1992, 142; Tropper, 2000, §74.422. 
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features, they should not be considered part of the Canaanite substrate of the glosses, but rather 

Akkadian forms.183  

The sole possible Cp form to be identified is { - a-ka} for / a -ka/ 

w , which, Rainey admits, is not without problems, given the uniqueness of the form and 

the context in which it is attested.184 If it is a Cp SC, though, the underlying form *huqtal 

matches that of the Biblical Hebrew Cp SC hoqtal, so both may be reflexes of a form inherited 

from proto-Canaanite (or earlier), regardless of differences in frequency of attestation between 

the two dialects.185 A final observation regarding the general lack of detransitives to the C in 

Amarna Canaanite is that this situation provides an interesting foreshadowing of the culmination 

of the development of the detransitive system in this branch (discussed below in §3.6.4) whereby 

the inventory of stems is restructured into two unmarked ~ detransitive pairs, G : N :: D : tD, 

with the C standing separate from this organisation, isolated as a transitivity-raising stem.186 

Amarna Canaanite IPs exclusively express the prototypical passive, with an implicit agent, 

rather than mediopassivity. The N also occasionally does so but more often marks SUBJ 

affectedness with no syntactic detransitivisation. There also exist some lexical uses and 

formation of the N from quadrilateral roots, though the extent to which such examples really 

reflect Canaanite language rather than Akkadian use is doubtful. Notably, the Amarna N cannot 

mark reflexivity, even natural reflexivity, a use which is close to and can develop from semantic 

middle use t is misleading, and his definition 

 
183 Rainey, 1996, 2:187 88. 
184 
He presumably deems the presence of the 2MSG OBJ suffix (actually dative) possible because the active 
counterpart is ditransitive, even though such use would be quite exceptional in Semitic. 
185 Rainey, 1996, 2:190 94. In the analysis of this form, and particularly in contrast to the absence of a Cp (or indeed 
any IPs) in Akkadian, it is notable that it uses the laryngeal causative prefix h since C forms with a  causative 
morpheme in Amarna are considered Akkadianisms, and those with a causative morpheme ø/h native to Canaanite. 
186 Hasselbach (2021, p.c.) points out that the D can also raise transitivity, though unlike the C this is not its sole, or 
indeed primary, function. 
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thereof -

shows that he is referring to SUBJ affectedness and not reflexivity 

in the protoypical sense; this interpretation is confirmed by his examples, which conform to 

cross-linguistically common semantic fields for middle verbs, such as bodily motions.187  

The Amarna Canaanite Gt is, in some respects, the polar opposite of its N. It can reduce the 

second argument (whereas the N does the first), but is far more frequently a marker of SUBJ 

affectedness with no change to the syntactic arrangement of arguments, compared to the 

unmarked G.188 Gt verbs Rainey identifies as lexical (e.g., those from mr n b 

 

posture commonly associated with semantic middle. 189 Similarly, so-

the Gt from verbs of motion ( w , ly, hlk, and zb) may be identified as marked for SUBJ 

affectedness, insofar as they focus on the beginning of the action as it arises from the SUBJ.190  

Amarna Canaanite Dt forms are rare, and never passive in which respect they are dissimilar 

to their Akkadian counterparts which Rainey ascribes to the availability of the Dp to perform 

this function.191 The only other function he specifically identifies for the Dt is separative. As in 

the Gt, this is the natural result of the combination of SUBJ affectedness and the lexical 

semantics of verbs of motion. It is perhaps a little surprising that Rainey makes no mention 

whatsoever of reflexive Dt use (although nor does he rule it out, even though based on internal 

 
187 Rainey, 1996, 2:121; for the Gp functions, 75 80; for those of the N 117 32; and for the Cp, 192 93. Cf. the 
discussion above (in §3.2) of the naturally reflexive N in Akkadian.  
188 Rainey, 1996, 2:81 113. All of his (2:92, 111

l  and 
 are slightly more opaque but can likewise be understood 

as the SUBJ being linked to semantic roles of experiencer or beneficiary as well as to that of agent. 
189 For comparable Akkadian examples, see Kouwenberg, 2010, §14.3.4, and for the theoretical framework and 
examples from other languages, Kemmer, 1993, 56 57, 156 58. 
190 Rainey, 1996, 2:93 98; cf. the discussion above (in §3.2) of the same phenomenon in Akkadian, as noted by 
Kouwenberg (2010, §14.3.4), in accordance with the theoretical framework of Kemmer (1993, §5.1, esp. 156 58). 
191 For the Amarna Canaanite Dt and its functions, see Rainey, 1996, 2:176 78. 
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and comparative evidence one might well expect reflexive to number among the functions of the 

Amarna Dt). This reticence may simply be because his interest in the Dt is focussed on a few 

the interpretation of the data in the context 

of Akkadian usage.  

Overall, then, the Amarna detransitive system distinguishes between IPs, which exclusively 

expresses one kind of syntactic detransitive (the passive), and the N and t stems, which are 

primarily used to mark the semantic category of SUBJ affectedness. Where they additionally 

entail a reduction in syntactic transitivity (which they do not necessarily), the N only reduces the 

first argument, the t stems only the second. This system is characterised not only by the complex 

functionality of the N and t stems, but also the fundamental differences between these on the one 

hand and IPs on the other. Finally, the morphology of its Amarna IPs serves as a cautionary 

reminder that one should be wary of assuming IP development proceeded in a unitary fashion 

throughout the entire Canaanite branch. As a matter of sound methodology, in view of the 

equivocal evidence, the same thinking must be extended to NWS and CS more generally. 

 

3.6.2 Biblical Hebrew 

In the Biblical Hebrew detransitive system, it is important not only to identify which verbal 

stems are present, but also to recognise the different levels of attestation thereof, both in terms of 

stems and conjugational parts of the paradigm. The main verbal stems of Biblical Hebrew are G, 

N, D, Dp, tD, C, and Cp. Further, at least fifty forms have been identified as belonging 

historically to the Gp, but have subsequently been reanalysed as coming from the Dp or Cp, or 

revocalised as N forms.192 The Gt and Ct are attested in just one root each pqd 

 
192 On the Biblical Hebrew verbal stem system generally, see Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §§40, 51 50; on the Gp 
specifically, Williams, 1970. 
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wy the former stem perhaps also being 

preserved in two toponyms.  

Finally, there are eight cases where IPs have been formed exceptionally from the other 

detransitive stems. These are four from the tGp, ho p q  (3PL SC; Num 1:47, 2:33; 26:63; 

hu amm  (3FSG SC; 

hukkabbes  (3FSG 

193 The uniquely attested r   

appears formally, at least, to be an Lp (with the pattern q t l <*q tal). However, it is not related 

to the corresponding active L re  in a relationship of passivisation. Instead, both are roughly 

ns 

derived from r  194 One other Lp, y -r  

does appear to be a passive, albeit one for which no corresponding active L is attested, and 

whose identification as passive must therefore be made on a semantic and contextual basis cf. 

the Dp y -runn n  

All Hebrew IPs have a vocalic sequence that derives from *u-a in all conjugational parts of 

the paradigm, that is the SC, PC, and PTCP. One proviso to this is that the inherited G PASS 

PTCP q t l (< ) does not follow this pattern, though there also exists a separate, neological 

PASS PTCP quttal, tied to the Gp specifically (rather than the G) in terms of morphology, which 

does. The resulting IP paradigm (SC ~ PC ~ PTCP) possesses a highly conspicuous degree of 

formal isomorphism between Gp quttal (perhaps originally qutal, as discussed below) ~ yu-qtal 

 
193 For discussion of the IPs to detransitives, see Gesenius, Kautzsch, and Cowley, 1910, §54e g; Jouön and 
Muraoka, 1991, §53h 26.4. The twice attested (3PL SC; 1Chr 3:5, 

n lad-  
(<*nawlad- =w cf. comments below on the morphological reanalysis of similar 
forms in post-Biblical Hebrew. 
194 The supposed corresponding active form  is syntactically intransitive, which 
precludes its being a source of IP formation. In any case, the two are effectively synonymous.  
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~ q t l (or qutt l), Dp quttal ~ y -quttal ~ m qutt l, and Cp hoqtal/huqtal ~ yo-qtal/yu-qtal ~ 

muqt l/moqt l.195 

An efficient way of further describing this IP morphology is to make some brief observations 

regarding relationships between parts of the paradigm, and between Biblical Hebrew forms with 

counterparts from other Semitic languages. The Gp SC quttal, to the limited extent that it is even 

attested, has gemination of R2 in the Massoretic vocalisation at least, making it identical to the 

Dp SC, as which it appears to have subsequently been reanalysed.196 The same u-a vocalism 

found in the Cp SC huqtal so Hebrew IP SCs thus differ from those of Arabic (qutila ~ quttila ~ 

uqtila), but resemble the Cp SC of Aramaic.197 

As for the IP PCs, since Hebrew Cp forms exhibit the same syncopation of the causative 

morpheme h in intervocalic position as the active C, the Cp PC yu-qtal (<*yu-huqtal) merges 

with the Gp PC, facilitating the aforementioned historical reinterpretation of the former as the 

latter. Both of these forms are identical to their Arabic counterparts, and, it is generally assumed, 

to all Gp PC forms throughout Semitic.198 The Biblical Hebrew Dp PC y -quttal and D PASS 

PTCP m qutt l differ from their counterparts in Arabic and Aramaic only the standard D PASS 

PTCP form m qattal; for evidence of a m quttal variant in Aramaic, see §4.6 in the vowel 

following R1 is u rather than a. 

 
195 There exists some variation between o and u in the prefix vowel, with the caveats that the former is more 
common in PTCPs (where it is presumably conditioned by the labial environment), while in the PC and SC, o is the 
default vowel, and u appears in doubly-closed syllables (e.g., *hu-qqal n). In any case, there is no 
reasons to doubt this both vowels derive from original *u. Nor does the presence of  rather than a in PTCP forms 
does not reflect a different underlying historical vowel; the same difference occurs between finite and non-finite 
parts of other verbal stems e.g., N SC niqtal versus N PTCP niqt l, both <*niqtal. 
196 It is a matter of dispute (discussed below, in §4.9.2 and §5.7) whether this gemination was original to the Gp that 
allowed the reinterpretation of quttal Gp SCs as Dp SCs, or rather a secondary feature introduced precisely as a 
result of this reinterpretation. 
197 This parallel is drawn with standard Aramaic Cp SCs; as mentioned above (in §3.5) haqtal/ aqtal Aramaic Cp 
SC variants also occur. 
198 For discussion of yi-qtal Gp/Cp PC forms in Arabian dialects of Arabic, see above §3.4.2, and for the relation 
thereof to yu-qtal, see below §4.9.1 and §5.6. 
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With regard to the levels of attestation of the various IP stems, the Gp is extremely limited, 

so much so that the traditional Hebrew grammarians did not even recognise the category and 

reanalysed what Gp forms did occur in the Hebrew Bible as Cp PC or Dp SC forms, or 

revocalised them as N verbs.199 Further, within the stems themselves, the conjugational parts 

vary in terms of frequency. For example, in the Dp, PASS PTCPs forms are more frequent than 

either the Dp SC or PC.200 This raises the question of the role finite IPs play in the verbal system 

as a whole, or at least their relationship to the corresponding PASS PTCPs, particularly 

considering the situation of later post-Biblical Hebrew (discussed below in §3.6.4). 

One peculiarity of the Biblical Hebrew IP paradigm worthy of some comment is the 

existence of a few dedicated IP INF forms, distinct from their active counterparts.201 As in other 

Semitic languages, normal INFs are neutral with regard to voice and can relate to passive as well 

as active predications, so such IP INF forms are decidedly rare, numbering fewer than twenty in 

the entire Hebrew Bible. However, their existence does not violate the universal restriction 

against zero-marked finite passive forms per se, since INFs are not finite; that is, they cannot 

head an independent VP.202 These dedicated IP INFs, to the limited extent that they occur at all, 

occur in both absolute and construct forms and syntagms. 

Like all finite Hebrew IPs, IP INFs have a u or o (<*u) in the first syllable. They each also 

bear as the characteristic marker(s) of the active counterpart (i.e., gemination in the D, the h 

 
199 Williams, 1970. 
200 Jenni (1973, 66) estimates that forty percent of all Dp forms are PTCPs. 
201 All the forms identified as INF bearing IP-specific morphology, and occurring in a context with passive (i.e., 
transitive-patient oriented) perspective total eighteen: from the Dp, gunn  (Gen 40:15); from the Cp, hull  x3 
(Gen 40:20, Ezek 16:14, 15), ho de (Lev 19:20), h( ) amm-  x4 (Lev 26:34, 35, 43; 2Chr 36:21), hugge  x2 (Josh 
9:24, Ruth 2:11), ho re  2Kgs 3:23, homle h, ho tel (both Ezek 16:4), h sa  x2 (Ezra 3:11, 2Chr 3:3); and from 
the tDp hukkabbes x2 (Lev 12:55, 56). 
202 In Arabic, for example, relative to the sentence akala l-rajulu l-la ma akl can 
be used either actively ( aklu l-rajuli aklu l-la mi 

28) 
explains that the variation is made possible by the existence of different possessive structures combining either the 
agent or patient with the associated verbal noun. 
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preformative in the C, or the hvt- prefix and gemination in the tD). Various vowels occur 

between R2 and R3, which parallel those of normal INFs. For example, in the sole example of a 

Dp INF, gunn   matches that of the D INF (absolute) qatt l. 

The most common IP stem for INF forms is the Cp, though even these number fewer than 

fifteen, spread over seven roots. Two basic patterns are attested: hoqtel, the second vowel of 

which is the same as that of the C INF absolute haqtel; and hoqtal, whose a is not the  of the C 

INF construct haqt l, but resembles rather the vowel of finite Cp forms huqtal ~ yu-qtal.203 In 

terms of the syntactic functions of these IP INFs, they match the expected distribution of INF 

absolute versus construct 

ve suffixes, etc). 

One might wonder whether the presence of such IP INFs might indicate that, synchronically 

speaking, Biblical Hebrew speakers saw IPs as more derivationally separate from their active 

counterparts than did Classical Arabic speakers, for example. However, this is not the only 

possible reason. Instead (or in addition), the creation of occasional IP INFs may simply the 

central position and extensive use of INFs in Biblical Hebrew. Part of this relates to how INFs 

can take on TAM functions in Canaanite (e.g., use of the INF absolute as an imperative), such 

that they are closer to finite status than elsewhere in Semitic.204 This may have motivated, or at 

least facilitated, the development of distinct IP INF forms, since active-passive syncretism in 

 
203 Examples of the Cp INF use as an INF absolute hoqtel are ho de homle  (Ez 

 ho tel ho re   
those used as INF constructs are hull  (Gen 40:20, Ez 16:4, 5 with *huqtalt resyllabified as huqt l t in the 

 
hugga   

Further, The tDp INF hukkabbes attested. The assimilation *tk > kk is 
unusual, but overall, similarity to the tD INF construct hi qattel in all regards save for the characteristic IP prefix 
vowel u is striking. 
204 For such notions implicit in the INF absolute when used to augment a finite form (including irrealis or volitional 
modality, perfective aspect, or recent past tense), see Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §123. The same does not apply to 
the Arabic equivalent of this construction, which instead only serves to define manner more generally (Wright, 
1898, §26). Cf. the advanced use of INFs to head VPs in Phoenician (Krahmalkov, 2001, 205, 207, 211). 
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finite VPs is impermissible admittedly, this argument makes more sense for absolute uses than 

for construct ones, since it is in the former that the INFs can mark TAM features.  

Ultimately, little more can be said about dedicated INF forms for IPs, save that they are 

certainly an independent Hebrew development since they cannot be identified in any other 

language and even there, a very marginal one. Indeed, in view of their rarity, one cannot rule 

out the possibility that these forms are artificial literary creations rather than a genuine part of the 

language ever used by native speakers. Most Biblical Hebrew IP INFs do not differ in their 

consonantal orthography from their active counterparts, and so may well have been created 

through later vocalisations of original normal INFs. 

Apart from IPs, Hebrew possesses just two productive detransitive stems: the N and the tD. 

Among the main functions of the N is expressing the passive of the G on its relationship to 

other stems, see below but it can also be used in mediopassive situations (with no semantically 

implicit agent). It has traditionally been thought that the diachronically original function of the N 

was reflexive, and that the mediopassive and thence prototypical passive uses developed from 

this. Crucially, the Hebrew N never expresses prototypical reflexivity. Instead,  

most of the allegedly reflexive N-forms referred to in various traditional grammars can be 
analysed as agentless middles according to a more sophisticated framework, since in the 
overwhelming majority the subject has only one semantic role instead of fulfilling the roles of 
both agent and patient, as would be necessary for reflexivity in the strict sense.205 

Similarly, reciprocal N verbs tend to be naturally reciprocal actions, which possess low event 

elaboration and distinction between participants, in which respect they are similar to the category 

of semantic middle.206 Subsuming all non-(medio)passive uses of the Hebrew N including 

neatly account for the 

 
205 Gzella (2009, 305 306) recognises one possible example, ye naq 
notion of intentionality preclude  
206 a  

a  nil am ni bar do not require reciprocal 
pronouns is illustrative of the fact that they are naturally rather than prototypically reciprocal. 
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roughly twenty to twenty-five percent of N verbs with a corresponding intransitive G, to which 

they add clear notions of SUBJ affectedness but are not syntactically detransitive.207  

With regard to the historical developments in the uses of the Hebrew N, Hebrew data alone 

do not allow one to determine whether middle use is an original function inherited from an 

-stem was the one most suitable 

for taking over task previously performed by other medio-passive stems [i.e., the tG], partly 

assimilating them to its own semantic range, and might even have triggered or at least facilitated 

208 However, based on the comparative evidence from the earlier Canaanite dialect of 

Amarna, in which semantic middle is the main use of the N and even naturally reflexive use is 

not permissible, it is hard to argue against a functional expansion from semantic-middle to 

natural-reflexive use of the N in Biblical Hebrew.209 It is important to note that historically, 

scholars making presumptions without such a consideration of the comparative evidence have 

greatly hindered the understanding of the Hebrew N, and, by extension, of the development of 

IPs here and elsewhere in Semitic. 

The tD is the sole Biblical Hebrew t stem, since the tG and Ct have been lost in all but 

scattered remnants. The main function of the tD is second-argument reduction relative to the D; 

that is, it expresses the reflexive (including, though only rarely, reciprocity), both direct and 

indirect. This reflexive function can combine with the factitive value of the D to result in the 

 
207This estimated proportion, made by Jenni (1973, 63 64), relies on his assumption that the verbs like ni am (N of 

n m nizhar zhr
is attested for either root in the Hebrew Bible. One cannot entirely rule out the possibility of a detransitive stem 
secondarily becoming associated with an unmarked counterpart other than that to which it was originally related
the Hebrew tD, discussed below, clearly does so. Thus, Jouön and Muraoka (1991, §51c) state that the N may be 
formed from the D and C as well as the G e.g., in the above cases, from the D ni am  

of the tD from the C in Hebrew can be understood as a reaction to the loss of the Ct (Gzella, 2009, 315 16). There is 
no clear analogous reason the N would have developed links to unmarked stems other than the G. 
208 Gzella, 2009, 307. 
209 This is precisely the same development as convincingly demonstrated by Kouwenberg (2010, §§10.8.3, 12.2.2) to 
have occurred in Akkadian; cf. the discussion of the Ugaritic N below (in §3.8.2). 
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notion of feigning or requesting a state or action cf. comparable uses in Classical Arabic 

discussed above (in §3.3).210 

Likewise, in a few tD forms that encode iterative aspect, this does not arise from the t 

morpheme, but rather the verbal-plurality marking function of the D. The derivation of the tD 

from the D does not have any syntactic detransitive component, and instead, the nine roots to 

which Speiser attributes iterative tD verbs bl wy np 

g  hlk n l ll y and y 

exhibit a tendency, far too strong to be coincidental, to belong to semantic classes in 

which middle verbs are cross-linguistically common.211 Similarly, denominal tD use results from 

the presence of the D morpheme the D is the stem most commonly used to form denominal 

verbs in Hebrew, as in the rest of Semitic and is unrelated to the t morpheme.212 In such 

instances the function of the t morpheme is not immediately apparent, but in any case it is not 

syntactically detransitive; one cannot rule out the possibility that lexicalisation has eroded its 

functionality altogether.213 

The Biblical Hebrew tD very occasionally reduces first arguments, though there are some 

important distributional anomalies among the rare instances of this. On the basis of examples 

from Micah, Proverbs, and Qoheleth, and the occurrence of the same in Mishnaic Hebrew, 

Rendsburg has asserted that (medio)passive use of the tD is characteristics of a Northern dialect 

 
210 On the functions of the tD, see Gesenius, Kautzsch, and Cowley, 1910, §54e g; Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §53i; 

 
211 tan-prefixed stems. 
Since the roots in question do not occur in the D it is effectively impossible to (dis)prove my proposed analysis with 
certainty. However, the natural overlap between iterativity and verbal plurality (and the lack of any clear cross-
linguistic connection between verbal plurality and syntactic detransitives or SUBJ affectedness), provides extremely 
convincing circumstantial support. For a discussi  
212 -stem is not the only verbal stem to accommodate denominal 

specifically to Akkadian, but in my personal experience is broadly applicable to the whole Semitic phylum. 
213 For denominal Hebrew tD forms, see Gesenius, Kautzsch, and Cowley, 1910; §54e g; Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, 
§53i; and Waltke  
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of Hebrew.214 I am not convinced that this is a reliable diagnostic feature with regard to the 

dialectology of Hebrew, and in the case of Mishnaic at least might reflect Aramaic influence 

rather a feature native to Canaanite. It is clear, though, that examples occur predominantly from 

later texts, and in some cases e.g. (Qoh 8:10) l -hi rappe (2Chr 

are not passives of the D, but rather the G. Only a handful of other cases 

are attested: hi qadd   hi all l 

hi ya  215  

One way to explain the above-described situation is as a result of the expansion of the 

functions of the tD within the broader context of the rearrangement of detransitive stems. 

Specifically, with the loss of the Ct as a productive stem the tD expanded to take over its 

functions: e.g., from the root ly, tD *hi all  h l  

stages of Hebrew, the latter sometimes (albeit only rarely) expressed the passive to the G, 

originally associated with the former.216  

Any discussion of the Biblical Hebrew tD, particularly in relation to a putative passive 

function, needs to address the four examples of a tDp stem: hu amm   

and  , and the INF hukkabbes (x2; Lev 12:55, 56) 

 
214 Rendsburg, 2003, 18 19. 
215 On passive tD forms, see Gesenius, Kautzsch, and Cowley, 1910; §54e g; Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §53h i; 

Some cases are ambiguous: e.g., Rendsburg (2006, 169) identifies yi  
ge; the 

the NRSV). 
reflexive notions so that hit all l 
nor comparative evidence supporting this, nor indeed a compelling argument for how the morphology could result in 
such a complex derivational meaning. 
216 Gzella, 2009, 315, 318. Though passive tD forms in Biblical Hebrew are admittedly very infrequent, I would not 
go as far as Baden (2010, 33
in Canaanite (e.g., passive is a common use of the tD in Mishnaic Hebrew) and further afield in Semitic. 
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217 As far the meagre evidence allow one to tell, these are reflexes of an 

underlying *hutqattal in the SC and *hutqattil in the INF. However, the consonantal orthography 

of these extremely rare forms is identical to that of counterparts from more common stems 

(namely the tD and N), and two of the four are IP INFs, a highly exceptional, even dubious 

category in its own right.218 It is therefore possible that the tDp is not be a genuine part of the 

language, but rather a literaryism, arising from the revocalisation of original tD or N forms.219 

The fact that all the tDp forms are from early texts, and specifically poetic or technical priestly 

ones, may well be significant, but there is simply not enough evidence to assess the ramifications 

of this distribution.220 In any case, whatever one might speculate about the status of the Biblical 

Hebrew tDp, it undeniably should not be considered a core, productive part of the stem system, 

but rather a marginal, if interesting, aberration.  

As throughout Semitic, the functionality of Biblical Hebrew IPs is far simpler than that of the 

other detransitive stems; the Dp and Cp express only prototypical passives of the D and C, 

respectively. Similarly, to the extent that it is attested, the Gp does so relative to the G. However, 

f

Cp may express the reflexive, even though this is patently incorrect and based on deeply flawed 

argumentation.221 It is highly illustrative that in her entire dissertation, Bicknell proposes just one 

 
217 On these tDp forms, see Gesenius, Kautzsch, and Cowley, 1910, §54e g; Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §53h; 

hu amm  
passive, but rather some sort of impersonal causative-  
218 The SC forms differ expected tD SC forms only in vocalisation; the INFs exhibit assimilation of the prefix, 
which is unexpected with the t of the tD before k, but does occur with the n of the N, making the consonantal 
orthography {hkbs kbs. 
219 secondarily lies just this. 
220  
221 thesis is that the N and tD with more focus on the former express both passive and reflexive 
(of the G and D, respectively), and that there can never have been a historical distinction between these functions. 
She concludes that Hebrew detransitive stems are all encoded primarily for resultative aspect, regardless of the 
syntactic argument-structure situation. Not only does this thinking fail to distinguish between resultative aspect and 
the semantic characteristic of SUBJ affectedness, or to recognise the restriction of the N to naturally reflexive 
actions or the extreme rarity of passive tD forms, it also completely ignores any possibility of diachronic 
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example of a supposedly reflexive IP, namely the Dp PC y -kubba  in w - a a  

y kubba  

translations, ancient or modern, or in the exegetical literature.222  

Despite its consi

functionality of Hebrew detransitive stems. Notably, her analysis of the N convincingly 

challenges the traditional position that it originally expressed the reflexive, from which passive 

use secondarily developed.223 More important, though, is the treatment of instances where the 

patients of N, Gp, and Cp verbs are marked with e  (or clitic variant -) this particle serves 

as an ACC marker occurring with OBJs, particularly definite ones, in transitive VPs and 

sometimes also lack number and/or gender agreement with the verb.224 An example exhibiting 

both traits is Gen 27:42: 

way=y-uggad-0 l =ri q   =di r-e  e w 
CONJ=3M-PASS\tell.PFV-SG PREP=Rebecca PTCL=word-MPL Esau 

.  

The traditional analysis of such cases is that they are desubjectives formed from basic 

transitive counterparts simply by removal of the semantic agency of the SUBJ and ablaut of the 

verb to create an IP (in terms of the morphology).225 In this case, the vital characteristic in the 

standard use of IPs missing here would be the syntactic promotion of the patient in this case, 

which is strictly speaking a theme rather than a patient into the SUBJ slot. 

 
development. Perhaps most importantly of all, it builds on these already suspect foundations to assume that any 
situation true for one detransitive stem must also hold for the others. 
222 is not, strictly speaking, simply 

-causative to it. 
223 Bicknell (1984, 97 100) finds that almost half of the N forms are passives with corresponding agentive active 
forms, while reflexive uses are far rarer than one would expect for a diachronic source use. 
224 Bicknell, 1984, 30 31, and esp. 73 85. Her (94) claim that no such cases exist in the Dp holds only for her data 
set (Gen 2Kgs); cf. y  - r el  
225 Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §128. 
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Alternative suggestions include the idea that this situation is a trace of, or incipient shift towards, 

ergative alignment in Semitic, whereby e -marked arguments, as subjects of syntactically 

intransitive verbs, share the same marking as patients of transitive ones.226 Far more plausible are 

the particle e  marks individuation or salience, hence its prevalence with 

definite NPs, or that among its functions may be the semantic marking of [-control].227  

Ultimately Bicknell does not reach a definitive conclusion regarding these constructions, but 

she does rule out the desubjective interpretation. Her grounds for doing so are that non-

agreement of e -marked patients with the verb cannot be evidence against their SUBJ status 

since it occurs relatively infrequently, only in the third person, and never with pronominal 

SUBJs, all of which is also true of non-agreement in active clauses. If these were OBJs of 

desubjective verbs, she argues, one would expect a higher incidence of non-agreement than 

occurs with the patients of IPs (and N verbs) not marked with e , which are indisputably SUBJs; 

on comparing the two kinds, Bicknell finds no such distributional distinction.228  

On balance, the best argument against the existence of desubjectives in Hebrew is the 

scarcity of cases one could potentially identify as such. In the entire corpus of Gen 2Kgs there 

are just twenty-three IP or N verbs with e  -marked patients, the majority of which occur in 

fixed, formulaic expressions.229 In addition to their rarity in Hebrew specifically, comparative 

evidence argues strongly against the desubjective analysis since desubjective use of IPs occurs 

 
226 Proponents of the ergative hypothesis for references see Bicknell, 1989, 74, 87 include Hoftijzer and 
Anderson, the latter attributing it to Hurrian(!) influence. 
227 Hasselbach (2013, §4.6) summarises these and other theories behind the use of et with the patients of passive 
verbs, and elsewhere (§2.3.3) provides a comprehensive rebuttal against theories of ergative alignment in Semitic. 
228 Bicknell, 1989, 90 91. A certain amount of non-agreement is hardly troubling from a cross-linguistic viewpoint. 
Indeed, as Keenan (1985, 255) points out, there exists a universal tendency for promoted SUBJs of passive clauses 
not to agree with their verbs, even if those of active verbs do. Bicknell (85 86) also cites differences between active 
and IP/N clauses in terms of the type of NPs marked with e e.g., PNs, NPs modified by relative clauses, NPs 
modified by demonstratives, and so forth as evidence against a desubjective analysis. However, the assumption 
that OBJs of desubjective clauses should behave similarly to those of normal transitive clauses fails to realise how 
different clause types can affect marking properties. 
229 Bicknell, 1989, 81ff.  
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nowhere else in Semitic except Soqo ri (discussed below, in §§6.4 5), where it is demonstrably a 

neologism specific to that language motivated by factors absent from Hebrew. 

Apart from IPs with e -marked patients, Bicknell also discusses passives formed from 

intransitive verbs, in which there is no OBJ to be promoted into the SUBJ slot. She claims these 

are grammatical in Hebrew, citing as her example par excellence Isa 16:10: 

- a-k-k r m-  l  y -runn n-0   y - -0  

CONJ-PREP-DEF-vineyard-MPL NEG 3M-PASS\sing.IPFV-SG NEG 3M-PASS\shout.IPFV-SG 

230  

The corresponding D rinnen r e  

corresponding to y -r  is attested. Considering the weight of parallelism, though, coupled 

with the fact y -r  has no clear semantic patient, it is quite plausibly also an impersonal 

passive Lp.231 Such cases though, are not common in Biblical Hebrew; Gesenius, who is usually 

fairly comprehensive in his coverage of rare syntagms, mentions just two other cases, both Dp 

SCs: la  b q r ubba  alf by which no [labour] had been 

a rayi   

232 

In two cases, transitive active verbs form IPs whose patients occur in OBL PPs (specifically, 

using the preposition l-): y bulla  (Dp PC) la-m-m l  -l- ol h - m 

 
230 Bicknell, 1989, 12. 
231 

-SUBJ construction 
certainly occur in Hebrew (for a discussion of which, see Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §155). However, the cost of 
such an analysis is that it presumes unique use of IP morphology in a non-passive syntactic arrangement. This would 
be far more exceptional (and therefore objectionable) than the notion of impersonal passive. Were the verb to be in 
the 3MPL, or otherwise accompanied by a cognate ACT PTCP representing the generalised SUBJ, I would be far 
more amenable to analysing it as active. 
232 Gesenius, Kautzsch, and Cowley, 1910, §121a. Neither of the roots bd or zny form the D in Biblical Hebrew, 
though since the G verbs from these roots are intransitive, and the corresponding C forms causative, it is entirely 
possible that the D would be intransitive, and marked for verbal plurality relative to the G.  
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 (Cp SC) l  

. The latter case also exhibits disagreement since its patient is 1PL and the verb 

conjugated for 3MSG.233 It is tempting to see these as antipassive uses (cf. the Arabic tD 

discussed above in §3.3, and Ugaritic Gt below in §3.8.2), though such a use of IPs is elsewhere 

found only in MSA and even there not very frequently a language family in which IP 

development differs significantly from that of CS (for which, see Chapter 6). Further, it is not 

entirely clear that C hen  (the active verb corresponding to Cp h na ) is necessarily transitive 

since in at least one instance (Jos 22:4) it occurs with its patient in an OBL PP using the 

preposition l-. Therefore, rather than being an antipassive, Lam 5:5 may simply be a passive of a 

syntactically intransitive verb comparable to Arabic u iba .234  

In summary, in the question of whether Biblical Hebrew IPs can be used in syntagms related 

to the paradigmatic passive but lacking some of its characteristics, the possibility of desubjective 

IPs can be confidently discounted. The formation of IPs from syntactically intransitive clauses, 

by contrast, appears to be possible, if exceptional. Moreover, since in all instances the verb is 

specified for an argument in an OBL PP one may surmise that, as in Arabic impersonal passives, 

this is a prerequisite of IP formation from syntactically intransitive verbs. In one example (Isa 

16:10), this element, a-k-k r  

Even if it may seem counterintuitive that the clause would be ungrammatical if this information, 

relatively peripheral to the main predication, were omitted, such is precisely the case in 

analogous Arabic clauses. 

 
233 There also exists one case of this phenomenon using the N: nirp  (N) l   
234 Gesenius, Kautzsch, and Cowley, 1910, §121a; Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §128.  
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Another important dimension of the Biblical Hebrew IP functionality, to which Kroeze has 

devoted a paper, relates to the Cp.235 At issue is the question of which OBJ is promoted into the 

SUBJ slot when the Cp is formed from a ditransitive active counterpart, whether the OBJ of the 

original verbal predication (the lower patient), or that of the causation itself (the causee). From 

Peter made Paul kick Mary in which Peter is the SUBJ and causer, while 

Paul and Mary are both OBJs, and the causee and the lower patient, respectively passivisation 

Paul was caused (by Peter) to kick Mary Mary was caused (by Peter) 

to be kicked (by Paul Both types occur with the Cp of r y

 (i.e. cause to see) r hor e-  OBJ youSUBJ were 

w -hor  -hak-  SUBJ will be caused to be seen by 

the priestOBJ
236 In the latter, the non-

omitted, while in the former, the non-promoted OBJ lower patient (here, the relative pronoun 

237  

There exists another way the Cp can passivise ditransitive active verbs. Kroeze calls this the 

   

expressed by a preposition phrase), and the object of the 
238 

Ultimately, I disagree slightly with his formulation regarding the notion of causation, specifically 

regarding 

causee is obligatorily deleted from 

 
235 Kroeze, 2002. 
236 There does not appear to be a restriction, based on animacy or semantic-role hierarchies, on the selection of 
which OBJ of a ditransitive active verb is promoted when it is passivised, as there is in Arabic (Wright, 1898, §25). 
237 Kroeze, 2002, 50, 52. The reason for omission of the causee may have to do with universal pragmatic factors 

constructions the higher agent (the causer) and the patient of the caused action are often the most important 
elements, while the lower agent (the causee) is either omitted entirely or expressed in the dative or instrumental 

 
238 Kroeze, 2002, 52. 
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the semantic specification as well as the surface representation. Otherwise, there is no way (or 

reason) to separate such case from clauses that simply promote the lower patient to SUBJ and the 

causee, though optionally removed from the surface structure, remains semantically implicit.  

Where no logical causee can be identified (as implicit in the meaning of a clause), it follows 

that a notion of causativity cannot be present

do not express the passive to the C, but rather to the G. Thus, ho q  h -  (Jer 39:2) ought to 

239 

To assert otherwise e.g., 

as an implicit causee, in which case, the agent of causation would presumably have to be God

would be to infer the use of the morphology here from how it functions elsewhere. Given that 

textual evidence suggests precisely the opposite, to do so would be unacceptably circular. 

Though formal syncretism between the Gp and Cp in the PC may have facilitated the 

development of the Cp functioning as passive to the G, it is unlikely to be its sole origin, since 

the stems are distinct in the SC. It may simply be the case that the Cp is a functionally volatile 

category, possibly because of the relative rarity that one needs to express the category passive-

of-causative. Support for this position comes from another instance where the derivational 

relationship between the Hebrew Cp and C is compromised: the root yl

whereby  

 
be brought forth by labour pains/be brought to birth), while the polal [Lp] seems to be the passive 

240 

 
239  The 
analysis that the Cp can occasionally function as the passive to the G is supported by ho d  (Lev 19:20) 

 
240 Kroeze, 2002, 52n28. 
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Kroeze believes that in 

some instances the Cp reduces the second argument of the C rather than its first argument. He 

argues that the semantic role (patient) linked to the erstwhile OBJ is taken over by the SUBJ 

which remains linked to the first argument (agent also), so such Cp forms are reflexive rather 

than its passive, a development he believes has arisen because of the absence of the Ct to 

perform this function.241 However, this analysis is faulty. Of the thirteen Cp forms from the five 

roots ( wl, mkk, bd, r l, and ) he mentions, only one  

may plausibly be interpreted as a reflexive, and even then certainly tends 

towards natural rather than prototypical reflexivity, hence the possible 

without a reflexive pronoun. Indeed, in cases like w -hab-b

cyprus- - precludes a 

242 Moreover, the forms from bd bear 

pronominal OBJ suffixes (3MPL -em) which is highly irregular behaviour for an IP. Jouön and 

Muraoka are therefore probably correct in seeing the forms in question not as Cp forms but as 

anomalously formed G verbs. 243  

Considering the extremely tight semantic grouping of the verbs in question as expressing 

bodily motions (specifically lowering), might be tempting to see 

forms as middle verbs. This said, contextual readings allow, or even favour, the interpretation as 

passive. Considering the very limited number of cases, comparative evidence nowhere in 

Semitic do IPs form middle verbs and the fact that a third of the putative cases are not even 

 
241 Kroeze, 2002, 53. 
242 It seems at least possible that Kroeze (2002, 53) has based his analysis not on the contextual readings of the 

 
243 Jouön a  the causee is 
promoted to the SUBJ slot (while remaining linked to the agent of causation), while the lower patient is retained as 
an OBJ; that is, he reads no o -em it is unclear how he 
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unanimously identified as Cp forms, the function of the Hebrew Cp should be considered limited 

to syntactic passivity. Apparent functional diversity compared with that of the Dp is merely a 

result of the facts that 1) the corresponding active C is often ditransitive and therefore has 

multiple OBJ arguments available for promotion into the SUBJ slot, and 2) the Cp may 

occasionally relate to an unmarked G (rather than C) counterpart. 

 

3.6.3 Phoenician 

Phoenician provides us with considerably fewer data about IPs than does Biblical Hebrew. 

Further, what forms are cited as evidence regarding this part of the language are not always 

subject to a consensus analysis. For example Krahmalkov considers lpp ( bl) 

lpp ( rl) arli 

244 Krahmalkov, it seems, may be 

gunebte 

gunebel 

245 Elsewhere, Segert identifies ypqd , 

Röllig, and Amadasi Guzzo 

246 Of course there is a risk of circularity in 

such a position that because examples of a given form are rare, potential cases of such must be 

analysed otherwise. This kind of thinking has led Harris to the minimalist claim that no definitive 

Gp forms have, as yet, been identified.247 

 
244  for a long 
time widely accepted, but convincingly disputed by Lehmann (124 25) does not even read lpp but rather lpn. 
245 Krahmalkov, 2001, 166; contra Sznycer, 1967, 137 38, 144, who also mentions the MS variant gunebbal. 
246 Amadassi Guzzo, 1999, §148; contra Segert, 1976, §54.381. 
247 Harris, 1936, 42. Nor does Amadassi Guzzo (1999, §131 40) identify any possible Gp forms even though she is 
relatively comprehensive in her discussion of IPs (including when she ultimately prefers an alternative analysis). 
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The scarcity of data for Phoenician IPs and the uncertainty regarding their identification is 

compounded by the fact that the orthography Phoenician provides relatively little information 

about vocalisation of forms, particularly during the earlier stages. Most of the information about 

the vowels of IP forms comes from Punic, where some use of matres lectionis for short vowels 

obtains, with the proviso that by the latest stage of the language, Neo-Punic, their use is quite 

varied.248 Some forms are identified as IPs on a contextual basis e.g., ksy 

n  and n  (3FSG Dp SC ypqd 

but the only statement that can confidently be ventured about their form is that 

it must have differed from that of their active counterparts (on account of the universal restriction 

against active-passive syncretism in finite forms).249 

Nonetheless, some information may be gleaned from a few other forms. If Krahma

reading gunebte  is correct and this is far from certain then the u 

between R1 and R2 is in accordance with IP SCs elsewhere in CS .250 This receives further 

support in the Neo-Punic 3MSG Gp SC qybr y is understood to represent ü 

< *u.251 The orthography of the second vowel of gunebte, however, suggests it does not derive 

from a proto-form with u-a vocalism (as found in Hebrew quttal). The expected reflex of 

historical *  is o, so *gun should yield **gunobte; the e here perhaps instead suggests a 

*qutil base like that of Arabic cf. the orthography of the 1SG suffix /-t / as {te}. Another 

 
248 Amadassi Guzzo, 1999, §§104 9. 
249 For these examples, see the less-than-committal Amadasi Guzzo, 1999, §145, 148; Harris, 1936, 42; 
Krahmalkov, 2001, 166, 168; and Segert, 1976, 138 43. In n  a mater lectionis for the vowel between R1 ( ) and 
R2 (n) does occur, though in the Neo-Punic stage,  represents a variety of short vowels, so its presence does not 
really help the formal analysis, save that it more likely derives from *a or *u than from *i. 
250 Krahmalkov, 2001, 166. His (168) vocalisation of the 3FSG Dp SC forms n  and n  as unna a is presumably 
motivated by his presumption that the Phoenician/Punic Dp must resemble that of Hebrew; the ensuing 
heterogeneity in vocalisation between his proposed Gp qutel and Dp quttal is troubling. Pardee (2018, p.c.) queries 
the basis on which gunebte is taken to be a Gp rather than a Dp. gnb is elsewhere forms the G in 
Punic and other NWS inscriptional languages but not the D (for references, see Hoftijzer and Jongeling, 1995, 227), 
is considerably more common Hebrew in the G than the D in Hebrew, and occurs in the Gp in Official Aramaic. 
251 Segert, 1976, 138. 
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possible IP form from Poenulus (verse 941) suggesting *a between R2 and R3 is tumam. Sznycer 

context (following the conjunction co (i)tumam, with the 

prefix unrepresented in the orthography.252 

The final form to be addressed is Byblian lpp

253 As mentioned, the validity of this as a data point for Phoenician IPs is likewise 

disputed. However, if it is such, it must have possessed a vowel between R2 and R3 since the 

orthography contains separate tokens of these consonants.254 

Hebrew, a fairly consistent morphosyntactic distinction is maintained between stative 

*qalila/*qalula and fientive *qalala, such that historical *i or *u between R2 and R3 is 

syncopated, while *a is retained: e.g., tam < *tamm <*tamima a  < 

*sababa as part of a 

general Semitic tendency towards retention of *a in contexts where *i (and *u) are syncopated, 

or at least reduced lpp more likely derives from *lupap than *lupip (or *lupup).  

The preceding description provides essentially comprehensive coverage of the putative 

Phoenician/Punic IP forms cited in the literature. Evidently, even if present, they are quite rare in 

the language or more precisely, in the language represented by the attested texts, since we do 

not know with what frequency other Phoenician speech communities/registers whose language 

was not preserved in the written record may have used IPs. It is therefore unsurprising that 

passivity can be marked through other means. Apart from verbal stems, Phoenician commonly 

 
252 Sznycer (1967, 122) corrects the reading pumam! to tuman. 
253 Krahmalkov (2001, 154) vocalises this lupep (presumably <*lupip), no doubt motivated by his reading gunebte.  
254 Cf. the active G, with only one token of R2/3, where syncopation of the historical vowel between them yielded in 
a geminate consonant cluster, ultimately simplified in word-final position (i.e., ql for /qal/ <*/qall/ <*/qalvhl/). This 
is the result of levelling of the stative *qalila and *qalula patterns (or their reflex *qalla following syncopation of *i 
or *u) throughout the G in 3, just as occurs in Arabic; 
based on the form CaC(C), never on the form CaCaC  
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employs generalised-SUBJ constructions, namely active verbal forms whose SUBJs are 

semantically empty and appear in the surface syntactic representation either as 3MPL or 3MSG 

SUBJ-agreement marking on the verb, or as an impersonal pronoun  255 

Among the (productive) detransitive stems the Ct is unattested only the N can express the 

passive of the G.256 The Gt occurs only twice (both as 3FSG PC), in an Old Byblian inscription: 

t tsp r m p . Although both instances reduce the first argument in syntactic 

terms, it is not clear that they are  rule shall be 

rather than 

257  

The tD is not attested in earlier Phoenician which is not to say it was wholly absent from 

the language in absolute terms, simply that it was rare enough for no forms appear in the written 

record and its relatively infrequent use in later, Punic texts, reduces only the second argument, 

expressing the reflexive and reciprocal, with the latter function extending to collective action.258 

In view of the uncertainty regarding the attestation of IPs in Phoenician as a general matter, it 

would be unduly speculative to relate the historical distribution of the tD to that of the Dp. 

However, in the context of the variation-and-change model, and the competition between 

detransitive stems, the general scarcity of the tD and a possible increase in productivity 

 
255 Sometimes, it is not uncontentious which construction is being used. For example, the form ksy, widely 

(generalised-  
256 For the following discussion of detransitive verbal stems, see Amadasi Guzzo, 1999, §141 42; Krahmalkov, 
2001, 155 57. 
257 

t tsp thtpk. 
258 Amadasi Guzzo, 1999, §149; Krahmelkov, 2001, 156. The iterative use of the tD ytlk 
function of the verbal plurality arising from the D morpheme; the t morpheme instead imbues a semantic sense of 
SUBJ affectedness cf. argument above (in §3.6.2) for the Biblical Hebrew cognate. 
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tessellates conspicuously well with the status of the Canaanite branch as favouring the N and IPs 

over t stems initially, with IPs subsequently losing ground it its later history.259 

Overall, the picture of Phoenician IPs is sketchy at best; many of the limited data are 

contested. Nonetheless, there is a broad consensus that this branch of Canaanite possessed IP 

forms, even if there is a spectrum of opinions between the maximalist position identifying Gp, 

Dp, and Cp forms, and the minimalist position, that only recognises the Dp. Apart from the 

different stems, an interesting distribution is found in that SCs are far more common than PCs

(i)tumam requires him to reconstruct an absent prefix on 

what otherwise appears to be a SC form. However, the generic nature of the data, as primarily 

monumental inscriptions may account for this distribution.260

Nor can a great deal be said about the formal dimension, except that a proto-vowel *u 

between R1 and R2 of the SC seems most likely. That between R2 and R3 is less certain, though 

between the options of *a versus *i the former is slightly more likely (and supported by 

comparative evidence from Hebrew). The only genuinely clear part of the picture is the function 

of Phoenician IPs: of all the possible candidates, only one instance (lpp 

permits a mediopassive reading; the remainder are actions whose semantics demand agents. It is 

safe to assume that in Phoenician, like throughout Semitic, IPs express the prototypical passive. 

 

3.6.4 Post-Biblical Hebrew 

The final part of Canaanite whose detransitive system is described here is Post-Biblical Hebrew, 

specifically the Mishnaic and Samaritan dialects.261 The most efficient way to describe these is 

 
259 Cf. the descriptions above of Biblical Hebrew (in §3.6.2) and below of post-Biblical Hebrew (in §3.6.4). 
260 Hasselbach (2021, p.c.) raises this possibility with regard to the prevalence of SC forms. 
261 Since Mediaeval Liturgical and Modern Hebrew are both fundamentally derivative of Mishnaic Hebrew, they 
will not be described separately here. 
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by comparison with Biblical Hebrew, which is not to say that they are necessarily direct 

descendants of the earlier Biblical Hebrew, though it is uncontentious to claim all of these 

dialects are sisters descended from a common mother (proto-Hebrew) below the proto-Canaanite 

node.262 The most important distinction between Biblical and post-Biblical Hebrew with regard 

to the matter at hand is the relative restriction of IPs in the latter. 

Neither finite Gp or Dp forms exist in Post-Biblical Hebrew, and their respective PTCPs, to 

the extent that these are preserved, are primarily encoded for resultative or even (in the case of 

the D PASS PTCP in later Mishnaic Hebrew) perfective aspect. The Cp likewise became 

decreasingly common through the post-Biblical period, especially in the PC, though it still 

remained in use to a certain degree in Mishnaic at least (on Samaritan, see below).263 One small 

exception to this general decline of IPs is the liturgical language of the piyyutim (hymns 

composed in the fifth- to tenth centuries CE), in which finite Dp and Cp forms are used 

extensively, though with a simple intransitive rather than passive value.264  

In the absence of a finite Dp, the tD predictably fulfils the function of expressing the passive 

of the D. This may be contrasted with the Biblical Hebrew situation, where the passive is an 

extremely infrequent use of the tD. At the same time, the post-Biblical tD also retains its original 

second-argument reducing and semantic-middle functions. Viewed within the long term 

diachrony of Semitic detransitives, these developments in the tD may be seen as a temporary 

 
262 For the classification and origin of Mishnaic Hebrew, and specifically the relationship to Biblical Hebrew, see 
Bar Asher, 1999, 118 24; for Samaritan Hebrew, particularly in relation to Mishnaic, see Ben- ayyim, 2000, §0.4. 
263 Meehan, 1991, 112. 
264 Fassberg, 2001, 249 50. Considering that this material is characterised by artistic style and the use of Biblical 
forms absent from contemporary Mishnaic Hebrew, I suspect that such use of IP morphology reflects the fact that 
ablaut-marking of the passive was unfamiliar in the spoken vernacular. 
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restriction in passive reacting to a variant (the Dp) that competed with one of its original 

functions (the passive) before disappearing and surrendering this function back to the tD.265  

The post-Biblical N performs all detransitive functions, both syntactic and semantic middle, 

because neither a Gp or tG is present.266 The functional development of the N differs in two 

important regards from that that of the tD. The tG was already absent, and the Gp infrequent, In 

Biblical Hebrew, so functional expansion of the N began earlier than that of the tD. Moreover, 

unlike the tD taking back over an earlier function, reducing second arguments was originally the 

functional domain of the tG, and this represents a novel use of the N. This explains both why this 

functional expansion of the N is underway in Biblical Hebrew (discussed above in §3.6.2), and 

why it is restricted to natural reflexives there is no path for the development from 

mediopassive to prototypical reflexive, which was never historically a function of the N.267 

Retsö argues that the absence of the Dp in Mishnaic Hebrew does not represent the decline of 

a previously productive stem, but rather that this is a more archaic dialect than Biblical Hebrew 

insofar as it never developed finite Dp forms. Further, he considers the resultative aspect of 

Mishnaic Hebrew Dp PTCPs a retention of their original function and the passivity of the stem in 

Biblical Hebrew an innovation. This contradicts the canonical position that a general decline of 

IPs throughout WS was already underway in Biblical Hebrew (especially in the Gp) and simply 

advanced further in Mishnaic Hebrew.268  

 
265 Segal, 1927, §127. It is not relevant that the tD bears a prefixed n- (in place of the prosthetic h- of Biblical 
Hebrew). This is merely a formal analogical extension from the N (in the SC) and does not affect the function. 

morphology and functions of the N and tD stems. It is worth noting in passing, though, that the creation of formal 
isomorphism in this fashion points to the centrality of the N within the Mishnaic Hebrew verbal stem system. 
266 Segal, 1927, §§119 12.  
267  
268 Retsö, 1989, 167 69, contra e.g., Segal, 1927, §131. 
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Data from Samaritan Hebrew, a post-Biblical Hebrew dialect separate from, though parallel 

to, Mishnaic Hebrew, shed new light on the picture. Here, not only is the Dp absent, so too is the 

Cp.269 Even if the absence of Dp forms in Mishnaic Hebrew were an archaic feature of this 

dialect, it would be much harder to argue that there was an earlier stage of the Hebrew branch 

during which no finite IPs existed at all. Put simply, the absence of the Cp in Samaritan Hebrew 

compared to the full productivity of this stem in Biblical Hebrew and an intermediate level of 

attestation in Mishnaic Hebrew reflects a decline that can be mapped through the history of 

language.  

The simplest and most favourable characterisation of the different dialects of Hebrew with 

regards to their IPs is that there was a tendency for them to become rarer, and ultimately 

disappear. This progressed furthest in the Samaritan dialect, having resulted in the loss of not 

only the Dp, but also the Cp.270 As to the reason for the difference between the two 

contemporaneous dialects in this regard, Florentin proposes a phonological motivation present in 

Samaritan but not Mishnaic Hebrew: 

the Samaritan shift  > a completely undermined the formal uniqueness of the passives, which 
resulted in the avoidance of the use of obscured forms such as * allam (instead of , , 

(instead of 271 

One final consideration in the matter of post-Biblical IPs is the curious development 

of an Np. This occurs as an allomorph of the N in the root type 1=n: e.g., nu al 

n l. According to Fernandez, it is functionally restricted to the 

 
269 A few (approximately forty) exceptional IP forms found in the Samaritan reading tradition of the Pentateuch, do 
not contradict the preceding characterisation of this language, but reflect the underlying Biblical Hebrew text rather 
than forms native to the Samaritan Hebrew vernacular. By and large, the strategy adopted to deal with existing IP 
forms from Biblical Hebrew was, unsurprisingly, either to reinterpret them as actives verbs or as N or tD forms 
(Ben- ayyim, 2000, §2.10.2 4). 
270 Ben-  or , Samaritan Hebrew having 
progress  
271 In fairness, this sound change would not have resulted in complete syncretism between the D/Dp and C/Cp as 
Florentin (2005, 198) suggests, since the stems of the Samaritan Hebrew D and C both have the vocalism *a-i, not 
*a-a; Holes (1998) notes the role of syncretism in the decline of IPs in Omani Arabic, and the same is observe 
below (in §§6.2, 6.5) in Mehri. 
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passive of the G, while the N, as mentioned, also expresses (natural) reflexive, as well as 

semantic middle.272 Here then, despite the presence of the N morpheme, which possesses 

a broader functional load than do the IPs, the association with IP morphology due to the 

reinterpretation of the form and its attendant revocalisation to match the u-a sequence of 

the Cp SC huqtal has restricted its function to passivity in purely syntactic terms. 

The preceding survey of the detransitive systems of Canaanite clarifies an important point, 

namely that, contrary to the claims of a number of authors, there is a substantial difference 

between the various detransitive stems in terms of the distribution of strictly syntactic versus 

other (semantic and aspectual) functions. That is, Bicknell is incorrect to claim that Hebrew IPs 

can perform other syntactic functions than passivisation, and that they, just like the N and tD, 

merely express resultative aspect.273 Nor is Jenni accurate when he distinguishes between the N 

as marking SUBJ affectedness, and the tD as a strictly syntactic reflexive.274 The Hebrew tD can 

indeed be used with no syntactic change relative to the unmarked clause, in which case, just like 

the N (and t stems in other languages), it marks the middle voice.  

The functional dimension of Canaanite detransitives can be neatly explained as developing 

from a system that described above (in §3.2) for Akkadian, and more relevantly, PS where 

the N and tD were marked for SUBJ affectedness, which, where this also entailed syntactic 

detransitivity, was originally restricted to first-argument reduction in the N and second-argument 

restriction in the tD (and tG and Ct, to the extent these existed in the very early history of 

Canaanite). The primary, semantic function of these stems is not as apparent as it might 

otherwise be, since in a great many uses, the N and tD do also act at the syntactic level. 

 
272 Fernandez, 1997, 95 96, 98 n, there exist manuscripts in which verbs from other roots, 

g l wld, are occasionally vocalised as Np rather than N; cf. the twice attested Biblical Hebrew 
3MPL SC from wld  
273 Bicknell, 1984. 
274 Jenni, 1973. 
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Canaanite IPs, by contrast, arose with a strictly syntactic function of expressing the prototypical 

passive. As they became rarer through the history of the branch, the PTCP, the most resilient and 

durable part of the IP paradigm, was repurposed to mark aspectual categories often associated 

with passivity.275 

The development of the Canaanite detransitive system can be summarised as a simplification 

in which first the N and IPs come to challenge the t stems. Then, at a later stage, IPs are used less 

frequently until they disappear altogether, the tD rises to prominence alongside the N so that 

ultimately these are the only two remaining detransitive stems. As the variation-and-change 

model predicts, through the course of Canaanite, the decline of the tG, Ct, Gp, Dp, and Cp to 

different extents and at different stages provoked a functional expansion of the N and tD to 

take over the functions of the stems that were lost. In this context competition between stems, in 

dialects (e.g., Biblical Hebrew) where the Dp was present and available to express the passive of 

the Dp, the tD largely did not perform this function, but became restricted to marking reflexivity 

and semantic middle; only with the loss of the Dp did the tD expand back into its passive 

function.276  

Another important part of the structural reorganisation of the Hebrew stem system, though 

not inherently related to detransitives, was a shift in the relationship between the G and D, such 

that the latter was no longer so much derivationally associated with the former, but instead, 

which stem occurred with a given root was increasingly determined lexically. This combined 

with the loss of IPs to result in the organisation of post-Biblical Hebrew detransitives in a 

 
275 The analysis and reconstruction below (in Chapters 4 and 5) find that the PTCPs are not just the last part of the 
ablaut voice marking system to disappear, they are also the first to be created, which two facts are entirely related. 
276 This accordion-like effect in the functionality of the tD retracting with the nascence of the Dp and then 
expanding once again back into its original functions once the Dp fell into decline is complex when viewed in 
terms of the traditional comparative historical conceptions of language change. However, a perpetual tension 
between the two stems, where the functional ground claimed by the Dp and tD shifted back and forth under the 
influence of other developments in the verbal stem system as a whole, is precisely the kind of situation predicted by 
the variation-and-change model adopted by this dissertation (as described above in §2.6). 
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quadripartite arrangement of two unmarked-detransitive pairs: G ~ N and D ~ tD. Somewhat 

separate from these stood the C, which inhabited an isolated, transitivity-raising position; the Cp 

served for the infrequent instances where a passive counterpart to it was needed (though like the 

Dp, it too was destined to drop out of use). 

Compared to the detransitive system of previous stages of Canaanite, such as Biblical 

Hebrew and even more so Amarna Canaanite, with their larger inventories of verbal stems and 

significant variation in productivities thereof, this is a far simpler, more symmetrical situation. 

The pressure against IP formation started with the Gp, which may not even have ever achieved 

an established place in the paradigm. The Dp was the next IP to be lost, and gradually, the Cp 

succumbed to the same pressure, ceasing to be used first in the PC and then the SC through the 

history of post-Biblical Hebrew. The decline of forms that marked voice differences by ablaut 

reached its culmination in Samaritan Hebrew, from which all IPs are absent. 

 

3.7 Ethiopic 277 

This dissertation is concerned with the historical development of IPs, and as per the methodology 

laid out above (in §1.5), the first step in this is the reconstruction of the detransitive system back 

to a stage before which they cannot have arisen, namely WS. As such, developments after this 

stage down to the individual languages are mainly only germane except insofar as they relate 

directly to IPs. No Ethiopic language possesses IPs, nor is there any indication that IPs were 

present in the any progenitor of Ethiopic but were then lost in this branch. The following 

description therefore serves as an illustration of how a detransitive system can develop that reacts 

to the functional asymmetry of G ~ N ~ tG/Gt versus D ~ tD/Dt and C ~ Ct that existed at the 

WS stage, without ever having developed IPs. 
 

277 The data on which the following description is based are presented in Table A.6. 
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In view of the preceding, the most economical way to describe the Ethiopic detransitive 

system  is 

- s verbal system is highly 

conservative.278 

description and analysis with regard to the matter at hand of the detransitive verbal stems.  

Ethiopic is unique within WS insofar as it is the only sub-branch with absolutely no voice 

marking by an ablaut distinction between PASS versus ACT forms, not even in non-finite 

PTCPs. As a result of this, and the absence of the N (as in Aramaic), the entire detransitive 

load is borne by the t stems, in addition to some pronominal detransitive markers and 

generalised-SUBJ constructions. Apart from the loss of the N, several other developments 

(discussed below) have occurred in to create a distinctive verbal stem system that exhibits 

a high degree of symmetry.  

Firstly, the relationship between the G, D, and L has become lexicalised, so that the latter two 

are not derivationally related to the first, but instead function as unmarked stems distributed 

according to root.279 Each of these three may be prefixed by a detransitive morpheme t(a)-, 

creating the tG, tD, and tL, respectively.280 These t stems all express syntactic detransitivity 

relative to their unmarked counterparts, reducing both first and second arguments. In the former 

case, they cover the mediopassive as well as prototypical passive; in the latter, they can be either 

direct or indirect reflexives (or reciprocals, depending on context/semantics).  

 
278 Hetzron, 1972, 123. -Ethiopic is outdated; 
consensus opinion, follows Hetzron  (1972) bifurcation of 
Tigrina) and South (all other Ethio-Semitic) sub-branches of which 
the Southern one, a  
279 On the lexicalisation of the relationship between G and D in , see Greenberg, 1991, 579. 
280 On t stems, see Dillmann and Bezold, 1907, §§80 83 and Lambdin, 1978, §§21.1, 22.1, 44.1 2; and on the G
stem system in general, Tropper and Lehmann, 2002, §44.45.  
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Apart from their syntactic functions, Ethiopic t stems also mark the semantic property of 

SUBJ affectedness. Traditional grammars have tended to see such middle t stems not as a 

historically core function, but rather a secondary development from the reflexive, though the 

comparative evidence presented throughout this chapter of t stems doing precisely the same 

elsewhere in Semitic argues against this at least, if it did happen, then this had already occurred 

at the PS stage.281 So-

occur, but belong to semantic categories cross-linguistically associated with marked-middle 

morphology, so it is not problematic to interpret their presence as a side-effect of lexicalisation 

and erosion of the derivation meaning of t morpheme.282 

In some instances, the tG is related not to the G, but to the C. Thus, for example, C afqara 

forms tG tafaqra ar awa forms tG tar wa 

; neither of these tG verbs derive from a G 

(indeed, the roots fqr and r w do not form a G). Within the broader context of the detransitive 

stem system, this reflects something of a breakdown in the derivational relationships of t stems 

with their unmarked counterparts (see comments regarding the tD and tL below). An illustrative 

case is the root yd , whose C ayd a 

evidence (not to mention common sense) is a causative of a no- . 

The corresponding tG tayad a can function as passive to either of these; 

also exist denominative tG verbs, which are not 

derived from the G (if one is even attested), but rather from some nominal element: e.g., tal hqa 

 
281 Regarding G aqaba ta aqbat 
potentially transitive in addition to also simply expressing the passive of the G Dillmann and Bezold (1907, §80) 

by means of a new turn . 
282 For example, both m  y . 
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l hiq l hqa 

283 

What is true of the derivational relationship G ~ tG likewise holds for D ~ tD, though there 

are additional considerations, some of which result from fossilisations of the non-basic nature of 

the D. That is, at a stage before the D became lexicalised as a basic stem in Ethiopic, it had been 

derived from the G, to which it added a notion of verbal plurality or valency raising.284 As in 

Arabic and Hebrew, the combination of the reflexive function of the t morpheme and the 

(historical) factitivity of the D can result in a notion of feigning an action or considering oneself 

to be in a state. Like the tG, the tD also forms semantic middles and denominal verbs as well as 

performing syntactic detransitivisations. Further, just as some tG forms are detransitive not to the 

G, but rather the C, so too can tD forms be derived from the CD rather than the D: e.g., CD 

asaffawa forms tD tasaffawa and no corresponding D **saffawa 

is attested.285

Much the same applies to the tL, namely, that it serves as a detransitive (primarily) to the L, 

directly into the place of the gradually disappearing I, 3 [L] , serving rather as a replacement for 

the (in their view) moribund L than as a derivation from it.286 Such a view fails to realise the 

important non-syntactic function of the morphology, that apart from marking the reflexive and 

(medio)passive, the t morpheme also expresses the often subtler semantic notion of SUBJ 

affectedness.  

 
283 fqr lhq r w yd . Regarding the meanings of tayad a, cf. 
the discussion above (in §3.6.2) of Hebrew ho q  h -   
284 On the tD, see Dillmann and Bezold, 1907, §81.2 and Lambdin, 1978, §22.1. 
285 sfw. One of the innovations of the Ethiopic system (discussed briefly below) is that C stems 
may be formed from the D and L, and not just the G. This has come about as a result of the lexicalisation of the D 
and L, such that they are not secondarily derived from the G, but basic stems in their own right, occupying the same 
derivational tier as the G within the verbal stem system as a whole.  
286 Dillmann and Bezold, 1907, §82.3. 
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A particularly common function of the tL is the reciprocal, which in some instances occurs 

 (as 

distinguished from tL).287 Such cases retain traces of the original derivational function of the L

verbal plurality, manifesting as a conative sense or as heightened OBJ affectedness, relative to 

the G in combination with a detransitive function of the t morpheme. Collaborative or iterative 

notions also develop from the reciprocal use, in which case the tL may relate to an intransitive 

counterpart (whether L or G) e.g., G wadaqa  forms tL 

288 If the unmarked G or L is transitive, such 

collaborative or iterative tL uses need not entail a syntactic reduction in the argument structure: 

e.g., G kafala 

 

289 

Ethiopic t stems, then, cover all syntactically detransitive functions, and there are also not a 

few verbs, especially in the tG and tD, where the t morpheme does not affect the argument 

structure, but whose semantics conform closely to categories cross-linguistically associated with 

middle verbs. As in Arabic, and doubtless for the same reasons, there exists a degree of 

specialisation in the tL, which tends towards reciprocal use and some secondary developments 

thereof. Finally, the sharp alignment between unmarked and marked counterparts has broken 

down to some extent, so that both the tD and tL may be formed from the G.290  

 
287 Lambdin, 1978, §24.1. 
288 
pluralisation (from the L morpheme) is inaccurate; they are natural developments from the low event elaboration of 
reciprocal acts (Kemmer, 1993, §4.1.5). 
289 Dillmann and Bezold, 1907, §82.3. 
290 At latter stages of Ethiopic, the confusion of a and  in guttural environments further blurred the boundaries 
between the tD and tL (Dillmann and Bezold, 1907, §82.3; Lambdin, 1978, 13 14). 
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The final part of the Ethiopic detransitive stem system that remains to be described is the Ct 

stems (and the related matter of the C stems). In a development not found in CS, a Ct morpheme 

( )a(:)sta combining the markers of the C and t stem, is extended to each of the D and L to create 

CtD and CtL stems alongside the common Semitic Ct(G).291 This is mirrored by a parallel 

extension of the plain causative marker to create CD and CL stems. The whole systematic 

restructuring ties in with the fact that the D and L have each achieved the status of basic stems at 

the same derivational level as the G, rather than being secondarily formed from it.  

According to strict isomorphism, one might expect the CtD and CtL to be either causative to 

the tD and tL, or detransitive to the CD and CL (respectively). Although a degree of 

lexicalisation clouds the picture, two-thirds of CtD and CtL forms do indeed express the 

causative (or factitive) relative to their corresponding t stem, and occasionally relative to the 

most basic counterpart, especially where this is G.292 Overall, the function(s) of the Ct stems, 

particularly within the broader context of derivational relationships between the different parts of 

the paradigm, confirm the rearrangement of Ethiopic verbal stems into a system with three basic, 

lexically-distributed stems G, D, and L, which each form the basis of three secondary tiers of 

derivation (x, Cx, tx, Ctx, where x =G, D, or L): G ~ C(G) ~ tG ~ Ct(G) ; D ~ CD ~ tD ~ CtD ; 

and L ~ CL ~ tL ~ CtL.293 

As outlined above, in addition to marking the reflexive and semantic middle, Ethiopic t stems 

can express the passive of their unmarked counterparts. Although this synchronic situation is 

 
291 An equivalent productive CtD/L also occurs in MSA (discussed in §6.1), though it cannot be said that these are 
necessarily reflexes of a common proto-form inherited from a proto-Ethiopic/MSA node rather than independent 
parallel developments or an areal feature.  
292 
in Semitic, common uses of notions of requesting and considering are analysable as combinations of causative or 
factitive (from the C morpheme) and reflexive (from the t morpheme). 
293 The CtL somewhat disturbs this symmetry in that it is not infrequently derived from the G ~ tG ~ C(G) series 
rather than L ~ tL ~ CL tL 
from an unmarked counterpart from the G series, more than half of all Ct verbs are CtL forms. 
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uncontroversial, the diachrony of this part of Ethiopic t stem functionality, particularly in relation 

to IPs, has been more contested. Dillmann and Bezold, for example, take it as a given that IPs 

were a feature of proto-WS, inherited by most of the descendent languages, but subsequently lost 

in Ethiopic, and that passive use of t stems is a secondary development from their original 

reflexive use: 

[J]ust as in the Indo-European languages the Passive was developed out of the Reflexive, so in 
Ethiopic also (as in Aramaic and to some extent in Hebrew) the Reflexive came in process of time 
to serve the farther purpose of a Passive; and this use so completely gained the upper hand in the 
language, that the other Semitic Passive form, effected by means of internal Vowel-change, almost 
entirely disappeared. One leading cause of this phenomenon certainly lies in the fact that the short 

 or , to which the inner Passive form specially clung, gradually disappeared from the 
language And seeing that in this way the Reflexive served also as a Passive, there was all the 
more reason in consistency to form such a Reflexive out of all the Ground-Stems.294 

This understanding, though, suffers from a failure to distinguish the original functions of the 

tG from those tD, tL, and Ct, which differ in accordance the unique situation of the tG within the 

detransitive system, specifically in relation to the presence of a N counterpart. That is, in PS, 

before IPs can have ever existed, the tD and Ct expressed the passive sometimes losing this 

function in different languages where Dp and Cp stems arose to take over this function. The tG 

did not, since the N was available for this function, and only took on passive uses in Ethiopic 

(and Aramaic) with the loss of the N.  

The preceding is not to say that Ethiopic was immune to the pressure towards functional 

symmetry that motivated IP development (namely, the imbalance of having two detransitive 

counterparts to the G and only one to each of the D, L, and C). This language branch merely 

resolved the pre-existing situation in a manner different from some other CS languages: the N 

was lost, with the tG taking over its functions so that all detransitive marking was performed by 

the t stems (precisely as occurred in much of Aramaic, notwithstanding the early stage during 

which marginal IPs abortively competed for a place in the language). In a further paradigmatic 

 
294 Dillmann and Bezold, 1907, §80.  
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expansion related to the lexicalisation of the D and L into basic stems in their own right, the C 

and Ct morphemes came to be applied to each of the D and L.  

 

 

3.8 OSA and Ugaritic 295 

The descriptions of the detransitive systems of Old South Arabian (OSA) and Ugaritic are 

presented here together. This is not because of any genetic or geographical relationship between 

them, but rather because of the commonality that, though syntactic and semantic evidence 

suggests both possess IPs, their consonantal orthographies preclude determining the vocalism 

thereof with any degree of certainty. As such, the discussion focusses rather on overall mapping 

the different stems attested and their functions of these, and thereby provides illustrations of 

(two) WS detransitive systems that have emerged that do possess IPs, while largely ignoring the 

question of what forms these IPs take. 

 

 

 

3.8.1 OSA 

OSA possesses no detransitive N stem, but does have a full complement of detransitive t stem 

counterparts to each of the G, D, and C.296 These t stems can be used for all kinds of syntactic 

 
295 Because the morphology of OSA and Ugaritic IPs cannot be confidently determined based on the available 
evidence, only speculatively inferred from some small clues in the orthography of weak-root forms and on the basis 
of comparative evidence, Appendix A does not contain tables presenting the data on which these descriptions are 
based as it does for the other languages whose detransitive systems are described in this chapter. 
296 Höfner (1943, §71) is the only scholar to suggest the existence of an N, contra Beeston, 1962, §18; Hasselbach, 
2009, §4.4; Kogan and Korotayev, 2007, §§6.2 stem, in which R2 
appears twice, is beyond the scope of the current discussion. The possibility of L, tL, and Lp (and indeed, even tLp) 
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detransitives, reducing both first and second arguments (in the latter case including direct and 

indirect), as well in a semantic middle function.297 Stein further obliquely suggests a distinction 

between the Gt and tD, such that the passive is less commonly a function of the latter than of the 

former.298 In addition to t stems, IPs may be formed from all active transitive stems, including at 

least a few cases of Ctp and tDp forms. In keeping with IPs throughout Semitic, in OSA they are 

restricted to expressing the prototypical passive for example, no mention is made in the 

literature of mediopassive or impersonal passive uses, nor do any of the examples cited suggest 

that such would be possible.299 

Owing to the orthography of OSA, which does not represent short vowels and only rarely 

long vowels (and even then, mainly in word-final position), little may be said about the 

morphology of its IPs, although one form does provide us with some information. In the 3FSG 

Cp PC {thwkb} from wkb, the presence of {w} suggests a vowel a following the causative 

morpheme h, since the sequence iwC is highly unlikely, while uw has monophthongised to , and 

would therefore not be represented in the script in word-medial position.300  

Apart from the vocalisation of this form, though, the preservation of the causative morpheme 

{h} in this and other Cp PC forms is an important feature in the consideration of Semitic IPs 

generally.301 Assuming that OSA {yhqtl} is cognate to the Arabic and Hebrew Cp PC yu-qtal

and in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, this is the simplest, and therefore most 

desirable conclusion it follows that they are all reflexes of a common proto-form *yu-saqtal, 

 
stems cannot be ruled out, since the script does not allow their distinction from the D, tD, Dp but it may safely be 
assumed that they would reinforce a pattern of isomorphism of the overall system, precisely as they do in Arabic. 
297 Stein, 2003, §4.1.4 5. As in Arabic and Ethiopic, in the Ct, the combination of reflexive and causative uses 
frequently results in a requisitive function. 
298 in [Gt] vor allem zum ausdruck des Reflexivs bzw. Passivs zu 01 
[G], Tpr [tD] hingegen als Reflexiv/Intransitiv zu 02  
299 Stein, 2003, §4.1.7. 
300 Stein, 2003, 165 (ex. 355); cf. restrictions against the sequence iwC 
arguments about the morphology of the corresponding active C. 
301 Cf. Ugaritic Cp PC forms with { }, discussed below (in §3.8.2). 
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with lenition (and ultimately elision) of the causative morpheme: *s > h >  > ø. That is 

precisely what occurs to varying extents in Arabic, Aramaic, and Hebrew active C forms 

(especially where this morpheme occurs in medial position, in the PC and PTCP). This 

yu-qtal IPs relating to the C are all historically Gp forms 

which have been extended to the function of passive-to-causative (i.e., Cp).302 

 

 

3.8.2 Ugaritic 

Ugaritic, like Classical Arabic, has a highly complex verbal stem system. In addition to all the 

inherited WS stems i.e., the G, D, L, C, N, Gt, tD, tL, and Ct, the last of which is restricted to 

just a handful of roots it possesses IPs to each of the G, D, L, and C when these are 

transitive.303 The identification of possible Gp forms, though, requires some caution; they may 

often otherwise be interpreted either as active forms in generalised-SUBJ constructions or as N 

verbs (in the PC, at least, and particularly in prose texts). In other words, apart from comparative 

evidence, as Pardee prudently notes,  

The plausibility of the existence of the [Gp] form rests on two considerations: (1) the semantics of 
the N-stem and infixed-t forms [Gt] in Ugaritic poetry are closer to a middle voice than to the 
passive; (2) in certain passages, particularly where there is a potential feminine subject and a t-

king the verb as a G-passive appears preferable to taking it as a third person 
indefinite subject form.304 

As far as the functions of the detransitive stems are concerned, there exists a stark distinction 

between IPs and those with consonantal affixes (i.e., the N and t stems): the former are strictly 

syntactic, and perform a single function, expressing the prototypical passive; the latter are 

multifarious, with a range of syntactic detransitive function as well as marking the semantic 

 
302 Retsö, 1989, 32 33, ch. 4, esp. 60ff. 
303 Tropper, 2000, §74.14. Pardee (2018, p.c.) notes that the L and associated stems are restricted in Ugaritic to 

w/y). 
304 Pardee, 2003/2004, 254 55. 
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property of SUBJ affectedness, much as occurs throughout Semitic.305 With regard to the schism 

between the tD and Dp, and likewise the Ct and Cp, the situation is relatively straightforward. 

Since IPs are restricted to the prototypical passive, the mediopassive and reflexive are marked by 

the tD and Ct (in addition to the non-syntactic features they may mark).306  

The distribution of the functions of the Ugaritic N and Gt is an important consideration in the 

detransitive stem system of this language, particularly in relation to the position of the Gp within 

it. findings on this matter, in fact, shed light on Semitic detransitive systems in general, 

and the developments they have reconstructed in Ugaritic serve as a practical example 

supporting the theoretical working hypothesis of this dissertation. Namely, a comparison of 

archaic poetic language with that of more innovative prose texts shows that the functions and 

distribution of the Gt and N change over time in accordance with a pattern of shifts throughout 

the stem system as a whole, wherein the various stems develop in relation to each other. 

Specifically, the N increasingly takes over passive marking as the result of a decline of the Gp.307  

As for the Gt, as has occurred in Akkadian and Arabic, its marking of the semantic property  

of SUBJ affectedness has resulted in a degree of lexicalisation, such that it can be deponent 

(occurring in roots with no unmarked G counterpart). Apart from this, the syntactic detransitive 

functions of the Gt are restricted to reduction of second arguments, that is, reflexive but not 

(medio)passive. Another second-argument reducing use of the Gt deletes the ACC OBJ of the 

 
305 None of the literature gives examples of non-prototypical passive uses (e.g., impersonal passives or 
mediopassive) for IP morphology. Further, Pardee (2003/2004, 284, 372, 375) mentions one specific syntactic 
feature of prototypical passivity namely, the restriction against overt inclusion of the agent several times.  
306 For the functions of the tD, see Tropper, 2000, §74.436. Highly illustrative of his thinking with regard to the 
functions of t  nach 
Vorbild des akk. t-Stamms  ist auch nicht zu erwarten, da diese im Ug. vom p- cf. his 
(§74.53) preference to read {ydd!lln} as an Lp rather than tL on the grounds that it is passive. 
307 Pardee, 2003/2004, 266 ut the functional expansion of the 
tG with the decline of the N (in Ethiopic, Aramaic, and some Arabic dialects) and the converse development in 
Akkadian, Hebrew, and crucially for the case in point, Ugaritic, where the functional scope of the N appears to 
increase over time, while the Gt becomes increasingly rare.  
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transitive G or demotes uck nicht- which use, 

in contemporary theoretical linguistics, is termed antipassive.308 Other functions Tropper has 

proposed for the Gt, namely, iterative aspect and verbal plurality, are to be rejected.309 

One possible exceptional instance of the Gt reducing a first argument is n[k]t  (1.40:24) 

 **

 second argument of transitive G 

designation of this case as a 

perhaps implies that such a use of reflexive morphology is unusual to the point of 

being marked with some special stylistic or rhetorical value, though I am aware of no evidence 

from the text as to what this might be.310 More relevant is the question of the functional mapping 

of the Ugaritic detransitive stems, though, is the inference he makes based on this form about the 

diachronic development of the detransitive stem system:  

If the function of this form is indeed passive, it may be an indicator that the G-passive was 
disappearing from Ugaritic prose. T[ropper] accepts this very conclusion based on the relative 
frequency of the N-
consideration of what category of reflexivity was expressed by the Gt has resulted in that 
conclusion not also being applied to the Gt-stem.311  

I am slightly sceptical about the reliability or usefulness of using this single data point as a 

basis for broader claims about the system as a whole. That said, given that yt i cannot possibly 

 
308 m  

 an ACC OBJ and Gt is intransitive 
with no overt patient or one occurring in a PP with the PREP { m}; cf. formation of the Arabic antipassive tD 
takallama {ma a-hu kallama-hu  
309 Tr
2003/2004, 263). Had he viewed the situation from a WS perspective, he would have concluded that such supposed 
instances are encoded by the PC conjugation rather than the verbal stem. Comparative evidence speaks against a 
verbal-
other, less contentious uses of this stem. Surely the burden of proof is on him to provide specific contextual evidence 
supporting his claim, rather than simply identifying it as such. 
310 Pardee, 2003/2004, 265. 
mediopassive, let alone reflexive, since writing as an action logically requires an agent (and an animate, volitional 
one no less). The metaphorical meaning is that the writing will be so simple that it will barely require input.  
311 Pardee, 2003/2004, 265. 
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be a reflexive, it seems highly probable, based on cross-linguistic tendencies, that this case 

reflects some stage in the process whereby reflexives develop into passives via mediopassive 

use.312 It is unclear whether this yt i is a prototypical passive, semantically specified for agency, 

rather than a mediopassive whereby the sacrifice is depicted as rising up spontaneously.313 What 

is clear, though, is that yt i represents an instance where the Gt reduces the first argument of a 

transitive G, albeit an exceptional one. If a development allowing this possibility was underway 

in Ugaritic and the sudden demise of the language prevents us from knowing whether this is 

the case, and if it was, how far it might have proceeded it was doubtless in its incipiency.  

Compared to the Gt, it is perfectly natural that the N would take on passive functions earlier 

and with less restriction, since it historically reduced first arguments (whereas the Gt did not); 

indeed, that was the only rearrangement of syntactic arguments it was capable of. Conversely, in 

contrast to the Gt, the Ugaritic N does not have reflexive or unergative uses (that reduce second 

arguments); I wholeheartedly agree with Pardee that the examples Tropper claims are reflexive 

examples slightly misleading, insofar as it suggests a link to reflexivity in a more 

prototypical sense, which is never a function of the Ugaritic N.314  

The case at hand is  in by g  (2.38:13 15): 

by g m adr n k  

PREP storm-GEN great-GEN DETR\find/-3MPL.NOM;PFV. 

 
312 The grammaticalisation chain reflexive > mediopassive > passive summarised by Haspelmath (1990, 44 45) is 
discussed above (in §2.4).   
313 Pardee (2018, p.c.) notes that after further consideration, he wonders where the action being presented as 
endogenous 
conceptual parallels for this exist, albeit no lexical ones, as far as he is aware. 
314 Pardee, 2003/2004, 265 68; c 6) refutation of allegedly reflexive Hebrew N stems, which 

more appropriate as applied to the aforementioned Gt { } since reflexivity is a core function of the Gt. Pardee 
-
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Very close parallels to this exist elsewhere in Semitic, such as Hebrew nim ( ) (N) and Arabic 

wujida (Gp), both of which use morphology associated with first-argument but never second-

to exist, be located (without 

As in these examples, I 

argue the specific nuance of  relates to irrealis modality, namely the potential passive. That 

is to say, the (modal) passive an English gloss 

more faithful to general functional scope of the source-

a less fluent, more stilted translation.315 

When formed from an intransitive G, the Ugaritic N performs no syntactic rearrangement of 

arguments. In this relation, Pardee talks of the N 

presumably referring to a lower level of agentivity and a reduced sense of volition on the part of 

the SUBJ.316 The reduction of agentivity is common to N verbs formed from both transitive and 

intransitive unmarked counterparts, but in the latter case cannot apply at the syntactic level and 

therefore only affects the semantic specification of the verb or the pragmatic characteristics of 

the clause. When an N is formed from an intransitive G, its semantic properties interact with 

aspectual notions and the action is marked as ingressive, which is common with middle verbs 

since the marking a verb for SUBJ affectedness naturally creates a focus on the beginning of the 

action or state (and how this affects the SUBJ).317 

As the hypothesis of this dissertation predicts, diachronic developments in the functionality 

of the Ugaritic N relate directly to other changes in its detransitive stem system, and specifically 

 
315 One ought not to stress the concrete possibility of actually locating the sailors in the storm; the idea refers rather 
to abstract potential than to (necessary) real world possibility. As a native speaker of English, I have the instinctive 

 
316 Pardee, 2003/2004, 266 67; Gzella (2009, 319) gives a very succinct explanation of how the N causes 
detransitivisation at levels of analysis other than syntactic. 
317 Kemmer, 1993, 156 57; cf. ingressive uses of the N in Akkadian, for which, see Kouwenberg, 2010, §12.2.2.2. 
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to the status of the Gp.318 Prototypical passive (rather than mediopassive) use of the N, where the 

semantic specification of the clause includes an agent, is far more prevalent in prose than poetry, 

something that both Pardee and Tropper ascribe to a decline in the Gp, which performed this 

function in the earlier stages of Ugaritic.319 The other side of the same coin is that during earlier 

stages when the Gp and Gt were both productive, the functional scope of the N, not to mention 

its attestation generally, was relatively limited (compared, for example, to the Hebrew N).320  

With regard to the vocalisation of the Gp (and other IPs), in the absence of unambiguous data 

in syllabic orthography or using an aleph-sign, that of the SC can only be assumed to follow 

either the u-i vocalism of Arabic or the u-a vocalism of Hebrew and Aramaic.321 Tropper 

considers u-i more probable; Pardee is instead slightly in favour of u-a.322 Ultimately, though, 

there is not sufficient evidence to rule decisively in favour of either possibility though I 

certainly er for reconstructing u-i in the Gp and Dp and u-

a in the Cp.323 I would urge caution that in reconstructing the vocalism of Ugaritic IP SCs, it 

would be imprudent to rule out the possibility of multiple variant forms occurring, as does in the 

Aramaic Cp SC between huqtal and haqtal (discussed above in §3.5). 

 
318 Key in the distinction of the diachronic strata of the language is the recognition that Ugaritic poetic texts are 
couched in a language more archaic than that of the prose texts. 
319 Pardee, 2003/2004, 266; Tropper, 2000, §74.371. In this respect, a comparison may be drawn to Hebrew, where 
the expansion of the N at the expense of the Gp has progressed further still, to the point that the latter is virtually 
eliminated. 
320 eugung des N-Stamms im Ug. dürfte zum einen auf 
dessen eingeschränkte Semantik und  damit zusammenhängend  zum anderen auf die Existenz und Produktivität 
anderer ug. Verbalstämme zum Ausdruck reflexiver und passivischer Nuancen (vornehmlich Gp und Gt) 
zu  
321 Pardee, 2003/2004, 261, 333. 
322 Tropper, 2000, §74.223.1; Pardee, 2003/2004, 260 261. Nonetheless, both also provide arguments in favour of 
the alternative they find less likely: Tropper sees {lak}, with the vowel a in the second syllable, as a possible Gp or 
Dp SC, while Pardee points out that the monosyllabic stem of Gp SC { } =/ru a/ (from  resembles the stative 
G {ql} =/qalla/ (<*qalila =3 rather than the fientive G, {qll} =/qalala/. 
323 Instances of multiple vocalic sequences running through the IP paradigm elsewhere in CS are never divided 
according to IP stem, but rather represents variation in a system in flux where one alternative has not stabilised as 
the norm (such as possible a-a IPs in Aramaic), or alternative formations conditioned by the phonological 
restrictions of weak roots (such as forms <*qutaya y). 
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The morphology of the Gp PC is less contentious, not least because the comparative evidence 

is unanimous; both the Arabic and Hebrew cognates are yuqtal. What little relevant Ugaritic-

internal data exists  , e.g., tu d, tu l, and tlakn weigh 

in favour of a basic yuqtal pattern, even if the use of the {u} sign in the first two is slightly 

unusual.324 As far as the Dp, Lp, and Cp forms are concerned, there are no uncontentious data, 

though as with the Gp, the most straightforward reconstruction is to assume that forms follow 

either the Arabic or the Hebrew forms.  

 

3.9 Conclusion 

This chapter has outlined the detransitive systems of the major branches of Semitic (except 

MSA, which is treated on its own in Chapter 5). Where specifically relevant to IPs, detailed 

description of internal variation within branches (e.g., different stages of Canaanite or dialects of 

Arabic) has been included. The basic format in which the data have been presented, though, is 

the contrastive juxtaposition of a series of isolated synchronic snapshots. Nonetheless, traditional 

proposals regarding diachronic developments have been touched upon with the end of 

contextualising the relationships between these different situations.  

When one views the cumulative data covered all together, they cannot be satisfactorily 

accounted for together using the traditional comparative historical-linguistics methodology, 

whether appealing to a genetic family-tree model of Semitic, an areal-wave model, or a 

 
324 See Tropper, 2000, §74.222. I find the use of the grapheme {u} to close a syllable containing the vowel u (instead 
of the standard {i}) unproblematic and take it to represent a secondary epenthetic vowel  following the ; cf. the 

. Pardee (2018, p.c.; see also 2003/2004, 27) observes that the 
real unreliability of these data lies not so m

argumentation identifying them as IPs to the end of explaining away the unexpected {u} grapheme. Nonetheless, for 
tu l (and 

possibly also tubd) as a yuqtal Gp PC, these data are taken as (admittedly not the most robust) evidence of such. 
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combination of both. Various isoglosses cut across branches of the genetic family-tree of Semitic 

with regard to its detransitive systems. Though features may have spread between languages 

from different genetic sub-branches in intense prolonged contact, this explanation does not hold 

for all cases and lacks plausibility when the isogloss in question does not align significantly with 

other features understood to be distributed according to the contact situation. To further 

complicate the picture, it is not always necessary to explain similarities between languages as 

common genetic inheritances or areally diffused features; as in all parts of the language, 

independent parallel developments can and do occur in the Semitic detransitive systems.  

An alternative explanation for how the attested situations came to be, other than a series of 

genetic bifurcations and/or the diffusion of linguistic material between languages in contact, 

must be sought. A number of satisfactory hypotheses have been ventured to account for the 

diachronic developments of individual elements of the Semitic destransitive system (whether 

specific forms or languages/dialects). The challenge not yet overcome by scholarship is to move 

beyond such a piecemeal solution and formulate a theory that deals with Semitic detransitive 

marking as a whole. What is required, then, is a novel perspective with which to view Semitic 

detransitives that can better account for the data altogether, without having to view each 

development in isolation.  

The variation-and-change model, adopted from the discipline of sociolinguistics provides a 

nuanced theoretical framework for understanding language diachrony. The initial intuitions as to 

how this could be applied to an analysis of Semitic detransitives underpinned the methodology 

and working hypothesis of this dissertation, presented above (in §1.5 6). The precise details of 

the framework have subsequently been presented with extensive reference to the theoretical 

linguistic literature, and examples of how the model works (in §2.6).  
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Below, the variation-and-change model is applied to some broad features of the Semitic 

detransitive system that have proven problematic for scholars to date. This serves as a test case to 

establish whether the model might be a useful framework in which to address the more specific 

question of the diachronic development of IPs. First, though, it will be useful to summarise why 

the model has not previously been used for an analysis of Semitic detransitives, including noting 

potential pitfalls to doing so, since this will allow modification of the model, where appropriate, 

to best fit the case at hand. 

As mentioned above (in §2.6), the diffusion of a linguistic innovation, a prerequisite for 

language change in the variation-and-change model, is understood to be principally motivated by 

social factors. However, much of the data to which the discipline of comparative Semitics refers 

comes from languages with no native speakers alive any longer (often for centuries already). As 

a result, knowledge of their the extralinguistic context(s) depends on historical and 

archaeological reconstructions, which, however valuable in their own rights, are often not 

reliable foundations on which to base hypotheses about linguistic material. This impediment 

against the sociolinguistic analysis of historical data explains why most scholarship on 

comparative Semitic linguistics (including work in detransitive systems, and more specifically 

IPs) have not applied a variation-and-change model.325  

This is certainly not to say that developments in Semitic detransitives were not subject to 

sociological influences, just that it is often difficult, if not impossible, to uncover them. 

Nonetheless, the sociolinguistic dimension of variation (and change) is observable in some 

contemporary situations. Holes, for example, has shown that the loss of IPs in Omani Arabic 

 
325 Bar-Asher Siegal (e.g., 2013) has been applying sociolinguistic theory, specifically the idea of diglossia of 
prestige variants in the study of Jewish Babylonian Aramaic (and historical Aramaic more generally), though he is 
somewhat exceptional among Semiticists in doing so. 
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results from the influence of a prestige dialect that does not possess these forms.326 Some 

scholars go so far as to propose sociolinguistic hypotheses to account even for historical data, 

albeit with less satisfactory results: Rendsburg, for example, believes he can discern a group 

within the Biblical Hebrew speech community (specifically, Northerners) who used the tD to 

express the passive.327  

Elsewhere, Retsö advances a theory that seeks to explain detransitive (and causative) 

developments throughout Semitic according to societal factors: he concludes his analysis by 

reconstructing a geographical model of the phylum with a linguistically conservative core area 

and innovative periphery reflecting sedentary urban versus nomadic speech communities, 

respectively.328 However, his theory does not match up particularly well to the attested data from 

Semitic detransitive systems that he seeks to explain, nor is it independently supported by other 

features. Moreover, his proposal of general conservatism among sedentary speech communities, 

in contrast to innovative nomadic language, is unacceptably vague; any rigorous analysis based 

on a sociolinguistic motivation behind language change must reference specific sociolinguistic 

situations and how these apply to each individual case of variation (and potentially change). 

Apart from the sociolinguistic dimension, some other barriers to application of the variation-

and-change model to historical data are pertinent in the field of comparative Semitics. These 

relate to the availability and reliability of data, and the methodology of the analysis thereof. For 

example, all linguistic records preceding the advent of audio-recording technology are, of 

necessity, written, so the information they can provide is therefore inherently limited. In OSA 

and Ugaritic, for example, the presence of IPs can be confirmed, but their morphological form(s) 

are uncertain because of the largely unvocalised orthography of these languages.  

 
326 Holes, 1998. 
327 Rendsburg, 2003, 18 19. 
328 Retsö, 1989, 202 3. 
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Another consideration is the lack of negative evidence for historical languages. If no native 

speakers exist any longer, it is impossible to ask one to confirm that a given feature is not part of 

the language; one can only observe that since a construction is attested, its use must be (or rather, 

possible. As such, the data available are subject 

to the limitations of the corpus, which is of course highly relevant in languages whose corpora 

show strong bias or restriction in terms of genre, register, or subject matter.  

In Semitic specifically, the restricted size of the corpora of Canaanite languages like Moabite 

make it problematic to assert that IPs were not present; they may have been used but are simply 

not represented in the limited material available. In Phoenician, IPs are quite scarce, but this 

could potentially be a case of disproportionate underrepresentation owing to the genre. That is, 

dedicational inscriptional material using conservative, formulaic language might eschew IPs as 

innovative forms, even if they were productive in the vernacular.  

A final barrier against the application of the variation-and-change model to historical 

linguistic material comes from the fact that texts may have undergone editing processes that can 

obscure variations that were historically present. A redactor may be motivated to homogenise a 

text for the sake of consistency, or to alter material to better fit his own grammar, or that of an 

intended audience, insofar as this differed from the grammar of the original author.329 For 

example, Gp forms occur in some of the older texts of the Hebrew Bible, reflecting that they 

were available to speakers from that period as a variant (competing with the N) to express the 

passive to the G. However, by the time of the Masoretic redaction, centuries later, the Gp was no 

 
329 On barriers to observing language change in historical data, including in relation to applying the variation-and-
change model, see Labov, 1994, 11; Lightfoot, 1999, 9; and Ringe and Eska, 2013, 1 2. 
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longer part of Hebrew. Consequently, the Masoretic reading reanalyses these forms as belonging 

to the Dp, Cp, or N, even to the extent of changing their vocalisations.330  

Bearing in mind these provisos about barriers to applying the variation-and-change model to 

historical data, two elements of the Semitic detransitive systems will now be addressed by way 

of a test case for this analytic methodology: 1) the t detransitive stem(s) to the C and 2) the N 

versus the tG/Gt. This begins with a brief description of the shortcomings of previous attempts to 

explain these parts of the language using the comparative historical method, which brings into 

focus some areas where the variation-and-change model differs and excels. Not the least of its 

advantages something conspicuously lacking from more traditional approaches is how this 

innovative perspective on language change brings these two elements (and others beside) 

together into a comprehensive, unified theory of Semitic detransitives. 

A Ct stem, infixing the t detransitive morpheme to the C, is present and productive in 

Akkadian, Classical and Modern Standard Arabic (though absent from many dialects), OSA, 

MSA, and Ethiopic. However, in the NWS sub-branch the situation is quite different. In 

Canaanite and Ugaritic, the Ct is extremely limited, occurring in just a handful of verbs. In 

Aramaic, by contrast, taqtal Ct forms are attested with some frequency as late as Syriac. That 

said, the Aramaic Ct ultimately does not survive, and the detransitive of the C comes to be 

marked by the tC  that prefixes the detransitive morpheme t to the C. 

Because of the Aramaic situation, the loss of the Ct cannot be a genetic isogloss of the NWS 

branch. Nor is it particularly palatable to assume that its absence from the neighbouring language 

families of Canaanite and Ugaritic, whose detransitive systems are similar in other ways 

 
330 Similarly, in the Samaritan Hebrew reading tradition, Dp and Cp forms from the Hebrew Bible, 
belonging to stems not present in the Samaritan dialect, are reinterpreted as active verbs or as N or tD 
forms where the text allows (Ben- ayyim, 2000, §2.10.1 4). 
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(discussed below), is coincidental. It might therefore be tempting to posit the decline of the Ct as 

a geographical feature that originated in the Sprachbund of the Eastern Mediterranean coast and 

spread eastward. This could account for virtual non-existence of the Ct in Hebrew and Ugaritic: 

as the locus where the decline began, they would also be where it had advanced furthest. In 

Aramaic, by contrast, the decline would have begun later and not reached its climax as early. 

However, in the absence of a theory outlining how, why, and when the feature spread ideally 

supported by other, unrelated developments from other parts of the language that reflect the 

hypothesised contact situation then to simply state that this was how the Ct fell into decline in 

NWS is so circular an analysis as to lack any merit.  

Apart from this objection, such a proposal would be limited in the questions it can answer. 

For example, it does nothing to address the subsequent development of the Aramaic tC stem. It 

also fails to capture the nuances of the whole Semitic situation with regard to the Ct (and related 

morphology), insofar as it does nothing to address the behaviour of the southernmost Semitic 

languages, Ethiopic and MSA. Here, the Ct flourished and its morphology was extended to new 

contexts (i.e., the Ethiopic D and L, and MSA D/L). The traditional comparative historical 

method views Ethiopic CtD and CtL and MSA CtD/L either as an areal feature loaned from one 

language to the other, as a genetic isogloss they inherited from a common mother node, or as 

parallel developments occurring independently in each.331 

The problem with attempts to explain developments in the Ct (and related morphology) using 

the traditional historical-comparative method have resulted in unacceptably fractured and ad hoc 

reconstructions. Multiple ostensibly unrelated developments are posited for same part of the 

 
331 It is unacceptably speculative to posit a proto-Ethio-MSA node on the basis of this feature alone. At the same 
time, that this precise development should occur independently in these geographically proximate branches, but 
nowhere else in WS (save for sporadic anomalies in Arabic dialects), would be a troubling coincidence to say the 
least. This leaves the possibility that the innovation of CtD and CtL stems was an areal phenomenon, albeit one 
without a concrete theoretical basis (i.e., a hypothesised contact situation, direction of loan, etc.). 
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language, but ignore how they interact 1) with each other, 2) with developments in other parts of 

the language, and 3) with the extra-linguistic context. That is, no explanation is given for how 

the decline of the Ct in Canaanite and Ugaritic relates to its expansion in Ethiopic and MSA, for 

how the Aramaic Ct and tC fit together, and for what the specific contact situations were within 

NWS and between Ethiopic and MSA, and how these factors affected the Ct in these different 

languages.  

Apart from the Ct, the other language feature presented here as a test case for application of 

the variation-and-change model is the relationship between the N and Gt/tG stems, which is a 

matter of central importance in the Semitic detransitive system(s). Time and time again, different 

languages expand one of these at the expense of the other. Aramaic, Ethiopic, and OSA, have 

lost the N completely, and the Gt/tG has taken over all its functions. Convers

of which Hebrew is the example par excellence, suppress the Gt/tG with a concomitant increase 

in the functional scope of the N.  

t 

genetic grouping of the phylum. Aramaic and Ethiopic, for example, are on quite different 

branches of the Semitic tree. Indeed, Aramaic belongs to the NWS subbranch, like Hebrew and 

Ugaritic, both of which favour the N over the Gt/tG. Arabic dialects also vary in whether they 

are N or t languages. In a macro version of the situation within Semitic as a whole, this 

distribution does not align with a genetic classification of the language family. Retsö instead 

en n- and t-dialects in North 

332 This 

position fits his areal model of Semitic, and affords him an alternative view to the ad hoc 

selection of each dialect as either an N or t language, with no factors conditioning the schism. 
 

332 Retsö, 1989, 150. 
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t languages in the 

North of Arabia and N languages in the South completely ignores (or worse, even, is directly 

contradicted by) the presence of Hebrew and Ethiopic as archetypal N and t languages, 

distribution of Arabic dialects as N versus t languages. In order to fit the data to his model, he 

relies not so much on the attested dialectal situation, but rather on a reconstruction of earlier 

stages, not the least objectionable aspect of which is the assertion that contemporary dialects 

with IPs were necessarily historically N languages (even if they are now t languages).333  

Scholarship to date has failed to provide a cohesive explanation for these two elements of the 

Semitic detransitive systems: behaviour of the Ct and related stems, the relationship between the 

G and tG/Gt. Even if some individual aspects can be accounted for using the traditional 

comparative method of historical linguistics and many cannot one is left with a bewildering 

tangle of individual theories, each dealing with just one issue and rarely addressing the broader 

context, let alone cohesively engaging with each other. In a novel approach to the diachronic 

development of Semitic detransitives, the descriptions provided in this chapter will now be 

analysed within a variation-and-change model, focussing specifically on these two issues. 

 A small proviso, though, is in order about a slight adaptation of the model in accordance with 

the material at hand. The N and tG/Gt were both productive verbal stems at least as far back as 

PS, when they possessed complementary syntactic functions (reducing first and second 

arguments, respectively).334 Their additional, common semantic function of marking SUBJ 

affectedness, which they also shared already by PS, developed through functional expansion 
 

333 Retsö, 1989, 149 50. 
334 t stem 
formation from only the derived stems, with the Gt/tG being relatively neological. By his own admission, this theory 
is highly speculative and relies on his instinctual internal reconstruction rather than comparative evidence (there is 
none to support it, since the Gt is reconstructed all the way back to PS). That said, I would note the parallels with the 
reconstruction below (in Chapter 5), whereby IPs arose first to the D and C, and later spread to the G. 
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from different directions via fientivisation in the case of the N and natural reflexivity in that of 

the Gt.335  

This is thus not a case of an innovative variant encroaching on an original one. Rather, 

variation between the two is the result of their reaching the same territory simultaneously (or in 

any case, long enough before the scope of our enquiry that their relative chronology is 

irrelevant), and subsequently jostling in competition. In the case of the N versus the Gt/tG, then, 

the variation-and-change model can therefore not be applied precisely in the manner in which it 

is used in contemporary sociolinguistics, that of identifying innovative variants and charting how 

these fare in competitive variation with more original ones.336 Rather, certain key components of 

the model namely, the notion of variation as a prerequisite of change, and a clearer distinction 

on what constitutes irreversible change inform the analysis of the variation between these 

stems by providing a fresh perspective on how diachronic developments proceed generally. 

According to the variation-and-change model, the selection of one of the N or Gt/tG can be 

considered to have proceeded to the stage of language change proper only once the other has 

been lost altogether from the language (e.g., Aramaic or Ethiopic, where the N is totally absent, 

or Hebrew, where the tG/Gt is). Unresolved variation in language is, by definition, dynamic, so 

variation between these two stems in Arabic dialects that preserve both may shift with time; even 

if during previous stages of the language the N was highly productive and the Gt restricted, as 

long as both continue to coexist, this situation can be reserved. It is precisely such shifting of 

dialects between the two classes that Retsö argues has obscured the geographical distribution 

between Arabic N and t dialects:  
 

335  
(1989, 154 57, 163) suggestion that it was originally a dummy SUBJ in generalised-SUBJ constructions, but in any 
case refers to a point in the history of the language long before that which is pertinent to the development of IPs. 
336 In the case of IPs, however, since a stage of Semitic before they existed is clear, and they arose to challenge in 
competitive variation with more original detransitive stems (the t and N stems), the analysis may apply the variation-
and-change model precisely in its original formulation, contrasting innovative versus original variants. 
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It is also likely that one category has superseded the other. Thus evidence exists that in i z 
there was once a wider use of tG forms than today. On the other hand, in the Maghreb we can 
see how the tG forms are expanding even into dialects which have the nG. An extreme case is 
Cairene, where most verbs can form a PM to the G-stem with both the t- and n-affix.337 

This potential for oscillation between situations adds significant complication to a 

reconstruction using the traditional comparative-historical method. The variation-and-change 

model, by contrast, allows for language change being preceded by an extended period during 

which variants coexist in competition before it is resolved one way or the other (if indeed it ever 

is). As for the motivations guiding the ebb and flow of this competition in Arabic dialects, it is 

beyond the scope of this work to examine the minutiae of every instance. As a general matter, 

though, it would be remiss to ignore the probable influence of Classical (and, in turn, Modern 

Standard) Arabic, which possesses both N and Gt stems. Such would be perfectly in accordance 

with the expectation held by proponents of the variation-and-change model, for diglossia and the 

social pressure of prestige language to be key motivations governing variation.  

As mentioned, it is often unfeasible to identify social motivations conditioning the selection 

of variants when dealing with historical data. It therefore makes sense to try and instead identify 

language-internal influences on this variation. Furthermore, since variation (and ensuing change) 

in one part of the language is not isolated from the rest of the grammar and considering the end 

purpose of describing the detransitive systems of Semitic is to provide a generalised overview 

from which the investigation into IPs specifically may proceed it makes sense to focus on 

motivations that recur in different cases. That is, rather than identifying something that may have 

influenced one instance of selection of the N instead of tG in a single dialect, for example, it will 

 
337 

it asal/yit isil in- (VII) [N] and (infixed) -t- (VIII) [Gt] are 
limited to particular lexical items such as inbasa /yinbisi  iftakar/yiftikir suggests it 
has stabilised in using a tG stem as detransitive to the G, and only retains traces of the N in occasional semantic 
middle use. A shift in favour of the tG variant has conceivably been underway during the quarter-century between 
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be more enlightening for an overview of Semitic detransitives generally to find broad trends that 

are active throughout the system. 

The schism between N and t languages correlates conspicuously with developments in the 

Ct. The tendency towards restriction of the Ct in N languages, and conversely its expansion in t 

languages, is not likely coincidental. The fairly straightforward tendency towards languages 

favouring either the N or tG/Gt having been discussed above, the second dimension of 

developments in the Ct are examined below. They are understood as belonging to the web of 

competing motivations in the variation between N and t languages, but at the same time are also 

examples of variation (sometimes leading to change) in their own rights.  

The Canaanite branch is the model example of an N language in Semitic. After the earliest 

stages (Amarna Canaanite and some inscriptional languages) the Gt is totally lost in favour of the 

wy). In Ugaritic, competitive variation 

between the Gt and N in the semantic function of SUBJ affectedness is shifting in favour of the 

N, though unlike in Canaanite this has not reached the stage of language change, since the Gt 

continues to co-exist. The Ugaritic Ct shows a commensurate level of restriction; it is not quite 

as advanced as in Canaanite, and Ct forms occur in a handful of roots rather than just one. 

The reverse side of the coin is a trend towards expansion of the t detransitive to the C in 

languages where the tG/Gt triumphs in its competition with the N. This is how the detransitive 

systems of Aramaic and Ethiopic develop. In the former, the expansive development of the t 

detransitive to the C is manifest in the development of a neological tC form, 

<* - . Since Aramaic prefixes the t morpheme in the tG and tD, this creates perfect formal 

isomorphism (of basic X : detransitive tX) between G : tG :: D : tD :: C : tC.338  

 
338 This prefixing is the case for the strong t 
and R1 was retained (cf. the Hebrew Dt). 
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Within the variation-and-change model, the transition from Ct to tC can be characterised as 

the outcome of competitive variation between different means of marking detransitivity to the C. 

For a time (overlapping with the earliest recorded stage of Aramaic), the t detransitive waned 

and generalised-SUBJ and periphrastic constructions as the Cp encroached on its territory. With 

the creation of the tC, the t detransitive regained the upper hand and ousted the Cp, though 

ultimately all t stems (including the tC) were lost in Neo-Aramaic when detransitive categories 

ceased to be marked by finite verbal morphology.339  

Since the neological tC is understood to have ousted the original Ct, and in accordance with 

the principle that something, once absent from the language, is irretrievably lost, this analysis 

demands that for speakers from the transitional period, the formation of a t detransitive to the C 

must have remained grammatical. However, the Ct had ceased to be used (productively, at least) 

some time before the tC is first attested in the branch, leading to the objection that this kind of 

formation appears to have died out altogether before being resurrected ex nihilo.340 This, though, 

does not take into account the fact that an innovative variant may exist in some part(s) of the 

speech community for an extended period before it enters the written record; in considering the 

absence of the tC before Official Aramaic (and its slow subsequent increase in attestation), it is 

relevant that early Aramaic texts are overwhelmingly in formalised, official language. Herein, 

then, lies an excellent example of the knotty intersection between the textual record of historical 

 
339 Detransitive marking using means other than derivational verbal morphology is an important consideration 
throughout Semitic, and one whose role is often not given due consideration. For example, where innovative verbal 
stems arise and are not in direct competition with existing ones (e.g., the Ethiopic CtD or Omani Arabic ND), they 
are understood not to mark a category the language could not previously express by any means, but rather as having 
arisen in variation (and competition) with periphrastic constructions and the like. The variation-and-change model 
does not require that variants come from the same part of the grammar cf. variation that between passive verbal 
stems and generalised-SUBJ constructions in Aramaic; nor is there any difference in its application if they do not. 
340 Butts (2018, 128 34) convincingly demonstrates that the Ct was the original t stem counterpart to the C in proto-
Aramaic, and that some native forms were preserved as late as Syriac, though only in lexicalised remnants, rather 
than as a productive verbal stem. Though he does not specifically address the replacement of the Ct by tC, he (129
30) sees the latter, in c
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linguistics and the variation-and-change model of sociolinguistics, the theoretical complications 

of which have been discussed above. 

Ethiopic is the branch of Semitic that is an archetypal t language; like Aramaic, it entirely 

lacks the N. A tG performs all detransitive functions to the G, just as the tD does to the D, and 

the tL to the L.341 This selection of the as a t language is accompanied by the extension of 

Ct morphology: a combined Ct morpheme / sta is applied to the D and L to create a CtD 

 and CtL tala that parallel the Ct(G) . This is also paralleled by 

extension of the C morpheme /  to the D and L to create new CD and CL stems ( and 

tala, respectively).  

These developments occur within the context of a restructuring of the whole stem inventory 

whereby the D and L are increasing functionally equivalent to the G rather than derived from it, 

and which of these stems occurs with a given root is distributed lexically. As a result of their new 

basic-stem status, the D and L can undergo the same derivational process as the G, namely, the 

formation of C causatives and Ct causative-detransitives. Clearly, there is no place for an N 

within this highly ordered inventory of three parallel tiers of basic (X) : detransitive (tX) : 

causative (CX) : causative-detransitive (CtX) G : tG : C(G) : Ct(G) :: D : tD : CD : CtD :: L : 

tL : CL : CtL.  

According to the variation-and-change model, similarities and differences between Aramaic 

and Ethiopic detransitive systems can be accounted for as resulting from complex webs of 

competing pressures. In both Aramaic and , the tG is selected in favour of the N as the 

detransitive stem to the G. However, another factor, the lexicalisation of the relationship between 

G, D, and L, is not present in the Aramaic (before the Neo-Aramaic stage, anyway), and prompts 

 
341 The isomorphism of the detransitive system is even stronger in than Aramaic, since each t stem simply 
prefixes ta-/t- to the unmarked counterpart, while stem variation exists in Aramaic (i.e., contrast of a versus e <*i in 
G q tal ~ tG e -q tel; D qattel ~ tD e -qattal). 
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the creation of innovative variants (the CD, CtD, CL, and CtL) in that does not take place 

in Aramaic. This is analogous to the example given above (in §2.6) for why word-order 

developments in English do not also occur in Romanian; they possess some competing 

motivations in common, but not all. 

In accordance with the complexities of Arabic dialectology, the situation here is rather less 

clear cut.342 Nonetheless, some dialects do behave more or less like the N languages found in 

NWS, with elimination of the Gt and Ct. Cilician Arabic, for example, possesses unmarked G, D, 

and L stems, with respective N, tD, and tL detransitive counterparts; the Gt is rare and not 

productive, and the Ct is attested in just one verb, with no C occurring anywhere in the language 

(effectively removing the Ct from the detransitive-marking system).343 The dialects of the Bas s 

and Farfara oases in Egypt represent an even more extreme instance of the N variant triumphing 

in the competition with the t variant. Not only is the Gt/tG ousted, the N morpheme is extended 

through the language and applied to the D and L, creating ND and NL stems that replace the tD 

and tL, respectively.344 

Elsewhere, larger cities in Tunisia and Morocco possess more-or-less prototypical t dialects, 

although close proximity to, and contact with, N dialects somewhat blurs the boundaries between 

categories.345 For example, Tunis Arabic has achieved language change like that of Aramaic and 

Ethiopic with the total loss of the N, resulting in a neat symmetrical inventory of detransitive 

stems (G : tG :: D : tD :: L : tL). The normal detransitive to the G is a tG, and though occasional 

Gt forms are also attested, they are exceptional and non-productive. The Ct occurs, but since the 

 
342 Among the complicating factors are the highly plausible possibility of a polygenetic origin for the language 
family; prolonged, extensive contact situations, both internal to Arabic and with other languages; and significant 
population movements. Some of the dialects mentioned in the following have not been described above (in §3.4) in 
the description of Arabic dialects because the primary focus there was those possessing IPs. 
343 Proch zka, 2006, §2.2.6.1.  
344 interchange between [n] and [l] in these dialects, since 
the forms in question (e.g., N ilga a , ND ilfa al, and NL ilg bal) exhibit a lateral rather a dental prefix. 
345 Kaye and Rosenhouse, 1997, 297; Caubet, 2008, §2.2.6.1.2. 
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C is absent from the language, it is extricated from the detransitive-marking system, and instead 

expresses the aspectual notion of ingr qt l).346  

This example illustrates a trend for t dialects to favour formation of the tG over the Gt

conversely, to the extent N dialects possess a t detransitive to the G, this is generally a Gt.347 The 

increased formal isomorphism with the tD and tL favours selection of the tG variant of the Gt in 

t dialects. In N dialects, though, the functional counterpart to the tD and tL is the N, while the Gt 

is a moribund form preserved only in remnants, so this motivation to replace the inherited proto-

Arabic Gt with the tD is irrelevant. 

Apart from these cases, though, there are also Arabic dialects that preserve variation between 

the N and Gt/tG. This is not at odds with the variation-and-change model in general, since it 

allows for extended periods of unstable variation without the progression to permanent language 

change through the loss of a feature. Nor is its occurrence in Arabic specifically hard to explain. 

On the contrary, of all the Semitic languages, Arabic possesses a very plausible candidate for 

precisely the kind of sociolinguistic motivator largely understood to govern variation in the 

variation-and-change model as formulated by sociolinguistics: namely an unparalleled contact 

situation between languages and dialects variously favouring the N and t variants, and diglossia 

between vernaculars and a prestige dialect (Classical Arabic) that possessed both and was based 

on the very foundational religious text of the whole Arab-Islamic civilisation, the Quran.  

Long-lived though such variation between N and Gt/tG in Arabic dialects may be, it is 

nonetheless a source of tension. Retsö explicitly identifies systems possessing both stems as 

unstable and therefore prone to succumb to the pressure towards resolution.348 This prediction 

proved correct by the situations of attested Arabic dialects (like those of Semitic languages more 

 
346 Gibson, 2009, §2.3.7 and table 3. 
347 Diem, 1982, §34. 
348 It is likely that this is an unstable situation and that a more unitary system will arise  
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generally, as this chapter has found), which tend to favour one of these stems at the expense of 

the other. The Maltese and the Algerian Djidjelli dialects have instead balanced the competing 

motivations, preserving both the N and Gt while still resolving the instability of the variation 

assumed 

all of their various functions.  

Where both variants are retained as separate entities, though, one strategy to eliminate the 

redundancy between them is by functional specification, separating them so they are no longer in 

competition.349 In ass niyya Arabic, for example, the N has lost its semantic middle function 

and only marks the passive; the Gt, by contrast, is restricted to reflexive and semantic middle, 

and can be passive only in root types where N cannot be formed =sonorant). Consequently, 

although both original stems are retained, with the N having lost the semantic-middle function in 

which they originally overlapped, there no longer exists any variation (that is, competition) 

between them.350 

Omani and Najdi Arabic, rather than eliminating one of the N or Gt, instead extend the N 

morpheme to new contexts creating the ND in Omani and the NtD and NtL in Najdi. These 

innovative stems have the same general effect as does the elimination of one of the N or tG/Gt in 

other Arabic dialects (and throughout Semitic, for that matter), or the creation of the CD, CtD, 

CL, and CtL stems in Ethiopic: they enhance the symmetry of the stem inventory. In terms of the 

linguistic theory behind what prompts this development, the transparency principle provides a 

clear motivation for all these developments; the increased formal isomorphism of detransitive 

 
349 Newmeyer (2003, 29 30) gives the example of the competing word orders V-OBJ-OBJ2 and V-OBJ2-OBJ: 

 
350 Taine-Cheikh, 2007, §2.2.6.1.3. 
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derivational morphology and the ordered functional arrangement of marked versus unmarked 

counterparts makes the relationship between form and meaning conceptually more obvious. 

The preceding has applied the variation-and-change model developed in the discipline of 

sociolinguistics to certain elements of the detransitive systems of the Semitic, specifically the 

bifurcation of the phylum into N languages and t languages and developments in the Ct.351 Some 

modification of the model has been necessary in accordance to the specific matter at hand. For 

example, social factors governing variation (and change) can often not be recovered from 

historical data, so the focus is instead on language-internal features, such as the analogical 

pressure from other verbal stems, and the tendency towards increased paradigmatic symmetry as 

guided by the transparency principle. Further, neither of N and Gt/tG is innovative relative to the 

other, so (in this instance) this dimension of the model has also been relaxed. 

The variation-and-change model has the advantage over the comparative-historical method 

traditionally used in works on comparative Semitics of allowing for various distributions of 

features not aligning with recognised geographical or genetic divisions. Rather than being 

explained exclusively as commonly inherited features or areal loans, similarities (and 

differences) between languages are understood as the result of complex webs of competing 

common to both Aramaic and Ethiopic is associated to their vitality of the Ct (or rather tC, in 

Aramaic); however, Ethiopic develops new CtD and CtL forms, while Aramaic does not, 

because of the lexicalisation of the opposition of the G, D, and L stems in this language. 

Moreover, the model allows extended periods of competition between variants before 

irreversible language change is achieved through the loss of a feature, including the possibility 

 
351 It is beyond the scope of this work to address in detail every element of each of the detransitive systems of 
Semitic. This case study has rather provided a general survey, confirming the basic suitability of the model and 
providing an illustration of how it can subsequently be applied to the specific subject of this dissertation, IPs 
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for an innovative variant to arise and then die out without ever displacing the original variant. As 

such, it is better suited than the comparative-historical method to explain gradual shifts within a 

context of volatile flux. Ongoing variation between the N and Gt/tG in Arabic dialects, and the 

dynamic shifting of their relative fortunes, for example, cannot result from a series of neat, 

punctual genetic bifurcations, even allowing for an amount of areal interference from language 

contact. Similarly, the ebb and flow between the various means of expressing detransitives of the 

C in Aramaic the Ct, the tC, active generalised-SUBJ constructions, and the Cp fit well 

within the variation-and-change model; the comparative-historical method, by contrast, struggles 

to capture this protracted jostling competition between variants.  

Considering how well the variation-and-change model deals with the consonantally affixed 

detransitive stems of Semitic, the next step is to apply it to the data of IPs, to see how the 

ensuing analysis informs the reconstruction of their development. The remainder of this 

conclusion lays the groundwork for this undertaking in the following chapter. Key elements of 

the model its speaker-rather than language-oriented perspective on language change and the 

concept of competing motivations are highlighted, with reference to how these relate to IPs 

specifically. Also, some instances of variation within the IP paradigm that have caused problems 

for traditional reconstruction will be flagged, and the starting point of an analysis thereof within 

the variation-and-change model outlined. 

The summary above (in §2.5) of the theoretical-linguistics background of the variation-and-

change model points out how 

selection between them. Variants must have similar enough semantic content to allow them to be 

interchangeable in at least some contexts; at the same time there must be some difference, 

otherwise speakers would not be motivated to develop innovations in the first place. Garcia 
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describes this in terms of perspectival difference, so the innovative form presents the same 

situation as the original one but frames it from a different standpoint.352  

Time and time again in the different Semitic languages, a distinctive contrast has been shown 

to exist between IPs and the consonantally affixed detransitive (N and t) stems in that the former 

always change the syntactic arrangement of the arguments (reducing the first argument), whereas 

in the latter no syntactic dimension is necessary, and where present, can be considered secondary 

to the marking of semantic SUBJ affectedness, which is invariably present. That is, at the 

nascence of IPs, the G and N (and likewise Dp and tD, or Cp and Ct) may have expressed the 

same facts but presented them through subtly different lenses. This is thus precisely in 

accordance with the speaker-oriented criteria on which the creation of innovations depends and 

which also conditions the subsequent competition between them and original variants. 

Apart from the schism between IPs and consonantally affixed detransitive stems, other 

developments of passive-marking morphology initially arise from a variant use presenting the 

same basic situation from a different viewpoint. For example, the neo-Aramaic qtil-li PFV 

originates in a periphrasis using a PASS PTCP; the development of the innovative form transfers 

the focus onto the aspectual component of the predication rather than the syntactic rearrangement 

it entails. It also views the participants therein in a different light, such that they undergo a 

concomitant shift to ERG alignment of arguments.353 Similarly, in later Canaanite, the aspectual 

implications of passive morphology come to the fore when finite IPs disappear from the 

language, and PASS PTCPs are understood primarily in terms of their resultative properties. 

 
352 Garcia, 1997, 24. This consideration was not particularly relevant to the variation between N and Gt/tG, since 
that is not a case of an innovative versus an original variant, but rather two forms that have independently converged 
on the same functional domain. IPs, by contrast, are certainly innovative relative to both those stems, since their 
creation dates to WS at the earliest (if not to the later stage of CS). 
353 On this construction, see the above section (§3.5) on Aramaic and Coghill, 2016, ch. 6. 
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Another important part of the variation-and-change model is how it views variations and the 

selections made from them as the results of complexes of competing motivations. This explains 

how, although languages may share one influential characteristic, this may not be enough to 

ensure that they both develop in the same way if the sum effect of their other motivations is not 

the same. One example of how such an analytical framework can account differences between 

languages is the case of the tDp stem. The different competing motivations resulting in its 

productivity in Arabic versus exceptional, marginal status in Canaanite, are presented below

this is an illustrative sketch of how the principle of competing motivations applies to the field of 

IPs; the rigorous, comprehensive analysis thereof is the work of Chapter 4. 

Classical Arabic can form IPs from any active verbal stem (provided it has some kind of 

transitivity, even if only semantic rather than syntactic) by applying to it the vocalic sequence u-i 

(in the SC) or u-a ( in the PC). The same can apply to the t stems; for example, tD  

tDp  

affixed stems are not limited to Classical Arabic and also occur in dialects with productive IP 

situations, such as Najdi.354 Nor is this particularly surprising; the extension of IP morphology to 

new contexts is a perfectly natural result of analogical pressure from the more basic IP stems. 

Intriguingly, a handful of comparable ho qattal tDp forms occur in the Hebrew Bible e.g., 

hu amm -  

variation-and-change model, represents an innovative form that only arose briefly and failed to 

establish a stable position for itself and so ultimately died out. The analogical pressure from 

basic IPs (Gp, Dp, Cp) spurred the initial creation of tDp forms was therefore overridden in 

Hebrew by an influence (or influences) not present in Arabic. Indeed, when differences between 

 
354 Abboud (1979, 488) and Ingham (1994, 75) cite tig sim  
stigbil 
to think one could not be formed from a transitive tD. 
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the overall development of IPs in Canaanite and Arabic are considered, the situation immediately 

makes good sense.  

Regardless whether the Gp was ever a productive stem in Canaanite, it was anyway already 

rare by Biblical Hebrew, and absent thereafter. In post-Biblical Hebrew, the Mishnaic dialect 

also lost finite Dp forms and Cp forms became gradually rare; Samaritan Hebrew lost IPs. 

Unlike Arabic, then, in which IPs of the G, D, L, and C are wholly productive, Canaanite did not 

possess the same influence(s) favouring the selection of the innovative tDp stem. Though there 

was enough analogical pressure to result in the initial creation of the innovative variant in at least 

a few instances this was not sufficient to propagate it through the language to become a stable 

part of the language, let alone to oust another form and thereby achieve language change proper. 

The final matter to be touched upon in this preliminary examination of what the variation-

and-change model could bring to the understanding of IPs that the traditional comparative-

historical method does not is how it explains some features of the IP system that do not align 

with genetic or areal classifications of the phylum. At the most basic level, this applies to the 

very distributions of the verbal stems themselves. For example, of the major CS language 

families that possess IPs Arabic, Aramaic, Canaanite, OSA, and Ugaritic finite Dp forms 

occur in all but Aramaic. This distribution cuts across genetic lines because Arabic and OSA are 

not members of the NWS group, while Aramaic, Canaanite, and Ugaritic all are.  

Beyond the question of absolute attestation, though, the variation-and-change model better 

accounts for distributions of formal variation of a given IP, relative to the classification of the 

phylum than does the traditional comparative historical method. That of the Dp PC, for example, 
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varies between Arabic yu-qattal versus Hebrew -quttal.355 Semiticists have traditionally 

considered Hebrew -quttal a secondary development from *yuqattal that arose only in 

Canaanite (if not only in Hebrew).356  

However, if one broadens the scope of investigation to D PASS PTCPs and the relationship 

of PASS PTCPs to finite IPs is a major concern of the analysis Chapter 4 one finds that in 

Aramaic both  and (rarer)  forms are attested, with no discernible 

correspondence between these variants and contact with Hebrew. If one considers a development 

*yu- -quttal to be a genetic isogloss of Canaanite, then one must concede that a 

matching change  coincidentally affected at least some Aramaic forms. 

This hypothesis, dubious at best, becomes even more laboured considering corresponding 

variation in the Aramaic Cp SC (cf. Biblical Aramaic huqtal versus Qumran ). 

Because the variation-and-change model allows for extended periods of competition between 

forms, it sidesteps the problem that this formal diversity causes more traditional reconstructions. 

That is, variation between (Dp PC ~ D PASS PTCP) yu-qattal ~ muquttal and yu-quttal ~ 

muquttal and likewise between (Cp PC ~ C PASS PTCP) yu-Caqtal ~ muCaqtal and yu-Caqtal 

~ muCaqtal may have arisen in NWS, for example, before Canaanite and Aramaic hived off 

from this common mother node, and the competition between variant forms may have continued 

down into the recorded histories of both language families. Strictly speaking, as the variation-

and-change model was originally conceived, it presumes that one variant is innovative, relative 

 
355 The possibility is discussed above (in §§3.61 2) that this distinction may even bisect smaller genetic branches of 
Semitic, if the Amarna Canaanite Dp is indeed yu-qattal like that of Arabic, rather than matching the form y -quttal 
of its Canaanite sister, Hebrew. Ultimately, the question is left open for want of sufficient certain data. 
356 Among those who adopt this position are, for example, Hetzron (1977, 43n1) and Rainey (1996, 2:12). As far as I 
am aware, Brockelmann (1908, §258D) is unique in proposing the reverse historical development, *yu-quttal > 
*yu-qattal, arguing that the vowel following R2 influenced that of R1. That he does so illustrates the scholarly 
consensus that the forms are etymologically derived, one from the other, even to the extent that they disagree on 
directionality. 
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to the other.357 Nonetheless, understanding the origins of the variation is not a prerequisite for 

identifying its existence, nor for recognising it as an instance of how the variation-and-change 

model may provide a better understand IP development than that hitherto achieved. 

To conclude, this chapter has surveyed the detransitive systems of the main branches of 

Semitic, with a particular focus on those in which IPs are present. Overall, the situation is one of 

ongoing vacillation between various stems competing for shared functional domains. This is 

precisely the behaviour of language expected within the variation-and-change model, particularly 

insofar as it allows for situations of extended variation, including instances that do not ultimately 

lead to language change but rather revert back to the original situation (or something similar). 

Furthermore, the idea that selection between variants is conditioned by a complex web of 

competing motivations is particularly apt to an analysis that views the system as a whole 

altogether, which has been found throughout the chapter to be of vital importance in 

understanding Semitic detransitives (and, by extension, IPs, which are part of the larger system). 

The applicability of the variation-and-change model to the subject matter of Semitic 

detransitives was tested by surveying how it could account for variation between N and tG/Gt 

languages throughout the phylum and for developments in t detransitive stems to the C. It well 

explains these two features in a cohesive way that previous approaches, using traditional 

comparative historical methodologies are unable to. A preliminary survey of how the model may 

further inform the understanding of IPs finds it to be a promising theoretical framework for the 

detailed analysis and reconstruction thereof below (in Chapters 4 and 5).  

 
357 Trying to describe the specifics of this diachronic development (and others like it) is an important task of the 
analysis and reconstruction (in Chapters 4 and 5), even if, owing to aforementioned barriers to the application of this 
model to historical data, this will not necessarily be possible. 
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Chapter 4. The analysis of IPs 

 

4.1 Methodology and hypothesis 

This chapter proposes a cohesive, comprehensive analysis of Semitic IPs, particularly in terms of 

their relationships to other parts of the language PASS PTCPs and the N and t stems, and the 

qtil-li PFV and qatl-in IPFV in Aramaic. This analysis draws on the descriptions of the Semitic 

detransitive systems above (in Chapter 3), which provide the reconstruction of the WS stage, 

before which IPs cannot have existed, and which therefore serves as a historical background to 

their development. An important innovation in the analysis is how it considers this subject-

specific data in terms of the variation-and-change model of language diachrony outlined in 

Chapter 2. It thus deviates significantly from previous scholarship on Semitic IPs insofar as that 

usually follows more traditional comparative-historical methodology that has, to date, failed to 

account for IP development.  

It is fundamental to the variation-and-change model that the variation may be a situation of 

free (i.e., unconditioned) competition between variants, which can but does not necessarily lead 

to change. The application of this model then first requires the identification of situations where 

such variation exists in relation to IPs. This is no straightforward task. Much scholarship of 

Semitic languages plays down, and sometimes even outright dismisses, the notion of free 

variation, since the chaotic flux that it presupposes to exist is at odds with traditional 

comparative historical methodology.1 Instead, one frequently encounters the ascription of 

apparent variation between alternatives to dialectal distributions, considerations of register, or 

phonological influences. 

 
1 This is most true of genetic family-tree models characterised by neat bifurcations, but also poses some difficulty to 
less nuanced areal models which conceptualise loaning as punctual, even if in reality it must have occurred in a 
protracted situation of contact (and therefore variation between the before-loan and after-loan situations). 
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=y. Alongside regular qutiya, a 

rarer variant qut  is also attested. Retsö argues that the latter arises due to the objectionability of 

the sequence *iy, that is, the rarer variant (or at least its creation) is phonologically motivated.2 

Alternatively, Fischer argues that qut  forms are poetic, so the variation is governed by register.3 

Rabin instead ascribes the presence of by-forms to an original dialectal distinction; the rarer qut  

form was native to the ayyi  tribe (among others) and adopted as an acceptable poetic variant 

during the codification of Classical Arabic: 

The only conclusion remaining to us is that right at the very outset of Classical Arabic poetry the 
ch could be used as poetic 

have been common to the northern half of West-Arabic.4 

Crucially, although all these authors recognise the coexistence of qutiya and qut  by-forms, 

none entertains the possibility that they existed in free competitive variation. Instead, based on 

the assumption that such a redundancy would not occur, they infer that these forms cannnot have 

overlapped, at least originally, but must have been somehow separated into complementary 

arenas (e.g., different dialects, registers, or phonological environments). This is of course not to 

say that all by-forms exist in free variation; distribution of variants is often undeniably 

conditioned.5 Rather, the intention here is to stress the need to strip away a priori assumptions 

against free variation and allow for such a possibility where no preferable alternative analysis 

exists. This provides a new lens through which to view the thus far unexplained heterogeneity of 

Semitic IP forms, even within the same language. 

 
2 Retsö, 1989, 177. Since qutiya forms are attested, though, Retsö only proposes to explain the origin of the qut  
variant and does nothing to explain the distribution between the forms. Therefore, even if he believes it was created 
to avoid the iy sequence, in the absence of any factor governing its distribution relative to qutiya, the two exist (and 
have done so since their creation) in free variation. 
3 Fischer, 1972, §255. 
4 Rabin, 1951, 196. 
5 It would be untenable to suggest, for example, that Hebrew tD and Dt forms are anything other than allomorphs, 

ult of a metathesis *tS > St. 
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The present case may not be the ideal illustration of scholarship ignoring possible free 

However, it is used as an example because it also highlights difficulties in identifying variation 

in historical material. One problem is that the context in which material is preserved may not 

accurately reflect its true historical status. For example, Fischer states that qut  forms are poetic, 

which is accurate at some level, since this is the register of Classical Arabic in which they occur. 

However, that reflects how qut  was incorporated when Classical Arabic was codified rather 

than its original distribution; grammarians specified that qut  could only be used as poetic 

license in the new koine, but there is no evidence that it was not a normal vernacular form in 

ayyi  Arabic. Further, textual emendation to remove qut  shows that historical material is not 

even necessarily a reliable witness to the situation it purports to record.6 

Such barriers notwithstanding, considering that no other theory has thus far explained the 

development of IPs, a new approach is adopted here, one that entertains the possibility of 

underlying competitive free variation between IPs and other detransitive stems (in the passive 

function at least). From this background of variation that may continue for prolonged periods, 

irreversible language change is achieved only when a new variant ousts an older one and 

replaces it. Alternatively, it may fail to do so and disappear, so the situation reverts back to what 

it was before the variation arose in the first place, as ultimately turns out to be the fate of IPs in 

most Semitic languages.7  

One important nuance in understanding language diachrony as situations of prolonged 

variation and this is particularly apt in relation to rare or short-lived forms whose position in 

 
6 
Jamhara, i, 32 in which suq  n, i, 465 the line is so reconstructed that 
the active saqä  
7 This distinction between variation and change is described by Lüdtke (1989, 135) and Henry (2003, 272ff).  
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the overall history of the language is marginal is the conception of productivity not simply as a 

binary of present versus absent forms. Language is rife with innovations that are extremely 

limited in their attestation and disappear without effecting any significant change to the 

language. These are of a quite different order than those that become established at the expense 

of another option available to the speaker.  

To assess the import of a development and differentiate between the stages of variation that 

(may) lead to language change, one must recognise the scalar continuum of success of innovative 

variants. This begins with the first (potentially one-off) creation of a form, moving through 

stages of increased productivity and establishment within the language, reaching the other end of 

the spectrum only when the innovative form ousts the original form(s) it arose in competition 

with.8  

For example, if the fewer-than-fifteen putative Gp PC forms in the entire Aramaic corpus are 

indeed correctly identified as such, they are examples of a nonce expression, so rare that they do 

not come close to resulting in significant variation, let alone change.9 This is quite different to 

the Aramaic Cp SC, which coexisted in variation with the Ct/tC for a period, though the latter is 

ultimately the victor in this competition. Such abortive variation is, in turn, different from that of 

the Classical Arabic Cp, which replaces the Ct altogether in passive functions, and thus has 

proceed further along the path to language change proper.10 

 
8 
h paks leg mena, nonce expressions. Others may remain for a while until they disappear. Some may enter into 
serious competition with established rivals and eventually oust them. 
phenomena which consist in the abolition of something that had been current in a language; such change is much 
rarer, indeed, than the creation of something new  
9 For discussion of these see the discussion above (in §3.5); Folmer, 1995, §3.8; Muraoka and Porten, 1998, §30. 
10 Since the Cp only has a passive function, it cannot replace the Ct in its other (reflexive and semantic middle) 
detransitive functions, so the Ct is not lost altogether, and consequently the final stage of irreversible language 
change is not achieved. 
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It is axiomatic of the variation-and-change model of language diachrony that no construction 

exists and develops in a vacuum, and that parts of the language should therefore be considered in 

the context of others with which they interact. For example, the attestation and function of the 

Gp in a given language is often directly related in an inverse proportionality to that of the N, 

precisely because they exist in competitive variation.11 However, just as the Gp and N cannot be 

understood properly except in relation to each other, nor can these two be divorced from the 

broader context of detransitive system as a whole.  

The most important way interrelating IPs with other detransitive (N and t) stems impacts on 

the analysis is that it raises questions (and points to answers) about relationships amongst the IP 

stems themselves. Specifically, it leads to a key element of the reconstruction proposed below (in 

Chapter 5): A relative chronology between the development of the IP stems that the Dp and Cp 

arose before the Gp follows from an understanding of the functional (a)symmetry of the whole 

inventory of detransitive stems at different stages.  

The Dp and Cp, it is hypothesised, arose to create a second detransitive stem relative to the D 

and C (apart from the tD/Dt and Ct, respectively), and in so doing fill a paradigmatic slot parallel 

to that of the N, relative to the G (which also had a detransitive tG/Gt). This development was 

provoked by a general tendency to create functional symmetry within the inventory of stems, one 

of several motivations described below that operated together (or sometimes against each other) 

 
11 Pardee (2003/2004, 254, 256) observes that Ugaritic Gp forms are more reliably identified (and therefore 
implicitly more common) in prose than poetry because they represent a more archaic form of the language, before 
the N expanded into passive use (from mediopassive or middle); I would modify this view somewhat to say that for 
a period, the N was yielding part of its original functional domain to the Gp (i.e., the prototypical passive), but 
subsequently regained the upper hand in the competitive variation. In Hebrew, Gzella (2009, 314) cites parallels in 

-forms in the older texts have at times been replaced by corresponding 
N-  The case of the N versus Gp is perhaps a better example of the dangers of 
rejecting free variation than the aforementioned qutiya / qut  by-forms. Retsö (1989, 143 45) proposes that the Gp 
PC yu-qtal must have arisen as a weak- n, w) alternative to the N. This implausible conclusion is born of 
desperation to identify a phonological distribution of the two stems, refusing to admit they could have simply 
coexisted in free variation. 
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to shape the course of IP development. So, apart from exerting a limiting pressure on the Gp 

once it arose, the presence of the N (and tG/Gt) also accounts for the late development of the Gp.  

Several detailed, independent arguments in favour of the relatively late development of the 

Gp are presented in the analysis and reconstruction; suffice it here to summarise two clues: its 

general rarity and formal diversity between languages. The Gp is by far the rarest of the Hebrew 

IP stems, and occurs only in the SC in Aramaic, where its form (q t l) has a quite separate origin 

from those of its counterparts in Hebrew (quttal) and Arabic (qutila, and dialectal qitil). The 

scarcity of the Gp in NWS is a function of its late formation; it is described above (in §§3.6.2, 

3.6.4) -in first-  heterogeneity 

of the Gp SC reflects its formation after the different languages had become separate.12  

The historical precedence of the Dp and Cp over the Gp is just one element of the overall 

hypothesis for IP development, and raised here by way of example of the novel, holistic 

understanding of IPs within the broader detransitive context. Equally important as how IPs relate 

to other detransitive stems, for example, is how they relate to their respective non-finite PASS 

PTCPs. Ultimately, when all factors are considered, the following development is hypothesised: 

stage 0, G PASS PTCPs;  

stage 1, D and C PASS PTCPs;  

stage 2a, Dp and Cp PCs;  

stage 2b, Dp and Cp SCs; 

stage 3a, Gp PCs; 

stage 3b, Gp SCs; 

stage 4, all other IPs (e.g., IPs to t stems, and IP-specific INFs).  

 
12 This admittedly does not account for the Gp PC, which is in fact the most morphologically heterogeneous IP form, 
appearing as yu-qtal in almost all cases; the likelihood that this is a coincidence due to limited options for IP 
formation relative to active G ya-qtul is discussed below (in §§4.9.1, 5.6).  
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The stages of this proposed reconstruction, it must be stressed, are not just chronologically 

contiguous, but developmentally interdependent. The details of this hypothesis are outlined 

below, along with the analytic methodology that has led to its formulation particularly in 

contrast to that of previous, less succesful works on IPs and several arguments subsequently 

found to support it. 

A major reason that scholarship to date has failed to satisfactorily account for IP 

development is because it has not considered all IPs together, or within the more general 

detransitive context. In fairness, it is difficult enough to adopt a perspective circumspect broad 

enough to simultaneously encompass all the data, let alone to achieve on this basis an analysis 

with enough specificity to remain meaningful. To avoid coming adrift by viewing swathes of 

forms without some unifying frame of reference, underlying trends must be the starting point of 

the analysis, from which attention is then turned towards the small schisms within them. For 

example, whereas previous works look first at the difference between Hebrew y -quttal and 

Arabic yu-qattal and (unsuccesfully) attempt to work backwards towards a common form, the 

methodology adopted here is to establish first in what regard(s) these forms, and indeed all IPs, 

are similar. Then, using this general commonality as a background, reasons for the more specific 

differences will be sought. 

When looking at the situation in such an encompassing manner, two features are found that 

are pervasive enough among IPs to be identified as keys to the history of their development: 1) 

They are distinguished from their active counterparts by a height contrast (referred to for 

-marking height contrast). No specific height is associated 

with active or passive, but the height-voice alignment can run in either direction depending on 

the context. 2) A close morphological relationship exists between IPs and their corresponding 
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PASS PTCPs. In fact, it is by combining these two that one reaches the realisation that PASS 

PTCPs, or more preciely their relationship to ACT PTCPs, are the very origin of the VMHC. 

The most widespread passive-marking verbal form in Semitic in the looser sense including 

verbal adjectives as well as finite forms is the G PASS PTCP; this is an excellent place to 

begin the analysis moving from general commonalities to specific differences. Semitic G PASS 

PTCP forms have a long high vowel between R2 and R3, but the individual languages diverge 

between having a front or back vowel in this position; in diachronic terms, they derive from 

either *qat l or *qat l. This general commonality may be captured by an analysis of the tripartite 

vowel system endemic to Semitic with low *a, high-front *i, and high-back *u that refers 

only to a more fundamental diametric height opposition: VH VL. Compared with the G ACT 

PTCP *q til q ltvhl in terms of the more general rubric of height quality the PASS PTCP 

qvlt hl is distinguished by the height and position of the long vowel.  

This contrast in height, or in some cases more precisely in the positions within the form of 

vowels of differing heights, is paralleled in finite IPs cf. e.g., Classical Arabic D qattala ~ yu-

qattil quttila ~ yu-qattal, Omani Arabic G qatal ~ ya-ktib qitil ~ yi-ktab, Aramaic G 

q tal q t l, and Hebrew C haqt l  huqtal.13 

vowels of IPs and their active counterparts is virtually ubiquitous, there is variation in its precise 

manifestation thereof. This contrast can be a i or a u, and its alignment may run either active 

principle of a voice-

 
13 Very rare instances of IPs lacking a VMHC e.g., Hebrew 2MSG C SC hiqtal-t  versus Cp huqtal-t are 
discussed below in a dedicated section but are ultimately all found to result from earlier situations in which VMHC 
was present during IP formation, but was broken down by subsequent language-specific developments (in this case, 
the shift *hiqtil-ta > *hiqtal-ta o 
and u, with the latter occurring especially in doubly-closed syllables n huqqal ~ yu-qqal 
hoqtal ~ yo-qtal (Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §57). However, since the o undoubtedly derives from earlier *u, as 
(usually) preserved in C PASS PTCPs muqt l (more commonly than moqt l), for the sake of transparency in 
comparison with forms from other languages and parts of the paradigm, these forms are presented with u. 
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marking height contrast (VMHC) in IP morphology, it has largely either analysed u as a passive 

marker something thoroughly debunked in the analysis below or ignored altogether. By 

beginning with the general commonality of the VMHC, the current hypothesis achieves, for the 

first time, a plausible, unified overview of IP morphology from which to proceed to the specific 

variation between attested forms.  

Another important dimension of this analysis of considering IPs alongside PASS PTCPs is 

the perspective it affords regarding the derivational relationship(s) amongst them. It is 

conspicuous that the attestation of a given IP invariably demands that a corresponding PASS 

PTCP also be attested. Further, formal similarities between some IPs and PASS PTCPs have 

long been noted, and are, in fact, so self-evident that they can hardly be ignored.14 For example, 

Few would deny that Hebrew Dp PC y -quttal is formally related to D PASS PTCP m qutt l, as 

Arabic yu-qattal is likewise to muqattal. However, differences in specifics of the individual cases 

impede the integration of the data into a single, all-encompassing theory. Scholars either view 

the similarity between how Arabic and Hebrew Dp PCs mirror their respective D PASS PTCPs 

as merely coincidental, or else overreach in proposing an etymological derivation of the forms in 

one language from forms like those of the other.15 The trend of formal relation between IPs and 

corresponding PASS PTCPs must be recognised, and crucially not written off as an irrelevancy, 

but evaluated as a common generality central to IP development as a whole. 

Furthermore, to achieve a more focussed (and consequently more useful) understanding of 

the trend towards relationships between IPs and PASS PTCPs, it must be juxtaposed with the 

other fundamental of IP morphology: the VMHC. These two are by no means unrelated 

 
14 The clearest case of all is that of the Aramaic Gp SC and G PASS PTCP, both of which take precisely the same 
form, q t l (in the strong root, at least). 
15 For an overview of the main theories relating IPs to PASS PTCP forms, including an explicit recognition of the 
difficulty of fitting the situations of the various languages together, see Retsö, 1989, 165, 168 69, 187ff. 
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phenomena; on the contrary, the locus from which the VMHC arose was in the PTCP system, 

specifically between the long, stressed vowels of G ACT q til qat hl. However, this was 

not where height contrast as a (potential) voice marker was created, merely where it was first 

identified.16 More relevant to IP formation is the subsequent extension of the VMHC from this 

original context to the D and C ACT PTCPs (already in existence since PS) to create 

corresponding PASS PTCPs. While many IPs (such as the aforementioned Dp PC forms) can be 

related directly to the PASS PTCP morphology, those that cannot instead result from the further 

abstraction of the VMHC and application to active forms without reference to the original PTCP 

context of the marking.  

Thus, the proposed hypothesis for the mechanism(s) of IP formation is that a height contrast 

originating between PASS and ACT PTCPs was subsequently extended to form finite passives 

(IPs). This initially occurred in direct relation to PASS PTCPs, and continued to do so where 

possible, but the VMHC existed as a conceptual abstraction that could also be applied directly to 

finite active verbs. Using this methodological framework of common generalities accounts for all 

the data while allowing for differences between attested forms without compromising the 

integrity of the theory. For example the slight difference between Hebrew m quttal and Arabic 

muqattal should not blind us to their overarching commonality of being D PASS PTCPs formed 

by application of a VMHC to the ACT PTCP muqattil.17 Similarly, to the extent that their 

respective Dp PCs, y -quttal and yu-qattal diverge, this is merely a nuance in the manifestation 

of the commonality of IP formation being based directly on PASS PTCP morphology. 

 

 
16 The analysis below describes how the G PASS PTCP qat hl arose as a reaction to the repurposing of the patient 
verbal adjective qat hl as a finite form (stative G SC), rather than in any direct relationship to the ACT PTCP q til. 
17 Such a recourse to generalisation is particularly apt considering that multiple variants sometimes coexist within a 
single language e.g., Aramaic possesses Dp PASS PTCP forms both <*muquttal and <*muqattal (discussed below 
in §§4.7 7, 5.3. 
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4.2 Competing motivations at work in IP development 

Even if IP formation may be boiled down to these two fundamentals, any proper understanding 

of IPs needs to contextualise them within the broader detransitive system(s). The vast data set of 

all Semitic detransitives can be synthesised to find a small number of common generalities, just 

as has been done for the IPs specifically. The descriptions above (in Chapter 3) show the 

following trends to have been operative throughout the developments of Semitic verbal stems, 

that is, to have shaped the detransitive systems of the phylum (including IPs). In addition to the 

aforementioned principles of the VMHC, and relationships between PASS PTCPs and IPs, the 

analysis and reconstruction will refer to factors relevant to the overall Semitic verbal stem 

system(s) of which IPs are a part: 1) functional symmetry, 2) formal isomorphism, 3) the 

semantic-to-syntactic shift, and 4) the fientivisation of verbal adjectives. 

1) Functional symmetry means balance within language, such that if it is functionally 

symmetrical, when a given form has a counterpart performing a specific function, other forms 

that are equivalent to it also have corresponding derived counterparts. Semitic languages resolve 

functional asymmetry in their inventories of detransitive verbal stems, creating or strengthening 

equilibrium therein, by creating new stems, losing existing ones, or reassigning the functions of 

stems. Functional symmetry is by definition concerned with relationality between forms, so it 

cannot be identified, let alone understood, without looking at the whole paradigm together.  

The motivation to create symmetry is well recognised by scholars of historical linguistics as 

operative in the phonetic, phonological, and morphological domains, but application of the same 

thinking to the function(s) thereof, is less standard.18 This may be because the analogical 

 
18 

ymmetrical 
or natural (to fill in the gap). However, a change which fills one gap may create other gaps elsewhere in the system 
which then precipitate other changes towards symmetry/naturalness to rectify its effects, thus setting off a chain 
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processes that create such symmetry (discussed below) are usually considered in terms of their 

formal dimensions. It would be possible to view developments in Semitic detransitive systems 

solely in terms of the elimination of morphological irregularity, without reference to how the 

different stems are used, but that would ignore a crucial dimension of how such developments 

affect the language, and why they occur in the first place.  

One example of functional symmetry that is central to the hypothesised IP development is 

how the presence of the N as a first-argument reducing counterpart to the G provokes the 

creation of the Dp and Cp to create functional symmetry between the G, D, and C in this 

regard.19 This resolved a functional asymmetry in the existing system, which had both tripartite 

and bipartite groupings of detransitive relationships: i.e., tripartite G (basic) ~ N (passive) ~ 

tG/Gt (reflexive) versus bipartite D, C (basic) ~ tD/Dt, Ct (all detransitive). The new Dp and Cp 

stems levelled the tripartite organisation: D, C (basic) ~ Dp, Cp (passive) ~ tD/Dt, Ct 

(reflexive).20  

The strength of the motivation to create functional symmetry is evident in that IP formation 

is not the only way this particular asymmetry is resolved. Throughout Semitic, the various 

languages tend, over time, to favour either the tG/Gt (most archetypally, Aramaic and Ethiopic) 

 
Mahon (1994, 186) also notes the possibility of extending this thinking beyond the realm pf phonetics: 

 
19 For example, in the detransitive stems, Omani Arabic (discussed above in §3.4.4) creates an ND stem, resulting in 
functional symmetry between G ~ N and D ~ ND; in transitivity-raising stems, Ethiopic (discussed above in §3.7) 
creates CD and CL stems, resulting in functional symmetry between the G ~ C, D ~ CD, and L ~ CL. 
20 Of course, no real-life language system is perfect, including in terms of functional symmetry. At the proposal for 
this dissertation, Pardee (2015, p.c.) observed that Ugaritic contradicts the hypothesised functional symmetry. This 
is true if one focusses on the data as an isolated synchronic snapshot, but when one steps back to view the diachrony 
of Semitic detransitives as a whole, the shift towards greater functional symmetry becomes apparent. In Canaanite, 
the N is ascendent over the tG/Gt, so the latter is only found in the earliest stages of Phoenician and some epigraphic 
Canaanite texts, and is wholly absent from Biblical Hebrew. The subtle decline in Gt productivity between archaic 
poetic Ugaritic and newer prose texts as identified by Tropper, 2000, §74.237.1 should be understood as the very 
incipient stages of a similar development to what occurs, and progresses much further, in Canaanite.  
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or the N (most archetypally, Hebrew) at the expense of the other.21 Moreover, two (independent) 

cases Maltese and the Algerian Arabic dialect of Djidjelli exist of languages combining the N 

All of 

these diverse developments (and likewise the creation of the Dp and Cp) are influenced by the 

same motivation to create functional symmetry between the detransitive stem(s) of the G on the 

one hand and that/those of the D and C on the other; the differences between the specifics of how 

this is achieved must not blind us to their overall commonality. 

Admittedly, it would be unacceptably circular to use a feature (namely, the resolution of 

functional asymmetry) of the proposed development of detransitives as the sole evidence 

confirming why IPs developed as reconstructed. However, other cases exist in the Semitic verbal 

stem system(s) supporting the notion of a motivation towards functional symmetry. For instance, 

Ethiopic extends the C morpheme to the D (and L), creating functional symmetry (basic : 

causative) between G : C(G) :: D : CD :: L : CL. In most Semitic languages the derivational 

relationship between G ~ D (basic ~ +verbal plurality, including transitivity raising) is 

transparent, but in Ethiopic it has broken down and they (along with the L) are conceived of as 

equivalent, basic stems.  

This explains why functional symmetry has resulted in this extension of the C here but not 

elsewhere: Ethiopic basic G has a causative counterpart (CG), so too does basic D need one 

(CD). Elsewhere, the D is not functionally equivalent to the G in terms of transitivity raising on 

the contrary, one of its main function is to raise transitivity. Consequently, it is also not subject to 

the demands of functional symmetry, relative to the G, in terms of the transitivity-raising, which 

is why the D does not form a transitivity-raising CD stem outside of Ethiopic.  

 
21 See Rets  (1989, 142) generalisation e the Arabic dialects, the whole Semitic family may be divided into t-
dialects and n-dialects, depending on which consonantal affix is used to form passive markers in the G-  
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2) Formal isomorphism referred to by McMahon simply , but modified 

functional symmetry -

to- 22 At the level of 

detransitive stems, for example, this means that the functions of the t morpheme are the same in 

the Gt/tG, tD/Dt, and Ct, or that all IPs have the same derivational relationship to their respective 

unmarked counterparts. With regard to how this may factor into diachronic developments, it may 

motivate the extension of a morpheme to new contexts, providing new forms in which this has 

the same function as it does in existing forms, and thereby reinforcing the formal isomorphism 

within the system. 

In the Semitic verbal system, this means that derivational stem morphemes may be extended 

to new contexts. This happens, for example, with the C and the combined Ct morpheme in 

Ethiopic, the N in some Arabic dialects like Omani, and most relevantly, the ablaut of IP 

morphology anywhere IPs other than the Dp and Cp exist.  In this respect, formal isomorphism is 

similar to functional symmetry. The crucial difference is that functional symmetry does not 

necessarily entail morphological parallels between counterparts (e.g., between the N and Dp), 

whereas formal isomorphism, by definition, refers to the formal material common between them 

(e.g., the dental t- in the Gt/tG and Dt/tD or the nasal n in the N and ND of Omani Arabic). 

Furthermore, apart from creating new stems, the motivation to increase formal isomorphism can 

also tighten morphological homogeneity within the system, such as by levelling prefixing of the t 

affix in Ethiopic or its infixing in MSA, for example. Since this need have no effect upon the 

uses of the forms in question, functional symmetry is not even a factor. 

Just because it is not necessarily straightforward to tease out formal isomorphism from 

functional symmetry, that does not mean that the two principles can or should be conflated. They 
 

22 McMahon, 1994, 86. 
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sometimes work in concert to promote the same development as in the extension of the 

causative morpheme to create a CD stem in Ethiopic but this is not necessarily the case; 

sometimes formal isomorphism and functional symmetry can instead push against each other as 

competing motivations. Most relevantly, extension of IP morphology from the Dp and Cp to 

create the Gp increases the formal isomorphism of ablaut marking of passives, but upsets the 

functional symmetry of the stem system as a whole.23 

3) The semantic-to-syntactic shift means that there is a change in how the language presents 

information. Specifically, certain verbs and verbal adjectives that originally only expressed what 

semantic role a participant plays in a predication came to have syntactic restrictions upon their 

use(s). The very kernel from which IP development proceeds, the G PASS PTCP, provides an 

example of this. In Ethiopic, q tul is a patient verbal adjective referring to both transitive and 

intransitive patients, which is the situation reconstructed to WS for its proto-form *qat l (and 

likewise *qat l); in the later stage of CS, though, there is a syntactic restriction in that the 

reflexes of these two patterns are increasingly restricted to transitive patients only. 

The semantic-to-syntactic shift also manifests itself in finite verbs. One way this occurs is 

with a shift in the functions of existing forms. For example, the N originally simply indicated the 

semantic property of SUBJ affectedness, but throughout the history of the phylum, its use was 

increasingly restricted to (medio)passive situations that reduced the first argument in syntactic 

terms.24 That is, N formation from intransitive G verbs, expressing semantic middle with no 

syntactic change, was perfectly grammatical in Akkadian, Hebrew, and Ugaritic; in the relatively 

 
23 The creation of the Dp and Cp levelled a tripartite (basic ~ passive ~ reflexive) organisation of detransitive stems; 
the subsequent creation of the Gp countervails this, reintroducing an imbalance between a quadripartite arrangement 
in part of the system (G ~ N ~ tG/Gt ~ Gp) and a tripartite one (D ~ tD/Dt ~ Dp and C ~ Ct ~ Cp) in the rest. 
24 More accurately, its original function was fientivisation of verbal adjectives, which accounts for a scattering of 
quadriradical N verbs in Akkadian, MSA, and Ethiopic with no detransitive function (whether semantic or 
syntactic). For our purposes, though, it is only relevant that already by PS, virtually all uses of the N may be 
accurately analysed as marking the semantic function of SUBJ affectedness. 
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innovative Classical Arabic, this is so rare to  or not 

recognised at all.25 Moreover, only in Akkadian could syntactically transitive G verbs form N 

verbs with no syntactic change e.g., um nalbu um 

.26 That N formation in this language operated with no regard for syntactic 

considerations reflects that it lies at the early end of the semantic-to-syntactic shift. 

Apart from developments in the functions of existing forms, the semantic-to-syntactic shift is 

also manifest in the creation of new forms or constructions that explicitly (and invariably) 

present the predication in syntactic terms. These arise in competitive variation with older forms 

that marked semantic features as well as syntactic ones and sometimes come to replace them (at 

least in certain contexts). Most relevantly, IPs are created and subsume the passive function of 

the N and t stems.27 Other examples of the same principle include the replacement of t stems by 

periphrastic reflexive constructions in contemporary Arabic dialects and elsewhere in Semitic. 

4) Fientivisation of verbal adjectives is an extremely common way for finite verbs, including 

detransitives, to be created.28 Many independent cases exist in the Semitic phylum, sometimes 

even occurring repeatedly at different stages from the same morphological source material. For 

example, the N was formed from the G verbal adjective before PS, but the same source also gave 

rise to the perfective SC during WS.29 As noted above (in §4.1), IPs often have close 

morphological relationships with PASS PTCPs. Looking at the broader context allows us to 

understand this as part of a general tendency for finite verbs to derive from verbal adjectives.  

 
25 Roughly one-fifth of N verbs in these more archaic Semitic languages are based on intransitive G verbs (Jenni, 
1973, 63; Kouwenberg, 2010, §12.2.2.2); for the Classical Arabic N, see Fischer, 1972, §169; Wright, 1896, §53. 
26 Kouwenberg, 2010, §§12.2.2.1. 
27 Rather than replacing them outright, though, the reconstruction of IP development shows their history to be 
characterised by protracted situations of undulating variation ending in decline. The point being highlighted here, 
though, is the role of the semantic-to-syntactic shift in their initial creation. 
28 Hodge, 1975. 
29 Fientivisation of verbal adjectives is particularly prevalent in Aramaic, where the ACT PTPC *q til and PASS 
PTCP *qat l grammaticalise into finite verbs the qatl-in IPFV and qtil-li PFV, respectively as part of a 
wholescale reorganisation of the conjugational system. 
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As well as the commonality of deriving from verbal adjectives (or perhaps rather because of 

it), the developments of both IPs and the SC simultaneously reflect the semantic-to-syntactic 

shift. However, there is an important difference between these two constructions: IPs do not 

simply grammaticalise existing predicative constructions into new conjugational parts of the 

verbal paradigm in this respect IPs are more comparable to the N than to the SC. Thus, unlike 

the SC, they are conjugated by the same inflectional morphology (prefixed and suffixed person 

markers) found throughout the verbal stem paradigm.30 This is why IPs must be considered 

within the context of the derivational verbal stem system, although the dimension of the 

inflectional conjugational system does come into play with the Aramaic Gp SC q t l (which must 

be considered alongside the qatl-in IPFV and the qtil-li PFV as discussed above (in §3.5). 

Another similarity between IPs and the N, as opposed to the SC or qtil-li PFV, is that the 

detransitive morpheme of both (ablaut or the dental n) may be abstracted from its original 

context and extended to new environments. Specifically, the original link to verbal adjectives is 

severed, and new stems are formed directly from active finite verbs in other parts of the 

paradigm to fulfil the motivations towards functional symmetry and/or formal isomorphism. In 

Bahraini Arabic, the nasal prefix of N in-qvtal is extended to the D, creating a new ND in- + 

qattal  inqattal.31 Likewise, the analysis of IPs and reconstruction of their development below 

(in §§4.9, 5.5 8) reveals that while most are derived directly from PASS PTCPs, some have 

instead extracted the morphological marking of the VMHC from its original PTCP context and 

applied it directly to active forms.  

 
30 Apart from a handful of possible Hebrew exceptions, IPs do not form their own INFs, which would be redundant 
insofar as INFs are neutral with regard to voice. IMP formation was also blocked in IPs, presumably for semantic 
reasons relating to the category of agency. That is, the adressee of an IP IMP would be its patient, and as such would 
not be the appropriate participant to order to carry out the action, since they do not have agency in it. 
31 Holes (2016, §4.1.2.6) gives examples and notes that the same occurs in Omani and Najdi Arabic. To the extent 
that the PS origin of the C may be the application of a derivational causative morpheme *sa- to a G verbal adjective, 
then the extension of the C morpheme to the D and L stems in Ethiopic (and elsewhere) would also be an example 
of this same concept. 
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4.3 Height as an organisational division of the Semitic vowel system 

The hypothesised development of IPs depends on vowel height being a contrastive feature and 

basic organisational principle in Semitic phonology. This is not a given, since the archetypal 

phonology of the phylum reconstructed back to PS and preserved as late as Classical Arabic, 

for example has three vowel colours: *a(:), *i(:), and *u(:).32 That said, some scholars do 

recognise that the behaviour of vowels aligns somewhat with distinction in their height, even if 

this is not a mainstream position.33 This section builds from this starting point, and finds that 

while purely phonetic properties are certainly important in this, the height distinction also applies 

to the functional load of the vowels. Put another way, height can be a contrastive feature in the 

phonology in terms of phonemic contrast, which is a crucial theoretical basis for the proposed 

VMHC that lies behind IP formation.  

Behavioural distinctions between low *a versus high *i and *u can be identified as early as 

PS, owing to the phonetic properties of the latter, specifically, their relationships with the glide 

phonemes *y and *w, respectively. In closed syllables, only diphthongs with *a are reconstructed 

for PS; *aw and *ay occurred, and are preserved in some descendent languages (e.g., Arabic bayt 

mawt By contrast, as regards diphthongs with high vowels, *iy and *uw 

monophthongised to *  and *  by PS, while **iw and **uy are impermissible in most Semitic 

languages (in closed syllables) as they likely were in PS.34 

Overall, one may generalise that low vowels are more stable in Semitic than high ones.35 

That is to say, a(:) resists lenition in contexts where it affects *i(:) and *u(:), sometimes to the 

 
32 Even assuming a subdivision of these three vowels, nothing inherently demands that it align with height; a 
contrastive opposition could equally exist between +front i versus -front a / u or +back u versus -back a / i. 
33 Owens (2006, 48
opposition runs along the low  
34 Huehnergard, 2019, §2.2. 
35 This statement is made in relation to Semitic vowels specifically; I am aware of no universal phonetic tendency 
for high vowels to be less stable than low ones. 
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extent of total elision. Ethiopic is the prime example of this, since one sound change operative 

during proto-Ethiopic is an unconditioned lenition *i, *u > , with further apocopation of word-

final schwa and its syncopation in certain other contexts (e.g., / C_Cv).36 Similarly, in many 

contemporary Arabic dialects and even in some instances from the earliest recorded stage of 

this language family short high vowels i and u merge to a single central vowel, particularly in 

open syllables, whose phonetic manifestation is conditioned by consonantal context.37 

Semitic low and high vowels also differ in their phonotactic behaviour. In line with their 

general instability, a number of phonological processes operate to change sequences of high 

vowels.38 For example, when the Arabic 3MSG suffix follows a high vowel, the impermissible 

**i-hu is resolved by assimilation: e.g., **li-kalb-i-hu > li-kalb-i-hi; a low vowel (in either 

position) undergoes no comparable change: kalb-a-hu and li-kalb-i-h . Hebrew instead resolves 

impermissible vhCvh sequences with dissimilation, specifically lenition of the first vowel to , 

which again does not affect sequences with a low vowel: cf. *zir  > z r  -

* al m > l m k l  <*kil b q t l <*qat l 39 Notably, this 

also affects high vowels deriving from historically low ones as  where this results from the 

Canaanite-specific change *  > which indicates that height was not only a consideration in 

the proto-language, but remained an important phonetic property in the descendent languages.  

Behavioural differences in long vowels, between low  versus high  and , mirror those in 

their short counterparts. Again, high vowels are generally less stable; *  and *  tend to shorten 

 
36 linguistics, but 
see, e.g., Tropper and Lehmann, 2002, §32. 
37 Fischer and Jastrow, 1980, 40, 54. Watson (2002, §2.4.1) provides a comparative overview of Arabic dialects with 
regard to this specific phenomenon; cf. Owens, 2006, 48 65, especially 51ff. for a response to Fischer and Jastrow, 
and 57ff. for possible instances of high-vowel mergers in Old Arabic. 
38 This is not to deny that vlCvl sequences are immune from all phonological processes. For example, the 
boundedness morpheme *na dissimilates to ni in Arabic following the dual suffix : * kalb- -na > kalb- -ni 

phonotactic behaviours, nor the relatively instability of the former in this regard. 
39 For this sound change and these examples, see Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §§30d, 88Eh. 
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(to i and u, respectively) in situations where *  does not. One example is before the Arabic 

energic suffix -nnv: cf. 2FSG ta-qtul-i-nna <*ta-qtul- +nna and 3MPL ya-qtul-u-nna <*ya-qtul-

+nna versus 3MDU ya-qtul- -nni <*ya-qtul- +nni. Preservation of a long vowel in a closed 

syllable is exceptional in Arabic; the only other instances I am aware of occur with the elision of 

short vowels between R2 and R3 in =3, namely in the G ACT PTCP q ll < *q lil and the L SC 

q lla <*q lala.40 Notably, only low , and never high  or , occurs in the context _CC. 

The preceding distinctions between low and high vowels relate to their phonetic articulation. 

Indeed, Kaye and Rosenhouse explicitly contextualise common developments of high vowels in 

Semitic like those just described by reference to an abstract concept of their natural phonetic 

properties.41 More important though, with regard to the role of vowel height in IP morphology

specifically in the mechanism of the VMHC is its phonological dimension of height. A clear 

bifurcation exists between the (reflexes of) low and high vowels in terms of their functional 

loads; *i and *u can often stand in either free or lexically-determined variation, relative to each 

other, while the same is not true for variation between *i and *a or *u and *a.  

For example, there is no semantic contrast between the Classical Arabic stative G SC 

patterns qatila and qatula, but together, they are functionally distinct from qatala; the forms with 

high vowels are stative and that with a low vowel is fientive.42 This is a functional distribution 

that has become established with the development of the perfective-marking finite SC, itself the 

 
40 For these features in Arabic, see Wright, 1896, §§13, 25, 97, 124.  
41 Kaye and Rosenhouse, 1997, 278 i and u is similar to developments in 

 
42 Neither in Quranic Arabic (for which, see Owens, 2006, 58), nor elsewhere in Semitic is the correlation between 
form (*qatvhla versus *qatala) and function perfect; it may be disturbed by the effects of certain root consonants on 
adjacent vowels, but remains sufficiently robust to be immediately familiar to even the initiate in any WS language. 
Thus, this distinction holds for Hebrew statives q tel <*qatila and q tol <*qatula versus fientive q tal <*qatala. 
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key isogloss of WS.43 In Ethiopic, due to the sound change *u, *i > ø, the reflexes of *qatila and 

*qatula merge to qatla, contrasted to fientive qatala. Since the two stative SC forms were never 

functionally distinct, this is subtly different from what Classical Arabic grammarians describe 

where the instances of lenition (and merger) of i and u in open syllables can obscure their 

respective case-marking functions (genitive and nominative).44 Nonetheless, both cases reflect 

the interplay between purely phonetic behaviour of vowels and their functional load(s), as relates 

to the property of height. 

As with the purely phonetic dimension, the breakdown of the functional distinction between 

*  and*  (or their reflexes) is more subtle than that in short vowels, but some cases may still be 

identified.45 Nominal suffixes - t and - t form abstract nouns throughout Semitic, particularly in 

NWS (e.g., Hebrew and Aramaic mal -  a r-  46 Apart from 

performing the same function, - t and - t also share the morphological behaviour of apocopation 

of the final t in the Aramaic absolute state. The equivalency of  and  in this context is reflected 

in synonymous doublets like Hebrew b  (Gen 50:4) and b  

Aramaic n w l  (Dan 2:5) and n w l  - q r -k b pair in 

 
43 
inflectional stem PaRiS [qatil], at least in Babylonian. Assyrian shows more variation: apart from PaRiS, there are 
two other (marginal) patterns: PaRaS [qatal qatul] (Kouwenberg, 2010, §7.2).  
44 -u and genitive-i before an object suffix, i.e. 

 
45 One of the most important examples is in G PASS PTCP forms <*qat l and *qat l. However, since these are 
precisely one of the features on which the hypothesised VMHC is based, it would be unacceptably circular to cite 
these forms here as an example of the relationship between the vowels *  and * . 
46 For Semitic languages generally, see Lipi ski, 1997, §§29.48 49; for Aramaic, Cantineau, 1978, 90 and 
Rosenthal, 1995, §§56, 57; and for Hebrew, Jouön and Muraoka, 1991 §88Mj. Abstract nouns ending in - t are 
admitted q ds- t 
a quite distinct etymological origin (likely deriving from the FPL nominal suffix) and do not partake in the 
similarities described for - t and - t (e.g., the loss of t in the Aramaic absolute state). 
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Ezra 7:26, where the consonantal text { r w} supposes , but the reading tradition is ro  

47  

This section is not intended as an exhaustive description of how height factors into the 

Semitic vowel system, but rather a survey of some illustrative examples where it does.48 

Nonetheless, it demonstrates that, while the Semitic vowel system is, at its core, tripartite, it may 

further be bisected by height. This does not only mean that the formal behaviours of high vowels 

align together against those of low ones, but also that height is a factor in the distribution of their 

functional loads. Though *a, *i, and *u were all phonemically distinct in PS, and their reflexes 

remained so in some descendent languages, throughout the history of the phylum, functional 

distinctions between the first vowel and the latter pair were are far greater than those within the 

latter pair. This is the theoretical background against which the notion of a VMHC, and the 

hypothesised development of IPs generally, is to be understood. 

 

4.4 G ACT and PASS PTCPs 

The most widespread and homogenous case throughout Semitic of a voice contrast marked by 

distinction in vocalic patterning of forms i.e., rather than by consonantal affixes is that of the 

G ACT versus PASS PTCP. Every major branch of the phylum except Ethiopic and MSA 

possesses a reflex of *q til serving as an ACT PTCP; though cognates thereof exist in Ethiopic 

 
47 nwl n w l /n w l  better captures the abstract nuance. The last 
example, ro / ro , does not even possess a genuine Semitic abstract suffix, but is rather a Persian word ending 
in  that has been reinterpreted as such (Rosenthal, 1995, §57). 
48 Other distributional contrasts between low and high vowels include the Barth-Ginsberg distribution of prefix and 
theme vowels (for which, see Hasselbach, 2004), whereby the former was high if the latter was low, and vice versa 
(*ya-qtul and *ya-qtil versus *yi-qtal), and the assimilation *a > v1 /_CC 1 [v1 +high] that Fox (2003, 267n1, 271n6) 
identifies as operative in some Arabic dialects, Hebrew, and Ugaritic. 
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and MSA, their functions are not restricted in the same way as elsewhere.49 G PASS PTCPs 

deriving from a common rubric *qat hl are found throughout CS, but only there. Again, reflexes 

of the forms per se occur in Ethiopic (and hardly at all in Akkadian), but their functionality is not 

restricted as it is in CS. The following analysis of the development of these two forms, and 

specifically their interrelation, is fundamental to the whole hypothesis of IP development. 

As early as PS, *q til served as a G ACT PTCP, being productively formed for any root with 

agentive semantics. In the reconstruction of PS, as in most of the descendent languages, it is 

fairly exclusive in this use, both in the sense that this is all the pattern *q til expresses, and in 

that it faces little competition in doing so.50 Thus, in Akkadian, Arabic, and Hebrew, reflexes of 

*q til are restricted to fientive, agentive verbs and cannot be formed from stative verbs with a 

sole patient argument. For example, Arabic permits r ki  s min 

el <* kil ut not **k e  <*k bid 

permits n din r pi   

Aramaic q tel (<*q til) can refer to intransitive patients or similar arguments, such as 

experiencers (e.g., d el is is a secondary expansion in its scope related to 

another major development of the Aramaic verbal system. Namely, (the reflexes of) *q til and 

*qat l are in transition from being non-finite adjectives (albeit ones linked to the verbal 

paradigm) whose primary functional load relates to the semantic roles agent and patient, 

respectively, to being finite verbal forms whose primary reference is to the aspectual dimension 

 
49 On ACT PTCP forms <*q til throughout Semitic, see Fox, 2003, 237 43; In MSA, *q til has been supplanted by 
a form *qatl- n in the ACT PTCP function, ultimately developing into a future tense (for which, see Rubin, 2007); 
the Ethiopic q t l reflex of *q til is discussed here below. 
50 Fox (2003, ch. 29) devotes a chapter of his monograph on Semitic noun patters to *q til and provides a full but 
concise summary of the situation. He (246 48) notes that while some patterns with gemination of R2 are associated 
with agentive semantics, they do so neither with the same productivity as *q til, nor with the same exclusivity of 
role, since they also primarily express notions of durativity only secondarily present in *q til, if at all. 
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of the action; specifically, the erstwhile ACT PTCP *q til develops into the qatl-in IPFV.51 This 

accounts for how q tel has expanded beyond its original restriction to agentive verbs. Because it 

now expresses imperfectivity, the semantic role of the sole participant is no longer an important 

feature.52 

Apart from causing the expansion beyond reference to agents, the development of *q til into 

the finite qatl-in IPFV also plausibly explains the Aramaic-specific development of a form q tol. 

The terminology nomen agentis used for this construction gives a fair impression of its 

functional scope: a nominal pattern referring to an agent, doing so with less relation to a specific 

verbal predication than does q tel.53 Though the precise origin of q tol is uncertain, Fox is 

adamant, and correct, that some link to *q til is undeniable, and I propose a relationship between 

them whereby, with the shift of the latter towards finite verbal status, the new q tol form has 

been drafted in to take over its erstwhile functional domain of agentive verbal adjective.54  

However the Aramaic nomen agentis arose, in the synchronic analysis of Syriac, the 

parallelism both in formal and functional terms between q tel and q tol is undeniable; both are 

agent-aligned verbal adjectives falling under the height rubric q tvhl.55 This does not require that 

 
51 The development of the qatl-in IPFV is described in detail above (in §3.5), but to summarise again briefly, it 
arises through the grammaticalisation of a predication combining the ACT PTCP and an enclitic pronoun (i.e., the 
1SG *q til an  > qatl-in). The terminology qatl-in reflects the endpoint of this process in NENA, though a 
formulation more familiar to many scholars of Semitic languages would be Syriac q tel-n . 
52 Similarly, once the erstwhile PASS PTCP *qat l develops into the qtil-li PFV, some dialects of NENA even 
extend its use back to intransitive patients, for which see Coghill, 1999, §3.3; 2016, §7.6. (e.g., dmix-li 
with further development from perfective > preterite). 
53 For the Syriac nomen agentis, see Muraoka, 2005, §51. Its relation to the ACT PTCP is even more apparent in the 
derived stems, where it is created simply by the addition of a suffix - n. Cf. e.g., D ACT PTCP m qabbel 

nomen agentis m qabb l n 
instance of receipt (i.e., verbal predication), whereas the latter is used in more general, substantive terms. 
54 Fox, 2003, 242 43. The nomen agentis w, insertion of 
the theme vowel o (<*u) of the PC into the ACT PTCP, or least plausibly of all, a *qat l agentive verbal adjective 
55 Crucially, reference to height is made here not in terms of contextless, phonetic values, but of contrasting 
oppositions within phonological systems. For example, Western Syriac has backed *  >  and broken down the 

a and  u and i. Forms cited 
here are from Eastern Syriac, which has a more archaic system (albeit still with lowering *u to o and *i to e). These 
caveats notwithstanding, the basic principle that the VMHC bifurcates the phonological system into two groups of 
vowels based along (and often preserving) historical phonetic lines is the same here as throughout Semitic. 
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q tol derives from a proto-form <*q tul in diachronic terms. In fact, the irreducibility of o 

argues against this, and on balance, it seems more plausible that as q tel verbalised into the 

qatl-in IPFV, a new form was created to take over its former functional territory by substitution 

of o for the e in q tel.56 What is relevant to the proposed identification of a VMHC between the 

G ACT and PASS PTCPs, though, is that the Syriac nomen agentis serves as another point of 

reference confirming the identification of the height-based template q ltvhl as relating to agentive 

verbal adjectives (contrasted to qvlt hl for patient verbal adjectives).  

Apart from MSA (treated separately, Chapter 6), Ethiopic is the only branch of Semitic 

where the role of a G ACT PTCP <*q til q t l is not restricted to agents 

and is a more general verbal adjective that may also refer to intransitive patients. Fox claims 

q t l is a productive G ACT PTCP in Tigre, and should therefore be reconstructed as such to 

proto-Ethiopic regardless of the Ge ez situation.57 Even there, though, uses like y b -

w qi late to (intransitive) patients, and the pattern also forms a number of 

primitive nouns (e.g., n f g d m .58 Both of these characteristics of Tigre 

q tel differ significantly from the situation throughout CS notwithstanding the Aramaic 

developments just discussed.  A loss of the fairly rigid restriction to agentive verbal adjective 

(i.e. ACT PTCP) use of the reflex of *q til, as reconstructed back to PS, may therefore be 

reconstructed as an isogloss of the Ethiopic group.59 

 
56 Pardee (2020, p.c.) observes the irreducibility of *u in Hebrew reflexes of *qatul (e.g., *gadul > g l 
these are more likely preserved under the analogy of reflexes of *qat l > q t l (as per Fox, 2003, 175 76), which is 
not a possibility in Aramaic, where *  is preserved as such, or at least does not merge with *u. 
57 Fox, 2003, 239 40. 
58 Raz, 1983, §§3.2.3.1, 3.4.2. 
59 Though it is beyond the scope of the current dissertation to investigate further why the ACT PTCP loses its place 
in the Ethiopian Semitic verbal paradigm (in the looser sense, including related verbal adjectives), it seems very 
likely that this and likewise the failure of this branch to develop PASS PTCPs, as discussed below is related to 
the widespread use of relative clauses with finite verbs. 
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The most important consideration regarding *q til in a discussion of IP development is the 

presence of a direct counterpart *qat hl, that refers not to the agent of the action, but rather its 

patient.60 The forms *qat l and *qat l themselves are reconstructible to PS, since they occur in 

Akkadian as well as WS. However, they are rare in ES (particularly *qat l), and, where they do 

occur, are primarily substantives. It is more precisely their rise to prominence as verbal adjective 

patterns that dates to the WS stage, plausibly to replace the erstwhile verbal adjective patterns 

par excellence (*qatil and *qatul), as these developed into finite verbal forms (stative G SC 

*qatila and *qatula) in a key isogloss of WS, the development of the perfective-marking SC.61  

While *qat l and *qat l started out in WS as patient verbal adjectives in a non-restrictive 

sense, referring to both transitive verbs and intransitive patients, further down the Semitic family 

tree, in CS, their reflexes usually became increasingly exclusive in referring to transitive patients. 

This development cemented the diametric opposition of q til versus qat hl. A verb with a 

transitive patient referred to by a PASS PTCP <*qat hl presupposes a corresponding ACT PTCP 

<*q til referring to its transitive agent; the same is not true where *qat hl can refer to an 

intransitive patient, since this is then sole argument of the verb, and there is no agent for an ACT 

PTCP to reference.  

The unique Arabic situation really underscores the process of syntactic specialisation from 

patient verbal adjective to PASS PTCP proper. Unlike Aramaic q t l or Hebrew q t l, its G 

 
60 202) monograph on Semitic noun patterns devotes a chapter to each of *qat l and *qat l, 
describing the behaviour of their reflexes in the Semitic languages, and reconstructing their developments through 
the phylum. The following proposal relies heavily on his findings. 
61 Fox, 2003, 187 88, 197. Pardee (2020, p.c.) objects that Hebrew reflexes of *qatul and especially *qatil 

comparison between their reduced productivity in Hebrew versus Akkadian. In the former, the possibility of 
q tel/q tol formation is determined lexically; in the latter (as likewise reconstructed for PS), every verbal root can 
form a qatvl 
really serves to highlight that the replacement of qatvhl by qat hl is not as advanced in Hebrew as in Arabic or 
Aramaic, for example. Even still, Fox (176
the *qat l adjectives are largely replaced with *qat l and *qat l  
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PASS PTCP maqt l cannot be derived directly from *qat hl simply by ordinary sound changes. 

Instead, it adds a prefix ma- to qat l, probably extended from other (derived) PASS PTCPs, with 

consequent syncopation of the vowel following R1.62 This neological form relates exclusively to 

transitive patients, while original qat l and qat l are increasingly restricted to intransitive ones 

(e.g., mar  mari a  jah l jahila ).63 

Where remnant transitive-patient uses for qat l do occur, there is a clear distinction from maqt l 

insofar as the former pattern tends toward substantive use while the latter stands in closer 

adjectival relation to the verbal predication cf. e.g., rak b 

mark b jaz r majz r 64  

Apart from the development of maqt l, another feature of the functional reorganisation of 

forms derived from *qat hl in Arabic is the extension of the qat l verbal adjective to refer even 

to agents (including transitive ones), such as ak l 

call al- -mub q til, which, 

in terms of contemporary linguistic theory, reflects their understanding of the iterative nuance 

expressed. Fox identifies this development as an instance of Kury

whereby a neological form (maqt l) takes on an original function (i.e., patient verbal adjective) 

of an original form (i.e., qat l), which is then repurposed in a specialised secondary usage 

(iterative verbal adjective).65 

 
62 Other non-
198) that the prefix originates from a relative pronoun i.e., *m  qat l - convincing. 
63 -
elsewhere because of the Arabic-specific development of impersonal passives (including PASS PTCPs) using 
patients that do not fulfil the grammatical relation OBJ, but rather an OBL slot. Even though the verb is not 
syntactically transitive, crucially, such patients are secondary arguments relative to the agent =SUBJ argument. 
64 Fox, 2003, 189, 199; Wright, 1896, §232. The same principle applies between qat l 
focussing on the individual killed, versus maqt l 
terms of the action of the killing itself, though transitive qat l patients appear more common than qat l ones, and the 
functional contrast from maqt l is less stark (perhaps on account of the formal distinction).  
65 Fox, 2003, 199. 
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The Hebrew pattern q t l (<*qat l) is sometimes stative (e.g., m ut is 

productively associated with transitive patients, and tightly enough tied to this syntactic function 

to be identified as a G PASS PTCP, rather than a more general verbal adjective.66 By contrast, 

q t l (<*qat l) is more often related to intransitive patients (e.g., s d 

functional distribution is not perfect, since transitive q t l patients also occur (e.g., r 

Substantives derived from *qat l are common in Hebrew, including a disproportionate number of 

terms from the specific semantic field of agriculture.67 The Hebrew pattern q t l (derived from 

*qat l) is also represented by several terms for political offices or social roles (e.g., n  

n  and n ( ) 

relating to patient roles of associated verbal roots, whether transitive or intransitive.68 

Furthermore, the conspicuous phonetic similarities between many of these terms cf. also n z r 

n  speaks to the strength of the process of semantic analogy at 

work; the pattern q t l may have become bound tightly enough to the idea of social or political 

office that no link to a verbal root was necessary. Apart from its normal development into q t l, 

*qat l sometimes has a reflex q t l with unusual lenition of pretonic *a to . Such cases are 

overwhelmingly substantives, and frequently have no clear relationship to a verbal root e.g., 

k r kpr 69 

 
66 Fox, 2003, 201. Substantive uses occur, but they are far rarer than adjectival ones. In abstract q t l h <*qat l-at 
nouns, or nouns of action (e.g., q r h m l h qat l per 
se is being used in a substantive sense. Instead, the FEM suffix likely has some semantic load (e.g., abstract) of its 
own, other than marking gender; cf. the L FEM PASS PTCP muq tal-at serving as the INF pattern for the Arabic L. 
67 For Hebrew reflexes of *qat l and *qat l, see Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §88Eb c, g h. This use is not an 
inherited feature, but rather a Hebrew-specific semantic specification. 
68 I agree with Fox (2003, 192 93) that these should be parsed as nb  

n y ngd 
intransitive patient (to an admittedly unattested G verb that is reconstructed on the basis of other stems and cognates 
from other languages). 
69 Jouön and Muraoka (1991, §88Eg) suspect such cases are Aramaic loans, contra Fox (2003, 194).  
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Overall, the various Hebrew reflexes of *qat hl behave quite differently from each other. 

That of *qat l is highly productive, morphologically stable, and, with few exceptions, holds firm 

to the domain of patient verbal adjective reconstructed for WS, tightening its functional load to 

syntactically transitive patients. By contrast, *qat l gives rise to morphologically varied forms, 

used in functions well beyond the original scope of patient verbal adjective. Its reflexes 

(especially the q t l variant) are frequently substantives, there is extensive breakdown of the 

derivational relationship with the verbal paradigm, and associations with narrow semantic fields 

(agricultural terms and political offices) have developed. In terms of the variation-and-change 

model, *qat l has gained dominance and solidified its functional scope, becoming a productive 

PASS PTCP, whereas its competitor variant *qat l is unstable, declining in productivity, and 

edged out of its original functional territory, only surviving by taking on new uses.  

Aramaic, for all its geographic and genetic proximity to Hebrew, behaves quite differently in 

terms of reflexes of *qat hl. The pattern q t l (<*qat l) is extremely rare. Very occasionally it 

forms transitive patient verbal adjectives (e.g., r m s n  , but most of 

the very few attested cases of q t l are either primitive nouns (e.g., bwr 

substantivised (e.g., g l ).70 With q t l virtually absent, q t l (<*qat l) 

stands unchallenged in Aramaic as the manifestation of the height rubric *qat hl, developing into 

an extremely productive form, both in terms of absolute attestation and of the various 

constructions to which it gives rise.  

One important consideration regarding the development of *qat l in Aramaic is the 

simultaneous attestation of another verbal adjective form qatt l, with gemination of R1. Allowing 

for a less than perfect distribution of functions, including dialectal variation, it is fair to simplify 

that qatt l usually refers to intransitive patients (e.g., add q , while q t l is rather a 
 

70 For Aramaic reflexes of *qat l see Fox, 2003, 202; Muraoka, 2005, §35; Muraoka and Porten, 1998, §19b.  
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PASS PTCP proper (e.g., q l  restricted to transitive patients.71 Though reflexes of 

*q t(t) hl forms with back vowels are scarce, to the extent they do occur, a comparable 

distribution between qat l and qatt l obtains.72 

Of course, in a study of IPs, the most important consideration regarding *qat hl in Aramaic is 

its development into a finite qtil-li PFV. From Official and through Middle Aramaic, q t l could 

be conjugated with inflectional suffixes of the SC to form the Gp SC, a development unique to 

this branch of Semitic.73 In the above section (§3.5) on Aramaic, these developments of the G 

PASS PTCP has been demonstrated to have occurred in reaction to developments in the ACT 

PTCP. They are summarised here as part of the description of G PASS PTCP development in 

WS, but addressed further below (in §§4.8, 5.7) with more specific reference to the role that the 

motivation towards functional symmetry plays. 

One may well question the extent to which the Aramaic Gp SC q t l is an IP, properly 

speaking. Certainly, its function is the syntactic rearrangement of arguments into a passive 

clause. However, the relationship between q t l and its unmarked active counterpart q tal is not 

one of ablaut in the same way as between Arabic G qatala and Gp qutila or Hebrew D y -qattel 

and Dp y -quttal.74 Nonetheless, it is an illuminating example of how a finite passive verbal form 

other than the N and t stems has developed in Semitic, particularly in that, as a further step in the 

development from general patient verbal adjective to PASS PTCP (referring to transitive patients 

 
71 Fox, 2003, 269, see also 195; Muraoka, 2005, §§34, 36, 50. For comparative evidence, see Fox, 2003, ch. 34. 
Hebrew and Arabic reflexes of qatt l have extended to uses referencing agents, even including those of transitive 

reflecting durative or habitual actions. 
72 Fox, 2003, 272. 
73 52) proposal that the Arabic Gp SC q la w/y is a verbalised PASS PTCP is not 
convincing. Given that the proto-triphthong *uw  contracts > e.g., *ta-d uw- -na > ta-d -na 
(for which, see Fischer, 1979, §35) q la could just as well derive from regular *quwila/*quyila. 
74 If an ablaut relationship exists between q t l and another form, it is with the ACT PTCP q tel. 
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only), the Aramaic Gp SC represents the most extreme example of the semantic-to-syntactic shift 

having operated on a reflex of *qat hl. 

The final development of *qat l in Aramaic to be considered here is the qtil-li PFV. Like the 

Gp SC (and indeed the WS SC per se), this was a finite verb derived from a verbal adjective. The 

key difference between them, though apart from the fact that the Gp SC was passive and the 

qtil-li was active was that, whereas the Gp SC was an abortive form that died out, the qtil-li 

PFV developed all the way to the stage of irreversible language change, replacing the SC q tal 

throughout NENA in the perfective function. In the variation-and-change model, from the 

variation in terms of the optional inclusion of the agent in q l (l

inclusion triumphed over its omission, to the point that it came to be analysed as an obligatory 

SUBJ marker in q il-li , and was consequently even extended to intransitive patient 

SUBJs in some dialects (e.g., dmix-li 75  

The final branch of Semitic to be considered in relation to (reflexes of) *qat hl is Ethiopic. 

Here, qatil (<*qat l

related to intransitive patients (e.g., bali  abib 76 A far more productive use 

of this source morphology (in the accusative case and bearing possessive suffixes) is the 

perfective participle qatil-o.77 This use plainly reflects the semantic-to-syntactic shift insofar as 

WS *qat l was related to the semantic role patient, whereas the Ethiopic qatil-o construction 

refers to the SUBJ of the associated verbal predication, regardless of its semantic role. Thus, in 

 
75 Coghill, 2016, §§6.10 11, 7.2. More precisely, the construction originated not with agents, but with the agent-like 
semantic role experiencer (and to a lesser extent, beneficiary), which were then reinterpreted as agents. Regardless 
of the origins of the l  element, what matter here is the possibility of variation between q t l and q t l l  expressing 
the same semantic content, but varying in overt reference to agency. 
76 Lambdin, 1978, §18.1. A counterpart qattil, associated with the D, is also attested (e.g., addis  
77 Fox, 2003, 190 91; Lambdin, 1978, §31.1; Tropper, 2002, §43.32; Weninger (2001, §3.4) favours the 

ience and familiarity. Markers of the 
derived stems (gemination, long vowel  between R1 and R2, and prefixes a- and ta-) can be combined with this 
construction to create the respective counterparts of these stems (e.g., D qattil-o, L q til-o, etc).  
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(G) qatil-o wadi -o 

the SUBJ intransitive patient; and in (tG) ta-qatil-o 

transitive patient. Finally, qatil z. This is a very 

unusual function for a form derived from *qat l, something Fox explicitly identifies as a 

secondary development from the (Ethiopic-specific) perfective participle function, by way of 

78  

Compared with qatil, Ethiopic q tul (<*qat l) better preserves the original patient verbal 

adjective function of the rubric *qat hl.79 Its key distinction from its CS cognate forms is that it is 

not limited in referring to patients, less still to only transitive patients.80 Raz analyses Tigre q tul 

(and likewise its D q ttul and L qutul counterparts) as a PASS PTCP.81 However, not a few of 

his examples relate to intransitive patients (e.g., G b zu  g rrum 

While q tul may be undergoing a process of functional restriction to transitive syntactic contexts, 

this has not reached completion; it has not become a PASS PTCP as reflexes of *qat hl have 

done in CS, but retains the general patient verbal adjective status of its WS origin. Furthermore, 

q tul is not fully productive i.e., it cannot be formed from any verb which is a prime indicator 

that it has not progressed far from its lexical, adjectival origin towards a position more embedded 

within the verbal system.82 

Considering this functional distinction between Ethiopic qatil and q tul adjectives versus CS 

reflexes of *qat hl, it is conspicuous that apart from MSA (dealt with separately in Chapter 5), 

Ethiopic is the only branch of Semitic where the role of the reflex of *q til is not entrenched as 

 
78 Fox, 2003, 191. 
79 
further be applied to it, resulting in the respective verbal adjectives q ttul and qutul.  
80 Tropper, 2002, §44.342. With intransitive verbs, q tul refers to the sole participant in the action whether agent, 
patient, or other in terms of the result of the action upon him/her: e.g., n bur nabara 

ruf arafa (Leslau, 1991, s.v.). 
81 Raz, 1983, §3.4.3. 
82 Weninger, 2001, 43. 
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ACT PTCP. As mentioned above, q t l can refer to intransitive patients in both Ge ez and Tigre, 

a situation quite different from that of the CS reflexes of *q til, which are far more restricted to 

agentive referents.83 The correlation between the restriction of *q til to agents and *qat hl to 

transitive patients is no coincidence. The functional restriction of the PASS PTCPs in CS relies 

on, and mirrors, the preservation of a corresponding ACT PTCP form. The development of the 

*qat hl patient verbal adjective into a PASS PTCP will now be charted, particularly in terms of 

its diametric opposition to the ACT PTCP, and most importantly of all, the identification of a 

VMHC between the two that provides the foundation for all subsequent IP development. 

Forms subsumed by the height rubric qat hl arose as the pattern par excellence for patient 

the close relation between the *qat l verbal 

adjective and the suffixal conjugation formed with it was broken, and the *qat l- came to be 

understood as the base of .84 Even if this is a plausible explanation of 

why qat l and qat l replaced qatil and qatul, it gives no idea of how this change occurred. Gai 

argues for a stress-lengthening process, though his proposal should be rejected as excessively 

vague and lacking parallels consistent with Semitic phonology.85 Huehnergard instead believes 

the short vowel was reanalysed as a reduced long vowel in feminine forms (i.e., *qat l-t was 

interpreted as **qat l-t) to avoid the impermissible sequence ** CC.86 This argument relies 

exclusively on the feminine suffix -t, ignoring its more common allomorph -at which is expected 

to occur in this context. In the absence of parallel examples in Semitic where the FEM suffix -t 

reduces a long vowel in a verbal adjective, it is therefore unconvincing. 

 
83 The exceptional development of Aramaic q tel to refer to sole argument patients has been accounted for as a side-
effect of the overall reorganisation of the verbal conjugations from PC ~ SC to qatl-in IPFV ~ qtil-li PFV. 
84 Gai, paraphrased by Fox, 2003, 123. The fact that only *qat l and *qat l took part in this process is unsurprising; 
though a PS *qatal verbal adjective likewise became a SC in WS, the corresponding form with a long vowel (i.e., 
*qat l) already had a well established function, serving as an INF or action noun.  
85 Fox, 2003, 123. 
86 Huehnergard, 2006, §B.1.3.  
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It is again through considering first the common generalities of the forms in question, and 

moving from there to their differences, that one may reach an alternative understanding of their 

development. All of the forms q til, qatil and qatul, and qat l and qat l are conspicuously 

homogeneous in their vocalism, having in common the sequence a-vh (or, expressed solely in 

terms of height, vl-vh). The only difference among them is in length of their vowels, such that the 

ACT PTCP and (forms that develop into) the PASS PTCP have long vowels, whereas the older 

verbal adjective patterns do not. Thus, insofar as qat l and qat l differ from qatil and qatul only 

by length of the second vowel, they may have been (partly) motivated by the symmetry between 

q til versus qat hl, which are diametrically contrasted in terms of which vowel of the sequence 

vl-vh was long and which short. 

This situation, in combination with the syntactic specification of qat hl forms as PASS 

PTCPs, created a neat vowel-height contrast that aligned directly with a voice opposition in a 

way that had never existed before. The height of the long, stressed vowel or more precisely the 

difference thereof between the ACT and PASS PTCPs could thus be analysed as a marker: the 

VMHC.87 In an impressionistic sense, the importance of this as a contrastive morphological 

feature of *q til versus *qat hl can be seen in that it is preserved all the way through to Neo-

Aramaic, where the reflexes thereof (qatl-in IPFV and qtil-li PFV, respectively) preserve it, even 

though they have undergone extensive functional change (becoming finite verbs). Another 

Aramaic development that further suggests that speakers conceived of height as a central 

marking feature of the ACT PTCP q tel and by extension, of its contrast with the PASS PTCP 

 
87 Such a reconstruction of WS and CS stress is not a crucial point, since Semitic stress is not phonemic, but merely 
a phonetic by-product of syllable structure. Though speculative, the presence of essentially similar stress situations 
in Akkadian and Classical Arabic on the right-most, non-final long syllable; and if none exists, then the first 
syllable are fair evidence that the same applied in PS and through to CS (Huehnergard, 2019, §2.3).  
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q t l is the Syriac nomen agentis q tol, which matches it in both formal terms (sharing the 

height rubric q ltvhl), and functional ones (serving as an agentive verbal adjective). 

Apart from consideration of the PASS PTCP, the various developments of *qat hl outlined 

above have an important feature in common: they represent the syntactic-to-semantic shift. This 

is not just the case with its increased specification into PASS PTCP use, but also with other uses 

of this morphology, such as the Ethiopic qatil-o perfective participle, Arabic repurposing of 

qat l as a habitual-agentive adjective, or the Aramaic perfective qtil-li PFV. In all these cases the 

forms in question move from the domain of lexical material into derivational (and even in the 

case of the Aramaic qtil-li PFV, inflectional) morphology. Another dimension shared by the 

various developments of *qat hl is that erstwhile functions lost during this process tend to be 

taken over or redistributed to other morphology. For example, Aramaic uses qatt l for 

intransitive patient verbal adjectives; Hebrew, by contrast, redistributes q t l for transitive 

patients versus q t l/q t l for intransitive ones (broadly speaking).  

The variation-and-change model neatly fits this situation. Coexistence of *qat l and *qat l, 

as variant manifestations of the height rubric *qat hl, endured for an extended period. Ultimately, 

though, the competition between the two patterns was resolved in most WS languages with the 

triumph of one at the expense of the other, as well as with various kinds of functional 

redistributions (as outlined above). This was a gradual process, occurring over an extended 

period, at different rates and in different manners in the various languages.  

The situation regarding the G PASS PTCP is less clear for languages like OSA, Phoenician, 

and Ugaritic, whose orthography is often insufficient to determine vocalism, which is why they 

have not been addressed in this section88. It is noteworthy, though, that Tropper allows for a 

 
88 The question of the precise G PASS PTCP forms in these languages, and the related concept of specificity of G 
PASS PTCP form, is revisited below (in §5.2) during the reconstruction of stage 0. 
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situation where neither of qat l and qat l has ousted the other as the sole G PASS PTCP form in 

Ugaritic, and argues instead that the competitive variation between the two (and possibly other 

forms besides) endured into the language, with distribution thereof perhaps being governed by 

root type, for example.89 While I find it more likely that one has prevailed over the other by this 

stage, this is mainly an intuition based on how other CS languages behave. That is, I do not 

single G PASS PTCP form is a necessary feature of NWS language. 

Crucially, the selection of one or the other qat hl variant, as in the matter of the restriction of 

said form to transitive patients (i.e., as a PASS PTCP in the restrictive sense), must be 

understood as a matter of degree. Pardee is quite firm in his conviction that only one of qat hl 

pattern on balance, he favours qat l must have been selected as the productive Ugaritic G 

qat l verbal adjectives, noting the 

similarity of such a situation to that of Hebrew.90 The crux of the issue is that individual WS 

languages differ in which qat hl variant they selected cf. Aramaic q t l versus Hebrew q t l

and a given language may exhibit ongoing attestation of both forms to some degree or another.  

The preceding shows that variation between *qat l and *qat l in proto-WS continued to exist 

down through the CS node, and even further down into NWS and then the individual languages 

thereof. Such inherited variation is precisely what a variation-and-change model allows for and 

predicts to occur in language diachrony, which is one reason it is able to account for the attested 

situation(s) better than is a more rigid comparative-historical model. Apart from how it applies to 

 
89 qat l} als auch {qat l} (und daneben möglw. 
noch weitere MphTT) Verwendung finden und daß die Wahl des MphT von den zugrundeliegenden WzKK 

 
90 
that the uncertainty exists, but the forms cited for a true /qa hence 
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the matter at hand of the G PASS PTCP, the analysis and reconstruction below (in §§4.6 8, 5.3

5) finds that the notion of inherited variation between alternative manifestations of a height 

rubric or application of the VMHC is a key consideration in IP development generally. 

 

4.5 PASS PTPCs of the derived stems in relation to the G PASS PTCP 

The next parts of the detransitive system to be considered are the D and C PASS PTCPs. For the 

sake of conciseness, the discussion ignores the L PASS PTCP, since any observation made about 

those of the D PASS PTCP holds true to the extent that the L is part of a given language with 

the simple proviso that the characteristic marker of the D (gemination of R2) be replaced by that 

of the L (a long vowel between R1 and R2).91 Arabic PASS PTCPs of detransitive derived 

stems e.g., Gt muqtatal or Ct mustaqtal are also addressed separately, in the reconstruction of 

stage 4 (in §5.8), since they belong to quite a different order than those of the D and C, having 

been formed in an innovation specific to this branch. 

Before discussing D and C PASS PTCPs, their ACT counterparts must be surveyed (precisely 

as was done above for the G). The reconstruction of a D ACT PTCP *muqattil and C ACT PTCP 

*musaqtil back as far as PS is beyond doubt. In the case of the D, Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Arabic 

perfectly preserve the original form muqattil, while derivation of the Aramaic and Hebrew reflex 

m qattel is also very straightforward. Lenition of the causative morpheme along a chain s > h > 

 > ø in WS languages, and the attendant effects on the segment between the prefix m- and R1, 

causes significant formal heterogeneity in the reflexes of the C ACT PTPC cf. e.g., Arabic mu-

qtil, Hebrew ma-qt l, and later Aramaic maqtel that somewhat obscures their relationship to the 

 
91 Cf. the respective Arabic D and L ACT (and PASS) PTCPs muqattil (muqattal) and muq til (muq tal), whose 
syllable structures are analogous insofar as the sequences CaC and C  are both heavy syllables. This is not to imply 
anything about the historical relationship between the D and L, but merely to observe their formal equivalency. 
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proto-form.92 Nonetheless, the original proto-form is faithfully preserved on both sides of the 

primary bifurcation of Semitic, in Akkadian as mu aqtil, and in earlier Aramaic as m -haqtel 

(albeit with lenition of the prefix vowel and lowering *i > e). 

Formal relationships between the D and C ACT PTCPs and some other parts of the verbal 

paradigm are entirely transparent. In relation to the D and C PCs, for example, the person-

marking conjugational prefixes yv-, tv-, v- and nv- are simply replaced with mv-, a common 

prefix in Semitic nominal forms. The link between the Hebrew D PC y -qattel and D ACT PTCP 

m qattel, or Arabic C PC yu-qtil and C ACT PTCP muqtil is undeniable, and the tightness of the 

relation is evident in that it holds fast even to the extent formal variation exists in the PC. Thus, 

lenition of the causative morpheme is in process during Biblical Aramaic, and just as the text of 

Daniel contains C ACT PTCPs both with h and without it or, in other words, with a ø causative 

morpheme so too do corresponding PC forms match them in this regard.93  

The reflexes of PS *muqattil and *musaqtil are functionally simple and uniform throughout 

Semitic, with the proviso that Ethiopic diverges significantly from other branches of the phylum 

(as discussed below). These forms serve as verbal adjectives referring to agents (or similar 

semantic roles, such as experiencers) of the associated action; that is, they are ACT PTCPs, in 

the restrictive sense, to the D and C, a function which can be confidently reconstructed back to 

PS. Furthermore, because of the inherent transitivity-raising properties of the D and C, these 

agents are frequently transitive, even if logically speaking, this is not necessarily the case. In any 

 
92 The extent of the lenition varies between individual languages and even parts of the paradigm, and is addressed in 
detail in the discussion below of the C PASS PTCP and Cp forms.  
93 Cf. e.g., y -h q m (Dan 5:21, 6:16) versus y -q m qwm; and m h de  (Dan 2:23) versus 
m de  ydy (Rosenthal, 1995, §§109, 130, 141). Ethiopic is unusual in that the length of the prefix 
vowel of C SBJV y -qt l <*yu- aqtil preserves a token of the causative morpheme, whereas the C nomen agentis 
maqt l < ACT PTCP *mu- aqtil does not. 
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case, even when the D and C verbs are syntactically intransitive, there remains a broad tendency 

towards a semantic restriction against their SUBJs being patients.94  

This has two important ramifications that differentiate D and C PTCPs from those of the G. 

Firstly, an ACT PTCP is grammatical in virtually every verb from the D and C because they 

almost invariably have an agent type argument; this is not always the case with G verbs, many of 

which have a patient as their sole argument, and cannot therefore form an ACT PTCP. Secondly, 

because of the high proportion of syntactically transitive D and C verbs, formation of a PASS 

PTCP is overwhelmingly possible. It is likely that these factors would facilitated the creation of 

D and C PASS PTCPs, which, as discussed below, are created in direct relation to ACT 

PTCPs unlike G PASS PTCPs, which, as discussed above (in §4.4) are instead repurposed pre-

existing patient verbal adjective forms. 

Only Ethiopic D and C ACT PTCPs diverge from those in the rest of Semitic. This branch 

does preserve reflexes of PS *muqattil and *musaqtil, namely maqatt l and maqt l, 

respectively.95 However, they are not ACT PTCPs in the sense of a productive form closely 

linked to the verbal paradigm, but rather lexical nomen agentis patterns.96 This is an Ethiopic-

specific development resulting from the prevalence in this branch of relative clauses containing 

finite verbs; that is to say, verbal adjectives in general are less common and less productive than 

elsewhere in Semitic, and concomitantly less tightly linked to the verbal system.97  

 
94 Since the primary function of the C is transitivity raising, intransitive C verbs are, as a general matter, very rare. 

dispersion; (3) action by 
inherent semantic properties that are largely incompatible with stativity (i.e., an intransitive patient SUBJ). 
95 The a of maqatt l is an unexpected Ethiopic reflex of *u, and may have been levelled from the C maqt l where 
it arose from an impermissible sequence ** -a **m -aqt l <*m - aqt l though this is hardly germane here. 
96 Lambdin, 1978, §47.2; Tropper, 2002, §44.353. 
97 Lambdin, 1978, §35.1; Weninger, 2001, 43 44. For example, D nomen agentis maga  

za-ga a a za-y -g  
with the IPFV refer to a specific action of teaching or chastising.  
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The Semitic D and C ACT PTCPs, then, basically match the G ACT PTCP in some 

important regards. Attested forms are all reflexes of common proto-forms (G *q til, D *muqattil, 

and C *musaqtil) and preserve the simple, homogeneous function of agentive verbal adjective 

(i.e., ACT PTCP) reconstructible all the way back to PS. In this regard, the PASS PTCPs are 

altogether different, both in terms of the morphology of the forms and of their uses. The 

description below of the D and C PASS PTCPs, with particular reference to how they differ from 

that of the G, gives illuminating insight into the relative chronologies thereof, and, by extension, 

that of Semitic IPs. 

Formally, the D and C PASS PTCPs of the attested languages cannot be confidently 

reconstructed to common respective proto-forms. For example, no plausible derivation of the 

proto-Hebrew D PASS PTCP *muquttal from earlier *muqattal (like Arabic), or vice versa, 

exists. Barring an explanation of how the forms relate etymologically (in terms of sound 

changes), all that remains is the circular argument that they must be because they share a 

function; [i]f they are genetically related, this must be shown by other arguments than simply 

claiming th 98 This assessment of the situation is not meant to deny that formal 

divergences in attested forms may result from phonological (or analogical) processes operating 

on a common proto-form, but rather to reject the a priori assertion that this must be the case.99 

The formal diversity between the D PASS PTCPs of different languages is quite different to 

the situation of the G PASS PTCPs, insofar as the latter may uniformly be ascribed to a proto-

pattern *qat hl (albeit with variation in the specific manifestation of the long high vowel). Apart 

 
98 
claim that *u is copied onto R1 from the prefix in order to preserve it (when the prefix vowel undergoes lenition *u 
>  
99 For example, Arabic muqtal and Aramaic maqtal (C PASS PTPCs) both derive from *muCaqtal, where C 
represents the causative morpheme the elision of which resulted in a sequence **ua, resolved differently in each 
language. Conversely, even though Arabic muqtal and Hebrew moqt l are fundamentally similar in form, the 
analysis below finds that the former is a reflex of *muCaqtal and the latter of *muCuqtal.  
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from this dimension of morphological heterogeneity, the genetic distribution of D and C PASS 

PTCPs is also different to that of forms derived from *qat hl. The latter are attested in Ethiopic 

(and even very occasionally in Akkadian), and simply have not specialised into restrictive PASS 

PTCP; muCvCCaC D and C PASS PTCPs, by contrast, are restricted to CS.100 These genetic 

distributions speak to the relative chronology of G PASS PTCP development preceding that of 

the D and C PASS PTCPs. 

Most telling of all the differences between the D and C PASS PTCPs versus the G PASS 

PTCP is that of their functions. Namely, the former are exclusively used with transitive patient 

however marginal. This difference reflects their relative chronologies in terms of the semantic-

to-syntactic shift; the D and C PASS PTCPs were formed later than the G PASS PTCP and 

reflect a more advanced stage of the syntactical restriction on the use of verbal adjective forms.  

G PASS PTCPs reflect a specialisation in the use of existing patient verbal adjective 

morphology (*qat hl) in a shift that began in WS but retains traces of the earlier situation through 

to the descendant languages. By the CS stage, their restriction to transitive patients had 

proceeded to the point that D and C PASS PTCPs, hitherto absent from the language, could be 

created according to the proportional analogy G ACT PTCP : G PASS PTCP :: D ACT PTCP : X 

:: C ACT PTCP : X. In accordance with the functional basis of their creation, these new forms 

never referred to intransitive patients.101  

Arabic G PASS PTCP maqt l is fascinating in regard to the question of syntactic restriction 

on the G PASS PTCP. Rather than being an inherited *qat hl patient verbal adjective dating back 

 
100 Ethiopic q ttul (D) and qutul (L), discussed briefly below in relation to the functional dimension PASS PTCPs, 
are patient verbal adjectives formed directly in relation to that of the G (q tul <*qat l) rather than with any formal 
connection to the D maqatt l and C maqt l ACT PTCPs (preserved in this branch as nomen agentis patterns). In this 
regard, they are quite different from the CS *muCvCCaC muCaCCiC ACT) PTCPs examined here. 
101 The mechanics of their formation, including possible morphological variation from the outset, is discussed below. 
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to WS, this is an Arabic-specific neologism. It is wholly unsurprising that, along with the formal 

extension of the mv- prefix from muqattal and muqtal, the new G PASS PTCP form also took on 

their functional restriction to transitive patients. This process may be perceived as a backwash 

from the aforementioned development of D and C PASS PTCPs, whereby their syntactic 

restriction extended back to the G, eliminating traces of intransitive patient reference that the 

earlier qat l verbal adjective had possessed. 

The only exception, where D or C PASS PTCPs can apply to patients of syntactically 

intransitive verbs, is found in Arabic impersonal-passive use.102 Like finite IPs in Arabic, a  

PASS PTCP may refer to a patient (or similar argument like recipient or instrument) not linked 

to the grammatical relationship OBJ, but rather to an OBL slot (surfacing as a PP). For example, 

the intransitive verb ba ara muba ar bi-hi 

which is gone to sea  (i.e., a boat). Crucially, the patient is not the sole argument, but secondary 

to a more central participant in the action, the agent. In terms of the inventory of morphological 

forms, this reflects the fact that a prerequisite of PASS PTCP formation is the existence of an 

ACT PTCP counterpart (in this case, muba ir is unlike intransitive-

patient qat hl forms (e.g., mar  m ri ). 

The Ethiopic situation, and specifically how this differs from CS, cements the proposal that 

the D and C PASS PTCPs are secondary to, and conceptually based on, the G PASS PTCP. As 

mentioned, erstwhile ACT PTCPs *q til (G), *muqattil (D), and *musaqtil (C) have lost their 

foothold in the language, functioning as lexical nomina agentium rather than productive parts of 

the verbal paradigm. In the absence of a robust Ethiopic G ACT PTCP form, *qat hl has not 

undergone restriction to transitive-patient reference in this branch to create a corresponding G 

 
102 Hebrew may very occasionally form impersonal passives (as discussed above in §3.6.2), but these are restricted 
to finite IPs; I have encountered no reference to cases of Hebrew D or C PASS PTCPs referring to intransitive 
patients, as in the Arabic construction under discussion here. 
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PASS PTCP. Consequently, when q ttul (D) and qutul (L) verbal adjectives are created for other 

stems on the morphological basis of q tul (<*qat l), they inherit this functionality, and may refer 

to (stative) intransitive patients e.g., nnuy ubur - 103  

The fundamental divergence of Ethiopic from CS in terms of PTCPs, and specifically their 

absence in the former, shows the causal chain in the developments (or lack thereof) of the 

various formations under question. 1) ACT PTCPs become nomina agentium , which 

means that 2) the pattern *qat hl does not become restricted to the PASS PTCP function, and 

based on both of these points, 3) D and C PASS PTCPs cannot develop as they do in CS by the 

extension of a voice contrast existing between the G ACT versus PASS PTCP to the D and C 

ACT PTCPs (which, due to the first stage, do not exist in any case). The ultimate ramification of 

this chain of (non-)developments, and most relevant to this current dissertation, is that unlike CS, 

Ethiopic 4) never develops IPs on the basis of the preceding steps. 

Apart from the derivation of D and C PASS PTCPs from G PASS PTCPs, another facet of 

how they fit into the detransitive system is their relationship to the tD/Dt and Ct PTCPs, 

respectively. According to the variation-and-change model, they initially arose as a variant to 

this more original detransitive PTCP to the D. Over a protracted period, the D and C PASS 

PTCPs secured their position in CS languages, though only in NENA did they develop all the 

way to the state of irreversible language change resulting in the loss of the tD/Dt and tC 

PTCPs.104 In some dialects of Arabic (amongst them, Classical Arabic), the D and C PASS 

 
103 br ny
do indeed appear to be more productive here than in Ge ez, as evidenced by the extension of formation of 
counterparts of q tul to all derived stems (CG qtul, tG tq tul, tL tqutul, etc.). If they also exhibit a tighter 
restriction to transitive patients, then it may be that they are progressing towards the status of PASS PTCPs proper, 
in which regard it is noteworthy that Tigre seems to have preserved ACT PTCPs somewhat better than has Ge ez (at 
least as per Fox, 2003, 240, following Raz, 1983, §3.4.2). 
104 Strictly speaking, the forms in question, derived from D *muquttal/*muqattal and C *muqtal/*maqtal, are no 
longer primarily functioning as D and C PASS PTCPs, but have grammaticalised into the D and C qtil-li PFV, 
although depending on the specific dialect, some PASS PTCP are retained (discussed below in §4.6). 
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PTCP replace those of the tD and Ct in passive use, though the latter forms continue to exist in 

the language (for reflexive and middle uses).105 It is entirely conceivable that, with time, the 

situation could revert to its status before the innovative D and C PASS PTCPs were created.106 

Such a protracted stage of flux with forms, struggling to establish themselves over many 

centuries, and sometimes ultimately failing and disappearing neatly captures the attested 

diachronic development of D and C PASS PTCPs (not to mention other developments in Semitic 

detransitive systems, most relevantly, IPs). This can really be appreciated when considering the 

long-term diachrony leading up to the situation in some Arabic dialects where D PASS PTCPs 

disappear and the tD PTCP takes back over the passive function it had temporarily lost 

(discussed below). 

A D PASS PTCP muqattal should be reconstructed as a feature of proto-Arabic but was not 

retained in all its descendent dialects. In some North African Arabic dialects, a merger of all 

short vowels to  removes the only contrastive feature between *muqattil muqattal, causing a 

merger > m( )q tt l (e.g., f 107 In other 

dialects, vowels are redistributed according to their consonantal environments in a way that 

obscures the original, functionally contrastive role. In Cairene Arabic a =[+back], 

 
105 The functional distinction between the two is that the D PASS PTCP highlights the agentive nature of the 
predication, whereas the tD PTCP instead has a perspective focusing on its SUBJ affectedness. This explains why 
only the latter can be used to express the mediopassive: cf. Arabic D PASS PTCP mu allaq 

muta alliq  
106 Insofar as Modern Standard Arabic exists in an artificial state of arrested development, based on Classical 
Arabic, any such development must be counted highly unlikely. Ugaritic represented much the same situation, but 
since the language itself died out when Ugarit was destroyed, we will know how the variation between D PASS 
PTCP and tD PTCP (amongst other variations) would ultimately have been resolved in this language. 
107 Sumikazu, 2005, §§1.2.11, 2.2.1.1.2. Similar cases occur outside of Arabic, and do not necessarily affect all 
forms. For instance, the Aramaic sound rule *i > a /_G, _r means that the D ACT is m qattal G, r, which is 
thus identical with the PASS PTCP in this root type (e.g., m addar  
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and i occurs elsewhere, so m qattil and m qattal are distributed according to root type, and each 

may be either a D ACT or PASS PTCP.108 

The results of both these situations are that the D PASS PTCP is no longer able to mark a 

voice contrast to the D ACT PTCP. Rather than such ambiguity enduring, since the D PASS 

PTCP arose and continued to exist in competitive variation with the tD PTCP, this situation 

tipped the balance back in favour of the latter form. Thus, as Sumikazu explains, Libyan mq ll q 

from the verb qelleq 

PTCP m q ll q (<*mutaqalliq) is readily available to express its passive.109 The marking of 

passive to the D has reverted back to its original situation, before the D PASS PTCP developed, 

in an examples of abortive variation that never led to change proper. 

Quite the opposite of this situation is found in the NENA branch of Aramaic, where the D 

and C PASS PTCPs flourished, albeit with significant functional change. Just as with 

aforementioned Arabic dialects that lose the D PASS PTCP, the relationship to the 

corresponding t stems is integral to the development. However, the language change afforded by 

the success of the D and C PASS PTCPs in Aramaic is not only manifest in the corresponding 

loss of the tD and tC, but also in the wholescale reorganisation of the conjugational parts verbal 

system. The t stems are retained only in a few frozen remnants. At the same time, the SC is also 

completely replaced by the qtil-li PFV; D SC qattel is replaced by mqutal-li (<*D PASS PTCP) 

and C SC aqtel by muqt l-li (<*C PASS PTCP).110  

The fact that these factors are not coincidental can be seen in that they interrelate in other 

Neo-Aramaic dialects in precisely the converse manner than in NENA. In Neo-Mandaic, the 

 
108 Cf. e.g., m kammil m labbis m addaq 
m sa a  -Bey, 1880, §98c). 
109 Sumikazu, 2005, 144. 
110 Coghill, 1999, §§1.5.  
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qtil-li PFV has not developed to replace the SC and t stems remain a productive part of the verbal 

system.111 In WNA, the other branch of Neo-Aramaic where the qtil-li PFV has not arisen, t 

stems likewise remain productive detransitive markers.112 In both Neo-Mandaic and WNA, the D 

and C PASS PTCP are rare at best, in which regard apart from the direct relationship with the 

absence of the qtil-li PFV and the preservation of the t stems the extensive use of generalised-

SUBJ constructions and periphrases to express the passive is certainly a factor.113 

 

4.6 The derivation of D PASS PTCPs  

The relationship between Hebrew m qutt l (<*muquttal) on the one hand and Arabic muqattal 

on the other is naturally an important consideration in any theory of PASS PTCP development. 

One common error of previous scholarship is to propose ad hoc sound changes based on a priori 

assumptions about IP development. For example, Hetzron suggests a vowel u was transferred 

from the prefix to R1 

reduced to a wa, but the functional value of the u rescued it by making it appear in the next 

114 However, asserting that *u is an indispensable passive marker without offering any 

supporting arguments other than its presence in IPs, and then attempting to account for this 

presence, is unacceptably circular. Nonetheless, one must also avoid the precisely opposite pitfall 

 
111 Häberl, 2009, §5.1.1.3. 
112 For the WNA verbal system, see Arnold, 1990, §§3 4, for the D specifically, §§3.2.1, 4.1.2.  
113 Häberl (2009, §5.4.3) finds just one D PASS PTCP in his Neo-Mandaic corpus: m abb  
PASS PTCP ma b  t in WNA m- 

masm  maft  mal n 
mtallal mlawwan are conspicuously Arabic-looking. Their foreign origin is 

further supported by the presence of a *qatt l variant for the last, which is a verbal adjective pattern more familiar 
(and, it is understood, more native) to Aramaic: (MSG ~ FSG) lawwen ~ laww n . 
114 ually about the Dp PC y -quttal, but, owing to the precise morphological 
correlation with the D PASS PTCP, equally holds here. It ignores the fact that even without such a process, the 
resulting forms would nonetheless remain distinct in the vowel between R2 and R3 precisely as attested in Najdi 
Arabic D ACT m qattil m qattal and Aramaic ACT m PASS m qattal.  
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of ignoring the relationships between the Arabic and Hebrew forms, which are counterparts in 

terms of systematic organisation of the verbal paradigm, even if etymological cognates.115  

The proposed derivation that D PASS PTCPs were created by extension of a voice-marking 

height contrast (VMHC) identified between q hl to the D ACT PTCP muqattil

carefully navigates the middle ground between these two methodological errors. Specifically, the 

general commonality in the formation process accounts for both vocalic patterns *a-a and *u-a 

in unified fashion, cogently explaining the divergence between them without denying the formal 

diversity of the proto-forms. Other theories, by contrast, are obliged to either separate them 

entirely, or to assume an unmotivated development from one to the other. Further, the proposal 

advanced here contextualises these forms in the overall situation of a CS development of verbal 

adjectives > PASS PTCPs > IPs. 

An oppositional relationship *  /R2_R3 is the sole difference between Arabic D ACT 

PTCP muqattil muqattal, and likewise Aramaic m qattel m qattal. Naturally, 

scholars have identified this as a contrastive marker, and even sometimes tried to account for its 

origin in terms of earlier forms of voice marking. For example, Retsö suggests that originally, the 

theme-vowel of the tD was governed by root type, with *a =w/y but *i in the strong root 

(i.e., *yi-t-qattay versus *yi-t-qattil). Since the tD was the original passive counterpart to the D, 

he argues that in languages where the *a variant was levelled some Arabic dialects (including 

Classical Arabic) and Aramaic, but not Hebrew voice marking in the D PTCPs by a distinction 

 
115 Retsö (1989, 166 69, 193) is a prime example of someone who goes to the extreme of starkly separating the 
etymological origins of Hebrew m quttal and Arabic muqattal. He believes that the former derives from a nominal 
pattern *quttal associated with patient semantics; the latter he attributes to the extension of an Aktionsart contrast 
between *i and *a (in the theme vowel of fientive versus stative PC forms) to the ACT PTCP muqattil. 
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between ACT i and PASS a  had its origin in the contrast between (ACT) D yu-qattil versus 

(PASS) tD ya-t-qattal.116 

There is much to object to in this theory. For one thing, Retsö implies that the occurrence in 

the yi-qtal stative G PC facilitates its identification as a passive marker in the tD. This belies a 

fundamental misunderstanding of the relationship between the distinct concepts of intransitivity 

and detransitivity.117 Further, his theory entails the troubling reconstruction of a poly-genetic 

Arabic of which some parts never possessed D PASS PTCPs at all, and indeed, one which does 

not correspond neatly to some attested situations, which he therefore presumes to explain away 

as the result of interdialectal contact.118 

relates *muqattal D PASS PTCPs only to the tD and to the Arabic Dp PC yu-qattal; otherwise, 

its relation to other detransitive forms such as Hebrew forms, the Arabic Dp SC, or IP forms 

from stems other than the Dp is not considered at all.  

Herein lies one of the main advantages of the novel VMHC hypothesis: it understands the 

contrast between m  in such a way as to contextualise these forms within the 

paradigm. Thus, the first instance of a height contrast aligning with a voice distinction was that 

in the long vowel of G ACT q til versus PASS qat hl PTCPs. From here, it was analysed as a 

voice marker (the VMHC) and applied to new contexts. Apart from muqattal, this can equally 

and simultaneously account for all other derived PASS PTCPs namely, the C PASS PTCP, as 
 

116 Retsö, 1989, 187 94. This supposed original distribution runs directly contrary to that attested in Syriac and 
ne- -bakke (<*ni-t-bakki ne- -katta  see Muraoka, 2005, 105, 108; 

yi-t- i (alongside yi-t- ) yi-t-kallam, see Retsö, 1989, 191 table 32. 
117 a in the imperfect G-stem is, at a certain stage, connected with the stative/intransitive 
categories [i.e., stative yi-qtal], which has led to its employment in PC [passive constructions, namely yu-qtal]. Now 
the tD-stems are clearly an intransitivization of the basically transitive D-stem. The instransitivity of the tD-stems 

intransitive, 
but is rather a specific type of detransitive, namely that which syntactically reduces the first argument. 
118 Retsö (1989, 192) ascribes the presence of D PASS PTCPs in S sa Arabic to contact with Bedouin dialects. 
Talmoudi (1980, 56 58, 98 99) instead shows that it preserved them because its phonology lacks the merger *a, *i 
>  widespread throughout the region; cf. 
forms active and passive are not distinguished formally because the opposition of CA [Classical Arabic] short vowel 
i : a with which they were distinguished is in TJ [Tripoli Jewish] reduced into one phoneme  
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well as Hebrew m qutt l D PASS PTCPs. Most importantly, the holistic understanding extends 

to serve as the basis of a robust, comprehensive theory of all IP development (as discussed below 

in §§4.8. 5.4 5). 

Because the VMHC is less immediately apparent in Hebrew m qutt l (<*muqattil 

) than Arabic , scholarship to date has not identified, or sought to 

explain the marking between them in this way. This does not reflect a shortcoming of the VMHC 

hypothesis, but rather the restrictively tight perspective adopted, which only allows discreet 

consideration of forms in terms of the precise vowels, blinkering scholars to the common 

generalities of a height contrast marking voice, as well as the interrelatedness of all the PASS 

PTCPs (and IPs).119 The reigning theory (if it may indeed be called such) on the origin of 

m qutt l is briefly discussed below, first with a view to its various internal shortcomings, and 

then in reference to the comparative advantages of the VMHC hypothesis. 

Apart from those who derive the Hebrew D PASS PTCP m qutt l from *muqattal doing 

so, as mentioned, without any basis other than the laudable, albeit misplaced, desire to unify the 

various forms under consideration the main proposal for its etymological origin is as the 

grammaticalisation of nominal patterns with the vocalic pattern u-a(:) and supposedly resultative 

semantics.120 Leaving aside for a moment the specifics of attested situations (as discussed 

below), the very basis of this theory is suspect insofar as evidence from the nominal paradigm 

does not support the proposed development. First of all, Fox finds that all noun patterns with u-a 

vocalic templates are rare, to begin with, and he queries the degree to which these may be 

 
119 Ironically, when D ACT  PASS PTCPs are understood in terms of the VMHC, it transpires that voice marking is 
more pronounced in Hebrew than in Arabic, since it occurs in two positions rather than just one.  
120 A main proponent of this theory, on whose work much of the following summary of it is based, is Retsö (1989, 
166 72); for a more even-handed presentation of the data for the alleged source(s) of m qutt l, which ultimately 
undermine the theory, see Fox, 2003, 219 21 on qutal, 229 35 on qut l, and 279 80 on quttal and qutt l. 
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reconstructed to PS or other stages of Semitic preceding the attested languages.121 Where the 

patterns in question are attested, their uses are overwhelmingly substantival, whereas the 

development of a PASS PTCP from a nominal source would be far more plausible if this were a 

verbal adjective. Of the rare qut(t)a(:)l verbal adjectives, many have highly specific semantic 

values that suggest they have arisen in language-specific cases of semantic analogy.122 Further, 

such verbal adjective uses relate exclusively to intransitive  patients, whereas PASS 

PTCPs, by definition, refer to transitive patients.  

Bearing in mind these objections, the best evidence for Semitic adjectives with u-a vocalism 

comes from Arabic, a language with a particularly extensive vocabulary, and one rife with 

lexico-

is the claim that North African Arabic SC verbs in the form qt l are part of the posited 

grammaticalisation of resultative u-a nominal forms.123 These are only marginally productive 

and most relevantly, are never passive, but invariably adjectival (often inchoative), having 

intransitive patient arguments.124 Even if the Hebrew D PASS PTCP m qutt l derives from a 

resultative nominal pattern *quttal which is found below to not be the case North African 

qt l is certainly not, but is rather cognate to Classical Arabic stem XI ( i)qt lla like the similar 

 
121 Fox, 2003, 219, 229, 279. 
122 In Syriac, for example, a number of adjectives qt l adjectives occur (e.g., qr  and g h s r 

n y and dw d) with highly specific semantics (un)hairiness and mental (un)soundness not covered by 
reflexes of *qut l in other languages and therefore presumably a Syriac-specific innovation. The same holds for 
Arabic adjectives with u-a vocalism that relate to the semantic fields of qualities of milk and water and the abstract 
concept of beauty (Fox, 2003, 231, 235, 279 80). 
123 Retsö, 1989, 171 -genetic proto-
Arabic that he believes never developed a muqattal D PASS PTCP, and hence instead created u-a passives. 
124 Examples are Moroccan sm n m r 
(Talmoudi, 1980, 107 7), ass niyya g r -Cheikh, 2007, §2.2.6.1.3); and Libyan far 

4.1.9). 
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stem IX ( i)qtalla, this expresses colours, defects, and inchoate changes of state, with the proviso 

that the former is more common in Western dialects of Arabic and the latter in Eastern ones.125  

Far more relevant to the development of IPs is the application of this proposed development 

from resultative u-a nouns to Hebrew D PASS PTCP m qutt l (and, by extension to the Dp SC 

quttal ~ PC y -quttal, as discussed below in §§4.8, 5.4 5). Even if qut l were linked to 

resultative semantics which develop into passive uses (which is anyway doubtful), underlying 

the Hebrew forms in question must be *quttal, not *qut l.126 One cannot simply ignore the 

distinction between qutal, qut l, quttal, and qutt l and assume their interchangeability as data 

points.127 Just because u-a nominal forms are scarce, this does not justify the indiscriminate 

weaving together of data often of questionable value as evidence to begin with from disparate 

forms and asserting that they tessellate coherently. 

The weakest aspect of the proposal that m qutt l derives from a resultative qut(t)a(:)l noun is 

the relations (or lack thereof) this entails between various parts of the paradigm. It would mean 

that m qutt l relates to the D ACT PTCP m qattel only insofar as the prefix mv- was analogically 

extended to *quttal after it became established as the D PASS PTCP. That is, the vocalic 

sequences of the two forms would have no diachronic relation, only finding themselves in 

opposition at the synchronic level, from which it follows that the proportional similarity between 

D m qattel ~ m qutt l and C maqt l ~ muqt l would have to be a mere coincidence. Further, the 

theory contains no allowance for any developmental link between m qutt l and the G PASS 

 
125 Fischer and Jastrow, 1980, §12.4.6.1; Lipi ski, 1997, §41.39. Traces of stem IX ( i)qtalla are reconstructed by 
Huehnergard (2019. §3.5.5) as far back as PS. Stem XI At some level can be considered an Arabic-specific 
development thereof cf. Classical Arabic by-forms ( i) wajja / ( i) w jja 
cognate to S sa Arabic w j (Talmoudi, 1980, 106 7; Wright, 1896, §§58 59 )  
126 In fact, *quttal is an extremely rare pattern in Hebrew, as throughout Semitic; Jouön and Muraoka (1991, §88Hd) 
provide just two examples, both substantives: sull m qubb at (<*qubba -t
resultative semantics. 
127 To illustrate the problems with such an approach, *qatil, *q til, *qat l, and *qatt l all share a-i vocalism, but have 
quite distinct functions, and in fact, not infrequently stand in diametrically oppositional distributions. 
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PTCP q t l. At the risk of labouring the point, avoiding such a divorcing of forms from their 

broader paradigmatic context is precisely a major strength of the VMHC hypothesis. 

The general understanding of D PASS PTCPs among Semiticists is basically that forms 

derived from *muqattal occur in Arabic and Aramaic, and those from *muquttal in Canaanite.128 

This bifurcation, though, is a convenient simplification, and not entirely accurate. Some dialects 

of Aramaic possess a D PASS PTCP or rather, D qtil-li PFV, which is what the D PASS PTCP 

becomes in NENA that is a reflex of *muquttal, rather than *muqattal, as is more standard in 

this branch of Semitic. In Jewish Palestinian Aramaic (of the Palestinian Talmud and 

Midrashim), Yemenite reading traditions of Biblical Aramaic, and the Jewish Neo-Aramaic of 

Challah, Hebrew influence is likely; however, in the Christian Neo-Aramaic dialects of Alqosh, 

Barwar, and Peshabur, this is not possible.129  

Neo-Aramaic, then, possesses reflexes of both *muquttal and *muqattal cf. e.g., Barwar 

Aramaic m ul x-li <*m ulla  l  uroyo m alaq-li <*m allaq l  

.130 In view of the presence of muqattal in Arabic versus muquttal in Hebrew, and in the 

absence of any explanation for how or why some Aramaic dialects might have developed one 

form from the other, one must entertain the possibility that the coexistence of two variant forms 

was inherited into Aramaic from an earlier stage. Such a reconstruction is at odds with traditional 

historical linguistics methodologies, which understand genetically inherited situations to be 

static. Areal models may dispense with the problem of this isogloss cutting across the genetic 

 
128 I favour caution regarding Ugaritic and OSA, reserving judgment in the absence of sufficient decisive evidence. 
129 For examples, see Coghill, 2003, §§6.3.2, 6.3.3, 6.6; Coghill, 2013, §2.6; Cook, 2010, 7 10; Fassberg, 2010, 
§4.4.18; Khan, 2008, §8.3.3; and Stevenson, 1962, §21.  
130 For these Neo-Aramaic examples, see Khan, 2008, §8.3.3; Jastrow, 1992, §10.4. Khan notes that in the D 
perfective mqut l-li,  has replaced the original a between R2 and R3 by analogy to the D qatl-in IPFV base, mqat l- 
(<*D ACT PTCP *muqattil). u was a subsequent development to 
preserve a distinction between the tenses. He proposes no source for this u, and the qtil-li and qatl-in conjugations 
are in any case distinguished by their suffixes. 
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branch of Aramaic but cannot account for why variation between *muqattal and *muquttal 

endured for such a long time.  

The variation-and-change model, by contrast, expects precisely such ongoing formal 

divergence. The grammar has allowed for multiple simultaneous applications of the VMHC to 

the D ACT PTCP *muqattil. In accordance with the variation-and-change model, I propose it is 

possible that formal heterogeneity of the D PASS PTCP existed at CS, was preserved through the 

NWS node, and passed down into Aramaic. In Arabic and Hebrew, by contrast, the competition 

between *muquttal and *muqattal was resolved, with each language ultimately favouring a 

different variant. Importantly, this proposal does not logically deny a possible derivational 

relationship between these two variants. Instead, it merely observes that regardless of the origins 

of the variation, both variants conform neatly to the principles of the VMHC.  

It is found below (in §4.9) that this situation of variant D PASS PTCP forms that conform to 

the VMHC principle also occurs several times in finite IPs. That is, formal variation, including 

instances that lead to change, exists among IP forms, even including within individual languages, 

but crucially, all variants have in common the distinction from their active counterparts a 

contrast in vowel height (in at least one position). For example, Najdi Arabic G PC ya-qtil 

yi-qtal derives from earlier G *ya-qtul yu-qtal, and the latter pair can appear as variants in 

this dialect depending on characteristics of the root consonants (e.g., Gp PC y - a  

not **y - a  = ).131 Leaving aside the diachronic development (discussed below, in 

 
131 Abboud, 1979, 476; Ingham, 1994, 28. Hasselbach (p.c., 2021) rejects the idea that these pairs of forms exhibit 
height contrasts, seeing the contrast in terms of position of vowels. I disagree, and argue that since the Gp PC can be 
created by inverting the height of each vowel precisely as occurs in the SC, where the process cannot be framed in 
terms of inversion of position these are exemplary cases of the VMHC in IP formation. 
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§§4.9.1, 5.6), at the synchronic level, both stages are compatible with VMHC as a principle of IP 

formation, as are both Gp SC variants in Yemeni Arabic ( qutil / qitil).132  

Though the basics of the VMHC hypothesis alone cannot account for the diachronic origins 

of the variation between *muqattal and *muquttal, it does go beyond previous theories of IPs in 

providing a unified framework to understand their synchronic existence.133 Moreover, it does so 

in a way that relates them to other parts of the language such as the tD, the G PTCPs, the D ACT 

PTCP, and finite Dp forms. Instead of fixating in what has not yet be established about D PASS 

PTCPs, let us focus on what the novel theory of IP development proposed here does allow us to 

say about them: 1) D PASS PTCPs represent a secondary stage in the semantic-to-syntactic shift 

compared to the creation of G PASS PTCPs; 2) both *muqattal and *muquttal are created by 

extension of the VMHC to the D ACT PTCP *muqattil; and 3) their extended coexistence in the 

language endured genetic bifurcation of nodes into descendent branches. 

 

4.7 The derivation of C PASS PTCPs  

When considering C PASS PTCPs, much of the above (in §4.6) discussion regarding D PASS 

PTCPs holds true, with the proviso that the lenition of the causative morpheme have sometimes 

obscured the parallels.134 This bears on the analysis because the segment between the PTCP 

 
132 Watson, 1989, §4.2.1. These variants are dialectally distributed, though the latter is a later reflex of the former, as 
discussed in detail below (in §§4.9.2, 5.7). 
133 Ultimately, the current work is no more successful than previous ones in accounting for the origin of the variation 
between *muqattal and *muquttal; indeed, by rejecting several existing proposals, it raises questions rather than 
provides answers. However, I do not think that this small gap in explanation detracts from the validity of the overall 
thesis. Moreover, it is of course possible that a solution to the issue may be found in future, and the VMHC 
hypothesis might even provide a fresh conceptual starting point that makes this possible. One caveat to the 
preceding is that in Samaritan Hebrew, a sound change *u > a, and further > /_C#, /_Cv  (Ben-Hayyim, 2000, 
§2.13.5, with amended transcription using  instead of ). As a result, the D PASS PTCP *m qutt l has shifted > 
m( )qatt (:)l cf. e.g., Samaritan a-m aqq d- m with the Tiberian reading tradition m uqq - m (Exod 25:33). 
However, this is a development specific to this language and does not bear on the historical relationship between 
*muquttal and *muqattal in Semitic more generally, such as at the CS or NWS stages. 
134 Cf. e.g., Classical Arabic C SC aqtala, C PC yu-(ø)-qtil, and Ct SC ( i)staqtala, with respective causative 
morphemes, , ø, and s. In at least two dialects of Arabic ( ass niyya Arabic in Mauritania and the dialect of Ibb in 
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prefix m- and R1 following lenition of the causative morpheme is precisely one of the loci of the 

VMHC (e.g., between in a versus u in Hebrew C PTCPs, ACT maqt l muqtal).135 When 

the causative morpheme (represented as C ) was elided in the proto-form of the C ACT PTCP 

*muCaqtil, the prefix vowel and that of the causative morpheme adjoined. The impermissible 

sequence **muaqtil was resolved differently from one language to another, resulting in divergent 

reflexes of the same proto-form. In Arabic muqtil, the prefix vowel u was retained; Aramaic 

maqtel instead preserved the vowel a from the causative morpheme.136 Represented in a visually 

immediate format, albeit one that does not conform to norms of linguistic representation, the 

Arabic C ACT PTCP is muCaqtil, whereas Aramaic is muCaqtil.  

Ordinarily, outlining the historical reconstruction of the C would be unnecessary since it is a 

matter of general consensus among scholars of Semitic languages.137 However, it bears 

clarification here precisely because this issue has (mis)led a key contributor to the discussion on 

IPs to gravely misunderstand the ablaut relationship in forms from the C, and as a result, to reach 

confused and outlandish conclusions about the development of IPs generally.  

Retsö denies that forms with no overt causative morpheme belong to the C stem, in 

derivational terms; he does not consider Arabic yu-qtil, Aramaic ya-qtel, and Hebrew ya-qt l 

yu-saqtil, but believes they have developed from G ya-

qtil.138 uivalent 

 
Yemen) C forms saqtal are back-formed from the Ct using the archaic sibilant allomorph. A single language may 
also attest variation in lenition, reflecting different historical stages cf. Biblical Aramaic C ACT PTCPs m h de  
(Dan 2:23) versus m de  (Dan 6:11). 
135 Below (in §§4.8, 4.9.1, 5.4, 5.6) it is illustrated that the same consideration is even more relevant to the C(p) PC, 
especially in terms of its relationship to the Gp PC yu-qtal. 
136 In Biblical Aramaic m haqtel the prefix vowel has reduced to  (cf. the D ACT PTPC m qattel <*muqattil) but 
the causative ryq 
preserves the causative morpheme as h. Its variant C ACT PTCP forms muhar q and muhr q (Fischer, 1970, §249) 
suggest a development *muhaqtil > *muh qtil > **muhqtil  muqtil, precisely converse to that of Aramaic. 
137 See Huehnergard, 2019, §2.1 for an uncontroversial summary. 
138 Retsö, 1989, esp. ch 4.  
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and related to the functional repurposing of stative/intransitive G yi-qtal that he believes lies 

behind the Gp *yu-qtal. From here, final inference is that Cp PC yu-qtal is 

etymologically identical with Gp PC.139  

This position is of course completely untenable when one recognises that even if C(p) forms 

and the related PTCPs lack an overt causative morpheme, this is simply the result of its elision. 

The C PASS PTCP is instead derived from the C ACT PTCP by application of the VMHC, 

precisely mirroring the process described above (in §4.6) for the D PASS PTCP. This includes 

the ongoing process of formation matching differences between diachronic different stages, 

genetic branches, or geographical areas of Semitic in terms of the form of the causative 

morpheme.  

Thus, earlier/archaic Aramaic C ACT PTCP m haqtel yielded a PASS PTCP m haqtal, 

whereas later/innovative Aramaic maqtel gave maqtal and Arabic muqtil resulted in muqtal. It is 

theoretically impossible to determine based on internal data alone whether Arabic muqtal was 

based on muqtil after the causative morpheme had already been elided, or rather derived from 

*muCaqtal and subsequently underwent lenition. This must be established on a comparative 

basis, the best evidence coming from Aramaic, where the diachronic development between 

earlier (or archaic) forms with a causative morpheme and later (or innovative) ones without is 

clear cf. e.g., m h man (<*m hayman m ha - n (Ezr 6:1) 

ma la   

Given this proviso about the elision of the causative morpheme, morphological parallels 

between the C and D, are neat; they share common syllabic templates SC CaCCaC ~ PC 
 

139 If yaqtil is diachronically an original G-stem reemployed as CCj, the same must hold for 
yuqtal. The conclusion must be that the two terms yaqtil : yuqtal originally belong with the GG-stem and have been 
reemployed in the new apothematic causative conjugation. The morphological identity in BH [Biblical Hebrew] and 
HA [Classical Arabic] between G [sic. In reference to Gp] yuqtal and CCj [sic, in reference to Cp] yuqtal is not a 
coincidence, not the result of a development neutralizing morphological opposition between two originally different 
forms. They look the same because historically they are the  
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yu-CaCCiC ~ ACT PTCP muCaCCiC.140 This is important in reconstructing the chronology of 

the Hebrew C PASS PTCP. Theoretically, its form muqt l could derive from *muhaqtal with the 

syncope of the sequence *ha (cf. Arabic muqtal). However, the C ACT PTCP maqt l has a vowel 

a between prefix m- and R1. Since this doubtless derives from *muhaqtil, the inference is 

unavoidable that the historical prefix vowel has been lost, and that of the causative morpheme 

retained. Barring any reason to think that the ACT and PASS PTCPs diverged in this regard, 

Hebrew muqt l must derive from *muhuqtal judging from the parallel D PASS PTCP m qutt l, 

ostensibly with an intermediate stage *m huqtal prior to the lenition *h > ø. The same holds for 

the C qtil-li PFV (<*C PASS PTCP) in NENA. Thus, Khan explicitly identifies the historical 

origin of Barwar Aramaic mupl x-li muqtal rather than maqtal, which is the more 

usual C PASS PTPC form in the Aramaic branch.141  

Observations made above (in §4.6) regarding the formal diversity of the D PASS PTCP, 

specifically the relationship between Arabic muqattal versus Hebrew m qutt l, likewise hold for 

the C PASS PTCP. That is, no plausible proposal has ever been presented for a diachronic 

development muCuqtal <*muCaqtal (or the converse).142 One hypothesis that I am somewhat 

surprised at never having encountered in the literature is one of trans-laryngeal assimilation 

*uCa > uCu (where C =h or ), since this is a fairly natural phonetic process widespread through 

 
140 This is only true of the Cp PC and C PASS PTCP where the causative morpheme is preserved as a consonant  or 
h (or theoretically , though this does not occur in practice) as in OSA, Ugaritic, and some earlier Aramaic. Further 
obscuring this pattern is the unfortunate accident of attestation that only in the last of these languages are fully 
vocalised forms present; the vowels of OSA and Ugaritic forms are reconstructed, undermining their value as 
support of this proposal. 
141 Khan, 2008, §8.3.4. 
142 This statement is made regarding the relationship between the forms in broad historical terms. As mentioned 
above (§4.6n725) in relation to the D PASS PTCP, sound changes in Samaritan Hebrew have caused the historical 
Hebrew C PASS PTCP *muqtal to become maqt (:)l (Ben-Hayyim, 2000, §2.13.5, with amended transcription 
using  instead of ). However, this is very much a development specific to this langauge, and should not be allowed 
to confuse the understanding of the overall situation. 
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Semitic.143 However, there is simply no supporting evidence to suggest that it is at play here, nor 

any reason why this would occur only in Hebrew and some dialects of Aramaic. Furthermore, 

this would only account for C PASS PTCPs, so the D counterpart muquttal would have to have 

arisen by analogy.144 

Another basically intuitive explanation of *muqtal is that the vocalic sequence u-a was 

applied to the consonantal template of the C ACT PTCP mvqtvl following the loss of the 

causative morpheme. This may also be rejected. If the sequence came from the D PASS PTCP 

*muquttal, this would not help to clarify the origin of the morphology; the D PASS PTCP results 

from application of the VMHC to the D ACT PTCP, an explanation that holds equally well for 

the C ACT u-a 

vocalisation of *muqtal anyway cannot originate in the Gp PC *yu-qtal, since this is extremely 

poorly attested in Hebrew (basically absent in Aramaic), not to mention demonstrably dating to a 

later stage of the language than the C PASS PTCP (as discussed below in §§4.9.1, 5.6).145  

Precisely as argued above in relation to D PASS PTCPs, two independent variant forms of 

the C PASS PTCP (*muhaqtal and *muhuqtal) coexisted as early as NWS, if not already in CS. 

Reflexes of the former occur in Arabic and most of Aramaic; those of the latter in Canaanite and 

at least part of Aramaic. The key difference from the D PASS PTCPs is that, with the elision of 

the causative morpheme, both proto-forms of the C PASS PTCP ultimately merge to *muqtal.  

 
143 Examples of trans-laryngeal assimilation include Arabic pronominal suffixes before front vowels (*kalb-i-hu > 
kalbi-i-hi 1=  (*ya- mud > *ya mod > ya mo ). Elsewhere Hayward, 
Hayward, and al-Tab ki (1988, 246) identify a case in Jibb

of certain consonants (for which, see Van der Hulst and Mous, 1992).  
144 I find the objections to such a proposal outweigh the potential benefit of accounting for D PASS PTCP variants 
*muqattal and *muquttal and have mentioned it here largely for the sake of comprehensive coverage and to pre-
empt the suggestion; Hasselbach (2020, p.c.) is less opposed to it, and at least entertains it as a possibility. 
145 This (im)possibility is mentioned here because of the flawed theories of Praetorius (1923 1924), Blake (1901), 
Hetzron (1977) and Retsö (1989, ch. 3 and 6), addressed below (in §4.9.1), that the u vowel per se serves as a 
passive marker, and that it first occurred in Gp PC whence it spread to other contexts, as per  
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Failure to grasp this historical background to the development of C PASS PTCPs obscures 

how it parallels with the D PASS PTCP, and in turn, how both belong together, as the first level 

of the extension of the VMHC from its original context (in the long vowel of G ACT versus 

PASS PTCPs *q til qat hl). In an accident of attestation, the orthographies of the CS 

languages that best preserve the causative morpheme Ugaritic, where it appears as , and 

(Sabaic) OSA, as h cannot provide information about the vocalisation(s) of the C PASS PTCP 

{mCqtl}. However, this is not a problem with the argument itself so much as a deficiency in the 

data to confirm it. The comparison of D and C PASS PTCPs along with their active counterparts, 

and those of the G, bolsters the hypothesis, and the development of finite IP forms proceeding 

from this basis (discussed below in §4.8) confirms it beyond doubt. 

 

4.8 Finite IPs derived directly from PASS PTCPs 

The hypothesis of this dissertation sets forth that all Semitic IPs may be derived from PASS 

PTCPs whose development has just been described, whether directly from the forms G *qat hl, 

D *muqvttal, and C *mu(Cv)qtal themselves, or indirectly, through the application of the 

VMHC to finite active forms. The first class of IPs formed directly from PASS PTCPs includes 

all Dp and Cp PCs, as well as the SCs of these stems in Hebrew and ass niyya Arabic, and the 

Aramaic Gp SC; the latter are class of indirectly formed IPs includes Arabic IP SCs (except 

those of ass niyya), the Hebrew Gp SC, and all Gp PCs throughout Semitic. As the stage-by-

stage reconstruction in Chapter 5 shows, this distribution aligns with a general chronological 

pattern, insofar as IPs based directly on PASS PTCPs are mainly formed earlier than indirectly 

formed ones, which came into play only where direct formation was not feasible. 
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ies regarding D PASS PTCPs, one important strength is his 

recognition of the relationship with finite Dp forms. He believes that Hebrew m qutt l (more 

precisely, according to him, originally *quttal) is the basis of the Hebrew Dp SC quttal and PC 

y -quttal, and Arabic muqattal that of the Dp PC yu-qattal. This is despite seeing m qutt l and 

muqattal as having fundamentally distinct etymological origins.146 Since the VMHC finds a way 

of linking not just these D PASS PTCP variants, but also both of them with the attested C PASS 

PTCPs (and indeed with G PASS PTCPs, albeit in a fundamentally different way), the expansion 

of this idea goes a long way to explaining the development of much of the Semitic IP paradigm. 

Before outlining the mechanics of the creation of finite IPs from PASS PTCPs which is in 

any case both morphologically and conceptually simple it is worthwhile to observe their 

relative attestations. Jenni estimates that as many as two-fifths of Biblical Hebrew Dp forms are 

(D PASS) PTCPS (compared with half that proportion for the N); in post-Biblical Hebrew, finite 

Dp are lost altogether and only the D PASS PTCP remains, with the same happening later with 

the Cp.147 The Phoenician data are disputed but largely conform to the same overall pattern.148 It 

may not even be possible to strictly separate Canaanite dialects in which finite Dp forms are 

wholly absent from those where they are simply less common than the D PASS PTCP, or 

prudent to attempt to do so.149 A scalar conception of productivity, though, makes such a 

distinction unimportant and allows them to be appreciated as belonging to different stages in the 

 
146 Retsö, 1989, 194. 
147 For Biblical Hebrew, see Jenni, 1973, 66; for Mishnaic, Fassberg, 2001, 249 50; for Samaritan, Ben- ayyim, 

reduction of the internal passive (except   
148 Krahmalkov (2001,168, 198) and Segert (1976, §54.35) accept the existence of a Phoenician Dp, and any scarcity 
relative to the D PASS PTCP can only be inferred through comparison of forms cited. Amadasi Guzzo (1999, 
§§145, 158) by contrast, rejects it, but does cite a D PASS PTCP: {myll  
149  Samuel, Micah, Jonah, Habakkuk, 
Chronicles, Nehemiah, and Daniel, and occur only once or twice in Judges, 2 Samuel, Amos, Lamentations, 

Hebrew corpus that this distribution might reflect, it seems at least possible that the Dp was, if not altogether absent 
from the language, certainly closer to this than to full productivity for some Biblical Hebrew speakers.  
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historical arc of the Dp in Canaanite, and particularly the end thereof as it disappears from 

languages in this branch.  

An interesting parallel to this situation can be found elsewhere, in Omani Arabic. Here finite 

IPs are increasingly restricted to certain fixed expressions and weak root types while PASS 

PTCPs are fully productive.150 This dissertation hypothesises (and confirms) that the formal 

similarities between the PASS PTCP m qutt l and Dp SC quttal ~ PC y -quttal in Hebrew and 

likewise between the D PASS PTCP m qattal and Dp PC y -qattal in Omani Arabic reflects 

derivational relationships. In terms of the directionality of this derivation, in both Hebrew and 

Omani Arabic D PASS PTCPs are well attested whereas finite Dp forms become increasingly 

rare with time; this pre-eminence of the D PASS PTCPs speaks strongly to their being the source 

from which finite Dp forms were created rather than the converse. 

Apart from the micro-situations within individual languages and dialects, the same principle 

applies at the macro level of CS as a whole. That is, all languages with a Dp PC derived from 

*yu-qattal e.g., Classical and some Central and Eastern Arabian dialects of Arabic invariably 

possess D PASS PTCPs derived from muqattal.151 However, the vast majority of languages with 

D PASS PTCPs Aramaic, most Arabic dialects, and perhaps some Canaanite languages like 

Phoenician do not possess finite Dp forms based on this. The inference is clear: CS developed 

D PASS PTCPs that were inherited by all its descended languages, but only a few of these 

languages subsequently went on the develop finite Dp forms from the D PASS PTCPs.152 

 
150 Holes (1998) has shown that Omani IPs used to be more widespread, so, technically, these data alone do not 
confirm the historical pre-eminence PASS PTCPs. Nonetheless, as part of the whole picture, they very much 
support such a conclusion and may anyway confidently be identified as more central at least in synchronic terms. 
151 Given the uncertainty about Ugaritic and OSA the same situation here can only be assumed and not confirmed. 
That is, reading Ugaritic {tlakn} as a yu-qattal Dp PC /tu-la ak- -ni/ 
like {ma r} /mu a ar/ muqattal D PASS PTCPs. Unfortunately, more certain D PASS PTCPs (for which, 
see Tropper, 2000, §§74.422, 74.424) lack alif signs, and therefore provide no information about vocalisation. 
152 As demonstrated below, the same observation holds true of the C PASS PTCPs and Cp forms, precisely because 
of the equivalency of these forms in terms of paradigmatic position as well as formational etymology. 
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Furthermore, even in those languages that did, finite Dp forms were more apt to be lost than their 

source PASS PTCPs since they were newer, and less well established, precisely as has just been 

described for post-Biblical Hebrew and Omani Arabic, for example. 

The mechanics of how IP PCs are created based on PASS PTCPs are remarkably 

straightforward. The PTCP prefix mv <*mu- is simply replaced by the person marking prefixes 

of the PC (namely, yv-, tu-, -, and nv-). Thus, Hebrew D PASS PTCP  yields -quttal, 

Classical Arabic muqattal yields yu-qattal, and Najdi Arabic  yields -qattal.153  

The same is true for the creation of Cp PCs from C PASS PTCPs, including with regard to 

whether the causative morpheme is present or not.154 Thus, in Classical Arabic, where it is 

absent, C PASS PTCP muqtal is the basis for Cp PC yu-qtal; in Ugaritic, by contrast, *m qtl 

gives rise to y- qtl, with an overt causative morpheme .155 As mentioned above (in §4.7), the 

formation of the Hebrew C PASS PTCP  must derive from *muCuqtal, before elision of 

the causative morpheme; however the next step from PASS PTCP to Cp PC could equally have 

occurred before (* Cuqtal  * -Cuqtal > yu-qtal) or after (* Cuqtal >   yu-qtal).  

The preceding explains the formation of Dp and Cp PCs from the D and C PASS PTCPs. 

However, some IP SCs are also based directly on PASS PTCPs. These include the Dp and Cp 

SCs in Hebrew, and the latter in Aramaic; the Aramaic Gp SC; and all IP SCs in the ass niyya 

dialect of Arabic. These are discussed in turn as follows, with particular attention paid to how 

 
153 Divergence between  in the PTCP and a in the PC simply reflects historical *a developing differently in Hebrew 
in nominal (the PTCP) and verbal (the Dp PC) forms. Precisely the same distribution occurs elsewhere (cf. e.g., the 
N PTCP niqt l versus N SC niqtal, both <*niqtal). 
154 Aramaic would potentially be illuminating in this regard, since the C PASS PTCP occurs both with and without a 
causative morpheme, even in the same dialect: e.g., Biblical Aramaic m h man 
ma la   PC forms exist to test the 
prediction of expected respective corresponding **y -h man and **ya- la . 
155 As Pardee (2020, p.c.) points out, vowels  of these Ugaritic forms are reconstructed, which is why forms here 
have been cited solely in terms of their orthography (reflecting the consonantal skeleton). That said, I am aware of 
no reconstruction of Ugaritic in which the vocalisation of the C ACT PTCP and C PC (and likewise the 
corresponding forms from the D, for that matter) did not share the same vocalisation. Considering the weight of 
comparative evidence against such a situation, I would be most surprised to encounter such a proposal.  
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they relate to IPs that are not derived directly from PASS PTCPs, and to other features of the 

language that bear on the creation and subsequent development of the IP forms in question. 

IP formation and development did not occur in a vacuum, and the rest of the language system 

was at the same time undergoing other potentially interrelated developments, for example, sound 

changes that affect the formal relationships between IPs and their unmarked counterparts. For 

example, the Hebrew Dp SC quttal was based on the D PASS PTCP *muquttal (by simply 

removing the PTCP prefix m -) at a time when the active D SC *qattil and ACT PTCP *muqattil 

exhibited formal parallelism. However, a subsequent change attenuating *qattil to *qittil affected 

the D SC and somewhat eroded the erstwhile VMHC. As a result, the attested D versus Dp SC 

forms ( ) possess a height contrast only between R2 and R3, compared to the original 

forms * based on D ACT versus PASS PTCPs *m quttal which 

have a VHMC in both vowels.156 

It is proposed that, because proto-NWS exhibited isomorphism between its D SC, PC, and 

ACT PTCP stems (all sharing a base *qattil), this explains the form of the Hebrew Dp, whose 

PC and SC both have the *quttal base of the D PASS PTCP m qutt l. However, not everyone 

subscribes to such a reconstruction. Pardee, for example, believes the proto-NWS D SC was 

*qattala, becoming *qattila only in the Aramaic branch, with Ugaritic and Hebrew having 

undergone, to various degrees, further development to *qittala and then *qittil. He deems {ihb} 

(RS 94.2168) for / ihhvba isation of the 

Ugaritic D SC than syllabic { -li-ma} and { -al-li-ma} (for / allima/) 157 Pardee 

 
156 Muraoka (Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §52a) explicitly notes that changes to the D SC (*qattal > NWS *qattil > 
Hebrew *qittil > qittel
comparable situation obtains in the C(p), and here the C SC also undergoes lengthening of the vowel between R2 
and R3, somewhat further undermining the directness of the contrast with the Cp based on the ACT versus PASS 
PTCPs *  the C versus Cp SCs * are formed, that then develop into hiqt . 
157 Pardee, 2003/2004, 276 77, contra Huehnergard, 2008, 182. Ultimately, how one reconstructs the proto-NWS > 
Aramaic, Canaanite, and Ugaritic D SC is a question of what data one weighs more heavily. On balance I do not 
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further suggests that Hebrew qittel / qittal D SC variants reflect that the Massoretic vocalisation 

tradition became fixed at a stage when a variation between the last two stages of the development 

was still a feature of the language.158  

With regard to how this affects the VMHC hypothesis of IP formation, it must first be 

recognised that whichever reconstruction one adopts, the D and C SC syllabic templates (qvttvla 

and Cvqtvla, respectively) are understood to share a common vocalisation.159 Thus, i

reconstruction, for example, the first step of *qattala > *qittala is ascribed to a dissimilation 

*aCCa > *iCCa also supposed to have affected the C SC (not to mention the prefix of the Gt and 

presumably the N SC): proto-NWS *Caqtala > *Ciqtala > *Ciqtila.160 The following 

observations made about the D(p) SC therefore likewise relate to the C(p) SC. 

By relaxing the parameters of this proposed dissimilation to comprise just its height 

component (*vlCCvl > vhCCvl), one could even derive the Hebrew D and C PASS PTCP from a 

proto-forms with *a-a vocalism (i.e.,*muquttal <*muqattal).161 In this case, the Dp SC *quttala 

would have been created from the D PASS PTCP once the D SC was *qittala, that is, after 

*qattala had undergone the same dissimilation. Although this would constitute an exceptional 

violation of the VMHC principle at the stage of IP formation, it would explain the origin of NWS 
 

find Ugaritic {ihb} as compelling evidence for qittala or qittila as does Pardee, since this is just a single form, and 
one with root consonants (R1= , R2=h) which exhibit peculiarities in various Semitic languages. As for Hebrew 
qittal D SC variants, the other major datum in this issue, I concur with Huehnergard (1992, 212 14, 219) that *i 
lowered to a in first- and second-person forms this was then 
analogically extended to some third-person forms, particularly where conjunctive accents or suffixes create 
phonological conditions similar to the first- and second-person forms; cf. the C SC hiqt l, where lengthening *i >  
impedes an equivalent paradigmatic levelling. For other, less plausible explanations, such as analogy to the vowel of 
the G q tal or N niqtal, see Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §62c. 
158 2003/2004, 276 77) proposal, such synchronic vacillation between 
archaic and innovative variants is precisely what the variation-and-change model of language predicts to occur. 
159 Isomorphism between proto-forms of the D and C SC is assumed in the most far-fetched reconstructions, such as 
that of Retsö (1989, 186), who derives them from *quttul and *huqtul. The difference between the second vowels of 
qittel and hiqt l is not germane since the latter results from a Hebrew-specific lengthening of earlier *hiqtil. 
160 Pardee (2003/2004, 264, 290) likens, or even relates, this dissimilation to that underlying the Barth-Ginsberg 
distribution of G PC forms (i.e., *ya-qtal > *yi-qtal). The Canaanite C SC, he argues has demonstrably reached the 
final stage in the development, while in Ugaritic, as in the DC, evidence for the vowel between R2 and R3 is lacking. 
161 I do not subscribe to this reconstruction, and the following is presented here mainly in order to pre-empt its being 
presented as an objection to the VMHC, and for the sake of comprehensive discussion of the various possibilities. 
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*muCuCCaC D and C PASS PTCPs, and thence the NWS formation of Dp and Cp SCs directly 

from them.  

As for why *aCCa would dissimilate to *uCCa (rather than to *iCCa) only in *muCaCCaC 

PASS PTCPs, Hasselbach queries whether prefix *mu- may have been an influencing factor.162 I 

admit this is a possibility, particularly in the C, where the causative morpheme might be prone to 

trans-laryngeal assimilation. However, on balance, I find such a proposal far too speculative and 

uncertain to confidently base my analysis upon it (particularly considering I do not subscribe to 

proposed dissimilation *aCCa > *iCCa). 

reconstruction of the proto-NWS D SCs as *qattala is correct, the VMHC 

hypothesis can stand, but only if Dp SC formation preceded the dissimilation of the proto-

Hebrew/Ugaritic D SC into qittala. That is to say, relative to D SC qattala, Dp SC quttala still 

possesses a voice-marking height contrast (in its first vowel). Considering the presence of the 

Aramaic Cp SC huqtal, dating the formation of CuCCaCa IP SCs to proto-NWS is quite 

unproblematic. The main problem with such an explanation already noted as an issue with the 

thesis, though not one that contradicts it or detracts irredeemably from its advantages over 

previous scholarship is that it does not provide an origin for the *muCuCCaC PASS PTCPs (in 

contrast to *muCaCCaC ones) on which these IP SC forms would be based. 

Having addressed the ramifications of alternative reconstructions of the proto-NWS D and C 

SC forms for the VMHC hypothesis which ultimately do not detract significantly from it the 

next issue to be addressed is that of the mechanics of how IP SCs are formed in NWS based on 

the corresponding PASS PTCPs. In the case of the Hebrew Dp SC quttal, the PTCP prefix mv- is 

simply removed from the D PASS PTCP *m quttal. However, in the Cp SC the causative 

morpheme occurs in word-initial position in contrast to its intervocalic context in the C PASS 
 

162 Hasselbach, 2020, p.c. 
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PTCP. As a result, it is not elided, but is retained as h (or  with the more advanced lenition in 

later Aramaic), so the syllabic structure of the Cp SC huqtal is not the same as the -qt l base of 

the C PC and C PASS PTCP once their respective (yu-/tu/nu-/ u- and mu-, respectively) are 

removed. 

The Hebrew data on their own are ambiguous as to whether the Cp SC huqtal was formed 

before elision of the causative morpheme simply by removal of m - from *m huqtal, or after it, 

by transposition of the underlying vocalic sequence u-a of muqt l onto the C SC syllabic 

template hvqtvl. However, evidence from Aramaic, which also possesses a Cp SC, nudges the 

balance in favour of an earlier derivation. Specifically, while ten of the twelve Biblical Hebrew 

Cp SC forms attested follow the Hebrew pattern huqtal, the remaining pair instead represent a 

Cp SC haqtal.163 Cook has also demonstrated that Qumran Aramaic had a Cp SC aqtal with a-a 

vocalisation.164  

This variation can only be understood in the broader context of the detransitive paradigm, 

and specifically, the C PASS PTCP. The standard Aramaic form for this is m( h)aqtal, with the 

elision of the causative morpheme clearly visible between earlier (or archaic) and later (or 

innovative) forms, but a rarer variant muqtal is also attested (in Targumic Aramaic, and as the 

proto-form of the NENA C qtil-li PFV). This cannot derive from *muhaqtal (by elision of the 

sequence ha) but must instead be a reflex of *muhuqtal.165 The presence of both huqtal and 

haqtal Cp SC forms can be attributed to variation in the underlying C PASS PTCP forms 

(*muhuqtal / *muhaqtal) on which they are based.  

 
163 The Biblical Aramaic haqtal are 3MPL h y-  h y-i  

ty, and with a common base *haytay, whose diphthongs developed into  and y.  
164 Cook, 2010, 7 9. 
165 The only way I can imagine maqtal and muqtal both deriving <*muhaqtal would be as a result of two different in 
stress patterns i.e., *muh qtal > m haqtal > maqtal versus **m haqtal > **muh qtal > muqtal. The latter seems 
to be what happened in Arabic, but there is absolutely no reason to believe such a situation ever existed in Aramaic. 
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It has been described above (in §4.6) how variation between *muqattal and *muquttal D 

PASS PTCPs was inherited from proto-NWS (if not earlier) into Aramaic. Just so, comparable 

variation between C PASS PTCPs *muhuqtal and *muhaqtal existed and continued through the 

stage where Cp SCs were created on their basis. The ongoing coexistence of both types of C 

PASS PTCP and Cp SC in Aramaic, sometimes even mixing between the two categories in a 

single dialect e.g., Biblical Aramaic has m( h)aqtal C PASS PTPCs but (mainly) huqtal Cp 

SCs is unpalatable according to traditional comparative historical methodology, but 

considerably less so within the variation-and-change model.  

The overall situation for the Cp SC, like that of the D and C PASS PTCPs, reflects a general 

tendency in IPs towards instability and variation. The distinction between passive forms with 

vocalisations u-a versus a-a is not, as has traditionally been proposed, an isogloss between 

Canaanite versus Aramaic and Arabic, respectively.166 Instead, to account for the coexistence of 

both kinds in NWS and in the absence of a convincing derivation of one from the other it is 

proposed that a VMHC was applied to the D and C ACT PTCPs to create PASS PTCP 

counterparts during CS in two different ways. Variation between the resulting PASS PTCP forms 

continued through the stage where Dp and Cp forms were created from them, and judging from 

attested qtil-li PFV forms in Neo-Aramaic, has continued up until the present. Over time, one or 

the other variant usually became favoured in a given language or dialect, which has given rise to 

genetic isoglosses (albeit imperfect ones, with exceptions) between u-a and a-a forms, and hence 

the misconception that the forms were originally distributed in this way since their creation. 

The next finite IP directly derived from a PASS PTCP to be considered is the Aramaic Gp 

SC q t l. In terms of the relationships between different parts of the paradigm, this stands apart 

 
166 Though Arabic C PASS PTCP muqtal formally resembles Hebrew muqt l, it aligns etymologically with Aramaic 
maqtal, since both derive from *muhaqtal, whereas Hebrew muqt l derives from *muhuqtal; cf. the D PASS PTCPs 
in Arabic (muqattal) and Aramaic (m qattal) versus Hebrew (m qutt l).  
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from all other IPs in some sense. As for the IP SCs just described, Dp quttal and y -quttal / yu-

qattal forms are directly based on the D PASS PTCP m qutt l / muqattal, just as Cp huqtal and 

yu-qtal are on the C PASS PTCP muqtal. Indeed, these two sets of IPs cannot be divorced from 

each other insofar as they are parallel instances of the same derivation process in different parts 

of the paradigm.167  

Even other IPs (discussed in detail below in §§49, 5.5 7) with no direct derivational 

relationship to PASS PTCPs nonetheless fit closely together. It would be unreasonable to 

consider the perfect isomorphism of Arabic IP SCs whether Najdi (Gp ~ Dp ~ Cp) qitil ~ qittil 

~ iqtil or Classical qutila ~ quttila ~ uqtila as reflecting anything other than interrelated 

elements within a single phenomenon.168 Once one understands that these are related to those IP 

forms derived directly from PASS PTCPs by means of the abstraction of the VMHC out from the 

specific context of PTCP morphology, and its application directly to finite active forms, it 

becomes clear that all IPs fit together in some way apart from the Aramaic Gp SC q t l, which 

stands in isolation. 

It is entirely straightforward to derive the Aramic Gp SC from the G PASS PTCP of this 

language. The SC person-marking suffixes (e.g., 3MSG -ø, 3FSG -at > - , 2MSG -t  > -t, 2FSG 

-t , etc.) are simply added to the stem q t l. Where consonant-initial suffixes create closed 

syllables (e.g., 2MSG q t l-t ), the long vowel  is preserved. Such **C C sequences are 

permissible in Aramaic but were not earlier in the history of Semitic (i.e., in proto-NWS and or 

any prior stage). However, this on its own does not incontrovertibly confirm that the Gp SC was 

an Aramaic-specific formation, since elsewhere this language reintroduces C C syllables to 

 
167 The developmental parallels which may be formulated in a simplistic way as ACT PTCP + VMHC  PASS 
PTCP; PASS PTCP - prefix mv- + inflectional conjugation  finite IP is more when one compares D(p) forms to 
the etymological proto-forms of the C(p) that retain the causative morpheme. 
168 This is supported by neological Arabic-specific IP stems (discussed below in §5.8) such as the Gtp and tLP e.g., 
Najdi iqtitil ~ tiq til and Classical uqtutila ~ tuq tila conforming neatly to this isomorphism. 
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replace earlier *CvC.169 Instead, it is one piece of evidence among others, not least of which are 

the unique paradigmatic situation of the Aramaic verbal system and the absence of cognate forms 

elsewhere.170 

A key methodological principle of this dissertation, absent from previous scholarship, is a 

perspective viewing IPs as interactive elements within the broader context of the detransitive 

system. In this regard, it is noteworthy that the Aramaic IP paradigm is extremely fragmentary, 

containing only Gp SC and Cp SC forms.171 These two Aramaic IPs have no clear etymological 

relationship, and apart from their functional similarity (of marking the prototypical passive ), the 

only link between them is one of a loose synchronicity during the earlier stages of the branch; the 

Cp SC and Gp SC are first attested in the written record of Aramaic during the Official period

though may have been present in the vernacular during earlier stages and are absent after the 

Middle period. Thus, instead of looking at the very scarce Aramaic IPs, the paradigmatic context 

within which the Gp SC q t l is to be understood must be sought elsewhere. 

A major development of the Aramaic verbal system is the replacement of the PC and SC by 

the neological qatl-in IPFV and qtil-li PFV conjugations, respectively. The first of these is a 

grammaticalisation of a predicative construction of ACT PTCP + PRON already well underway 

 
169 That is, one might theoretical argue that the long vowel occurring in open syllables has been levelled throughout 
the paradigm after C C 2=w/y; cf. proto-
NWS (3FSG ~ 2FSG) *q l-at ~ *qul-t  versus Aramaic q l-at ~ q l-t , which levels the long vowel; Hebrew q l-  ~ 
q l-t, which levels the short vowel; and Arabic q l-at ~ qul-ti, which preserves the difference. 
170 Rendsburg (2006, 167), considers g nu -t  (Gen 31:39 x2) an exceptional Hebrew case of the G PASS PTCP 
conjugated with the 1SG person-
(thing stolen) rather than the source (person robbed), confirming the interpretation of Gesenius, Kautzsch, and 
Cowley (1910, §90l) and Jouön and Muraoka (1991, §93o) that this is a G PASS PTCP with a FEM suffix -t and a 
paragogic vowel -
were correct, this would still only represent a nonce coining that never come close to establishing itself as a stable 
variant (let alone effecting irreversible language change), and would therefore be insignificant to the analysis, save 
perhaps as an example of the naturalness of the development of conjugating the G PASS PTCP. 
171 As discussed above (in §3.5), the entire written record of Aramaic contains just fourteen possible cases of a Gp 
PC, of which six are a single form, being restricted to two Old Aramaic inscriptions, and a handful of Official 
Aramaic texts. As such, if a Gp PC ever truly occurred in Aramaic of which I am doubtful its place in the 
analysis must be as a marginal anomaly, rather than a core, decisive datum. 
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by the Official Aramaic stage.172 The latter takes an optional OBL agent marker (PREP l- + 

PRON) occurring with the erstwhile PASS PTCP q t l, and turns this into an obligatory SUBJ 

marker. This developed later than the qatl-in IPFV, but by Late Aramaic (e.g., Syriac and 

Babylonian Jewish Aramaic) reference to the patient in the syntagm q t l-l  is already somewhat 

compromised and that to the agent increasingly central, meaning significant grammaticalisation 

towards finite-verb status had already occurred.173 

Though the qtil-li PFV has in common with the Gp SC the expression of perfective aspect, 

their functions are otherwise quite at odds: the Gp SC is passive, with an obligatory patient 

SUBJ; qtil-li PFV is active, with an obligatory agent SUBJ. Moreover, in terms of their 

paradigmatic positions, whereas the Gp as a construction occupies a position within the 

detransitive system equivalent to consonantally affixed verbal stems (the G, D, tG, etc.), the qtil-

li PFV is a conjugation, replacing the SC (in a neat reflection of how qatl-in IPFV does the PC). 

As a corollary of this, is possesses fully productive counterparts from the D and C mqut l-li 

and muqt l-li, respectively whereas there was no Dp SC, and the Cp SC is only attested during 

the Official and Middle Aramaic stages.  

In the broad diachronic scope of Aramaic, the Gp SC never replaced existing means of 

expressing the perfective passive to the G. Within the variation-and-change model, it did not 

reach the stage of language change proper but was instead a variant available to speakers for 

several centuries, before ultimately dropping out of use. Though the competing motivations at 

 
172 Li (2009, 57) outlines this process in the Aramaic of Daniel, showing the expanding scope of the qatl-in IPFV 
from progressive into imperfective use. This construction (or its progenitor) coexisted with the PC for many 
centuries in a constantly evolving competitive relationship. Both remain present in WNA with redefined respective 
functional scopes of indicative and subjunctive (Arnold, 1990, §§3.1, 4.1.1.2, 4.1.1.4). In NENA the qatl-in IPFV 
replaced the PC first in the unmarked imperfective, then spread to the subjunctive (Coghill, 1999, §2.4.1.1). 
173 The shift from PASS PTCP with optional agent reference to finite active qtil-li PFV is reflected by the loss of 
agreement with the patient, its ability to take a patient occurring with the OBJ marker, and, at later stages, the 
boundedness of agent (-li) to verb (qtil-), with ensuing assimilation between them (see Coghill, 1999, §3.4.2; 2016, 
§§5.3.2, 7.4). 
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play in its deselection are presumably complex, among them may be the lack of a corresponding 

Gp PC. This cannot have helped the cause of the GP SC in its competition against the other 

variants for the function of marking the passive to the G, namely, the tG and generalised-SUBJ 

constructions, both of which could be conjugated in the PC.174 By viewing Aramaic IPs in terms 

of their position in the broader detransitive context, and specifically appreciating their relatively 

fragmentary status compared to other, better integrated verbal forms, one can gain a better 

understanding of their overall development (or rather, the failure thereof). 

Another dimension of the paradigmatic position of the Gp SC that conditioned its deselection 

was the development of the qtil-li PFV. This slightly post-dated that of the Gp SC and used the 

same source morphology, putting a strain on the language. Though these two were not competing 

for the same domain indeed they were functionally opposites, in terms of voice at least the 

Aramaic Gp SC nonetheless died out at the expense of the qtil-li PFV. The latter fared better in 

the competition because it better complemented the qatl-in IPFV in terms of function (both being 

active), form (both bearing suffixes referring to agents), and paradigmatic position within the 

verbal system as a whole (both are conjugations with counterparts from the D and C stems). As 

such, even though the specific factors at play in the fate of the Aramaic Gp SC are quite different 

from those affecting other variations in which Semitic IPs partake, they nonetheless reflect the 

same motivation to create or strengthen functional symmetry and formal isomorphism, as well as 

the semantic-to-syntactic shift and fientivisation of verbal adjectives.  

The preceding illustrates the straightforward derivation of the majority of IPs specifically, 

the Classical Arabic Dp and Cp PCs, all Hebrew Dp and Cp forms, and all Aramaic IP forms

 
174 In NENA, t stems ultimately gave way to analytic passive constructions. It is beyond the current scope to confirm 
whether a direct causal relationship exists between this development and the flourishing of the qtil-li construction in 
NENA however, cf. WNA, which did not develop the qtil-li construction and also retained t stems. 
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from corresponding PASS PTCPs.175 Of these, the Aramaic Gp SC is a singular development in 

the straightforward conjugation of a (G) PASS PCTP with the verbal suffixes (the SC suffixes). 

The remainder belong together to a general tendency expanding the VMHC as means of creating 

new forms, 

are then subject to the pressure to create finite forms from verbal adjectives. While the resulting 

forms differ formally between branches of Semitic cf. e.g., Hebrew m qutt l ~ y -quttal versus 

Arabic muqattal ~ yu-qattal the commonality of the overall derivational process is striking.  

To the extent that individual languages exhibit formal heterogeneity in the vocalisations of 

their IPs and PASS PTCPs, the possibility of inherited variation is an important feature of the 

analysis. Namely, two forms for a single element (e.g., *muqattal and *muquttal for the D PASS 

PTCP) could have coexisted for long enough to be inherited together, from proto-NWS (if not 

earlier) into Aramaic, for instance. This idea of inherited variation is central to the variation-and-

change model and accounts for the jumbled situation in the attested languages where more 

traditional comparative historical methodologies (whether genetic or areal, or some combination 

thereof) have failed to do so. 

The final case of IPs based directly on PASS PTCPs, the IP SCs of ass niyya Arabic, 

provides data that support this identification of a durable, general trend of the same rough 

development, characterised by diversity in the specific instances of its realisation. Its PASS 

PTCP and IP PC forms (e.g., D PASS PTCP muqattal ~ Dp PC yu-qattal) are identical to those 

 
175 Haspelmath (1990, 31) lists sound replacement as a means of passive marking, providing a Singhalese example 
of ablaut passives: bala- bäle- h ra- h re- 
acknowledges that PASS PTCPs often form the basis of finite passives (albeit only mentioning this in the context of 
periphrases using AUXs). I am not aware of precise typological parallels for finite passives being created by 
conjugation of PASS PTCPs with inflectional verbal affixes, though in synchronic terms, this is what one would 
expect a VP to develop into during a late stage in the grammaticalisation of an AUX. 
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of Classical Arabic, and there is no reason to doubt they are reflexes of the same proto-Arabic 

forms.176  

IP SC forms in this dialect, by contrast, have no discernible etymological relation to those of 

Classical Arabic: cf. ass niyya pD SC uqattal versus Classical Dp SC quttila (discussed below, 

in §§4.9.2, 5.5, 5.7).177 Instead, they are based directly on the PASS PTCP by removal of the 

PTCP prefix (or at least its consonantal element m-). Even though this is the same mechanism as 

that used to create the Hebrew Dp and Cp SCs, there is no doubt that these forms are an 

independent, ass niyya-specific development.  

Many centuries and a mass migration of Arabic speakers from the Arabian homeland to 

North Africa separate the stages of the development of Dp PC yu-qattal and pD SC uqattal, as do 

several intermediate nodes on the genetic family tree of Arabic. This speaks directly to the long-

lasting nature of IP formation as a process; they were not simply created at one point in a 

punctual manner, but rather continued to be (re)generated time and time again throughout the 

phylum, sometimes multiple times within individual branches. Further, the ass niyya IP SC 

points to the tendency to derive IPs from PASS PTCPs, itself a sub-category of the universal 

tendency towards derivation of finite verbs from verbal adjectives.178 

 The motivation to create formal isomorphism was a major factor in the unique creation of 

ass niyya IP SCs, which can be best appreciated by contrasting the Classical and ass niyya 

dialects with regard to the isomorphism of their verbal paradigms. In the former, the Gp is the 

only IP where PASS PTCP and IP PC lack formal parallelism: cf. G PASS PTCP maqt l ~ Gp 

 
176 These illustrative forms are from the Dp, but those from the Lp or Cp could serve the same purpose. Indeed, since 

ass niyya levels the causative morpheme s from the Ct to the C(p), parallelism between the syllabic structures of 
the D(p) and C(p) cf. muqattal ~ yu-qattal versus musaqtal ~ yu-saqtal is stronger than in Classical Arabic. 
177 before the 
stem, a highly unusual situation within IPs: cf. pD SC uqattal versus D SC qattal. 
178 The ass niyya-specific factors that allowed this to occur where it had not been possible in Classical Arabic are 
discussed in detail below (in §§4.9.3, 5.5). 
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PC yu-qtal versus D(p) muqattal ~ yu-qattal, Ct(p) mustaqtal ~ yu-staqtal, etc.; ass niyya 

Arabic, however, lacks the Gp stem altogether.179 Moreover, ass niyya Arabic analogically 

extended the a between R2 and R3 of the SC into the PC and ACT PTPC of active derived stems 

(D, L, and C), creating a formal isomorphism that had not previously existed (cf. ass niyya D 

qattal ~ y -qattal ~m qattal versus Classical qattala ~ yu-qattil ~ muqattil).  

 With the loss of these two deviations from perfect formal isomorphism, IP SCs were under 

great pressure to use the same stem as their corresponding PC and PTCP forms, which was 

identical to all corresponding verbal forms from the same stem, active and passive alike. That is, 

qattal was the base of the D and Dp SC, PC, and PTCPs (both ACT and PASS alike), with voice 

being distinguished solely in prefixes; similarly, q tal was the base of all L(p) forms, and saqtal 

of all C(p) forms. Changes in the ass niyya verbal system, among them the creation of 

innovative IP SC forms, thus made its the formal isomorphism perfect in a way that was not true 

of the more archaic Classical Arabic. 

 

4.9 Finite IPs not derived directly from PASS PTCPs 

The remaining IPs to be considered are those for which such a derivation based directly on PASS 

PTCPs cannot be identified. These 

used, include Arabic IP SCs (except those of the ass niyya dialect), the Gp PC wherever it 

appears, and the Hebrew Gp SC. The current section first outlines the broad ramifications of the 

VMHC hypothesis with regard to indirectly formed IPs altogether, specifically in contrast to the 

various existing theories and their relative shortcomings. Then, the specific analysis of the 

development of each specific case is addressed.  

 
179 As explained above (in §§1.6, 3.4.3), the absence of the Gp from ass niyya is a result of how the motivation 
towards functional symmetry has affected its inventory of the detransitive stems. 
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Saying that there is no direct link to PASS PTCP morphology is not meant to deny any 

relationship altogether. It is counter-intuitive that the various IPs performing the same function 

and bearing the same morphological marking would share no etymological similarities; the goal 

must be to present a plausible account thereof (if indeed one exists). The analysis finds that such 

indirectly formed IP forms do indeed all fit very much within a single developmental trend: the 

application of a VMHC to the respective finite active forms of which they are IP counterparts.  

Fundamental to understanding how indirectly formed IPs interrelate within the whole 

detransitive system, rather than standing alone as discreet coincidences, are universal 

characteristics shared by them all, even those that seem at first blush to be only vague 

similarities. Beyond the simple fact that IPs (by definition) differ from their active counterparts 

in terms of their vowels, it is notable that the nature of this voice marking alteration tends 

towards height distinction i.e., between (*)i and (*)u versus (*)a

Arabic IPs holds true for Semitic IPs generally, and is crucially the only plausible explanation for 

those not directly derived from PASS PTCPs (and holds true even for them, with the exception 

of the Aramaic Gp SC and the ass niyya IP SCs)

open vowels to close and vice versa with attendant and sometimes consequent syllabic 

180  

The following representative selection (SC ~ PC) of active forms and corresponding 

indirectly formed IPs illustrates the contrasts between them: Classical Arabic G qatala ~ ya-qtul 

versus Gp qutila ~ yu-qtal, D qattala versus Dp quttila, and C aqtala versus uqtila; Najdi 

Arabic G qital ~ ya-qtil versus qitil ~ yi-qtal, D qattal versus Dp qittil, and aqtal verses iqtil; 

and Hebrew G q tal ~ yi-qtol versus Gp quttal ~ yu-qtal (the question of geminations in the 

 
180  
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Hebrew Gp is discussed below).181 In all but one case, every contrast between an IP and the 

corresponding active form is one of a height distinction between its vowels. Even in the sole 

exception the prefix vowel of the Hebrew G(p) an earlier height contrast, subsequently lost 

due to development specific to that language, may be reconstructed.182  

I am baffled as to how height has not hitherto been recognised, let alone championed, as the 

central feature of IP morphology, and consequently, as the key to mapping their development. 

Perhaps, since the historical Semitic vowel system has just three qualities two high (front *i 

and back *u) and one low (*a) one might be forgiven for considering height as a ubiquitous 

contrastive voice feature in IP morphology to be coincidental. This is indeed the only logical 

conclusion if one traces different IP forms to divergent etymological sources through unrelated 

derivational processes. However, even where the literature does attribute a common 

phonological or morphological background to IPs, rather than finding height as a contrastive 

property to be their core voice marker, focus is on the presence of the vowel u specifically.183 

Identifying a single vowel (u) as a (or the) fundamental IP marker is certainly more 

specific and consequently, its proponents might suggest, more precise and accurate a 

formulation than the VMHC hypothesis. However, it falls prey to several shortcomings. For one 

thing, it seeks primarily to explain the IPs of Hebrew and Classical Arabic and cannot account 

for less canonical forms like Najdi Arabic Gp qitil ~ yi-qtal, in which no u vowel is present. 

 
181 Where reference is made to the G this is to the reflex of *qatala ~ *ya-qtul form of the G, since the former is 
primarily associated with fientive, transitive verbs, it is that from which the Gp is generally formed, and with which 
it possesses the most basic oppositional relationship. The qatila ~ yi-qtal variant, by contrast, has a strong restriction 
to intransitive and even more specifically stative verbs, and as such does not occupy the same oppositional contrast 
relative to the Gp in paradigmatic terms. The derivation of Najdi qital ~ ya-qtil from earlier *qatala ~ *ya-qtul is 
discussed below (in §4.9.1). 
182 In Hebrew, the prefix yi- is levelled throughout the G from an earlier distribution *ya-qtul / *ya-qtil / *yi-qtal, but 
the original *a of *ya-qtul is preserved in some root types (Hasselbach, 2004, 24). This, and the very few other 
exceptions to the VMHC in IP morphology are discussed in detail below (in §4.10). 
183 Among those who explicitly identify this as a (or even the) central feature of IPs include Blake, 1901, 45, 54; 
Hetzron, 1977, 42 43; Praetorius, 1923 1924, 134; and Vycichl, 1959, 78.  
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Furthermore, even when u does occur in an IP, it is not necessarily a distinctive voice marker, 

and may also occur in the corresponding active form. For example, in Classical Arabic D 

yu-qattil versus Dp yu-qattal the sole locus of contrast is not the prefix vowel u, but i a 

between R2 and R3.184 

Theories in which (*)u is the core of IP morphology are also required to justify its origin, and 

subsequent appearance in or, as they would have it, transfer to different positions. Hetzron, 

for example, derives an IP marker *u < copula *wn, proposing it originally appeared in between 

prefix and stem of the (stative) PC: *yi-u-qtal > yu-qtal. For the Hebrew Dp PC, he therefore 

reconstructs *yu-qattal > y -quttal

was doomed to be reduced to a wa, but the functional value of the u rescued it by making it 

185 Blake instead believes that a passive-marker (*)u originated in a G 

PC yu-qtal, which he considers a rarer variant of yi-qtal, so he is consequently required to see its 

presence in IP SC forms (e.g., Arabic qutila, Hebrew quttal) as a secondary extension thereof.186 

Equivalent developments elsewhere in the language that serve as independent corroborative 

evidence for such a copying or shifting of vowels in the IP paradigm are lacking. Though 

instances of analogical extension of a vowel from one part of the paradigm to another do occur, 

their purpose is not to preserve the functional load of a given vowel.187 The proposals of Blake 

 
184 Retsö (1989, 9 14) criticises the identification of u i- 
and a- pho
even attempt) to propose an alternative generalisation, applicable to all IPs. This is a function of his his fractured 
approach to the question, ascribing as he does a bewilderingly wide range of unrelated origins to different IP forms. 
185 Hetzron, 1977, 46 47, for quotation, see 43n1. It is most ironic that he (43n2) criticises Bergsträ
(discussed in their own right below) on the basis tha u  
186 Blake (1901, 50, 54) suggests that the Gp SC qutila, for example, results from a proportional analogy to the 
newly specialised Gp PC form (qatila : yi-qtal :: X : yu-qtal) and further u-a vocalism in the Dp PC as secondary to 
the Gp. Retsö (1989, 27) also endorses a stative origin for Gp PC yu-qtal but explicitly criticises attempts to link this 

entical). 
187 For example, the i is copied from the D PC/PTCP to the SC in NWS: *qattala > *qattila under the influence of 
*yu-qattil ~ *muqattil 2003/2004, 276 77) reconstruction, this would instead have happened at in the 
second step of his proposed Canaanite/Ugaritic development *qattala > *qittala > *qittil. If one instead believes 
that the Arabic and Ethiopic D qattala derive from *qattila under the influence of G qatala, this would still be a case 
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and Hetzron are hardly elegant analogies that one might plausibly imagine would occur 

naturally; they are cumbersome and highly motivated by specific reference to IP morphology, 

and in particular to (their analyses of) its functional load. As a result, their reconstructions risk 

circularity, and give every impression of the proposed origins of the IP marker having been 

reverse-engineered to fit its identification as *u.  

The formulation that IPs differ from their active unmarked counterparts by a height contrast 

in (at least one of) their vowels is admittedly less precise than the notion of (*)u as a passive 

marker per se, but it is nevertheless more accurate.188 A voice-marking height contrast is 

synchronically present in almost all attested IPs. In the very few instances where one is not

discussed below (in §4.10) a VMHC may be reconstructed to the underlying proto-forms, and 

its loss attributed to historical sound changes affecting this result in the attested form. Such 

height contrasts, it must be noted, do not necessarily involve u (though they can be identified in 

positions where other scholars have seen *u to be a passive marker).  In several parts of the 

paradigm like the D(p) and C(p) PC, the VMHC is instead between *a i.  

Another dimension of the VMHC hypothesis is that it does not simply integrate all the IP 

forms, but relates them to the same voice marking in PTCPs. Precisely this universality, is one of 

its main advantage over previous proposals for IP development. These are often rather 

piecemeal, with individual theories often dealing only with a limited part of the attested data. 

There is an inherent simplicity and elegance to a single explanation for the development of a 

whole system, provided that it adequately accounts for the attested data.  

 
of the reproduction of a vowel in a new position, albeit in the opposite direction. In ass niyya Arabic, the vowel is 
copied from D SC to PC and PTCP rather than the converse: y -qattal < *y -qattil ~ m -qattal < *m -qattil under 
the influence of qattal. 
188 The proviso bears repeating that the VMHC hypothesis refers to phonological oppositions within vowel systems, 
rather than phonetic values in absolute terms (while still identifying a clear link between these two levels). Thus, 
following shifts in the Hebrew vowel system, the phonetic distance  and a u and o is 
less than Arabic a versus i and u, but these vowels nonetheless exist in a phonologically contrastive relationship.  
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4.9.1 The Gp PC 

Having summarised the general application of the VMHC hypothesis in relation to indirectly 

formed IPs, we turn now to the specifics of each individual case. The first indirect formed IP 

addressed is the Gp PC. This is remarkably homogeneous throughout the Semitic languages as 

yu-qtal (or a reflex thereof), though it is also attested as yi-qtal in some Arabic dialects, a data 

point which actually contributes significantly to the analysis. Specifically, the formal identity of 

the Gp PC yi-qtal with the stative G PC form has impacted greatly on theories regarding this part 

of the IP paradigm, particularly those that ascribe to it a stative/intransitive origin.189  

The intrantitive/stative-origin theory is, by definition, anchored upon yi-qtal, proposing a 

situation of original variation with yu-qtal (originally restricted to weak root types), and 

subsequent functional specification in most languages, with yi-qtal retaining the original 

intransitive and especially stative uses, and yu-qtal shifting to agentive passivity. It is precisely 

because of the yi-qtal Gp PCs of Najdi and similar dialects, and especially their relationship with 

yu-qtal (if any) and what that means for IP formation more generally, that the stative/intransitive-

origin theory of IP development must now be examined more closely. 

A large class of stative yi-qtal verbs may be reconstructed all the way back to the earliest 

stage of Semitic.190 At this time, the pattern already possessed a neatly defined syntactic scope of 

intransitive verbs, with some though not total semantic restriction to stative (rather than fientive) 

use, that is, with patient rather than agent SUBJs. This was already the case in PS, long before 

CS, which is the earliest stage at which IPs can have developed.191 It is precisely these uses of 

 
189 For stative/intransitive-origin theories of IPs, discussed above (in §1.4.2), see Blake (1901) and especially Retsö 
(ch. 3 and 6). The Gp PC form yi-qtal also bears on the copula-origin theory discussed in §1.4.3, albeit less directly, 
since the separation between the different kinds of theories is not perfect. Hetzron (1977, 44), for example, believes 
the copula element u was applied to a stative base with an a vowels: yu-qtal  *yi-u-qtal. 
190 Huehnergard, 2019, §3.5.2. 
191 Pardee (2020, p.c.) queries whether the specification of yi-qtal to stative (rather than just intransitive) is a 
characteristic of CS. Impressionistically speaking, this seems possible, though it would be beyond the scope of the 
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yi-qtal that the stative/intransitive-origin theory argues lies behind the development of passive 

yu-qtal and yi-qtal Gp PC forms. Simply asserting a derivational relationship between the 

categories intransitive, stative, and passive in this way without a robust supporting theoretical 

framework is methodologically unsound.  

An understanding of that these functions are (or were originally) linked in yi-qtal may be 

compared to how Kouwenberg relates the (medio)passive, ingressive, and natural-reflexive 

functions of the Akkadian N. He does so with reference to a semantic property (SUBJ 

affectedness) common to all of these, and to natural relationships between syntactic and TAM 

categories (passive and resultative), illustrating his arguments with examples from Semitic and 

other languages, so they are thoroughly convincing.192  

By contrast, theories deriving passive yi-qtal and yu-qtal from earlier stative and intransitive 

functions offer nothing by way of a theoretical framework explaining how or why this happened, 

nor examples of other instances where it has. They simply assert that these categories are 

basically conceptually similar (and therefore somewhat interchangeable), for example because 

both passives have patient SUBJs like statives, or because they have just one argument like 

fientive intransitives. However, although a passive only has one argument (the patient) present in 

the surface structure, another (the agent) is semantically implied; its absence from the syntax is 

precisely the result of detransitivisation. In this regard, passives fundamentally differ from stative 

and intransitive verbs. 

This misunderstanding of the fundamental distinction between intransitives and detransitives 

is emblematic of deeper problems with how the stative/intransitive-origin theory of IPs views the 
 

current work to establish, particularly since the distinction between intransitive and stative functions are irrelevant to 
IP development. Suffice it here to define yi-qtal as overwhelmingly intransitive, and often stative. 
192 
to be excessively speculative. However, that is not particularly relevant here; at issue instead is the argumentation 
regarding the functions of the stem once it has been created, and its formation from a resultative verbal adjective + N 
morpheme (whatever the ultimate origin thereof).  
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interactions between different parts of the language. Retsö stresses the link between the Gp PC

and likewise Cp PC, which he believes is etymologically identical

n apothematic CCj is a prerequisite 

193 That is, he argues that it is precisely 

because some Arabic dialects did not functionally restrict ya-qtil to transitivity raising in contrast 

to merely transitive ya-qtul, that they likewise never separated off yu-qtal as transitivity lowering 

(i.e., detransitives) passives, versus merely intransitive yi-qtal.194  

For one thing, the implication that the absence of the C in some (most, actually) Arabic 

dialects is an archaism is deeply troubling.195 More relevant to the specific issue of IPs is the 

explicit assertion that Arabic dialects without a C should also not possess a productive IP system. 

One need not look far to find data direct

196 The idea of 

some kind of intrinsic relationship between the causatives and ablaut marking of passive voice in 

Semitic is as ungrounded as the premise that the C PC in Arabic, Aramaic, and Hebrew is 

originally derived from a sub-category of G with theme vowel i. 

It is technically irrelevant to the VHMC hypothesis whether Gp PC forms yi-qtal and yu-qtal 

are etymologically related, since in either case and if they are, regardless of the directionality 

of derivation the application of voice-contrast to the active G PC ya-qtul explains both equally 

well. That said, a major strength of the hypothesis is how it accounts for IP formation in a 

holistic fashion, so treating numerous IP forms together is entirely appropriate regardless of their 

 
193 Retsö  (ch. 4) Diathesis in 
the Semitic Languages, and refers to C PC forms (Arabic) yu-qtil, and (Aramaic) ya-qtel, (Hebrew) ya-qt l, all of 
which he thinks derive from a G PC variant *ya-qtil rather than a C PC *yu-saqtil (with lenition *s > *h > *  > ø).  
194 
yi-qtal, yu-qtal, ya-qtil, and ya-qtul as I can reach. 
195 205) overall view of Arabic 
polygenesis, and indeed his areal model of Semitic, which informs his understanding of IP development. 
196 Edzard, 2008, 488. 
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etymological relationship (if any).197 In fact, the detailed analysis of the relationship between the 

two actually supports the notion that height is an important organisational alignment of the 

phonological system and a key feature in the process(es) of IP formation.  

The yi-qtal Gp PC forms occur in a small group of geographically contiguous Arabic dialects 

from Central and Eastern Arabia; yu-qtal is the more common Gp PC in Semitic, and occurs 

throughout CS.198 If these two forms had separate etymological origins, it follows that either 1) 

they co-existed in a polygenetic proto-Arabic, 2) proto-Arabic *yu-qtal was replaced in these 

dialects by an unrelated yi-qtal, or 3) there was no Gp PC in proto-Arabic, and later some 

dialects developed yu-qtal and a few others yi-qtal, with the absence of IPs in most dialects 

perhaps reflecting that they never developed them at all. These possibilities are, in order, 

decreasingly plausible; even the first, reconstructing variation in proto-Arabic, has little merit if 

the attested situation can otherwise be accounted for by a diachronic development. 

Assuming that one of the Gp PC forms yu-qtal and yi-qtal developed into the other, the 

distribution thereof strongly argues in favour of the former being the source of the latter. Abboud 

argues precisely this in relation to Najdi Arabic, where he claims that the original *u prefix 

vowel is preserved (and lengthened with the loss of R1) =w,  (e.g., 

y -mar <*yu- mar mr and y -zan <*yu-wzan 

 
197 This is not to mention the suspicious closeness of these two, though of course assuming a common etymology of 
forms based on formal similarity is not the same as presenting a specific argument explaining how they relate in 
terms of methodological rigour. 
198 Chapter 6 demonstrates that *yu-qtal is the proto-form of the Gp SBJV in MSA and explains its relationship to 
the CS (and especially Arabic) forms in question. 
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wzn).199 The same shift *u > i occurs in the PTCP prefixes of derive stem PTCPs (ACT and 

PASS alike), which is mi- in this dialect, but certainly derives from earlier *mu-.200 

Other parts of the verbal paradigm grant an interesting insight into the proposed shift 

*yu-qtal > yi-qtal. The Barth-Ginsberg distribution of prefix vowels has been preserved, to 

varying degrees, in Bahraini and Najdi Arabic. The standard fientive (including transitive) G 

form is ya-qtil, in contradistinction to intransitive (and often stative) yi-qtal, which is also the 

form of the Gp PC; some ya-qtul G forms occur, but are restricted to phonologically motivated 

contexts (e.g., with labial environments, as in ya- bur).201 The original Semitic situation, 

whereby ya-qtil is a rarer, lexically specified variant of ya-qtul, has shifted in these dialects, so 

that ya-qtul is instead the rarer variant, and the distribution of the two is phonologically rather 

than lexically governed.202  

I propose that this development was mirrored by a rearrangement of stative/intransitive 

yi-qtal versus passive yu-qtal along phonological lines, such that the former became the primary 

form for both functions, and while the latter was restricted to certain = w). That 

is, just as ya-qtil dislodged ya-qtul, so too did yi-qtal edge out yu-qtal, taking over the Gp PC 

function from it in most contexts (as well as retaining its originally intransitive and stative 

functions).203 This is precisely the converse of the stative-origin theory; instead of allomorphs of 

 
199 Abboud, 1979, 486 86. Theoretically y -zan could reflect an assimilation *i > u/_w affecting *yi-qtal, to avoid 
an impermissible sequence **iw  form since there is no restriction against 
the sequence *i  (> /_C, as in the G IPFV mir <* i- mir). 
200  a shift in progress from mu- to mi- in 

w,  having blocked *yu-qtal > yi-qtal in Najdi. 
201 For Bahraini, see Johnstone, 1967, 93; Owens, 2006, §2.1.1.2.2, §2.2.6.1.1. For Najdi, see Ingham, 1994 20 30; 

respectively) is ignored here, though B Bahraini has levelled the prefix vowel i 
270) forms seem to show a converse levelling of prefix vowel a in some Najdi (contra Ingham). 
202 This original distribution (for which, see Huehnergard, 2019, §3.5.2) is preserved in Classical Arabic. Aramaic, 
Hebrew, and Ugaritic reflexes of *ya-qtil are rare and restricted to weak root types. 
203 The second part of this proposed corollary is clearest in Najdi, where IPs are widespread enough that their 
phonological variation can be confidently mapped. In Bahraini, they are significantly less common; but yu-qtal Gp 
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a single multi-functional form becoming specified everywhere except in this cluster of dialects, 

phonological developments blurred the distinction between two originally separate forms only 

within these dialects. 

The main weakness of this proposal is that SUBJs of the Gp PC yu-qtal were originally 

exclusively transitive patients, while those of instransitive/stative G PC yi-qtal were frequently 

intransitive patients (where its use was stative), but also sometimes intransitive agents (where it 

was merely fientive intransitive). Consequently, the proposed redistribution would have 

disrupted the semantic and syntactic domains of yi-qtal / yu-qtal in a way that did not apply with 

ya-qtil / ya-qtul, which originally had the same basic (fientive, and especially transitive) 

function.204 Nonetheless, the proposed replacement of the Gp PC *yu-qtal with yi-qtal in some 

Central and East Arabian Arabic as a parallel to developments in the corresponding active form, 

while tentative, is more plausible than the Gp PC yi-qtal being etymologically related to the 

stative/intransitive G PC, and/or than it having a distinct origin from the Gp PC yu-qtal. 

There remain additional reasons why a Gp PC form yu-qtal is more anticipated than yi-qtal, 

and consequently more common, and likelier the original of the two forms. For one thing, the 

sequence u-a is well attested in IPs e.g. Classical Arabic Dp PC yu-qattal and Hebrew Cp SC 

huqtal; indeed, it is ubiquitous in Hebrew IPs. In the reconstruction of the development of the IP 

paradigm as a whole proposed below (in Chapter 5), the Dp and Cp chronologically precede the 

Gp. It makes good sense when the VMHC was applied to the G PC ya-qtul to create a Gp PC, the 

sequence u-a already present in other IPs would be used (that is, rather than i-a).  

 
PCs are attested alongside the normal yi-qtal, sometimes with no clear phonological justification: e.g., in yu-mda  

u precedes a labial, but in tu-dba  nditioning environment exists (Holes, 
2016, §4.2). 
204 A proposal of phonological developments erasing a lexical distribution in this way is unobjectionable. 
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Furthermore, in the Hebrew and Arabic Cp PC elision of the causative morpheme yielded yu-

qtal (<*yu-Cuqtal in Hebrew, and <*yu-Caqtal in Arabic), so it was not just the vocalic sequence 

u-a that was available for the formation of the Gp PC, but the very form itself. Confusion 

regarding Gp / Cp PC syncretism has driven Retsö so far as to deny the Cp is a derived stem at 

all; on the contrary, if the two share a common etymology, this must imply the extension of a Cp 

PC form to the Gp, rather than the converse.  

One final consideration regarding the Gp PC yu-qtal is the notion of reflective parallelism 

(between ya- -qtal). The concept is hardly novel; nearly a century ago, Bergsträsser 

qat l (or more 

accurately, the SC form *qatula he believes to derive from it) and the Gp PC yu-qtal.205 More 

recent and relevant is Petr ek ya-qtul and 

stative/passive yu-qtal (as he saw it, being a proponent of the stative-origin theory), which he 

supposed was the reason for a restriction of the latter to passive use.206 Unlike these authors, I am 

certainly not suggesting that this is a fundamental basis for Gp PC formation; that is instead the 

application of a VMHC to the corresponding finite active verb, ya-qtul (precisely as for all IPs 

not directly derived from PASS PTCPs). If such formal parallelism has a bearing on the process, 

it is only a contributory motivation one amongst others, including the pre-existence of u-a IP 

forms in the selection of one possible result of this process (yu-qtal) over another (yi-qtal).  

Apart from explaining why Semitic generally selects yu-qtal over yi-qtal as the Gp PC, these 

two factors also account for the shift to yi-qtal in some Central and Eastern Arabian dialects of 

Arabic, including why this occurs there specifically. It is precisely in Arabic dialects like Najdi, 

Bahraini, and Omani that the primary fientive, transitive G PC form becomes ya-qtil (rather than 

 
205 Bergsträsser, 1929, §15c.  
206 Petra ek, 1963, 597 98. 
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ya-qtul) and the motivation of a parallelism ya- -qtal was lost and replaced by a 

corresponding parallelism ya- -qtal. Furthermore, the sequence u-a is conspicuously 

absent elsewhere in their IP systems (cf. e.g., Bahraini Dp PC qittil ~ yi-qattal versus Classical 

quttila ~ yu-qattal).207  

Notably, the corresponding active D PC form yi-qattil also has a prefix vowel i despite 

certainly deriving from yu-qattil, showing that the shift *u > i is not a phenomenon specific to 

IPs.208 Instead, the Gp PC yi-qtal, the G PC ya-qtil, and shift *mu- > mi- in the prefix vowel of 

PTCPs from the derived stems all reflect the same gradual erosion of phonemic distinction 

between short high vowels and their redistribution according to phonetic context.209 This 

phonological breakdown has certainly impacted the IP system, but has not derailed it; on the 

contrary, it has brought into sharper focus the height contrast that is the underlying principle in 

this kind of voice marking. That is, examination of the dialects in which yi-qtal occurs shows 

that, just as one would rightly expect, this form is not divorced from the rest of the language but 

conditioned by motivating factors operative in other parts of the paradigm. 

Omani Arabic provides some insight into the diachronic effects of the merger between 

historical yi-qtal and yi-qtal that derives from earlier *yu-qtal. In this dialect, yi-qtal is used in 

both stative (and sometimes intransitive in a less restrictive sense) and passive functions, but the 

latter use is increasingly performed by the N or active G verbs in generalised-SUBJ 

constructions. The Gp PC (like other IPs) is retained especially with weak roots, in which 

 
207 Holes (2016, §4.2) cites yi- arra  ti-lagga   
208 Holes (2016, §4.4.2.1.1n132) cites yi- arrif e.g., D PC y-qattil ~ Dp 
y-qattal ~ C yi-qtil ~ Cp yi-qtal albeit with elision of the prefix vowel in the D(p), see Abboud, 1979, §3.1. 
209 Ingham (2008, §2.1.2) identifies this loss of phonemic distinction between short high vowels in Najdi (especially 
in open syllables), without specifying the conditioning environments governing their distribution. However, his 

§§2.2.1.1.2, 2.2.1) descriptions of the same phenomenon in Bahraini 
Arabic confirm that they adhere to universal phonetic tendencies (e.g., u appears in labial contexts). Overall, this 
behaviour harks back to and reflects the general bifurcation of the Semitic vowel system into low versus high 
vowels with which this chapter opened, and which underpins the entire theory of IPs presented in this thesis.  
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context greater formal distinction from the active counterpart obtains. Holes sensibly infers from 

this that the decline of yi-qtal is a function of increased syncretism with active verbal forms.210 

This example of a language change in process affecting the IP system argues strongly in favour 

of the conclusions reached above: if the gradual disappearance of Omani Gp PC yi-qtal results 

from its syncretism with the stative/intransitive yi-qtal, at an earlier stage, during its earlier, more 

stable stage(s), it must have had another form; the only viable candidate is *yu-qtal.211  

The chronology of the Gp PC form must be considered in evaluating the possible relationship 

between yu-qtal and yi-qtal forms. The earliest stage of Semitic at which this form can have been 

created is CS (since it is not attested outside of this branch). In this case, it follows that the 

original form was yu-qtal, which developed into yi-qtal in some Arabic dialects (for the reasons 

outlined above). However, there is nothing that inherently demands that the Gp PC dates this far 

back; it could instead represent a parallel development that occurred by the application of the 

VMHC to the G PC *ya-qtul independently in Arabic, Hebrew, OSA, and Ugaritic. In a system 

with three vowels (i, u, and a), there are only two potential manifestations of the abstraction 

yvh-qtvll. It would hardly be a surprising coincidence for different languages to have separately 

reached the same outcome (yu-qtal) in this regard, particularly in view of factors like the 

reflective parallelism with *ya-qtul and the pre-existing presence of the sequence u-a elsewhere 

in the IP paradigm that favoured its selection of yi-qtal.212 

Interestingly, this again raises the question, already evaluated critically above, whether the 

dialectal Arabic Gp PC yi-qtal does indeed derive from *yu-qtal. That is, if the Gp PC emerged 

 
210 Holes, 1998, 353. 
211 If stative/intransitive and passive uses of yi-qtal were etymologically one and the same, and coexisted since their 
incipience (e.g., in proto-Arabic, or even earlier in proto-CS), the question remains why Omani Arabic is only now 
losing its passive use, not to mention why yi-qtal is such a rare Gp PC form throughout Semitic. 
212 Cf. Huehne -k and -t suffixes in the WS 
SC. Given only two possibilities, it would be foolhardy to attribute alignments between different languages perforce 
to genetic subgroupings; parallel independent developments are entirely realistic, particularly if the languages share 
(some of) the same motivating factors. 
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separately in Arabic and Hebrew (not to mention OSA and Ugaritic), it could theoretically also 

have arisen in Arabic after this broke up into different proto-dialects, with most developing 

yu-qtal, and only the precursor of a Central/East Arabian dialect group instead forming yi-qtal. 

This question actually relates less to IPs per se than it does to Arabic dialectology generally. My 

reconstruction of the Gp PC yi-qtal <*yu-qtal the same yu-qtal as preserved in Classical 

Arabic is largely a function of how I understand the history of this language family in general. 

I consider most of the major features of Classical Arabic, and certainly one this well developed 

and central to the verbal system, to have been present in a fairly homogeneous proto-Arabic.213  

In any case, even if this specific aspect of the analysis is incorrect, and the yi-qtal and yu-qtal 

Gp PCs are etymologically unrelated, this detracts not at all from the proposal that the VMHC 

lies behind their formation. The two could theoretically have arisen separately, but would 

nonetheless both manifest the basic principle that, like all IPs not based directly on PASS PTCP 

morphology, they are marked by a height contrast relative to the corresponding active verb. That 

is, Classical Arabic ya- -qtal and Najdi Arabic ya-qtil yi-qtal both represent the same 

height rubric G yvl-qtvhl yvh-qtvll. Indeed, one might even argue that the independent 

occurrence of two alternatives, both adheringly perfectly to the principle of VMHC, supports the 

hypothesis rather than contradicts it. 

 

4.9.2 Indirectly formed IP SCs  

Apart from the Gp PC, the remaining IP forms not based directly on PASS PTCP morphology 

are SC forms, namely, Classical Arabic Gp qutila, Dp quttila, Cp uqtila, etc.; Central/Eastern 

 
213 I have a hard time believing that the absence of a D PASS PTCP muqattal is a retention of an archaic situation in 
some dialects, just as I am uncomfortable with a proto-Arabic so fractured that parts of it possessed an IP system, 
while others did not. This position admittedly puts me at odds Jan Retsö (1989, ch. 8), who is undoubtedly far better 
versed in Arabic dialectology than am I, but I simply cannot accept his general understanding of Semitic diachrony. 
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Arabian dialecta; Arabic Gp qitil, Dp qittil, Cp iqtil; and the Hebrew Gp SC quttal. It bears 

noting that a major stumbling block for previous works on IPs, and one that particularly confused 

understandings of IP SC forms, has been the a priori assumption that counterparts of the different 

languages are necessarily etymologically cognate (rather than simply equivalents in terms of 

functions and positions in the paradigm).214 Much of the value of the VMHC hypothesis resides 

specifically in how it is able to address IPs together regardless of their etymological relationship 

(if any). That is to say, it does not matter whether Classical Arabic qutila and Hebrew quttal are 

formally cognate in fact, the reconstruction below (in §5.7) finds them to have developed 

independently after these became separate languages; they nonetheless represent the same 

overall development whereby the VHMC was applied to active finite forms, in conjunction with 

the isomorphic pressure from their respective pre-existing Dp and Cp SC counterparts. 

With this in mind, when Classical Arabic IP SC forms with the sequence u-i are compared to 

those of Central/Eastern Arabian dialects with the sequence i-i, an interesting parallel is found to 

the situation of the respective Gp PC forms, as discussed above (in §4.9.1). On the one hand, just 

as between yu-qtal and yi-qtal, any etymological relationship between the qutila ~ quttila ~ 

uqtila series of IP SCs and the qitil ~ qittil ~ iqtil series has no logical impact on the 

workability of the VMHC hypothesis, since both conform equally well to it. On the other hand, 

the diachronic development of the Classical Arabic forms into the dialectal ones below gives 

support to the notion of vocalic height as a contrastive alignment in the language, and as a key 

feature in the formation of this part of the paradigm. 

Widespread among the theories for the origins of Classical Arabic u-i IP SCs in the literature 

is the idea that a passive marker u was applied to the stative G SC qatila (with the resulting 

 
214 
SC q t l <*qutila (as preserved in Classical Arabic).  
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vocalism subsequently extended to form quttila ~ uqtila etc.). Such is proposed both by those 

who derive this u from a variant yu-qtal for the stative G PC yi-qtal and those who reconstruct it 

back to a copula originally prefixed to the verb (*u-qatila > qutila).215 General objections have 

been raised above (in §4.9.1) to the notion of u being a passive marker in the context of the Gp 

PC. Further, in the Classical Arabic IP SC sequence u-i specifically, no justification in terms of 

linguistic theory is forthcoming for why such passive marker even if it were a plausible 

reality would be applied to the stative G SC.216  

Apart from theories that see u as a passive marker per se, the main proposal for the origin of 

the sequence u-i in Arabic IP SCs is that of Retsö, who derives it from earlier *u-u, which he 

maintains occurred in some kind of verbal noun pattern, albeit one whose functional load he fails 

to define he speaks of verbal nouns related to finite actions but linked to no specific participant 

in them.217 Various supposed examples are cited in support of a tendency for the sequence *u-u 

to dissimilate in Semitic, most often to i-u but otherwise to i-i.218 =y however, Retsö argues 

that dissimilation to i-u was blocked by the impermissibility of the sequence **uy, so the result 

was instead a sequence u-i, which was then levelled to all root types throughout the Arabic IP SC 

paradigm.  

proposal is highly speculative, and the evidence in its support, such as it exists, is 

circumstantial at best and frankly sometimes downright unconvincing. Beyond such general 
 

215 For these theories, see Blake (1901) and Hetztron (1977, 44), respectively. 
216 As mentioned above (in §4.9.1) in relation to the Gp PC, it has been mentioned how the stative/intransitive origin 
theory is based on a flawed conflation of fundamentally distinct concepts of intransitivity versus detransitivity. 
Nonetheless, the possibility of Arabic Gp SC being a hybrid based partly on the stative qatila maintains a fair 
amount of popularity, and is entertained by some eminent contemporary scholars (e.g. Pardee, 2003/2004, 261). 
217 Retsö, 1989, 172 78.  
218 For example, Retsö (1989, 176) adheres to the outdated reconstruction of the Aramaic 3MSG POSS suffix on 
plural nouns with reduplication in the proto-form (-awh  < *-a-hu-hi <*a-hu-hu); it is far more sensible to analyse 
this this as assimilation of the PL suffix ay to the u of the pronominal suffix (*ay-hu > *aw-hu) followed by 
dissimilation of the vowel of the latter (*aw-hu > aw-h ; see Garr, 1985, 107). He further suggests that Syriac stative 
q re  qurub because its Arabic cognate is qaruba. These are simply by-forms from two 
stative G SC patterns *qatila and *qatula, illustrating the low functional load of the opposition between high vowels 
*i and *u that is central to the VHMC hypothesis. 
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(though quite fair) criticism, several more focussed, concrete objections may be advanced. To 

begin with, his theory requires that the syllabic structure CuCCuC was on the one hand 

impermissible enough in WS that it routinely underwent dissimilation; conversely, on the other, 

it must at some time have possessed close functional links to the verbal system in order to have 

developed into the various finite verbal forms he proposes.219 In fact, the attested data contradict 

both of es are rather mutually contradictory.  

Remnants of *CuCCuC nouns are scarce, but not entirely absent from Semitic for example, 

qunfu , Aramaic quppa

qw nf z, Hebrew qippod) allow reconstruction back to a common WS proto-form *qunpu .220 

Arguably even more problematic than the apparent permissibility (though rare attestation) of the 

pattern CuCCuC in WS is the notion of a close link to the verbal system, as supposedly reflected 

by the Akkadian verbal adjectives (D quttul and C uqtul), Amarna Canaanite SC forms (D quttil 

and C uqtil), and the Hebrew G infinitive construct q tol/qotl <*qutul.221 The analysis of 

Amarna Canaanite quttil and uqtil forms is quite controversial; apart from the possibility of 

hybrid Akkadian-Canaanite morphology, the functional transition from stative verbal adjective to 

perfective SC complicates the relation of these forms to other WS verbs.222 Nor do the Akkadian 

D quttul and C uqtul forms support a link between the pattern CuCCuC and the verbal system; it 

 
219 At immediate issue here are the Arabic Gp SC forms quttila / qittil ~ uqtila / iqtil, though ultimately, as 
discussed below, the theory likewise ascribes the same etymological origin to the Hebrew D SC qittel, not to 
mention Akkadian and Amarna Canaanite stative forms. 
220 For this and a handful of other CuCCuC nouns, see Fox, 2003, 276 77. Hebrew exhibits the dissimilation *u-u > 
*i-u that Retsö suggests is so common, but the other languages do not labialisation qw nf z points to 
underlying *u, though the vowel has subsequently merged with *i to . If the dissimilation of u-u is to serve as a 
crucial point in the reconstructed development of an entire section of the verbal system, the restrictions against such 
a sequence would ideally be far more robust.  
221 Retsö, 1989, 174, 176, 178.  
222 Retsö (1989, 176) asserts that quttil and uqtil are genuine Canaanite, dissimilated from earlier *CuCCuC; contra 
Rainey, 1996, 2:310
impossible to explain the relationship as diachronic, i.e. that qittil developed from quttil  
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is not these Babylonian forms, but rather their respective Assyrian cognates qattul and aqtul, 

that should be reconstructed as the proto-Akkadian form of the D and C verbal adjectives.223  

This last point may be what drives Retsö to broaden his proposal to include qattul / aqtul, by 

recognising that many of his *u-u sequences derive from earlier *a-u.224 Rather than 

strengthening his position, this actually weakens it by watering down the claimed etymological 

relationship so that it covers verbal adjectives with the vocalic sequence a-u, a relatively small 

number with u-u, and quite a few finite verbal forms with u-i and i-i.225 A loose theory about the 

sequence u-u (and its antecedents and reflexes) is a wholly insufficient basis on which to lump 

qat(t)ul, qut(t)ul, qittil, and quttil together, in etymological terms. The functional diversity of 

why a single verbal adjective proto-form (*quttul) could develop into both active and passive 

verbs cf. e.g., active Amarna stative quttil and Hebrew D SC qittel <*qittil versus Classical 

Arabic quttila and dialectal qittil Dp SCs Retsö must assert that it was originally neutral with 

regard to reference to patient or agent.226  

Despite attributing a common source to Arabic IP SC forms and a bewildering array of non-

IP forms se to other parts of the IP paradigm. The one 

 
223Kouwenberg, 2010, §11.2.  
224 Retsö (1989, 175, 176n52) mentions Jewish Aramaic ur i a ur i ; perhaps confused with 
ar i  ar up; Syriac te bo t  ta- bu -t; Hebrew 

qursel qursul (his cited form is not found in the lexica; but Jastrow, 1903, s.vv. gives qarsull- / qarsol 
with the underlying CaCCuC pattern, while the Syriac cognate qur ul represents CuCCuC). Besides the functional 
consideration that these examples have only very tenuous relationships (if any) to the verbal system, they are also 
quite problematic in terms of the formal dimension of the argument. 
225 In this regard, Retsö (1989, 178) confusingly cites the origin of Arabic and Hebrew G PASS PTCPs as qatul, not 
qat l (with two short vowels rather than a long vowel between R2 and R3). Pardee (2010, p.c.) queries whether this 
might relate to the stative-origin hypothesis, since *qatula is indeed a stative G SC form; I suspect a typographical 
error, since Retsö does not make reference to the stative (rather than passive) use of this source morphology. 
226 This is quite different from the active NENA qtil-li PFV, whose development from the PASS PTCP is easily 
traceable. Where semantic reference to a transitive patient is absent, this results from the extension of the 
construction to syntactically intransitive clauses, which is related to the shifting (NOM-ACC to ABS-ERG, and 
further split-S) alignment of the language (Coghill, 2016, ch. 7). Retsö 75) suggestion that *quttul 
developed into both passive and active verbs because it never had any inherent semantic value in terms of the 
arguments of the predication to begin with is something else altogether. 
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instance in which he does is in his claim that, in some cases, instead of a dissimilation of *u-u, IP 

SCs were formed using a different strategy, namely, the deployment of a nominal pattern 

*qut(t)a(:)l. He does not consider y Gp SC variant qut  to be 

etymologically related to Classical Arabic qutila, but instead believes these two forms represent 

alternative strategies to avoid an impermissible **uy sequence when the quttul pattern occurred 

=y.227 Rabin, though, has long since demonstrated that qut  results from a sound change 

*iya >  affecting *qutiya and, as one would expect of any regular sound change, operative in 

other parts of the paradigm in the Arabic of the ayyi  tribe.228 Their dialect forms gained 

status as acceptable poetic license, and their use as secondary variants in Classical Arabic reflect 

its complex background of dialect mixing and koine adstrate influence. 

u-i and i-i (i.e, the Arabic 

IP SCs) is wholly unsatisfactory. On the one hand, it is overinclusive, and covers so many 

functionally and formally diverse forms that it loses definition and coherence. 229 On the other, it 

is restrictive in terms of IPs specifically, and does not tie in what few forms it does address to the 

broader context of detransitive morphology. On the rare occasion where it attempts to include 

links to other parts of the paradigm, it relies on misinterpretation of the data.  

different IP stems. Specifically, since most examples of the sequence u-u occur in the syllabic 

structure CvCCvC, he argues that it dissimilated initially in the Dp quttila and Cp uqtila, on 

 
227 Retsö (1989, 173 74, 177 78) supposes that the same occurred in Hebrew (i.e., that the Dp SC quttal first 

y). However, he proposes that when the u-a variant was subsequently levelled throughout the 
Hebrew paradigm, this erased any traces of u-i IPs in this language. 
228 Rabin, 1951, 196 97. 
229 It is beyond the scope of this study, but a further noteworthy weakness of Retsö u-u 
implication that Hebrew D SC qittel is etymologically distinct from its Arabic cognate qattala. 
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which basis the Gp qutila was secondarily formed.230 Retsö makes no mention in relation to this 

historical distribution of the relative scarcity of the Gp among Hebrew IPs, even to note it as a 

possible coincidence. However, the reconstruction proposed below (in Chapter 5) finds the 

diachronic precedence of the Dp and Cp over the Gp to be a central feature of the IP paradigm, 

IPs with the vocalic sequences u-i and i-i are to be rejected, he has unwittingly stumbled across 

an important observation about the interrelations between different IP stems in general. 

Considering the formal similarity between Classical Arabic qutila ~ quttila ~ uqtila and 

dialectal qitil ~ qittil ~ iqtil, and the perfect identity in their functions, one may be forgiven for 

intuitively assuming an etymological relationship between them. The main difference between 

Retsö opinion in this regard is that whereas he analyses Classical 

and dialectal Arabic forms as reflexes of a (separate) common proto-form, most other scholars 

derive one from the other (specifically, *qutila > qitil). In this, parallels with the Arabic Gp PC 

forms are crisp: Retsö overreaches to contextualise Classical and dialect forms in a grand theory 

stretching deep into the Semitic phylum but lacking a solid theoretical basis; others instead focus 

inwards on data from the Arabic branch, and do not venture beyond it to propose an ultimate 

etymological origin or to address the relationship (if any) to other Semitic IPs.  

As for the specifics of the development of dialect qitil ~ qittil ~ iqtil IP SCs, Abboud points 

to irregularities in IP SC forms from =w, e.g., Gp SC wmir mr and 

wzin wzn as evidence that an earlier sequence *u-i vocalic has become i-

 
230 Precisely the same holds of dialectal Arabic qittil and iqtil versus qitil since he likewise derives these from 
*CuCCuC qutil and qitil forms are ultimately based on the same form q t l and 
represent two different developments of it. This nicely explains the fact that these forms as PM [passive marker] 
seem to belong to the derived stems: the D-  
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i except in these phonologically motivated contexts.231 He does not provide specific mechanics 

for how this happened, but presumably envisions something like underlying * util / wutil > * til 

> wtil). However, since the 3MPL Gp SC from =  has initial w, which suggests assimilation of 

the =  paradigm =w (cf. e.g., wimr-aw  and 

regular qitl-aw). In this case, 3MSG wtil could be underlyingly regular *witil with the normal 

deletion of a high vowel in an open syllable.232  

More convincing support of a proto-vocalic sequence *u-i is the Cp (rather than Gp) SC of 

the same root type (e.g., i y). Here, *u would have preceded R1 and 

undergone compensatory lengthening due to the elision thereof (*u  > /_C), as occurs 

elsewhere in the language. Thus, unlike in the Gp SC, there is no possibility of underlying *i in 

this position, since that would have yielded a form ** til (or in the example cited, ** i).233  

Also highly compelling is the attestation of remnants of precisely the situation of variation 

between u-i and i-i out of which the change from one to the other arose. The Ctp SC from =  

usually has , but by-forms with  also occur cf. e.g., st min <*( u)stu mina 

mn versus st nis <*( i)sti nis ns, which occurs alongside st nis.234 It is 

noteworthy in this regard that the Ctp resulting from the extension of IP morphology to a new 

context (the Ct), as discussed below (in §5.8) is an Arabic neologism. It is not particularly 

surprising to find that despite =  blocking the change *u > i elsewhere, in the older, core of 

 
231 Abboud, 1979, 485 86. 
232 Abboud, 1979, 476 The paradigms suggest that the canonical shape of the passive of form I is CiCiC. (It will be 

shown later that at some level we have to assume it is CuCiC). The vowel in the open syllable deletes by High 
Vowel Deletion, giving /ktil, ktilt/ (instead of */kitil/ and */kitilt/). The form /kitlaw/ (instead of */kitilaw/) suggests 
that High Vowel Deletion first applies to the first vowel from the left (leaving the second vowel in closed syllable 

examples 
 w pattern elsewhere in the paradigm. 

233 Cf. e.g., C SC a <* a a and Cp SC i <* u i; the same applies to G PC y -mir <*ya- mir, Gp PC 
y - mar <*yu- mar, C PC y - i <*yu- i, and Cp PC y - a <*yu- a (Abboud, 1979, 485 87). 
234 It is surprising to me that Abboud (1979, 487) does not highlight this more as evidence of the diachronic 
development *u > i in Najdi IPs generally.  
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the IP paradigm, this novel IP stem may sometimes be based on regular IPs (i.e., those with i-i 

vocalism) rather than the morphology specific to =  (i.e., with u-i). 

Precisely the same arguments have been presented above (in §4.9.1) regarding the Gp PC 

y -tal (<*yu- tal); that is, a shift *u > i explains the regular Gp PC form yi-qtal in this dialect but 

is blocked in the root type . Admittedly, the similarity of the two conjugations in this regard 

is not a strict logical necessity; that is, a shift of *yu-qtal to yi-qtal does not automatically require 

an analogous change *qutila > qitil, nor vice versa.235 Rather, a relationship between them is 

inferred based on the expectation of formal similarity between the constituent parts of a well 

integrated system.236  

The same basic phonological motivation lies behind these shifts in the Central/Eastern 

Arabian Arabic IP SCs and Gp PC (not to mention selection of ya-qtil over ya-qtul as the active 

G PC): a breakdown in phonemic opposition between short high vowels. This is reflected in the 

contrast between the Bahraini Gp SC forms ( )wlid-t biny-at 

versus ruwy-at forms all represent underlying *qitil perhaps, in view 

of precisely the alteration with u under consideration here, better formulated as *qvhtvhl but the 

high vowel u of the last is conditioned by the labial environment /_w. That said, the variant 

forms lik-t and luk-t 

 
235 In the Yemeni Arabic of an , for example, a qitil variant for the normal Gp SC qutil is attested, but the PC 
appears only as yu-qtal, and not **yi-qtal (Watson, 2002, §6.5); cf. the reconstruction below (in §6.5) of the proto-
MSA Gp (SC ~ IPFV ~ SUBJ): *qitil ~ *yu-qattal ~*yu-qtal, with u appearing only in the prefix conjugations 
(distinguishing it from the i yi-qtal ~ *yi-qattal).  
236 
the Ugaritic Dp SC as quttila but the Cp as uqtala (with u-i and u-a sequences, respectively). Isomorphism between 
different IP stems is admittedly a different phenomenon from the relationship between the conjugational parts of a 
single stem cf. e.g., Arabic Dp SC quttila versus PC yu-qattal but the same underlying principle is at work. 
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perhaps represent free variation between the short high vowels, if not dialectal variation 

(between type A and type B dialects, respectively). 237 

As with the Gp PC yi-qtal, the dialectal distribution of the qitil ~ qittil ~ iqtil IP SC series, 

which are restricted to a small group of geographically contiguous dialects in Central and Eastern 

Arabia, suggests that they derive from forms like those of Classical Arabic.238 Furthermore, 

isoglosses between qutil and qitil (and the equivalent Dp and Cp forms) sometimes cut through 

dialects in a manner suggestive of a spreading development from one into another rather than the 

opposition of two histo -

of Yemeni Arabic, Hubay  uses qitil for the Gp SC, while its sister dialects Kusm  and Gab n  

(like most other Yemeni) instead use qutil.239 Further, Watson identifies some instances of the 

sequence i-i occurring alongside normal u-i in an ni, suggesting a (potential) change in 

process, much as is also happening with the shift of the PTCP prefix mu- to -mi-.240 

Classical Arabic qutila ~ quttila ~ uqtila and dialectal qitil ~ qittil ~ iqtil having been 

identified as the result of application of the VMHC their respective active counterparts, it 

remains to be established why IP SCs occur in these forms, but not **qittul(a) or *quttul(a), the 

other possible manifestations of the height rubric qvhttvhl. In the first instance, Classical Arabic 

prohibits the sequence i-u, which never occurs within lexemes, and even when it arises by 

normal processes of combining morphemes, may be resolved. Thus where the sequence i-u 

 
237 These examples are cited by Holes, 2006, 2.2.6.1.3; 2016, §4.2. The elision of a short high vowel in open 
syllables i.e., *wilid-t > wlid-t (> wlid-t) is normal Bahraini phonology (2016, §2.2), but is sometimes blocked 
(e.g., idim-at   
238 Distinction is made between genuine syntactically passive use of qitil in Nadji, Bahraini, and Omani at discussion 
here mirroring the aforementioned derivational distinction between yi-qtal as a Gp versus stative G and disparate 
stative uses of qitil throughout the Arabic dialects deriving from *qatila. Retsö (1989, 180 83) correctly identifies 
this as a consideration in the discussion but erroneously extrapolates from it that the MSA proto-Gp SC *qitil 
derives further from the stative G *qatila. 
239 -  
240 Watson, 2002, §6.5. an n  behaviour confirms to predictions based on what motivations have been identified 
as operative in dialects like Najdi and Bahraini: the basic fientive an n  G PC form ya-qtul (actually yu-qtul) is 
not replaced by **ya-qtil; as predicted, nor is there a polar-symmetrical shift in the Gp PC yu-qtal > **yi-qtal. 
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bridges a transparent consonant like the laryngeal h of the 3MSG suffix, it undergoes progressive 

assimilation (e.g., li-bayt-i-hi <**li-bayt-i-hu yu- addi-hi <**yu- addi-hu 

241 One might wonder whether this argument holds better for ruling out a Gp SC 

**qitul than Dp *qittul or Cp * iqtul, in which the sequence is broken up by a geminated 

consonant or two consonants. However, the absence of *CiCCuC nominal forms confirms 

impermissibility of the sequence **iCCu lexeme internally, and Rabin notes that in Rab a 

dialects, it was even resolved across morpheme boundaries (i.e., min-him <*min-hum).242 

As for why productive u-u IPs do not occur in Arabic, an alternative explanation in fact, 

precisely the opposite is proposed.243 That is, surveying the language as a whole, it is noted that 

sequences of two high, back u vowels are very common, particularly if one ignores the 

dimension of vocalic length. The pattern qutul occurs in primitive nouns (e.g, u un 

as a broken plural for the patterns qat l(at) and qat l.244 Quadriradical CuCCuC forms are not 

difficult to find, nor are CuCC C forms, these two not infrequently coexisting as by-forms.245 In 

u-u forms with a long second vowel, qut l is an extremely common pattern in Arabic, used as a 

verbal noun and a broken pattern plural for qvtl singulars (especially qatl).246  

 
241 Owens, 2006, 59. Rabin (1951, 99) notes that this assimilation varies amongst the dialects, such that in that of 
Hij z it did not occur, whereas in that of Rab a it even occurred across the velar consonant of second-person 
suffixes or where the morpheme boundary has two consonants. 
242 Rabin, 1951, 99. 
243 qtul Gp SC forms in Iraqi, Algerian, and Moroccan, and 
qutul in Egyptian and Nigerian Arabic (Kaye and Rosenhouse (1997, 297 98). It is important in this regard that 
these are poorly attested exceptions, rather than bases of productive IP systems. 
244 Fox, 2003, 204; see Wehr, 1961, s.vv. for examples mudun sufun usus  
245 See Wehr, 1961, s.vv. for usrub urq b usluj/ usl j  u fur f r 

u n n bulbul bunduq hazel, bund q 
bul um/bul m bl  fustuq juljul 
jumh r  ur ur/ ur r unb b  
and relating to biology or zoology may not be a coincidence, but this does not impact significantly on the analysis. 
246 Fox, 2003, 209 10; See Wehr, 1961, s.vv. for examples of verbal nouns du l ur j 
qul b jus r bur j qut l may be added the secondary pattern uqt l(at), formed 
by epenthesis and loss of the vowel following R1 e.g., u kat u l lat  us rat  
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By comparison, forms with two high front vowels are very rare in Classical Arabic, a 

qut l and *qutul are 

247 Careful perusal of 

the lexicon yields no qitil forms only a handful of few quadriradical CiCCiC ones.248 Forms with 

high front vowels and a long second vowel are slightly less rare usually occurring in the pattern 

iqt l though still do not come close to the productivity of those with two high back vowels.249  

Similarly, although the vocalic sequence u-i is not prohibited, nor is it widely used.250 It 

occurs regularly only in the C ACT PTCP muqtil ~ PC yu-qtil where it derives from earlier an 

earlier sequence *u-a-i (i.e. muCaqtil), as mirrored in the PTCPs of other stems (e.g., D muqattil, 

N munqatil, Ct mustaqtil y reflex of qut l has the sequence 

u-i qut y <**qut y, occurring alongside an assimilated by-form qit y (e.g., uwiy / iw y 

<** uw y but qut y 251 This 

summary of the formal inventory of Arabic, then, sheds light on the reason the application of the 

VMHC to a-a only results in Arabic IP SCs with vocalic sequences u-i and i-i: on the one hand 

these are permissible sequences of two high vowels (unlike i-u), and on the other they are not 

already widely in use in the language (unlike u-u). 

Apart from the Gp PC and the Arabic IP SCs just discussed, the only place in Semitic where 

an IP cannot be based directly on a corresponding PASS PTCP is the (Biblical) Hebrew Gp SC 
 

247 Fox, 2003, 209. 
248 See Wehr, 1961, s.vv. for bin ir - imirr - imrir), 
i mid ifdi   more common ifdi ), and infisat unfusat and 
unfusat), which are all the examples I have found. 

249 See Wehr, 1961, s.vv., ibl s ibl z  ibr q ibr z  ibz m  if n 
 ik r inb q  inj l irr s isf n  isq l -  i b n 

- iql d iql m izm l ifr t irn n  and kibr t 
 ihr j 1=b or 

sibilant and R2 =liquid) and semantic fields (such as the domain of chemistry) are conspicuous, but I cannot propose 
an analysis thereof here, though the possibility of loanwords should not be ruled out (in certain cases at least). 
250 -i sequence (16) is considered by Sibawaih to be very marked, and he notes that the 
passive verb is the only sequence in the language where u-i  
251 Fox, 2003, 209 10. 
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quttal.252 This is the final IP that remains to be analysed before the historical reconstruction of 

the IP paradigm is presented below (in Chapter 5) by synthesising the analysis of the current 

chapter and the descriptions of the detransitive systems of Semitic in Chapter 3 in a single, 

cohesive diachronic overview.253 The Hebrew Gp SC quttal is distinguished from its active 

counterpart q tal in its first vowel, but also by gemination of R2. Since ablaut is present in all 

IPs indeed, it is the definitional characteristic of the morphology this will be addressed first, 

before the issue of the gemination.254  

The height contrast between G q tal versus Gp quttal is admittedly not as pronounced as the 

contrasts between Classical Arabic G qatala versus Gp qutila or B-type Bahraini G qatal versus 

Gp qitil. This is for two reasons: 1) in Hebrew the contrast occurs only in one locus since both 

forms have a in the second syllable; 2) the distance in phonetic terms and difference in 

articulatory ones between its contrasted vowels (mid-low  u) is less than that in the 

Arabic forms. With regard to the first point, it is important to note that the Hebrew Gp is by no 

means a unique instance of the voice-marking height distinction occurring in a single locus in an 

IP SC (cf. e.g., Aramaic G q tal versus Gp q t l or Arabic D yu-qattil versus Dp yu-qattal). With 

regard to the point, it is beyond dispute that the Hebrew G SC q tal derives from a proto-form 

*qatala, from which */a/ retains its status of canonical low vowel [a] in the second syllable but 

backs and raises to [ ] in the first.255 Thus, depending on the historical stage at which the Gp SC 

 
252  
note that the Gp is absent from post-Biblical Hebrew, nor is its presence elsewhere in the Canaanite branch certain. 
This distribution is an important consideration in the reconstruction below (in §§5.6 7) of its development. 
253 Two other elements of the analysis need to be addressed before the reconstruction, namely, the relationship of 
directly and indirectly formed IPs and how this bears on the reconstruction generally, and an account of possible 
exceptions that appear to contradict the VHMC hypothesis. 
254 Consensus opinion maintains that quttal derives from earlier *qutal, and that gemination is a secondary feature 
introduced by Masoretic scribes (Williams, 1970, 50; Pardee, 2020, p.c.). This position will be assumed until the 
discussion of an alternative is raised below, in specific relation to the gemination. 
255 It can, of course, be difficult to specify precise phonetic values for a historical language (the Tiberian vocalisation 
of Biblical Hebrew), and even more so a reconstructed one (proto-Canaanite or any of the stages in between this and 
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arose i.e., if it arose before this shift this may be an instance of phonological developments 

having (somewhat) obscured an original distinction, a phenomenon entirely familiar to any 

scholar of historical linguistics.256  

There is no evidence for an etymological relationship between Hebrew quttal and its Arabic 

or Aramaic counterparts, nor am I aware of any proposals of such. The ostensibly separate 

origins for all Gp SCs in Semitic suggests they arose independently in each of these languages 

after they split off from their mother nodes.257 The Gp SC quttal may therefore be best 

considered first in relation to other parts of the Hebrew IP paradigm rather than the broader 

Semitic situation. In view of the relative chronology of the development of the different IP 

stems i.e., that the Gp followed the Dp and Cp one might assume that a Gp SC was created 

simply by the application of the u-a vocalism of the pre-existing Dp quttal and Cp huqtal SCs to 

the consonantal framework qvtvl of the G SC. This would create an isomorphic triad of IP SC 

forms: Gp *qutal ~ Dp quttal ~ Cp huqtal.  

However, the attested Hebrew Gp SC form is not **qutal but quttal, with gemination of R2. 

Generally, this is considered a secondary strategy deployed to preserve the contrastive vowel u, 

which would otherwise have undergone lenition to  or lowering to , depending on the stress 

situation.258 Part of the thinking behind this notion is that the Gp had ceased to be part of the 

vernacular before this sound change affected it and thus became frozen in its archaic form cf. 

 
Hebrew as it is attested). However, Jouön offers a concise summary of the Tiberian vocalisation, including some 
helpful notes about the historical background thereof (Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §6). 
256 Cf. the first syllable of A-type Bahraini G SC qital <*qatal versus Gp SC qitil (Holes, 2016, §4.1.1.1). Instances 
where historical developments have obscured historical VMHCs are discussed below (in §4.9.3). 
257 Even allowing for an amount of variation between competing forms inherited from one stage of the language to 
another, it is inconceivable that these three Gp SC forms co-existed in CS, only to become perfectly distributed 
between its descendent languages with no traces of the earlier stage of variation between them retained. 
258 Williams, 1970, 50. Pardee (2020, p.c.) assumes ultima stress *qut l as is found in the Massoretic vocalisation of 
the G SC, and the expected reflex of unstressed *u is  in an open syllable (cf. e.g., IPFV q tol <*qut l). Hasselbach 
(2020, p.c.) observes that if stress still fell on the first syllable of words with no heavy syllable as Huehnergard 
(2019, §2.3) reconstructs for the PS, and as preserved in Classical Arabic when the vowels underlying the 
Massoretic vocalisation tradition arose, then the expected reflex of Gp SC *q tal would indeed be **q tal. 
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-governed contexts in English.259 This 

position seems rather post-hoc justification of the data, and I am not wholly comfortable with the 

presumption that isomorphism must have been a feature in such a marginal part of the paradigm 

as the Hebrew Gp SC.  

Alternatively, I tentatively advance the novel proposal that perhaps the relationship of the 

Hebrew Gp SC to the Dp SC is not just one of systemic symmetry (whereby the later Gp SC is 

created to fill a slot in the paradigm corresponding to the Dp), but may also comprise a 

derivational dimension in a more immediate sense. That is, given the extreme scarcity of quttal 

relating to active G (rather than D) verbs, perhaps there never existed a Hebrew Gp SC in the 

strict morphological sense. Instead, I wonder whether these very few cases may instead represent 

repurposing of the Dp SC to another paradigmatic slot. Such would be similar to the Syriac use 

of the tG or tD as a passive to the C, owing to the rarity of the tC, which would otherwise 

normally perform this function.260 

Hasselbach firmly rejects this as far less plausible than the consensus opinion of a secondary 

vocalisation of a historical Gp SC *qutal, among her reasons for which is the notion that the use 

of a derived form in the context of the most basic part of the paradigm is unlikely.261 In general 

terms, this is certainly a valid criticism of the proposal just advanced, but I would temper it by 

noting that if a derived form were extended to a basic context anywhere, one would not expect 

 
259 For this view, see, e.g., Fassberg, 2001, 252 54; Gzella, 2009, 312n50; Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §58; and 
Williams, 1970, 50: al phonetic development of Hebrew would eventually have produced a form /*k a /, but 
such an evolution was arrested when the form ceased to be a living one and was fossilised at some period before the 
lengthening of pretonic vowels. The original short /u/ was retained by the Masoretes, as was the short /a/ of the 
waw-  
260 Muraoka, 2005, §§49, 65c. In Syriac, use of the tG as passive to the C occurs as a regular paradigmatic 
relationship only in the weak root type w/y; elsewhere it is common though not exceptionless. 
261 This, Hasselbach (2020, p.c.) notes, is quite different to the extension of the use of Gp (IP to the basic stem) 
morphology to express the passive to the (derived) D/L and C stems as occurs in MSA (for which, see Chapter 6). 
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this to occur except in the most marginal and rare instances. In this regard, perhaps it bears 

considering that Williams counts just thirty-two quttal Gp SCs in the whole Hebrew Bible.262  

Pardee objects to the identification of gemination in quttal as original on the basis that plene 

orthography in forms with {w} between R1 and R2 necessarily reflect a Gp *qutala rather than a 

Dp *quttala. 263 o or u is fairly frequently indicated by means of w before a 

Dead Sea Scrolls.264 I see the presence of such in a handful of Gp forms as no objection to the 

analysis of the underlying Gp SC form as *quttal (rather than *qutal), precisely as I have no 

doubt that {kwlm kull- m. 

It would be remiss not to examine the rest of Canaanite to establish if there exists data from 

elsewhere than Biblical Hebrew that bear on the origin of the Gp SC in this branch. Amarna 

Canaanite provides no helpful data on this point, since no IP SC forms are attested in the corpus, 

which, insofar as this dialect represents an early stage in the grammaticalisation of the WS SC, is 

unsurprising.265 The Gp is also absent from most post-Biblical dialects of Hebrew, and quite 

possibly also from Phoenician scholars disagree on this point, but even those who identify a Gp 

 
262 Willams, 1970. 
263 Pardee, 2020, p.c.; Williams (1970) lists {zwnh} for zunn  (Ezek 16:34) and {ywld} for yulla  (Jdg 18:29, Job 
5:7) from the SC and {yw d} for yu- a  (Hos 10:14) and likewise {tw d} for tu- a  (Isa 33:1) from the PC. 
264 Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §7 explicitly cites Gp SC {ywld} for yulla  as an example of such. In the Hebrew of 
the Dead Sea Scrolls, {w} is normal orthography for /u/, though finite IPs are in any case very rare in this dialect 
(Qimron, 1986, §100.2, 310.16); cf. the same feature in Qumran Aramaic, where absence of {w} between R1 and R2 
suggests a Cp SC haqtal (rather than huqtal, for which {hwqtl} would be expected (Cook, 2010, 8). 
265 Passive uses of qatil should be considered resultative stative verbal adjectives, like those of Akkadian and PS, 
rather than finite verbs marked for passive voice by ablaut relative to perfective active counterparts (Baranowski, 
2014, 129). Gemination is not necessarily represented in Amarna orthography, so even if a form like {qu-ta-al} 
were attested, this would not be decisive, since it could represent either /quttal/ or /qutal/; a form like {qut-ta-al}, by 
contrast, would confirm that gemination was present already at this stage. In any case, in the absence of any such 
forms, such observations are moot. 
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in it provide nothing that would weigh one way or the other on whether the SC thereof derived 

from original *qutal or *quttal.266  

The final piece of possible evidence on the original form of the Canaanite Gp SC comes from 

the Samaritan Hebrew reading tradition of the Hebrew Bible, in which five Gp SCs occur that 

derive from *qutal.267 However, due to the sound change *u > *a (further > / ) in this dialect, a 

full merger obtains between the reflexes of Gp SC *qutal and G SC *qatal, both becoming q t l. 

This G(p) syncretism, and the need for formal contrast between finite passives and their active 

counterparts may well explain why Samaritan reading tradition largely abandons this Gp SC 

form, and instead the remainder of the twenty Gp SCs attested derive directly from a PASS 

PTCP form *qat l.  

In view of the preceding objections, the position that *qutal never existed in Canaanite, and 

instead the Gp SC was from the outset a repurposed Dp SC *quttal, cannot be maintained. 

Nonetheless, I remain uncomfortable with the idea that the development *qutal > quttal was 

solely motivated by a desire to preserve the formal contrast between G SC and Gp SC, and that 

such a rare form would be able to preserve a frozen pronunciation.268 Put in another way, I 

cannot believe the resulting syncretism between Gp and Dp SC is coincidental, since the latter is 

such a productive form and the former limited to fewer than three dozen attestation in Biblical 

Hebrew, and is absent from much of the rest of Canaanite.  

 
266 Harris (1936, 42) and Amadasi Guzzo (1999, 131) do not identify Gp forms in Phoenician; Krahmalkov (2001, 
166) does, but his proposed forms Gp SC gunebti and lpp may or may not possess gemination of R2 on gemination 
in the different kinds of Phoenician orthography, see Amadasi Guzzo, 1999,§97. 
267 Note that the Samaritan Hebrew vernacular itself has lost not only the Gp, but all IPs (i.e., the Dp and Cp are also 
absent). What very few cases occur are in the Samaritan reading tradition of the Hebrew Bible, in instances where 
IPs from the consonantal text could not be reinterpreted as active generalised-SUBJ constructions or other stems 
(i.e., the N or tD). On Samaritan Hebrew IPs generally, see Ben-Hayyim, 2000, §2.10.3; on the Gp forms cited and 
their analysis, §2.10.6; and on the Samaritan Hebrew G PASS PTCP, §2.13.4. 
268 This statement is made with the recognition that in the Samaritan Hebrew situation just described and 
elsewhere formal distinctiveness is a vital 
characteristic of IPs, without which they are apt to disappear from the language, precisely as predicted by the cross-
linguistic restriction against active-passive syncretism in finite VPs (Haspelmath, 1990, 27; Keenan, 1985, 255).  
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Therefore, the above proposal on the origin of the Canaanite Gp SC may be modified as 

follows. Though its form was apparently originally *qutal, very few traces of this are retained, 

and it seems likely this form never became significantly established in the language. Gemination 

must have been introduced early, and the influence of the Dp should be considered a significant 

factor in this process. Fassberg attributes the loss of the Gp in post-Biblical Hebrew to the 

breakdown of the derivational relationship between G and D, which increasingly become 

lexically specified basic stems.269 Though the gemination of R2 in the Gp SC must have occurred 

at a much earlier stage, it is possible that the incipience of this process may have facilitated the 

gemination of R2 in the Gp SC, whereby the form became identical to the Dp SC. 

Previous views of the Hebrew Gp have tended to see it as moribund but formally productive. 

This proposal is instead framed within an understanding that it is the last-in first-out  of the 

Hebrew IPs, all of which charted a rise, and ultimate fall in this branch. That is, the Dp (and Cp) 

arose earlier than the Gp, died out (much) later. At some point during the tenure of the Dp SC 

quttal and presumably during the apex of its productivity it influenced the morphology of the 

Gp, though this latter stem was ultimately lost without ever becoming well established.  

The variation-and-change model predicts precisely this: some short-lived variants never 

become stable but disappear without ever effecting actual change in the language. The extremely 

marginal nature of the Hebrew Gp can only be truly appreciated in the broader context of the 

verbal system as a whole. This, for example, is an important factor facilitating its own 

morphology (i.e., an original SC form without gemination of R2) to be influenced by another, 

more established IP stem (the Dp). Moreover, the role of the N, highly productive in Canaanite, 

was important in the suppression of the Gp in this branch, as discussed in the reconstruction 

below (in Chapter 5). 
 

269 Fassberg, 2001, 251ff. 
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4.9.3 The relation of directly formed to indirectly formed IPs270 

PASS PTCPs are certainly central in IP development, and often the source of their morphology. 

However, those IPs just discussed the Gp PC, Arabic IP SCs, and the Hebrew Gp are not 

based directly on PASS PTCPs. In these cases, the mechanism of their formation is instead the 

application of a VMHC to a finite active counterpart, which may be formulated as follows: IP 

=VACT + VMHC. However, crucial in understanding how all IPs fit together is the appreciation 

of seeing such indirectly formed IPs as a separate phenomenon from the direct derivation of IPs 

from PASS PTCPs, but rather the extension of the defining characteristic feature of PASS PTCP 

morphology itself.  

The ordering of the reconstruction of IP development (below in Chapter 5), with the Dp and 

Cp preceding the Gp, and PCs of a given IP stem preceding SCs, mean that indirectly formed IPs 

tend to post-date directly formed ones. However, this is not a logical causal relationship between 

when and how IPs are created; cf. the Aramaic Gp SC and ass niyya Arabic IP SCs, all of 

which are very late creations within the IP paradigm but based directly on PASS PTCPs.271 

Instead, there is a correlative relationship between chronology and mechanism of formation 

owing to an overall developmental trend in IP formation generally: the increasingly abstract 

nature of the concept of voice-marking by means of a height contrast (the VMHC).  

Vowel height was not even a feature contributing towards the juxtaposition of G ACT PTCP 

q til qat l/qat l at the first stage on the path towards creation of IP systems. It was 

instead analysed as a key marker in the contrast between them once their oppositional 

relationship was already established. Once a VMHC had thus been identified, it was extended to 
 

270 The 
context and application to finite active forms. One might counter that these IPs are directly formed from active finite 
verbs, which is true. This is true of course, but the terminology chosen here reflects the primacy of PASS PTCPs in 
the whole development of the IP paradigm. 
271 ass niyya Arabic, for example, creates neological IPs that far post-date those of Classical Arabic, but it forms 
these directly from PASS PTCP morphology (e.g., Cp PASS PTCP musaqtal  neological pC SC u-saqtal). 
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D and C ACT PTCPs to create corresponding PASS PTCPs. As described, the Dp and Cp PCs 

(and in Hebrew and ass niyya Arabic, SCs) were created by removal of the PTCP prefix or its 

replacement with those of the PC (e.g., Hebrew D PASS PTCP *m quttal  Dp SC quttal ~ PC 

y -quttal or ass niyya Arabic L PASS PTCP m-u-q tal  pL SC u-q tal ~ PC y-u-q tal).272 

Due to the tight formal relationship between D ACT PTCPs and D and C finite verbs, the VMHC 

was carried over with the formation of IPs, so that the analysis IP = 

VACT + VMHC still holds for these directly formed IPs at the synchronic level. 

In the final layer of the abstraction of the VMHC, the very idea of a height contrast was 

perceived as a marker in its own right, entirely independently from its PTCP origins. This meant 

that it could thus be applied to finite active forms, where needed, resulting in indirectly derived 

IPs. For example, in Arabic, D and C SC qattala and aqtala + VHMC  Classical Dp quttila 

and Cp uqtila and Central/East Arabian dialectal Dp qittil and Cp iqtil, with the same process 

subsequently also resulting in corresponding Gp forms qutila and qitil. In Hebrew, the Dp and 

Cp SC forms are already based directly on their respective PASS PTCPs, but in the Gp SC, their 

u-a vocalism is secondarily extended to the consonantal sequence of the G qvtvl to result in Gp 

SC *qutal.273 Throughout Semitic G PC ya-qtul + VHMC  Gp yu-qtal, apart from in some 

Central/East Arabian dialects of Arabic with a G PC ya-qtil, where the same process yielded Gp 

PC yi-qtal.  

Thus, the Gp is not only historically later than the Dp and Cp as the Arabic Dp SC likewise 

is to the Dp PC, for example it is also derivationally secondary, insofar as it belongs to a 

subsequent stage in the development of the very mechanism of IP formation. However, as 
 

272 If this occurred after the elision of the causative morpheme, the synchronic mechanism could also be analysed as 
the transfer of the vocalic sequence u-a from the C PASS PTCP onto the syllabic structure of the active C SC (e.g., 
Hebrew C PASS PTCP *muqtal  Cp SC huqtal), though the derivation of IP from PASS PTCP remains direct. 
273 This is more likely than a proto-form *quttal (with gemination), but note that even if the Hebrew Gp SC was 
indeed simply a repurposed Dp SC, this would nonetheless represent secondary extension of the VHMC since at 
the synchronic level quttal may be analysed as q tal + VMHC away from its original PTCP context. 
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mentioned, not all directly formed IPs date to early stages in the diachrony. Both the Aramaic Gp 

SC q t l and ass niyya Arabic IP SC series (pD u-qattal ~ pL u-q tal ~ pC u-saqtal) are based 

directly on PASS PTCPs. The former must have arisen after Aramaic hived off from NWS, at 

which time previously impermissible C CC sequences became possible. The latter cannot date to 

earlier than proto- ass niyya, since rule ordering places the creation of these forms squarely 

after certain developments that are certainly innovations of this dialect.274  

The VMHC hypothesis can well account for the distribution of directly versus indirectly 

formed IPs in different languages and parts of the paradigm. PASS PTCP forms not only lie at 

the historical origin of the VMHC but are also intimately connected with the category of IPs in 

general. This is part of a broader tendency for finite verbs to develop from verbal adjectives, 

common throughout Semitic and elsewhere. The fundamental principle at issue is that if a given 

IP may be based directly on a PASS PTCP, then it is; only when this is not a possibility is the 

VMHC abstracted and the IP created indirectly, by its application to a finite active form. The 

specific characteristics that permit or prohibit direct formation of the individual IP forms is now 

addressed to confirm this analysis. 

One important division between directly and indirectly formed IPs is that between the Arabic 

Dp and Cp SCs versus those of Hebrew, Aramaic, and ass niyya Arabic. The former are 

indirectly formed; the latter are all based directly on their corresponding PASS PTCPs. The 

Hebrew Dp SC quttal was created by the deletion of the PTCP prefix mv- from D PASS PTCP 

*muquttal (> m qutt l). Assuming this occurred at the proto-NWS stage, then the VMHC from 

active *qattila would have been perfect: D SC qvlttvhla qvhttvlla. Pardee instead 

reconstructs a proto-NWS D SC *qattala, from which the Dp SC *quttala would still possess a 

 
274 Specifically at issue are the levelling of a from the D/L/C SC to the corresponding PC and ACT PTCP forms, and 
the levelling of the causative morpheme s from the Ct to the C, as discussed in detail above (in §3.4.3). 
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VMHC, albeit only between R1 and R2 rather than in both vowels.275 Even if creation of the 

Hebrew Dp SC post-dated the Canaanite attenuation *qattila > *qittil or *qattala > *qittala > 

*qittil a VMHC would nonetheless occur in the second 

syllable (D qvhttvhl qvhttvll).  

The Arabic Dp SC, by contrast, cannot been created in the same manner. Removal of the 

PTCP prefix from D PASS PTCP muqattal would result in a Dp SC **qattala that was identical 

to the active D SC. Instead, the principle of the VMHC manifested here by replacing both low 

vowels of the stem with contrasting high vowels, specifically u-i, to create a two-fold VMHC D 

qvlttvll qvhttvhl.276 In ass niyya Arabic, developments in the D ACT PTCP and PC

namely the transfer of a to replace *i between R2 and R3 have established a new formal 

parallelism with the SC comparable to that found in Hebrew: D PC y -qattal ~ SC qattal ~ ACT 

PTCP m qattal. Finite Dp forms can thus be based directly on the D PASS PTCP, and 

specifically its contrastive marking relative to the ACT PTCP (in the vowel of the prefix): D 

ACT PTCP m qattal muqattal  Dp PC yu-qattal ~ pD u-qattal. 

These claims made of the Dp likewise hold for Cp: Arabic Cp SC uqtila (and likewise 

dialectal iqtil) was created by direct application of VMHC to the C SC aqtala, rather than 

being derived from the C PASS PTCP. Unlike the C PASS PTCP and Cp PCs, which are 

ambiguous regarding the relative chronology of IP development and that of the causative 

morpheme, the Cp SC perhaps suggests (albeit only with a vague hint) that the Arabic Cp arose 

before the causative morpheme was elided. A Cp SC derived from the attested C PASS PTCP 

 
275 Pardee, 2020, p.c.: erything works better in both languages [Hebrew and Ugaritic] if you posit that the proto-

-
NWS stage or not depends on what one does with the Aramai
proto-NWS (with parallel developments in proto-Arabic and proto-OSA), for which stage I reconstruct D SC form 
*qattila ction of NWS speaks 
to its strength as a theory of IP development. 
276 At the risk of labouring the point, exactly the same observation regarding the VMHC dimension of IP formation 
holds for dialectal Arabic qittil Dp SC forms (regardless of their relationship to Classical quttila, or lack thereof). 
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mu-qtal would presumably be ** uqtala cf. Hebrew (*muhuqtal >) muqt l ~ huqtal) which is 

found nowhere in Arabic. If attested uqtila / iqtil result from application of a VMHC to the 

finite form in order to avoid active-passive syncretism with the C SC aqtala, it follows that the 

PASS PTCP rejected as source morphology must have been *mu- aqtal (i.e., from a stage before 

elision of the causative morpheme).277  

For much the same reason the Gp PC is indirectly formed. That is, unlike the Hebrew D 

PASS PTCP m quttal giving rise to the Dp PC y -quttal, a Gp PC based on the G PASS PTCP 

q t l (<*qat l), if possible at all, would not be contrasted to the G PC yi-qtol by a VMHC. 

Indeed, one might well imagine that *a in an open syllable would be elided and *  shortened to u 

in a closed syllable and subsequently lowered to o according to normal Hebrew phonology, so 

that a theoretical **yv-qat l might well yield **yv-qtol, a form substantially similar to the active 

G PC. Another important consideration in the indirect formation of the Gp PC is the way it fits 

into (or rather, does not) the network of formal relationships between PTCPs and PC forms. That 

is, the (Arabic) G ACT PTPC : PC :: PASS PTCP q til : ya-qtul :: maqt l do not provide a 

context conducive to Gp PC formation in the same way as those of the D do the Dp PC (muqattil 

: yu-qattil :: muqattal : X). It is thus precisely because a Gp PC could not be based on the PASS 

PTCP that it was instead created by abstraction of the VMHC and its secondary extension to the 

finite active G PC.278  

 
277 This tentative proposal is made with the admission that it is troublingly circular to infer when the Cp SC was 
formed from a hypothesis about how it was formed, as well as with due recognition that the elision of the causative 
morpheme cannot be simply reconstructed to one genetic node or historical point in Semitic diachrony. It is best 
understood as part of a lenition s > h >  > ø occurring either as a general areal trend in WS or more likely as 
independent parallel developments in the individual languages.  
278 In terms of how this process usually yielded yu-qtal rather than yi-qtal

syncretism with the Cp PC (following the elision of the causative 
morpheme) may have played a role. Some Arabic dialects with a primary G PC ya-qtil (rather than ya-qtul) and a Gp 
yi-qtal (rather than yu-qtal  
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The final instance where the relationship between directly and indirectly formed IPs must be 

considered is that of the Gp SC. Arabic qutila and Hebrew quttal (likely deriving from earlier 

*qutal) are not based on their respective G PASS PTCPs; Aramaic q t l, by contrast is at once 

both the Gp SC and G PASS PTCP form. Since the SC is conjugated by person-marking 

suffixes, and those of the first and second persons begin with consonants e.g., 1SG -tu (Arabic) 

or -t  (Hebrew), 2MSG -ta (Arabic) or -t (Hebrew) if a Gp SC was based one Arabic maqt l or 

Hebrew q t l, this would result in an impermissible **C CC sequence. That is, theoretical Gp 

SC forms like Arabic **maqt l-tu or Hebrew **q t l-t  

impossible, not to mention exhibiting a troubling lack of isomorphism with the pre-existing Dp 

and Cp SC forms (Arabic quttila ~ uqtila and Hebrew quttal ~ huqtal). 

Aramaic, though, has no such restriction against the sequence C CC; q t l-t 

attested form for the 1SG/2MSG Gp SC 

q l qtl in Aramaic). Moreover, isomorphic 

pressure from the Dp and Cp SCs that affects Gp SC formation in Arabic and Hebrew indeed 

in Hebrew this results in identical Gp and Dp SC forms is not present in Aramaic. It possesses 

no Dp, and though a Cp SC does occur, this is somewhat formally unstable; vacillation between 

Aramaic Cuqtal and Caqtal Cp SC variants might account for the lack of formal isomorphism 

with the Gp SC in this language. A final relevant consideration is the rise of the new qatl-in 

IPFV in Aramaic. If Gp SC formation based directly on the PASS PTCP requires anything other 

than this being a morphological possibility and there is no reason to believe that it necessarily 

does then this parallel development of the ACT PTCP into a finite verb in Aramaic would 

presumably have worked in favour of the same occurring with the PASS PTCP. 
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To summarise the situation of the relationships between directly and indirectly formed IPs, 

the VHMC, as a form of morphological marking, occurred initially in PTCPs, from which it was 

carried over into directly formed IPs. Then, the VMHC was abstracted out of this context and 

became a mechanism for IP formation by simply being applied to finite active verbs with no 

reference to PASS PTCPs. Nonetheless, PASS PTCPs are the origin of the VMHC and remain 

central to the whole phenomenon of IP formation. However, in some cases, a PASS PTCP is not 

a viable source for morphology of IPs, either because the resulting form would not possess the 

necessary VMHC from its active counterpart, or would otherwise not have the requisite formal 

distinctiveness from it, or because the resulting form would be impermissible in the morphology 

of the language or dialect in question. Only in such contexts, where direct formation of IPs is 

precluded, can the secondary process of their indirect formation take place. 

 

4.10 Possible exceptions to VMHC as the distinctive feature of IPs 

The final point of the analysis before the reconstruction of the whole IP paradigm and 

relatedly, the detransitive system more generally is to address any possible exceptions to the 

VMHC hypothesis. While both possible distinctions between high and low vowels (a u and a 

i) are well attested in Semitic IPs, a contrast between the two high (proto-)vowels as a voice 

marker is extremely rare, occurring in just three contexts: the Hebrew D(p) and C(p) SC, and a 

very few Hebrew G(p) PCs.279 Further, a highly exceptional case of total passive-active 

syncretism obtains in some IPs in Arabic dialects from Central and Eastern Arabia.  

The discussion below finds all of these apparent exceptions to the VMHC hypothesis to be 

not only very marginal cases, but more importantly, invariably derived from earlier stages where 

 
279 Since this statement applies at once to attested forms (e.g., in Arabic) and to reconstructed proto-forms (e.g., in 
Hebrew), a more accurate formulation would be (*)a, (*)i, and (*)u; the asterisk in parentheses is omitted here for the 
sake of simple notation at the cost of technical precision. 
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a VMHC did exist and was lost due to other subsequent developments. Apart from being the 

historical origin of IP formation, the VMHC has maintained its status as a (indeed the) key 

feature of IP morphology in synchronic terms up to the present day. It is so fundamental a voice 

marker, that when it becomes obscured by phonological and morphological processes, this 

undermines the very productivity of IPs as a formation, as illustrated by the examples cited 

below from Central/Eastern Arabian Arabic. 

In the Hebrew D(p) and C(p) SC, the vowel of the first syllable is i in active forms and u in 

passive ones: D qittel quttal and C hiqt l huqtal.280 A VMHC occurs in the second 

syllable between active e or  (both <*i) and passive a. However, the proto-NWS D and C SC 

both had *a between R1 and R2 cf. Aramaic qattel ~ haqtel and Ugaritic qattila (confirmed in 

syllabic orthography) which attenuated to *i in a Canaanite-specific development.281 Thus, if 

Hebrew Dp and Cp SC are reflexes of forms developed at the proto-NWS stage as the presence 

of a Aramaic cognate Cp SC huqtal suggests then the VMHC between D *qattila ~ C *saqtila 

versus passive Dp *quttala ~ Cp *suqtala would have been total, occurring in both vowels of the 

stem: active CvlCCvhC CvhCCvlC. 

The second seeming exception to the VMHC in IP morphology occurs where the Gp PC 

yu-qtal relates to (a reflex of) an active G PC yi-qtal rather than ya-qtul. The sole voice-marking 

distinction is in the prefix vowel between active i and passive u, both of which are high, and 

thus, although contrastive, do not constitute a VMHC. The situation of G yi-qtal yu-qtal is 

mainly a theoretical issue though, and its actual attestation in the Semitic languages is extremely 

 
280 The Cp SC usually lowers the first vowel, giving the normal form hoqtal. However, u is maintained in certain 

1=n) and sometimes even in strong roots, and a proto-vowel *u is unanimously 
reconstructed, so representing the form as huqtal is a convenience that does not affect the analysis at hand. 
281 Huehnergard (1992) opines that *qattila > *qittila resulted from a regressive assimilation *a > v1 /#C C1C1v1, 
with a consequent analogical change *haqtila > *hiqtila affecting the C. It is irrelevant that I do not follow his 
further reconstruction of this a-i vocalism back to proto-CS (or even proto-WS) I instead subscribe to *CaCCaCa 
> *CaCCiCa as a NWS development, while I see Arabic, Ethiopic, and proto-MSA (for which, see Dufour, 2017) 
as retaining the original WS SC forms for these stems. 
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rare, verging on non-existent. One reason for this relates precisely to how the vocalic patterns of 

verbs relate to their syntactic specifications, namely, that the G PC yi-qtal is at its basis, a pattern 

used for intransitive (especially stative) verbs, which are not a viable source for IP formation. 

The only language that permits IP formation from syntactically intransitive active verbs is 

Arabic, which has anyway levelled the prefix vowel a throughout the G, so that even when 

formed from an intransitive G <*yi-qtal, a VMHC still occurs in the prefix vowel: G ya-rkan 

(<*yi-rkan) ilay-hi yu-rkan ilay-hi 282 

Transitive yi-qtal forms, from which Gp formation would be grammatical, are decidedly rare. 

They are found mainly in roots 

=G (G =pharyngeal), where they occur as a function of phonological processes, specifically, 

vowel lowering in a pharyngeal context, with subsequent conditioning of the prefix vowel to the 

Barth-Ginsberg distribution (a height opposition between prefix and theme vowel):*ya-qtuG / 

ya-qGul > **ya-qtaG / ya-qGal  yi-qtaG / yi-qGal.283 Just as with intransitive verbs deriving 

from *yi-qtal, Classical Arabic levels the theme vowel a throughout the G PC, so again a VMHC 

occurs in the prefix vowel even where phonological factors neutralise it in the theme vowel: cf. 

e.g., G ya-fta   yu-fta    

Hebrew preserves (indeed levels) the prefix vowel i, so an exception to the VMHC in IP 

morphology could theoretically obtain between G yi-qtal yu-qtal.284 A careful search of the 

data does indeed yield a few cases, like Hebrew yi-qqa  yu-qqa  

 
282 On Semitic theme-vowels, see Aro, 1964. Arabic impersonal passives are permissible only if the verb is 
semantically specified for a patient, occupying an OBL slot and appearing as a PP (here ilay-hi  
283 Aro, 1964, ch. 5 on Hebrew theme-vowel classes, esp. 113 14 for the specification of transitive yi-qtal as the 

2/3=G; he (143 44) notes that transitive yi-qtal verbs become increasingly rare in Aramaic, with a shift 
through time to the normal transitive theme vowel *u, or its reflex o: cf. e.g., Biblical and Targumic yi- ta  versus 
Syriac ne- to  ne-pta  still occurs 
classification of theme-vowel classes reflects that this lowering was operative already at the PS stage. 
284 The prefix yi- is levelled throughout the Hebrew G PC, replacing *ya-qtul with *yi-qtul > yi-qtol, 1=G a 
reflex of *ya- is preserved and the original VMHC between G *ya- Gp *yu- can be discerned: cf. e.g. G y - on 
<*ya- unn (Deut 28:50) y - an <*yu- ann  
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lq . However, the Gp is hardly productive to begin with in Hebrew (particularly in the PC). 

When this limited attestation is layered on top of the general rarity of transitive yi-qtal G PC 

forms, actual occurrences of this situation are almost non-existent and pose no challenge to the 

VMHC hypothesis.285  

A subcategory of the opposition between yi-qtal and yu-qtal and the key to understanding 

its significance for the overall analysis of IPs is what occurs in some Central/Eastern Arabian 

dialects of Arabic. This is the only place in CS where the breakdown of the VMHC dimension of 

IP morphology has a significant effect on their development.286 In dialects like Bahraini, Najdi, 

and Omani Arabic, ya-qtil is selected over ya-qtul as the standard transitive G PC, and the Gp PC 

yi-qtal (<*yu-qtal) also exhibits a concomitant, symmetrical shift in its prefix vowel. Crucially, 

the Barth-Ginsberg distribution of prefix and theme vowels is maintained in these dialects (to 

varying extents), such that they have a fientive (including transitive) G PC ya-qtil and 

intransitive (often stative) G PC yi-qtal.287  

Thus, where a Gp PC is formed from an active yi-qtal form, the G and Gp PC are identical. 

Examples from the literature mentioned with specific reference to voice ambiguity include Najdi 

ni-  ), and Omani yi-  

) and yi- ba  b ).288  This represents a significant 

number of cases yi-qtal =G (as in the examples 

 
285 Apart from the exa lq 47) list of Hebrew Gp forms the 
lexicon yields just one other example: Gp y - ar y - r <*yi-y ar (Gen 2:7); note, however, 

y r) is yi- or with theme vowel o <*u (Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §77). 
286 I specify CS, because precisely the same phenomenon occurs in the geographically contiguous MSA language, 
Mehri. The conclusion reached in Chapter 6 is that this is not coincidental, but reflects a shared areal phenomenon. 
287 
of the Barth-Ginsberg distribution has occurred. For example, type B Bahraini levels the prefix vowel i throughout 
the G, giving yi-qtil / yi-qtal (Holes, 2006, §2.2.6.1.1); in Najdi, Abboud (1989, 270) indicates levelling of the prefix 
vowel a, but Ingham (1994, 20; 2008, tables 1, 2) gives forms ya-qtil / yi-qtal, as expected; and Omani has some 
levelling of prefix vowel i (and even u) depending on the root type, but the underlying trend (belying the historical 
origin of the system) is alignment with the Barth-Ginsberg distribution (Holes, 2008, §2.2.6.1.1). 
288 Ingham, 1994, 28; Holes, 1998, 353. 
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cited). Furthermore, formation of the Gp relative to active yi-qtal is not restricted to such 

syntactically transitive active verbs =G where the theme vowel a results from the 

pharyngeal environment, since Arabic (including these dialects) also permits impersonal-passive 

IP use, from syntactically intransitive yi-qtal G PC forms e.g., G yi-  (min X

is identical to Gp yi-  

This exceptional absence of a VMHC in the IP system has an interesting correlation with 

how IPs fare in the competition with other constructions that can perform the same function. In 

Omani and Bahraini Arabic, the passive is increasingly expressed by the N and t stems or by 

syntactically active generalised-SUBJ constructions. Holes explicitly proposes a direct causal 

relationship between (the decrease in) the formal distinctiveness of IPs and their (waning) 

productivity, citing in support of this claim the disproportionate attestation of Omani IPs in weak 

root types, whose long vowels afford a greater contrast with their active counterparts.289  

The G and Gp PC forms of Central/Eastern Arabian dialects of Arabic are governed by 1) the 

preservation of the Barth-Ginsberg distribution and therefore a G PC yi-qtal form, 2) a 

breakdown in the phonemic distinction between high vowels i and u, and especially the 

consequent replacement of *yu-qtal by yi-qtal as the standard form of the Gp PC, and 3) the 

widespread use of transitive G PC yi-qtal forms =G). These factors 

have worked together to obscure the formal distinction between the G and Gp PCs, eliminating it 

altogether in a large number of verbs, and resulting in a syncretism between an IP and its active 

 
289 Holes, 1998, 353; 2008, §2.2.6.1.1. y -ktub y -ktab 
unaccented vowel, versus yi-b  yi-b from 2=y, yi- - z 1= , and yi-m  yi-m  y, all 
of which have a VMHC in long, stressed vowels. Levelling of high prefix vowels through the G has also contributed 
to the erosion of the formal distinctiveness of the Gp PC: e.g., yu-ktub <*ya-ktub  Gp yu-ktab (a variant of yi-ktab, 
given some interchangeability between i and u). Apart from the phonological dimension, Holes (1998, 360 61) also 
identifies a sociolinguistic motivation towards the loss of IPs, namely the homogenisation towards a prestige Gulf 
Arabic koine based on the dialects of economically influential coastal urban centres (e.g., Kuwait and the United 
Arab Emirates), which lack IPs. 
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counterpart that is unique within Semitic.290 The lack of formal distinction makes the Gp PC an 

undesirable means to express the passive voice, and so other variants (i.e., the N or generalised-

SUBJ constructions) are selected at its expense.291 

To frame this within the broader analysis of Semitic IPs, these data do not contradict the 

hypothesis advanced here, since they do not relate to an original lack of a VMHC when IPs were 

created, but to its loss through developments specific to this group of dialects. Indeed, the 

syncretism of G and Gp PCs as yi-qtal is detrimental to the productivity of the latter category in 

Central/Eastern Arabian dialects of Arabic. This situation illustrates how, the VHMC, apart from 

being at the origin of the formation of the various IP forms during the proto-NWS and proto-

Arabic stages, if not earlier during proto-CS has remained a crucial characteristic of their 

morphology up until the present day, and a prerequisite (now increasingly lacking in these 

dialects) for their survival.  

The final possible exception to height contrast in IPs has not been raised above since teasing 

out the precise attested situation(s) and ramifications thereof requires a mastery of the subtleties 

of Bahraini Arabic dialectology greater than I possess. Suffice it to quote (at some length) Holes, 

a leading specialist in Gulf Arabic. He describes active-passive syncretism as not only having 

affected the G(p) PC, but also the SC in some type A and urban type B Bahraini, because there 

the general Gulf Arabic Gp SC pattern qitil has shifted to qital, which is also the reflex of the 

fientive G SC <*qatala. That is, the Gp SC 

is similar morpho- i-i or i-a 
vowel pattern, but this pattern is applied to stems which normally have, in the active voice, a-a, so 
that there is a contrast between, e.g. xalag- xilik- (BV) xilag- 

i-a is a vowel pattern used in 
many active pattern I [G] stems as a result of a general phonological rule means that the use of i-a 

 
290 Chapter 6 finds that developments in MSA, especially Omani Mehri, are to be subsumed as part of the same 
phenomenon under discussion here. 
291 This conforms perfectly to expectations arising from the universal restriction of languages against zero-marked 
finite passive forms (Haspelmath, 1990, 26 27). 
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as a passive vowel pattern might lead to ambiguity. This may be one reason why the alternatives, 
especially the in- passivising prefix, has become so dominant.292 

Apart from the aforementioned Gp PC yi-qtal, this represents another case of an original VMHC 

breaking down due to language-internal processes, which has a deleterious effect on the 

distinction between an IP and its corresponding active form consequently also on the 

productivity of the IP form in question.  

This section has examined the very few incidences which appear to contradict the hypothesis 

that (passive) voice marking by a contrast in vowel height relative to active forms is fundamental 

to IP morphology. These exceptional IPs with no such voice-marking height contrast (VMHC) 

all derive from earlier stages at which a VMHC was originally present and was subsequently lost 

by one or more developments specific to that language or dialect. In two instances the G(p) PC 

yi-qtal and in some Central/Eastern Arabian dialects of Arabic, and the G(p) SC qital in a much 

smaller subset of these this has resulted in full active-passive syncretism and as result, IPs are 

conspicuously in the process of disappearing.  

 

4.11 Conclusion 

In the preceding chapter, by focusing on common generalities of the data presented in the 

descriptions of Chapter 3, a number of features of the theory underpinning the analysis of IPs are 

identified. Two concepts specific to IP formation the idea of a voice-marking height contrast 

(or VMHC) and the formal relationship(s) to PASS PTCPs are identified alongside four 

general trends that apply to the Semitic detransitive system(s) generally: functional symmetry, 

 
292 that /i/ occurs to the exclusion of /a/ in open, non-final syllables
(§4.1.1.1) except with certain pharyngeal and liquid consonants, resulting in the change *qatal > qital. He does not 
specify how the Gp SC qital developed from *qitil (more likely, I suspect, than directly from *qutila) in these cases, 
and constraints of space and specialism preclude answering this question. It seems possible, at least, that some 
causal relationship with the syncretism in the Gp PC yi-qtal exists, namely, that the Gp SC could take the form of 
the G Sbecause the two stems had already lost much of their distinction elsewhere the paradigm.  
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formal isomorphism, the semantic-to-syntactic shift, and the fientivisation of verbal adjectives. 

While the various Semitic languages differ in the specifics of their detransitive (including IP) 

developments, they nonetheless retain significant general similarities resulting from these 

common features.  

If this small number of kinds of pressure on Semitic detransitive development provide a good 

framework to propose a general overview unifying them, then the specific differences between 

the languages, in particular as regards IPs, remain to be accounted for. As discussed above (in 

§3.9), Newmeyer summarises the principle that the reasons languages differ because they are 

subject to complex networks of competing motivations.293 The current case of IPs is no 

exception. Apart from providing detail for the common schema of Semitic detransitive 

development sketched above, the analysis in this chapter has noted the individual situations of 

competing motivations (including, crucially, different kinds of interplay between those main 

ones enumerated above) and thereby accounted for how and why they give rise to a certain 

attested situation. It is naturally not possible to address all the minutiae of every dialect, but all 

IP forms at least have been addressed.294 Most importantly, despite the comprehensive 

perspective of the study, nowhere is any evidence found for an attested situation that cannot be 

situated within the broader general current of general Semitic detransitives, with the precise 

manifestation depending on the specifics of the circumstances in which it occurs. 

The scope for height contrast in a three-vowel system with two high vowels and one low is 

admittedly broad. Of the three possible pairings , , and (the first) two fall 

under this category. Nonetheless, considering that a VMHC is both ubiquitous and exclusive in 
 

293 Newmeyer, 2003, 29 30. If this understanding has not been adopted as widely as it might have in the study of the 
Semitic languages, this is because it makes for rather messy, complex descriptions, rather than the neat, simplistic 
reconstructions favoured by many working with the traditional comparative-historical methodology.  
294 Apart from the simple fact of the scope of the data covering every stage of every Semitic language because of 
the historical nature of much of the material, the various competing motivations at play may no longer be knowable, 
even with the high degree of specialism in any given language/dialect that teasing them out would require. 
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IPs from all Semitic languages in which they occur, it is beyond the realms of possibility that this 

feature is coincidental to the morphology. The diachronic durability of the VMHC is another 

indication of its fundamental: just as it was prerequisite in IP formation at the earliest stages of 

reconstructed proto-languages, so it remains in contemporary Arabic dialects; where the VMHC 

is lost, so too are IPs themselves. 

The etymological origin of the VMHC in IPs has been identified as that which marks voice 

distinction in non-finite parts of the paradigm, namely between the D and C PTCPs (ACT 

*muCaCCiC muCaCCaC/muCuCCaC). IPs are either based directly on these PASS 

PTCPs and in the Aramaic Gp SC on the G PASSS PTCP or, where this is not feasible, the 

VMHC is applied in a more abstract way to finite active verbal forms. The VMHC contrast 

in Semitic apart from that of the N and t stems, namely the distinction between the height of the 

long vowel in G ACT versus PASS PTCPs (*q til qat hl). This opposition was incipient in 

WS but really flourished from CS onwards. Thus, for what the hypothesis of VMHC loses in 

specificity, it makes up in elegance, universality of application, and clear links between different 

parts of the paradigm whose derivations have otherwise defied understanding in relation to each 

other.  
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Chapter 5. The Historical Reconstruction of the Development of IPs 

 

5.1 Introduction 

The following reconstruction represents the culmination of the current work. It synthesises the 

conclusions of Chapter 4 regarding IPs specifically and the descriptions in Chapter 3 of Semitic 

verbal systems more generally. An ordered historical development of the IP system is achieved 

by contextualising the preceding analyses of individual IP and PASS PTCP forms and framing 

them within the broader context of Semitic detransitives. Overall, the different levels and stages 

of attestation of the IPs and PASS PTCPs complement those of the N and t stems in a way that 

confirms they can only be properly understood together, as parts of a system. 

The data are understood, and accounted for, in terms of the variation-and-change model of 

language diachrony, whose application to Semitic detransitives is outlined above (in §3.9). This 

theoretical framework recognises the coexistence of different stems, competing for the same 

function(s) for extended periods, including the possibility that the variation between them can be 

inherited from one stage of the language to another. Furthermore, and most relevantly in relation 

to IPs specifically, the variation-and-change model allows for an innovative variant to have 

arisen and then subsequently disappeared without having effected any lasting change within the 

language. With regard to the competing motivations that govern the variation (and change) in the 

detransitive systems of Semitic languages, the following four key factors, discussed in detail 

above (in §4.2), are identified: 1) functional symmetry, 2) formal isomorphism, 3) the semantic-

to-syntactic shift, and 4) the fientivisation of verbal adjectives. 

The reconstruction seeks to modify or replace existing understandings of IPs for the better, in 

large part owing to the benefits of adopting this theoretical linguistic model that matches the 
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behaviour and development of real-world language more closely than do the more rigid family-

tree or areal-wave models commonplace in historical reconstructions of Semitic languages. On 

the one hand, this is precisely what allows it to overcome difficulties that have proved intractable 

in previous works.1 On the other hand, it inherently entails a less simple reconstruction, 

including formal heterogeneity and extended periods of volatile situations of flux.  

This complex, non-linear picture, along with the sheer volume of disparate data under 

consideration, is what requires a methodology that begins with shared commonalities of all IPs 

(and indeed other detransitives) and, from there, moves to specific differences between them. 

The development of the IP system as a whole is thus formulated initially in terms of stages 

referring more to general formational processes than to precise concrete instances thereof. The 

attested situations of the individual languages are superimposed upon this abstract schema and 

ultimately are found to correspond to it without significant deviations. The stages in the 

reconstruction of the historical development of Semitic IPs are: 

stage 0, G PASS PTCPs;  

stage 1, D and C PASS PTCPs;  

stage 2a, Dp and Cp PCs;  

stage 2b, Dp and Cp SCs; 

stage 3a, Gp PCs; 

stage 3b, Gp SCs; 

stage 4, all other IPs (i.e., IPs to t stems, and IP-specific INFs). 

 

 
1 For example, appreciating that *muquttal and *muqattal are two variant results of the basic same process of D 
PASS PTCP formation, and allowing for the variation between them to be inherited from CS into its descendent 
branches (and further), makes sense of their coexistence without either deriving one from the other or refusing any 
etymological relationship between them. 
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5.2 Stage 0: The G PASS PTCP  

The starting point of IP development, indeed the very first instance in Semitic where a 

detransitive category is marked by an alternation in a vocalisation rather than the affixing of 

consonantal morphemes (i.e., the N and t stems) is the G PASS PTCP. The verbal adjective 

patterns *qat l and *qat l subsumed together under the height rubric *qat hl hereby 

increasingly become restricted to transitive-patient reference (rather than just to patients more 

generally). In this function the PASS PTCP was juxtaposed with the G ACT PTPC *q til, a 

verbal adjective exclusively linked to agents (including those of transitive verbs with 

corresponding *qat hl PASS PTCPs). Although Ethiopic and MSA possess some reflexes of 

*qat hl patterns, they are neither productive, nor anywhere close to exclusively linked to 

transitive patients. Consequently, the consolidation of *qat hl as the G PASS PTCP is 

reconstructed to the CS stage. 

Like all language change, this development occurred not as a point-in-time switch, but rather 

as a gradual evolution. Even if the development towards full productivity of *qat hl the 

ramifications of there being two *qat hl patterns are addressed below and its restriction to 

transitive patients had begun in proto-CS, it had not yet reached fruition. As discussed above (in 

§4.4), the daughter languages thereof progressed along this process to different degrees, using 

alternative strategies to strip away the erstwhile function as verbal adjective referring intransitive 

patients from whichever *qat hl pattern was selected with increasing restriction as the G PASS 

PTCP. For example, Arabic maqt l (<*ma + qat l) is entirely productive as G PASS PTCP and 

wholly exclusive in this function; intransitive-patient verbal-adjective functions are largely 

relegated to qat l and qat l.2 Aramaic q t l (<*qat l), by contrast, is not infrequently linked to 

 
2 This is strictly speaking, not a *qat hl pattern, but a neologism based on one (*qat l, by addition of a prefix ma-, 
with elision of the vowel between R1 and R2). Nonetheless, it provides a valuable illustration of developments in 
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intransitive patients, though there exists a marked tendency to bifurcate between q t l for 

transitive patients versus qatt l for intransitive ones. 

The morphological origin of the patterns *qat l and *qat l is as a derivative of the erstwhile 

patient verbal adjective patterns *qatil and *qatul, respectively. New patterns were needed to 

replace these original *qatvhl forms when they grammaticalised in WS into the finite stative SC 

(*qatila and *qatula). Thus, a formal distinction from the ACT PTCP *q til was not the basis for 

the formation of the PASS PTCP *qat hl, but once they achieved an oppositional relationship, 

the difference between their respective long vowels in terms of height came to be identified as a 

contrastive marker between them. This lay the groundwork for the next step in IP development, 

the creation of D and C PASS PTCPs by application of a VMHC to the respective ACT PTCPs.  

There is a fundamental difference between the contrastive marking of ACT q til versus 

PASS qat hl in the G on the one hand, and ACT muCaCCiC versus PASS muCaCCaC / 

muCuCCaC in the D and C on the other. Hasselbach observes that in the former, the position of 

the low and high vowels within the stem does not change both have the vocalic sequence 

VL-Vh but they differ in which of these vowels is long (and therefore stressed); in the latter, 

there is a change (or changes) in the height of a vowel in a given position in the stem. 3 If the 

contrast q hl is to be identified as one of vocalic length rather than height, this implies 

that a better parallel to D , and therefore a more plausible origin for the 

creation of its VMHC, would have been something like q tal in the G. 

From PS through CS, there existed a restriction against **C C syllables, and stress was 

assigned according to syllabic structure, to the left-most non-final heavy syllable (or in the 

 
marking functions that are lost from the pattern which specialises as a G PASS PTCP. Arabic qat l and qat l retain 
some transitive-patient verbal-adjective reference, but in these cases tend towards substantive use, whereas maqt l is 
more adjectival and has a closer relation to the predication as such. Further, qat l sometimes exhibits a shift towards 
marking repetitive-durative meanings, including even the extension to habitual behaviour of agents. 
3 Hasselbach, 2020, p.c. 
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absence thereof, to the first syllable). Because stress is assigned according to syllable structure, it 

is essentially an irrelevant consideration in the D and C PTCPs; that is, it was not possible to 

change the position of the stress from D and C ACT PTCPs (muC CCiC) to create PASS PTCPs 

(e.g., **muCaCC C) in a way that directly matched the contrast between G ACT *q til versus 

PASS *qat hl.4 Rather than the position of stressed vowels, it was the difference in their heights 

per se that was used as a basis for the formation of D and C PASS PTCPs. This contrast occurred 

in stressed, and therefore prominent vowels, which allows it to be identified as a (or rather, the) 

salient distinguishing feature between q til versus*qat l/qat l, and perceived as an abstract 

quality divorced from the particulars of its position, which was thus extended to D and C 

*muCaCCiC ACT PTCPs to yield *muCaCCaC and *muCuCCaC PASS PTCP counterparts.5 

The development of the G PASS PTCP out of a less precise verbal adjective occurred over a 

protracted period and entailed ongoing variation between the patterns *qat l and *qat l. Even 

where one of the patterns consolidated its position as G PASS PTCP, verbal-adjective uses of the 

other still occurred (sometimes frequently), including with reference to patients of transitive 

verbs.6 This situation of functional commonality facilitated the identification of the fundamental 

formal similarity between them that both fell under the height rubric qvlt hl.  

Phoenician provides interesting data with regard to this variation. Owing to the less-than-

perfect information that the orthography provides about vocalisation, there is some disagreement 

as to whether it uses a reflex of the *qat l or *qat l as the G PASS PTCP, between which I find 

 
4 Huehnergard, 2019, §2.3. 
5 Hasselbach (p.c., 2020) has expressed skepticism that the contrast between G ACT and PASS PTCPs is the true 
origin of the VMHC running through the whole IP system, even if she accepts the subsequent steps of the theory. 
6 In Hebrew, for example, q t l (<*qat l) is fully productive as a G PASS PTCP, and quite restricted to this 
function. However, the pattern q t l (<*qat l
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the former more plausible.7 Within the variation-and-change model, where the two can coexist in 

competition even for protracted periods, it does not seem impossible that the language had not 

entirely stabilised in selecting one over the other. Tropper entertains just such a possibility for 

Ugaritic.8 If Phoenician indeed used a G PASS PTCP derived from *qat l, this implies a degree 

of variation still active at the proto-Canaanite stage since the Hebrew PASS PTCP derived from 

*qat l. At the least, even if all Canaanite forms used G PASS PTCPs from *qat l in contrast to 

Aramaic ones from *qat l, then, to the extent specification to PASS PTCP use had obtained by 

proto-NWS, one may say that some variation still existed between the two possible 

manifestations of *qat hl at that stage. 

It is precisely because of the gradual nature of the process of selecting between *qat l or 

*qat l and the potential for inherited variation between them that the specifics of when one or 

the other was selected, and came to be productive in and restricted to the G PASS PTCP 

function, cannot be reconstructed with certainty for every language. However, what is clear is 

that for some period from proto-CS onwards the pairing of the functional and morphological 

distinction between the G ACT PTCP *q til versus G PASS PTCP *qvlt hl came to be perceived; 

the concept of a voice-marking height contrast was born. This conflation of *qat l and *qat l and 

the analysis of their common height rubric as (one half of) the foundation of the origin of the 

concept of the VMHC, is neither vague, nor irrelevant. Although the height features of the G 

PASS PTCP were not the key to its etymology, this situation was what allowed the next (and 

indeed every subsequent) stage in IP development to occur.  

 
 

7 Krahmalkov (2001, 201) argues for a G PASS PTCP from * , but cites only one form, Neo-Punic {sebuim} for 
z b ( )- m . The supporting evidence 
comes mainly from the onomasticon, which is not always the most reliable witness of language, but I find the 
orthography of several forms in which  is variously represented by {y}, {i}, and {e} convincing enough. 
8 Tropper, 2002, §73.422; contra Pardee (2003/2004, 237), who favours qat l on the basis of {l k} for la k 
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5.3 Stage 1: The D and C PASS PTCPs 9 

From the starting point of stage 0, the first step in IP development was the extension of the initial 

VMHC to the D and C ACT PTCPs to create corresponding PASS PTCPs. This section will 

reconstruct the (relative) chronology of this stage, particularly in relation to the starting point of. 

The role of the motivation towards functional symmetry in the creation of D and C PASS PTCPs 

will be described, as will how the semantic-to-syntactic shift features in this situation. Finally, 

the formal manifestation of the attested forms of the languages will be examined, with a view to 

reconstructing their development, in relation to each other and to their proto-forms. In this last 

point, the novel variation-and-change model proves particularly useful at solving a riddle of their 

etymology that has puzzled Semitic scholars to date. 

Stage 1 of the schema may be dated no earlier than CS period, since all CS languages possess 

D and C PASS PTCPs, while the other branches of WS (namely, Ethiopic and MSA) do not, and 

nor does Akkadian (as the representative of ES). Stage 0 has also been dated to CS for due to the 

analogous absence of a productive, functionally restricted G PASS PTCP outside of CS, but the 

two stages may still be confidently ordered in relative terms at least. It is central to the VMHC 

hypothesis of Semitic IP development that D and C PASS PTCP formation is based on the 

original opposition between G ACT and PASS PTCPs, but asserting this in support of the 

chronological ordering of these two parts of the languages would of course be unacceptably 

circular. Instead, arguments external to the VHMC hypothesis itself namely, the distribution of 

 
9 In Semitic languages with a productive L stem (i.e., Arabic and Ethiopic), observations made regarding the D and 
C apply to it. This is because the D, L, and (proto-)C all begin with a heavy syllable R1vR2 in the case of the D, R1  
in the case of the L, and CvR1 in the case of the C resulting in close morphological parallels. For the sake of 
simplicity, the L(p) is not addressed, though note that the data would in no way contradict the findings. Indeed, 
inasmuch as the L represents an additional part of the language that could potentially influence it by exerting 
analogical pressure, playing into the motivations towards functional symmetry and/or formal isomorphy, and so 
forth, it supports the hypothesis in the same way that data from the D and C do. 
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the source morphology from which these forms derive, and differences in their syntactic 

restrictions must be marshalled in support of the reconstruction. 

Ethiopic q tul (<*qat l) has not specialised into a PASS PTCP (relating only transitive 

patients) to anywhere near the extent that some reflexes of *qat hl have in CS but is nonetheless 

a very common patient verbal adjective pattern. The fact that it serves as the basis for the 

analogical formation of counterparts from the D (q ttul) and L (qutul) is one indication of how 

well established a part of the language it is.10 Forms cognate to the D and C PASS PTCPs 

attested in the CS languages, though, are totally absent from Ethiopic; one finds no trace of 

PASS PTCP forms **m qvttal or **mvqtal, for example. This is hardly surprising, since the 

active counterparts m qatt l (D) and maqt l (C) from which they would theoretically be derived 

are not even really ACT PTPCs tied to specific verbal predication. Rather, like the G counterpart 

q t l <*q til, these are nomina agenti and secondary ones, at that expressing a notion of 

habitual action.11  

The Ethiopic situation therefore speaks to the chronological precedence of the G over the D 

and C PASS PTCPs. Even if the syntactic specification of *qat hl into an exclusively PASS 

PTCP function has not advanced in this language family, the morphological material that would 

make this possible is at least present cf. the development of *qat l into the Ethiopic qatil-o 

perfective participle construction discussed above (in §4.4). Moreover, even though formal 

reflexes of PS (G) *q til ~ (D) *muqattil ~ (C) *musaqtil are attested in Ethiopic, these have lost 

their primacy in the language and their functional restriction as ACT PTCPs. As such, the 

functional prerequisite for D and C PASS PTCP formation according to the VMHC hypothesis is 

 
10 Raz (1983, 3.4.3) calls these forms PASS PTCPs, though his examples suggest this label is not entirely accurate. 
Even if Tigre is further along the path of syntactic specialisation than is Classical Ethiopic (for which see Tropper, 
2002, §44.34) and this would make good sense considering that it is several centuries younger in terms of pure 
chronology q tul and the other patient verbal adjectives are far from restricted to transitive patients.  
11 Tropper, 2002, §44.35. The main nomen agentis patterns are qatt li (D) and aqt li (C), derived from qat li (G). 
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absent; no voice-marking height contrast can be applied to source morphology for which voice is 

not a primary marked feature. 

Apart from this evidence of the distribution of forms, differences between the G versus the D 

and C PASS PTCPs in terms of the semantic-to-syntactic shift also bolster the proposed 

chronological ordering of stage 0 preceding stage 1. The Semitic trend for detransitive verbal 

forms to increasingly mark syntactic features of the verbal predication rather than semantic ones 

is a major factor in the rise of the G PASS PTCP.12 However, it is even more pronounced and 

advanced in the creation of the D and C PASS PTCPs, in keeping with this dating to a later stage 

in the language. Traces of the origin of the G PASS PTCP as a patient verbal adjective without 

syntactic specification can be seen in instances of Hebrew q t l and Aramaic q t l relating to 

patients of intransitive verbs (e.g., m r 13 D and C 

PASS PTCPs, by contrast, are entirely restricted to transitive patient reference; that is, they can 

occur only depending on the syntactic specification of the predication.14  

Relatively scarce instances of intransitive verbs from the D and (even rarer) the C are 

illuminating in this regard.15 In Hebrew, ACT PTCPs referring to the sole (agent) argument of 

such verbs are attested, but PASS PTCPs are not permissible since they would have no potential 

(patient) referent e.g., hille  m halle  

m hull k. In Arabic, the 

impersonal passive construction found with IPs is also grammatical with PASS PTCPs, including 

those from the D and C e.g., (al- ad qat) al-mu awwaf (D PASS PTCP) bi-h  

 
12 Another relevant context in which the semantic-to-syntactic shift is operative is the replacement of the N and t 
stems by IPs (not to mention the earlier shift in the uses of the N itself). 
13 The syntactic specification of the G PASS PTCP achieves completion in Arabic, where *qat l is replaced by a 
neological form maqt l (<*ma+qat l) which is never related to an intransitive patient. 
14 CS D and C PASS PTCPs differ from Ethiopic D q ttul and C aqtul patient verbal adjectives in this regard, 
insofar as the latter can relate to any patient, regardless of its syntactic specification within the predication. 
15 As far as possible, the following discussion uses semantically similar examples of intransitive D verbs from 
Arabic, Aramaic, and Hebrew (relating to motion with verbal plurality), in order to facilitate comparison. 
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uwwifa (Dp SC) bi-h  

and active awwafa (D SC) bi-h   

Such impersonal-passive use, though, is an Arabic-specific development that is exceptional 

within Semitic. In any case, to the extent that Arabic passives can be formed from syntactically 

intransitive active counterparts, these must still be two-argument predications, of which one is a 

patient, or similar (albeit occurring in an OBL slot rather than as an OBJ); one-argument active 

awwafa al-mu awwaf (or indeed a 

finite Dp) since it has no (patient) referent. The syntactic constraints are thus still greater than 

those on the earlier *qat hl G patient verbal adjective, which may even occur in relation to 

single-argument patients (e.g., mar   

In Aramaic the PASS PTCP situation is complicated by the development of the qtil-li PFV, 

and particularly its extension to intransitive verbs. This finite verb reaches full productivity in 

NENA, but is incipient already in Late Aramaic e.g., Syriac m halla  l-  

about PREP- 16 Crucially, in this context, m halla  is no longer a D 

PASS PTCP and instead has grammaticalised into a finite verb, the D qtil-li PFV. As such, even 

with transitive verbs, reference is not to the patient argument of the predication, but to its 

aspectual perfectivity; as Coghill puts it, qtil] is no longer felt to be an attribute of 

the patient but has been reanalysized [sic 17  

The qtil-li PFV is active, and the qtil element becomes bound to the SUBJ suffix (1SG -li, 

3MSG -lu, 2MSG -lux etc.) including possible phonetic assimilation between R3 and the l of this 

 
16 Coghill (1999, §3.4.2.3; 2016, §§6.8, 6.10 11, 7.2) describes the analogical extension of the qtil-li perfect verb 
from its origin with transitive verbs only and first of all those specified for semantic roles like experiencer, 
beneficiary, and maleficiary before being extended to agents properly spealing to intransitive ones.  
17 Coghill, 1999, §3.4.2; and, for more recent work on the same topic, 2016, §§5.3.2, 7.4. Grammaticalisation of qtil-
li is reflected, for example, by boundedness to the agent; loss of agreement with patient; and separate expression of 
the patient as an OBJ, external to the verbal form. 
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suffix: e.g., mir-ri <* mir-li  xin-nox <* xin-lox 18 This shift to active 

voice and loss of specific reference to the semantic role patient is precisely what facilitated the 

extension of the qtil-li perfective to intransitive verbs. The SUBJ of qtil-li may be an agent or 

patient; a semantic restriction to patient, as found in the referent of its origin, the G patient verbal 

adjective *qat l, is no longer present. The extent to which the qtil-li perfective is removed from 

its origin as a PASS PTCP, and is really just a finite verb, is evident in its use with intransitive 

patient SUBJs: dmix-li 19 

Despite these unique developments in Aramaic, PASS PTCPs and their reflexes still conform 

to the trend that marking of semantic features gives way to marking of syntactic ones (in this 

instance with the addition of TAM values). As described above, the rise of qtil-li perfective has 

somewhat obscured a reality far more apparent in Arabic and Hebrew: the relative lateness of the 

D and C PASS PTCPs compared to that of the G is reflected by their relative positions along the 

development from the marking of semantic to syntactic features. This notwithstanding, as the 

VMHC hypothesis predicts, prior to the grammaticalisation of the qtil-li PFV, when m qvttal and 

mvqtal functioned as PASS PTCPs in Aramaic, these referred exclusively to transitive patients. 

The G PASS PTCP q t l, by contrast, not infrequently retains traces of its earlier semantic 

specification, referring to patients, regardless of the syntactic transitivity of the predication. 

Apart from how the semantic-to-syntactic shift layers upon the situation, the motivation 

towards functional symmetry is also an important consideration in the relationship between the G 

PASS PTCP and those of the D and C. Indeed, central in the creation of the latter was the 

correspondence between detransitive PTPCs to the G on the one hand, and those to the D and C 

on the other. Some imbalance existed in the PS system, maintained through WS, in that the G 

 
18 Coghill, 1999, §1.5.3.1; 2016, table 4.2n1. 
19 For functional restriction of intransitive qtil-li PFVs, specifically to preterite or past perfective uses (in contrast to 
present perfective uses of qtil-in or qatil-in forms), see Coghill, 1999, §3.3.4.4; 2016, §7.6, summarised in §7.6.6. 
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had two detransitive participles (i.e., N PTCP and tG/Gt PTCP), whereas the D and C each had 

only one (i.e., tD/Dt PTCP and Ct PTCP, respectively). However, when *qat hl solidified in the 

function of G PASS PTCP this asymmetry of the system was exacerbated; there was a shift in 

the inventory of the syntactic detransitive PTCPs of the G : D : C from a 2 : 1 : 1 to 3 : 1 : 1. The 

new D and C PASS PTCPs paralleled the G PASS PTCP and tipped the system back towards 

equilibrium with a 3 : 2 : 2 arrangement (G PASS PTCP : N PTCP : tG/Gt PTCP :: D PASS 

PTCP : tD/Dt PTCP :: C PASS PTCP : Ct PTCP).  

The distribution of forms (especially in Ethiopic) establishes the development of D and C 

PASS PTCPs as a CS development at the earliest. The considerations of functional symmetry 

and the semantic-to-syntactic shift further place the relative timeframe as following that of G 

PASS PTCP development during stage 0 (dated early in the history of CS). If CS is the terminus 

a quo of stage 1, then the concrete manifestations of D and C PASS PTCP development are what 

pins down its terminus ad quem. That is, the specific forms attested in the individual languages 

confirm that they represent a common inheritance from a mother node, albeit one passed down 

from stage to stage with some variation, and that the development of D and C PASS PTCPs must 

therefore have been completed by the time CS broke up into its constituent branches. 

Theoretically, the same process of application of the VMHC to ACT PTCPs could have 

occurred independently in Arabic; OSA; and Aramaic, Hebrew, and Ugaritic (once NWS had 

divided into these last three), to form the various D and C PASS PTCPs attested in each of these 

languages. Formal isoglosses, though, argue strongly against this. All D and C PASS PTCPs may 

be derived from proto-forms with two syllabic templates: *muCaCCaC and *muCuCCaC. To 

simplify this further (and problems with the simplification are addressed below), the former 
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developed into (D ~ C) Arabic muqattal ~ muqtal and Aramaic m qattal ~ maqtal, the latter into 

Hebrew m qutt l ~ muqt l.20 

If these forms were indeed independent parallel developments, *muCaCCaC would need to 

have arisen separately in Arabic and Aramaic. That may not seem particularly unlikely there 

are, after all, only a limited number of outcomes from applying a VMHC to the ACT PTCP 

template *muCaCCiC but divergence between the Aramaic and Hebrew forms is more 

troubling. The formation of distinct proto-forms *muCaCCaC and *muCuCCaC would have to 

post-date the split of the NWS branch into Aramaic, Canaanite, and Ugaritic. Moreover, the 

simplification of the isogloss situation between the two templates is not entirely accurate; some 

variation between them within individual Semitic languages has been identified. That is, 

Aramaic certainly has some reflexes of *muquttal ~ *muhuqtal PASS PTCPs, alongside the 

more widespread forms derived from *muqattal ~ *muhaqtal.21 

The distribution of *muCaCCaC and *muCuCCaC PASS PTCP forms cuts across the 

genetic family tree of CS in a manner that cannot be explained by contact phenomena. In view of 

this, and without a convincing derivation of one from the other, the logical remaining conclusion 

is that both were formulated at the CS stage and were inherited into the daughter node of NWS 

with this variation ongoing.22 In fact, this variation must have continued through NWS and down 

into Aramaic. Such a reconstruction is at odds with traditional comparative historical linguistic 

reconstructions, that reconstruct inheritance of static, homogenous situations. In the variation-

 
20 OSA and Ugaritic forms are left out of this discussion owing to uncertainty about their vocalisation, though they 
are strongly presumed to have followed one of these two possibilities. At the risk of speculation, my admittedly 
rather Arabo-centric intuition finds muCaCCaC more likely, particularly in OSA. As mentioned above (in §3.8.1), 
the presence of R1=w in the orthography of the (3FSG) Cp PC {thwkb} (Stein, 2003, ex. 355) suggests a preceding 
a. Given a Cp PC tu-haqtal, the corresponding PASS PTCP must be muhaqtal. 
21 Aramaic reflexes of *muCuCCaC D and C PASS PTCPs are discussed above (in §§4.6 7). 
22 If the variation was inherited into proto-Arabic which can neither be confirmed or falsified no trace of 
*muCuCCaC remains in that branch. 
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and-change model adopted here, though, ongoing, inherited coexistence of variants is entirely 

acceptable, and indeed expected.  

The main weakness of this hypothesis is that it accounts for the formation of PASS PTCPs 

derived from *muqattal ~ *muCaqtal with less effort than for derived from *muquttal ~ 

*muCuqtal. The creation of the first set by application of a VMHC to the existing ACT PTCPs 

*muqattil and *muCaqtil is fairly straightforward; it simply replaces the high vowel following R2 

with the only low vowel the language possessed, *a. Less clear is why a variant arose that also 

raised the first *a to *u.23 However, the failure to explain here precisely why *muCuCCaC 

variants arose may reflect limitations of historical linguistics in reconstructing the precise 

network of competing motivations leading to the attested situation, rather than a problem with 

the VMHC hypothesis per se. At least, unlike previous scholarship, it accounts for these forms in 

a manner that fits the attested data and integrates these parts of the language into a consistent, 

comprehensive understanding of Semitic detransitives. 

 

5.4 Stage 2a: Dp and Cp PC 24 

In the next stage of the reconstruction of IP development, Dp and Cp PC forms were created 

based directly on the D and C PASS PTCPs from stage 1. This was the first instance of finite IP 

morphology to exist in Semitic. The formal derivation was exceedingly simple: the PTCP prefix 

 
23 In mitigation of this criticism, the u-a vocalism of Hebrew has been a major stumbling block of scholarship on IPs 
to date, and has given rise to a bewildering number of theories some deriving *muquttal from *muqattal, others 
seeking entirely separate origins for the two forms none of which stand up to close scrutiny. Pardee (2020, p.c.) 
queries whether the  of the G PASS PTCP could have influenced the D PASS PTCP. I adamantly reject such a 
proposal. As explained above, there is no support for such reproduction of a vowel from one context to another like 
this, which would be tantamount to the identification of u as a passive marker per se 
notwithstanding). Moreover, that could only account for Hebrew *muquttal and not reflexes thereof in Aramaic 
(which has a G PASS PTCP from *qat l). I am sympathetic to the desire to explain this central part of the 
morphology, but it is preferable to advance no proposal than to hazard one that is certainly incorrect. 
24 As stated above (in §5.3n8) in relation to L PASS PTCPs, Lp forms are not included in this discussion. The data 
set is already sufficiently burdensome without introducing further data that add nothing to the discussion other than 
to mirror the findings already clear from elsewhere in the paradigm. 
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(*mu-) of the PASS PTCP was simply replaced with the person-marking prefixes (*yu-, *tu-, 

* u-, *nu-) of the PC, and nominal inflectional suffixes with verbal conjugational ones. The 

following discussion therefore focusses on the question of the relative chronology between the 

Dp and Cp PC versus counterparts from other conjugational parts of the paradigm (the Dp and 

Cp SC) on the one hand, and versus that from the other IP stem (the Gp PC) on the other. The 

developments of stage 2a, like that of all IPs (and Semitic detransitives generally, actually) is 

understood primarily in terms of the four main competing motivations outlined above in the 

analysis (in §4.2): functional symmetry, formal isomorphism, the semantic-to-syntactic shift, and 

the fientivisation of verbal adjectives. 

In the broadest terms, the reason stage 2a is identified as following stage 1 is because 

whereas languages with Dp and Cp PC forms are only a subset of those with D and C PASS 

PTCPs (i.e., CS as a whole), where the former do occur they invariably conform to the 

vocalisation of the latter. Furthermore, Cp PC forms always match the C PASS PTCPs on which 

they are understood to be based or indeed, the active C forms with regard to the (absence or 

presence) of the causative morpheme. Thus, while Classical Arabic and Hebrew have ø causative 

morphemes in these forms, ass niyya Arabic has s (analogically extended from the Ct to the 

C/Cp), and OSA and Ugaritic likewise preserve a consonantal causative morpheme (h and , 

respectively) in their C(p) forms; Aramaic has earlier C PC, and (both ACT and PASS) PTCP 

forms with a consonantal causative morpheme h and later forms without, but does not possess 

corresponding Cp PCs.25 Such isomorphism is entirely expected of counterparts that relate 

functionally to each other in an integrated verbal stem system. 

 
25 See the descriptions of these languages above (in Ch. 3). 
that the C(p) PC in Arabic, Aramaic, and Hebrew never possessed a causative morpheme. 
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Stage 1 of the reconstruction occurred during the CS period, and the D and C PASS PTCPs 

during it are, by-and-

(mainly in North Africa).26 Stage 2a by contrast, is a later development, and one that achieves a 

significantly less robust establishment. Therefore, one encounters quite a few CS languages that 

do not possess Dp and Cp PC forms despite possessing the prerequisite PASS PTCPs on which 

 and 

post-Biblical Hebrew, especially in its later stages.27  

It is discussed below whether these languages without Dp and Cp PCs descend from 

progenitors that did possess them, and they were subsequently lost, or whether some descendent 

branches of CS never progressed to stage 2 at all. It is important to note from the outset, though, 

that within the variation-and-change model, when these forms first appeared, they would have 

been marginal innovative variants susceptible to disappearing from the language. The absence of 

the Dp PC from attested stages of Aramaic, for example, does not preclude them having been 

occasionally formed during CS, inherited with this limited attestation into proto-Aramaic but 

ultimately abandoned before the written record of the branch began. Ultimately, with IPs, as 

indeed with language development generally, we must allow for a protracted pulsating situation 

of ebb and flow in productivity according to the shifting motivations at work, which is precisely 

what the variation-and-change model predicts.28  

It has been straightforward to establish that stage 2a must have begun after the creation of D 

and C PASS PTCPs; less clear cut is the question of what developments it preceded. With regard 

to the rest of the IP paradigm, this can be divided into two main considerations: on the one hand 

 
26 For the division of Arabic into type A, B, and C dialects, according to their D PASS PTCPs, Dp PC forms, and 
other related features, see Retsö, 1989, 10 11. 
27 The absence of finite Cp and especially Dp forms in post-Biblical Hebrew is discussed in detail above (in §3.6.4).  
28 This is precisely what Newmeyer (2003, 29) is talking about when he speaks of a 
push pull of competing forces  
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is the division between conjugational parts (i.e., IP PCs versus SC), and on the other, that 

between the different stems (i.e., the Dp and Cp versus the Gp). These are addressed in turn, 

though ultimately the same overall considerations the relative frequency of attestation of 

different parts of the language and levels of homogeneity in the morphology (or at least in 

formational process) between forms of different languages confirm that creation of the Dp and 

Cp PC precedes that of their SC counterparts, as it does that of the Gp. 

There exists a tendency subtle, though discernible when one compares the data from 

throughout Semitic for the PC to predominate over the SC in the IP stems.29 The importance of 

a distinction between these two conjugational parts has not escaped the attention of scholars 

working on IPs, hence 

- 30 Based on the premise that the PC conjugation is in general an 

older construction within Semitic than the SC these date to PS (if not earlier) and WS, 

respectively he deduces that so too must IP PC forms (specifically the Gp PC) pre-date their 

SC counterparts. This argument, admittedly only implicitly expressed, is objectionable. The PC 

and SC were already fully integrated with each other in the verbal paradigm by the earliest stage 

at which IPs can have arisen (CS), so the much earlier chronology of the original developments 

of these conjugations in the original verbal of Semitic stems is not relevant to the formation of 

IPs specifically.31 

 
29 Watson (2000, §6.5n7) notes this distribution in Yemeni Arabic, and Holes (1998, 349) in Omani Arabic. In 
Amarna Canaanite, what few IP forms are attested all occur in the PC (for which, see §3.6.1). In Hebrew, Williams 
(1970, 49) notes that identifiable Gp SC forms are more common than those from the PC, but observes that this is 
only because many of the latter have been revocalised as N forms both sharing the orthography {yqtl} for yu-qtal 
in the Gp versus yi-qq tel in the N which is not possible with Gp SC forms. 
30 Retsö, 1989, 29. 
31 the reconstruction 
below (in §§5.6 7) finds this to be correct but rather his use of the general antiquity of the PC within Semitic as 
argument supporting this conclusion.  
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Whether the more common attestation of IP PC forms is, on its own, sufficient evidence of 

the historical precedence is debatable, particularly in view of situations directly contradicting this 

trend. For example, all Aramaic IPs forms are SCs.32 As with all language development, this 

must be understood in terms of the network of competing motivations. One feature at play in 

suppressing Aramaic IP PCs is the qatl-in IPFV, which completely replaces all PC forms in 

ENA. The demise of the PC could go some way towards accounting for the absence of IP PCs in 

Aramaic, even if not by providing a direct causal explanation, since the relative timings are not 

perfectly in sync (as discussed below). However, it may be understood as one among several 

factors at play in the absence of Aramaic IP PCs, among which the vitality of the Aramaic t 

stems is also vitally important.33 

Further evidence that stage 2a (the development of Dp and Cp PCs) precedes stage 2b (that 

of Dp and Cp SCs), other than the relative distributions of PC and SC forms, is thus needed. 

Another important indication is the homogeneity of these PC forms, compared to their SC 

counterparts. At issue is the basic expectation that if feature A was created before the division of 

a proto-language (e.g., proto-CS) into its descendent branches, and feature B thereafter, then A is 

expected to exhibit greater formal

homogeneity among languages than does B.34 At the same time, the picture can be obscured by 

the countervailing promotion of morphological homogeneity over time (particularly by 

 
32 Predominance of the SC over PC in Phoenician IPs cannot be judged to have the same importance as the same 
situation in Aramaic because the data from the former are simply too limited to afford any significant analysis in this 
regard. 
33 The rise of the qatl-in IPFV at the expense of the PC also underpins other important developments in Aramaic 
PASS PTCPs and IPs, such as the fientivisation of *qat l into the moribund Gp SC and also into the qtil-li PFV, 
discussed in detail above (in §3.5) and again below (in §5.7) in the specific context of IP development.  
34 Petra ek (1963, 601) makes this observation regarding the homogeneity of Gp PC forms compared to those of the 
Gp SC. However, in that context, formal homogeneity is actually a red herring; the reconstruction below (in §5.6) 
finds that yu-qtal developed independently in the different languages as a contingency of the fact that this was the 
only possible result of grafting the vocalism of the Dp ~ Cp PC forms whether (Arabic) yu-qattal ~ yu-qtal or 
(Hebrew) yu-quttal ~ yu-qtal onto the syllabic skeleton yv-qtvl of the G. This said, the formal (and formational) 
diversity of Gp SC forms, does reflect their late position in the diachrony of IP formation. 
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analogical levelling and extension), not to mention the possibility that the same development can 

occur in different languages after they branch of from the mother node.35  

In fact, the keystone to the proposed chronological ordering of stage 2a as the first finite IP 

development is not the manifestation of the forms themselves, but rather the mechanism(s) used 

in their creation. Initially, during stage 2a, IPs (i.e., Dp and Cp PC forms) were derived directly 

from PASS PTCPs. Only later, from stage 2b on, was the VMHC abstracted and secondarily 

applied to finite active forms e.g., to create Arabic Dp and Cp SC forms, the Gp PC, and Gp 

SC forms except for that of Aramaic.36  

homogeneity is preferred for the IPs of stage 2a, because, despite formal differences between 

Arabic yu-qattal and Hebrew y -quttal (Dp PCs), both were created by the same replacement of 

the PTCP prefix mu- with the person-marking prefixes of the PC. Their formal heterogeneity 

simply reflects the same in their source material i.e., a D PASS PTCP with *muqattal and 

*muquttal variants at the CS stage but does not detract from their formational homogeneity.  

The IP SC forms created during stage 2b do not exhibit the same formational heterogeneity; 

the Hebrew Dp SC is based directly on the D PASS PTCP, whereas that of Arabic cannot be. 

This is addressed in detail below (in §5.5) as the reconstruction of stage 2b, but suffice it here to 

note that the key consideration in the difference between the forms is that proto-NWS could form 

an Dp SC straight from a D PASS PTCP and maintain a distinction from the active counterpart, 

whereas proto-Arabic could not. In Hebrew D PASS PTPC *muquttal could give rise to Dp SC 

D SC qittel; removing the PTPC prefix from (proto-)Arabic D PASS PTCP muqattal in 

 
35 Hetzron (1976) addresses le of archaic 

 
36 Actually, this is how all Arabic IP SC forms are created, but the discussion at hand is concerned with the Dp and 
Cp, so let us leave the Gp for now. 
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the same manner would yield a Dp SC **qattal, that would be identical to the active D SC, and 

therefore impermissible according to the restriction against zero-marked finite passive verbs.  

The statement that (Classical) Arabic abstracted the VMHC as a new strategy for IP 

formation because the original mechanism first giving rise to the Dp and Gp PC was no longer 

feasible to create SC counterparts is admittedly a quite speculative proposal. However, support is 

found in ass niyya Arabic, whose verbal morphology, and consequently IP formation, differs 

significantly from Classical Arabic. Developments specific to this dialect, discussed above (in 

§3.4.3), have made possible the formation of IP SCs based directly on PASS PTCPs, and as a 

result, the inherited proto-Arabic Dp, Lp, and Cp SC forms retained in Classical Arabic are 

replaced with neological ones based on the D, L, and C PASS PTCPs respectively.  

Overall, the higher productivity of the IP PC forms over those from the SC and their relative 

formational homogeneity, as well as the specific mechanisms of IP formation which in turn 

explain the relative formational homogeneity of PCs over SCs combine to support the 

reconstruction of stage 2a preceding stage 2b. Hebrew and ass niyya Arabic IP SCs 

circumstantially support the notion that Classical Arabic abstracted the VMHC precisely because 

it was not possible to base IP SCs directly on PASS PTCPs. Since this is a secondary means of 

IP formation, it implicitly positions Dp and Cp PC formation (stage 2a) before that of Dp and Cp 

SCs (stage 2b) in chronological terms. 

With regard to this ordering isation about passives warrants 

37 Insofar as the PC is marked for imperfectivity and the SC for 

perfectivity, this might, at first blush, seem to contradict the proposed reconstruction; creation of 

the Dp and Cp PC before the corresponding SCs would result in a situation with specifically 
 

37 Keenan, 1985, 267. 
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passive-marking imperfective forms but no perfective ones. However, one must bear in mind that 

PASS PTCPs logically possess a resultative value, since they express the patient in the state of 

having experienced the action. Resultativity as a category is closely linked to perfectivity, which 

is why Semitic PASS PTCPs were understood to inherently cover perfective aspect.38 Thus, even 

generalisation, so the development of IP PCs before SCs does not contradict it.39  

Stage 2a of the abstract schema clearly reflects all four of the main motivations proposed as 

governing Semitic detransitive development. In some cases, this is so self-evident as to almost go 

without saying. For example, it is entirely clear that Dp and Cp PCs result from fientivisations of 

verbal adjectives, simply by replacing the PTCP prefix mu- with the person-marking affixes of 

the PC and nominal inflectional endings with verbal conjugational ones. The motivation towards 

formal isomorphism is also patent in the formational process operative in stage 2a. With the 

creation of the new IP PC forms, the PASS PTCP ~ PC matches ACT PTCP ~ PC, which may 

expressed simply in terms of proportional analogy D(p) muqattil : yu-qattil :: muqattal / 

muquttal : X and C(p) muCaqtil : yu-Caqtil :: muCaqtal / muCuqtal : X.40  

The semantic-to-syntactic shift is also clear in the developments of stage 2a. The Dp and Cp 

replace the tD/Dt and Ct, respectively, in syntactic passive contexts (i.e., those with promotion of 

 
38 The link between the resultative and perfective dimensions of Semitic PASS PTCPs is reflected in their becoming 
the finite qtil-li PFV in Aramaic. Further, Meehan (1991, 112) states that in Mishnaic Hebrew, D and C PASS 
PTCPs are primarily marked for resultative aspect, rather than the syntactic reorganisation (as passive) of the 
arguments of a verbal predication. 
39 This is one factor that motivated the labelling of the development of D and C PASS PTCPs as stage 1 of the 
schema of IP development. They are not finite IPs but are nonetheless the first exclusively passive forms marked by 
ablaut G PASS PTCPs <*qat hl are neither exclusively passive nor formed by ablaut and are centrally important 
in the overall development thereof.  
40 Development of the Cp PC is reconstructed to CS, before elision of the causative morpheme in Arabic and 
Hebrew; OSA and Ugaritic C PASS PTCPs and Cp PCs possess overt causative morphemes, h and , respectively 
(though presumably would do so even if they had been created after these languages had separated off from their 
mother nodes, in order to match their active C counterparts that certainly preserved historically inherited causative 
morphemes). In a less ambiguous case of formal isomorphism exerting an ongoing influence on IP formation until 
the present day, the ass niyya Arabic Cp PC yu-saqtal has a causative morpheme s extended from the Ct to the C, 
and thence the Cp, as a neologism of this dialect. 
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the patient OBJ to the SUBJ slot). However, in addition to the syntactically detransitive uses, the 

tD/Dt and Ct can occur without any change to the syntactic arrangement of the clause, solely 

semantic feature of SUBJ affectedness.41 Since the Dp and Cp only 

ever mark a syntactic feature, and replace (in some contexts) stems (tD/Dt and Ct) that mark both 

syntactic and semantic features, their creation at least reflects increasing separation of semantic 

and syntactic marking, and arguably reflects the overall semantic-to-syntactic shift. 

Perhaps the most interesting and nuanced of the competing motivations at work in stage 2 

(both 2a and 2b) is the tendency towards functional symmetry. As mentioned above (in §5.3), 

imbalance between the detransitive PTCPs of the G (three, following the development of the G 

PASS PTCP) versus those of the D and C (just one each) was instrumental in the development of 

D and C PASS PTCPs during stage 1. Just so, in a verbal system with finite-stem counterparts to 

the G (i.e., the N and tG/Gt) versus just one each to the D and C (the tD/Dt and Ct, respectively), 

pressure to symmetrise the system by creating a second detransitive stem to the D and C resulted 

in the creation of finite Dp and Cp forms.42  

The systematic imbalance present at the beginning of stage 1 (and prompting the 

developments thereof) was greater than that leading to stage 2; the inventory of detransitive 

PTCPs had a 3 : 1 : 1 arrangement, compared with the 2 : 1 : 1 arrangement of the finite parts of 

detransitive stems. This is further circumstantial evidence, if such be needed, that D and C PASS 

PTCPs were created before finite Dp and Cp forms. A stronger trigger for the motivation towards 

functional symmetry occurred in detransitive PTCPs than in finite detransitive stems, and at an 

earlier stage (i.e., with the creation of the G PASS PTCP).  

 
41 Such cases conform to a number of related semantic classes such as verbs of motion, cognition, emotional 
responses, and speech, which are cross-linguistically common as semantic-middle verbs bearing morphology 
typically associated with reflexivity but which do not possess the syntactic reorganisation of reflexivity. 
42 This imbalance was indeed an initial avenue of investigation since the outset of this study and one subsequently 
found to be highly fruitful in providing a description and explanation of IP development.  
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In must be noted, too, that the imbalance between the G : N : tG/Gt versus D : tD/Dt and C : 

Ct had existed since PS and endured when it bifurcated into in Akkadian (ES) and WS. It was 

only after the development of D and C PASS PTCPs that finite IPs arose to create equilibrium 

between finite parts of the detransitive verbal system. This suggests that stage 1, more than 

simply being a chronologically precursor to stage 2, was a developmental prerequisite for it. This 

is particularly the case considering that the first finite IPs (the Dp and Cp PCs) were based 

directly on these D and C PASS PTCPs. That is, imbalance between having two finite 

detransitives to the G versus one to each of the D and C was tolerable only before verbal 

adjective sources (the D and C PASS PTCPs) suitable for fientivisation into new finite 

detransitive forms were created.  

The assertion that the tendency towards functional symmetry was a key motivation behind 

Dp and Cp development during stage 2 is not meant to suggest for a moment that this was the 

sole strategy (or even the most common one) for resolving imbalance between verbal stems. The 

descriptions in Chapter 3 devote significant attention to the trend for WS languages to eliminate 

either the N or tG/Gt, so that the G, just like the D and C, possesses just one detransitive 

counterpart. The most clear-cut case is Ethiopic, which loses the N entirely and never develops 

IPs (or indeed even the PASS PTCPs on which they would rely). While the N and tG/Gt are 

undoubtedly crucial in the broader context of Semitic detransitives, they are addressed below 

only insofar as they interact directly with the matter at hand of IP development. 

Another of the four main competing motivations governing Semitic detransitive 

development, the tendency towards formal isomorphism, explains why IP development created 

equilibrium between stems by creating a passive stem paralleling the N rather than a reflexive 

stem paralleling the tG/Gt. The D and C already possessed t stem detransitive counterparts, and 
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all of the tG/Gt, tD/Dt, and Ct are formally parallel, each representing the sum of [basic active 

stem + detransitive t morpheme]. The D and C did not, however, possess any formal parallel to 

the N, which gaps in the system were precisely what the new Dp and Cp filled.43 

Prior to stage 2, the tD/Dt and Ct performed all detransitive functions to the D and C, 

respectively. The creation of the new Cp and Dp stems gave the motivation towards functional 

symmetry a new impetus. The system now tolerated the demand that the tD/Dt and Ct mirror the 

tG/Gt in use as well as in form, being restricted to reducing second arguments in terms of 

syntactic detransitive uses. That is, to the extent that the Dp and Cp are attested in a given 

language, the tD/Dt and Ct no longer have to and more than that, are no longer able to

express the passive.44 Stage 2 of the reconstruction is therefore an example of how two 

competing motivations, those towards functional symmetry and towards formal isomorphism, 

interact and play off each other in Semitic detransitive development.  

An interesting imperfection in the functional symmetry of the system following the 

developments of stage 2 comes as a side effect of yet another of the competing motivations: the 

semantic-to-syntactic shift. IPs create prototypical passive clauses that promote the OBJ to the 

SUBJ slot, but since they affect only syntactic arrangement and not semantic specification, 

cannot express mediopassives, which entail the removal of the agent from the meaning of the 

predication. As such, even in languages with the Dp, mediopassive function may be retained by 

the tD/Dt and Ct cf. e.g., Arabic D bayyana , tD tabayyana 

no semantic agent), and Dp buyyina 

functional symmetry of the stem inventory between basic (G/D/C) ~ detransitive 1 (N/IP) ~ 
 

43 Even more direct a reaction to this imbalance between G ~ N versus D ~ Ø was the extension of the N morpheme 
to create an ND in Bahraini Arabic, discussed above (in §3.4.4), but not immediately relevant here).  
44 Space constraints prohibit comprehensive coverage of examples of this functional distribution, which has already 
been presented in Chapter 

nach Vorbild des akk. t-Stamms ist auch 
nicht zu erwarten, da diese im Ug. vom p-Stamm abgedeck  
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detransitive 2 (t stem) since the mediopassive relative to the G is not among the functions of 

the tG/Gt, being the exclusive domain of the N.45  

This is a textbook example of competing motivations interacting to create a more nuanced 

situation than would be anticipated based on a simpler understanding of the factors effecting and 

affecting language change. Because the reconstruction seeks to explain the situation as resulting 

from the dynamic interweaving of multiple factors, it results in a rather tangled reconstruction, 

but this should in fact be considered a strength, albeit perhaps an uncomfortable one. There is no 

reason at all to think that historical languages were any less messy and complex than those 

attested today, and any reconstruction that does not reflect this reality is apt to fail to account for 

the data fully and properly.46 Indeed, it is precisely such an excessively clean , simplified 

understanding of language development that is to blame for many of the shortcomings of 

scholarship on IPs to date.  

Aramaic is the language whose data are most problematic for the reconstruction of stage 2. 

No finite Dp verbs are attested, and no IP PCs, only the Gp and Cp SC. Further, the N was 

entirely eliminated in proto-Aramaic, resulting in a fully symmetrical detransitive stem system of 

G : tG :: D : tD :: C : tC. This situation thus seems to contradict the proposal that the Dp and Cp 

PC developed prior to their SC counterparts, and the more general notion that the Dp and Cp 

arose before the Gp in order to eliminate functional asymmetry between the G ~ N ~ Gt/tG 

versus D ~ tD/Dt and C ~ Ct. Here, as elsewhere, it is only by considering the various competing 

 
45 fk ml n r, 

rd e.g., G mala a 
forms Gt ( i)mtala a and Gp muli a not N 

**( i)nmala a. The only possible case of a mediopassive Gt in Ugaritic yt i is 
quite anomalous and has been discussed in detail above (in §3.8.2). 
46 The very sound notion that, barring any specific reason to the contrary, historical languages behaved the same as 
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motivations in particular those specific to Aramaic, which steered the development of its PASS 

PTCPs and IPs along a unique course that one can properly understand the data.  

Firstly, the attestation of the Cp but not the Dp must be understood in the context of the 

corresponding t stems. The tD is entirely productive at every dialect and stage of Aramaic except 

NENA (which loses all t stems); the Ct, by contrast, is already in marked decline during Old 

Aramaic, and is subsequently resuscitated as the neological tC, which does not reach the height 

of its productivity until Late Aramaic (e.g., Syriac). It is precisely in Official and Middle 

Aramaic, during the ebb between the waning of the Ct and the waxing of the tC, that Aramaic Cp 

forms are attested. Put simplistically, in the competition between different means of marking 

detransitives (relative to the C), the Cp had a brief flourishing corresponding to a temporary 

quiescence in the t stem counterpart. 

It has been suggested that the aggregate, comparative evidence indicates that the Aramaic 

Cp only as SC huqtal, with rare haqtal variants also attested is cognate with that of Hebrew, 

both being inherited from proto-NWS (if not earlier proto-CS). However, this leaves the question 

of why Cp forms are first attested several centuries into the written record of the branch (during 

Official Aramaic) and are absent from its earliest stages (Old Aramaic). Simply put, with the loss 

of the N in proto-Aramaic, the functional imbalance originally motivating the creation of the Cp 

(and Dp) was lost, and so the forms themselves, inherited from proto-NWS (or earlier), were 

supressed. Subsequently, the Ct declined through Old and into Official Aramaic giving rise to a 

new functional imbalance between G ~ tG and D ~ tD versus C ~ Ø that motivated formation of 

the Cp but not the Dp.  

Based on the understanding that loss of a feature from language is irreversible change, one 

proviso of the proposed retreat and resurgence of the Aramaic Cp is that it presupposes its 
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rehabilitation from dormancy. It was not present in Old Aramaic, or at least was of sufficiently 

infrequent usage not to appear in the written record, though the limited size of the Old Aramaic 

corpus may be a factor here, such that its absence could simply be an accident of attestation. 

Even if the Cp form itself had ceased to be used, the mechanism for its creation at least must 

have remained a latent possibility so that Cp forms might be created anew in Official and Middle 

Aramaic. Such a reconstruction sits uncomfortably within a traditional methodology of Semitic 

linguistics but depicts an undulating competition between variants governed by the vicissitudes 

of dynamic motivating factors, precisely as the variation-and-change model predicts. 

Rebutting this explanation, one might argue that Hebrew also lost the Ct and had a highly 

productive tD, but unlike Aramaic, did possess a productive Dp (at least before post-Biblical 

dialects). However, language variation (and change) is governed by complex webs of competing 

motivations, and even if some of these are common between languages, they are certainly not all, 

nor are the cumulative effects of their interactions. This is precisely why individual languages 

diverge in their developments.47 For example, while both Aramaic and Hebrew lost the Ct but 

preserved the tD, only in the latter was the N preserved and the tG lost, while only in the former 

did the finite qatl-in IPFV and qtil-li PFV arise; the sum results of their competing motivations 

are quite different, and as a result, so too are their IP systems. 

The grammaticalisation of the ACT PTCP *q til in Aramaic into the qatl-in IPFV prompted 

a parallel development of the PASS PTCP *q t l into the qtil-li PFV. The rise of these two new 

finite conjugations had profound implications for the verbal system as a whole insofar as they 

 
47 McMah 27) comparison of English and Romanian shows how this principle works. Both shifted 
from SOV to SVO as the dominant word order, but only in English did the additional motivating factor of loss of 
case marking result in ambiguity between SVO and OVS sentences, and the consequent elimination of the latter.  
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respectively took over the functional domain of the PC and SC.48 With regard to IPs specifically, 

it is important that this was a reorganisation of the verbal system interacting with (and reacting 

to) functional asymmetry not between derivational stems these were actually quite well 

balanced in Aramaic once the tC was established, albeit still a factor in Cp formation but rather 

between conjugational parts of the paradigm.  

One important side-effect of this realignment of the axis of functional symmetry in the 

Aramaic verbal system was that IP development, to the quite limited extent it occurred at all, was 

weighted in favour of the Gp and against the Dp and Cp. In the reconstruction of stage 2, 

reference so far has been made to the imbalance of gaps (X) in the inventory of detransitive 

stems, between G : N : tG/Gt :: D : X : tD/Dt :: C : X : Ct. Dp and Cp creation was necessarily 

blind to any hierarchical relationship between G, D, and C, since the very mechanism at work 

relied on the perception of them as equivalent counterparts.  

In the grammaticalisation of *ACT PTCP into qatl-in IPFV, the relationship(s) between the 

G, D, and C stems, were wholly irrelevant. As a result, the qatl-in IPFV and most crucially 

other developments contingent upon it was naturally formed far more frequently in the G than 

the D and C, simply because this is the more common stem, being basic in relation to the D and 

C. This explains why, the first attempt to create a conjugational counterweight to the qatl-in 

IPFV parallel fientivisation of the PASS PTCP occurred only in the Gp SC q t l.49 No Dp forms 

are attested in Aramaic, and the Cp huqtal was not was not formed like the Gp SC q t l as an 

Aramaic-specific neologism reacting to qatl-in, but was a form inherited from NWS (or even 

 
48 Coghill (2016, §6.11.2) also recognises the parallels between the qatl-in IPFV and qtil-li PFV, even if her 
phrasing regarding the relationship between them does not specifically identify a causal dimension
Suffix Conjugation [SC] was displaced by PAST-L [qtil-li PFV], so too was the Prefix Conjugation [PC] displaced 
by the active participle construction [qatl-in IPFV   
49 This is true of the Gp SC, a short-lived construction, and frankly a marginal one at that. When the more durable 
qtil-li perfective verb, which ultimately triumphed over the PC (in NENA) and came to occupy a position opposite 
qatl-in, the motivation towards functional symmetry (between stems) and formal isomorphy (with imperfective G 
qatl-in ~ D m qatl-in ~ C maqt l-in) demanded corresponding D and C forms: G qtil-li ~ D mqut l-li ~ C muqt l-li. 
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earlier, CS), whose tenure lasted into the earlier stages of the language, aligning with temporary 

decline in the productivity of a t stem counterpart to the C during Official and Middle Aramaic. 

Another consideration is the form h we, a G *q til hwy). Insofar as this 

was used as a copula or auxiliary verb in compound tenses and ultimately became an important 

grammatical part of the language, it may well have reinforced a conceptual link between the 

qatl-in IPFV and the G specifically.50 This copula h we is both part of the grammaticalisation of 

the ACT PTCP into a qatl-in conjugation in particular, and the formation of compound tense 

hwy generally, both of which are particular to Aramaic. All of these factors 

are not so much central to development of IP forms in this language as examples of competing 

motivations perhaps amongst many others, some of which may be lost to history and cannot 

even be identified that contributed to the overall situation and influenced it in different ways, 

creating the unique Aramaic IP situation. 

Apart from the absence of a Dp in Aramaic and the primacy of the Gp seemingly giving lie to 

the reconstruction of the Dp and Cp as the earliest IPs, the exclusive attestation of SCs among 

Aramaic IPs could (though should not) be interpreted as evidence against the ordering of stage 

2a before stage 2b and stage 3a before 3b, as discussed below (in §§5.6 7). Again, Aramaic-

specific motivating factors are at play; indeed, precisely the same restructuring of the verbal 

system that accounts for the predominance of the Gp over the Dp in Aramaic is also responsible 

for the fact that only IP SCs and no PCs are attested.  

In simplistic terms, the new qatl-in IPFV initially occurred in competitive variation with the 

PC in some contexts, gradually expanding its scope until it ultimately replaced it altogether in 

 
50 On grammatical uses of reflexes of *h wiy in Neo-Aramaic see, e.g. Khan, 2008, §8.8.4, 8.19.4.6, ; in Late 
Aramaic, and Stevenson, 1962, §21.3; and as far back as Official Aramaic, Li, 2009, ch. 5. 
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ENA.51 This pressure on the PC in general may have a bearing on IPs specifically, that is, it may 

relate somehow to the prevention against the formation of new IP PCs (in the case of the Gp PC) 

and the revival of inherited ones (in the case of the Cp PC). However, the chronology of these 

two factors does not align perfectly; competition between the qatl-in IPFV and the PC resolves 

in favour of the former at the last stage of the branch, and even then only in Eastern Neo-

Aramaic, long after the period during which IP PCs might have arisen (considering that IP SC 

use peaks during Official Aramaic). Instead of seeing the loss of the PC generally as a direct 

cause for the suppression of IP PCs specifically, one must instead consider that the possibility of 

a common cause for both.52  

The preceding reconstruction of the unique development of Aramaic IPs can only be fairly 

assessed by taking appropriate account of how marginal a category they are. IPs are restricted to 

Old (very rarely), Official, and Middle Aramaic, and never come close to replacing the t stems 

(or generalised-SUBJ constructions). Given such a limited attestation, divergence from the 

distributions found in other languages, does not pose a significant objection to the general 

schema of IP development reconstructed, and in particular to the historical ordering of the Dp 

and Cp before the Gp, and of the Cp and Dp PCs before their SCs. Aramaic IPs are different to 

 
51 Li (2009, ch. 3, esp. 55ff.) discusses the incipient development of the Aramaic ACT PTCP q tel into a finite 
verbal form, including the overlap with the PC, during the Official Aramaic period. The PC and qatl-in IPFV 
continued coexist all the way through to WNA, with the former functionally restricted to subjunctive (Arnold, 1990, 
§3.1). Coghill (1999, §2.4.2.5) reconstructs just such a situation in the precursor to NENA before the loss of the PC. 
52 This would be analogous to the genetic principle of pleiotropy whose application in linguistics as relates to 
language change is explained by Matthews (2003, 14ff.) whereby a single gene affects several ostensibly unrelated 
phenotypic characteristics. It is unfortunately beyond the scope of a work that addresses all IPs in Semitic, and does 
so with holistic reference to the broader detransitive context, to delve into the minutia of Aramaic to identify what 
such a cause may be, but one potential avenue of research would be whether there exists a general tendency for 
Aramaic to use constructions with verbal-adjective predicates where other Semitic languages would use finite verbs. 
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those of other CS languages both in that they are subject to unique pressures, and, relatedly, in 

that they struggled and failed to establish themselves beyond the status of ephemeral variants.53 

Furthermore, although (some of) the specific competing motivations governing Aramaic IP 

development (and, in fact, that of the whole verbal system) are unique, they nonetheless reflect 

the same trends operative throughout Semitic detransitives. For example, the pressure to resolve 

functional asymmetry albeit one between different conjugational parts of the paradigm, rather 

than between verbal stems is key. Further, the rise of the qatl-in IPFV, and the development of 

the Gp SC and qtil-li PFV, in whose developments the qatl-in IPFV plays a major role, are patent 

examples of fientivisations of verbal adjectives to yield finite verbs.54 

Only Aramaic exhibits behaviour that suggests such divergence from the proposed 

reconstruction as to warrant an in-depth discussion. Other Semitic languages possessing IPs 

conform neatly to expectations arising from ordering of Dp and Cp PC as the first finite IPs 

created (during stage 2a), and of the Dp and Cp preceding the Gp (stage 2 before stage 3). It is 

true that to the differing extents that languages have advanced beyond stage 2, the development 

of IPs (not to mention the rest of the detransitive system) may obfuscate the situation to some 

extent. Nevertheless, by pulling back focus and looking at the extensive body of data altogether, 

traces are uncovered of the diachronic development from stage 0 through stage 1 and then stage 

 the I[nnovation, in this 

55 

 
53 Here we have been primarily concerned with the generalities of how and why Aramaic diverges from the 
developments reconstructed for stage 2; the specifics of the development of IPs during stage 2b (Cp SC huqtal) and 
3b (Gp SC q t l) are analysed further in the relevant sections. 
54 The description of Aramaic above (in §3.5) addresses what made the qtil-li PFV a more favourable selection than 
the Gp SC q t l as the conjugational counterweight to the qatl-in IPFV; pressures to create both functional symmetry 
and formal isomorphy are decisive. This has not been repeated in this section, but is revisited briefly below (in §5.7) 
with the reconstruction of stage 3b. 
55 Garcia, 1997, 23. 
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For example, the scarcity of the Hebrew Gp reflects that the Dp and Cp arose earlier and took 

deeper root in the language. Similarly, in Phoenician, the minimalist position of scholars like 

Harris and Amadasi Guzzo does not recognise any Gp forms, only the Dp and perhaps Cp.56 

Amarna Canaanite IPs are exclusively from the PC, and though it would be tempting to interpret 

this as evidence in support of the chronological ordering proposed (PCs and then SCs) for the 

formation of IP conjugations, I am inclined to agree with Pardee that the relevant forms are too 

scarce and the analysis thereof too uncertain to serve as reliable data.57 Though many other 

aspects of Retsö understanding of IPs are deeply flawed, he unwittingly identifies a tendency 

towards Dp and Cp over Gp forms in dialectal Arabic which represents their relative primacy.58 

Classical Arabic and Ugaritic have the most advanced IP systems of any Semitic language, 

and the Gp has become as productive as any other IP stem.59 As a result, the only evidence for 

the proposed ordering comes in comparison of their forms, or more precisely, the means of their 

formation.60 The Classical Arabic Dp and Cp PC, like those of Hebrew, are based directly on 

PASS PTCPs, which is understood to represent the common heritage of a single CS process 

(albeit operating on formally diverse source material). The corresponding IP SCs, discussed 

below (in §5.5) as stage 2b of the reconstruction, differ in the means of their formation, with 

Hebrew forming them directly from PASS PTCPs whereas Arabic does not, which indicates that 

this occurred at a later stage, after the separation of CS into its constituent branches. 

 
56 Harris, 1936, 42; Amadasi Guzzo, 1999, §§131 140. Pardee (2020, p.c.) remar
is more reliable than that of other scholars because she relies heavily on the explicit data of overtly vocalised Punic. 
57 Pardee, 2020, p.c. At the least, there is nothing in Amarna Canaanite that overtly contradicts the hypothesis. 
58 Retsö  verb with the vowel sequence u-i outside HA [Classical 
Arabic] are formed from the derived stems (D, CCj). No certain forms are found from the G-  
59 Indeed, Arabic and OSA have progressed to the extreme of IP development, the creation of IPs from 
consonantally affixed stems (e.g., the tDp, Ctp), discussed below (in §5.8) as stage 4 of the reconstruction. 
60 The following observations are made regarding Arabic since OSA and Ugaritic do not provide sufficient evidence 
about vocalisation to determine with certainty what the precise forms in question were. 
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Even though the primary motivating factor behind the developments of stage 2 is the 

elimination of the functional asymmetry between the G ~ N ~ tG/Gt versus D ~ tD/Dt and C ~ 

Ct, it is actually very rare to find a truly balanced detransitive verbal system. Considering the 

complexity of the competing motivations at work, and the fact that the processes occur not in a 

vacuum, but interact with other parts of the language, this is not surprising. However, the 

reconstruction of stage 2a and in particular the consideration of its relative chronology, like 

that of stage 2 in general may be concluded with a case where perfect equilibrium has been 

achieved in this regard: ass niyya Arabic.61 Both the N and Gt are retained, but the G, unlike 

the D, L, and C, does not possess an IP. The resulting system is thus a neat arrangement of four 

parallel sets of three stems: basic (G, D, L, C) ~ (medio)passive (N, pD, pL, pC) ~ 

reflexive/semantic middle (Gt, tD, tL, Ct).  

Crucially, this situation by no means represents an arrested development at stage 2, with 

ass niyya descending from a progenitor in which the Gp never arose. Instead, it reflects how 

intense and ongoing the pressure exerted by the motivation towards functional symmetry is. Thus, 

equilibrium was established with the stage 2 development of the Dp and Cp during the CS. Next, in 

stage 3, motivated by formal isomorphism, Arabic developed a fully productive Gp, and thereby 

reintroduced the functional asymmetry previously eliminated in stage 2. Its descendent dialects have 

variously sought to (re)resolve the imbalance, usually by eliminating either the N or Gt (and often IPs 

as well). ass niyya, though, achieved it by eliminating the Gp, thereby pulsing back to an earlier 

stage in the schema IP development. Since it also retained the N, which took back over all passive 

marking relative to the G, the Gp can only ever have been considered a variant in the language, 

having died out without ever effecting language change proper.  

 
61 In the initial research prompting proposal of this dissertation, I was struck by the regularity of the ass niyya 
detransitive verbal stem system, described in detail above (in §3.4.3). Along with the comparison to Hebrew, this 
was an important early clue that functional symmetry may be an important motivation in IP development. 
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5.5 Stage 2b: Dp and Cp SC 

The next stage in the generalised schema of IP development as reconstructed here is that of the 

creation of the Dp and Cp SC. The proposal made above (in §5.4) to the effect that functional 

asymmetry gave rise to the Dp and Cp before the Gp, applies equally to SC forms and to those 

from the PC, and does not warrant repeating here. Instead, this section focusses on contrasting 

the Dp and Cp SCs with their PC counterparts, and the inference from the differences between 

them of a chronological ordering of stage 2a before 2b. In the reconstruction of stage 2a as the 

first finite IPs ever developed has touched on the idea that whereas a straight line may be drawn 

from the D PASS PTCP to the Dp PC in both Arabic and Hebrew, the same is true of the Hebrew 

Dp SC but not that of Arabic. However, the current reconstruction stage 2b is the appropriate 

place to address in detail the formational diversity of Dp and Cp SC, and also to consider the 

unique and illuminating data from the ass niyya dialect of Arabic in this regard.62 

The Hebrew Dp SC quttal mirrors the D PASS PTCP m qutt l in precisely the same way as 

the Dp PC y -quttal does. Its formation simply results from the removal of the PTPC prefix and 

the use of the appropriate conjugational endings (i.e., the person-marking SC suffixes 3MSG -ø, 

3FSG - , 2MSG -t , etc.).63 The derivation of Cp SC huqtal from C PASS PTCP moqt l, though 

not as transparent as that of D PASS PTCP m qutt l  Dp SC quttal, is still quite 

straightforward, and the precise mechanics thereof simply depend on the chronology of the 

lenition h > ø.64 

 
62 OSA and Ugaritic are not included in this discussion because, due to their uncertain vocalisations, there is little 
analysis of value that may be proposed about the development of forms. That said, in the absence of evidence to the 
contrary, it is assumed that they behave largely like the other Semitic languages in this regard. 
63 This patent derivational relationship leads Retsö (1989, 166 72) to propose that quttal is the original source of 
m qutt l, rather than the contrary. His arguments, which rely on the sketchy identification of an ill-defined nominal 
pattern *qut(t)a(:)l, without specification of either gemination of R2 or of vowel length, related to the semantic field 
of affliction, have been addressed in detail above (in §4.6). 
64 If the Cp SC was created before this, its formation mirrors that of the Dp SC exactly by simple deletion of the 
PTCP prefix (m CuCCaC  CuCCaC); if it post-dated it, the formation is rather one of a proportional analogy 
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In keeping with the uniqueness of Aramaic IPs generally, it may come as little surprise that 

the Cp SC in this language is unusual compared to the predictions of the reconstruction.65 In the 

(Official) Aramaic of the books of Daniel and Ezra, the main source of data for the Aramaic Cp 

SC, its form is huqtal (sometimes > hoqtal), but the C PASS PTCP is m( h)aqtal, which notably 

has a preceding R1 where the Cp SC has u.66 This formal divergence seems to contradict the 

proposal just made regarding the Hebrew Cp, that it is based on the C PASS PTCP, whether 

directly or by more oblique reference to vocalic sequence. Only by considering exceptional 

Aramaic data can the derivation C PASS PTCP  Cp SC be traced, and the underlying formal 

variation appreciated.67  

Firstly, Cook has identified a pair of Biblical Aramaic Cp SC forms with a-a vocalisation, 

and presents convincing evidence that haqtal is the Cp SC of Qumran Aramaic, rather than 

hoqtal (< *huqtal), as is generally assumed.68 Secondly, apart from the canonical Aramaic C 

PASS PTCP form m( h)aqtal, the branch likewise possesses forms with u preceding R1, 

presented above (in §4.7).69 When one considers all the data, and not just the most common 

forms, it becomes clear that at the time of the formation of the Cp SC of (or inherited by) 

Aramaic, *muhaqtal and *muhuqtal C PASS PTCP variants coexisted, respectively giving rise to 

 
involving combining the vocalic sequence u-a of the PASS PTCP and the consonantal skeleton hvqtvl of the active 
C SC: (*m huqtal >) *muqtal : *maqtil :: X : *haqtil. Formation of a Cp SC is certainly possible without elision of 
the causative morpheme in the PTCP and PC e.g., OSA mhqtl ~ y-hqtl ~ hqtl and Ugaritic m qtl ~ y- qtl ~ qtl. 
However, due to the uncertain vocalisations of these languages, how their Cp SCs were formed (i.e., whether 
directly from PASS PTCPs or not) cannot be determined. 
65 As noted above (in §5.4) with the reconstruction of stage 2a and specifically, the divergence of Aramaic from 
the general schema of IP development reconstructed this language possesses neither a Dp, nor any Cp PC forms. 
66 Attested C PASS PTCPs exhibit variation in the presence of absence of a causative morpheme: cf., e.g., m h man 
(<*m hayman m ha - n  with causative morpheme h 
versus ma la   with no overt causative morpheme. 
67 Within the broader Semitic context, this variation between *muhuqtal / *muhaqtal C PASS PTCP variant forms, 
and likewise that between *muquttal / *muqattal D PASS PTCPs, is found to have been inherited into Aramaic from 
its mother NWS node (if not all the way back to CS), as discussed above (in §§4.6 7, 5.3). 
68 Cook, 2010, 6 10. 
69 It is possible that some Aramaic muqtal C PASS PTCPs, such as those in the translational Targumic texts, may 
reflect Hebrew influence. In Christian NENA dialects where the C qtil-li PFV (derived from the *C PASS PTCP) is 
muqt l-li, this cannot be the case, and they must reflect native Aramaic forms. 
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huqtal and haqtal Cp SCs. The original variation has become obscured because the forms have 

been redistributed in the attested dialects, with the most prominently cited in terms of the Cp 

SC the Official Aramaic of the Bible preserving the C PASS PTCP from one set and (mainly, 

but not exclusively), the Cp SC from the other.  

Samaritan Hebrew provides an interesting support for this situation. This dialect has 

undergone a shift *u > a so that the C PASS PTCP *muqtal inherited from earlier Hebrew has 

become *maqtal (> maqt l), but in certain weak root types the original vowel *u is maintained.70 

Samaritan Hebrew had lost all finite IPs, but in a very few cases no other recourse was found to 

render the consonantal text of the Hebrew Bible into this vernacular.71  

Of the six Cp SCs in the whole Samaritan reading of the Pentateuch, hukk  (Nu 25:14) 

follows its PASS PTCP (mukk ) even to the extent this deviates from the normal pattern by 

having u preceding R1.72 Otherwise, three forms derive from a-a vocalisation (<*haqtal), which 

matches the normal C PASS PTCP form *maqtal in this dialect, while the remaining two are 

created by direct application of a VMHC to the active form.73 These Samaritan Hebrew data 

reflect, at the micro level and at a relatively late chronological stage, the same ongoing formal 

variation between C PASS PTCPs giving rise to morphological heterogeneity in Cp SCs as is 

reconstructed at the macro level, and much earlier, in proto-Aramaic and even further back in 

proto-NWS. 

 
70 Ben- ayyim, 2000, §2.13.5.  
71 Ben- ayyim (2000, §2.10.2 4) outlines the main strategies for dealing with IPs in the consonantal text of the 
Hebrew Bible, namely, reading them as active verbs, or as N or tD forms. 
72 Ben- ayyim, 2000, §§2.10.8, 2.13.5. 
73 Ben- ayyim (2000, §2.10.8) derives 3MSG w-  (Lv 13:49) and ri (Gn 41:28) <*har i; 2MSG Cp Sc arr -tt  
(Ex 26:30, Dt 4:35) <*har a-ta; and b (Gen 12:16) <*hay ab. 
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Unlike the Hebrew and Aramaic Dp and Cp SCs addressed so far are those of Classical 

Arabic (quttila ~ uqtila) and some Central/East Arabian dialects of Arabaic (qittil ~ iqtil).74 

These are not, and cannot be, formed directly from PASS PTCPs (Classical muqattal ~ muqtal 

and dialectal m qattal/miqattal ~ miqtal). Instead, the VMHC has been abstracted and applied to 

finite active SCs to create their IP counterparts.  

It has been demonstrated above (in §4.9.2) that dialectal forms with i-i vocalisation derive 

from proto-forms like those of Classical Arabic with u-i. However, it is important to appreciate 

that they do not so much represent replacements of older forms as they reflect a breakdown of 

the phonemic distinction between short high vowels i and u. These are coming to be allophones 

of a single phoneme /vh/, with [u] occurring in certain labial contexts and [i] elsewhere.75  

This is why apart from in the Dp and Cp SC, the same consideration applies to all IP forms 

(e.g., in the Cp PC *yu-qtal > yi-qtal, and Gp SC *qutila > qitil). Indeed, the change *yu-qtal > 

yi-qtal of the Gp PC in these dialects itself depending on ya-qtil replacing ya-qtul as the 

primary active G PC form was an important factor in this overall situation, which may indicate 

qittil and iqtil forms post-dated the emergence of the Gp *qutila ~ *yu-qtal, upon which the 

same development of a breakdown in the phonemic opposition between short high vowels 

subsequently operated. As a result, Arabic IP SCs with the vocalism SC i-i ~ PC i-a are 

addressed more closely in the reconstruction of stage 3.76  

 
74 As elsewhere, the same observations regarding the D(p) and C(p) likewise apply to the L(p), but for the sake of 
streamlining the discussion, the data are not included in the discussion. 
75 Allowing for slight differences among dialects in the distribution of the allophones (as well as the extent of the 
breakdown of phonemic distinction), the conditioning contexts are quite in accordance with what one would expect 
according to general phonetic tendencies. For example, in A type Bahraini, the back variant u occurs when the 
vowel falls between a labial and a velar or emphatic consonant, or when it follows a liquid and precedes a labial 
(Holes, 2016, §2.2.1.1.2).  
76 The comments made below (in §5.7) about the Gp SC qitil equally apply to the Dp SC qittil, Cp SC iqtil, and 
indeed, and any subsequently formed IP SCs with i-i vocalisation (e.g., Ctp SC istiqtil). 
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For the purposes at hand of reconstructing the development of Dp and Cp SCs, the fact that 

qittil is a reflex of *quttila in dialects where the specification between u and i has been eroded 

reinforces the validity of the identification of +high vowels as the key marker in both forms. 

However, this observation is not only specific to the forms in question and illustrates the general 

principle that height contrast from active forms is the fundamental characteristic of the whole IP 

system, and that the distinction between high vowels is of less significance. That is, there is no 

loss of accuracy to treat both dialectal qittil and Classical quttila Dp SCs together as using the 

generalised height-based rubric Dp qvhttvhl, contrasted to, and created from, the unmarked active 

counterpart D SC qvlttvll by the simple application of a VMHC. 

In considering the ordering of stages of the reconstruction of IP development, one important 

difference between the Arabic Dp and Cp SCs versus PCs that may impact on this is that of the 

degree to which the category voice is marked. In the former, a height contrast occurs twice, in 

both vowels (e.g., D qattala quttila); in the latter, the contrast is restricted to a single 

location (D yu-qattil yu-qattal).77 

markers tend to replace monopartite ones.78 Leaving aside the issue of the analogy specifically, 

this can be understood in general as a progression from less to more overt marking.79 This 

consideration of linguistic theory supports the idea that the higher degree of contrastive voice 

marking in the D(p) and C(p) SC reflects their development at a later stage (2b) than that (2a) of 

the Dp and PC PCs.80  

 
77 These forms are Classical Arabic, but precisely the same argument holds for dialectal Dp qittil ~ y(i)-qattal. 
78 Kury owicz, 1945, 20. 
79 To the extent one might propose that the Dp SC was formed by a proportional analogy qattala : yu-qattil :: X : yu-
qattal, this would refer only to the functional dimension in Arabic, and not the morphology. 
80 It is shown below (in §5.6) how the same principle likewise suggests that the Gp PC developed after the Dp and 
Cp PCs i.e., stage 3a of the reconstruction follows stage 2a since here too the marking occurs in two vowels 
rather than one: cf. e.g., C yu- Cp yu-qtal versus G ya-qtul yu-qtal.  
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Hebrew differs from this situation, since all Dp and Cp forms, SCs and PCs alike are based 

on PASS PTCP morphology, specifically from those with *muCuCCaC syllabic structures.81 

Because of this, the double VMHC present in PTCPs was transferred to D(p) and C(p) SCs as it 

was the corresponding PCs. That is, proto-NWS D *qattila ~ yu-qattil ~ *muqattil  *muquttal 

gave rise to finite Dp forms *yu-quttal ~ *quttala. Subsequently, the Canaanite development 

*qattila ~ *haqtila > *qittila ~ *hiqtila in the D ~ C SC removed the height contrast from the 

corresponding IP in the first vowel, although a VHMC was maintained between R2 and R3. This 

notwithstanding, the vowels i u of D qittel quttal are distinct phonemes in Hebrew, so 

there is no shift from double to single voice marking, but rather an exceptional case where height 

specifically is not the distinctive contrastive feature in IP morphology.82 The original double 

VMHC status of NWS C(p) and D(p) SCs is preserved in Aramaic C haqtel huqtal. 

To conclude, stage 2 of the reconstruction of IP development is the creation of finite Dp and 

Cp forms. This is subdivided into PC formation during stage 2a, followed by SC formation 

during stage 2b. Though there is no incontrovertible evidence for the proposed ordering indeed, 

possible counterarguments based on Aramaic data have been examined several circumstantial 

arguments support it, such as the indirect means of Dp and Cp SC formation in Arabic, the 

concomitant increase in the degree of contrast of their voice marking, and their replacement in 

ass niyya Arabic by neological forms. The formational diversity of the Dp and Cp SCs 

between languages points to their formation (stage 2b) after the breakup of CS into Arabic, OSA, 

and NWS, whereas that of their PCs (stage 2a) may precede this (and even if it does not, 

 
81 Note, though, that some Aramaic (and Samaritan Hebrew) Cp SC forms were apparently formed directly from a C 
PASS PTCP *m(uh)aqtal, which was inherited by NWS (alongside, and in variation with, *m(uh)uqtal) from CS. 
82 2003/2004, 276 77) alternative reconstruction of the D and C 
SCs in NWS through to Ugaritic and Canaanite (*qattala > *qittala > *qittil ~ *Caqtala > *Ciqtala > *Ciqtil) not 
to warrant repetition at length here. Suffice it to recall that it does not contradict the VMHC hypothesis, but simply 
requires that Dp and Cp SCs were formed at the proto-NWS stage (which is in full accordance with the 
reconstruction proposed here), and when this happened, only possessed a VMHC in a single locus. 
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nonetheless precedes stage 2b). Variation between CS PASS PTCP templates *muCaCCaC and 

*muCuCCaC was inherited into NWS and passed further down into Aramaic, so similar formal 

heterogeneity pervades stage 2 IPs (e.g., Aramaic huqtal and haqtal Cp SC variants). 

Overall, developments of stage 2 resulted from a motivation to eliminate functional 

asymmetry between the G ~ N ~ tG/Gt versus D ~ tD/Dt and C ~ Ct by creating a second 

detransitive stem to the D and C. They were usually also governed by the tendency to create 

finite verbs from verbal adjectives, because of which they used PASS PTCPs as source 

morphology, where possible.83 The resulting homogeneous morphology e.g., of Hebrew quttal 

~ y quttal ~ m qutt l and ass niyya Arabic u-qattal ~ yu-qattal ~ muqattal also satisfied the 

motivation towards formal isomorphism. Insofar as the Dp and Cp are restricted to prototypical 

passive use, whereas the tD/Dt and Ct that they replace (in some contexts) can also mark 

semantic SUBJ affectedness with no syntactic change, stage 2 also reflects the semantic-to-

syntactic shift pervasive among developments in Semitic detransitive systems. 

With the completion of stage 2, the detransitive stem system achieved complete functional 

symmetry, with each of the G, D, and C possessing two detransitive stems. One might wonder 

then, why (some) languages would progress further to create a Gp that upset the system, or else 

develop in another way that disrupted this equilibrium (e.g., Aramaic, which possesses a 

marginal Cp but no Dp). This is precisely why the concept of competing motivations is so crucial 

for understanding the complexity of the situation:  

It is a truism to observe that if all language change were a response to functional pressure and that 
this pressure were uniform, then all languages would have settled on a functionally optimal state 
many thousands of years ago. Clearly, this has not happened. The explanation for this lack of 
stasis is attributed by functionalists to the existence of competing functional factors or, as they are 

anguage in one direction, some 
in another. What results is an uneasy balance, whereby languages fall into a range in which all 
external motivations are filled to a certain extent, but none totally. In such a situation, it is easy for 

 
83 In Arabic Dp and Cp SCs formation straight from PASS PTCPs was not feasible, and other means were found, 
namely the abstraction of the VMHC and its application to finite active verbs. 
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one functional force to trigger a particular change at the expense of another. Hence, individual 
language changes are functionally motivated, even though neither individual languages nor 

84 

At issue here is how, pushing back against functional symmetry, a countervailing motivation 

towards functional isomorphism also affects IP development. Pressure to create formal parallels 

to the Dp and Cp overrides that to create or maintain equilibrium between the functional 

arrangement of detransitive stems. As a result, IP morphology was extended to the G to create 

Gp forms (in stage 3), and further even to consonantally affixed stems, to create the Gtp of 

Arabic, for example (in stage 4), as discussed below (in §§5.6 8).  

This is not to say that stage 3 necessarily only began once stage 2 was complete. A loose 

ordering can be identified whereby functional symmetry was the initial impetus for creation of 

finite IPs but was later overwhelmed by formal isomorphism. However, the reconstruction is 

presented as these distinct stages in large part for the sake of conceptual clarity, and much of the 

confusion of the situation results from precisely the reality that these competing motivations 

were at times overlapping and entangled, and were by no means uniform in their operation or 

results in different languages.85 Against this rather idealised schema of general IP development, 

each case must be considered on its own merits according to the particular situation of the 

interplay between competing motivations in a given language or dialect which is precisely the 

undertaking of the current reconstruction. 

 

 

 

 
84 Newmeyer, 2003, 29. 
85 For example, it has just been demonstrated that stage 2a precedes stage 2b, and the stage 3b development of the 
Gp SC is found below (in §5.7) to have chronologically followed all of stage 2 as well as the stage 3a development 
of the Gp PC. However, it cannot be ruled out that the development of the Gp PC (stage 3a) occurred as early as that 
of the Dp and Cp PC (stage 2b). 
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5.6 Stage 3a: Gp PC 

The next stage in the reconstruction of IP development is that during which the Gp PC usually 

yu-qtal, though occasionally yi-qtal forms also occur arose. This creation of a third detransitive 

stem to the G (apart from the N and tG/Gt) reintroduced anew precisely the functional 

asymmetry resolved during stage 2. This is no counterargument to the hypothesis presented, but 

rather confirms how competing motivations interact to create a push-and-pull concertina 

situation of variation, and potentially, given the right circumstances for a variant to flourish, 

change. The key factor at work during stage 3 was the pressure for formal isomorphism to be 

generated by the extension of a morphological process (IP formation) from its original context to 

other parts of the paradigm where it could apply.  

When assessing the creation of the Gp stem, it is worth noting that IP formation first 

occurred in marked stems (the Dp and Cp); one can well imagine how strong the pull for it to 

also apply to the most basic part of the paradigm (the G) must have been. In the variation-and-

change model, this aspect of IP de

characterised by the fact that the innovation (henceforth I) is more frequent, and observed earlier, 

in certain contexts, from which it invades others...its synchronic reflex is the unequal distribution 

86 The point has been made many times already, 

but at the risk of labouring it, we remind that the scarcity of the Gp in Hebrew, or its absence in 

ass niyya Arabic, for example, is precisely such a trace of its relative chronological lateness. 

Other examples of the same process of extending derivational verbal-stem morphology 

(including, but not limited to detransitives stems) to new contexts abound in Semitic, and 

examples have been presented in detail in Chapter 3. In Ethiopic, for example, the Ct morpheme 

 
86 Garcia, 1997, 23. 
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is extended from the G to the D and L to create CtD and CtL stems.87 Elsewhere, Omani Arabic 

extends N formation to the D, resulting in an ND stem, and even further in Bahraini and Najdi 

Arabic to yield NtD forms.88  

Such developments may work in concert with the motivation to create functional symmetry. 

In fact, looking at the long-term development of the Omani Arabic stem system, its creation of 

an ND stem provides an excellent example of the protracted push-and-pull tension between the 

competing motivations of functional symmetry and formal isomorphism that characterise the 

relationship between stages 2 and 3 of the reconstruction. During stage 2 pressure to create 

functional symmetry motivated Dp formation, then formal isomorphism pushed back to upset it 

again by creating the Gp during stage 3, and finally Omani created the ND, restoring equilibrium 

between two quadripartite halves of the system (G : Gp : N(G) : tG :: D : Dp : ND : tD). 

Crucially, though, extension of derived stem morphology to new contexts to create formal 

isomorphism can also countervail functional symmetry, upsetting that which previously existed 

(even if it was not perfect), as does the extension of IP formation to create the Gp. 

Apart from spreading from a relatively marked to a relatively basic part of the paradigm, 

something that may have facilitated the extension of IP formation is the location of the 

morphology towards the inflectional rather than derivational end of the spectrum of morphology 

(compared with other detransitive stems). For any given root, the possibility of IP formation is 

more certain than is that of a corresponding N or t stem, and the meaning of the resulting IP more 

 
87 This is described in detail above (in §3.7). The same phenomenon underlies the MSA CtD/L q t l. Sporadic 
dialectal Arabic CtD and CtL forms for which, see e.g., Cowell, 1964, 107 8; El-Hajje, 1954, 113; Lipi ski, 1997, 
§41.31; and Sumikazu, 2005, §2.2.4.3 are significantly less productive, reflecting earlier stages in the rise and 
spread of the innovative forms. 
88 For developments in the detransitive systems of these Arabic dialects, see §3.4.4. 
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predictable.89 The fact that IPs were fully productive in the Dp and Cp lent weight to the pressure 

for the analogical extension of the morphology to the Gp; transparency of their function removed 

the potential barrier of uncertainty as to what the new IP would mean. In this regard, it is striking 

that N is extended to new contexts in dialects where it is more universally productive than in 

Classical Arabic, while the resulting (ND, NtD, etc) stems are functionally restricted (to potential 

modality), and therefore their meanings more predictable.90  

Having explained why the Gp was formed, the remainder of this section describes how and 

when it was, with particular reference to the relationship between the Gp and the earlier IP stems, 

and between the two conjugations (PC and SC) of the Gp. It is fairly ironic that the Gp PC is 

such a major focus of scholarship on IPs considering its relatively late and often stunted 

development. Retsö and Petr ek, for example, both propose that the Gp PC should be the 

starting point of an investigation into IPs.91 Crucially, these scholars (amongst others) have been 

misled by the formal identity of Arabic and Hebrew Gp PC yu-qtal, compared to the divergence 

of their Dp PCs (yu-qattal and y -quttal, respectively), into inferring that the Gp forms 

necessarily have a closer genetic relationship, and are consequently more archaic in origin.92  

A further factor leading to the assumption that the Gp must be primary, relative to the Dp and 

Cp, is the intuitive weighting of the G as the most active basic stem. Someone pressed to justify 

such a position in terms of linguistic theory might theoretically argue that such would conform to 

 
89 Another feature that places IPs further towards the inflectional and the N and t stems further towards the 
derivational is that use of the former are necessarily distributed according to syntax, whereas the latter may occur 
independently of any syntactic factors (i.e., in cases where only mark semantic SUBJ affectedness). 
90 See Holes, 2016, §§4.1.2.6 fo - prefixed to pattern 

74 75 for the same in Najdi. 
91 Petra ek, 1963, 592 98; Retsö, 1989, 29 30. Retsö denies that forms lacking overt causative morpheme belong to 
the C(p), at all, and conflates Gp yu-qtal and Cp yu-qtal as both relating to active G (as a corollary of his outlandish 
belief that active Arabic yu-qtil, Aramaic ya-qtil, Hebrew ya-qt l are themselves not from the C).  
92 Petra
juqtal, die davon zeugt, dass das passive Imperfektum eine gemeinsame Erscheinung dieser  
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the tendency for analogies to proceed from more to less basic parts of the language. However, 

this generalisation (Kury

proportional analogy. The creation of new IP based on its existence in another stem is rather a 

case of analogical extension of IP morphology to a new context, which is actually precisely 

where Kury third law of analogy supposes processes a spread from less to more basic 

parts of the language.93 

To illustrate why the formal homogeneity of Gp PC forms is a red herring and how to not be 

misled by it, it is worth revisiting a similar case from stage 2 addressed above (in §§5.4 5). It is 

immediately evident from the divergent forms of the Arabic and Hebrew Dp PCs (and for want 

of a plausible diachronic development of one from the other) that they are not etymologically 

cognate. The historical distinction between Cp PCs, though, is less patent, since they are 

identical. It is by contextualizing these forms alongside Cp SC and the Dp, and understanding 

their derivation from PASS PTCPs, that the separate origins of Arabic and Hebrew yu-qtal Cp 

PCs become apparent. The formal identity is coincidental; two distinct proto-forms, *yu-Caqtal 

and *yu-Cuqtal of which Arabic preserves reflexes of the former and Hebrew of the latter

have converged with the elision of the causative morpheme. 

In the same manner, the Gp PC yu-qtal arises in Arabic and Hebrew by contingency, as the 

logical result of the limited possibilities of formation of this part of the paradigm. Like the 

Arabic Dp ~ Cp SCs of stage 2b, no mechanism was available to base the Gp PC directly on a 

PASS PTCP; that is, any reflex of Arabic **yv-qat l or Hebrew **yv-qt l would not possess the 

VMHC from active G PC *ya-qtul that is characteristic and requisite for IP morphology. 

Precisely the opposite is true of the result of creating the Gp PC using the vocalic sequence of the 

 
93 Kury owicz, 1945  forme le 
fondement du membre constitutif isol   
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pre-existing Dp and (especially) Cp PC. All Arabic and Hebrew Dp and Cp PC (proto)-forms

Arabic yu-qattal ~ yu-(*Ca)qtal and Hebrew y -quttal ~ y(*u-C)uqtal have the vocalic 

sequence u-a. Since the consonantal skeleton yv-qtvl of the active G PC has just two vowels, 

there is only one possible result of the application of this sequence: yu-qtal. This possesses the 

greatest possible height contrast from active G PC *ya-qtul, perfectly inverting its vowels. In this 

regard, it is surely no coincidence that Arabic dialects with a Gp PC yi-qtal have ya-qtil (rather 

than ya-qtul) as the normal active G PC.94  

Theoretically, D and C PASS PTCPs, and in Hebrew even Dp and Cp SCs, could also have 

served as the source morphology for the Gp PC, since they also have (and indeed, are the origin 

of) u-a vocalism. All things being equal, though, it is more natural that the source morphology 

would come from the same conjugational part of the paradigm. That is, a Gp PC would more 

likely be based on the PC of another stem than on its SC or PASS PTCP.95 Furthermore, if the 

Gp PC was based on the D and/or C PASS PTCP, this would allow for the possibility it was 

developed before the finite Dp and Cp forms, which would directly violate the expectations of 

the motivation towards functional symmetry between stems.96  

The argument that Gp PC formation was achieved by the extension of the vocalisation from 

elsewhere in the IP paradigm and its application to the syllabic structure of the active G PC holds 

for all attested Dp and/or Cp PC forms. That is, whether a language has a Dp PC y -quttal or 

yu-qattal, or Cp *yu-Caqtal or yu-qtal, the source u-a vocalism is always present. It is therefore 

not logically necessary that a common forerunner to attested Gp PCs was inherited (e.g., from 

 
94 sible role in Gp PC formation is recognised by Bergsträsser (1929, 
§15c) and Petra ek (1963, 597 98), for example. 
95 In Arabic at least, there is no way the Gp PC yu-qtal could be based on the Dp or Cp SCs (quttila ~ uqtila); this 
would only be a possibility in Hebrew (quttal ~ huqtal), and potentially OSA and Ugaritic. 
96 The rise of the Gp already disrupts the functional symmetry achieved by the creation of the Dp and Cp; if its 
creation preceded that of these IPs altogether, it would be not only be disrupting a balanced system, it would be 
exacerbating an already existing imbalance. 
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CS) into the descendent branches. The forms could instead have arisen as independent parallel 

developments in each language (or during an intermediate node, such as NWS).  

It is perhaps a little circular to reconstruct the formation of the Gp PC as being based on the 

Dp and (especially) Cp PC and then, on this basis, assert that stage 3a follows stage 2a in the 

diachrony of IP development. However, the reconstruction has gone well beyond the stage of 

speculative hypothesis, with several robust arguments presented in support of each stage, as well 

as of the overall schema. Furthermore, all other proposals for the development of the Gp PC 

yu-qtal e.g., as a variant of stative yi-qtal or from a copula u have been thoroughly 

investigated and decisively disproven (in §4.9.1). The primary internal inconsistency of stage 3 

within the overall schema of IP development that it contradicts the motivation towards 

functional symmetry dominant during stage 2 has been explained as the result of the 

countervailing motivation towards formal isomorphism.  

Apart from these two competing motivations, one of the others widely operative in the 

developments of Semitic detransitives was also at play during stage 2a: the semantic-to-syntactic 

shift. The Gp PC replaces the N PC (in prototypical passive contexts) and invariably entails a 

syntactic reorganisation of the arguments of a predication, which is patently its primary function; 

to the extent that the Gp PC contains the notion of SUBJ affectedness, this is an incidental side-

effect thereof.97 This is in contrast to the N, where first-argument reduction in syntactic terms is 

an optional (albeit frequent) function, whereas semantic SUBJ affectedness is always present, 

and is therefore the core use of the morphology.  

 
97 Describing syntactic reorganisation as the primary function of a morphology is admittedly odd; I do not mean to 
suggest that speakers created this construction with the intention of promoting an OBJ to SUBJ slot! Instead, the real 
goal as pe may be the processes of agent-defocussing and patient-
topicalisation. However, the logical relationship of syntactic (re)arrangement to these pragmatic considerations is far 
tighter and more direct any between syntactic specification and SUBJ affectedness. 
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The rise of IPs (specifically at issue here, the Gp) is not the only way this fundamental shift 

in marking manifests in the developments of Semitic detransitives. For example, in (Classical) 

Arabic, virtually all non-syntactic uses of the N are lost. Nonetheless, the N still retains a 

semantic dimension that the Gp does not. Both stems are first-argument reducing detransitives, 

so their functions are restricted to eliminate overlap and therefore redundancy: the N is 

mediopassive, with the removal of the agent from the semantic specification of the predication; 

the Gp is prototypical passive, where there is no change to the semantic specification the agent 

is retained, and merely deleted from the surface structure, or occasionally demoted to an OBL 

slot. The semantic-to-syntactic shift is pervasive in Semitic detransitives; it is simply more 

advanced in IPs because they are significantly later developments than the N and t stems. 

 

5.7 Stage 3b: Gp SC 

The final major stage of IP development in terms of positive growth at least; the decline of IP 

productivity and the creation of tIP stems are discussed below (in §5.8) with the reconstruction 

of stage 4 is the stage during which the Gp SC arose. Between Classical Arabic qutila, dialectal 

Arabic qitil, Aramaic q t l, and Hebrew quttal, this is the most formally and formationally 

diverse IP in the whole system.98 The analysis above (in §§4.8, 4.9.2) includes a survey of 

previous attempts to derive any of these forms one from another and dismissed them all as 

implausible except for finding that qitil <*qutila is a likely development in some Arabic 

dialects.99 In the absence of any compelling argument linking the etymology of the different Gp 

 
98 Apart from the function of expressing the passive to the G, these all have common inflectional morphology, that 
is, the SC person-marking suffixes (i.e., their respective reflexes of 3MSG *-a, 3FSG *-at, 2MSG *-ta, etc.). 
99 An extremely egregious example is that of Blake (1901), who derives Arabic qutila from the extension of a 
passive marker u (originally a copula) from the Gp PC yu-qtal to the stative G SC qatila; from here he derives 
Hebrew Gp SC quttal as having introduced the a from either the stative G PC or the active G SC, and gemination as 
a means of preserving the vowel between R1 and R2 25) derivation of 
Aramaic q t l <*qutila as a result of stress lengthening. 
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SCs, they are all reconstructed back to separate sources. However, according to the holistic view 

of IPs that is a fundamental of the methodology adopted in the current work, the relationships (or 

lack thereof) between Gp SCs on the one hand, and the Gp PC and Dp ~ Cp SCs on the other 

must still be considered when reconstructing their formation(s), particularly in terms of the 

relative chronology of the stages of the reconstruction of IP development. 

One highly conspicuous characteristic of the Gp SC, and one that may be starkly contrasted 

with the Gp PC and also with IPs from the Dp and Cp stems is the difference between different 

languages. It has just been argued that the formal heterogeneity of Arabic and Hebrew Gp PC 

does not reflect, as many assume, that it is older than the Dp PC, which differs between the 

languages. One might well wonder why precisely the converse argument is being made here 

about the Gp SC.100 Crucially, it is not so much the diversity of forms themselves as the 

variation in manner of formation between the Gp SC of different languages that matters in 

assessing their historical position within the overall development of IPs. Precisely this issue of 

formational homogeneity or heterogeneity has been cited above (in §§5.4 5) in support of 

ordering stage 2a before stage 2b. 

Aramaic formed its Gp SC q t l very simply by conjugating the G PASS PTCP with the 

person-markers of the SC. Arabic instead transferred u-i (or i-i in some dialects) vocalism from 

the Dp and Cp SC to the active G SC. Hebrew similarly transferred the vocalism u-a from its Dp 

SC, actually common to all IPs in the language, but subsequently also extended the gemination 

of R2 characteristic of the D(p).101 In contrast to unitary formational nature of the Gp PC, by 

 
100 Petra ek (1963, 601 2) cites the diversity of Gp SC forms as evidence that it is a newer construction than the Gp 
PC. However, he (611 12) believes all of the Arabic, Aramaic, and Hebrew derive from the stative G SC *qatila, 
more (Hebrew) or less (Arabic and Aramaic) affected by the influence of the u-a vocalisation of the Gp PC. Thus, 
while recognising the formal diversity of Gp SCs, Petra ek does not acknowledge their formational diversity. 
101 The question has been raised above (in §4.9.2) whether gemination may have always been present in the Gp and 
it was thus never truly morphologically related to the G but rather a repurposed Dp. On balance, this possibility 
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extension of the Dp and Cp PC vocalisation, the different methods of Gp SC formation adopted 

by Arabic, Aramaic, and Hebrew which are the very reason that the resulting Gp SCs differ in 

form are each conditioned by factors specific to the language in question, thereby confirming 

the late date of the process. The underlying motivation to form finite IPs from PASS PTCPs 

found a straightforward manifestation in Aramaic but was blocked in Arabic and Hebrew by 

their phonologies, which prohibit long vowels in closed syllables, making a form analogous to 

Aramaic q t l-t (2MSG Gp SC) impermissible.  

Most important of all, though, is the effect of the motivation to formal isomorphism with the 

rest of the already established IP paradigm (namely, the Dp and Cp). Hebrew possessed a full 

complement of Dp and Cp forms, both PC and SC, with u-a vocalism. It is perfectly natural that 

when a Gp SC was formed in Hebrew, it would take on this same vocalic sequence, resulting in a 

contrastive pair G *qatal qutal, with a VMHC in the first syllable. Just so, the motivation 

to create formal isomorphism with existing the Dp and Cp SC naturally resulted in an Arabic Gp 

SC qutila, though here the Gp SC was based only on its IP SC counterparts quttila and uqtila 

and the IP PCs did not contribute to the process.102  

The Hebrew Gp SC was also affected by the phonology of this language in an additional 

way: short high back *u reduced to  in unstressed open syllables and lowered to o in open 

stressed syllables, Therefore, depending on the stress patterns at the time of its formation, the 

Massoretic reflex of proto-Hebrew *qutal would be either q tal (<*qut l) or qotal.103 In either 

case, this would result in a middle vowel between R1 and R2 of the Gp, whether o or , and a 

 
rejected, but the profound influence of the Dp cannot be denied. Insofar as gemination it is present in all Hebrew Gp 
SC forms, it can therefore be considered part of its formational background. 
102 Unlike in Hebrew, Arabic IP PCs differ formally and formationally from their SC counterparts as discussed 
above (in §§4.8 9), so that there are two separate vocalic sequences associated with IPs u-i for the SC and u-a for 
the PC which were even subsequently extended beyond the Gp, to create tIP stems, as discussed below (in §5.8) 
with the reconstruction of stage 4. 
103 Pardee (2020, p.c.) assumes ultima stress *qut l, and Hasselbach (2020, p.c.) raises the possibility of initial stress 
*q tala  
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consequent loss of the VMHC from the  of the G in this position. This explains why Hebrew 

extended gemination from the Dp SC; this formational characteristic of the Gp SC served to 

preserve the distinctive voice contrast of IP morphology.104  

Aramaic did not possess this same influence from other IPs in the formation of its Gp SC. No 

finite Dp forms occur in the language, or any IP PCs for that matter; the only finite IP other than 

the Gp SC is the Cp SC, and even that is neither particularly well attested nor long-lived. The 

form that most conditioned the Aramaic Gp SC was in fact the G ACT PTCP *q til, particularly 

as this developed into the qatl-in IPFV, which well accounts for the parallel use of G PASS 

PTCP as the source morphology of the Gp SC (and then, more successfully, of the qtil-li PFV), if 

the general tendency to base finite IPs on PASS PTCPs had not been enough on its own.105 

Apart from the internal ordering of stage 3, the diverse manners of Gp SC formation during 

stage 3b also provide circumstantial support for its ordering after that of Dp and Cp SCs during 

stage 2b. The Dp and Cp SCs, like the Gp SC, exhibit formational variation, being created 

directly from PASS PTCPs in Hebrew and Aramaic (which only has the Cp SC), but by 

application of a VMHC to active SC forms in Arabic. However, not all variation is created equal. 

That between Arabic versus NWS Dp and Cp SCs suggests these forms were created after the 

division of CS into Arabic, NWS, and OSA; that among Gp SC forms is more fragmented still 

and points to a stage after the breakup of NWS.106 In more concrete terms, one may note that the 

 
104 Williams, 1970, 50. Hasselbach (p.c., 2021) queries why o would a problematic in the Gp SC considering it is 
frequently found in the Cp SC hoqtal (a more common variant than huqtal). The key here is contrast with the vowel 
of the corresponding active form. That (i  o) in the C hiqt l versus Cp hoqtal is stark, whereas there would be far 
less distinction (   o) in the G q tal  Gp **qotal. 
105 The description of Aramaic above (in §3.5) shows that the Gp SC was not the only way the G PASS PTCP was 
fientivised, and how ultimately the alternative qtil-li PFV was more successful precisely because it better fit the 
Aramaic verbal system, both in terms of functional symmetry and formal isomorphism. 
106 This relies on an amount guesswork to reach the most likely reconstruction, recognising that some uncertainty is 
inescapable. Theoretically, a single means of Dp and Cp SC formation could have arisen during CS, and then been 
replaced in either Arabic or NWS. This is what is reconstructed for ass niyya Arabic, which replaced the indirectly 
formed IP SCs inherited from proto-Arabic IP SC forms when (and because) changes specific to this dialect allowed 
their formation based directly on PASS PTCPs as a new possibility, as discussed above (in §§3.4.3, 4.8, 4.9.3). 
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Aramaic and Hebrew Cp SCs are identical (huqtal), but their Gp SCs (q t l and quttal 

respectively) differ. 

In general terms of the transition between stages 2 and 3 of the reconstruction, the creation of 

a Gp reflects the motivation towards functional symmetry of the stem inventory being overridden 

by the motivation towards formal isomorphism within it. However, in the context of how stages 

3a and 3b interrelate just as between stages 2a and 2b, actually another, quite different aspect 

of functional symmetry comes into play, that between conjugational parts of the paradigm. That 

is, with the whole system, any stem that has a PC should also possess an SC counterpart, which 

would have provoked the formation of the Gp SC on the basis of the earlier Gp PC.  

This does not hold for Aramaic, where the Gp PC does not occur. However, the Aramaic Gp 

SC is still conditioned by a motivation towards functional symmetry between conjugational parts 

of the verbal paradigm. Its creation provided an opposite number to the grammaticalisation of the 

ACT PTCP *q til into the qatl-in IPFV. That is, it is precisely because of the unique 

rearrangement of the Aramaic verbal system that this is the only Semitic language to possess a 

Gp SC based directly on a PASS PTCP, in an utterly transparent manifestation of the tendency to 

fientivise verbal adjectives. 

Another egregious case of functional symmetry between conjugational parts of the IP 

system and one also heavily influenced by the pressure to create formal isomorphism is that 

of Hebrew Gp PTCP qutt l, which are traditionally identified as being historical D PASS PTCPs 

lacking the prefix m -.107 However, with the Hebrew IPs increasingly detached from their active 

 
Proposing such a reconstruction at the more macro CS level, though, adds a layer of complexity to the analysis, and 
unlike the ass niyya situation, affords no perceivable benefit in terms of how it accounts for the data nor can be 
justified by additional external factors (such as the specific morphological developments of ass niyya Arabic, and 
the motivation to create directly formed IPs in preference to indirectly formed ones).  
107 Gesenius, Kautsch, and Cowley (1910, §52s) and Retsö (1989, 168 72) identify PTPC uses of qutt l as D PASS 
PTCPs lacking the prefix m -, but the specific instances thereof e.g., ukk l, yull d, luqq , so r- , y q - m 

kl yld lq s r yq , respectively are primarily associated with the G and N, and only rarely with 
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counterparts, I instead propose that these are instances of a PTCP form qutt l based directly on 

finite Gp morphology, namely on its SC. They possessed a clear functional restriction to the Gp 

specifically, in contrast to the (historical) G PASS PTCP q t l <*qat l, which was more 

generally related to the G (and the patient thereof). This development would represent a kind of a 

backwash in the pressure to fill out the different conjugational parts of the paradigm; whereas 

previously the D and C PASS PTCPs gave rise to finite Dp and Cp SC forms, now, on the basis 

of the finite Gp SC, a Gp PTCP was created. 

In terms of the formal relationship between SC and PTCP, this development is comparable to 

what has occurred in the N, where the historical Semitic N PTCP *munqatil (cf. Akkadian 

muqqatil and Arabic munqatil) has been replaced by niqt l in Hebrew, etymologically identical 

to the N SC niqtal (though with lowering *a >  affecting the nominal but not finite verbal 

form). The difference between the two cases illustrates nuances captured by the variation-and-

change model. The Gp PTCP qutt l is an incipient variant, only very infrequently appearing 

instead of the G PASS PTCP q t l, and never replacing it outright to effect irreversible language 

change.108 The neological niqt l N PTCP, by contrast, replaced original *munqatil before the 

written record of Hebrew begins, therefore having moved beyond variation to reach the status of 

change proper.109 

Like all IPs, the Gp SC reflects the semantic-to-syntactic shift insofar as it is restricted to 

syntactic reorganisation of arguments into prototypical passive clauses and replaces the N or tG, 

 
D(p) verbs, so whatever their etymological origin, Jouön and Muraoka (1991, §§56c, 58b) are doubtless correct that 
their synchronic relationality was to the Gp. 
108 Considering the virtual absence of qutt l forms in post-Biblical Hebrew, it is fair to say that the Gp PTCP 
disappeared from the language without ever having seriously challenged q t l, in variation with which it arose. 
Segal (1927, §243iii) cites just three Mishnaic examples umm n  ubb r utt  

which function as verbal nouns to D verbs and have no relevance to discussion of the Gp PTCP. 
109 The N PTCP likewise does not bear the labial prefix in Ugaritic (for which, see Pardee, 2003/2004, 168) or 
Phoenician (for which, see Amadasi Guzzo, 1999, §141). Consequently, this replacement of the historical N PTCP 
*munqatil with a variant based on the SC may be considered an isogloss of NWS. 
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both of which sometimes only mark semantic features. However, as the only IP formed directly 

from a verbal adjective with no original syntactic restriction, the Aramaic Gp SC provides 

unique and vivid evidence of this shift. That is, unlike D and C PASS PTCPs, which can only 

relate to a transitive patient, Aramaic G PASS PTCP q t l retains remnants of a more general 

patient verbal adjective use. When inflected with nominal suffixes (e.g., MPL absolute - n), q t l 

can be linked to an intransitive patient (e.g., r z- n 

perfective person-marking suffixes (e.g., 3MPL - ), it can only be linked to a transitive patient, 

the SUBJ of a passive clause (q l-  

Gp SC) of morphology that is more syntactically oriented than the former use (as a patient verbal 

adjective referring in a more general sense, including reference to intransitive patients). 

In conclusion, to summarise the reconstruction of stage 3b, the Gp SC is the final main IP 

created, likely in NWS after its division into Aramaic, Canaanite, and Ugaritic branches, and 

separately in Arabic and OSA.110 Overall, this stage of the reconstruction reflects the intersection 

of a number of factors: the ordering of IP stems as Gp following the Dp and Cp; the ordering of 

IP conjugations as SCs following IPs; and the tendency to diversify mechanisms of IP formation 

when the primary, original strategy of using PASS PTCP source morphology is not possible. 

Nonetheless, the same competing motivations operative throughout IPs (and Semitic detransitive 

systems generally) govern the development of Gp SC forms. In particular, the Gp SC affords a 

fascinating insight into how the competing motivations of functional symmetry and formal 

isomorphism interact in a complex and dynamic fashion. 

 

 
110 Arguments have been presented as to why Gp SC formation occurred after that of the Gp PC, and Dp and Cp 
SCs. Strictly speaking, the chronological relationship with the Dp and Cp PCs has not been addressed, but it is 
understood, by extension of the fact these are older than both their respective SC forms and the Gp PC, that Dp and 
Cp PC development must also have preceded that of the Gp SC (by a significant margin in fact). 
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5.8 Stage 4: other IP forms and stems and the decline of IPs 

The final stage of the reconstruction of IP development comprises two elements: 1) their 

expansion to create IPs of t stems (the Gtp, tDp, etc) and of INFs dedicated to IP stems, and 2) 

the decline of previously productive IPs. The first category is a group of developments resulting 

from the analogical extension of IP morphology to new contexts under the pressure of formal 

isomorphism (and in the case of IP INFs, also of functional symmetry). These developments 

have as a prerequisite an existing, robust IP system, and they can be confidently reconstructed to 

a stage after the languages in which they occur had become independent genetic branches. As 

such, it makes good sense to group them here together, in the reconstruction of the final stage of 

the development of IPs.  

The phenomenon of IP decline is somewhat different. In some sense, it does not represent 

developments that belong to a common diachronic stage, but rather a general counter-current 

pushing back against IP productivity, active throughout their history. Different IP forms 

underwent decline at different stages, at different rates, and to different extents in different 

languages.111 Depending on the intricacies of the competing motivations at work in a given 

situation, one part of the IP paradigm could be in decline even as another was in the ascendency. 

Subsuming different cases under the reconstruction of stage 4 is merely a convenient abstraction 

reflecting the reality that IP decline as a phenomenon manifests more strongly, and its end results 

are more readily perceived, at later stages of the language than earlier ones. 

Within the variation-and-change model, the decline of IPs is viewed simply as a shift back in 

the productivity of innovative IP forms in favour of the original N and t stems (and active 

generalised-SUBJ constructions, particularly in Aramaic) in competition with which they arose. 

 
111 For example, the Dp was created during CS, as stage 2 of the reconstruction; it was lost in Aramaic before the 
written record begins, so certainly before Gp SC was created in this language with stage 3b, but survived in Hebrew 
until the post-Biblical dialects, following the rise of the Gp with stage 3 and its fall with stage 4. 
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That is, when IPs are created and subsequently lost, they are precisely what Lüdtke refers to as 

while  may last 

many centuries.112 At some level this is true of all forms, since nothing in language endures 

forever, but there is a substantive difference between a situation where an innovative form (B) 

replaces an original one (A) and is subsequently replaced by another, more innovative form (C), 

and a situation where an innovative form (B) arises in competition with an original one (A), and 

subsequently disappears without even having replaced it. In the former case, two distinct 

instances of language change have occurred (the replacement of A with B, and then B with C); in 

the latter, which is that under discussion here, a period of variation (between A and B) arose, 

though no language change, properly speaking, ever occurred.  

With these observations in mind, this section first reconstructs the creation of IPs other than 

the core IP stems (Dp, Cp, and Gp) and conjugations (SC and PC), and then cases of IP decline, 

framing the discussion as it has the reconstruction of IPs generally in terms of the competing 

motivations operative in each development. Arabic permits IP formation from the Gt, tD, tL, and 

Ct, which are detransitives to the G, D, L, and C, respectively. These t stems can mark the 

semantic detransitive category of SUBJ affectedness relative to their unmarked counterparts, and 

otherwise their derivation is often simply lexical. As such, it does not necessarily entail syntactic 

change, so a t stem may retain the syntactic transitivity of the unmarked counterpart: cf. Arabic 

D allaba(-hu ta allaba(-hu), a close synonym, with an added semantic 

as a manifestation of SUBJ affectedness). The vocalic 

sequences characteristic of Arabic IPs, u-i in the SC and u-a in the PC, can be extended to such 

 
112 Lüdtke, 1989, 135. The most extreme example is that of Arabic dialects like Omani, that are only now in the 
process of finally losing IPs, some of which (e.g., the Dp and Cp PC) are reflexes of forms dating back to CS. 
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transitive t stems to create syntactic passives: tDp tu ulliba ~ yu-ta allab 113 

The one context to which IP morphology was never extended other, perhaps, than as an 

artificial literaryism is the N, precisely the part of the verbal paradigm that finite IPs were first 

created to reflect, in terms of functional symmetry.114 

Like Arabic, OSA permits IP formation from any transitive active verb, though tIP forms are 

significantly harder to find than those from the Dp, Cp, and Gp. Stein cites a Ctp and two tDp 

forms but no Gtp, and elsewhere in the literature I have only found one possible tDp mentioned 

by Biella.115 The absence of Gtp forms may simply be an distributional accident of the very 

limited attestation of tIP forms. However, it may also reflect the fact that the D (and hence tD) is 

proportionally more frequently transitive than the G (and hence Gt), so the tD is more apt a 

source for IP formation than the Gt. 

IPs other than the Dp, Cp, and Gp only occur in Arabic and OSA among the CS languages 

with any meaningful frequency, being practically absent from NWS.116 In Aramaic, where IPs 

have a quite restricted attestation to begin with, absolutely no traces of tIP stems exist. In 

Biblical Hebrew, the Dp and Cp are highly productive, and the Gp less so though still hardly an 

 
113 The same applies to dialectal IPs with i-i ~ i-a vocalism: e.g., Najdi tL tig sam tig sim, Gt i tibar Gtp 
i tibir, and Ct stagbal stigbil (Abboud, 1979, 476 77). 

114 Considering the impermissibility of transitive N verbs in Arabic, even the theoretical possibility of an Np rests on 
Arabic impersonal passive use of IPs. At any rate, Badawi, Carter, and Gully (2004, §1.10.7) do not allow for Np 
forms in Modern Standard Arabic, a dialect largely similar to Classical Arabic. 
115 

His cited examples are  
Ctp stw  tb r tqdm r d) 
wonders whether the tDp tr d 
p lw b w bly, 

fdy f y kmt sbb srq wk r wfy) lists IPs in his lexicon yields no further examples of tIP stems.  
116 MSA possesses a very few Gtp and Ctp forms, though their specific formal characteristics, their restriction to 
Soqo ri, and the general development of the MSA IP system for which, see ch. 6 suggests that these are an 
independent parallel MSA development rather than some sort of common areal development with Arabic and OSA. 
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aberration, but the entire corpus yields just four forms from each of the tGp and tDp.117 If these 

are even genuine forms more likely they are scribal revocalisations of existing active forms

üdtke mentions as cropping up as 

one-off coinings, and certainly nothing further along the journey from variation to change than 

the very first step.118  

These tIP forms resulted from the same pressure to create formal isomorphism that provoked 

Gp formation during stage 3. It has simply had a more advanced effect here, with IP morphology 

having spread to any logically possible context. As with the Gp, tIP stems can be created even to 

the extent that they disrupt functional symmetry or exacerbate existing imbalance between stems 

(as they do in Arabic). This reconstruction does not require that Arabic and OSA tIP stems be 

etymologically cognate; just as common motivations have led to independent parallel 

developments of the Gp in different languages undoubtedly in the Gp SC, and most likely also 

in the Gp PC so too has the same occurred with tIP stems. However, the motivation to formal 

isomorphism is active throughout Semitic, some additional factor(s) in the networks of 

competing motivations of Arabic and OSA, but absent from Aramaic, Hebrew, and Ugaritic, 

must have favoured their selection as advantageous, and their consequent development into 

productive forms.  

One consideration that likely facilitated tIP formation in Arabic is a general vitality of IPs in 

a way specific to this language. Firstly, the G PASS PTCP maqt l, like those of the D and C, has 

undergone full restriction to PASS PTCP, whereas Hebrew q t l and Aramaic q t l sometimes 

retain more general patient verbal adjective (i.e., relating to intransitive patients of one-argument 
 

117 The tGp forms are in Num 1:47, 2:33; 26:63; 1Kgs 20:27; those from the tDp at Lev 12:55, 56; Deut 24:4, Isa 
34:6. The comparison with OSA, where similarly, only a handful of tIP forms have been found, must be considered 
in proportional terms, taking into account the substantial corpus of Biblical Hebrew. 
118 Lüdtke, 1989, 135. Casting suspicion on their genuineness is the facts that two of them are INFs, an exceptional 
conjugational part of the paradigm to be associated with IP morphology to begin with, and that half are from the tG, 
a stem which, while present in Canaanite to some extent, does not occur in Hebrew specifically. 
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verbs). Secondly, Arabic has expanded IP use to impersonal passives from syntactically 

intransitive active verbs as long as they are syntactically specified for a second, patient-like 

argument (linked to an OBL rather than OBJ slot).  

This vitality of IPs Arabic is arguably part of a general trait of this language (family) to 

develop a rich verbal stem system, as manifested, for example, in the Classical Arabic 

productivity of the L (and tL) and the formation of stems IX and XI XV. Much the same 

principle of vitality of the verbal stems system applies to the extension of the N to new contexts 

to create ND and NtD forms in Bahraini, Najdi, and Omani dialects.119 Nonce instances of CtD 

and CtL forms are also attested in various dialects, though in no cases have these (yet) developed 

into productive stems as they have in Ethiopic and MSA.120 It is no surprise that IP morphology 

would flourish by extension to new contexts (tIP stems) in a language so prone to expansion of 

verbal stems. 

The OSA situation is somewhat different. Stein leaves the question of the G PASS PTCP 

open pending further evidence, but in the meantime rejects a neological form {mqtl} for maqt l 

like that of Arabic, leaving {qtl} as the only plausible alternative.121 Considering comparative 

evidence, this almost certainly represents qat hl whether qat l, qat l, or an underspecified 

form and would very likely retain some more general patient verbal adjective use linked to 

intransitive patients. I am aware of no mention in the literature of impersonal-passive IP use in 

OSA, nor have I encountered any examples thereof. Apart from IPs specifically, OSA verbal 

stems are less expansive in general than those of Arabic, with just G, D, C, Gt, tD, and Ct 

attested; the only case of an expansion beyond this basic inventory is the reduplicative qttl stem 

 
119 These developments are discussed in detail above (in §3.4.4). 
120 For sporadic CtD or CtL forms in Arabic dialects, see Cowell, 1964, 107 8; El-Hajje, 1954, 113; Lipi ski, 1997, 
§41.31; and Sumikazu, 2005, §2.2.4.3. Interestingly, all examples are from weak root types, which suggests some 
morphophonological motivation behind their development. 
121 Stein, 2003, §4.11. 
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in Minaic.122 OSA tIP formation must be accounted for otherwise than as a manifestation of IP 

vitality and a tendency towards expansion within the verbal stem system generally.  

Instead, in terms of what additional motivating factors that combined with the tendency 

towards formal isomorphism, it is important to note that unlike in Arabic and Hebrew, the 

creation of tIP stems in OSA was not hampered by a countervalent pressure towards functional 

symmetry. That is, since OSA has no N, even with the creation of tIP stems, the system remains 

functionally symmetrical, albeit increasingly complex. Three groups of stems exist, standing in 

derivational relation to each of the G, D, C, and consisting of a basic-stem (X), syntactic passive 

(XP), more general (including semantic) detransitive (Xt), and syntactic passive to semantic 

detransitive (Xtp). The symmetry of the stem inventory is apparent in the following formulation, 

in which single, double, and triple colons distinguish between the multiple derivational tiers G 

: Gp :: Gt : (Gtp?) ::: D : Dp :: tD : tDp ::: C : Cp :: Ct : Ctp.123 

Before turning to the matter of IP decline, another, separate kind of positive IP development 

beyond that covered by stages 0 3 warrants consideration: Hebrew IP INFs. These are rare the 

Hebrew Bible possesses just under twenty examples and for good reason; Semitic INFs do not 

refer specifically to the voice perspective of a clause.124 Instead, they refer to the action 

expressed in general terms, and the more prominent participant, whether the agent or patient if 

 
122 Hasselbach, 2009, 153 55; Stein, 2003, §4.1.1. It is possible that L and tL forms may also exist, which would not 
be distinguished in the orthography from D and tL. Most relevant, though, is the absence of the N and the resulting 
regularity and simplicity of the stem inventory, discussed below. 
123 Thus, the G relates at one level (separated by a single colon) to the Gp, at another to the Gt (separated by double 
colons, and at a third level (separated by triple colons) to the D; the Gt relates to the Gtp in the same way the G does 
to the Gp, hence also being separated by single colons. 
124 All the attested cases are gunn  (Gen 40:15), hull  x3 (Gen 40:20, Ezek 16:14, 15), hukkabbes x2 (Lev 
12:55, 56), ho de (Lev 19:20), h( ) amm-  x4 (Lev 26:34, 35, 43; 2Chr 36:21), hugge  x2 (Josh 9:24, Ruth 2:11), 
ho re  2Kgs 3:23, homle h, ho tel (both Ezek 16:4), and h sa  x2 (Ezra 3:11, 2Chr 3:3).  
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the verb is transitive, is instead inferred from context. This is a corollary of the generalisation of 

a restriction against explicitly passive forms with no overt morphological marking.125  

Hebrew IP INFs might not even be genuine organic forms ever grammatical to a native 

speaker and perhaps instead reflect scribal revocalisations of normal INFs to stress patient 

prominence.126 If they are, however, genuine Hebrew forms, this language family possesses 

some exceptional features that may have provoked their development. For one thing, Canaanite 

exhibits a move towards INFs marking of TAM categories, progressing so far towards finite 

status that they may head VPs.127 Another possible factor is the aforementioned independence of 

Hebrew IPs within the verbal system; though formally derived from active stems, the conceptual 

distance from them is far greater than in Arabic, for example, where IPs are conceived of as 

simply inflectional variants of their active counterparts.128 Such features, possibly amongst 

others, could conceivably have given rise to nonce IP INF cases, doomed never to achieve real 

productivity anyway, insofar as the finite IPs to which they were derivationally related and on 

which they were morphologically based were, themselves, moribund in Hebrew. 

The preceding cases of tIPs and IP INFs are the only growth developments in IPs following 

the creation of the Gp as stage 3 of the reconstruction. In general, they have in common that they 

are decidedly marginal and exceptional parts of the system.129 Far more characteristic of the later 

 
125 Haspelmath (1990, §2

but rather depends on the different syntactic constructions in which it is employed; cf. Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, 
b -qal l-o [prep-curse.inf-

the action (his action of cursing) or to the object of the action (the action of cursing him  
126 For example, ho de 
finite N verb ni d t-  hipp de would have the same orthography {hpdh}. 
127 For Hebrew, see Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §123; for Phoenician, Krahmalkov, 2001, 205, 207, 211. 
128 Hasselbach (2020, p.c.) correctly notes that grammarians making such conceptual distinctions for which, see 
Ben-Hayyim, 2001, §2.10.1 is not the same as native speakers doing so. Of course, none are alive for Biblical 
Hebrew or indeed Classical Arabic to ask. Nonetheless, I am confident that this dimension of historical 

 
129 Arguably, the development of the Hebrew Gp PTCP qutt l should also feature as part of the reconstruction of 
stage 4, since it goes beyond the normal bounds of IP development. However, this was addressed above (in §5.7) 
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stages of IP development is the loss of IPs. A diachronic perspective surveying millennia of 

language development, naturally highlights the disappearance of IPs from Hebrew, Aramaic, and 

most dialects of Arabic during their later stages since this is the end point to which other 

developments ultimately lead. However, the deselection of IP variants in the competition against 

the N and t stems and generalised-SUBJ constructions was an ever-present possibility, realised to 

various extents throughout the history of IP development.  

That IP decline occurred at different stages and to different extents in the various branches, 

languages, and dialects of the phylum is quite natural. The competing motivations governing 

variation (and change) differed from one situation to another, and as a result so too did the 

manner in and extent to which individual IPs were more or less successful. This perspective 

accounts for the messy situation, including periods of reversal in the loss of IPs, like that of the 

Aramaic Cp (discussed below). Most importantly, it allows the fortunes of IPs to be viewed in 

terms of the broad context of detransitive development, reaching a more nuanced understanding 

than simply charting their loss. The variation-and-change model of language diachrony predicts 

just such a liquid nature to IP decline, in constant undulation according to prevailing conditions, 

rather than an inevitable, rigid, linear one defined solely by its conclusion. 

In Aramaic, for example, a high degree of functional symmetry between unmarked-active 

and detransitive-marked t stems, combined with extensive productivity of generalised-SUBJ 

constructions, was enough to suppress the Dp altogether before the written record of this branch 

even began. For much the same reasons, the Cp was not present during the written record of Old 

Aramaic, the earliest stage of the language, and ultimately was lost by Late Aramaic. However 

 
with the reconstruction of stage 3b since it is really just an extension of Hebrew Gp SC form. Pardee (2020, p.c.) is 
quite right to question whether qutt l can properly be considered a PTCP, since it comes nowhere close to being 
fully productive. That said, it is functionally restricted to referring to (transitive) patients of G(p) verbs, and so can 
best be conceived of as an innovative variant to the original G PASS PTCP qat l, albeit one that only ever achieved 
an extremely marginal status before it ceased to be used. 
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during the interim, it experienced a brief surge following the loss of the Ct and before the rise of 

the neological Ct. The Aramaic Gp SC arose in response to motivations quite different from 

those elsewhere in Semitic, namely, the wholescale reorganisation of the conjugational 

arrangement of its verbal system. However, precisely that which provoked its formation the 

pull to create a parallel to the emerging qatl-in IPFV derived from the ACT PTCP was what 

gave rise to an alternative construction, the qtil-li PFV, responsible for the deselection of the Gp 

SC as a viable form.  

In Hebrew, a much slower process, and one governed by an entirely different organisation of 

the detransitive system, nonetheless resulted in the same end situation of IPs being lost. For a 

time, the viability of the Gp may have been aided somewhat by the decline of the tG/Gt, though 

it is hardly certain that it ever achieved the same degree of productivity as the Dp and Cp. In any 

case, the Gp, the last IP stem to arise, was the first IP lost from Hebrew, where it succumbed to 

the pressures of functional symmetry.  

Through post-Biblical Hebrew, the Dp and Cp disappeared by degrees, with the verbal 

system realigning into a bipartite quartet of stems G : N :: D : tD, outside of which the C stood in 

isolation.130 This, then, was wholly distinct from the decline of Aramaic IPs; it occurred much 

later and was motivated by quite different factors. It would be foolish to unify the two cases 

except to note how, in both, the competing motivations of the given language ultimately made 

other variants more desirable options for selection than IPs.  

Finally, most Arabic dialects have lost the IPs that are reconstructed for proto-Arabic. 

ass niyya Arabic lost the Gp but retained (and evolved) the Dp, Lp, and Cp, reflecting a 

decline of IPs in the direct inverse order of their formation. That is, the last IP created (the Gp) 

 
130 This restructuring was in no small part facilitated by a breakdown in the derivational relationship between the G 
and D, with the two increasingly standing as equivalent, lexically determined basic stems. 
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was the first lost. Just as in Hebrew, where precisely the same occurred, this may be attributed to 

the motivation towards functional symmetry working against the Gp, but not against the Dp, Lp, 

and Cp.131 In most Arabic dialects, though, either the Gt or N dominates at the expense of the 

other, resulting in a different equilibrium between (detransitive stems). Such systems G : N or 

Gt :: D : tD :: C : Ct are inherently balanced, and hence tend to lose IPs. This is not to deny that 

a system like that of Classical Arabic with both N and Gt as well as a full complement of IPs was 

grammatical to native speakers.132 It is noteworthy, though, that it only really blossomed in an 

artificial koine with a mandate to preserve the language of a foundational text (the Quran) in a 

dialect in which IPs were evidently entirely productive. 

Since networks of competing motivations are inherently complex, a variety of different 

detransitive systems develop in the Arabic dialects. For example, quite aside from the question of 

the loss or preservation of IPs, some dialects extend the N to new contexts to create new 

detransitive stems, as described above (in §3.4.4). What all cases and indeed those throughout 

Semitic have in common is that the competing motivations governing the variation between 

detransitives, and among them IPs, are dynamic; situations are ever subject to change and any 

impression of stasis is misleading. For example, a sociolinguistic motivation the pressure to 

conform to a prestige Gulf koine that does not possess IPs is currently affecting Omani Arabic. 

After many centuries of productive IP use, the N, tD, and generalised-SUBJ constructions are 

finally ousting them.133 

 

 

 
131 The fundamental imbalance at issue is that between the two detransitive stems (N and tG/Gt) to the G, versus the 
single detransitive stem to each of the D and C (the tD/Dt and Ct, respectively). 
132 The independent presence of precisely such an inventory of detransitive stems in Ugaritic confirms its feasibility. 
133 Holes, 1998. 
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5.9 Conclusion 

This chapter has reconstructed the historical development of IPs in Central Semitic.134 Several 

stages have been reconstructed, and arguments presented for their relative ordering, and absolute 

chronology in terms of the history of the phylum. This built on the analysis in Chapter 4, which 

identified the common trends operative in IP development, and then analysed individual IP forms 

on their own terms, providing an abstract schema of IP development, slightly detached from the 

historical context(s). The current chapter took the results of this analysis, and finally slotted 

together in a diachronic reconstruction that not only accounts for all the IP data, but also 

contextualises them within the broader background of Semitic detransitive systems, as described 

in Chapter 3. 

Stage 0 of this reconstruction, the kernel of IP development, was the rise of G PASS PTCPs. 

This began during WS but only really achieved significant progress by CS. Subsequently, though 

still during CS, stage 1 saw the creation of D and C PASS PTCPs. This was the last point at 

which the IP situation of Semitic was relatively homogenous i.e., before finite IP forms had 

been created to differing extents and in different manners in the descendent languages insofar 

as all CS languages possessed these forms. Even still, an amount of formal variation existed 

among the D and C PASS PTCPs of CS, and was indeed inherited into daughter, and even grand-

daughter branches thereof.  

Based on the D and C PASS PTCPs, stage 2a formed Dp and PC PC forms, also reflecting 

the formal variation in their source morphology. While this happened after stage 1, it may still 

have dated to proto-CS (in terms of the nodes of a genetic family tree of the phyum). Stage 2b, 

 
134 Since MSA is so poorly understood, the question of IPs in this language is addressed separately, in Chapter 6. 
The analysis in Chapter 4 and the reconstruction in this chapter inform the work in Chapter 6 extensively. 
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though, post-dated the breakup of CS, at which time, Dp and Cp SCs were created using 

different strategies in Arabic and NWS.  

The timing of stage 3a, the development of the Gp PC, is difficult to pinpoint, and is 

tentatively dated to the same node of the Semitic family tree as 2b but ordered after it in relative 

terms (though the two could plausibly also have been synchronous). More certain is that the 

creation of the Gp SC with stage 3b did not occur until Aramaic, Hebrew, and Ugaritic were 

separate languages (as were Arabic and OSA, outside of the NWS sub-branch of CS). Finally, 

stage 4 witnessed the loss of IPs in the individual languages at varying paces, or else, as in 

Classical Arabic and OSA, their blossoming to the logical extreme with IP formation to 

(transitive, or at least two-argument) t stems verbs, which are detransitive in their own right.  

For all the many differences between languages with regard to their IPs, the current approach 

understands them in terms of a generalised abstract schema, and thereby reaches a novel 

understanding of several pronounced commonalities. For one thing, the mechanism of IP 

formation is remarkably homogenous throughout all Semitic. It relies on the principle of a voice-

marking height contrast (VMHC), commonly inherited by the different languages from its origin 

during the late-WS/early-CS stage 0, when it arose by being identified as a marking feature 

distinguishing the G ACT q til from PASS qat hl PTCP. Where possible, IPs were based directly 

on PTCP morphology, but otherwise and increasingly during later stages of IP development

this VMHC was abstracted and applied to finite active verbs. 

The other key innovative dimension of the current work is how it unifies all IP development, 

and indeed that of other detransitives, according to a number of motivations: 1) towards the 

functional symmetry of the paradigm, 2) towards its formal isomorphism, even to the extent this 

may contradict the preceding motivation, 3) a shift from primarily marking semantic features of 
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detransitive clauses to marking the syntactic organisation of their participants, and 4) the use of 

verbal adjectives in the case of IPs, specifically PASS PTCPs as a morphological source for 

finite verbs. These have each been found to be operative time and time again, often 

independently in the same way in different languages or otherwise repeatedly in different 

manners in a single language. However, these interact in complex webs, and a slight difference 

in one can translate into a markedly different attested situation. Thus, while the formation of IPs 

and their occurrence is governed by the same motivating factors throughout Semitic, the concrete 

attested situations differ precisely because these motivations occur in different combinations and 

manifestations. 
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Chapter 6. IPs in Modern South Arabian Languages 1 

 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter addresses IPs in the Modern South Arabian (MSA) languages. First, the 

classification of MSA within Semitic will be summarised and its verbal system described. Then, 

the IPs of the various MSA languages will be presented in synchronic terms and their 

development within the branch analysed based on these data. With regard to the historical 

reconstruction of MSA, caution is of the essence. Semiticists have often been far too speculative 

in their reconstructions of the diachrony of IPs, nowhere more so than in MSA. This is a 

language family whose study is in its infancy, and knowledge of its historical phonology is still 

being established. The chapter will conclude by examining MSA IPs within the context of the 

proposals made above (in Chapters 4 and 5) for Central Semitic (CS). 

Unlike all other Semitic languages with IPs, MSA is not a member of the CS branch. The 

grounds for this classification are that it does not possess an IPFV form yv-qtvl-u, a key isogloss 

of CS, but rather retains a reflex of the PS IPFV yv-qattvl, in which respects it resembles 

Ethiopic alone among the WS languages.2 This genetic model of Semitic is admittedly not 

universally accepted; some scholars reject the reconstruction of a CS branch, preferring to posit a 

South (East) Semitic group comprising the remainder of WS Arabic, Ethiopic, (presumably?) 

OSA, and MSA once NWS had hived off.3 This proposal is objectionable, though, since the 

 
1 The data to which this chapter refers are presented in table form in Appendix B. 
2 Porkhomovsky, 1997, 4. Huehnergard (2005) identifies several other CS characteristics absent outside of the 
group, though some of these may be areal features or parallel independent developments. Furthermore, some are 
absent from OSA, and cannot therefore be proto-CS developments, but rather imply the existence of an intermediate 
node -OSA)
between CS on the one hand and Arabic and NWS on the other. 
3 See, for exa alit  du groupe sud-(ouest)-s mitique qui r unit le SAM [MSA], les 
langues s  
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isoglosses upon which it relies could plausibly be areal features or retentions of original PS or 

WS features rather than evidence of a genetic relationship.4  

It is far from certain whether MSA and Ethiopic share a common mother node below WS, 

standing as a sister to CS. At some level, a proto-Ethiopic/MSA  node consisting of everything 

that remained of WS once CS had hived off is theoretically necessary, assuming the development 

of the innovative CS yv-qtvl-u IPFV created a binary split in WS.5 However, in the absence of 

clear innovations shared by Ethiopic and MSA but absent from CS, the practical value in 

reconstructing such a putative node is questionable.  

The only potential candidate for such an innovation is the development of CtD and CtL 

stems  and CtL , and Mehri CtD/L til combining the 

C and t derivational morphemes with unmarked stems other than the G.6 This is not a particularly 

surprising development, though, and reflects a perfectly natural levelling through the stem 

system. Examples of the same in Arabic dialects are certainly independent parallel 

developments, so it is no foregone conclusion that the MSA and Ethiopic forms in question are 

inherited reflexes of a proto-Ethiopic/MSA development.7 The absence of a CD/L stem in 

MSA one might expect a form like ** cognate to the Ethiopic CD  and CL 

 is an important difference between the two branches in this respect. 

Whatever the value of the CtD/L as a diagnostic tool for the genetic classification of these 

languages, there is certainly nothing in the IP situation to suggest a proto-Ethiopic/MSA node, 

since MSA possesses IPs while Ethiopic does not. Nor does the situation argue for the contrary, 

 
4 The lenition *p > f could be an areal feature, if not an independent parallel development in Ethiopic and MSA; 
broken plurals and the L-stem may be retentions from proto-WS. Contact between Southern (in strictly geographical 
terms) Semitic languages may also have contributed to these features being more widespread and productive. 
5 The -Ethiopic/ -South West 

North  
6 Dillmann and Bezold, 1907, §§83 84; Johnstone, 1981, xvii. 
7  For dialectal Arabic CtD and CtL forms, see Cowell, 1964, 107 8; El-Hajje, 1954, 113; Lipi ski, 1997, §41.31; 
and Sumikazu, 2005, §2.2.4.3. Unlike the productive Ethiopic and MSA CtX stems, these occur only sporadically. 
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though, since MSA IPs could be either a retention from WS lost in Ethiopic or an MSA-specific 

innovation that occurred once the branch had hived off from proto-Ethiopic/MSA. Ultimately, 

of a sister branch to both CS and Ethiopic, all three being daughters of WS. This is according to 

the principle that when data are ambiguous, a reconstruction with more independent branches

or, from another perspective, fewer intermediate nodes is preferable.8  

For the internal classification of MSA, Lonnet posits a bipartite division into East and West 

branches.9 

these last three, considering their mutual intelligibility, perhaps being dialects of a single 

language. Hoby t is another language that Rubin positions within the West MSA group, though 

on a separate sub-node from that shared by the other three languages/dialects mentioned. Further, 

Hoby t is subject to extensive influence from East MSA, specifically through loans from 

Jibb li.10 In relation to IPs, there exists a conspicuous division among the three largest MSA 

-West bifurcation but rather with the 

geographical distinction of Mainland MSA versus Soqo ri: the analysis below (in §6.5) finds that 

es in form and usage not 

 

The MSA branch has had a great deal of language contact during its history, with the result 

ll speak 

11 

There is evidence of extensive intra-MSA language contact, particularly among the languages of 
 

8 One should of course remain open to modifying the reconstruction in light of new evidence; c
(1995, 282) work on the genetic classification of Aramaic, specifically the relationships of Samalian and the 

 
9 Lonnet, 2006, 27 30.  
10 Rubin, 2015. 
11 Lonnet, 2009, 297 98. 
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the mainland. Easily the most important external language-contact situation is that with Arabic, 

which has exerted a large influence over MSA and continues to do so.  

In considering Arabic-MSA language contact, it is crucial to avoid the pitfall of 

oversimplifying and assuming a common degree of influence on all MSA languages, or indeed a 

unified source form of Arabic. Mehri has historically been the MSA language the least isolated 

from external linguistic contact, so it exhibits the highest level of influence from Arabic; within 

Mehri, the dialects of Yemen are influenced more by Arabic than is that of Oman.12 Borrowings 

from Arabic into MSA are not restricted to the lexicon; considering the greater similarity and 

closer proximity of MSA languages to each other than to Arabic, it is wholly unsurprising that 

morphological borrowing likewise occurs within MSA itself, that is between the individual 

(Mainland) MSA languages.13 

With this in mind, despite general theoretical arguments against areal diffusion of a 

morphological feature, it is that IPs may best be explained in terms of the MSA language-contact 

situation rather than according to a family-tree model. What is to be avoided, though, is to 

simply propose a vague explanation in terms of areal diffusion merely because a genetic account 

is not forthcoming. When Appleyard, for example, suggests that IPs may have been loaned into 

MSA from Arabic, he presents his argument in broad, impressionistic terms.14 There is no proper 

examination of the contact situation taking into account different levels of contact in different 

MSA languages or specifying the precise source (i.e., which Arabic dialect) of the loan. Nor does 

he demonstrate that the MSA and Arabic IP SCs are morphologically cognate or indeed make 

any mention of MSA IPFV forms. Instead, his proposal is a post hoc solution motivated by a 

 
12 Lonnet, 2009, 297; Watson, 2012, §0.1.2. Apart from Arabic, Rubin (2008, 69 70) also explains a number of 

. 
13 Lonnet, 2009, 298; Watson, 2012, §0.1.2.  
14 Appleyard, 1996, 220. Huehnergard (2005, 182) also voices the possibility that the Arabic Gp PC yu-qtal was 
loaned into MSA, without elaborating further, though he does not rule out alternative genetic explanations. 
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desire to account for what he considers a CS feature in MSA, based on a superficial observation 

of formal similarity between the MSA Gp SBJV and the Arabic Gp PC.  

Before moving to the description of IPs, a brief survey of the MSA verbal system in general 

is necessary, since it is substantially different from those of the CS languages covered in 

previous chapters.15 Like Ethiopic and Akkadian, MSA has preserved a reflex of the original PS 

(indicative) IPFV form *ya-qattvl, namely -  (unless stated otherwise, forms cited in the 

following are Mehri).16 It also possesses another prefix-conjugation form, (Ga) -qt l 

(<*ya-qtul), which, with independent use, expresses various kinds of modality (mainly deontic, 

but also epistemic), but is far more common in dependent use with a range of functions aligning 

very closely with European subjunctives and the Classical Arabic  form yaqtul-a, and is 

hence termed the SBJV. The third tense of the MSA verbal system is the perfect-marking SC 

(Ga) (<*qatala) that is the key isogloss of the WS branch of Semitic.17  

As for the MSA verbal stem system, the basic G stem takes two distinct forms: Ga  and 

Gb q , which derive respectively from the proto-WS fientive *qatala and stative *qatila 

/*qatula. It also possesses a D/L stem with a lengthened vowel between R1 and R2, ; a C 

causative stem, ; two stems with an infixed -t-, Gt  and D/Lt ; and two with a 

prefixed -, Ct(G) and CtD/L .18 A Gp l may be formed from the Ga, and IPs 

are very sporadically (in Mainland MSA at least) formed from other stems, particularly the C. 

 
15 The following summary of MSA conjugations is based on Rubin, 2018, ch. 7; Rubin, 2014a, ch. 7; Simeone-
Senelle, 1997, 416ff.; and Watson, 2012, §2.5. 
16 
summarises, that MSA y - l results from a resyllabification of *yi-qtul-u.  
17 Rubin, 2018, §7.1.4; Rubin, 2014a, §7.1.5; Simeone-Senelle, 1997, 401ff.; Watson, 2012, §2.5.1.3.2.3. A distinct 

s in Yemeni Mehri, 
rarity of this conjugation in concert with that of IPs generally means that this part of the paradigm is best ignored in 
the present study, since data on which to base any analysis are lacking. 
18 This description is based on Johnstone, 1975; Rubin, 2018; and Simeone-
following Rubin, presumably because although the lengthening of the vowel between R1 and R2 is reminiscent of the 
Arabic and Ethiopic L stem, the D stem is undoubtedly more primary in the Semitic verbal system generally. 
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The main difference between the MSA stem system and those of CS is not so much one of 

diachronic development apart from the CtD/L, the MSA stems can all be linked to proto-WS 

forms, even if there is some disagreement regarding the origins of the t stems, and cf. the 

discussion below on the origin of the D/L but rather relates to their synchronic uses. 

The derived verbal stems have to various degrees become lexicalised and lost their 

derivational meanings, although the extent of this lexicalisation is contested. Johnstone attributes 

regular, predictable functional values to stems in terms of relationships to their unmarked 

counterparts (D/L =+conative-intensive, C =+causative, t =+reflexive, Ct =+causative, 

+reflexive), just as occurs in CS.19 Simeone-Senelle holds a more moderate position and relates 

derivational or lexical status to the specific attestation of stems from a given root. That is, the 

D/L represents transitivity raising relative to its G counterpart; only when no corresponding G 

exists may the D/L become lexicalised and occur as an intransitive verb. She also proposes that a 

distinction exists between the transitive Ga and intransitive/stative Gb, preserved from their 

respective proto-forms *qatala and *qatila.20 Rubin, by contrast, holds that the only regular 

derivational relationship among the MSA verbal stems is that the C expresses the G + 

causativity. While he does not deny that derived stems may retain their original functions, his 

descriptions suggest that he considers such uses historical remnants and no longer predictable.21  

The t stems Gt  and D/Lt l, the identification of which discussed below are 

extensively lexicalised, though detransitive uses (as reconstructed for the proto-WS mother node) 

are also attested. A number of Gt verbs are attested with reciprocal meaning, relative to a 

 
19 Johnstone, 1975, §3.1.1. 
20 Simeone-Senelle, 1997, 397 401.  
21 Rubin (2014a, §6.2.1; cf. 2018, §6.2.3) makes the same statement, verbatim, regarding Jibb li and Mehri, 

is not possible to assign a productive or consistent meaning to the D/L-Stem 2014a, ch. 6; 
2018, ch. 6) descriptions of the Mehri and Jibb li verbal systems give the same impression of a breakdown of the 
derivational meaning for the other MSA verbal stems. 
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others, including some transitive verbs, are best co 22 In the D/Lt, corresponding 

-Stem, though the derivational 

relationship between the two is not always obvious. When there is a clear relationship, the T2-

Stem [D/Lt] is usually a passive of the D/L- 23  

In assessing the function(s) of MSA t stems, one indicator that they cannot be considered 

productive detransitive markers is the fact that their lexicalisation is so extensive that their 

respective unmarked counterparts are no longer certain, and a degree of confusion between them 

has obtained, exacerbated by extensive loans from the Arabic Gt and tD.24 This situation has 

resulted in scholars diverging on the very identification of MSA t stems: Rubin considers MSA 

f  s to the Arabic Gt and tD tafakkara, 

respectively; Johnstone and others conversely equate these forms with Arabic tD tafajjara and 

Gt .25 The derivational opacity of the MSA t stems is so intense that Simeone-Senelle 

even relates them not to the basic opposition between G and D/L, but rather to the subcategories 

of G stem (i.e., seeing  t t  26  

Rubin is doubtless correct that  1 the Gt, and 

 2 the D/Lt. Even without a secure semantic basis and there is arguably some 

evidence of this kind in support of his position, albeit not the most robust morphological 

features confirm this alignment. Notably, an inflectional suffix -  occurs in the IPFV of the D/L 

(ya-q tl- ) and the IPFV corresponding to SC l ( - - ), but not with the G IPFV 

 
22 Rubin (2018, §6.5.2; cf. 2014a, §6.5.2) gives the same description, verbatim, for Mehri and Jibb li. 
23 Rubin (2018, §§6.5.2, 6.5.4; cf. 2014a, §§6.5.2, 6.5.4) gives precisely the same description for Mehri and Jibb li, 

 
24 Rubin, 2012, p.c. 
25 Rubin, 2018, §6.5; contra Johnstone, 1975, 13; Appleyard, 1996, 216 19. 
26 Simeone-Senelle, 1998, §1.3.2. Such a situation would be unique within the Semitic languages, and, even if one 
assumes that these derivational relationships are wholly synchronic, is highly implausible. 
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(Ga -q  / Gb -qt l) or that corresponding to SC  ( - l).27 The fact that one must 

rely on a formal basis to identify the diachronic origin of the MSA t stems, and that this cannot 

be reliably achieved by recourse to the semantics of marked and unmarked counterparts is 

decisive in confirming their primary function(s) as lexical rather than derivationally detransitive. 

Lexicalisation of verbal stems in MSA is not limited to the t stems, but likewise affects the 

D/L, CtG, and CtD/L. Overall, Rubin frames this breakdown of the historical functions of the 

derived verbal stems within a major restructuring of the verbal stem system. Key in his analysis 

is the form of the D/L SC aq , where he notes that the 

prefix a- that we find in Mehri (and similar prefixes in the other MSA languages) is very likely a 
copy of the prefixed morpheme that we find in the H-stem [C], added in MSA in order to provide 
symmetry to the system of derived verbal stems. So the D/L-stem is the counterpart of the H-stem 
[C] in the way that the T2-stem [Dt] is the counterpart of the T1-stem [Gt] and the 2-stem [CtD/L] 
is the counterpart of the 1-stem [CtG].28 

The synchronic arrangement of MSA derived verbal stems is one of two tiers C : Gt : Ct and 

D/L : D/Lt : CtD/L both built off the G, with the proviso that the derivational (transitivity-

raising) relationship between the G and C is far more robust than that between the G and D/L. 

Individual stems may perform functions conforming to those reconstructed for their inherited 

proto-forms, but in MSA these are neither productive nor predictable (except, perhaps in the C), 

and the meaning of a given form is largely governed by which stems that particular root happens 

to form. Lonnet notes that this lexicalisation is more advanced in Soqo ri than in continental 

MSA, such that Mehri and Jibb li roots frequently form multiple stems that exist in derivational 

 
27 On the same basis,  ~ y - qt l (SC ~ IPFV) may be identified as a CtG stem and q t l ~ y - qatl- n as a 
CtD/L. The scarcity of the CtD/L compared with the CtG is also entirely in accordance with the comparative 
evidence from Ethiopic and with natural expectations about the CtD/L as a neologism. Parallels between the G and 
CtG and between the D/L and CtD/L also occur in the SC forms: Ga q t l and CtG qt l share a stem (-)qt l; D/L 
aq t l and CtD/L q t l share a stem (-)q t l; note that (a)q t l D/L forms with the stem vowel , while rare in 
Mehri, are relatively common in Soqo ri and the norm in ars si (Rubin, 2018, §6.2.1). 
28 Rubin, 2018, §6.2.2. 
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relationships to each other (if loose ones) whereas in Soqo ri a given root usually forms a single 

stem (or occasionally two) with no clear relationship between stem and meaning.29 

When considering IPs within this whole system of verbal stems, it is crucial to note that far 

from taking part in this lexicalisation, they have a highly predictable derivationality.30 IP 

formation has as prerequisite an unmarked counterpart stem, unlike any of the other derived 

stems in MSA, which may all occur independently. In continental MSA, at least, IPs only 

express the prototypical passive thereof, though various secondary, non-prototpyical uses (e.g., 

impersonal passives and even desubjectives) occur in Soqo ri, as discussed below (in §6.4). 

Furthermore, IPs are very scarce in continental MSA and virtually limited to the Gp Soqo ri 

expansions on this situation are shown below (in §6.4) to be secondary developments so they 

cannot be considered an element firmly embedded within the MSA stem system; rather, they are 

superficially overlaid upon it, and for the most part practically only on its primary (G) stem.  

These fundamental differences between IPs and the other MSA verbal stems could reflect 

their status as recent additions to the language that have not yet had time to lexicalise, nor to 

become well enough established to take place in the structural reorganisation of the verbal stems. 

If so, their development presumably post-dates that of the CtD/L stem, which has undergone 

extensive lexicalisation and does take part in the reorganisation of verbal stems, but cannot be 

confidently reconstructed further back than proto-MSA.31 Alternatively (or additionally), IPs 

may not be apt to lexicalisation because they tend towards the inflectional end of the inflectional-

derivational spectrum of morphology, whereas the consonantally derived stems are situated 

 
29 Lonnet, 1994, 250; 1998, 57 76. 
30 The closest IPs come to lexicalisation is to possess slightly more specific semantics than their unmarked 
counterparts cf. Ga x x l q 
This is hardly a surprising development; cf. the Arabic Ga sa ala su ila 

li y - r - n 
below in §6.3 rare D/Lp. 
31 A counterargument would be that the CtD/L stem was highly susceptible to lexicalisation because of its rarity, 
and/or because its functional load was more dispensable than the passive function of IPs. 
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toward the derivational end. Whatever the case, any understanding of MSA IPs within the 

broader context of the MSA verbal system must take the lexicalisation and reorganisation of 

derived verbal stems and the non-participation of IPs therein into account. 

The following description of MSA IPs, presents the data from the three main languages of 

32 First, the Gp forms of the three finite 

conjugations (SC, IPFV, and SBJV) are described, and these are then compared to other IPs (to 

the limited extent that they occur). Particular attention is paid to syncretism between active-

passive syncretism in the Gp of certain root types, since this has been shown to affect IP 

development elsewhere in Semitic (and notably in Arabic dialects in contact with MSA).33 After 

the morphology, the functional dimension of IPs that is, what semantic and pragmatic meaning 

they express, and how they affect syntax is described, especially insofar as the Soqo ri situation 

diverges from the largely homogeneous CS situation (to which the continental MSA languages 

basically conform).  

 

6.2 Mehri 34  

In Mehri, the Gp SC is distinguished from its active counterpart principally the Ga, although 

occasionally transitive Gb verbs possess Gp counterparts by alteration of the vowel between R2 

and R3.35 The basic distinction, occurring in the 3MSG, 3FPL, and 1P, is between +back in the 

 
32 This order moves from the West branch of MSA to the East branch, from the mainland to offshore, and from a 
situation of greater language-contact (both internally and externally) to a more isolated one. These distributions, 
overlaid upon each other, correlate with a continuum in IP behaviour identified by the analysis below (in §6.5). 
33 Cf. the discussion of yi-qtal (stative/intransitive) G/Gp PC forms in Central/East Arabian Arabic in §4.10.  
34 The data on which the following description is based are presented in Appendix B, Tables B1.1 and B1.2. 
35 This description follows Johnstone (1987, xix lxix), Rubin (2018, chs. 6 7), and Watson (2012, §2.5). Forms are 
from the Omani dialect, unless otherwise specified. 
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active and +front in the passive: Omani Mehri Ga q(  versus Gp q( )t l.36 It is notable that 

Yemeni Mehri possesses a long high vowel in its Gp SC l between R1 and R2, important 

ramifications of which are discussed below.37 

The stem vowel  between R2 and R3 of the Gp SC exhibits some person-based allomorphy, 

though the morphology environments conditioning this are not difficult to identify. For example, 

it is reduced to a in 1SG/DU and 2 q t l-k in the environment /_CC# (contrasted to  in the Ga 

q t l-k).38 Elsewhere, in the 3FSG q tl- t and 3MDU q tl- , personal markers - t and -  create 

the environment /_C , resulting in syncope of the  between R2 and R3.  

The suffixed person markers 3FSG - t, 3MDU - , and 3FDU -t , are a highly distinctive 

feature of Mehri IP morphology, since they contrast with counterparts - t, - , and -t  occurring 

in the corresponding positions in the active counterparts.39 Indeed, since the SC stems for these 

persons are the same (-q tl-) in the Ga and Gp, this means the vowel distinction +back +front 

between the Ga and Gp SCs, respectively, occurs only in the person-marking suffixes.40 This 

voice-marking ablaut occurring on a person-marking suffix which, it must be noted, is a unique 

occurrence within Semitic IPs occurs in 3FSG Ga q tl- t versus Gp q tl- t, or Ga qt l- t 

versus qt l- t =idle glottis, and 3FDU Ga q( )t l-  versus Gp q( )t l-t .41 

 
36 The schwa between R1 and R2 is absent when both are idle glottis  consonants: f, , t, s, , , k, x, , and h. These 
do not permit an unstressed, phonemic  between them (Rubin, 2018, §2.1.2).  
37 Watson, 2012, §2.5.1.4. 
38 For explicit citation of this sound rule and other examples, see Rubin, 2018, §2.2. 
39 The surface realisation of these person markers is actually -(t) h/-(t) h. Rubin (2018, §§2.2.4, 7.1.1) explains this 
as the result of sound rules *  > h/_# and *  > h/_# affecting underlying forms -(t) /-(t) ; following the first 
edition (Rubin, 2010, §7.1.1) of his Mehri grammar, the latter forms are used to highlight the historical active-
passive ablaut distinction, which is somewhat eroded in the surface representation. 
40 The person-marking suffixes 3FSG - t, 3DU - , and 2DU -t  also occur in the D/L, CtD/L, and Q that is, those 
stems for which the proto-vowel *u is reconstructed for the prefix of the IPFV and SBJV so they cannot be 
analysed as merely an extension of the vowel-quality distinction between Ga and Gp (back versus front) to this 
position from its primary locus between R2 and R3. Nonetheless, the possibility that this parallel may have played a 
role in the use of suffixes with the +front vowel in the Gp may not yet be ruled out.  
41 The closest parallel is that of neological ass niyya Arabic IP SCs discussed above (in §§3.4.3, 4.8), whose voice 
distinction is marked in a prefix (albeit not a person-marking one), introduced to the IP SC from the PASS PTCP/IP 
PC: i.e., D SC qattal versus pD SC u-qattal, where the voice distinction (ø  u) occurs outside of the stem. 
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All of the preceding passive-marking  vowels are subject to two regular sounds rule 

operative in Mehri, namely the lowering rules *   (where  =a glottalic ejective) and *  > 

 (where G =a velar/pharyngeal fricative). In the Gp SC, these rules affect the stem vowel in 

= /G, and the 3FSG and 3MDU (and 3FDU in Yemeni Mehri) suffixes in = /G. For 

example, both r  r n) and b -  

b ) have a passive-marking  vowel, rather than the  of the strong root.42 

In Omani Mehri, the Gp IPFV and SBJV are identical to each other, and to the Gb, 

throughout the SG and DU (with the proviso that DU forms bear the suffix - , rather than -  in 

the Gb). 3MSG y -qt l could be either Gb or Gp, and either IPFV or SBJV; 3MDU 

(IPFV/SBJV) Gp y -qt l-  and Gb y -qt l-  differ only in their suffixes.43 However, the Gp is 

usually formed not from the Gb, but instead from the Ga. In the SG and DU at least, distinction 

between the two is clear cf. e.g., 3MSG Ga IPFV y -q t l and SBJV y -qt l versus Gb/Gp 

IPFV/SBJV y -qt l. In the PL, the Gp IPFV is likewise indistinguishable from the Gb (e.g., 

Gb/Gp IPFV 3MPL y -qt l); the Gp SBJV, though, instead follows the Ga, with both taking the 

stem vowel  (e.g., Ga/Gp SBJV 3MPL y -qt l).44  

In Yemeni Mehri, both the IPFV and SBJV of the Gp use the same stem as the SC, namely 

l, to which they add the standard person-marking prefixes (and, where appropriate, suffixes). 

This is true at least in the 3MSG; I have been unable to find examples from other parts of the 

paradigm to determine the situation there.45 Because of this, active-passive syncretism is more 

widespread in Omani Mehri, since there the Gp is distinct from both Ga and Gb only in the SC 

 
42 For these sound changes, including examples from the Gp and other contexts, see Rubin, 2018, §§2.2.1, 2.2.2.  
43 The stem allomorphy of the Gp follows that of the Gb: qt l as default, 3FSG -qt yl, -qt l- throughout the DU.  
44 The data discussed here are presented Table B1.1, following ; he is generally 
more reliable than Johnstone (1987, xxi xxii), who gives identical PL IPFV and SBJV forms for the Gp.  
45 Simeone-Senelle, 1997, 407. 
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(in strong roots at least), while Yemeni maintains a voice distinction in all conjugations.46 

Insufficient data for Hoby t exist to allow a confident description of the situation, though it is 

worthwhile citing one (3MSG) IPFV y - b r *y - b r, with *  > 

/ ). Its disyllabic stem is characteristic of the MSA IPFV (as distinct from the typically 

monosyllabic stem of the SBJV), but unlike that of Yemeni Mehri, it cannot be linked to Gp SC 

morphology.47  

One of the most important aspects of the description of Mehri IPs is how those from certain 

weak root types behave, and specifically how they expand on the active-passive syncretism of 

the strong root, so that it also occurs in the SC. The Ga/b of =G has a stem-vowel  in 3MSG 

and 3PL SC forms, and a in persons 1 and 2.48 Since Gp forms are subject to lowering *  > 

, a voice distinction is only preserved in person-marking suffixes (i.e., the 3FSG and 

3DU).49 3MSG s  s -k 

 s -  is 

formally distinct from Gp s - t A comparable situation occurs in =h, 

since the Ga/b SC has the stem vowel  in the 3MSG, 3PL, and 1PL, and is therefore identical to 

 
46 DU SBJV and IPFV suffixes are admittedly different in the Gp and the Ga/Gb (as discussed above). However, the 
DU is a marginal part of the paradigm that very much in decline, and native speakers often uncertain how to produce 
correct  forms (Rubin, 2013, p.c).  

47 Lonnet, 2006, §6.6. One possibility here is that this form is a loan from Jibb li, which exerts extensive influence 
on Hoby t and possesses a (sometimes) disyllabic Gp IPFV stem -q(e)t l distinct from the always monosyllabic Gp 
SBJV stem -qt l. 
48 The term Ga/b is used to where given root type possesses a single form for the basic, active verb, rather than 
distinct Ga and Gb forms. 
49 Rubin, 2018, §§2.2.1, 7.2.5, 7.2.6. The active-passive syncretism under discussion is illustrated in Table B1.2. The 

 (discussed below), which has a separate, irregular Ga/b form. 
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the Gp in these persons.50 Yemeni Mehri is not subject to the same ambiguity, since the  

between R1 and R2 of the Gp distinguishes it from the Ga, which has  in this position.51  

Apart from the SC, /G/h Ga/b IPFVs and SBJVs all have the stem , following 

strong-root Gb morphology (including its person-governed stem allomorphs). Active forms of 

these root types are therefore identical with the Gp in the prefix conjugations. This is a more 

advanced syncretism than occurs in the strong root, where the parts of the Ga differ from the Gp. 

In the strong root 3MSG Ga IPFV y - l ~ SBJV y -qt l and Gp IPFV/SBJV y -qt l are quite 

distinct; in s  (a 2=G root), 3MSG y -s  

regardless which stem, could be either IPFV or SBJV.52  

Since the consonants  and  share certain characteristics with those discussed above, one 

might expect a similar situation to exist in = / . However, the data are scarce and the literature 

somewhat contradictory, so little may be said with certainty. Yemeni Mehri Ga/b am-  

am- t m) have identical stems, and the 

voice distinction is marked solely in the suffix.53 Omani Ga/b s l 

 (possibly <*s s l), though, do not.54 

The only Gp IPFV from these root types I have found is the Omani form y -s  (3MPL IPFV 

from s l).55 Its glide, and the resulting disyllabic stem, is unexpected. Considering, the Yemeni 

 
50 Rubin, 2018, §7.2.5; Johnstone, 1987, xxvi xxvii. ars si z h r 
anomalous in that it apparently represents a distinct Gb- h. However, Johnstone (1987, 466) 
explicitly notes its distinctive form in contrast to Mehri z h r, so it seems not to simply be a typographical error. 
51 i vowel (or variant ) appears in the Gp, but also in the Ga. Therefore, 
as in Omani Mehri, the two are only distinguished by the vowel between R2 and R3 il il
t  frapp pluch t  pluch -Senelle, 1998, 75). 

52 Johnstone, 1987, xxvii xxviii; Rubin, 2018, §7.2.5. There exist some variants that instead follow the strong-root 
form in the Ga e.g., Johnstone (1987, 291) provides n -n g ~ y -n  (<*y -n g); Rubin provides the 
IPFV/SBJV form y -n  that is more expected G n g).  
53 Watson, 2012, §2.5.1.4. 
54 s l; Stroomer, 1999, 4:1n2.  
55 Stroomer, 1999, 58:7.  
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Mehri Gp IPFV stem q t l matches that of the SC, it is possible these forms reflect something 

similar occurring in the Omani dialect (in =  at least). 

The final weak root type to be described is =3, which exhibits partial syncretism between 

the Ga/b and the Gp.56 The SC stem for both active and passive verbs is q ll- for the 3FSG and 

3DU, and the distinction is thus restricted to the person-marking suffix: Ga/b ll-  

versus Gp ll- t 57 In the 3MSG and 3FPL, though, the Ga/b SC has the 

monosyllabic stem q l (with simplification of the final geminated consonant) while Gp q l l 

follows the strong-root pattern.58 The voice distinction is also eroded in the IPFV : 3SG, 

3FPL, 2MSG, 2FPL, and all first-person forms have the Ga/b IPFV stem - (-), with only a 

slight difference from Gp - (-), the opposition between and being far from robust in 

Mehri.59 As normally occurs with verbs whose MSG stems have a back vowel between R2 and 

R3, the 3MPL is marked by ablaut, but the Ga/b and Gb two use different kinds of ablaut, so a 

distinction is maintained: 3MPL IPFV Ga y -qlawl versus Gp y -ql l.60  

The preceding description of the Mehri Gp illustrates a few broad trends worth bearing in 

mind when considering MSA IPs more generally. Syncretism between IPs and their active 

counterparts is extensive in Mehri, and between its dialects, is more widespread in Omani than 

Yemeni. Such a situation is extremely uncommon in CS languages, though it does occur in some 

 
56 The active-passive syncretism under discussion is illustrated in Table B1.2. 
57 Johnstone, 1987, 379; Rubin, 2018, §7.2.11. I have found no 3DU forms, though nor am I aware of any reason to 
suspect that they would not behave similarly. One might well imagine that the 3MPL Gp SC would likewise be 
identical to that of the Ga/b, q ll- m, though data are currently unavailable to (dis)prove such a prediction. 
58 Johnstone (1987 3, so it cannot be ascertained 
whether they are identical to the Ga/b (i.e., q ll- k for 1SG), or instead follow the strong root pattern (**q l l-k).  
59 Johnstone, 1987, x  rarely contrast, and sometimes 

y - l l 
y - l l terestingly, Stroomer (1999, 68:0) cites this very verb with  rather than  

in a passive context (3FPL IPFV (t )- - n ), illustrating precisely the low distinction at issue. 
60 3 Gp 3MPL IPFV follows strong-root y -r s is y -r y  (with the regular sound 
change  > ay/   
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Central/East Arabic Arabic dialects.61 In the (Omani) Mehri Gp SC, syncretism with the Ga/b 

results from regular phonological processes operative in certain weak root types. In the prefix 

conjugations it is also present in the strong root, though more so with the Gb than the Ga. Active-

passive syncretism is exacerbated in some weak root types, because their Ga and Gb forms fall 

together into a pattern following the strong-root Gb.62  

Another interesting characteristic of Mehri IP morphology is the locus of voice distinction. In 

CS languages this may occur in the stem of the SC and PC and/or in the prefix vowel of the 

PC e.g, in Classical Arabic G (variant) PC ya-qtal versus Gp yuqtal. However, in Mehri, IP SC 

forms also bear person-marking suffixes that differ from those of corresponding active forms 

precisely by the same +back front ablaut as occurs between the stems of the Ga and Gp SC

cf. e.g., 3MSG Ga q( )t l versus Gp q( )t l and 3FSG Ga q tl- t and Gp q tl- t. Nowhere else in 

Semitic is such a distinction is made in the vowel of a suffix, let alone this being the sole locus of 

distinction of an IP from its active counterpart.63  

Apart from the Gp, Mehri possesses a handful of Cp forms.64 In his grammatical pr cis and 

lexicon, Johnstone lists just two Cp verbs (SC ~ IPFV/SBJV): agl l or h gl l ~ ya-gl l / y -g l l 

(from gll) and aw  or h w  ~ y -haw  (from w ).65 Rubin further identifies the possibility 

that y -h a from  may be a Cp form, although he admits this interpretation is far from 

 
61 See Holes, 1998, and the discussion above (in §4.10) of yi-qtal G/Gp PC forms.  
62 Interplay between active-passive syncretism and Ga/b syncretism in weak roots must be informed by reference to 
the larger MSA situation, and particularly the comparison with which is presented in Appendix B. The 
analysis below (in §6.5) finds these two issues to be of the greatest significance to MSA IPs. 
63 That is not to suggest that passive marking is the origin of the suffixes with front vowels, since - t (3FSG), -  
(3MDU), and -t  (3FDU) are also found with the D/L, CtD/L, and quadriradical verbs (Rubin, 2018, §7.1.1).  
64 3 , though I am at 
a loss to identify what the significance of this distribution might be. 
65 Cf. gl l ~ y g and aw (Johnstone, 1975, §3.1.5, with some standardisation of transcription) and 
agl and aw haw a (Johnstone, 1987, 118, 427). A 3MSG IPFV a-w  is attested in context (Rubin, 
2018, 97:16). 
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certain.66 Simeone-Senelle provides a Yemeni Cp SC h  from d , this being the only Cp I 

have found from that dialect.67 

Since the data available are so scarce and unreliable, the analysis is necessarily speculative. 

Nonetheless, it is notable that the +back front distinction between C h  versus Cp h gl l, 

and C y -h a versus Cp *y -h a (> y -h a) parallels precisely that between the Ga 

versus Gp SCs. In the C(p), a contrast active +front versus passive +back occurs in a prefix 

conjugation; in the G(p), however, this voice-marking apophony is restricted to the SC. 

Furthermore, in terms of rule ordering, the very locus of this contrast between R1 and R2 situates 

the creation of the Cp after the regular Mehri sound change *  >  had become 

operative.68 As mentioned above, the Yemeni Mehri Gp SC q t l has slightly different 

morphology than that of Omani q( )t l since it preserves a vowel  between R1 and R2; this 

feature also occurs in the Cp SC of that dialect: h .  

I have found just one example of a Mehri D/Lp: m, cited in the SC only 

Mehri Lexicon.69 It has the characteristic front vowel  pervasive in the IP SC paradigm, 

although the second syllable of its active counterpart D/L d m has a schwa rather than a 

contrasting back vowel. Owing to the tendency for  to occur in =  (including <* ) in 

positions where corresponding strong-root forms have cf. the Ga/b SC  versus strong-

 
66 Rubin, 2013, p.c. The context of the form is: 

  -r h l y -h - a  h n-  
COND wet.3MSG DEF-head NEG 3M-CAUS-dry(.PAS?) except PREP-1PL 

 (Stroomer, 1999, 96:5).  
If, as in the cited translation, y -h a is interpreted as an active C, then like  it takes -r h 
OBJ. An objection to this is that it resembles the normal C IPFV form y -h a more than the SBJV y -h k a that 
the context demands. If it is instead a Cp, then -r h  
67 Simeone-Senelle, 1997, 407. Considering the lowering rule in post-glottalic environments, this is perhaps more 
accurately transcribed as h d . 
68 Thus, from a regular C proto-form *y -h , this rule yielded the attested y -h a, from which the Cp would 
have been formed by applying contrast active  versus passive  (a post-glottalic allomorph of * ). Whether Mehri 
*  >  (Rubin, 2018, §§2.2.2, 7.2.8) reflects a proto-MSA process
qvt G > q t G / q taG (Rubin, 2014a, §7.4.11) naturally has ramifications for the rule-ordering, and therefore 
diachrony, of Cp formation. 
69 dm. 
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root q m is precisely the form one would predict the Gp SC of dm to take.70 The 

identification of this form as a D/Lp, rather than Gp, is based solely on the existence of the 

corresponding active D/L verb from the root in question.71 

The scarcity of Mehri Cp and D/Lp forms creates a strong impression albeit one based on 

circumstantial evidence that IPs other than the Gp are neologisms rather than remnants of older 

(i.e., proto-MSA), originally more productive structures. Indeed, it is not even clear that the form 

d m is, properly speaking, a D/Lp in terms of formal derivation; there is no morphological 

basis to argue against it being a Gp drafted in to serve as an IP relative to the active D/L. 

Differences between Omani and Yemeni Cp SC forms further suggest they were created after the 

two dialects had separated, based on the subsequent respective Gp forms. That is,  is present 

between R1 and R2 of the Yemeni Cp SC h  because it is formed by prefixing the causative 

morpheme h - to the Gp SC q t l, a form in which the presence of  between R1 and R2 is 

specific to this dialect cf. Omani Gp q( )t l.  

According to the principle of archaic heterogeneity, diversity in means of passive marking 

between the Gp SC and prefix conjugations is understood to be more archaic than the similarity 

between these different conjugations in the Cp.72 Specifically, some Mehri Cp forms were based 

on (and therefore logically created after) Gp forms, with extension of the +back front ablaut 

from the SC to the IPFV/SBJV (or at least some instances thereof). In *y -h a (> y -h a) 

the extension of this ablaut also demonstrably occurred after a Mehri sound change had affected 

the active counterpart.73 This analysis is admittedly highly speculative and limited by the data on 

 
70 , see Rubin, 2018, §7.2.2. 
71 Cf. l, which Johnstone (1987, dl) identifies as a Gp because the corresponding active verb is l (G), 
not d l (D/L). 
72 The theoretical support for such a position is described in Hetzron, 1976. 
73 Extension of IP SC morphology to prefix conjugations is not necessarily restricted to the Cp. In Yemeni Mehri the 
Gp SC stem q t l is extended to form an IPFV/SBJV y -q t l, and possibly the same may also account for Omani Gp 
prefix conjugation forms  (if y -s w l does indeed reflect the extension of Gp SC sw l). 
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which it may rely, but it may nonetheless serve as a useful preliminary position from which to 

understand the Mehri situation within the context of the MSA branch as a whole. 

 

6.3  74 

are also 

considerable differences between these languages that may prove enlightening regarding the 

development of MSA IPs generally. Rather than reiterate similarities between the two languages, 

it is more economical to focus on how they diverge.75 In summary, the most important ways are 

active-passive syncretism than in Mehri; (2) the locus of vowel 

variation is restricted to the stem of the SC; (3) depending on voicing features of R1 and R2, the 

Gp IPFV and SBJV stems are distinct; (4) the Gp prefix conjugations exhibit a tendency to lose 

their prefixed person markers; (5) IPs other than the Gp that is, the Cp, D/Lp, and even one 

instance of a CtD/Lp are attested more frequently than in Mehri; and (6) IPs, particularly (or 

perhaps exclusively?) non-Gp IPs, may diverge from prototypical-passive syntax, having a 

slightly expanded functionality.76 

The Jibb li Gp forms are SC q(i)t l ~ IPFV i-q(e)t l ~ SBJV l -qt l.77 As in Mehri, the SC 

q(i)t l has a front vowel between R2 and R3, in distinction to a back vowel in the Ga q( )t l. 

Moreover, because  retains the quality +low of its precursor *a, Jibb li IPs possess a VMHC 

like that identified above (in Chapter 4) as fundamental to IP formation in CS. The vowel 

between R2 and R3 is stable and remains unchanged in closed syllables (e.g., q t l-k 1SG), where 

 
74 The data on which the following description is based are presented in Appendix B, Tables B2.1 and B2.2. 
75 Rubin (2014b, esp. §5) has published a brief comparison of the two languages in which he independently observes 
several, though not all, of the points highlighted here. 
76 The following description reveals that (1) is a logical corollary of (3) and (4), amongst other factors. This, and the 
possibility of a causal relationship between points (4) and (6) will be discussed in detail below (in §6.5). 
77 The following description is based on Rubin, 2014a, §§6.1.1 3.  
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Mehri exhibits stem allomorphy, as described above (in §6.2).78 The vowel between R1 and R2 is 

affected by certain characteristics of the verbal system relating to voice properties of root 

consonants. In roots of which R1 or R2 is voiced or glottalic and R1 is not a liquid, there must be a 

full vowel following R1 of the SC. In the Ga this vowel is +back,  or u; in the Gp it is +front, e 

or i. Otherwise, there is either schwa or no vowel in this position in both the Ga and Gp.79  

Several Jibb li Gp forms are attested from =bilabial (henceforth =B), and one from 

 m), in which R2 is lost intervocalically, resulting in a Gp SC q l, or q l with 

m.80 The simplest (and therefore most desirable) reconstruction is that these 

derive from the regular Gp SC pattern *q(i)til by normal Jibb li phonological processes (*vbv > 

, *vmv > ) eliding intervocalic bilabials, and in the case of m, by the same process(es) that 

result in active forms with long vowels and no token of R2= .81  I have found no Jibb li Gp 

forms from =w/y, but the root of the Gp SC y k rather than expected ** k; its historical root 

is bk may have been reanalysed as yk. If so, this could be a sliver of evidence that they 

behave like strong-root forms; the Cp SC efy l, from fyl further supports such a proposal.82 

The same voicing principles described above in relation to the vowels of the Gp SC also 

affect the IPFV, so that if either R1 or R2 is voiced or glottalic, there is a vowel between them 

(specifically, e), and if not, it is syncopated.83 Jibb li Gp IPFV -q(e)t l- and SBJV -qt l- stems 

are distinct in this regard since the latter never has a vowel between R1 and R2. Both IPFV and 

SBJV have a back vowel  between R2 and R3, with three allomorphs:  in the 1SG, 1PL IPFV

 
78 Dufour, 2014, p.c.; Rubin, 2014a, §6.1.2. 
79 n), a resulting stem-initial consonant cluster is preceded by an 
epenthetic vowel  or  (Rubin, 2014a, §§6.1.1 2). 
80 B/ dmr md br lbd b m; Rubin, 2014a, 
18:11, 32:8, and Pr16. 
81 See Rubin, 2014a, §§2.1.2 3 for the loss of intervocalic bilabials in Jibb li, and §7.4.8 for the behaviour of verbs 

. Nasalisation in d (Gp SC md) certainly points towards the historical presence of R2=m. 
82 fyl bk. Admittedly, what is true of the Cp does not necessarily hold for the Gp, but 
the data are so scarce that the proposals made here are in any case already extremely tentative. 
83 Rubin, 2014a, §6.1.2. rm.  
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but, according to most authors, not the 1PL SBJV 2MSG, 3SG, and 2/3FPL;  throughout the 

DU, in the 2/3MPL, and the 1PL SBJV; and  in the 2FSG.84 

As mentioned above (in §6.2), active-passive syncretism is widespread in the Mehri Gp, but 

it is far less common IPFV stem -q t l- resembles that of the Gp, but the two 

are not identical; the  between R1 and R2 of the Gb is always present and stressed except in the 

DU, where it reduces to and raised to  in the 2FSG, neither of which is true of the Gp IPFV. 

 -qt l- is 

invariably distinct from Ga -q t( )l-, but identical to that of the Gb (except in the DU and 1PL).85  

Crucially though, even where active-passive syncretism occurs in the stem, the Gp always 

remains distinct by virtue of its person-marking prefixes, or rather, the lack thereof. This is a 

crucial ri. The 

IPFV person-marking prefixes, namely y - (3M), t - (3F, 

2), - (1SG), and n - (1PL), with the 1DU optionally taking either of the last two. The Gp IPFV, 

by contrast, tends to lose the consonantal prefixes t- and y-, which are instead replaced with a 

front vowel. As a result, for all persons except first which has - in the 1SG and ne- in the 

1PL the prefix is that same: e-/i-.86 I have found just one Gp form preserving the y - prefix 

(and none with t -): y- n  - 87  

 
84 This allomorphy is described by Rubin (2014a, §6.1.2), following Johnstone (1980; 1981). It is largely confirmed 

n -qt l, which, just like the 1PL IPFV, shares the 
3MSG stem allomorph  rather than the  l -qt l] given in 
Lexicon and reproduced by 
well as or instead of the theme vowel. It would be imprudent to rule out the possibility of variation between forms. 
85 The Gb SBJV has  between R2 and R3 in the DU and  in the 1PL whereas the corresponding Gp forms have . 
86 First-person Gp IPFV prefixes are contested. Johnstone (1980, 470) and Dufour (2014, p.c.) do not cite a distinct 
1SG prefix, providing a paradigm with e- throughout, except in the 1PL, for which they respectively give ne- and 
n -. Rubin (2014a, §6.1.2), by contrast, follows the Jibb li Lexicon (Johnstone, 1981, xvii xviii), to differentiate 
between 1SG -, 1PL ne-, and a more general i- used in all other persons.  
87 Rubin, 2014a, 51:2. The prefix vowel  is presumably elided because it follows the relative pronoun -. 
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Just as the similarity between the Gp and Gb stems is greater in the SBJV than in the IPFV  

complete, in fact, with -qt l- being the stem of both so too is the distinction between their 

prefixes. The Gb (and Ga) SBJV takes the personal prefixes y - (3M), t - (3F and 2M/F), l - 

(1SG/DU), and n - (1PL); the Gp has l - throughout, except in the first person.88 There is some 

divergence amongst scholars on the first-person prefix(es) of the Gp SBJV. Rubin distinguishes 

the vowel of the 1SG prefix, l - with that of l -, occurring in all other persons including the 

1PL.89 Jibbali Lexicon and notes from 

the 1PL does not take the prefix l -, the former citing a 1PL prefix le- with a different vowel, the 

latter a prefix n - that retains the original nasal.90  

I find it more than slightly conspicuous that the first person of the Gp SBJV is where the 

prefix l - tends not to occur, since this is precisely the only part of the paradigm where it would 

cause full syncretism with the Gb if it did. Furthermore, there is evidence for a change in 

progress neutralising this prefix loss where it occurs outside of IPs, namely, the increasing use by 

younger speakers of the t- prefix in D/L and C prefix conjugations, where it was historically 

absent.91 This means that the feature of the loss of a person-marking prefix t- is increasingly 

specifically passive-marking morphology, rather than something found in the Gp as well as 

elsewhere in the verbal paradigm, and as such is an important 

characterised by distinctive morphology (compared, for example, to those of Mehri). 

This loss of y- and t- (and even - and n-, albeit to a lesser extent) cannot be traced back to 

proto-MSA since Mehri Gp IPFV/SBJV forms invariably bear personal prefixes (and there is no 

 
88 Rubin, 2014a (§6.1.2 n1 y rf  is possible for some 

I wonder whether Mehri influence may play a role in this breakdown of the distinction between Gp and 
Gb SBJVs (since these forms exhibit syncretism as y -qt l in that language). 
89 Rubin, 2014a, §6.1.2. 
90 Johnstone, 1981, xvii xviii
which gives a Gp SBJV prefix l - for all persons; Dufour, 2014, p.c. 
91 Rubin, 2014a, §§6.3, 7.1.2 3. 
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evidence suggesting they have been secondarily reintroduced there). However, since same 

phenomenon does occur in Soqo ri, it may be identified as a proto-East MSA innovation. When 

the loss of t- (and other) person-marking prefixes is overlaid with various other IP-related 

isoglosses, this results in interesting distributive patterns.  

For example, the loss of personal prefixes has a strong homogenising effect on the 

conjugation. In MSA, impersonal-passive and desubjective uses of IP morphology occurs only in 

Jibb li and Soqo ri. The presence in these languages of a relatively singular form for different 

persons (at least in the prefix conjugations, at least) matching that of the 3MSG could certainly 

have facilitated the development of structures where IPs are employed with semantically empty 

dummy SUBJs. However, just as the notion of competing motivations from the variation-and-

change model of language development predicts, the situation is more complicated than a simple 

causality between two features; there exists a complex interweaving of multiple isoglosses that 

must be considered altogether, and as such, can only be properly understood in the final analysis 

below (in §6.5) once all three MSA languages have been described.92 

-active syncretism in 

weak root types as Mehri does. In =G, for example, a difference is maintained between Ga/b 

and Gp SC cf. e.g., Ga/b a n and Gp i n, versus Mehri , cognate to both.93 

=3 is more similar to the strong-root pattern than is the active 

(Ga/b) counterpart, largely because the latter shows a marked tendency for monosyllabic stems 

 
92 For example, the higher productivity of IP morphology and its formal distinctiveness in Soqo ri, compared to 
Jibb li, are part of a general vivacity of IPs in Soqo ri that also manifests in its more extensive development of 
impersonal-passive and desubjective uses of IP morphology, as discussed below (in §6.4).  
93 Relevant here is lowering in pharyngeal environments. Mehri has a regular sound change *  , whereas in 

there is merely a looser tendency for  and , but crucially for the case in hand, not i, to lower to a when 
adjacent to a pharyngeal h, q( )h l-, differs slightly from other 

G, using  (a central allophone of a). I have found no Jibb li Gp forms from this root type, but there is no 
reason to suspect the voice distinction would not also be maintained here (though the distinction between the vowels 
i and  is admittedly less than that between i and a). 
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where the strong-root Ga and Gb have more regular, disyllabic ones: Gp qel l ~ i-qel l ~ l -ql l 

versus Ga/b qel ~ y -ql l ~ y -qq l.94 Because of a rule *C2vC2  > C2C2 , the Gp SC stem 

contracts in the 3FSG, though a voice distinction is retained in the quality of the stem vowel: 

Ga/b q ll- t versus Gp qill- t.95  

The preceding is not meant to deny active- The 

identity between the Gp and Gb SBJV stems -qt l- has been mentioned, and this holds (is 

expanded, in fact) in some weak root types. For example, the Ga/b and Gp SBJVs in =G both 

have the same stem -qt G-.96 There lacks a voice distinction 

found in Mehri, such as in the prefix conjugations of =w.97 The issue at hand is rather an 

overall trend that  in strong and 

weak roots alike, as well as between the three finite conjugations of MSA. This is due to various 

factors, including certain Mehri-specific sound changes, the generally more diverse 

verbal paradigm specifically its greater distinction between IPFV and SBJV forms and the 

loss of (most) person-marking prefixes from the Jibb li Gp prefix conjugations. 

Gp and certain syntactic uses of IPs that diverge from CS norms (to which Mehri adheres). 

Though rare, and certainly not fully productive, non-Gp IPs are still far more widespread in 

Jibb J[ibbali] L[exicon] includes at least nine H-Stem passives [Cp], four 

 
94 Rubin, 2014a, §7.4.14. There is great variety in Jibb 3. 
95 Rubin, 2014a, §6.1.1. Cf. Ga/b azz- t (13:16; <* zz- t with *  > a/G_ izz- t 

As mentioned 
but are distinguished by their suffixes (Ga/b ll-  ll- t ). 
96 Cf. Gb y -fra  (Rubin, 2014a, §7.4.11) versus Gp l - , but without lowering of e in the Gp 3MPL l -lt
(Johnstone, 1980, 470; forms cited with prefix l -, normalised here in accordance with discussion above). 
97 Cf. Jibb li Ga e b ~ ye- b ~ y - b and Gb b ~ ye- b ~ y - b versus Gp e b ~ i- b ~ l - b (Johnstone, 

w b w Ga IPFV forms pattern like the strong 
root, so the same syncretism does not occur there (Johnstone, 1987, xxviii; Rubin, 2018, §7.2.3). Admittedly, one 

with ye- could be an error for expected **i-t b. The data are presented in Table B2.2. 
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D/L- - 98 With regard to the non-Gp forms 

Rubin provides from his texts, a note on the distribution is in order. Two of the eight Cp forms, 

i- er b and i-gef n, occur together in the same sentence (TJ2:53); a third, - , is also from this 

text (TJ2:25), as are two of the three D/Lp forms he cites i-f l - n (TJ2:58) and y - r - n 

(TJ2:62).99 Therefore, one cannot rule out the possibility that the non-Gp IPs in question are an 

anomaly of one particular text (and/or its main interlocutor), particularly considering that TJ2 

exhibits a disproportionate number of IPs generally.  

This is not the only anomalous distribution for non-Gp IP forms in Jibb li, however. A 

further three Cp forms all occur in another single text (TJ4:75, 77, 89) and all have the same root 

( dm). This text also contains the only remaining D/Lp cited by Rubin: li (TJ4:57), the syntax 

of whose use warrants some comment.100 The clause  

li h -ni t -  

show\PAS.3MSG  PREP-1SG ACC-2FSG 

 

is best analysed as a desubjective use deriving from an 

(where X is a SUBJ with semantic reference).101 The ACC-marked t -  

original grammatical relation (OBJ) and the OBL PP h -ni  

 
98 Rubin, 2014a, §7.1.7, with examples, see also §§6.2.2, 6.2.3, 6.4.1, 618n75. To the roots for which Rubin 
identifies D/Lp forms lq fs , fl , gdl, gfn, ly, and r dmr swr xb . To those for which he 
identifies Cp forms dm bny fg fyl nby/nb swr r f nf wg lb . The sole 
Ctp comes from r. 
elsewhere provides some D/Lp and Cp forms (from these same roots). 
99 r  is lexical rather than functionally passive. 
100 y does indeed take this shape, but the 
following line k l  h ni bi  t l  reiterates the same idea with 
another IP (Gp), which speaks in favour of the analysis of li as a D/Lp, however exceptional. 
101 Cf. the active example from the same text:  

- úli h-  t- s 
REL-describe.3MPL PREP-3MSG ACC-3FSG 
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While impersonal passives i.e., those whose semantically empty SUBJ slot is filled with a 

dummy referent with default 3MSG agreement do occur in Jibb li and may even be created 

from syntactically transitive active counterparts, such a relation of the patient thereof to the ACC 

functional relation OBJ is highly exceptional.102 Instead, the patient (or patient-like argument, 

since theme) is typically encoded as an 

OBL PP. This is equally true if it appears in the corresponding active as an OBL PP or as an 

ACC OBJ. The first case is simply a passivisation of a syntactically intransitive clause (though 

there is a requirement that the semantic specification of the predicate include a patient, or at least 

a semantic role other than agent).103  

However, Jibb li IPs may also express the passive of transitive active verbs, in which case 

the erstwhile ACC-marked OBJ is ordinarily demoted into an OBL PP. For example, transitive 

D/L ess r personal-passive D/Lp ss r le- , where the patient 

appears with the PREP l-, or a personal passive, of which it is the SUBJ and bears the 

appropriate agreement in the verbal inflection (e.g., ss r- t 3FSG).104 Unlike CS (and Mehri) 

IPs, those of Jibb li do not exclusively express the prototypical passive, even if this is by far 

their most common function; they can be used for other detransitive functions. Such an analysis, 

though, is not without problems. Impersonal passives of transitive verbs are hardly common in 

105  

 
102 t-  . This syntagm, though, is 
extremely common in Soqo ri, as discussed below (in §6.4).  
103 For example, Lonnet (2006, §6.8) cites 
rd  b-e-k lb-  a  e-r mn m 

throw\PAS.3MSG PREP-DEF-heart-3MSG.POSS PREP DEF-sea 
 b-, as 
in l t   Such use is identical to the impersonal passives in 
Arabic, discussed above (in §3.3). 
104 Similarly, the patient of the Cp from lb  can either appear as its SUBJ or in a PP with the PREP b-. For both 
these examples, see Lonnet, 1994, §3.III. 
105 Apart from the D/Lp ss r le-  and the Cp lb  be-  the only other possible example I have found is the D/Lp 
ye- r - n bes b-. This 
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With regard to their morphology, like the Gp SC, Jibb li IP SCs from derived stems have a 

front vowel  between R2 and R3. However, unlike in the distinction of Gp from Ga, this does not 

contrast to a back vowel in the active C and D/L counterparts. In fact, the distinction between C 

eqt l versus Cp eqt l (and likewise the much rarer Ct aqt l versus Ctp aqt l) is subtle, and 

=nasal by dint of the raising properties of m and n (e.g. C/Cp e n f 

106 On the one hand, it may be an original +back  

+front contrast between the C versus Cp cf. Mehri, where such a contrast does occur, to the 

extent that Cp forms do.107 On the other hand, it would be injudicious to rule out the possibility 

that the  between R2 and R3, characteristic of the Jibb li Gp SC, has been extended to the C SC 

to create a Cp SC, even where the resulting contrast with the corresponding active counterpart is 

less than stark.  

The D/L SC has a schwa (syncopated where syllable types permit) between R2 and R3, but 

the familiar +back versus +front voice-marking opposition stills occurs between R1 and R2: e.g., 

D/L eg d l eg d l.108 In =w/y, R3 becomes -i in both D/L and D/Lp, so 

the vowel between R1 and R2 is the sole locus of contrastive voice-marking (e.g., D/L li versus 

D/Lp li, from ly). In =w/y, R2 is lost from the surface representation, so the same +back 

+front voice-marking contrast likewise occurs in the only available position (e.g., D/L ess r 

versus D/Lp ess r, from swr). In an impressionistic fashion, one may observe that the D/Lp is 

 
analysis, though, is uncertain because the argument specification of the corresponding active is not clear and the 

 
106 Rubin, 2014a, §6.3.2. A voice-marking opposition e versus i is not wholly alien to the Ga versus Gp, since it 

y: e.g., Ga rd  rd G, the distinction between C versus Cp is greatest, 
since the former has a lowered vowel between R2 and R3 (e.g., C efg  <*efg  efg ).  
107 1-stem perfects Mehri  versus kt b is 

 
108 Rubin, 2014a, §6.2.2. 
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formed by insertion of a front vowel wherever this will create a contrast to the back vowel of the 

corresponding active.109 

Fewer data from the prefix conjugations of the Cp and D/Lp are available than from the SC. 

Nonetheless, a few observations may be made with some confidence. The Cp IPFV i-q(e)t l is 

basically identical to that of the Gp.110 The lowering of the theme vowel in Cp forms from =G 

precisely matches that of the Gp: it does not affect the  of the SC but does the  of the IPFV and 

SBJV e.g., elg  ~ e-lg  ~ l -lg . The only significant difference between Cp and Gp prefix 

conjugation forms is that in the Cp IPFV (as in the C), R1 is geminated when it is neither voiced 

nor glottalic (e.g., e-ffega ). Apart from (almost total) syncretism between the Gp and Cp IPFVs, 

it is it is noteworthy that the Cp IPFV is identical its active counterpart. Both share the same 

stem (-q)qet l-), and since C IPFVs undergo the same loss of person-marking prefixes as IPs

like those of all IPs, the D/Lp, and quadrilateral verbs, at least traditionally the formal identity 

between C and Cp IPFVs is complete and any voice-marking distinction eradicated.111  

The D/Lp IPFV takes the same - n suffix as its active counterpart (e.g., D/Lp IPFV 

i-f l - n).112 As for the internal vocalisation, the D/Lp IPFV stem -qitel- has a front vowel i 

between R1 and R2 in contrast to the back vowel of D/L -q t( )l-. Although this is an unusual 

locus for the +back +front contrast compared to the rest of the MSA IP paradigm, it is exactly 

how the D and D/Lp are distinguished in the SC. The vowels between R2 and R3 of the IPFVs a 
 

109 This is reminiscent of the location of the +back  +front contrast in suffixed person-markers in certain Mehri IP 
forms, discussed above (in §6.2). Even though that is a unique locus for passive marking throughout Semitic IPs, it 
was the only place a vocalic distinction could occur in the forms in question, so that is precisely where it did occur. 
110 Rubin, 2014a, §6.3.2. The presence or absence of the e between R1 and R2 is governed by the same conditions 
described above for the Gp IPFV. It occurs in i- r b and i-g f n (Rubin, 2014a, TJ2:53) because of their voiced or 
glottalic consonants, but not in -  and -lg  (Johnstone, 1980, 470) because of their voiceless or liquid ones. 
111 Rubin (2014a, §§6.2, 6.3, 6.3n30, 31, 7.1.2, 7.1.3) notes an increasing tendency towards the use of the t- prefix in 
the C and D/L, particularly among younger speakers, suggesting a development in progress. (I wonder whether the 
ascendancy of the innovative variant with the t- prefix is at least partly motivated by social factors like the prestige 
associated with Mehri and/or Arabic, both of which use a t- prefix in the forms in question.) Crucially to the matter 
at hand, the same is not observed in the Cp, which could indicate the (re)establishment of a voice distinction in this 
part of the paradigm through the contrastive marking of absence/presence of the t- prefix. 
112 Rubin, 2014a, §6.2.2; Johnstone, 1980, 470. 
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sometimes-syncopated  in the D/L versus an irreducible  in the D/Lp likewise precisely 

mirror those of the D/L(p) SCs.  

No SBJV forms from non-

113 The scant data on 

t-, sometimes repeated in his . The Cp SBJV is l -qt l, with number-marking 

ablaut between 3MSG  (surfacing as a in pharyngeal environments) versus 3MPL e (e.g., 

le-lg  ~ le-lg ).114 Similar to the situation in the IPFV, apart from slight variations in the vowel 

of the prefix which I suspect simply reflect the Cp and 

Gp SBJVs are identical.115 Unlike in the IPFV, however, the voice distinction between C SBJV 

y -qt l and Cp SBJV l -qt l, though, is quite pronounced.  

The D/Lp SBJV form is l -q(v)t l (e.g., l- l ).116 Like all IP SBJV forms, that of the D/Lp 

exhibits stem allomorphy between 3MSG -q(v)t l- and 3MPL -q(v)t l- (e.g., l-g d l ~ l-g d l); in 

its active D/L counterpart, by contrast, -q t l- is invariable. The vowel between R1 and R2 of the 

D/Lp SBJV is not always present (e.g., l( )-fs ). This is most surprising considering that a 

stressed vowel in this position is integral to (indeed, the primary formal characteristic of) the 

active D/L. This syncopation between voiceless, non-glottalic R1 and R2 instead precisely 

mirrors the behaviour of Cp and Gp IPFVs, with whose stems the D/Lp SBJV is identical.  

 
113 One puzzling anomaly in Johnstone 1980, 470; 1981, s.vv.) data is a disproportionate number of examples of 
the Cp SBJV from the complex root type =g, 3=  fg lg wg ); for the regular pattern, he cites le- . 
114 Rubin (2014a, §§2.2.1, 7.4.11) proposes a sound-change *CC G > CC G, likewise operative in G Gb 
SBJV, to explain the why a appears instead of  in these forms. Since this does not affect the  of the 3MPL, nor to i 
in the Cp SC eqt G 3=G (e.g., efg ), the environment(s) where pharyngeals cause lowering can be restricted 
to rule out high front vowels. In fact, at the diachronic level, since I consider a more original than , I propose that a 
more accurate formulation would be the statement that backing *a >  is blocked in the environment / G. 
115 Johnstone (1980, 470; 1981, xviii) provides a Gp SBJV prefix l - or l - and Cp SBJV le-. Without making any 
inferences at this point about the ramifications thereof, it is noteworthy that Arabic has a single form yu-qtal for both 
the Gp and Cp PCs (the CS PC being the cognate conjugation to the MSA SBJV). 
116 Johnstone (1980, 470) provides the following forms. Precisely the same observations about pharyngeal lowering 

G made above in relation to the Gp and Cp also apply here. 
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When a vowel does occur between R1 and R2 of the D/Lp SBJV, its quality is unstable, 

varying between  and e. In the absence of any obvious phonological processes that can account 

for the situation, I suspect this reflects uncertainty on the part of the speaker about how to 

produce the correct  shape of this rare form. That is, it is not clear whether the source 

morphology used to form the D/Lp SBJV should be the forms of IP IPFVs or instead its active 

counterpart, the D/L SBJV. Within the variation-and-change model employed for the analysis of 

IPs in CS, this would represent an example of learner error as a source of variation.117  

The final dimension of IPs from derived stems to be addressed here also relates to a kind of 

uncertainty or ambiguity, namely, the blurring, both functional and formal, with the Gp. 

Johnstone considers the IP mini/bini from bny a Cp, no doubt due to its active counterpart, C 

ebn  118 The vowel following R1, though, is unexpected considering the consonantal 

skeleton of the C, and is instead reminiscent of the Gp SC q(i)t l = -voice, the Gp qt l 

has no vowel between R1 and R2, so if the causative prefix e- of the Cp SC undergoes aphaeresis, 

Gp/Cp SC syncretism is complete; identification of which stem an IP belongs to can be made 

only by reference to semantics or to the corresponding active form. For example, Cp  

f  f  119  

IPs from dm in text TJ4 blur the categories Gp and Cp not just at the formal level, 

120 The Cp occurs three times 3MSG a d m (TJ4:75), 3MSG a ad m (TJ4:77), and 

2MSK a d m-k (89) but so does the Gp: id -k For the most 
 

117 lim Bakh t, was doubtful of the indicative [IPFV] 
 (Johnstone, 1980, 470n11). For the linguistic theory framework of learner error, see Ringe and Eska, 2013, 

36 37. 
118 Johnstone, 1981, s.v. bny 
119 For these forms, see Rubin, 2014a, 30:16, 97:46, AM1:5 f . 
120 Rubin, 2014a, TJ4; Johnstone, 1981, dm. Rubin (618n75) points out the Arabic C may be an influence here.  
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part, active counterparts are from the Ga (e.g., TJ4:618), which, apart from the Gp, is the only 

verb listed under this root in the . At least one active form (TJ4:75), though, may 

be a C. 

Apart from the Cp, confusion with the Gp also obtains in the D/Lp cf. the discussion above 

(in §6.2) of Mehri D/Lp d m and Gp d l. In the root type =B, the only difference between 

D/Lp  from xb  and the expected Gp form  is the prosthesis preceding R1. The IP d r 

from dmr relates to an active D/L ed r but is certainly derived from an underlying proto-form 

*dVmVr rather than *dVmmVr

121 Even in the strong-root, the D/Lp SC has little formal distinction from that 

of the Gp, particularly in instances where gemination of R1 and a prosthetic vowel is lacking in 

the former. For example, D/Lp SC r  differs from a Gp only in the accenting of the vowel 

between R1 and R2 (if this transcription can even be relied upon).122  

To conclude, the description of Jibb li IPs shows that they are significantly more formally 

distinctive than those of Mehri. This is true both in terms of the comparative rarity of active-

passive syncretism in which the loss of person-marking prefixes plays no small part as well 

as in terms of the separation between the different conjugational parts of the paradigm. Cp and 

D/Lp are relatively poorly attested, compared with the Gp, though are certainly more common 

than in Mehri.  

However, there is a notable breakdown in their distinctiveness, and Cp and D/Lp morphology 

is often similar to, or even identical with, that of the Gp (and in the case of the Cp, even with its 

active C counterpart). This is truer of the Cp than the D/Lp, though even the latter sometimes 

 
121 Rubin, 2014a, §2.1.3 dmr. As such, it is not entirely clear whether the 
form should be labelled a (historical) Gp or D/Lp, since this latter term only references its function position within 
the stem system and not its morphological origin. 
122 Rubin, 2014a, §6.2.2, 586n62. 
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merges with the Gp, particularly in the SC. Finally, certain atypical uses of IP morphology that 

are not found in Mehri, are attested: impersonal-passives, including those from transitive verbs, 

and even desubjectives. These constructions occur disproportionately with Cp and D/Lp forms; 

only the least unusual of them, expression of the impersonal passive of an intransitive active 

clause albeit one with a second, OBL argument has been found to occur with the Gp. 

 

6.4 Soqo ri 123 

Owing to the unique status of the scholarship on Soqo ri, it is on the one hand the MSA language 

whose IPs it is the most difficult to described, and on the other hand that for which such a 

description, and the consequent analysis, is most novel and valuable. No up-to-date reference 

grammar has yet been published, and early sources often suffer from inconsistent transcription. 

However, during the past decade a number of scholars from Russia have begun publishing 

material about Soqo ri verbal morphology, as well as texts from the Soqo ri oral-literature corpus 

with accompanying grammatical commentaries and glossaries.124 This work is of inestimable 

forms the basis of the 

following description and analysis possible.  

 
123 The data on which the following description is based are presented in Appendix B, Tables 5 and 6. 
124 This chapter relies heavily on Naumkin et al. (2014b, §2) and amends the transcription of data from other sources 

simple elements: , e, i, o, u

such as a for  in the environment of pharyngeal and glottalic consonants, and a non-phonemic contrast between e, , 
and ö the contrastive environments of the first two are not clear, but ö is a labialised allophone found around w. 
Citations from Naumkin et al. (2014b) are made either according to page number, the root under which the lexeme 

ktb
form cited in the notes to 1:1). Dufour (2014, p.c.) kindly shared a full paradigm of the Soqo
fieldwork notes, along with his own observations about some of the data. 
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The basic form of the Soqo ri Gp is (SC ~ IPFV ~ SBJV) q t l ~ (y -)q tol ~ li-qt l, in 

contrast to the Ga q tol ~ y -q tel ~ li-qt l and Gb q t l ~ y -q tol ~ li-qt l.125 As in Mehri and 

ri, it occurs between R1 and 

R2 therefore not in direct opposition with the +back vowel of the Ga (between R2 and R3) as in 

Mainland MSA. This has misled some into considering q t l the Soqo ri counterpart to Mehri 

l q t( )l.126 However, the passive function(s) of q t l and the semantics of Soqo ri 

q t l confirm that it is the latter that, like these Mainland MSA forms, derives from the 

(historically) stative Gb SC *qatila.127 The formal similarity between Soqo ri q t l and Mainland 

MSA q t l/q t( )l and the ensuing confusion regarding the relationship between them is simple 

to explain: in Soqo ri all SC forms (including the Gp) retract stress to the penultimate syllable, 

whereas in Mehri and Jibb li this is true only of the Gb SC.128  

Stem allomorphy in the Soqo ri Gp SC is fairly restricted. The basic 3MSG stem is used for 

all first-person, second-person, and MPL forms, with a concomitant shift in stress to the new 

penultimate syllable in persons whose suffix adds a syllable. Examples of this Gp SC stem being 

used outside of the 3MSG include 1SG sa -k and m ra -k, 1DU k l -ki and ik b-ki, 2MSG 

t n-k, 3MPL g r f, and 3FPL r r and n a .129 In fact, since all 3PL forms lack suffixes, they 

 
125 For these forms, see Leslau (1937) and Naumkin et al. (2014a, §§1.1, 2.1, 2.3). Simeone-Senelle (1996, 314) 
gives the IPFV qut l, but the preponderence of evidence is decisively against this.  
126 Petr ek (1963, 606) explicitly identifies the Soqo ri Gp SC with Mainland MSA Gb SCs; Retsö (1989, 181) is 
unsure at best, and suggests q t l 

q tel est la m
is presumably an egregious typographical error fo since he is surely comparing this form to 

Mehri q t l and Jibb li qet( )l, which are both basically stative/intransitive forms. 
127 Examples of triple (Mehri-Jibb li-Soqo ri) cognate verbs with the semantic property of stativity and Gb 
morphology occur with the roots m br n b k, 

 (Johnstone, 1981; Johnstone, 1987; Leslau, 1938, s.vv.).  
128 Lonnet (1998, §4) notes this stress pattern is particularly characteristic of Soqo ri among its MSA sisters. 
129 s mr kl  (and for others nd kb nn); for the 

grf; for second-person and 3FPL forms, see Naumkin et al., 2014b, 2:11, 10:8, 6:26 (for a further 3FPL 
form, *23:27). The reduction/elision of the vowel between R1 and R2 where this falls in the pretonic position and the 
occurrence of a as a variant of  between R2 and R3 are discussed below. 
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are identical to the 3MSG, a syncretism not found in the Ga (where the 3MPL SC is q tel versus 

3MSG q dom) or indeed in the equivalent context in Mehri or Jibb li. 

The 3FSG/3DU Gp SC has a stem allomorph most commonly qit l, but with variants q t l 

and qtil also attested in which the vowel between R2 and R3 is i instead of , and which thus 

more closely resembles its Mehri and (especially) Jibb li counterpart: e.g., 3FSG b s-o / 

ib s-o, and 3MDU lit -o and t n-o.130 With the addition of the suffix -o the stress shifts 

forward from the vowel R1 and R2 which then sometimes undergoes lenition i >  > ø, and with 

regard to the variation in this, 

properties of the first and second radicals, but no exact distributional rules could be 

131 However, the attestation of different variants from the same root (e.g., bs) 

suggests a freer distribution, perhaps an instance of variation that has not yet reached the status 

of change with the triumph of one variant, or the establishment of a fixed conditioning 

environment(s). Otherwise, two exceptional 3FSG Gp SCs occur with the 3MSG stem: d -o 

(whose initial stress suggests a proto-form *d -o rather than *di -o) and ik b-o.132  

Soqo ri verbal morphology, like that of other MSA languages, varies 

types, whose root consonants have certain phonological properties. In general, though, the Gp 

SC conforms to strong-root patterns more so that do the Ga or Gb SCs. For example, while 

active verbs from =3 have irregular monosyllabic SC stems (e.g., ez), the Gp is entirely 

regular (e.g., 3MSG z z ~ 3FSG iz z-o).133 Where deviations from q t l ~ qit l-o do occur, 

these largely accord with regular Soqo ri phonology. For example, glottalic and pharyngeal 

consonants cause *  > a /[ ], /_G (  =glottalic and G =pharyngeal) throughout the language. As 

 
130 bs; Müller, 1905, 135:21, 291:23. Naumkin et al. 2014b, 2:53) texts contain just one 
example with a reduced vowel between R1 and R2: 3FSG b-o. 
131 Naumkin et al., 2014a, §1.5n14. 
132 Leslau, 1938, 357; Naumkin et al., 2014b, 2:50. 
133 Naumkin et al., 2014b, 3:7, 22:82, 3:13.  
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expected, the underlying *  of q t l appears as a in 3= , G, but  of the 3FSG stem allomoph 

does not lower (e.g., h ra  ~ hir -o and l ta  ~ lit -o).134  

In accordance with the general MSA behaviour of idle glottis  consonants, the Soqo ri Ga 

and Gb SCs usually syncopate the vowel between R1 and R2 when both are voiceless or non-

glottalic (e.g., ktob).135 The Gp of such roots, by contrast, preserves a trace of this vowel, albeit a 

shortened, unaccented one.136 Interestingly, earlier literature sometimes represents such forms 

with a palatal glide following R2 ktyeb  t(y)an kit b 

and it n).137 tath Bittner instead 

sees it as resulting from the insertion of an extraneous y (i.e., palatalisation of R2).138 The 

variation-and-change model attributes great weight to the role of language transmission; both of 

these explanations could be ways of expressing that speakers have reanalysed a phonetic 

sequence C C as CCy.139 Whatever the diachronic origin of this morphology, 

between R1 and R2 has phonemic status since it creates minimal pairs, in some cases marked for 

an active-passive voice distinction.140 

One highly unusual Gp SC form is y d, which Naumkin et al. compare this to the 1=  Cp 

SC yaf and yar (discussed below), arguing that since  is not susceptible to palatalisation, the 

 
134 hr ; Naumkin et al., 2014b, 28:34, 4:10.  
135 Rubin (2018, §2.1.2n3) explicitly states that the deletion of unstressed phonemic  between two idle glottis 

 
136 Naumkin et al., 2014b, §2.1.2.3. Of their examples, iba  has a voiced R2, suggesting the phonological 
environment conditioning this change may not be as restrictive as the previous formulation states. 

137 Cf. Leslau, 1938 and Naumkin et al., 2014b.  
138 Leslau, 1937, 91; cf. Bittner (1918, 7n2) calls the y  
139 Cf. Gp IPFV by-forms i- n  / y n  hny). Moreover, speaker error regarding the position of 
the glide occurs in the  Cp SC ty l: [I]  before rather than 
after the first consonant, which is consistently reflected in their Arabic-based Soqotri transcriptions, such as 
(Naumkin et al., 2014b, §2.1.2.3). 
140 Naumkin et al., 2014b, §2.1.2.3. Due to lowering in the second vowel, a voice-marking distinction is expected in 
verbs 1&2=voiceless, 3= /G: Ga qtal versus Gp qital. 
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glide precedes rather than follows it.141 It is worth adding to this proposal that although the 

underlying root of y d is yd, the corresponding Gp IPFV ~ SBJV forms y - ad ~ li- d 

suggest reanalysis of the root as =  (whose morphology is discussed below). Secondly, as in 

other MSA languages, there is significant blending between the Gp and Cp in Soqo ri (discussed 

below) that may have played a role in this instance. Ultimately, though, since this is the only Gp 

SC identified from =w/y, little can be said with certainty other than to observe that it does not 

conform to the regular Gp SC pattern q t l. 

Apart from this one-off case of y d, the only root type whose Gp SC deviates from q t l, or 

can otherwise not be derived from it by predictable sound changes operative throughout the 

language, is =w/y. The primary Gp SC pattern is q t w  (e.g., r w  from rw/y from and 

k s w  from ksw/y), whose stem possesses two schwa vowels, the first of which appears as the 

labialised allophone ö before R3=w, as well a third schwa following the stem.142 Unlike in the 

strong root, there is no stem allomorphy in the 3FSG (e.g., k s w-o from ksw/y).143 In terms of 

relating q t w  to q t l, the schwa between R1 and R2 is plausibly a reduced *i in pretonic 

position (cf. the strong-root 3FSG Gp SC allomorph q t l), but it is less obvious how the 

sequence w  would derived from l or l.144 

 
141 Naumkin et al. (2014b, 504) provide other forms from this root yd. Considering their position 
that kit b not clear that they consider y  
a Cv sequence in the phonology of this form, particularly in view of its superscript representation in their alternative 
transcription y ad.  
142 :11, 
15:11. Earlier scholars variously interpreted ö as a back vowel or diphthong in qetauwi, qetowi, qetawwi, etc (see 
e.g., Leslau, 1937; Leslau, 1938; Retsö, 1989) and the final  as i. Two doubly- lwy twy, 
have Gp forms attested: l w  and t w , 3FSG t y-o (Naumkin et al., 2014b, 3:13, *18:13, 679). Leslau (1938, s.v. 

twy) provides a form t uwi t w w/y Gp, especially the last, and 
their formation seems based on bilateral roots ly ty. 
143 Non-third person forms are extremely rare; I have found just three, all from the first person: 1SG ks wo-k 

be -ki ym-en  
144 It is admittedly a highly speculative proposal, but perhaps the sequence w  results from vowel breaking to 
resolve impermissible ** w and **iw. w sequence that does not 
cross a morpheme boundary d wit and one citation in their lexicon: ag whi 
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Apart from to q t w , w/y also has a Gp SC q t  ~ qit y-o (e.g., 3MSG f l  and 3FSG 

hin y-o).145 This differs from the strong-root pattern only in that it retains no overt token of R3in 

the 3MSG stem allomorph; that of the 3FSG is entirely regular. The q t w  and q t  patterns do 

not reflect different root types i.e., =w versus =y at the synchronic level, nor is there any 

evidence that this is the diachronic origin of the morphological variation between. There is 

simply no way of predicting which kind of Gp SC will occur with a given root, and for some 

roots, both are attested.146  

Overall, then, there is little formal variation in the Soqo ri Gp SC, including a limited degree 

of person-based allomorphy, and weak root types tend to follow the strong-root pattern more 

than other parts of the verbal paradigm do. Even in =w/y, the only root type with a truly 

irregular Gp SC, regular variants also occur. Furthermore, although the Gp SC is affected by the 

same phonological processes operative elsewhere (e.g., the lowering *  > a/[ ], _G), this is 

counteracted by a noteworthy resilience in the distinction of voice, occasionally so strong as to 

override oth i vowel). 

The Soqo ri Gp IPFV has the stem q tol, with two full back vowels, in contrast to Ga q t l 

and Gb q tol.147 Many forms exhibit vowel breaking of the  between R1 an R2, with the 

resulting diphthong (or triphthong) represented in various ways in the literature.148 The precise 

conditioning environments of this variation are not certain, though some general distributions are 

 
- No instances of **iw occur, which is unsurprising considering the general Semitic 

restriction against this sequence. 
145 Naumkin et al., 2104b, 535, 21:3. 
146 Leslau (1938, s.vv.) cites the q t w  form dr   y f y h y mly k y, nby ny 

yhny; and q t  ty kly ksy. Naumkin et al. (2014b, s.vv.) cite the q t w  form bry gzy ry, 
kly ksy k y ry r y yh y z y; the q t  form fly y; gy yhny.  

147 Naumkin et al., 2014a, §2; 2014b, 36. Reference here is made to the stem of the prefix conjugations. The prefixes 
and suffixes with which these are conjugated are addressed separately below. 
148 Naumkin et al. (2014b, §2.1.2.1a) state that the broken allophone of  

ow w au
uwe auwe  
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contain ; conversely, the roots for which Leslau cites Gp IPFVs with a diphthong or triphthong 

exhibit a notable tendency to contain velar consonants and .149  

Broken and unbroken variants are recorded in the Lexique Soqotri for the same phonological 

( i lob ye a lob a welob ), though it is not certain that this means that 

vowel breaking is optional rather than simply reflecting inconsistent transcription.150 In any case, 

the important point here is that q wtol, q utol, q wetol, q utol, q uwetol, and so forth are simply 

allomorphic variants of q tol. It is according to the form q tol that the data will be presented, 

since [u] is the most basic allophone of /u/ (even if broken variants are more common). 

Moreover, the Gp IPFV is precisely one of very few environments where the phone [u] appears, 

so this vowel may be considered intimately connected to passive marking.151  

The Gp IPFV has the same stem qutol for 1SG, 1PL, 2MSG, 3FSG, and all persons FPL.152 

However, the 2FSG has the vowel i between R2 and R3, the DU has , and the 2/3MPL has  

(e.g., 3MPL y - t n, 3FDU kut f-o , 2FSG fugig ~ DU fug g-o ~ 

MPL fug g).153 Stem allomorphy thus precisely parallels that of the Gb IMPV in terms of the 

 
149 Leslau, 1938, s.vv. dr hm , lb, gr, ly, l, ktb dm mn r b km l ; 

g mn br gb mr nn rb rr m r b l lt nd nf . 
In addition to whatever as-yet unidentified phonological conditions might be relevant, another consideration in the 
case of triphthongs is the insertion of w to create an additional syllable in accordance with the metric constraints of 
Soqo ri poetry (Naumkin et al., 2014b, 210n2). 
150 lb.  
151  
152 For FPL Gp IPFVs, see Naumkin, 2014b, grf, 

rt ktb bb nm nd rgm r r n. I have come across just one 1SG Gp IPFV: -r a  

f g gen may suggest an assimilation *qut l- n > qot l- n. 
153 Dufour, 2014, p.c.; Naumkin et al., 2014b, 28:11, 262. Elsewhere, Johnstone (1968, 524) gives 3MSG y uub s
~ 3MPL y uub s y - bos ~ y - b s tn mr) gives MPL and DU qutel, though 
his transcription does not give precise (or distinct) values for  and . For active forms, see Naumkin et al, 2014a, 
§2.1. The i in the 2FSG is presumably due to assimilation to a subsequently lost suffix *- (na); the origin of the other 
stem allomorphs is less clear to me. 
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vowel between R2 and R3, although a clear distinction is maintained between R1 and R2, where 

the Gp has u and the Gb .  

Precisely as in the SC, some weak root types have irregular active IPFV forms but the Gp 

IPFV adheres closely to the strong-root paradigm. For example, in 3, it follows the expected 

q lol pattern (e.g., y - non, zoz- n, and dod), while corresponding Ga/b IPFVs ya- n n, 

ya- z z, and y -hd d deviate significantly from regular **y -q l l or **y -q lol patterns.154 

Again, as with the SC, when Gp IPFV forms do deviate from the q tol stem, this is in 

accordance with normal Soqo ri phonology. For example, a rather than o occurs between R2 and 

R3 in certain glottalic or pharyngeal environments, which distribution is not specific to this 

context, but rather occurs in active verbs (and indeed elsewhere in the language) as well.155  

Similarly, the =  Gp IPFV can undergo an aphaeresis of R1 and subsequent fusion of the 

prefix vowel with that of the stem, resulting in a form y -tol (e.g., y -kob, y -rom, y -tom, and 

t -ra ). However, this process does not always occur, and regular =  Gp IPFVs also occur 

(e.g., y - g , y - la , and y - mon).156 Moreover, comparable variation occurs in active 

verbs, where forms both with and without aphaeresis are attested for the same root (e.g., y - lob 

and yo -lob from lb).157 Indeed, when aphaeresis of R1=  results in an active IPFV yo -tol, 

this creates an extremely rare instance of active-passive syncretism in Soqo ri. 

 
154 nn zz yhdd. 
155 Exceptional in this regard is (y) lo  (Müller, 1905, 177:2). For examples of q tal Gp IPFVs conditioned by root 
letters, see Müller, 1905, 303:19; g l r l b gr h y hr y m, 

z lt n f r b r l t y z y.  
156 g gy l ; Müller, 1905, 303:19 for tuw -ra  (from *t -ra  with vowel breaking); 

g , gy, kb rm tm.  
157 Naumkin et al., 2014a, §2.2.1. Naumkin et al. (2014a, 2014b) invariably present the prefix of the active yo -tol 
forms with a diphthong [ou] and never [u]. One might wonder whether this is phonemically different from that of the 
Gp prefix [ou], since this also manifests as [u], as discussed above. 
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Data for the Gp IPFV from =w/y are extremely scarce, but at least one form, i-k yol from 

kwl, seems to follow the strong-root pattern.158 Two others from zyn 

which he cited transcribed tzuw nen  and z(y) wan , for 3FPL t -zuw n- n and 3MPL 

zy wan.159 The vowel a preceding R3 in zy wan is slightly unusual; the expected vowel between 

R2 and R3 of the 3MPL Gp IFPV is e/ . Nonetheless, this q wal form is still more regular than 

the active counterparts yv-qvl insofar as it preserves a consonantal token of R2.160 Naumkin et 

=w/y: y - od from yd. This has the 

same syllabic pattern y -CoC as the irregular Gp IPFV by-form for =  (discussed above), and 

may well reflect reanalysis of the root as d.161  

As in the Gp SC, =w/y is the only root type to exhibit widespread irregularity in the Gp 

IPFV; its 3SG stem takes the shape q t  (or q ta) rather than **q toy.162 Data are insufficient to 

confirm the person-based stem allomorphs found in the strong root also occur here, and one 

should remain open to the possibility that phonological and morphological processes associated 

with R3=w/y may have affected the development (and as a result may complicate the analysis) of 

the forms in question.163 This slight irregularity notwithstanding, just as in other weak root types, 

 
158 Leslau, 1938, kyl.  
159 -zuw n- t- prefix is extremely unexpected (as discussed 
below). My interpretation of its stem as zuw n (rather than underlying z n with vowel breaking into zuw n, for 
example), is largely due to the position of the stress and the presence of the a (an allophone of w/y 
Gp IPFV forms.  
160 Variants forms of the active IPFV include y -q l, y -qol, y -qal, and y -qol see, for example, Naumkin et al., 

yd gwz wl kwn wl but the key point is that all have CvC stems. 
161 Naumkin et al., 2014b, 6:40, 22:74. 
162 fly kly ksy y ry y z y, see Naumkin et al., 2014b, 2:15, 16, 17; 6:51; 
7:13; 15:12; 21:7; 22:80; 28:26; *30:3, 18; and *31:51; cf. the vowel following R2 y- n , 

ny (Rubin, 2014a, 51:2). Gp IPFVs y -l  and y -t  from doubly-weak lwy twy have both the ending -  
of the w/y Gp IPFV and the y - pr  Gp IPFV (Naumkin et al., 2014b, s.vv.). 
163 For example, one cannot say whether Müller 1902, 164:27) transcription a weneh (3MPL Gp IPFV from 

ny) represents n  or ne. Elsewhere, the o between R2 and R3 of k lo -o kly) may derive 
from *kul -o with progressive translaryngeal assimilation to the vowel of the suffix; cf. 3MSG Gp IPFV k l  
(Naumkin et al, 2014b, 15:12, *17:13). 
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the 3=w/y Gp IPFV is still more regular than the Ga, which has a monosyllabic IPFV stem qot; in 

this respect, the stem of the Gb IPFV qote more resembles that of the Gp.164  

Overall, the same observation made regarding the Gp SC holds for the IPFV: forms from 

weak root types behave more like strong-root forms than do their active counterparts, as is 

w/y. Moreover, in one weak root type ( ) with an 

irregular Gp IPFV, regular variants also occur. Finally, even in the weak root type w/y, 

whose Gp IPFVs invariably deviate from the strong-root pattern, they are still arguably more 

similar to them than are their active counterparts to their respective strong-root patterns. 

All Gp IPFVs, whether from regular strong-root pattern or irregular forms from weak roots, 

share an important characteristic: an accented  in the penultimate syllable. This phoneme /u/ is 

present in all Gp IPFVs, and extremely rare outside of the IP paradigm absent, in fact, if one 

restricts further to its [u] allophone.165 As such, at the synchronic level at least, this vowel is the 

passive marker par excellence in the Soqo ri Gp IPFV (as well as in other IPs, discussed below). 

The  between R2 and R3 gives rise to a key characteristic of the Soqo ri Gp IPFV: its clear 

distinction from the Gp SBJV. In this regard, Soqo ri is located at one end of a scalar 

IPFV and SBJV at the other; 

lies between them, exhibiting, as it does, some IPFV forms that are dissimilar to their SBJV 

counterparts and others that are identical, depending on the characteristics of the root consonants. 

Data for Soqo ri IP SBJVs are far scarcer than those for the SC or IPFV. Just three are cited 

in the Lexique Soqotri recent edition of texts contains only a dozen.166 The Gp 

 
164 y Ga and Gb IPFVs, see Leslau, 1938, 12. 
165  is one possible exception, and properly speaking, 
/u/ always appears there as a diphthong [ou] and never as the basic allophone phone [u]. In fact, in the minimal-pair 
Ga y - od versus Gp y - od it is the sole voice-distinguishing feature yd). 
166 Leslau 1938, 11 13), grammatical précis does not provide the SBJV for the Gp, listing SC ~ IPFV ~ PTCP 
(compared with SC ~ IPFV ~ SBJV for other stems), and two of the three IP SBJVs he ( yg bwt) cites are 
from the D/Lp rather than the Gp, while the last ksy) 
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SBJV stem takes the form qt l, which differs from the Ga SBJV stem qt l but is identical to that 

of the Gb (though a distinction is maintained in the prefixes, discussed below).167 All forms 

attested in the texts are 1SG, 3SG, or 3FPL, so the identification of person-based stem 

allomorphy parallel to that of the IPFV 168  

The Gp SBJV stem is extremely stable, even to the extent of violating normal Soqo ri 

phonology. For example, the appearance of a in place of o adjacent to a glottalic consonant or 

preceding a pharyngeal as occurs in the Gp IPFV, as well as active forms (and other parts of the 

language), is not found in the Gp SBJV (e.g., la- l and li-rk , not **la- l and **li-rk ).169 

It is noteworthy that even with a between R2 and R3, the Gp IPFV stem q tal remains distinct 

from its Ga q tal and Gb q tal counterparts by virtue of the  between R1 and R2. This is not the 

case in the SBJV, though, since there is no vowel in this position. Therefore, if the Gp SBJV had 

a in place of o, the resulting qtal would be identical to that of the Ga SBJV.170  

Data from weak root types are scarce but confirm this general impression of formal 

homogeneity. The 2=3 Gp SBJV l -fg g is entirely regular, while =w/y li-br  and li- l  

diverge from the strong-root pattern only insofar as they possess no overt token of R3.171 In = , 

li- m n), forms with 

aphaeresis of R1 are the norm (e.g., li-g , li-r m, and li-t m).172 The only =w/y Gp SBJV I 

 
(2014b) texts are found in *7:11, 9:2, 3, 4; 17:57; 19:37; 22:80, 24:5, 7; 28:12, 38 (a Cp SBJV); and 30:22. Their 
scarcity is an unsurprising natural corollary of the high markedness of IPs 

 
167 For active SBJV forms, see Naumkin et al., 2014a, §3. 
168 Dufour, 2014, p.c. 
169 Naumkin et al., 2014b, 22:80, 28:38. The vowel of the prefix *li- has, however, been lowered to a preceding a 
pharyngeal in la- ol. In fact, li-rk  is a Cp, though that is not particularly relevant to the matter in hand since the 
Soqo ri Gp and Cp exhibit full syncretism in the IPFV and SBJV (discussed below).  
170 For active SBJVs from these root types, see Naumkin et al., 2014a, §§3.1.1, 5. The Gb SBJV usually retains the 
stem qt l, but the low vowel a is found in li-d ar, li-fz , li-hmá , li- ál, and li- ra  (§§6, 7.1.2 7.1.3). 
171 fgg y Gp SBJVs, see Naumkin 
et al., 2014b, 9:3, 19:37. 
172 g mn, rm tm. 
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have identified is li- d from yd, whose monosyllabic stem resembles those of 1=  forms in 

its consonantal skeleton (CoC).173  

One extremely important feature of Soqo ri IP morphology is the loss of preson-marking 

prefixes in the Gp IMPV and SBJV. There seems to be more variation than in Jibb li in whether 

the glide y- appears in the 3M IPFV; it is highly exceptional in Jibb li but forms both with and 

without a 3M prefix are well attested in Soqo ri.174 No clear phonological motivations governing 

the distribution thereof can be identified, though this is not meant to rule out the possibility of 

other conditioning environments. However, in terms of the variation in the presence or absence 

of y -, the data show that alternate by-forms with and without it may coexist for the same root in 

a single 175  

First-person forms are not well enough attested to draw any certain conclusions, but in the 

1SG and 1DU it seems variation in the presence or absence of - perhaps favours latter, while in 

the 1PL, the n - is retained.176 To further complicate matters, deletion of prefixed persona 

markers also varies between the dialects of Soqo ri, and in the extreme case of the Qalansiya 

dialect, all personal prefixes are deleted.177 One prefix-deletion feature, though, is constant 

throughout both Jibb li and Soqo ri, and ought therefore to be reconstructed to the proto-East 

 
173 yd. It would be imprudent to rule out the possibility the root of this form has been 
reanalysed as d. 
174 For forms unless indicated otherwise between parentheses, 3MSG Gp with the y - prefix, see Naumkin et al., 

gy gd f gb l mr nn m yd blg m tn y, 
dr fl f lt nt lb twy br (D/Lp); for those mr fly g r ghm gzy 

r zz kly, ktb y dr lb nm r (D/Lp), rk lb rf m r r , 
yhb  (Cp) yhdd. 

175 For example, Amer Ahmed al-Da rhi uses 3MSG mr with (Naumkin et al., 2014b, 1:61, 7:24, 
25:29, 28:6) and without (8:13, 16) the prefix.  
176 a -r a  r ), 1SG f gog and 1DU fug g-o (Dufour, 2014, p.c.), and 
1SG ton 
notes (Dufour, 2014, p.c.), and retains the 1PL marker n -: n -f gog. 
177 Lonnet, 1994, §§III.1. 
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MSA node (mother language to both of these languages, but not to Mehri) as the core of the 

phenomenon:. the absence of the dental prefix t - that marks second-person/3F.178  

When IP IPFVs lack prefixes, the following  vowel is also elided, leaving only the stem 

(and suffixes, where present), so the form begins with R1. This is another difference from Jibb li, 

which levels a high vowel e- or i- before R1. However, in the irregular =  Gp IPFV y -tol, the 

vowel of the prefix is retained even when the consonantal element is lost (e.g., 3MSG -kob 

from kb).179 This suggests that the  vowel derives from what originally followed R1= , prior 

to its aphaeresis, and supports its identification as a load-bearing part of IP morphology.180 

As mentioned, data for the Gp SBJV are very scarce, making a precise description of the 

deletion of its person-marking prefixes difficult. Broadly speaking, though, the phenomena is 

more advanced than in the IPFV; the loss of - and y- appears to be as obligatory as the loss of t- 

in the Gp SBJV. That said, variation between persons in the vowel of lateral lv- prefix may 

reflect remnants of the 3M glide y- having been retained longer than t- and -.181 As in the IPFV, 

the 1PL SBJV n -qtol retains its prefix n -.  

The resulting situation is one with higher homogeneity between persons than that of active 

forms, since lv-qt l serves for all singular forms except the 2FSG (which has a stem allomorph 

qt l). With specific regard to how person-marking prefix deletion in IPs affects voice marking, it 

is noteworthy that some Ga SBJVs allow a variant qt l stem (rather than the normal qt l) 

matching that of the Gp SBJv, but only in forms with a prefix t -. Naumkin et al. explicitly 

 
178 The sole exceptions I have found are t -zuw n- n zyn, and t -ra , a 3FSG Gp IPFV from 

r  (Müller, 1905, 164:19, 303:19). 
179 Naumkin et al., 2014b, 22:34. 
180 Naumkin et al., 2014b, *2:37, *21:6, *23:12, and 26:34. =  Cp IPFVs behave likewise (e.g., -da  and - ar), 
and as in the Gp IPFV, the prefix y- is optionally retained (e.g., y - af). 
181 Lonnet (Dufour, 2014, p.c.) provides the 3MSG Gp SBJV with a palatalised prefix: lye-fg g versus 3FSG l -fg g. 
Naumkin et al. (2014b, 12 13n6) note a difference in the quality of the lateral SBJV prefix (glottalic in the 3MSG 
versus pharyngealised elsewhere) as in the vowel (between 3MSG li- and l - elsewhere): cf. 3MSG l a- t n versus 
1SG a- t n and 3MSG l i- f versus 3FPL - f- n tn f). 
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observe that these are precisely the contexts where the absence of this prefix in the Gp would 

preserve its distinction from the Ga: i.e., Ga t -qt l versus Gp l -qt l.182 

The following describes the morphology of IPs other than the Gp. These are far more 

prevalent in Soqo ri than in Mainland 

provided one understands this validity to refer to whether 

speakers perceive them as correct or natural language.183 It should not, however, be taken as 

meaning that their productivity is comparable to that of the Gp; none of the other IPs occur with 

anything approaching its frequency.  

Nonetheless, the Lexique Soqotri lists no fewer than forty non-

texts. Of these, roughly three-quarters are from the Cp, three come from the D/Lp, one from the 

Gtp, and eight from the Ctp.184 The distributions in Naumkin et a

comparable, and they include non-Gp IPs from several roots for which these stems are not listed 

in the Lexique Soqotri.185 First the Cp will be described, since this is considerably more common 

than the others non-Gp IPS, and then the D/Lp, Gtp, Ctp, and Qp forms.  

The Cp SC takes the form ( ) qt l (e.g., b r and in r), with the expected lowering *  > a in 

glottalic and pharyngeal environments.186 The vocalic sequence i-  is the same as that of the Gp 

 
182 avior of the 3 sg. m. and 3 sg. f. forms may be 
sought in the fact that in 3 sg. m. the base C1C2oC3 is reserved for the passive: ligl f liglóf 

te- in the 
active vs. le f the thematic vowel: tegl f/teglóf 
vs. leglóf sg. f.  
183 Leslau, 1937, 91.  
184 rd r h ly hdy n f nk n r r ll trf wd ; for 

r  dy ry fr rk, my mtl, m y. To these 
nk  mentioned in the Lexique Soqo ri, but not given explicit 

citations (found, e.g., in Müller, 1905, 265, 292, passim).  
185 In addition to forms cited in the commentary and glossary with no context, the texts contain some 32 forms from 
the Cp (for references, see, Naumkin et al., 201 gd r lb r f r br r r wg, 

gd ghm gzy ly knn dm fl nby rkb rk , ny rb yhb wy, 
ll ml rg m r dy tgs t b t f br yf ny); and 1 from each of 

dmdm). 
186 The  of in f and ir  likely just reflects n f r ) transcription. 
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SC q t l, from which the Cp SC differs only in terms of its syllabic structure vqtvl, which it 

shares with its active counterpart (C qt l). However, some Cp SCs exhibit aphaeresis of the 

causative prefix and subsequent epenthesis to resolve the resulting word-initial consonant (e.g., 

kin n, ini, and iba ) and are thus formally indistinguishable from Gp SCs like it n.187 The 

yhe  pour ihe h  plausibly stands for h  (or perhaps rather 

ha ) in the current transcription system, which would likewise be identical with the Gp SC.188 

In the 3FSG and 3DU, the vowel between R2 and R3 is not  (or a), but  (e.g., igh m-o). 

That is, the stem allomorphy of the Gp SC q t l ~ qit l-o is mirrored in the Cp: qt l ~ iqt l-o. 

Just as in the Gp, this i is not lowered in pharyngeal or glottalic environments (e.g., 3MSG 

gda  ~ 3MDU igd -o), nor does it assimilate to the 3FSG/DU suffix -o in =G, in which 

respect it also resembles the Gp (but differs from the e of the C).189 Data for persons other than 

the third are very scarce, but 1SG ar-k and 3FPL kin n seem to confirm that the distribution 

of the 3MSG stem allomorph follows the Gp. 

The =  Cp SC ty l (e.g., gy d from gd and sy d from sd) begins with R2, followed by 

ends with the normal - R3.190 This aphaeresis of 

the causative morpheme and R1 does not relate specifically to the Cp since it also occurs in 

corresponding active C forms (e.g., ged). The palatalisation, however, is restricted to the Cp, and 

in roots that are also =G, lowering neutralises the voice-marking contrast in the stem vowel so 

it becomes phonemically distinctive, creating minimal pairs like Cp dya  versus C da  (from 

d ) and Cp rya  versus C ra  (from r ).  

 
187 This also occurs in the corresponding active C forms, k( )nen and ( )ba  and is presumably conditioned by 
characteristics of R1 and R2, since the root-types in which the causative prefix is lost are similar (though not 
identical) to those that syncopate the vowel between R1 and R2 in the Ga. 
188 h .  
189 Cf., 3FSG Cp SC igd -o versus C gd -o (<* gde -o) gd . 
190 Naumkin et al., 2014b, §2.1.2.3.  
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The 3FSG Cp SC from =  also begins with R2 but does not exhibit the furtive glide (e.g., 

d -o from d , r-o from r, and r -o from r ); the same apparently also applies to the 

1PL (e.g., d - n).191 The absence of palatalisation of R2 in these cases may be attributed directly 

to the passive-marking functional load of the i vowel in glottalic or pharyngeal environments: in 

3MSG ty l forms, the vowel between R2 and R3 is a in C and Cp alike, so the only distinction 

between them is in the palatalisation of R2 in the Cp; where the Cp has a high vowel i in this 

position (e.g., in the 3FSG) this is sufficiently distinctive IP morphology, and no palatalisation is 

required to mark the passive. Apart from such =  Cp SCs that begin with R2, at least one 

attested form follows the regular qt l pattern: il b.192  

Similar variation between regular and irregular Cp SCs occurs in =w/y, which behaves 

precisely like the corresponding Gp SC in that some forms have an irregular stem ending - w  

(e.g., gz w ) while others follow the strong root exactly (e.g., inb y-o).193 In terms of the 

distribution of these variants, Naumkin et al. explicitly state that both kinds coexist for the root 

nby; apart from the above-cited regular form, regular nb w  also occurs.194 I have found just 

one w/y Cp SC, wag, which deviates considerably from what is expected for a Cp but is 

intriguingly similar to the D/Lp q t l (discussed below).195 The only =3 Cp SC in Naumkin et 

 kin n, is identical to a Gp, and the Lexique Soqotri cites two 3FSG Cp SCs 

from ll ( e yloh e el loh ).196 The interpretation of this data uncertain, but speaks to 

 
191 Leslau, 1938, 74, 125; Naumkin et al., 2014b, §2.1.2.3, 321n3. 
192 Naumkin et al., 2014b, *18:42. The epenthetic vowel can be compared to the e  vowel in certain Hebrew 

 verbal forms and is an allophonic variation of ø following  rather than having phonemic status.  
193 Naumkin et al., 2014b, 7:11, 14:1. Owing to the aphaeresis of the causative morpheme, gz w  is identical to the 
expected Gp SC form for this root. 
194 Naumkin et al., 2014b, 232; they also provide both variants, regular ini and irregular n w  s.v. ny. 
195 Naumkin et al., yg

auw w g ~ öw g-o, albeit with unusual metathesis of R1 and the initial vowel in the 
second of these.  
196 ll. 
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variation in the formation of the 2=3 Cp SC, as apparently occurs in other weak root types, 

possibly reflecting uncertainty on the speaker regarding how to create a correct  form.197  

The Soqo ri Cp IPFV exhibits full syncretism with the Gp, though it is noteworthy that all 

attested forms are 3MSG or (the identical) 3FPL the ramifications of which are discussed 

below so there is no evidence of stem allomorphy. The formal identity between Cp and Gp 

IPFVs applies equally to the strong root (e.g., or, y - fol, and r kob); to the presence of a 

rather than o in glottalic or pharyngeal environments (e.g., r a  and ba ); to the prefix vowel 

in =  (e.g., y -rod); and to the ending -  in =y (e.g., g z ).198 With regard to absence or 

presence of personal prefixes, the situation mirrors that of the Gp: t - is invariably lost; while 

there is variation in the presence versus absence of the prefix y -, though no criterion governing 

the distribution thereof can be identified.199 

The identification of an IPFV as belonging to the Cp rather than the Gp must therefore be 

made on a syntactic or semantic basis. That is, (y -)q tol is deemed a Cp IPFV if the active 

counterpart is a C, or if there exists some notion of causation relative to a G. Even relying on a 

corresponding SC IP form (if attested) is not infallible, since syncretism sometimes obtains 

between the Gp and Cp SC. A good example of the blurring between the Gp and Cp occurs in 

gd, which possesses s the IP gy d ~ 

 
197 ll; Naumkin et al., 2014b, *23:27.  
198 rd; Naumkin et al., 2014b, s.vv. r gzy, fl rkb r yhb . The only irregular 
Cp IPFVs y ihe it ref Leslau, 1938, s.vv. h  and trf). In the former, it is possible the 
SC stem ih  has been levelled to the IPFV cf. the same phenomenon occurring in Yemeni Mehri as discussed 
above (in §6.2) ye h oh with the -o SC suffix, so it is not 
even certain the form in question is correctly identified by Leslau as an IPFV.  
199 Three of the 3MSG Cp IPFVs , *7:11, *17:13, and 23:32) texts lack a prefix, while 
two (*23:12 and 26:11) retain it. In the Lexique Soqotri, retention of the prefix is more common it occurs in 
thirteen of sixteen forms though variation still occurs, sometimes even within a single (e.g., Leslau, 1938 r ).  
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y -god ~ li-g d from this root can therefore only be identified as a Cp on the basis of its SC, 

since the expected Gp SC form would be ** ig d.200  

Elsewhere, Leslau identifies ma  as a Cp IPFV: 

ol  arho  wema     m -ki  

NEG  sound  hear.IPFV\PAS.CAUS  PREP-1DU  

 kein Laut wird gehoert von uns 201  

He seems to interpret m -ki as 

where this constituent of the 

202 That is, the evidence points 

towards a Gp rather than a Cp, or is at least neutral.  

Like the Cp IFPV, the SBJV of this IP stem is identical to that of the Gp. Thus, the strong-

root form li-qt l (e.g., li-ghom and li-rk b) =3 (e.g., li-kn n) and =w/y (e.g., 

li-nb  and li- n ), albeit with apocope of the consonantal token of R3 in the latter.203 The o vowel 

between R2 and R3 does not occur as its low allophone a in glottalic or pharyngeal environments, 

which departure from normal Soqo ri phonology precisely matches the bahviour of the Gp PC, 

and notably preserves the voice distinction in 2/3=  and 3=G (cf. e.g., C la-nda  versus Cp li-

ndo  and C la-gda  versus Cp li-gdo ).204 =  Cp SBJVs exhibit aphaeresis of R1 (e.g., li-d  

 
200 gd, and 342 43 for explicit identification of speaker uncertainty as to which verbal 
stems can be formed from this root. 
201 hm . For text citation and (German) translation, see Müller, 1905, 220:18, 280:9. 
202 In the only other citation I have found of a hm ) in context, the experiencer and not 
the theme is promoted into the SUBJ slot (Simeone-Senelle, 1996, 314). Marking the agent of causation of causation 
(or indeed the agent of any IP) is not among the functions listed by Naumkin et al. (2014b, 610 11) for the 
preposition min-, though it often marks the source of an action. 
203 Naumkin et al., ghm, knn, nby, rkb ny. 
204 gd  nd . The C versus Cp are also distinguished by their prefix vowels, 
which distinction not present between the G and Gp. 
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and li-g d), precisely as occurs in the Gp SBJV, and the CoC stem in =w/y (e.g., li- g) 

likewise matches that of the Gp SBJV.205 

The D/Lp SC takes the form q t l (e.g., m l, r g, and m) versus D/Lp q til (or 

occasionally q til), with a 3FSG stem allomorph q t l (e.g., t g -o).206 The 3MSG thus differs 

from the Gp SC only in its first vowel, and the limited evidence available indicates that in 

=w/y the distinction between Gp and D/Lp is lost altogether: cf. e.g. D/Lp d w  ~ d w-o 

versus Gp k s w  ~ k s w-o.207 Interestingly such blurring between these IP stems seems to 

occur even where form follow the strong-root pattern; Simeone- d

SC which is most reminiscent of regular d , even though the corresponding active d  is 

certainly a D/L.208 The D/Lp SC w  (from wy) likewise precisely resembles Gp SCs l w  

(from lwy) and t w  (from twy), especially in transcription t w .209  

Apart from q t l, a less-common D/Lp SC variant exists: q t l (e.g., r  from r  and and 

w f from yf).210 In the latter the u may well result from the influence of R2=w, though this 

wal

identifies as an IPFV from wl, but which lacks the D/L(p) IPFV suffix - n (or SBJV prefix li-) 

and so must instead be a SC.211 However, the first vowel is uncertain, and the form may instead 

be the regular q t l type of D/Lp SC (i.e., wal).212 

 
205 Naumkin et al., 2014b, s.vv. gd g , and wg.  
206 Naumkin et al., 2014b., 1:41, 17:31, 22:23, and *28:42; see 36 for active D/L forms. 
207 ksy dy. 
208 Simeone-Senelle, 1997, 407. Both Leslau (1938) and Naumkin et al. (2014b) list an active D/L di ( dy). 
209 Naumkin et al., 2014b, *22:15, s.vv. lwy twy t y twy). 
210 For w f, see Mü yf) as an IPFV, but cf. 

*24:32) analysis. For r , r ; r ) 
gives rea hoh r h-o (<*r -o with the normal Soqo ri lenition *  > h/_V and deletion of 
unstressed  in an open syllable).  
211 Lesl wl.  
212 ll wl)

w/y variant indeed provide just such a regular D/Lp SC form: l l. 
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The D/Lp IPFV form is (y -)q t l- n in contrast to active D/L y -qot l-in or y -q t l-in e.g., 

y - m- n, l b- n, r wh- n, y - b r- n, and y -t g - n.213 The stem q t l is the same as 

the 3FSG stem allomorph of the D/Lp SC, in which the shift in stress (compared to 3MSG q t l) 

has reduced the  between R2 and R3 to e/ . As in the Gp and Cp, forms both with and without 

the 3M prefix y - are attested, while second-person and 3FSG forms all occur without t -; no 

first-person D/Lp IPFV forms are attested to ascertain the status of the prefix.214  

Inconsistent transcription obscures possible irregular D/Lp IPFVs in weak roots. However, if 

the D/Lp IPFV stem is linked to that of the SC (as it is in the strong root), one might well expect 

q t w and quw l w/y w/y, respectively. These 

predictions go a long way towards accounting ye a wegen buw ten  

y uwe in  dauen  3MSG yr w h n  3FSG ruw h n 2FSG 

ruw hin 215 Accordingly, these are interpreted as y - uw g- n / y - w g- n, buw t- n, 

y - uw - n / y - w - n, y - döw- n, y -r h- n, r h- n, and r h-in, respectively.216  

Just one D/Lp SBJV is cited in the Lexique Soqo ri l(y)ib wot , which represents an 

underlying pattern li-q tol, with e/  between R1 and R2 having surfaced as its rounded allophone 

ö preceding the labial glide w: li-b wot.217 The only D/Lp SBJV from the texts even this has 

specifically elicited from native speakers is li- rog, confirming both the form and the rarity of 

 
213 Naumkin et al., 2014b, 36, 22:23, *23:6, 27:14. The D/L(p) IPFV suffix - n assimilates to the vowel between R2 
and R3; cf. 3FPL D/L IPFV t - ab -n- n by (30:13, 33). 
214 For D/Lp IPFVs with the prefix y -, see Naumkin et al., 2014b, 22:23, and 27:14; for those without, 27:14 and 
22:23. Johnstone (1968, 524) cites a 3MSG D/Lp IPFV r  with a prefix and 2FSG and 3FSG forms without. 
215 yg, bwt, w , dy; Johnstone, 1968, 524. yg has above been 
identified as a Cp yg; confusion between IP stems is 

exts) bears the D/L(p) IPFV suffix - n. 
216 F r  exhibit lenition *  > h and syncope of the vowel between R2 and R3. In ru h-in (<*ru i - n), the 
IPFV suffix - n had assimilated to the 2FSG stem vowel i before this syncope occurred. One surprising feature of 

the stress on the first syllable of the stem (where it must also have occurred in 
considering the syncope of the following vowel). Little more can be said about this save to note that it would affect 
the vowel between R2 and R3, as I have reflected in the different possible interpretations (i.e., q t l versus qut l). 
217 bwt. 
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this part of the paradigm in Soqo ri.218 All other data instances for the D/Lp SBJV come from 

Naumkin et a

one would expect based on the rest of the IP paradigm. Thus, a does not occur in place of o in 

glottalic environments (eg., li-t ob -root pattern (e.g., li- lol), as 

w/y (e.g., li- do, irregular only insofar R3 is apocopated).219 As elsewhere in the IP 

w/y , and both have CoC 

stems, which also leads to formal confusion between D/Lp SBJVs and those of other IPs.220  

IPs from t stems i.e., the Gtp and Ctp; the D/Ltp and CtD/Lp are not attested are the rarest 

of the Soqo ri IPs, but are still far 

unattested. The Lexique Soqo ri contains just one Gtp, a 3MSG IPFV from ry, which, judging 

from other =w/y IP IPFVs, should be transcribed y - túr .221 Naumkin et al.

just one other Gtp, a (twice-occurring) 3FSG from ny: atún .222 These can both be derived 

simply by insertion of the -t- infix in the 3=w/y) Gp IPFV stem q t  following R1, assuming 

that the initial consonant cluster of ** t n  was subsequently resolved with an epenthetic vowel 

*  (lowered to a as following a glottalic consonant).  

More common than the Gtp, though still quite infrequent by any measure, are IPs bearing the 

- prefix, that is, Ctp forms. The most basic Ctp SC pattern is qt l (e.g., nh r and r k).223 

This simply applies the sequence -  from the Gp SC to the consonantal skeleton vqtvl of the 

CtG in much the same way as Cp qt l did to the consonantal skeleton vqtvl of the C. However, 

 
218 Naumkin et al., 2014b, *28:42. 
219 ll dy t b; li-r  r ) is highly unusual, and, I suspect, simply a 
typographical error for a regular D/Lp SBJV li-r o  (by transposition of the two vowels). 
220 Cf. e.g., D/Lp li- f versus Gp li- d and Cp li- g, or D/Lp li-  versus Gp li-l  and li-t  (Naumkin et al., 
2014b, s.vv. wy, yd, yg, lwy, yf, and twy). 
221 itûre i ture  
222 Naumkin et al., 2014b, 4:2, *29:33. 
223 nhr; Naumkin et al., 2014b, 37. 
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there also exist q t l Ctp SC variants: w , f r, and (2MDU) ma yki .224 The vowel 

following R1 in this second type has led some to propose that they have a derivational 

relationship with the (Ct)D/L tier of verbal stems, rather than the (Ct)G.225  

A crucial consideration in the analysis of q t l Ctp SCs is what (more) basic, active verbs 

occur in the same roots (i.e., , fr, and m y). From  come a C ay( ) 

a CtG ay counterpart to Ctp w .226 The only active stem 

from fr is a CtG f r  which is the active counterpart to Ctp f r.227 

Finally, m y possesses a Gb m a m a m i 

rb corresponding to the Ctp ma y-ki.228 Thus, a corresponding 

CtD/L does not always exist for q t l Ctp SCs (and a D/L never is), but G, C, and CtG 

counterparts are variously attested for the roots in question.  

Because of these distributions of stems, I proposed q t l is not a CtD/Lp SC, but instead a 

variant form of the CtGp, employing an alternative formational strategy. Instead of applying the 

sequence i-  to the consonantal skeleton of the CtG, it instead simply prefixes the CtG morpheme 

- to the Gp SC q t l w , a variant q t l) cf. the 

difference between the Omani Mehri h qt l and Yemeni Mehri h q t l, as discussed above (in 

§6.2).229 If so, it is logical to infer that the Ctp is a fairly recent innovation; the formal variation 

reflects that no one strategy for its formation has become standard. This situation is no doubt 

 
224 Leslau, 1938, s.vv. fr and m y; Naumkin et al., 2014b, 26:79. 
225 Naumkin et al., 2014b, 37. 
226 This form appears to belong to a hollow root ** w , and C ay( ) ~ CtG ay reflect a degree of radical 
restructuring and/or reanalysis. Tellingly, although Naumkin et al., (2014b, ) identify this verb , 
elsewhere, Kogan and Naumkin (2014, 71, fig. 67) classify y.  
227 fr. Given the absence of other verbal stems than the CtG for this root in Soqo ri though in 
Mehri and Jibb li it also forms the Ga and C ( fr fr) the possibility of a calque 
of Arabic CtG (   
228 m y m y. 
229 The form q t l is admittedly a D/Lp SC form (e.g., uw f), but the 2=w/y Gp SC is only attested in one uncertain 
and problematic form, y ad; perhaps q w l serves as a more general, all-purpose w/y IP SC. 
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aided by the fact that Ctp forms are far from common; if speakers are not frequently using a 

construction, it is difficult for one variant to supplant another as the correct  form. 

Whatever, the relationship of q t l to iqt l, one thing that is certain regarding its formal 

derivation is that it depends on the pre-existence of the Gp.230  

The Ctp IPFV forms in the Lexique Soqotri m o e (3FSG) 

231 These simply apply the prefix - of the Ctp to the Gp IPFV stem q tol; just like in 

the Gtp IPFV, where the absence of a personal prefix creates a word-initial consonantal cluster 

** q tol, this is resolved with anaptyxis. In more up-to-date, phonologically accurate 

transcription, these forms thus represent y - m tol, ö for, rok, and t - m .232 Retention 

of the 3F prefix t - in the last is most unexpected, but its ending - , as expected, matches that of 

=w/y Gp IPFV q t .  

The final IP QII

displaying the characteristic features of other intensive- 233 Just one form from this 

stem is attested in the texts, a 3FSG IPFV from dmdm: d m d m- n.234 This, and the forms 

Naumkin et al. cite in their grammatical pr cis for the other conjugations SC d m d m and 

SBJV li-d m dom begin with a syllable C , after which they precisely match the corresponding 

 
230 Similar assertions are often made about the IPs of the CS languages (for which, see the summary of the literature 
in the introduction), but without any specific grounds like those presented here. Rather, there is just a general 
assumption that since the G is the most basic verbal stem of the language generally, the Gp must likewise be the pre-
eminent IP and lie at the core of the IP system as a whole. 
231 mtl fr rk my. None of the texts contain Ctp SBJV forms, which is unsurprising 
considering the scarcity of IP SBJV forms in general, and this IP stem in particular.  
232 If the first vowel of o for is not ö, the rounded allophone of , it is perhaps , resulting from progressive 
translaryngeal assimilation of *  to the following for examples of the same process in the 3=G 3FSG Ga and Gb 
SCs, see Naumkin et al., 2014a, §1.2.2. 
233 Naumkin et al., 2014b, 39. These features, shared by the D, Dt, CtD, and this, the QD, include the vowel  
appearing in the SC stem and the use of a suffix - n in the IPFV. 
234 Naumkin et al., 2014b, 21:15. 
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D/Lp stems.235 Little more may be said about the QD/Lp, except to note that the generation of an 

IP to a part of the paradigm as marginal as the quadradical verb illustrates just how productive IP 

formation is in Soqo ri. 

Having dealt in detail with the morphology of Soqo ri IPs, the remainder of this section 

addresses their use(s). The functional dimension of Mehri IPs warranted little comment since, 

like (most of) the IPs of CS, they are exclusively used in prototypical passive clauses. Some 

(non-prototypical) impersonal passive Jibb li IPs have been noted above (in §6.3) but are very 

marginal. Soqo ri IPs, though, frequently occur in syntagms other than the prototypical passive. 

Of these, unique to Soqo ri are uses of IPs in semantically avalent clauses that remove the 

semantic specification of agent from the SUBJ of a one-argument active counterpart, and 

desubjective clauses that remove the agent from the surface structure and retain the patient in its 

original case and grammatical relation as an ACC OBJ.236 

Leslau gives the following example of Soqo ri desubjective use of IPs referred to hereafter 

as the q t l t- construction since it uses the particle t-, to which attaches OBJ pronouns:  

i-ru a to-s 

3M-see\PASS ACC-3FSG 

237 A less idiomatic gloss, but one more faithful to the source construction, would 

agreement regardless of the patient (in this case 3FSG), which explains the overwhelming 

 
235 Naumkin et al., 2014b, 36 38. 
236 Only these syntagms for which, see Lonnet, 1993, §30; 1994, III.3 that are unique to Soqo ri are discussed in 
the following. Soqo ri also uses IPs in (non-prototypical) impersonal-passive clauses with OBL PP patients, but 
since these are the same as those of Arabic, the above (in §3.3) discussion thereof does not bear repeating here. 
237 Leslau, 1937, 92. 
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predominance of 3MSG agreement in Soqo ri IPs compared with Mehri and Jibb li, where forms 

from other persons are not uncommon.238  

Of the two results of applying Soqo ri IP to a syntactically transitive verb the prototypical 

passive, and the desubjective q t l t- construction the former syntagm is found in all languages 

with IPs (and indeed is usually the only way in which they can be used); the latter does not occur 

anywhere else in Semitic with IPs (including the rest of MSA).239 Considering how unlikely it is 

that this was something lost in all other Semitic languages and retained only here, it is certainly a 

Soqo ri-specific innovation. By the current, attested stage of language, though, it is one that has 

developed so far as to seriously challenge the primacy of the other, original function of IP 

morphology.240  

There exists some tantalising evidence for how and why this change has come about. Leslau 

observes the following regarding the Cp from nk , inka   

Le passif de ce verbe se rencontre seulement  la 3e 
personnes, on emploie inka  avec la particule t 
exprimer.241  

The fact that only this IP may only occur in personal passive clauses with third person SUBJs, 

while all first- and second-person uses are restricted to the q t l t- construction may suggest that 

non third-person contexts is where the construction first arose. 

Further support for this proposal comes the use of the particle t- outside of the q t l t- 

construction indeed, Lonnet very reasonably suggests that the impetus for its development was 

to mirror the tendency for OBJs of active verbs to appear as pronominal suffixes attached to this 

 
238 ri le passif est employ  surtout  la 3e pers. masc. sing. Les examples du passif pour 

 
239 
with et/ -marked patients are desubjectives comparable to these (see §3.6.2 for discussion). To appreciate just 
how divergent such use of IP morphology in Soqo ri is from that found elsewhere in Semitic which is 
overwhelmingly restricted to prototypical passives note that not only are desubjectives not prototypical-passives, 
they are properly speaking not passives at all, since they remain syntactically transitive. 
240 Lonnet, 1994, III.3. 
241 Leslau, 1938, 267. 
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particle, rather than directly to the verb.242 Strong formal parallels between t- and true 

prepositions in the way they bear pronominal suffixes, for example created a conceptual 

similarity between them that allowed the reinterpretation of pronouns attached to t- as OBL PPs, 

rather than ACC-marked OBJs. Since IP patients could already be linked to genuine OBL PPs (in 

impersonal passives like those of Arabic), the same use was extended to t- + PRON patients. 

That is, the q t l t- construction arose from the following proportional analogy:  

VACT + PPOBL =patient : VPASS + PPOBL =patient :: VACT + t-PRONOBJ =patient : X.  

While there is no clear person-based distribution in Soqo ri of whether the OBJ pronominal 

suffix is attached directly to the verb or rather to the ACC particle t-, this is not true throughout 

MSA. In both Jibb li and Mehri, this variation is governed by the ending of the verbal form. The 

specifics thereof are complex and vary between the Mainland MSA languages (and even 

between dialects of Mehri), but the resulting distribution falls out (in the SC at least) as a broad 

alignment between OBJ suffixes directly attached to third-person verbs versus OBJ suffixes 

attached to the particle t- with first- or second-person verbs.243 Apart from the verbal form itself, 

the person of the OBJ pronoun is also a relevant factor. In relation to the matter at hand, it is 

noteworthy that first-person OBJs always occur with the ACC particle t-in Jibb li.  

Lonnet proposes that the preference in Soqo ri to attach OBJ PRONs to the particle t- rather 

than directly to the verb is part of general tendency towards the detachment of pronominal 

suffixes, including possessives within the nominal paradigm.244 This implies that the situation of 

Mainland MSA, where phonological (and/or morphological) criteria influence how the OBJ 

 
242 Lonnet, 1994, III.3. 
243 Rubin (2014a, §§3.2.3, 3.3; 2018, §§3.2.3, 3.3; 2011, 73 74) and Watson (2012, §§5.1.4.1 5.4.1.2) describe in 
detail the factors governing the affixation of OBJ pronouns to the verb or to the particle t- in Mehri and Jibb li. 
Since the relevant criteria are phonological, the distribution does not hold perfectly along person-based lines. 
Nonetheless, the correlation between person and use of the ACC particle t- is substantially robust that it may have 
been interpreted as morphologically governed, even if its origin was phonological. 
244 t une d fixation g n ralis e des pronoms affixes: on a vu le cas des verbs, 
o  la particule t- a un effet s parateur; il faudrait parler des nom, et de la r tro-annexion du pronom ind  
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pronoun appears, is more archaic. If, at an earlier stage of Soqo ri, before t- + OBJ PRON 

became the normal syntagm used with active verbs, this occurred mainly with non third-person 

verbal forms and first-person patients, then it is quite plausible that the desubjective IPs initially 

occurred in a similar distribution.245 This is precisely the situation attested with the Cp of nk .  

In addition to the aforementioned syntagms, Soqo ri IPs can also be formed from intransitive 

active verbs specified for no argument other than an agent. This results in truly impersonal, 

avalent clauses (i.e., those for which no semantic roles are specified). Examples are not easy to 

r  

contain m n

 246 

Like the q t l t- construction, such behaviour is highly exceptional. Those languages that 

allow IP formation from syntactically intransitive active verbs Arabic and perhaps Jibb li, 

albeit only to a limited extent and perhaps only with non-Gp IPs still require a second 

argument usually linked to the semantic role patient, though also potentially to experiencer, 

theme, or location even if it only appears as an optional adjunct in the active clause.247 Despite 

appearing as a PP, a surface representation typically associated more with optional adjuncts than 

 
245 An interesting parallel exists in Celtic, where a generalised-SUBJ pronoun r- has become a passive marker 
(Haspelmath, 1990, 49 50). In Old Irish, this suffix functions as a passive only with third-person patients whose 
number agreement with the verb confirms their SUBJhood whereas first- and second-person patients remain OBJs 
in desubjective constructions. Though the direction of change (from desubjective to passive) is the opposite of that 
in Soqo ri, the distribution of passive in the third person and desubjective in the first and second persons is the same. 
246 Lonnet, 1994, §III.2; Naumkin et al., 2014b, 28:21. 
247 For example, Arabic intransitive verbs may have an optional location adjunct, but this becomes an obligatory 
component when this is transformed into a passive with IP morphology. For example, n ma (fi l-fir ) 
the bed) can form n ma fi l-fir  but not **n ma 

 (Buben k, 2008, 554, with slightly adapted examples). IPs from verbs of speech e.g., Arabic q la 
lahumu skun  h ihi l-qaryata li r h n b - b l t mosé 
m k n do not violate this principle since 
the content of the speech act is obligatory and linked to a semantic role theme. Moreover, such clauses often possess 
experiencers, making their argument structures more complex than those resulting from the deletion of agents from 
one-argument intransitive verbs. 
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obligatory arguments, this element is central to the verbal predication; its obligatory presence 

ensures that the (passive) clause is at least monovalent in terms of semantic roles specified.248 

Scholarship to date has not provided an explanation for how and why IP formation from 

monovalent active verbs has become permissible in Soqo ri. I propose that they are part of a 

general expansion in the applicability of IP formation provoked or at least facilitated by the rise 

of its desubjective use. Crucial in this is the unique situation of Soqo ri IP morphology being 

used in a non-passive syntagm; in view of its ACC OBJ the q t l t- construction is active rather 

than passive. This use of IPs in impersonal active transitive clauses (with semantically empty 

dummy SUBJs and OBJs that do have some semantic reference) has been extended to create 

impersonal active instransitive clauses (with no semantic reference to any participant). Just as 

occurs in the q t l t- construction, the removal of the agent from the C-structure of the personal 

clause is accompanied by the morphological transformation of the verb into an IP. 

To summarise the description of Soqo ri IPs, particularly in comparison to those of Mehri 

and Jibb li, several of the differences can be subsumed under a single (admittedly 

impresisonistic) characteristic of vitality . At its most basic, means that Soqo ri IPs are more 

productive than those of Mainland MSA, both in terms of the absolute frequency of occurrences 

of IPs and of which IP stems other than the Gp are attested. Moreover, the functional scope of IP 

morphology has undergone significant expansion in Soqo ri, with its use extended to non-passive 

(i.e., desubjective) and non-canonical passive (i.e., avalent impersonal passive) syntagms absent 

from all other Semitic languages, including its MSA sisters.  

 
248 The distinction between argument and adjunct is made on the basis an argument, unlike an adjunct, is required 
for the grammatical well-formedness of a clause, must be unique within its clause, and has the potential for 
selectional restrictions specified by the verbal predicate (Kroeger, 2004, 9 11). Since these criteria relate to 
semantic properties of components, they do not necessarily correlate to the grammatical relation (e.g., SUBJ, OBJ, 
or in this case OBL) to which a constituent is linked.  
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The idea of vitality also refers to the fact that the Soqo ri IP paradigm is rich in terms of its 

conjugational parts. Unlike in Mehri, the IPFV and SBJV are formally distinct. In Jibb li a 

degree of distinction is maintained but in some root types the Gp IPFV and SBJV stems fall 

together (though they possess different personal prefixes). A separate but related dimension of 

Soqo ri IP vitality is that syncretism with corresponding active forms is extremely rare. This is 

not simply because of the absence of sound rules resulting in this phenomenon elsewhere (e.g., 

*  > /_  in Mehri); some Soqo ri IPs do not undergo ordinary sound rules that would result in 

syncretism if they did occur.249 I am not the first to infer a direct relationship between this 

deviation from standard Soqo ri phonology and the motivation to preserve the formal 

distinctiveness of IPs.250 

Just as the vitality of IPs interacts with their morphology (specifically the preservation of 

their formal distinctiveness), so too have the specifics of their morphology impacted on the 

development of their use in new syntagms. Lonnet explicitly identifies a link between the formal 

homogeneity resulting from the loss of personal prefixes and the q t l t- desubjective and the 

semantically avalent clause

 de ce passif, et 251 

However, the loss of personal prefixes alone is not enough to explain these developments, since 

it only relates to the IPFV and SBJV where it anyway does not lead to full syncretism; 2FSG 

and MPL forms have distinct stem allomorphs and FPL forms are distinguished by their 

suffixes and not the SC.  also exhibits a similar loss of prefixes in IPs and 

 
249 2/3=  Gp SBJV stem qtol does not have a between R2 and R3, as one would expect according 
to normal Soqo ri phonology, and which, if it did, would result in full syncretism with the Ga SBJV stem qtal. 
250 Naumkin et al. (2014a, 43n30) explicitly link voice distinction with the permissibility of different SBJV theme 
vowels. 
251 Lonnet, 1994, §III.1. 
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consequent syncretism between conjugations of different persons, but undergoes no concomitant 

development of IP functionality comparable to that of Soqo ri.  

Instead, one must consider the complex network of competing motivations as a whole to 

understand Soqo ri IPs and the development of some of their unique feature. For instance, the 

loss of prefixes in the IPFV and SBJV has certainly played a role in the homogenisation between 

persons of the IP paradigm, but other factors also contributed (i.e., the lack of distinct first- and 

second-person stem allomorphs in the SC). Furthermore, it is doubtful that this syncretism alone 

would have been sufficient motivation to spur the development of the q t l t- construction. 

Instead, it has worked in concert with other factors specific to Soqo ri e.g., the movement away 

from affixation OBJ pronouns directly to active verbs in favour of increasing use of the ACC 

particle t- and the high productivity of IPs generally) to create an environment conducive to the 

development of this neological syntagm. The desubjective use of IPs, in turn, cannot be entirely 

separated from the semantically avalent IPs formed from intransitive unmarked counterparts. 

This notion of competing motivations, central to the variation-and-change model of language 

development, is extended below (in §6.5) to the analysis of MSA IPs as a whole, where it serves 

well in clarifying the relationship between the languages of this branch with regard to their IPs. 

 

6.5 Analysis of MSA IPs 252 

The preceding descriptions are something of a novelty insofar as they constitute the only 

comprehensive and detailed description of MSA IPs to date. It has been necessary, at some level, 

to adopt the attitude of a pioneer, because of the scarcity of existing material focussing on MSA 

IPs specifically. If scholarship so far has failed to provide a detailed description of IPs in the 

 
252 This section follows the same format as the descriptions of the individual languages above (in §§6.2 4), dealing 
first with the morphology of the Gp (and its conjugations, the SC, IPFV, and SBJV), then forms from other IPs, 
before finally moving on to questions of function and syntax. 
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individual MSA languages, then this is truer still of a comprehensive analysis integrating the 

findings thereof into an overview of the branch as a whole.253  

Therefore, the same need for a fresh approach extends into the consideration of MSA IPs as a 

whole, and the reconstruction of their development(s). A perspective considering the data on 

their own merits without the benefit of a solid comparative basis requires that the analysis 

thereof be built up from nothing, beginning with a clean slate. However, it also avoids the risk of 

being led astray by (false) a priori assumptions. Thus, the analysis presented in this section is 

innovative this it is based on data from the MSA IP paradigm hitherto not available (or at least 

never presented together, in context), but also in that it focusses in the first place exclusively on 

these data and purposefully abandons presumptions about them arising from knowledge of 

Semitic languages generally. 

In addition to being a worthy goal in and of itself, a proper understanding of MSA IPs is 

naturally a prerequisite for any theory integrating them into a larger WS picture.254 The 

conclusions below are therefore ultimately assessed in light of the analysis of CS IPs in Chapter 

4 and the reconstruction of their development in Chapter 5. However, considering the difficulty 

of relating MSA material to the rest of Semitic in general, any proposals must be made with 

caution and frank recognition of their tentative nature pending developments in the study of 

MSA studies generally. 

 
253 For example, Leslau 1937) article about Soqo ri IPs and Petr ek 1963) study of IPs throughout Semitic 
completely ignore the Jibb li or Mehri Gp, so naturally they cannot address the relation of Soqo ri q t l to forms in 
its Mainland MSA sister languages. Bittner (1917/1918, 351) goes further, expl
Gegensatze zum Mehri und zum auri [Jibb li], die genau genommen keine einige Formen mit lediglich nur 
passiver Bedeutung bisitzen, kennt das Soqo ri Passivbildung, die sich von den entsprechenden aktiven Formen 
durch d ri 
is precisely the one MSA language that does use IP morphology in non-passive (i.e., desubjective) uses.  
254 It is precisely (among) the shortcomin 83) work, and that of others like him, that he 
prematurely relates MSA IPs to those of Arabic and Hebrew without first establishing a solid theoretical foundation 
for viewing them in their own right. As a result, much of his argumentation rests on presumed relationships between 
what he believes to be cognate forms and is therefore unacceptably circular. 
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Considering uncertainty regarding MSA historical phonology, the comparative method as 

employed here (in relation to the rest of WS) will rely on a process of elimination more than is 

normal in such endeavours, or indeed optimal.255 To use a very simple illustrative example, there 

is no doubt that Mehri q t l, Jibb li q( )t l, and Soqo ri q tol Ga SCs all derive from proto-WS 

*qatala; similarly, their respective q t l, q t( )l, and q tel Gb SCs can be identified with 

certainty as reflexes of *qatila.256 By the process of elimination, it follows that q t l, q(i)t l, and 

q t l cannot be reflexes of either *qatala or *qatila.257 This assertion holds true regardless of 

whether these MSA Gp SCs are cognate reflexes of a common-proto form (though the analysis 

below confirms that they certainly are). 

After this elimination, there theoretically remain seven vocalic sequences (assuming both 

vowels are short) that could lie behind the attested MSA Gp SCs. Of these, only four u-a, u-i, 

u-u, and i-i are attested elsewhere in Semitic IP SCs. Since there is no branch of WS with a 

closer genetic relation to the MSA than any other, any recourse to comparative argument should 

instead consider the geographical distribution of these vocalic patterns. The linguistic area 

covered by MSA is far closer to and more in contact with languages whose IPs have the 

sequences u-i (Classical and Yemeni Arabic) and i-i (some Central/Eastern Arabian Arabic 

dialects) than to those with u-a (Hebrew and Aramaic) and u-u (some African Arabic dialects).  

 
255 
morphology, so to the extent that I rely on his findings several of which match my own, independently reached 
conclusions this is by way of background context in the elimination-style comparative method described. When 
comparing data from the different MSA languages, it must be remembered that the vowel transcribed as e in Soqo ri 
is an allophone of , which is not the case for Jibb li and Mehri e. 
256 These developments are confirmed examples of some of the relatively few MSA sound changes that have been 
identified to date, such as backing of *a in an open syllable but its fronting (and raising) in the context */_Ci 
(Dufour, 2017, 56ff). They are further confirmed by remnants of the functional distribution of the Ga as fientive and 
the Gb as stative, as well as by comparison to cognates from elsewhere in Semitic (bearing in mind with the 
aforementioned warning against circular arguments based on presumed identification of forms). 
257 One reservation about the preceding it that it assumes the proto-form(s) date(s) to a stage of the language in 
which the vowel system did not differ substantially from that reconstructed for proto-WS. This is unfortunately a 
necessary function of our ignorance of MSA historical phonology; we do not know enough to say how (if at all) the 
proto-MSA vowel inventory (or indeed those of other intermediate stages before the attested situations) differed 
from that of proto-WS. 
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As mentioned, data from outside of the MSA should not form the primary basis of any 

reconstruction of IPs in this branch. For example, it is logically possible that they derive from a 

pattern(s) other than those attested elsewhere in Semitic IPs. However, the general comparative 

context provides useful supplementary evidence to that arising from internal comparison of the 

MSA data themselves. The MSA data is considered as follows, before returning to the question 

of the broader Semitic context. 

By applying of the comparative method to the above descriptions, a common proto-form 

*qit l can be reconstructed for Mehri q t l, Jibb li q(i)t l, and Soqo ri q t l Gp SCs. This retains 

its original shape in Jibb li, and indeed in the 3FSG stem allomorph of Soqo ri (qit l-o), where 

the stress is not retracted onto the first syllable. The changes that lead to attested forms that differ 

from *qit l, including stem allomorphs based on weak root types and different persons, conform 

to both natural universal linguistic tendencies and the specific phonologies of the MSA 

languages in question. 

For example, the first, unaccented vowel is reduced to schwa in Omani Mehri q( )t l, and in 

certain consonantal environments (i.e., in = idle glottis  consonants) is syncopated 

However, Yemeni Mehri q t l (with lengthening) 

and the Jibb li Gp SC qit l in  +voice/+glottalic retain the original *i of the vowel between 

R1 and R2. At the cross-linguistic level, lenition of a vowel in an open, pretonic syllable is 

perfectly natural. In MSA specifically, precisely the same process affects the pretonic *a vowel 

of the Ga in Mehri *qat la > q( )t l and Jibb li qt l (in . 

One important characteristic of Soqo ri phonology is retraction of stress onto the initial 

syllable of the SC stem. Its Gp SC q t l preserves *i between R1 and R2 precisely because this 
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occurs in tonic position due to that development in stress.258 In decisive support of this are 

instances of the reduction or syncope of this vowel in unstressed contexts, such as where suffixed 

person markers add a syllable and draw the stress back onto the vowel between R2 and R3 (e.g., 

3FSG/3DU Gp SC by-forms qt l-o / q t l-o (alongside qit l-o), and the 1DU q t l-ki.  

As for the vowel between R2 and R3, it is reconstructed as deriving from *i in the first 

instance on the basis of Jibb li Gp SC q(i)t l and the Soqo ri 3FSG/3MDU Gp SC q(v)t l-o. This 

vowel is lengthened, and usually lowered to  in Mehri (e.g., wt  <*lit , though variants 

without lowering wt also occur).259 This  vowel is further affected by various changes 

governed by the syllabic or consonantal environments, resulting in the attested stem allomorphs 

in different persons and weak root types. Of these, a development *  > a /_CC# yields 1SG/DU 

and 2 Gp SC q t l-k (<*q t l-k), while *  >  / , G  accounts for = /G r n (<*r n); 

crucially, both are regular Mehri sound rules documented in the literature as occurring in other 

contexts throughout the language.260 Similarly, Jibb li r from br, for example, is the natural 

result of the elision of intervocalic bilabials, a normal process in this language.261 

The Soqo ri 3MSG Gp SC q t l has an unstressed  between R2 and R3 whose derivational 

relationship with *i is more difficult to explain. Indeed, this central vowel exists in an allophonic 

relationship with [a], which occurs in glottalic and pharyngeal environments (which is entirely 

natural considering their quality +low).262 Based on other contexts in which /a occurs, it can 

 
258 Dufour (2017, 41, 43) convincingly demonstrates that this retraction of stress was a Soqo ri innovation, 
identifying a proto-MSA rule locating the stress on the right-most non-final *a vowel. 
259 For these contrasted examples (with the regular Mehri change *l  > w/#_), see Stroomer, 1999, 64:29, 69:7. 
260 Johnstone, 1987, xiv; Rubin, 2018, §§2.2.1 2.2.2. I have found no specific phonological explanation in the 
literature for the syncope of the vowel between R2 and R3 in the Mehri 3FSG Gp SC. However, its behaviour in this 
context precisely matches that of the Gb, which is likewise reconstructed as a historical *i vowel (in contrast to the 
*a of the Ga): cf. 3FSG Gp q tl- t <*qitil- t and Gb q tl- (<*qatil-at), versus Ga q t l- (<*qatal-at). 
261 Rubin, 2014a, §§2.1.2, 2.1.3. 
262 Kogan and Naumkin, 2014, §2. 
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derive from all three of the proto-WS vowels *a, *i, and *u.263 It is noteworthy that in the 3FSG 

SC, the distinction between  and i becomes a contrastive voice marker: cf. Ga q t l-o and Gb 

qit l-o versus Gp qit l-o / q t l-o.264 Though I cannot explain why  appears between R2 and R3 

of the Soqo ri 3MSG Gp SC, in view of the 3FSG qit l-o and Mainland MSA forms, I am 

nonetheless confident that it is best considered a secondary development from *i. 

Overall, then, there is ample evidence for two original high front vowels throughout the 

attested MSA Gp SC forms. With the possible exception of the  in Soqo ri, deviations from *i in 

are straightforward to explain as natural developments that follow the phonologies of the 

individual languages (not to mention universal phonetic tendencies). Due to space constraints 

and lacunae in our understanding of MSA historical phonology and morphology, it may not be 

possible to nail down the minutia of every variation for example, 3=w/y forms certainly 

require further study but overall picture from the data is sufficient to confidently identify Mehri 

q t l (Yemeni q t l), Jibb li q(i)t l, and Soqo ri q t l all as reflexes of a common (therefore 

proto-MSA) form *qit l. Such a proposal is not new see the discussion of Petr

below but this is the first time specific morphological justifications has been given within a 

(near) comprehensive account explaining the attested Gp SC forms in terms of developments 

resulting from sound changes.  

It should be clarified at this point that identifying *qitil as the common proto-form of the 

various MSA Gp SC forms does not, per se, entail any relationship with other WS verbal forms 

(though nor is such a possibility to be ruled out). That is, it is not (at this stage) clear whether 

 
263 Cf. e.g., Ga 3FSG SC qit l-o < *qatal-at, Gb 3FSG SC q t l-o < *qatil-at, and Ga 1PL SBJV ne-qt l < *na-qtul. 

these proto-forms are beyond doubt. 
264 Other occurrences of  in the verbal system, particularly in contrastive contexts distinguishing voice or 
Aktionsart, may be an avenue of investigation to solve this problem. Of particular note is the opposition between the 
Ga SBJV stem qt l < *qtul versus that of the Gb (and Gp) qtol < *qtal. The same contrast occurs in the IPFV stems 
(i.e., Ga q t l < *qattil versus Gb q tol <*qattal; cf. Gp q tol <*quttal, whose u vowel is highly characteristic of 
the IP system). For the reconstruction of these proto-forms see Dufour, 2017, 59, and the discussion below. 
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proto-MSA *qitil has the same etymological origin as dialectal Arabic qitil forms, which 

themselves have been demonstrated above (in §4.9.2) to derive from earlier *qutila.265 Any 

relationship proposed must be supported by independent evidence, whether linguistic or 

extralinguistic (such as cultural evidence of language borrowing), and not just based on the 

observation of formal similarity. 

Unfortunately, precisely such an a priori linking of MSA IPs to forms from outside of the 

branch has frequently formed the basis of flawed understandings of them. For example, both 

Petr ek and Retsö identify Soqo ri q t l with the Arabic af -ta ajjub ( verbs of surprise ) 

ni ma bi sa -WS 

form *qitil. Though they differ slightly in terms of the ultimate origin to which they ascribe this 

morphology, both authors have in common a circularity of argumentation in linking *qitil to 

their preconceptions about IPs generally.  

Petr  identifies *qitila as a variant of the Gb *qatila, which is entirely in keeping with, 

and motivated by, his overall theory of IPs as developing from stative verbs. It is therefore 

wholly unsurprising that he follows Bittner in further identifying the Soqo ri Gp SC with 

Mainland MSA Gb forms (namely, Mehri l and Jibb li qét( )l), rather than their Gp forms: 

intra 266 To reach the attested forms, Petr ek reconstructs 

 
265 The presence of a high back vowel u in the Soqo ri IP paradigm and its extreme scarcity elsewhere in the 
language could be taken as marginal, circumstantial evidence for this vowel having existed in the proto-form of the 
Gp u 

Petr uently reiterated the sentiment
does not take account of IPFV and SBJV forms, where u was demonstrably historically present in the prefixes 
(discussed below), and is retained overtly in the Soqo ri IPFV (y -)q tol. This possibility is examined further below. 
266 Bittner (1917/1918, 351), and following him, Petr ), fails to realise that the superficial similarity 
of these forms simply results from the retraction of stress in Soqo ri SCs. It cannot help that these scholars are 

work of non-experts: Simeone-Senelle (1997, 398 table 17.7; 1998, 74) twice provides identical Soqo ri Gb and Gp 
SCs (as q t l), though contextual data in those publications suggests this may be a reproduced typographical error. 
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assimilation, syncope, the loss of final short vowels, and finally epenthesis as having affected the 

proto-WS Gb: *qatila > *qitila > *qitla (the Arabic verbs of surprise ) > *qitl > *q t l (Mehri 

q t l and Jibb li q t( )l Gb SCs, and the Soqo ri qít l Gp SC).267  

Retsö at least avoids the pitfall of erroneously identifying the Soqo ri Gp with Gb forms 

elsewhere and recognises that q t l is cognate to q( )t l and q(i)t l. However, like Petr ek, he 

links these forms to the Arabic verbs of surprise  in a manner that is directly informed by his 

understanding of IPs generally. All of these forms, like the productive IP systems with i-i 

vocalism in the SC of some Central/East Arabian dialects of Arabic, Retsö sees as verbalisations 

of a *CiCCiC nominal patterns. The Gp *qitil he therefore takes to be a secondary development 

from the Cp * iqtil and (in Arabic dialects, though not MSA) from the Dp *qittil.268  

Apart from the morphological similarities, Retsö also draws a syntactic parallel between 

MSA IPs and the verbs of surprise, arguing that the indeclinable nature of the latter mirrors the 

impersonal use so common in Soqo ri.269 His consequent claim that MSA IPs do not originally 

express passivity, but instead have developed out of active generalised-SUBJ constructions, is in 

fact the inverse of the actual situation as described above (in §6.4). It is unsurprising that he 

holds such an opinion, though, because it fits neatly within his overall view that generalised-

the origin of all genuine passive syntax in Semitic.270 

The IPFV is the most morphologically diverse part of the Gp paradigm between the main 

e-q(e)t l, Mehri y -qt l, and Soqo ri (y -)q tol. All three forms have a 

 
267 Petr  
268 Retsö (1989, 184) is accordingly obliged to exaggerate the productivity of the MSA Cp. His baffling statement 

SA languages do not have the D- deeper misunderstanding of the MSA verbal system. 
269 Retsö (1989, 184) erroneously claims that impersonal use is also the norm in Mehri; in fact, the example he 
cites -qarqor  is the only example thereof that I have 
encountered in the literature, and considering problems with his work on MSA, is of dubious reliability. 
270 Retsö, 1989, 184 and, for his overall views on the relationship between passivity and generalised-SUBJ 
constructions, 155 57. 
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high back vowel between R2 and R3, and there is no reason to doubt that they are reflexes of the 

same proto-vowel *o (further <* , as discussed below).271 The differences between the 

languages are instead found in two other areas. The first of these is the vowel between R1 and R2, 

something intimately linked to syncretism with the Gp SBJV and also with parts of the Gb 

paradigm. A second important divergence between these Gp IPFVs to their personal prefixes, 

whose absence (when absent) homegenises the Gp conjugation between persons and contributes 

to the formal contrast marking voice.272  

The behaviour of the vowel between R1 and R2 has a scalar distribution through MSA.273 

sometimes syncopates this depending on the phonological properties of the root 

consonants, in which respect it occupies an intermediate position between Soqo ri, where the Gp 

IPFV stem is always disyllabic, and Mehri, where it is always monosyllabic. The issue of 

personal prefixes creates a binary split through the language family, separating Mehri, which 

preserve ri, both of which exhibit their loss to some degree or 

another. The following analysis focuses on these two features, attempting to reconstruct their 

diachronic developments and ultimately determine what ramifications they have for a general 

theory of MSA IPs. As was noted above in relation to the Gp SC, one ought not to assume, a 

priori, that the Mehri, Jibb li, and Soqo ri Gp IPFVs are reflexes of a common proto-form; in 

order to reach such a conclusion, the formal heterogeneity between the languages must be 

accounted for by phonological or other processes (as the Gp SC stem allomorphs just were). 

 
271 The development *a > Mehri , Jibb li , Soqo ri o /_C# is self-evident to a trained Semiticist with more than a 
passing familiarisation with the MSA data, and is anyway unassailably confirmed by Dufour (2017). 
272 This factor also applies to Gp SBJV forms and is further discussed below. 
273 1 and R2 of IPFV forms, 
which he dubs to indicate its similarities to *a without making any assertions about its etymological origin. 
Despite outward reservations l ment * est bien un morph the overall 

ye-qattel, as well as with MSA vowels whose origin in *a is beyond doubt, leave me 
confident of a proto-MSA Ga IPFV stem *qatvhl (vh = *u/i, in contrast to *a). I have followed him in not 
representing gemination of R2 in proto-MSA, even though this was certainly present at an earlier stage. 
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In Mehri, there is never a vowel between R1 and R2 of the Gp IPFV stem qt l, with the result 

that it is formally identical to that of the Gb in all persons. This monosyllabic Gp IPFV stem also 

exhibits syncretism between the IPFV and SBJV of the Gp (in the SG and DU at least), in which 

li q(e)t l, the presence or absence of a vowel between 

R1 and R2 depends on the voicing qualities of these consonants, such that if either is voiced or 

glottalic there is a vowel between them (specifically, e), and if, not it is syncopated.274 When the 

vowel is retained, the Gp IPFV stem is formally identical to that of the Gb IPFV; when it is not, 

it matches the Gp SBJV. Because the Soqo ri Gp IPFV stem qutol always has a vowel between 

R1 and R2 specifically the rare phoneme u that almost exclusively occurs in IPs it exhibits no 

syncretism with either that of Gb IPFV q tol, which has  in this position, or the monosyllabic 

Gp SBJV stem qtol.275  

A fascinating parallel to this occurs elsewhere in the MSA verbal system in 2=G verbs. In 

this root type, Mehri has just one basic active stem whose IPFV and SBJV are identical, both 

having monosyllabic stems: 2=G Ga/b (SC ~ IPFV/SBJV) q G  ~ y -qG l.276 Depending on 

both the phonological characteristics of R1 and R2 and dialectal variation, Jibb li active IPFVs 

from this root type may have monosyllabic or disyllabic stems: y -qG l or y -q G l. Such forms 

are reminiscent of the strong-root Gb IPFV y -qet l, particularly the latter, which, assuming it 

derives from *y -qeG l by progressive assimilation, is underlyingly regular.277  

 
274  (Rubin, 2014b, §6.1.2).  
275 Appleyard (1996, 220) erroneously claim that there are no MSA Gp forms with disyllabic stems (because he only 

 
276 Rubin, 2018, §7.2.5 h the SC is q t l rather than q t l , the elision of this root letter 
results in C C stems: q l ~ y -q l. Very few Mehri G IPFVs follow the strong-root Ga pattern (e.g., y -n g 
and y -ro ), and serve as exceptions proving the rule that the strong-root Gb IPFV pattern y -qt l dominates 
active verbs from this root type. 
277 Rubin, 2014a, §7.4.7. In G roots that are als , a variant active IPFV y -qGal occurs that 
Dufour (2017, 46) derives from a form similar to the strong-root Ga IPFV. 
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Dufour elegantly explains the monosyllabic Mehri Gb as an innovation of this language 

resulting from the syncope of the unstressed vowel between R1 and R2.278 The underlying reason 

for this is that the vowel (Mehri  and Jibb li ) between R2 and R3 derives from *a, and proto-

MSA stress is reconstructed as falling on the right-most non-final *a vowel. Thus: proto-MSA 

Gb IPFV ya-qvt l > Mehri y -qt l and Jibb li y -qet l, in contrast to Ga IPFV *ya-q tvhl > 

Mehri y -q t l and Jibb li y -q t l. This proposal may be expanded to explain why active =G 

verbs (overwhelming in Jibb li and all but exclusively in Mehri) follow the strong-root Gb rather 

than Ga pattern: this root type favours a theme-vowel *a between R2 and R3 (like that of the Gb), 

which is a natural effect of the general phonetic property +low of pharyngeal consonants.279 

Most important, though, and what Dufour does not mention, is the further parallel between 

strong-root Gb IPFV, Mainland MSA active =G IPFV forms, and the Gp IPFV. Here too, a 

proto-form *yv-qvt l for the Gp IPFV has given rise to Mehri y -qt l in which the unaccented 

vowel between R1 and R2 is syncopated, and Jibb li e-q(e)t l, in which develops it to an 

optionally deleted e.280 These behaviours precisely match that of the =G IPFV, including the 

optional deletion of unaccented this vowel in Jibb li (which is not the case in the strong-root Gb 

IPFV, where it is always preserved, as discussed further below).  

A further advantage of linking these three classes of IPFV =G, and Gp) in terms of a 

common theme vowel <*a is how it can account for the number-marking ablaut in the Gb MPL 

 
278 48, 59) work is not the recognition that Mehri monosyllabic Gb IMPVs are 
innovative Johnstone (1987, XXVIIn3) voiced this opinion decades earlier but rather the phonological 
explanation he proposes to account for this diachronic development.  
279 This is supported by comparative data from Arabic and Hebrew, in which G PCs tend to derive from 
*yv-qGal (rather than *yv-qtul) and resemble the stative/intransitive G PC pattern (as discussed above in §4.10).  
280 The scant evidence available suggests that the Hoby t Gp (and likewise Gb) IPFV has a disyllabic stem, though 
forms with a schwa between R2 and R3 perhaps represent an intermediate stage of a change in process between the 
proto-MSA form (with a full vowel) and one like that of Mehri (with full syncope) cf. Gp IPFV y - b r (Lonnet, 
2006, §6.6) and Gb IPFV y-far  (Dufour, 2017, 47) versus Gp IPFV y -g l d (Simeone-Senelle, 1997, 407).  
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IPFV.281 Dufour derives Mehri q t l, Jibb li q t l, and Soqo ri q t l Gb SCs from *qatila by a 

rule *a > Mehri , Jibb li , and Soqo ri e (an allophone of ) in the environment /_Ci.282 

However, if this change operated in the less restrictive environment /_CvH, it could also explain 

MPL stem allomorphs in the Gb IPFV, where the *a between R2 and R3 would have preceded a 

subsequently lost MPL suffix *- : proto-MSA 3MPL Gb IPFV *yv-qvt l-  > Mehri y -qt l, 

Jibb li y -qet l, and Soqo ri y -q t l.283  

Hasselbach raises the objection that the proposed rule is rather vague, although I am less 

troubled by the idea of high vowels *i and *u patterning together in contrast to low *a to create a 

conditioning environment within the broader context of Semitic phonology.284 Indeed, the notion 

of underspecification of high vowels that the analysis below finds best accounts for other 

developments within the proto-MSA Gp and Gb is precisely reflects the trend of height as an 

organising principle that has been identified in the development of IPs in CS. That is, it 

represents an instance of MSA languages behaving according to the novel understanding of 

Semitic phonology laid out above (in §4.3) that underpins this whole dissertation. 

It is the Soqo ri IPFV forms that hold the key to the analysis of the MSA Gp IPFV, and 

specifically its relationship to that of the Gb. It is entirely unproblematic to derive the Soqo ri Ga 

IPFV ye-q tel like Mehri y -q t l and Jibb li y -q t l from proto-MSA *ya-q tvhl.285 

 
281 The Gb IPFV stems have a different vowel between R2 and R3 of the 3MSG ~ 3MPL: Mehri qt l ~ qt l, Jibb li 
q(e)t l ~ q(e)t l, and Soqo ri q tol ~ q t l 
282 Dufour, 2017, 56. 
283 Dufour (2017, 55) does address ablaut marking of MPL as a result of the historical -  suffix in the Ga SBJV of 

G, though in quite a different manner, namely, proposing that the (historical) presence of the suffix resulted in 
different accentuation between the 3MSG and 3MPL, and as a result, divergent developments. A looser formulation 
of this rule would also allow for MSA Gb SCs to derive from *qatula (as well as *qatila), an intriguing possibility 
considering cognates like Mehri q yr b <*q r b (Gb) and Arabic qaruba . Interestingly, the Gb SC is 
one of the few places where Dufour (2017, 42) does not allow for variation or underspecification of a proto-MSA 
high vowel *C1aC2iC3a 1C2u/iC3  
284 Hasselbach, 2018, p.c. One example of an environment conditioned by the height of a following vowel elsewhere 
in Semitic is the Hebrew dissimilatory reduction discussed above (in §4.3) of *i to  preceding high vowels but its 
preservation (ultimately being lowered to e) before low vowels.  
285 Dufour (2017, 44) does not commit to a theme vowel (*u or *i), -C1 C2u/iC3  
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Similarly, the *a between R2 and R3 in the Gb IPFV ye-q tol and Gp IPFV (y -)q tol behaves 

entirely in accordance with expectations, since Soqo ri o is the predicted cognate of Mehri  and 

Jibb li  in this position. The point at issue here is rather the vowel between R1 and R2. 

Unlike Mehri and Jibb li, where the Gb and Gp IPFV stems both have the same vowel (or 

lack thereof) between R1 and R2 ø in Mehri qt l and e in Jibb li q(e)t l, subject to syncopation 

in the Gp Soqo ri distinguishes voice in this regard, between Gb q tol and Gp qutol. If the Gp 

IPFVs from the three languages are cognate, then it follows that ø, (e), and u in this context are 

reflexes of a common proto-MSA vowel. I posit that similarities between the Gb and Gp IPFVs 

arise from their proto-forms both sharing the same height rubric *yv-qvhtal, in contrast to the Ga 

*ya-qatvhl; at the same time, the specification of the high vowel between Gb *yv-qital versus Gp 

*yv-qutal can account for differences between them (prefixes are addressed separately below). 

Before the argument supporting this admittedly speculative reconstruction can be mustered, 

onology of 

proto-MSA reconstructs combined sonority hierarchies between vowels due to colour (*a > *vh) 

and position in the stem (right > left).286 As a result of the position hierarchy he posits that stress 

falls on the final syllable of the Gb IPFV *yv-qat l; whereas in the Ga IPFV ya-q tvhl the colour-

based hierarchy draws stress onto the penultima. Differences between attested Ga and Gb IPFVs 

are attributed to distinct developments of accented *  (in the Ga) > Mehri , Jibb li , and 

Soqo ri  versus unaccented *  (in the Gb) > Mehri ø, Jibb li , and Soqo ri .287 

reconstruction is well thought out and generally convincing, but his reticence 

sometimes leaves room for variant reconstructions, and the overall theory may be streamlined. 

For example, given that he specifically avoids identifying the historical identity of the vowel 

 
286 Dufour, 2017, 61. 
287 Dufour, 2017, 57. Here and in the following, an acute accent  represents a stressed vowel; a grave accent  
represents an unstressed one. 
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between R1 and R2, it is not clear why it must necessarily be the same vowel in the Ga and Gb.288 

If one reconstructs a low-high distinction in both vowels of the Ga and Gb IPFV i.e., Ga *ya-

q til versus Gb *ya-qvht l then proto-MSA stress (and consequent developments in the 

individual languages) is position simply according to the colour-based sonority hierarchy *a > 

*vh without needing to refer to the positions of the different vowels.289 

Formal parallels between the Gb and Gp IPFVs are well accounted for by commonalities of 

the vowel between R1 and R2 if both fall under the same proto-MSA height rubric *yv-qvht l. 

However, differences between the Soqo ri Gb IPFV ye-q tol and Gp IPFV (y -)q tol point to the 

origin of two different tokens of *vh in this context. Specifically, if the Gb IPFV derives from 

*yv-qit l and the Gp IPFV from *yv-qut l, then the scalar distinction between MSA languages in 

terms of the preservation/loss of a vowel between R1 and R2 of the Gp IPFV is found to align 

with the proposed distinction between the two high vowels *i and *u.  

In Mehri, in both cases of yv-qvht l, the vowel between R1 and R2 is unaccented (due to the 

sonority hierarchy *a > *vh), and is syncopated in both the Gb and Gp. In Jibb li, both kinds of 

*vh develop into e in this context see the discussion below of the Jibb li Gp prefix vowel e 

<*u but some distinction is preserved between their reflexes since that deriving from *u is 

subject to syncope in certain environments (i.e., between voiceless, non-glottalic R1 and R2), 

while that deriving from *i is not.  

In Soqo ri, the two remain entirely distinct: *u surfaces as u (or broken into a diphthong ou) 

while the *i develops into . The preservation of a distinction of this high vowel *u is closely tied 

 
288 Notons pour le moment *  cette voyelle en V1 dans les proto-formes, afin de signaller sa 
resemblance avec *a sans pr  
289 This is not to say that the reconstruction of two interacting sonority hierarchies is to be abandoned. On the 

 entre ces deux 
tre des divergences entre les langues: Ga SUBJ.3ms *ya du/ir > jb. y d r mais mh. 

y d r However, with regard to the matter at hand, the Ga and Gb IPFVs do not derive from a 
proto-MSA situation where the two sonority hierarchies contradict each other. Rather, if one reconstructs a Gb 
*yv-qvhtal, the positional hierarchy is simply not relevant. 
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to the Soqo ri preservation of IP morphology, where it is a highly characteristic passive marker. 

With regard to the specification of high vowels and the distinctiveness of Soqo ri IP morphology, 

elsewhere in the paradigm the Gp SC q t l ~ qit l-o also retains the proto-MSA high vowel (in 

this case *i), even when doing so violates normal phonology, such as between voiceless, non-

glottalic R1 and R2 (e.g., Ga ktob versus Gp kit b, albeit in a reduced form). 

The Gp SBJV is the most homogeneous part of MSA IP morphology across the various 

l -qt l, Mehri y -qt l, and Soqo ri li-qt l are certainly cognate reflexes of a 

common proto-form *(l-)yu-qt l. All that has been observed above regarding the vowel between 

R2 and R3 of the Gp (and Gb and active verbs from =G generally) applies equally here; there is 

no need to further justify reconstructing *a in the proto-MSA Gp SBJV stem *qtal.290 What 

remains, in the reconstruction of the historical morphology of the Gp the stems of its SC, IPFV, 

and SBJV having been discussed, is the question of the person-marking prefixes (and why the 

proto-prefix *yu- has just been so confidently identified for the Gp SBJV). 

Naturally, a discussion of the Gp prefixes must reference those of active verbs, and 

specifically, any voice-marking contrast that exists between them. Dufour discusses the historical 

phonology behind the prefixes of the MSA active IPFVs and SBJVs at some length.291 He is 

surely correct that the Jibb li Ga SBJV y -qt l indicates a prefix vowel *a (i.e., <*y -qtvhl) and 

his arguments for a prefix vowel *a in the Ga IPFV are also fairly convincing.292 However, data 

for the Gb namely, forms from =w that do not point to a difference in prefix vowel between 

the Ga and Gb  le 

 
290 That is, internal evidence from MSA is sufficient to reconstruct *a between R2 and R3 of the Gp SBJV; cf. 

a in a closed syllable. 
The comparison to Gp PC forms yu-qtal that occur in CS, while certainly relevant to how MSA relates to the 
broader Semitic situation which matter is discussed below are superfluous to the reconstruction of proto-MSA. 
291 Dufour, 2017, 62 66. 
292 Dufour, 2017, 63. Specifically, he notes the long  of Jibb li y g r < *y -g ir , 1/3=nasal/liquid, and 
prefix vowel e rather than  before liquids like te-l . 
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sudarabique modern r v le la vocalisation originelle des pr

*a, bien que la chose soit mieux assur

regarding the Gb prefix.293 I do not strongly favour Gb IPFV ~ SBJV *ya-qital ~ *ya-qtal over 

*yi-qital ~ *yi-qtal (i.e., a reconstruction of proto-MSA in which the Barth-Ginsberg distribution 

of prefix vowels is active). The prefix vowel of the Gb will be assessed anew after that of the Gp 

has been considered, in the specific context of the distinction between the two, and especially the 

question of (under)specification between high vowels. 

Based on comparative evidence from elsewhere in Semitic and loss of personal prefixes in 

ri, Testen offers an unassailable argument for reconstructing the vowel *u in the 

prefix of both the IPFV and SBJV in IP stems.294 Just as in the cognate stems of Arabic, he 

argues, the proto-MSA Gp, D/L, and C took the prefix vowel *u. The absence of second-person 

and 3F prefixes in these stems in Jibb ri is thus the result of a sound change *t > ø 

/#_u, operative in proto-Eastern MSA. Testen further proposed that a corresponding aphaeresis 

of sonorant prefixed elements , y, and n occurred, but he restricted this to the more specific 

environment /#_uCC, which occurred only in the Gp SBJV, and not in the Gp IPFV or any D/L 

or C prefix conjugations (all of which had a vowel following R1 in proto-MSA).295  

This theory accounts for much of the data in an elegant fashion, but it is not without 

deficiencies. For example, it predicts that the nasal prefix of the 1PL be lost in the Gp SBJV but 

not in the IPFV n -qt l cited by Dufour retains the prefix; 

notes contain a similar Soqo ri Gp SBJV 1PL n -fg g.296 Moreover, as 

described above (in §6.4), there exists some variation in the occurrence of prefixes y - and - in 
 

293 Dufour, 2017, 66. 
294 Though Johnstone (1968, 1980) recognised and documented this phenomenon earlier, he did not make the crucial 
step Testen (1992) achieved of ascribing to it a (phonological) motivation, discussed as follows.  
295 Testen, 1992, 448 49. 
296 Dufour, 2014, p.c., contra Rubin (2014a, §6.1.2) and Johnstone (1980, 1981), whom both give the 1PL Gp 
SBJV l-v-qt l.  
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the Soqo ri the 3M and 1SG/DU IPFVs, respectively.297 Elsewhere, assuming the consonantal 

skeleton of the Cp IPFV follows that of the active C, it would historically have had a vowel 

following R1, and should therefore have preserved the 3M prefix yv-. However,  and 

Soqo ri Cp IPFVs follow the Gp with regard to the presence or absence of this prefix. In addition 

to these complicated nuances, dialectal variation further obscures the picture.298 

Conclusions about the loss of personal prefixes should therefore be more reserved, focussing 

ri and recognising the limits to current understanding. 

proto-Eastern MSA sound rule *t > ø/#_u and of the proto-

MSA IP prefix vowel as u may be endorsed with confidence. It may also be observed that Jibb li 

and Soqo ri also exhibit a tendency, albeit a less precisely defined one, possibly subject to 

dialectal and free variation, towards the deletion of other prefixes in the Gp. These instances are 

not necessarily all to be subsumed under a single explanation, and may instead reflect a complex 

range of distinct processes such as aphaeresis of word-initial glottal stop a common enough 

analogical extension of the absence of the tv- prefix, or 

indeed a combination of these (and/or potentially other) motivations. One important 

consideration regarding the loss of yv- and v- in relation to IPs specifically (discussed below), is 

the consequent homogenisation of the paradigm between persons, and the association of this with 

the flourishing of impersonal passive and desubjective uses of the morphology in Soqo ri. 

u for 

the proto-Eastern MSA and there is no to not extend this further back to proto-MSA for the 

 
297 The prefixes - and y- may also have been preserved in the SBJV as late as proto-Soqo ri, judging from 
differences between persons in the vowel of the SJBV prefix lv-. This would be a separate from the phenomenon 
Rubin (2014a, §6.1.2, n13) identifies in the SBJV y -qt l, which is a neologism modelled 
off the Gb, rather than the retention of an archaic situation.  
298 Lonnet (1994, 246 n67) believes that the distribution of presence/absence of prefixes in Soqo ri should be 
ascribed to dialectal variation. This, however, does not allow for variation within the ideolect of a single speaker, as 

recent corpus.  
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prefixes of the Gp IPFV and SBJV. Since the stem *qtal is common to the Gp and Gb SBJVs, 

the distinction between the two must arise from the vowel of the prefix; Mehri y -qt l, Jibb li 

y -qt l, and Soqo ri li-qtol Gb SBJVs all derive from a proto-form *yv1-qtal (where v1 u). As 

mentioned, Dufour has reconstructed a prefix vowel *a for the Gb IPFV and SBJV. By his own 

admission, though, there is scant direct evidence for this supposition, and it is based largely on 

the Ga whose prefix vowel can more confidently be identified as *a and his reluctance to 

reconstruct different vowels for the two stems.299  

In the preceding discussion of the stem vowels in IPFV forms, I proposed that specification 

of high vowels in MSA between Gb IPFV *yv-qit l versus Gp IPFV yv-qut l could account for 

the attested situation.300 Precisely the same argument can be used for the reconstruction of their 

prefix vowels i.e., that of the Gb was *i and that of the Gp *u with exactly analogous results. 

In Mehri, there is no distinction at all between the reflexes of *i and *u, so the Gb and Gp SBJVs 

are identical: y -qt l (<*yVH-qt l). Moreover, because *vh between R1 and R2 of the IPFV is 

syncopated in an open, unaccented syllable, the Gb and Gp IPFVs likewise partake in this 

syncretism to y -qt l (<*y -q t l < Gb *yi-qit l / Gp *yu-qut l).301  

In Jibb li, the developments of the two kinds of *vh diverge slightly, but their reflexes 

nonetheless share similarities. The *i was reduced to  in both the Gb IPFV y -qet l (<*yi-qit l) 

and SBJV y -qt l (<*yi-qt l). In the Gp, the consonantal elements of prefixed person markers 

 
299 Dufour, 2017, 66. 
300 Namely, Mehri Gb-Gp syncretism arose because of a merger of *i and *u and were ultimately syncopated. Jibb li 
exhibited a partial merger to e this is notably also the form of the IP IPFV prefix vowel <*u but e <*u 
syncopated between voiceless, non-glottalic consonants whereas e <*i was not. Soqo ri distinguished high vowels 
throughout: *i >  (as in the Gp SC) and *u was preserved owing to the functional load of this rare phoneme. 
301 Hoby t Gp IPFV y -g l d (Simeone-Senelle, 1997, 407) may reflect the intermediate stage of this development.  
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were lost (except n- in the IPFV, and perhaps SBJV).302 The prefix vowel *u was developed into 

i in the IPFV i-q(e)t l and into  in the SBJV l -qt l, which also took a prefix l-.303  

Thus, both *i and *u ultimately merged to  in the closed syllable of the SBJV prefixes, but 

not before *u had caused the loss of consonantal prefixes. This explains why the element l- 

occurs throughout the Gp SBJV except in the 1PL, but in the 1SG/DU Gb SBJV: it was added to 

all SBJV forms beginning with -. That is, all personal prefixes apart from n- were lost before *u 

was reduced to  in the Gp SBJV. In the Gb SBJV, though, only the 1SG/DU prefix - was lost 

and the verb therefore took the l- prefix; all other personal prefixes (y -, t -, and n -) were 

retained.304 

Finally, in Soqo ri, a full distinction is maintained between reflexes of *u and *i both when 

they occur as prefix vowels or between R1 and R2 albeit a different manner than in Jibb li. As 

mentioned above, in the IPFV stems of the Gp q tol and Gb q tol, the *i becomes , while the u 

remains as it is (or sometimes breaks to [ou]). The key difference between Soqo ri and the 

Mainland MSA languages in regard to this vowel, is that, due to the retraction of stress, it is 

accented here, and therefore less susceptible to reduction and ultimately syncope.  

With regard to the reflexes of *u when it occurs as a prefix vowel, it is important to note that 

unlike in Jibb li, Gp IPFV forms with prefixes - and y - are well attested. Given that the core 

of the distinctive behaviour of the prefix vowel deletion of the second-person/3F dental prefix 

 
302 The n- li 1PL Gp SBJV form n -qt l. 
303 The precise reasons for the different developments of *u in these contexts is not clear, though I suspect it may 
relate to the open versus closed nature of the syllable. However, note that the prefixes of the D/L and C IPFVs both 
derive from *u, but have respectively developed into  and i (Rubin, 2014b, §§6.2, 6.3). 
304 Rubin (2014a, §6.1.2) gives a slightly different vowel for the 1SG Gp SBJV (l -qt l) than that of all other persons 
(l -qt l) and his 1SG Gp IPFV -q(e)t l also differs from the default i-q(e)t l. This perhaps suggests that - was lost 
at a different (later) stage than y-. Alternatively, the unique 1SG Gp SBJV prefix vowel may relate to the functional 
load in distinction from the Gb SBJV, since 1SG (l -qt l) is precisely where the prefix l- occurs. Dufour (2014, p.c.) 
observes no heterogeneity in Gp prefix vowels, though in his (East) Jibb li forms he does differentiate between the 
preservation of the consonant n in the 1SG (Gp IPFV n- e f ~ SBJV n - f) and the loss of all other consonantal 
personal prefixes (e.g., 2MSG Gp IPFV e f ~ SBJV l - f). 
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t- occurred during the proto-East MSA rule, the prefix-conjugation forms of the Gp attested in 

Soqo ri can be reached by two sound simple, cross-linguistically common sound rules having 

occurred in this langauge the merger of unstressed high vowels to schwa, and the aphaeresis of 

word-initial schwa and some analogical levelling.  

By the first of these rules, formulated as * h >  and *  > ø/#_ prefix vowels *i and *u were 

reduced to schwa (or its allophone e), as they remain in the 3MSG ~ 3FSG Gb IPFVs ye-q tol ~ 

te-q tol and 1SG ~ 3MSG Gp IPFVs -q tol ~ y -q tol (in variants with the prefix). Where the 

prefix t- had been lost, the resulting ** -q tol was impermissible and the second rule, *  > ø/#_, 

resulted in the 3FSG Gp IPFV q tol. This exerted analogical pressure that resulted in first-person 

and 3M Gp IPFV variants that were likewise just the stem q tol, without any prefixes.305 Forms 

like y -q tol and -q tol that retain their prefixes are instead be the historical forms. 

The same historical reconstruction of MSA phonology also explains attested Soqo ri Gp 

SBJVs, with the proviso that forms that lost their prefix t- were amended by analogy to the 

default 3MSG, rather than the converse. In the Soqo ri SBJV, the 3M consonantal prefix y-, was 

preceded by a particle l-, regardless of the stem, and these two fused, resulting in a new 3M 

SBJV prefix li-.306 This accounts for the syncretism between the Soqo ri Gb and Gp 3MSG 

SBJVs: Gp *yu-qt l and Gb *yi-qt l merged to *y -qt l (by *  > o and * h > ), which, with the 

addition of the l- prefix, became li-qt l. The 3FSG counterparts, though, remained distinct, since 

Gb *ti-qt l simply developed into attested t -qt l, whereas in the Gp the t- prefix had been 

 
305 In this regard, the motivation towards homogenisation of the paradigm caused by the use of IPs in impersonal 
passive and desubjective clauses (discussed further below) must not be ignored. 
306 On the SBJV prefix l-, see Leslau, 1938, 227. Since li- occurs in all stems in Soqo ri e.g., Ga li-qt l < l + *ya-
qt l; Gb li-qt l < l+ *yi-qtal; and D/L li-q t l < l + *yu-qattil its colour does not depend on the historical prefix 
vowel, but may rather result from the fusion with its consonantal element y- (something like *l-y  > *lj  > li). This 
is supported by the transcriptions lye-qt l used by Lonnet (2014, p.c.) and i-qt l by Dufour (2017, 47), both of 
which represent a palatal or palatalised consonant.  
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deleted during proto-East MSA, so the consequent word-initial schwa was subsequently also lost 

in Soqo ri, and the prefix li- was extended from the 3MSG to the resulting stem **qt l. 

One key factor when considering the development of Gp IPFV and SBJV forms in the 

individual MSA languages, and especially syncretism with the Gb is the distinction of high 

vowels *i and *u on the one hand from the low vowel *a on the other. The degree of 

specification of vh is the other important issue in the divergences between the developments of 

the individual MSA languages. Both of these considerations apply equally to the stem vowel of 

the IPFV as to those in the prefixes of IPFV and SBJV. 

In Mehri, the two high vowels *u and *i merge and full syncretism between the Gb and Gp 

obtains. In East MSA (mother node to Jibb li and Soqo ri), their reflexes share some similarities, 

but a distinction is maintained long enough that *u caused deletion of preceding t-, whereas *i 

did not. Furthermore, in Jibb li, the two vowels subtle differences in the Gb and Gp IPFV stems. 

Both merge to e, but that which derives from *u in the Gp is less stable than that which derives 

from *i in the Gb; the former is subject to syncope (between voiceless, non-glottalic consonants) 

while the latter is not. 

In Soqo ri, the historical high vowels remain entirely distinct in the Gb and Gp IPFV stems 

(q tol and q tol, respectively), where they bear the accent. Elsewhere (i.e., in the prefixes), they 

both undergo the same reduction (* h > ). However, the effects of t- deletion, conditioned by 

*u, have had consequences in the formal development of IPs even once this vowel merged with 

the reflex of *i in unstressed positions (by the lenition * h > ). Although optional deletion of y - 

and - in the Gp IPFV is at least partly analogically motivated, the source of the analogy

absence of a prefix in second-person and 3F forms is the result of a phonological development 

rule relating to the vowel *u specifically (the proto-East MSA sounds rule *t > ø/#_u).  
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To summarise the preceding analysis and reconstruction of MSA Gp prefix conjugation 

forms, there exists an increasingly pronounced distinction between the two manifestations of vh 

from Mehri to Jibb li and further to Soqo ri. In Mehri there is no distinction between reflexes of 

*i and *u; in Jibb li some distinction is maintained; and in Soqo ri they develop into totally 

separate vowels when accented. This correlates to and indeed is a major cause of another 

scalar distribution through the MSA languages in the degree of formal distinctiveness between 

the Gb and Gp prefix-conjugations, and (relatedly) between the Gp IPFV and SBJV forms. 

However, this gradation between MSA languages is overlaid with a genetic binary split between 

the East and West branches of MSA, and the sound change *t > ø/#_u in the former significantly 

impacts the development of its IP prefix-conjugation morphology.  

The preceding questions of formal distinctiveness may all be subsumed under a general 

spectrum of IP vitality IPs are most productive and 

functionally diverse in Soqo ri and least in Mehri. An interesting parallel may be drawn with 

Omani Arabic, where Holes has explicitly identified a causal link between the decline of IPs and 

the formal syncretism between the Gp and Gb PC forms (both as yi-qtal).307 In this regard, it is 

noteworthy that Mehri is the MSA language in closest contact with this Omani Arabic, Soqo ri 

the most remote from it, and Jibb li occupies an intermediate position between them. This 

question of language contact will be revisited at the end of the analysis, after the analysis and 

reconstruction of the development of the forms and distributions of IPs other than the Gp and the 

syntactic functionality of IP morphology in MSA. 

Apart from the Gp, the MSA languages possess, to varying extents, IPs relating to active 

stems other than the Ga. The Cp is by far the most common of these, though depending on the 

language, D/Lp, Gtp, and Ctp forms are also attested. The formal distinctiveness and 
 

307 Holes, 1998, 353. 
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productivity of the Gp in a given MSA language correlates precisely to the degree to which these 

non-Gp IPs are attested. Specifically, Soqo ri possesses the most distinctive Gp and expanded IP 

system, Mehri the least, and Jibb li occupies a position between them in all these regards.  

It would be unacceptably circular to assert that non-Gp IPs are secondarily developed from 

the Gp solely based on the relative rarity of non-Gp IPs. However, their morphology, and 

especially what this indicates regarding their formation, provides compelling evidence in favour 

of this hypothesis. Non-Gp IPs in MSA exhibit a remarkable tendency towards formal similarity 

with the Gp, even to the extent that this differs between different MSA languages or dialects of a 

single language. For example, the Yemeni Mehri Cp SC h  has a long front vowel between 

R1 and R2 just like the Gp SC q t l, even though the corresponding active form h d w  has no 

vowel in this position (and never did); cf. the Omani Mehri Cp SC h qt l and its corresponding 

Gp SC q( )t l.  

More important that the formal differences, though, are what these tell us about the processes 

by which these forms were generated. The Yemeni Cp SC seems to derive simply from prefixing 

the C morpheme he- to the Gp SC; the Omani form instead could just as well result from 

extension of the Gp vocalic sequence -  to the consonantal skeleton of the C hVqtVl. This is an 

example of formational heterogeneity that has been argued above (in §§4.9.3, 5.4 7) to support 

the reconstruction of IP PC formation at an earlier date than that of IP SCs in CS. In this case, the 

Cp SC forms in Mehri suggest that Cp formation was an operative dynamic process after this 

language had subdivided into its dialects.308  

 
308 Another example of formational heterogeneity in the non-Gp IPs of MSA occurs in the Soqo ri Ctp SC variants 
discussed above (in §6.4). The Ctp SC iqt l simply applies the vocalic sequence i-  from the Gp SC to the 
consonantal skeleton vqvtl of the Ct SC; the variant q t l instead prefixes the Ct morpheme - to it. These are 
thus respectively analogous to the Omani Mehri and Yemeni Mehri strategies of Cp SC formation. 
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Virtually no formal distinction exists between the prefix-conjugation forms of the Gp and Cp 

in any MSA language. The analogous Arabic situation (Gp/Cp PC yu-qtal) is understood to be 

the result of the loss of the causative morpheme in the Cp.309 In MSA, though, there is evidence 

that this is not necessarily the case. Jibb li C and Cp IPFVs both geminate R1 when it is not 

voiced or glottalic, which behaviour can be taken as evidence for a common syllabic structure; 

that is, gemination of R1 in C y -ffega  and Cp e-ffega  results from assimilation of the causative 

morpheme to R1.310  

There also exist instances where the Cp unexpectedly follows the Gp with non-gemination 

(e.g., Cp IPFV e- f  instead of expected **e- ef ).311 An analogous contrast exists in Mehri; 

the C IPFV (y -h ) retains the causative morpheme, while what very few Cp IPFV forms are 

attested do not.312 These are possibly not Cp forms at all, in terms of their historical morphology, 

but Gp IPFVs extended to this position in the paradigm. Syncretism between the Cp and Gp 

sometimes extends beyond the prefix conj ri, occurring in the SC 

because of aphaeresis of the causative prefix ( )v- in the Cp or prosthesis in the Gp.313 However, 

some instances of identity between the Cp and Gp SCs cannot be explained by phonological 

processes (e.g., the Soqo ri Cp SC h ).314  

 
309 That is, the Cp PC yu-qtal developed from *yu- aqtal, as discussed above (in §§4.7, 4.8, and 4.5). 
310 Bendjaballah and S g ral (2014, esp. §§3 4) explain how different types of consonants affect the causative 
morpheme; specifically relevant here is the assimilation into geminate clusters when preceding voiceless non-
glottalic R1. Though they focus on Mehri, the same phenomenon is clearly at work here. 
311 f  l) cites the C IPFV as y - f -un! which seems to be an erroneous 

- x l y - e l) that confirms the correct C IPFV pattern. 
312 Rubin (2018, §6.2.2) specifically notes the absence of the h in Mehri Cp forms, ascribing it to a difference in the 
following vowel between the C and Cp although he does not venture to reconstruct the specific conditioning 
environment(s). Bendjaballah and S g ral (2014, esp. §§3 4) never refer to vowel quality as a factor conditioning 
the causative prefix and ascribe its absence or presence only to consonant type and syllabic structure. 
313 R 82) confusion of Gp and Cp SC arises from his failure to consider precisely these 
morphological characteristics. For example, he misidentifies the rfi  as a Cp because he does not 
recognise it as a case of prosthesis before R1 =liquid. 
314 +voice is not a root type where loss of the causative prefix should occur. Further, even if it was, the initial 
consonant cluster should be resolved with a short epenthetic vowel, stress consequently falling on the ultima (i.e., 
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The derivational relationship, and even formal identity, between Gp SC and D/Lp SC is even 

more direct that between Gp and Cp.315 Mehri d m is identical to a Gp SC cf. Gp SC d l

and can only be identified as a D/Lp SC by reference to the active (D/L) verb from this root.316 

The D/Lp SC simply adds to the Gp q(i)til the consonantal characteristics of the D/L

stress and irreducibility of the first syllable and prosthesis of - before unvoiced R1 which can 

yield forms identical to a Gp SC (e.g., D/Lp SC iris). The Soqo ri D/Lp SC q t l has first vowel 

of the D/L SC q tel and second of the Gp SC q t l. However, formal distinction from the Gp is 

lost in the w/y D/Lp d w  (cf. the Gp SC n b w ). Even if some of these cases reflect 

mergers of historically distinct Gp and D/Lp forms due to currently unclear processes the 

proto-forms were presumably differentiated at some stage by their syllabic structures. However, 

some D/Lp SCs are demonstrably reflexes of the pattern *qitil (rather than *qittil).317  

The combined considerations of IP morphology and attestations yield the following picture 

of how the IP paradigm developed in MSA. IPs were restricted in proto-MSA to the Gp (whose 

ultimate origin is addressed below), reconstructed as (SC ~ IPFV ~ SBJV) *qitil ~ *yu-quttal ~ 

*yu-qtal. Its primary voice distinction from active forms (Ga *qatal ~ *ya-qattil ~ *ya-qtil and 

Gb *qatil ~ *yi-qittal ~ *yi-qtal) was marked through a height contrast in the vowels of stem and 

prefixes. Where further distinction was needed to differentiate the Gp versus Gb SBJV and 

 
** ih ). The attested form instead matches the strong-root Gp SC pattern q t l 
without [a], the low allophone of / /). 
315 Prefix conjugation forms of the D/Lp are far from common, so the following summary focusses on SC forms. 
Suffice it to note that in the SBJV (Jibb li l-qet l and Soqo ri li-q tol), the final vowel matches that of the Gp SBJV, 
while in the IMPV (Jibb li y -qitel- n and Soqo ri y -q t l- n) the first vowel duplicates the contrastive voice 
marker in the D/L(p) SC: i.e., Jibb li D/L ( )q t l versus D/Lp ( )q til and Soqo ri D/L q til versus D/Lp q t l.  
316 dl and dm ). 
317 In the Jibb li D/Lp SC d r dmr, the absence of R2, reflected in the nasalisation, precludes it having been 
historically geminated. One might argue that the difference in syllabic structure was Gp SC qit l versus D/Lp q til, 
but even if that is the case, the general lack in clear formal distinction between the Gp and other non-Gp IPs is still 
clearly observable elsewhere. 
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IPFVs this was marked by the specification of high vowels, with +back for passive versus 

+front for active forms.318  

Initially, Gp forms were occasionally used to express the passive relative to stems other than 

the Ga, which accounts for instances where the formal identity of Cp and D/Lp forms with the 

Gp cannot be explained by phonological processes. Subsequently, in the individual MSA 

languages, to the extent that IPs were a productive part of a given language at all, the 

characteristic morphology of the Gp was extended to active stems other than the Ga, to create Cp 

and (significantly less frequently) other non-Gp IP forms. The general rarity of IPs in Mehri 

versus their widespread use in Soqo ri explains why the latter language has generated non-Gp IPs 

to such a great extent, whereas the former language barely has. This second stage occurred (or at 

least continued to occur) after the MSA languages hived off from one another: differences 

between the Omani versus Yemeni Mehri Cp SCs, for example, suggest that their creation(s) 

post-dates developments in each dialect that affected their source morphology, the Gp SC. 

Apart from the question morphology, how MSA IPs behave at the syntactic level is an 

important part of the analysis and feeds into the overall reconstruction of their development. 

Soqo ri IPs are widely used in clauses with semantically empty dummy SUBJs that are not 

protoypically passive. These include impersonal passives whose patients are OBL PPs, avalent 

impersonal passives derived from one-argument active counterparts, and desubjectives whose 

patients appear as ACC OBJs (which are syntactically active rather than passive). Such use of IP 

 
318 Cf. Wats qitil IP SC forms in Yemeni Arabic. In the Hubayshi dialect they are 
determined by adding to the corresponding active qatal forms the feature of [+high], and in the qutil of Kusmi and 
Gab ni dialects [+high, +round], with a restriction on the location of [+round] to the first syllable.  
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morphology for syntagms other than those with a patient linked to the grammatical relation of 

SUBJ is highly marginal throughout Semitic.319  

A comparison of the individual MSA languages brings into focus a conspicuous correlation 

between the extent of IP functionality and other characteristics of this part of the grammar: all 

i.e., formal distinctiveness, productivity, extension to 

stems other than the Gp are most prevalent in Soqo ri, where their functional scope is greatest. 

In Mehri, IPs are rarest and least distinct and IPs other than the Gp are highly exceptional; use of 

the morphology is correspondingly restricted to prototypical passive use

intermediate position in all regards. IPs in general are more common than in Mehri, and more IP 

stems other than the Gp occur, but its IP productivity does not rival Soqo ri. In terms of 

functions, Jibb li possesses some impersonal IP clauses with OBL patients in PPs, but no avalent 

use, and just one case of a desubjective IP has been identified. An interesting distribution points 

to a possible interrelation between the formation of non-Gp IPs and non-prototypical uses of the 

morphology: of the three D/Lp forms that Rubin cites in his texts, only one, i-file - n 

320  

The functional scope of IPs is not the only dimension of their use tied to their productivity; 

the formal distinctiveness of IPs is also an intrinsic part of the overall situation. That is, just as 

Mehri and Soqo ri have low and high levels of IP vitality , respectively, Mehri also has the 

highest degree of syncretism between IPs and their active counterparts of any MSA language, 

and Soqo ri the lowest. This is no coincidence. Instead, as a natural corollary of the universal 

cross-linguistic restriction against finite passives with no voice-distinguishing morphological 

 
319 The only one of these three categories of IP usage found outside of MSA is the first, which matches the 
impersonal passive construction of Arabic, discussed above (in §3.3). 
320 Of the others, li ly; Rubin, 20114a, 4:57) is used as a desubjective with ACC-
marked OBJ t -  y - áré - n r ; 2:62) is 
lexical, rather than syntactically reorganising the arguments of a basic transitive active counterpart. 
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marking, the syncretism with the Gb and with Ga/b active verbs more generally in certain weak 

root types has suppressed the use of the Gp. 

Another pertinent feature of IP morphology is the deletion of personal prefixes, and 

especially the consequent homogenisation between the different persons. Lonnet argues that this 

has contributed to the functional expansion of IPs in Soqo ri.321 He makes a valid point: their 

convergence on the form of the verb as conjugated for 3MSG has no doubt facilitated the 

development of syntagms possessing a dummy SUBJ (with default 3MSG marking). However, 

since the loss of personal prefixes and formal homogenisation between persons also occurs in 

where there is no concomitant development of desubjective IPs, there must be additional 

Soqo ri-specific elements at play. One consideration is the geographical isolation of Soqo ri, 

whose area of use is on an archipelago, which has caused its development to diverge 

significantly from Mainland MSA languages.322 At the more language-internal level, Lonnet 

argues that the tendency towards defixation of OBJ pronouns in the active verb in Soqo ri was 

paralleled IP use, with the development of the q t l t- desubjective construction.323  

While such morphological features were certainly important factors affecting the syntax of 

Soqo ri IPs, one must not discount the influence of the productivity of IPs per se as one of the 

factors contributing to IP the expansion of their functionality in Soqo ri. That is, no matter 

whatever other considerations played a role in the development of desubjective IP use, one 

prerequisite was that the morphology be well attested; if IPs were not a frequently used part of 

the language (as in Jibb li and even more so Mehri), they could not be expected to expand 

functionally in this manner. Overall, the situation is an excellent example of how complex webs 

of competing motivations shape language development, and a small difference in just of these 

 
321 Lonnet, 1994, §III.3. 
322 Simeone-Senelle, 1996, 310 11. 
323 Lonnet, 1994, §III.3. 
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factors one can result in profound differences between languages, as laid out above (§2.6) in the 

methodology of this dissertation. 

Having established the proto-MSA situation with regard to IPs and reconstructed their 

development into the attested languages, the remaining task is to reconcile these conclusions 

with the reconstruction of IPs in CS. As the analysis above (in Chapter 4) showed, there were 

two key factors to understanding the development of the IPs of Arabic, Aramaic, and Hebrew

and ostensible, OSA and Ugaritic, though owing to their unvocalised orthographies, these are 

considerably less certain: the role (and development) of PASS PTCPs and the inventory of 

detransitive stems. The following will address these issues in relation to MSA in order to 

establish how the proto-MSA situation just reconstructed was reached (relative to that of CS). 

All three MSA languages possess verbal adjectives whose patterns Mehri m qt l, Jibb li 

m qt l/maqt l, and Soqo ri m qtil allow the reconstruction of a common proto-MSA * .324 

Comparative evidence cf. the Arabic  and Aramaic q ( ), both of which are G 

PASS PTCPs suggest that proto-MSA *maqt l derives from the addition of a prefix ma- to the 

common WS verbal-adjective pattern .325 The vowel of the preformative *ma- is reduced to 

because of the retractive 

stress patterns typical of Soqo ri, it appears as i (or a preceding a pharyngeal). 

With regard to the inflection of these reflexes of *maqt l for number and gender, a broken 

plural pattern exists for MPL. Its origin perhaps * is far less certain, but the attested 

forms in the individual languages are similar enough to nonetheless confidently be identified as 

 
324 For Mehri, see Rubin, 2018, §7.1.8; for Rubin, 2014a, §7.1.8; and Soqo ri, forms cited by Leslau (1938, 

f rb n bhl rf, kbb l ) and Naumkin et al. ( rf zl). In support 
of reconstructing a historically long vowel between R2 and R3 are Soqo ri forms like m ehin and m be el with the 

, since the conditioning environment for this phenomenon is a historically stressed long vowel 
following a voiced consonant (Lonnet, 1998, §5.). 
325 Rubin (2018, §7.1.8) also cites two possible examples of verbal adjectives derived from *q t hl linked to the 
semantic role patient in Mehri: t w y  (<*taw y, or perhaps *taw y) and k  (<*kat b . 
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descendent reflexes. FEM SG and FEM PL forms suffix the appropriate morphemes to the 

MASC SG and MASC PL forms respectively (with attendant minor changes in vocalisation).326 

The only other observation to be made regarding MSA reflexes of *maqt l is that comparison 

with the rest of Semitic suggests such a use of a broken plural pattern is rather a feature of 

q tul (<*qat l) takes the 

regular MPL suffix - n in adjectival use but q tul substantives form broken plurals cf. e.g., 

k bur ~ k bur- n negu  ~ naga t 327 Similarly, 

the Arabic G PASS PTCP pattern maqt l can form a broken MPL maq t l only in substantival 

use; adjectives with a more direct reference to a verbal predication require external plural 

suffixes - n/- n.328 

More relevant than the form of nominal patterns derived from *maqt l, though, is their 

functionality and distribution. They are linked to the semantic role patient consistently enough 

that various scholars have considered them PASS PTCPs. Rubin, though, has questioned the 

productive or common in Jibb li, and 

329 I concur that 

there are several things indicating that these MSA nominal forms cannot be linked to the verbal 

paradigm, much less identified as G PASS PTCPs specifically.  

Apart from the aforementioned morphological factor of broken-plural formation, an 

important distributional consideration is their limited attestation. Compared to CS PASS PTCPs 

 
326 For Mehri non-MSG counterparts of *maqt l (FSG ~ MPL ~ FPL) m qt l- t ~ m ~ m qt l-t n, see Rubin, 
2018, §7.1.8; for Jibb li m qt l- t~ m qt l ~ m qt l-ét , see Rubin, 2014a, §7.1.8; and for Soqo ri miqt l-o ~ m qtol 
|~ ? see forms cited by f rb n bhl grd, r yf, zl, lb)  and 
Naumkin et al. (2014b, s. rf zl). 
327 Tropper and Lehman, 2002, §§42.32 35. 
328 Fischer, 1972, §95n3. 
329 Rubin, 2014a, §7.1.8; cf., Rubin, 2018, §7.1.8, where uses virtually the same wording in reference to the same 
feature in Mehri, which reflects that his statements refer to reflexes of *maqt l at the broader MSA level. 
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like Arabic maqt l, Aramaic q t l, and Hebrew q t l, MSA reflexes of *maqt l are far less 

common. Furthermore, where they do occur, their role within the MSA verbal system is loosely 

defined in terms of how they relate to the verbal paradigm. That is, inasmuch as they relate to 

finite verbs at all, they are not only linked to the Ga, but can also refer to the patient of a C or 

even a t stem verb.330 As a corollary of this, analogous patterns relative to the other verbal stems 

are not formed.331 Considering the general rarity of MSA forms derived from maqt l, it is hardly 

surprising to find a healthy number of PASS PTCPs loaned from Arabic (especially into Mehri), 

particularly the D PASS PTCP, where MSA did not possess a native counterpart to *maqt l.332 

Beyond the ill-defined relation to specific verbal stems, nor are MSA reflexes of *maqt l 

restricted transitive patient reference. Sometimes they are simply patient verbal adjective in a 

more basic sense (i.e., without reference to the arrangement of arguments of a transitive verb). 

Moreover, these forms may also be substantives with no link to the verbal system. For example, 

several Soqo ri miqtil nouns have no corresponding finite G (or Gp) verbs attested for the root in 

question, or if they do, no semantic relationship between noun and verb is apparent.333 

If a form is not restricted to referring to the semantic role patient and moreover occurs 

somewhat productively in this function it cannot properly be considered a PASS PTCP, even if 

it functions in this way sometimes. MSA reflexes of *maqt l are not common, not always linked 

to the verbal system, and when they are do not occupy a specific position within the verbal 

paradigm (e.g., relating to the Ga verb, less still exclusively to transitive patients thereof). Proto-

MSA *maqt l and its descendent reflexes are therefore not to be identified as G PASS PTCPs, 

 
330 Mehri m w b m th m are examples of *maqt l nouns relating to an active C verb (for which, see 
Rubin, 2018, §7.1.8; and 2014a, §7.1.8, respectively). In Soqo ri, m r f relates to an active CtG verb aref (for 

rf rf). 
331 z ) considers m i z e pplique la g n rosit , les h G 
PASS PTCP. A substantive with the prefix - is attested for this root, but the only related finite form is a Gp, while 

) list just a Ga and a C. The identification of this form is thus very problematic. 
332 Rubin, 2018, §7.1.8. 
333 Cf. Leslau (1938) and Naumkin et al. (2014b gzm grd lf. 
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but rather as a general verbal adjective pattern, that numbers the patient of transitive verbs (of no 

specific verbal) stem among its functions.334 Unlike in CS, then PASS PTCPs are not a possible 

source for IP development in MSA, and an alterative origin for them must be identified. 

It is not just the status (or rather, lack) of MSA PASS PTCPs that put the IPs in this branch at 

odds with the analysis above (in Chapter 4) of CS IPs. The inventory of MSA detransitive stems 

also suggests its IPs did not develop along the same course as those from other Semitic 

languages. MSA IPs occur predominantly and in Mehri, virtually exclusively in the Gp. This 

is precisely the converse of beginnings of IP development, where the Dp and Cp are productive, 

but the Gp was absent. At this early stage (stage 2 of the reconstruction above, in Chapter 5), as 

in two CS (Hebrew and ass niyya Arabic) that preserve this situation, the presence of an N 

detransitive to the G was central to the detransitive stem system, occupying a slot corresponding 

to the Dp and Cp.  

MSA, by contrast, has no N, so the same motivation against the presence of a Gp as found in 

Hebrew, for example, is not present.335 According to the principle of functional symmetry 

between detransitive stems laid out above (in §4.2.1), the logical place to look for a reason for 

the prevalence of the Gp over other IPs in MSA is therefore in the t stems. That is, if the MSA Gt 

differs from the D/Lt and CtG (and CtD/L) stems in a way that impacts the IPs corresponding to 

their respective unmarked counterparts, this may not only explain the attested situation, but, by 

extension, may also shed light on the historical development(s) that led to it. 

 
334 Unlike, Arabic maqt l, for example, that is both productive and restricted in referring to transitive patients of G 
verbs, MSA *maqt l closer resembles q tul (< ), which has many patient verbal adjective uses, but these 
are sometimes intransitive patients, and also forms many substantives, as discussed above (in §4.4). 
335 A derivational 
ingressive function, particularly with reference to colours or defective states (Rubin, 2014, §6.6.2; 2018, §6.6.2; 
Naumkin et al., 2014b, 39 40). However, these occur only sporadically and are not formed from the regular 
triradical verb, so do not constitute a productive part of the regular stem system.  
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 As mentioned in the introduction (§6.1) to this chapter, though MSA t stems may perform 

various detransitive functions, they do not do so predictably, and their primary function must be 

described as lexical. That is, there is no precise meaning associated with the t stem morphology 

individually determined (albeit often by selecting from a 

common range of uses related to the historical derivational functions of the morphology). 

Nonetheless, a direct, though subtle, correlation between the functions of the MSA t stems and 

the attestation of IP stems : 

A number of T1-
reflexives, most often with a corresponding G-
probably best considered lexical. 

Roots found in the T2-Stem [D/Lt] are most often also attested in the D/L-Stem, though the 
derivational relationship between the two is not always obvious. When there is a clear relationship, the T2-
Stem is usually a passive of the D/L- -Stems are reciprocals, 
again often with a corresponding D/L- -stems must be considered lexical.336 

If, as the ordering of the functions listed and the phrasing regarding their frequencies implies, 

passive is prioritised as a function of the D/Lt more than of the Gt, and a derivational relationship 

D ~ D/Lt occurs more often than does G ~ Gt even if such relationships are neither productive 

nor predictable then this would explain why a Gp occurs in Mehri and Jibb li but the D/Lp is 

limited to the point of virtual non-existence. 

This analysis of how the attestation of MSA IP forms relates to other parts of detransitive 

system is supported by differences between Mainland MSA and Soqo ri. The descriptions above 

(in §§6.2 4) of the MSA languages have shown that IPs are far more common in Soqo ri than in 

Mehri or Jibb li. The summary of the MSA verbal system generally in the introduction (§6.1) of 

this chapter also mentions that lexicalisation of derived verbal stems is more advanced in this 

branch. Lonnet explicitly links these two factors, which fits well with the overall theory of 

 
336 Rubin uses virtually (and in many cases literally) the same wording to describe Mehri (2018, §6.5.2, 6.5.4) and 
Jibb li (2014, §§6.5.2, 6.5.4). The above quotation is from the former. 
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Semitic detransitives operating as an interrelated network of forms competing for functional 

territory.337  

A survey of the Soqo ri CtG highlights the role of lexicalisation and the consequent 

expansion of IPs in this language. Out of thirty-six CtG verbs Naumkin et al. list, no clear 

derivational function of the morphology is discernible for roughly two thirds.338 Often, the CtG is 

the only stem in which the given root occurs which precludes a derivational relationship with 

another stem and not a few are likely denominal. However, when the root also forms a (more) 

basic stem, there is often also an associated IP with a clear passive meaning, particularly where 

the CtG has a mediopassive or semantic middle meaning.339 For knn

an external protector, while the latter explicitly describes a self-serving action of (goats) seeking 

protection from the rain.340 bny ty, the CtG has potential passive value, 

while the Gp has a more plain passive value, not containing this modal nuance.341 This reflects a 

demarcation of the relative functional scopes of IPs and the CtG, such that the former is agentive, 

while the latter marks SUBJ affectedness in semantic terms (if it has a functional load at all, 

relative to the unmarked counterpart). 

 
337 Lonnet, 1998, 75 76: riv
du r fl chi, du r ciproque, du passif. Le socotri ne peut le faire que marginalement, mais, comme on le verra plus 

. 
338 For CtG verbs in Soqo ri (including information about other stems from the same roots), see Naumkin et al., 

kd r mn br dy rk r bny dhd bl br lf my rf yr knn, 
n y y mtl nf nhr n r n l nty rbn r r sk rm fy r ty t f. 

339 A fair number of CtG verbs occur in roots with other relatively basic stems but not a C mn, 
nhr rbn ty br y f; and mtl n l. This shows that in addition to its 

derivational function, the Soqo ri CtG is simultaneously (and as part of the same development) losing its 
paradigmatic relationship to the C specifically. 
340 r

where contextual examples of the CtG (Naumkin et al., 2014b, s.v., 
*2:37, *8:33, *21:6) focus more on the end result of the goat being in the pen (i.e., SUBJ affectedness) than on the 
role of the goatherd in getting it there. (see Naumkin et al., 2014b, s.v., *2:37, *8:33, *21:6). For other lexical, 
mediopassive, or semantic-middle CtG verbs occurring alongside more basic agentive, passive IPs, see Naumkin et 
al., 2014b, mn y nf , and r . 
341 Naumkin et al, 2014b, s.vv. bny ty. 
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Another way the unique Soqo ri IPs reflect its verbal stem system more generally is in the 

presence of a D/Lp, which is virtually absent from Mehri and Jibb li. Naumkin et al. state that 

[d]ifferently from many other Semitic .342 

It seems that apart from the lexicalisation of the D/Lt which also occurs in Mainland MSA, 

though less so the restricted use of this stem in absolute terms may have also had a bearing on 

the productivity of its IP counterpart in Soqo ri. Clearly, MSA IPs, like those elsewhere in 

Semitic, can only be properly understood with reference to the background context of the other 

(historically) detransitive stems in this case, the t stems, since there is no N. 

To summarise, though there is some use of IP morphology to express the prototypical passive 

(and other functions in Soqo ri), they are not the only way this is done in the language. The t 

stems can also perform this function perhaps the D/Lt and CtG slightly more than the Gt, 

though this initial impression requires further study in addition to marking other syntactic and 

semantic detransitive categories. However, broadly speaking, they are losing their derivational 

meanings and relationships to unmarked counterparts, and their formation and meaning is 

increasingly lexically specified per given root.343 As the MSA t stems lexicalised, their erstwhile 

functions needed to be marked by other means.  

In the cases of reflexivity and reciprocity, all three MSA languages developed reflexive and 

reciprocal pronouns.344 However, the literature on MSA lists no periphrastic passive 

construction, or similar, which was the motivation for the creation of IPs began to perform this 

function instead of the t stems. Comparison of the different forms and attestations in Mehri, 

 
342 Naumkin et al., 2014b, 39. The only indication in the literature that D/Lt productivity is also restricted in 
Mainland MSA is the scarcity of certain conjugational parts (i.e., future and imperative), and even then, only in 
Mehri (Rubin, 2018, §6.3.4). 
343 One must not ignore of the toll that the general reorganisation of the MSA verbal stem system i.e., the 
breakdown of the derivational relationship between G and D/L and the development of the CtD/L stem has taken 
on the functional weight and derivational position of the t stems within it, though this lies beyond our current scope. 
344 Rubin, 2018 §§3.6 3.7; Rubin, 2014a, §§3.6 3.7; and Naumkin et al., 2014 d nhf.  
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Jibb li, and Soqo ri have found that the only IP that can be confidently reconstructed to a point 

before the individual MSA languages hived off from each other leaving aside for the moment 

the question of its ultimate origin was the Gp, which is the kernel of MSA IP morphology. 

Once MSA split up into its constituent languages first bifurcating into East and West sub-

branches, and then the former sub-branch further into Jibb li and Soqo ri the subsequently 

developing competition between IPs and t stems diverged significantly in them.  

Normal Mehri due to widespread syncretism between Gp and Gb, IP development stalled, 

leaving them an unproductive category limited to the Gp and to prototypical passive functions. 

Mehri IPs may have been moribund from the outset, with the Gp superficially overlaid on the 

existing verbal system rather than firmly embedded within it. In Soqo ri, by contrast, the Gp 

retained a high level of formal distinction and widespread use. Moreover, based on the 

morphology of the Gp, non-Gp IPs have been created in step with the heightened lexicalisation 

of t stems in this language, and the decreasing frequency in the use of the D/Lt. As a result of the 

success of Soqo ri IPs as a variant in the language, they have made significant inroads into 

claiming sole dominion over the functional territory of prototypical passive marking, and, 

moreover, have expanded significantly beyond this into into impersonal-passive, avalent, and 

desubjective uses.  

The development (or lack thereof) of IPs as a variant was intimately linked in various ways 

to their formal morphology. For example, the reason that IPs fared so poorly in Mehri is because 

a loss in specification of high vowels (*i and *u) as well as various other phonological processes 

of this language resulted in active-passive syncretism. Conversely, success in Soqo ri was 

facilitated by the ramifications of a proto-East MSA sound rule (*t > ø/#_u). This both ensured 

their formal distinctiveness from active counterparts, and homogenised the paradigm between the 
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different persons, which in concert with Soqo ri tendency to attach OBJ pronouns to the ACC 

particle t- rather than directly onto transitive verbs facilitated the development of desubjective 

(and thence, avalent) uses of IPs ition in that a degree of active-passive 

syncretism though considerably less than occurred in Mehri impeded IP development, so 

non-Gp IPs and uses other than prototypical passivity, though rare, occur occasionally.  

The preceding behaviour conforms to several expectations about the MSA languages based 

on their internal genetic and geographical classification. The unique development of IPs in 

Soqo ri is in full accordance with its geographical isolation from the other MSA languages.345 

The loss of personal prefixes aligns with the genetic subdivision of MSA into Eastern (Jibb li 

and Soqo ri) and Western (Mehri and its dialects) sub-branches. Looking beyond the MSA group 

itself, it is noteworthy that Mehri IPs behave similarly to (Omani) Arabic IPs in ways that Jibb li 

IP, and even more so those of Soqo ri, do not. This precisely reflects the more influential contact 

relationship Mehri has with Arabic than do other MSA languages, which suggests that a proper 

understanding of MSA IPs needs to take account of some component external areal contact, 

whatever the particulars thereof i.e., when during the course of IP development loaning may 

have occurred, and in what direction.346  

The scalar continuum of IP development along which the MSA languages are arranged does 

not align to either a strictly geographical or genetic model of the branch. Instead, it results from 

the overlaying of various characteristics of IP behaviour governed by both of these types of 

 
345 Simeone-Senelle, 1996, 310 11 ri is apart: the language underwent a particular 

. It is not necessarily straightforward to determine whether 
Soqo ri characteristics (such as the retraction of stress onto the penultima) are areal or genetic, since the division of 
the language from the rest of MSA aligns in both respects. However, Lonnet (1998, 69 70) confirms that the 
geographical isolation of Soqo ri has had a profound influence on all aspects of the grammar. 
346 Lonnet (2009, 298 300) shows that different levels of contact with Arabic are reflected throughout the grammars 
of the different MSA languages. Uncertainties about both the forms of OSA IPs and the contact relationship of this 
language family with proto-MSA impede its inclusion in this discussion, which is not to draw any conclusions one 
way or the other about their role in possible areal diffusion of IPs to MSA. 
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classification. Further, the spectrum of IP vitality  from Mehri to Jibb li to Soqo ri is affected 

by a correlation between the productivity of IPs and their morphological distinctiveness. This is 

simply a factor of a universal linguistic restriction against loss of overt marking of the active-

passive distinction in finite passive verbs rather than relating specifically to the internal 

geographic or genetic make-up of the MSA branch. As such, the final model of MSA IP 

distribution this study reaches also has a typological dimension.347 

The final question remaining regarding the diachrony of MSA IPs is the source of the 

morphology itself. Parallels have frequently been drawn to the IPs of neighbouring Arabic 

dialects e.g., (SC ~ PC) Omani qitil ~ yi-qtal and Yemeni qutil ~ yu-qtal. Indeed, insofar as 

San ni Arabic sometimes uses a Gp SC qitil alongside normal qutil, the resulting paradigm 

(qitil ~ yu-qtal) is conspicuously identical to the reconstructed proto-MSA Gp SC ~ SBJV.348 

Rather than assume independent parallel development, authors have variously claimed that these 

forms were loaned into MSA or reflect cognate reflexes of a common proto-form.349 In this 

relation, it is noteworthy that the Omani and Yemeni Arabic dialects, found in the same 

geographical area as MSA, are quite unusual among the Arabic dialects in possessing IPs at all.  

Hasselbach has questioned whether the situation might instead reflect precisely the opposite 

loan situation; namely, that the reason IPs occur in Omani and Yemeni Arabic, even though IPs 

are generally quite rare in Arabic dialects, could be because they have been loaned in from the 

 
347 On this typological consideration see Keenan, 1985, 255; in the specific geographical context of South East 

 
348 Watson 1989, §2.4.1; 2002, §6.5) characterisation of passive as being marked by application of a [+high] 
vocalic melody to the active form, with additional [+round] marking in the first vowel in qutil dialects, is 
remarkably similar to the reconstruction proposed here for proto-MSA, with the provisos that I identify the relevant 
characteristic of *u as [+back] rather than [+round] and the variation between [+high] marking versus [+high, 
+back] as being distributed between different parts of the paradigm in MSA the SC versus the SBJV and IPFV
rather than between different dialects, as in Yemeni Arabic.  
349 Appleyard (1996, 220) favours a loan from Arabic to MSA; Retsö (1989, 184 85) instead considers the IPs of the 
two branches reflexes of a common ancestor. 
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geographically adjacent MSA.350 I would be more sympathetic to such a hypothesis were it not 

for qitil IPs in other Arabic dialects that are not in contact with MSA (nor have been, during their 

reconstructable history). The development of the attested situation is instead best reconstructed 

as the progenitor of an Arabic dialect group in Central/Eastern Arabia having preserved the 

proto-Arabic IPs, developing the vocalism of the IP SC from *u-i to i-i (often with a concomitant 

development *yu-qtal > yi-qtal in the Gp PC).351 Consequently, the qitil Gp was loaned into 

proto-MSA from one of these Arabic dialects i.e., Omani or Yemeni adjacent to and in 

contact with it.  

The loaning of morphological structures (rather than lexical items, for example) is rare and 

often not the most desirable reconstruction.352 However, this remains the most convincing 

explanation of the origin of MSA IPs, and even though ideally one should avoid arguments from 

ignorance as far as possible, the absence of a plausible alternative cannot be overlooked. MSA 

IPs do not derive from PASS PTCPs, since these are not part of the language of the branch, 

whether attested or reconstructed. Even relaxing the criteria somewhat, there is similarly no 

resultative verbal adjective that provides a plausible candidate for the source morphology.353 Nor 

can they be traced back to any of the other cross-linguistically common sources of passives laid 

out in chapter two (e.g., reflexives, desubjectives, intransitives).354  

One other piece of evidence for MSA IPs as having been loaned into this branch is found in 

the different conjugational parts of the paradigm attested. If IPs were indeed loaned into MSA 

 
350 Hasselbach, 2018, p.c. 
351 This reconstruction is presented in detail above (in §4.9), including arguments against the reconstruction of proto-
Arabic polygenesis in this regard (i.e., with some thereof parts having *qutila and others *qitila). 
352 Hetzron, 1976. 
353 If some pattern for verbal adjective other than the MSA reflexes of *maqt l discussed above existed, it would 
doubtless have been identified by Rubin (2014, ch. 5; 2018, ch. 5). 
354 Retsö that the MSA IPs n his 
terminology) does nothing to explain the reason(s) and/or mechanics behind the development(s), but is rather a 
circular argument based on, and at the same time seeking to explain, his (1 6, 155) general understanding of Semitic 
passive marking as fundamentally related to impersonal constructions.  
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from Arabic, IPFV forms would necessarily be a secondary development, since Arabic only 

possesses conjugations cognate to the SC and SBJV. Of course, in the context of a loan in the 

opposite direction i.e., if Omani Arabic loaned its IP morphology in from MSA the analysis 

would simply be that the target language only adopted the SC *qitil and SBJV *yu-qtal, but 

abandoned the IPFV *yu-quttal, since Arabic has no conjugation corresponding to this part of the 

finite MSA verbal paradigm.355  

They key element indicating the directionality of the loan here is the formal, or rather 

formational, relationship between the reconstructed proto-MSA IPFV and SBJV, whereby the 

former is based on the latter. A very straightforward proportional analogy referring to the 

existing active (particularly Gb) forms accounts for how the Gp IPFV was formed when MSA 

only loaned in the SC and PC (= SBJV) from Arabic. Extending the *u from the Gp SBJV prefix 

to the IPFV stem would match the occurrence of *a in both slots in the Ga, and *i in the Gb

(Ga) *ya-qtul : *ya-qattil :: (Gb) *yi-qittal : *yi-qtal :: (Gp) X : *yu-qtal.356 

This is admittedly a circumstantial argument. For example, one conjugational part of the IP 

paradigm could have developed from another even if the morphology was native to MSA in its 

origin (though, as mentioned, no plausible source has been identified). Moreover, just because 

*yu-qtal and *yu-qattal are formally similar, that does not necessarily rule out their being equally 

original, independent forms. Rather, the extent to which MSA IP IPFV forms suggest a foreign 

(Arabic) origin can only be expressed as a negative argument. Namely, they do not take a form 

that would argue definitively against such a loan situation. If MSA IP IPFV morphology was 

highly distinct from that of the SC and SBJV and could not be derived from them in such a 

 
355 Hasselbach, 2018, p.c. 
356 Theoretically, the data do not preclude IPFV forms having been created in the individual MSA languages after 
they hived off from each other. However, since differences between their forms can be adequately explained by 
normal sound changes applying to a common proto-form, there is no particular reason to reconstruct development of 
the Gp IPFV *yu-qattal after the proto-MSA stage. 
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straightforward fashion, this would argue strongly in favour of MSA IPs being a native 

development, since they could not have been loaned in from a language without a cognate to this 

conjugational part of the paradigm (the IPFV).  

Apart from the preceding morphological considerations, a final clue to the foreign origin of 

MSA IPs is found in their distribution. The very fact that the core of the MSA IP system is 

restricted to relatively scarce instances of the Gp suggests they are not native to the language 

family. Given the rarity of morphosyntactic constructions being loaned at all, it is most unlikely 

that this occurred first in a peripheral, highly-marked part of the grammar like the D/L(p) and 

C(p), which was then extended secondarily to the Gp. Instead, the attested situation suggests just 

the opposite: that the most basic IP, the Gp, was loaned in to MSA, and the extension of its 

morphology to derived stems was largely restricted to Soqo ri (whose IPs underwent a whole 

range of unique developments). Again, this is something of a negative or at least circumstantial 

argument, but conclusions reached are based on the accumulation of several such indicators not 

least of all, the absence of a plausible alternative. 

It is far from clear what might have motivated the loaning of the Gp from an Arabic dialect 

into proto-MSA. The lexicalisation of the stems has been identified as a driving force of the 

flourishing of IPs in Soqo ri since this is the branch of MSA where the breakdown of 

derivational relationships between basic and t stems is most advanced. It seems quite likely that 

the same may have motivated the initial loaning of the Gp. The fact that the reflexive and 

reciprocal pronouns in the individual MSA languages derive from the same lexical items (

pectively) could well indicate that their grammaticalisation and relatedly, the 
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lexicalisation of the t stems was underway by the proto-MSA stage.357 In the absence of an 

analogous periphrastic passive construction, verbal morphology (namely the Gp) was loaned in 

from neighbouring language with an extensive contact situation to express this category that the 

Gt was no longer reliably and clearly marking.  

Like much contemporary scholarship of MSA, the findings of this chapter are necessarily 

speculative and subject to emendation as understanding of the branch increases.358 However, the 

detailed description and initial analysis shall hopefully serve as a valuable starting point for 

ongoing study. MSA IPs, like all detransitive verbal stems throughout Semitic, develop in 

relation to the stem inventory as a whole (specifically, in this branch, existing in competitive  

variation with the t stems). However, unlike the IPs of CS, they have not developed from PASS 

PTCPs, which are absent in MSA. Instead a Gp (SC ~ SBJV) *qitil ~ *yu-qtal was loaned in 

from an adjacent Arabic dialect at the proto-MSA stage, from which IPFV *yu-quttal was 

formed to complete the paradigm. Due to a confluence of genetic, areal, and typological 

motivations, use of this construction declined sharply on the mainland (and particularly Mehri), 

but in Soqo ri IPs enjoyed what I have termed vitality , the morphology developing far beyond 

its original scope to become something quite unique within the broader context of Semitic IPs. 

  

 
357 Rubin, 2018 §§3.6 3.7; 2014a, §§3.6 d nhf. One must be cautious, 
though, about ruling out independent parallel development, since the same Semitic lexeme *nafs 
of a reflexive pronoun in several Semitic languages, which is a perfectly natural development (Rubin, 2005, §3.1.1). 
358 In this vein, Rubin (2018, xx) has stated 
morphol
published less than a decade previously (in 2010). 
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Chapter 7. Conclusions 

 

7.1 Summary 

characterised by a distinction from their corresponding active forms in the vowels of the stem, 

and, where relevant, prefix. Though widespread occurring, in Arabic, Aramaic, Canaanite, 

MSA, OSA, and Ugaritic and well documented, scholarship to date has provided no 

convincing account for their historical development as a class. This section will briefly 

summarise the contents of the preceding chapters, the next (§7.2) will present the conclusions of 

new analysis and reconstruction of IP development achieved, and finally (in §7.3) a number of 

further ramifications of this work for the discipline of Semitic linguistics will be raised. 

The introduction naturally begins by laying out the basis of the issue at hand, defining IPs 

and outlining how certain terminology from both the fields of theoretical linguistics and 

comparative Semitics is used. Next, the distribution of IPs throughout Semitic is summarised 

and the attested forms listed. The main task of the introduction is to survey existing theories of 

IPs and to identify their flaws so they may be avoided by the current work. Chief amongst these 

is an excessively tight focus, with scholars working back from an (attempted) explanation of the 

origin and development of an individual IP form (or set of forms). The need is identified to start 

with a broad perspective and build off a more nebulous basis of what IPs have in common and 

how they fit into the inventory of verbal stems (and the grammar more generally).  

The other key element of the theoretical linguistics framework of this dissertation is the 

variation-and-change model of language diachrony that it adopts.1 The Semitic detransitive 

 
1 
such, but the notion that this represents an established theoretical framework is expressed clear enough by Ringe and 
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systems are characterised by situations of flux, with different stems rising and falling in 

competition for overlapping functional territory, which is conspicuously in step with how 

contemporary sociolinguistics understand language to develop. Using the variation-and-change 

model they see all change as a possible but not inevitable outcome of competitive variation 

between variants.2 This variation, that can endure for protracted periods, is constantly (re)shaped 

by pressures from numerous contributing factors, the individual ebbs and flows of each of which 

create a complex web of motivations pulling the variation in one direction or another. Ultimately, 

this is the conception of language diachrony that allows one to understand how and why IPs have 

arisen, and to a great extent, then disappeared.  

Chapter 3 turns to the mapping of the detransitive systems of Semitic. Descriptions of those 

of all the major branches of the phylum are presented (except for MSA, which is treated on its 

own in Chapter 6) in the form of synchronic snapshots.3 Comparing these highlights that 

although languages differ in the specifics of their developments, they tend to follow certain 

common trends. Of these, one of the most important is the suppression of either the N or Gt at 

the expense of the other. This is argued to be a function of the motivation to by resolve 

functional asymmetry in the detransitive stem system between having G : N : tG/Gt versus D : 

tD/Dt and C : Ct, precisely as is the initial development of IPs. Chapter 3 also finds that 

functional symmetry along with another important motivation, to create or strengthen formal 

 
Eska (2013, ch. 3, esp. 45), not to mention the fact that Language Variation and Change is the title of a journal, 
edited by Labov, a pioneering figure in sociolinguistics and this way of understanding language development. 
2 The only significant modification to the model as it is generally formulated is that it is applied in the current 
dissertation to variation between variants that arose contemporaneously, as well as that between original versus 
innovative variants. 
3 Since the various stages and dialects of Aramaic and Canaanite vary differ with regard to their detransitive 
systems, some discussion of the diachonric developments thereof is necessary. 
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isomorphism governs many other developments in the Semitic verbal systems, beyond the 

realm of detransitives.4 

Chapter 4 presents the analysis of IPs that underpins the reconstruction of their development. 

It identifies first what IPs have in common with each other and with Semitic detransitives more 

generally, and then from this background turns to the specific differences between the languages. 

Apart from the aforementioned motivations towards functional symmetry and formal 

isomorphism that affect Semitic detransitives more generally, two factors more specific to IPs 

are identified: a close relationship with PASS PTCPs, and a ubiquitous contrast in the height of 

vowels between IP -marking 

 

Based on this analysis, Chapter 5 proposes a reconstruction of how IPs developed in CS, 

presented as a generalised schema of several stages, each of which corresponds to a different part 

of the paradigm. Each stage is causally dependent on the previous one(s), and as such, the 

reconstruction views IP development as a cohesive whole, despite its long history and broad 

variation. According to the variation-and-change model, the reconstruction of IP development is 

understood to be a period of ongoing competition between neological IPs and other more original 

means of expressing the passive (namely, the N and t stems). The factors governing this 

competition are also identified in Chapter 5, which finds that throughout the history of IPs, the 

competing motivations sometimes favoured the deselection of IPs rather than their use, and 

ultimately led to their loss in most Semitic languages. 

Chapter 6 turns to the Modern South Arabian branch of Semitic, and the IPs thereof. MSA is 

treated in isolation because of the relatively limited current knowledge and understanding of this 

 
4 Examples covered include the development of ND stems in some Central/East Arabian dialects of Arabic, the 
creation of the CD, CtD, CL, and CtL stems in Ethiopic, and the wholescale reorganisation of the Aramaic verbal 
system with new conjugations, the qatl-in IPFV and the qtil-li PFV. 
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language family compared with other Semitic languages. A comprehensive and detailed 

description the first to date of MSA IPs is presented and their development reconstructed. It 

is proposed that a Gp SC *qitil ~ PC *yu-qtal was loaned from a contiguous Arabic dialect into 

proto-MSA, where the Gp IPFV *yu-quttal was created by proportional analogy. A combination 

of factors has resulted in active-passive syncretism, and consequently the loss of IPs, in Mehri; 

precisely the opposite happens in Soqo ri, where IP morphology remains formally distinct, is 

extended from the Gp to create other IPs (such as the D/Lp, Cp, etc) and even takes on new 

functions, such as desubjective use. Jibb li occupies an intermediate position in all of these 

regards, which has led to the identification of a spectrum of behaviour relating to IPs (and 

potentially other language features) running through the MSA family that combines areal, 

genetic, and typological components. 

 

7.2 Conclusions 

This dissertation has reached a novel reconstruction of the historical development of Semitic 

internal passives where to date, finding the morphological marking thereof to be a height contrast 

with its origins in the development of PASS PTCPs. The analysis and reconstruction plausibly 

account for all IPs together where previous proposals have been either highly implausible, or else 

non-cohesive collections of unrelated theories. Furthermore, it also relates IPs to other parts of 

the language, namely the N and t stems and the PASS PTCPs, in which regard, it moves 

significantly beyond previous works on the subject. Apart from the import of the work on the IPs 

in CS, Chapter 6 provides the first comprehensive and detailed descriptions and analyses of IPs 

in the MSA branch, which are of significant value in their own rights. 
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Perhaps the most significant conclusion is the recognition that their behaviour can only be 

understood in a broader context, in relation to other detransitives. As such, the direct 

relationships between IPs and the N and t stems as a central concern. So too is the relationship 

between IPs and non-finite voice-marked morphology, namely the PASS PTCPs. The 

fundamental key to why IPs have arisen (and disappeared) as they have, which is the first clue to 

how they have, and that which has allowed it to reach a convincing account of IP development 

where previous scholars have been unable, is the holistic conception of the detransitive system as 

an integrated whole of interrelated parts. 

To understand why IPs were created, one must look to the broader detransitive system, and 

specifically to the competing motivations governing the competition between its different parts 

(as understood by the variation-and-change model). Throughout Semitic detransitives system 

(and verbal stems more generally, in fact), a strong motivation exists towards functional 

symmetry between the different parts of the system. This explains why, once a G PASS PTCP 

had arisen, D and C PASS PTCPs were subsequently created to match it. With regard to IPs 

specifically, the Dp and Cp were created to alleviate an asymmetry between the detransitive 

markers relative to the G (which had two, the N and tG/Gt) versus the D and C (which had one 

each, the tD/Dt and Ct, respectively). At later stages, the suppression of the Gp reflected the 

same motivation; returning to a stage where the Dp and Cp were the only IPs reintroduced a 

functional symmetry that had been disturbed by the very creation of the Gp. 

However, another motivation governing the competition between detransitive markers and 

again, this has been found to be operative throughout Semitic verbal systems is a tendency 

towards formal isomorphism between the parts of the system, without any necessary regard for 

the functional dimension. These motivations towards functional symmetry and formal 
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isomorphism sometime work against each other, creating a situation of tension and flux in the 

competition between variants. In the case at hand, the tendency toward formal isomorphism was 

what prompted the extension of IP morphology from the Dp and Cp to subsequently create the 

Gp, and even tIP stems, even as this introduced functional asymmetry. Overall, IPs represent an 

innovative variant arising in competition with more original detransitives; this competition, 

governed by the aforementioned motivations (amongst others), is largely abortive, since IPs are 

ultimately lost from most Semitic. 

With regard to how IPs were created, in accordance with the cross-linguistically common 

derivation of passive finite verbs from patient verbal adjectives, the first IPs to be developed

the Dp and Cp PC during stage 1a were all based directly on PASS PTCPs. However, in later 

instances, of IP formation, such a mechanism was not always possible, and other strategies for IP 

arose. Chief amongst these is the other major finding of this dissertation: the voice-marking 

height contrast (VHMC). All IPs are contrasted from their active counterparts not just in the 

quality of their vowels, but specifically in the height thereof contrasting low *a versus high *i 

and *u, or reflexes thereof and PASS PTCPs are the morphological origin of the first IPs, from 

which two findings follows the conclusion that those (later) IPs not based directly on PASS 

PTCPs are created by the abstraction of the concept of a VMHC from its original PTCP context, 

and its application to finite active verbs (to create IP counterparts). 

 

7.3 Further Ramifications 

The conclusions of this dissertation have ramifications beyond the immediate context of IPs. The 

novel concept of the voice-marking height contrast (VMHC) highlights the value of a more 

nuanced view of Semitic phonology, overlaying a binary distinction between low and high 
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vowels on the standard tri-partite division of vowels *a, *i, and *u. Beyond accounting for 

various by-forms of nominal form with (reflexes of) *i and *u, it is not immediately clear to me 

where a phonological analysis in terms of *a versus *vh and plausibly likewise *  versus * h

might benefit the study of Semitic languages. Nonetheless, the fundamental organisation of 

Semitic vowels according to heigh has a sound basis in reality, so, considering how significant 

this has been in the development of IPs, such a nuanced understanding should be considered in 

future work on Semitic phonology and morphology. 

The analysis has also provided a framework for understanding the development of Semitic 

verbal stems, and how they operate as systems. The (sometimes competing) motivations of 

functional symmetry, formal isomorphism, the semantic-to-syntactic shift, and the fientivisation 

of verbal adjectives have been found to recur in many developments of detransitive stems. 

However, examples have also been provided the same motivations operating in other contexts, 

such as the extension of transitivity-raising morphology in the Ethiopic creation of CD and CL 

stems or the reorganisation of the conjugational parts of the Aramaic verbal system with the 

creation of the qatl-in IPFV and qtil-li PFV. Therefore, it is proposed that the notion of these 

competing motivations and their effect(s) on language development would provide an invaluable 

conceptual framework for any future studies on the Semitic verbal system(s). 

A final significant innovation of this dissertation is its use of the variation-and-change model. 

While this theoretical framework itself is well established in the field of sociolinguistics, its 

application to the study of historical Semitic languages is something new. Providing a 

(successful) test case of the use of this model within the discipline of historical Semitic 

linguistics, including consideration of its limitations and necessary adaptations, is one of the 
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most important contributions of this dissertation. Moving forward, its application could well 

serve Semiticists by solving hitherto unanswerable questions or refining existing theories. 

To use the L stem as an example, understanding its productivity in terms of a binary of 

present versus absent and reconciling this with a family-tree model is not feasible. Ultimately, 

proposals for its distribution grouping Arabic genetically with Ethiopic as South Semitic or 

seeing the L as an areal feature of these languages are unsatisfactory.5 An analysis using the 

variation-and-change model would instead see the scarce attestation of the L in Hebrew and 

Aramaic as an abortive innovation compared with its widespread use in Arabic and Ethiopic 

where it has simply advanced further along the productivity continuum. One might well 

investigate whether the L initially appeared as a CS variant to the D, perhaps morphologically 

motivated (e.g., occurring in certain root types), which largely disappeared in NWS, but became 

functionally specified (e.g., to mark conativity) in Arabic and Ethiopic, allowing its continued 

coexistence alongside the D.  

Another viable context for the application of the variation-and-change model in historical 

Semitic linguistics cited above in the discussion of the theoretical framework (in §2.6) is the 

variation between Hebrew 1SG pronouns n  versus n . The former prevails in the earlier 

books of the Hebrew Bible (and archaising material) and the latter in later books, while post-

Biblical dialects, achieve the stage of language change proper by losing n  entirely.6 

However, looking backwards, since a neological variant {an} also occurs in Ugaritic alongside 

standard {ank}, this implies that variation between the two forms existed during proto-NWS and 

was inherited into two of its three daughter branches.  

 
5 Huehnergard (2019) asserts that the 
Semitic. But since a similar form is attested elsewhere in Afro-Asiatic (viz., in Cushitic), it may be reconstructed to 

. this low productivity results from decline, and the overall reconstruction is an 
exemplar of how the family-tree model is not apt for a nuance explanations of the development of the L. 
6 Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §39Aa; Segal, 1927, §67.  
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Even if this phenomenon and its historical reality is not particularly contentious, a variation-

and-change model analysis would consider what specific factor(s) ultimately made n  the more 

advantageous variant in Hebrew.7 Motivations exist in complex webs influencing more than just 

a single feature, so a deeper understanding achieved of this particular variation (and change) 

would give insight into other parts of the language. For example, the influence of Aramaic an  

likely favoured the evolving preference for the similar Hebrew variant n , which speaks to a 

sociolinguistic reality also reflected in the variation between Hebrew 3MPL pronouns hem and 

hen the latter being an Aramaic-influenced innovative variant and in many other places.8  

Elsewhere, in the phonological arena, the variation-and-change model would afford a better 

understanding of the Semitic development s > h >  > ø found in third-person pronouns, the C, 

the terminative ending, and (in MSA) lexical contexts. Though this is a well understood lenition 

in phonetic terms, traditional models cannot capture the nuances of its development. When 

considering the shift from haqtel to aqtel in Aramaic, for example, due consideration should be 

paid to the initial variation between them, rather than solely focussing on the change whereby the 

latter ultimately replaced the former.  

In the field of syntax, a description and analysis of the rise of the Aramaic copula in terms of 

what affects variation between its absence and presence ultimately ending in the change 

whereby nominal clauses require an overt copula would be most welcome. One factor in the 

network of motivations governing this is the replacement of the SC and PC by the qtil-li PFV 

and qatl-in IPFV respectively, which processes are in fact themselves good examples of variation 

 
7 Pardee, 2020, p.c. 
8 For increasing Aramaic influence on Hebrew generally, see Jouön and Muraoka, 1991, §§3b; Segal, 1927, §§5 10. 
Jouön (§39a) only mentions the influence of Aramaic n  on n  in reference to the unusual ultra-short first 
vowel, and not in reference to its increasing selection as a variant through time, but I see little doubt in this, 
particularly considering the Aramaic influence Segal (§70) identifies elsewhere in the pronouns of later Hebrew.  
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leading to change in the field of syntax.9 The verbalisation of predications with PTCPs has 

undermined the formation of nominal clauses with no copula, where predication is marked by the 

nexus between SUBJ and PRED. Another factor I suspect may be relevant is how the breakdown 

of definiteness marking and, with it, an important dimension of the predication nexus of bare 

nominal clauses interplays with the variation in the use of the copula.10  

These are just illustrative examples, but insofar as the variation-and-change model is apt for 

describing and analysing all instances of competition between different forms or constructions

regardless, in fact, whether they lead to irreversible change, properly speaking it is 

recommended as a fresh perspective for any forthcoming work on diachronic developments in 

Semitic. Furthermore, the influence of factors governing variation is usually not restricted to a 

single context, but part of a network of motivations affecting other parts of the language. 

Analyses identifying such motivations therefore not only further the understanding of the 

specific variation they address, but also that of the broader linguistic situation. The example of 

Hebrew selection between 1SG pronouns is cited above precisely because the motivating factor 

of Aramaic influence is known and recognised in this context and elsewhere; the real value of the 

model in terms of the wider ramifications of its application is, of course, instead in how it can 

uncover hitherto unidentified motivating factors that affect one variation, and then expand the 

scope to see how these may have affected other variations (and changes). 

  

 
9 Nöldeke, 1868, §167. 
10 In fact, the marking of deixis and identifiability in the recurring generation of definite markers from 
demonstratives in Aramaic is something that could benefit from a variation-and-change analysis in its own right. 
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Appendix A. Tables of data referred to in Chapter 3 

Table A1. Akkadian a  

 

 STAT/INF DUR PRET PTCP Function(s) 

G qatvl/  iqattvl iqtvl  Basic, unmarked stem. 

N naqtul iqqattvlb iqqatvlc muqqatil (Medio)passive of transitive G, ingressive 

of intransitive/low transitivity G, rarely 

natural reflexive of transitive G (especially 

with decline of Gt). 

Gt qittul iqtattvld iqtatvl muqtatil Natural reflexive and semantic middle of 

G. 

D quttul uqattal uqattil muqattil Verbal plurality relative to G. 

Dt qutattul uqtattal uqtattil muqtattil (Medio)passive, natural 

reflexive/reciprocal, and semantic middle 

of D. 

C uqtul u aqtal u aqtil mu aqtil Causative of G. 

Ct utaprus u taqtal u taqtil mu taqtil (Medio)passive, natural reflexive, and 

semantic middle of C. 

 

  

 
a To aid comparison with the WS data, forms are presented in terms of the root , rather than  as is more 
standard in the Assyriological tradition. Where dialectal variants exist, the Old Babylonian form is given, but in the 

tan
stems (e.g., Gtn) are not included, nor is the t-infixed perfect, since they are Akkadian-specific developments not 
germane to the discussion. 
b This v follows the v of the G DUR. 
c This v follows the v of the G STAT. 
d This v, and that of the PRET, follows the G DUR. 
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Table A2. Classical Arabic a 

 

 SC PC PTCP Function(s) 

G  qatvla 

(qutila) 

ya-qtvl 

(yu-qtal) 

q til 

(maqt l) 

Basic stem. 

N   

( ) 

ya-nqatil 

(yu-nqatal) 

munqatil 

(munqatal) 

Mediopassive and occasionally semantic 

middle of G.  

Gt   

( ) 

 ya-qtatil 

(yu-qtatal) 

muqtatil 

(muqtatal) 

Reflexive, semantic middle, and 

occasionally (where N is impermissible) 

mediopassive of G; lexical. 

D  qattala 

(quttila) 

yu-qattil  

(yu-qattal) 

muqattil 

(muqattal) 

Verbal plurality relative to G, 

factitive/causative of G, denominal. 

tD  taqattala 

(tuquttila) 

ya-taqattal 

(yu-taqattal) 

mutaqattil 

(mutaqattal) 

Mediopassive, reflexive, semantic middle, 

and (occasionally) antipassive of D. 

L q tala 

(q tila) 

yu-q til 

(yu-q tal) 

muq til 

(muq tal) 

Conative of G, frequently adds a notion of 

patient participation to G. 

tL taq tala 

(tuq tila) 

ya-taq tal 

(yu-taq tal) 

mutaq til 

(mutaq tal) 

Mediopassive and reflexive (especially 

reciprocal) of L; notions of feigning and of 

iterativity relative to G. 

C   

( ) 

yu-qtil 

(yu-qtal) 

muqtil 

(muqtal) 

Factitive/causative of G. 

Ct  

( ) 

ya-staqtil 

(yu-staqtal) 

mustaqtil  

(mustaqtal) 

Reflexive and semantic middle of C, 

lexical, denominal. 

 

 
a The rarer so-called IX and XI XV stems of Classical Arabic, which are irrelevant to the issue of the detransitive 
stem system, are not provided. IPs are presented in parentheses underneath their respective unmarked counterparts. 
Due to space considerations, the functions of each IP stem are not included; suffice it to summarise that they are 
restricted to expressing the prototypical passive, relative to their unmarked counterpart, with the proviso described in 
§3.3 regarding impersonal passive use, and formation of IPs from actives with arguments other than agent or patient. 
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Table A3.1.  

 

 SC PC PTCP Function(s) 

G  - -qtal q  Basic stem. 

D qattal -qattal -qattal Causative and iterative of G, 

denominative. 

L q tal -q tal -q tal Conative of G, causative of tL. 

C saqtal -saqtal -saqtal Causative of G. 

     

N  - -nqtal not formeda Passive of G. 

pD uqattal yu-qattal mu-qattal Passive of D. 

pL uq tal yu-q tal mu-q tal Passive of L. 

pC usaqtal yu-saqtal mu-saqtal Passive of C. 

     

Gt  - -tqtal -  

-tqtal 

Reflexive and rarely semantic 

middle of G, passive of G in 

 sonorant. 

tD tqattal -tqattal -tqattal Reflexive and semantic middle 

of D. 

tL tq  -tq  -tq  Reflexive/reciprocal and 

semantic middle of L. 

Ct staqtal -staqtal -staqtal Reflexive, semantic middle, 

and mediopassive (specifically 

ingressive) of C. 

     

 l -qt l not formed Expresses states, isolated from 

detransitive stem system. 

 

 
a Position within the paradigm occupied by historical G PASS PTCP ma-qt l. 
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Table A3.2. Najdi Arabic 

 

 SC PC PTCP Function(s) 

G qital/qitila ya-qtil/ 

yi-qtalb 

 q til  Basic stem. 

D qattal y-qattil  mqattil Verbal plurality, causative of G. 

L  q tal  y-q til mq til  Adds notion of coparticipation to G. 

C    yi-qtil miqtil Causative of G, basic (lexically specified). 

     

N  inqital  yi-nqitil minqatil Passive (especially negative potential 

passive) and semantic middle of G.  

Gp  qitil  yi-qtal maqt lc Passive of G. 

Dp  qittil y-qattal  mqattal  Passive of D. 

Lp  q til y-q tal  mq tal  Passive of L. 

Cp   yi-qtal  miqtal Passive of C. 

     

Gt   iqtital  yi-qtitil  miqtitil Semantic middle and reflexive of G. 

tD  tiqattal  y-tiqattal  mtiqattil Semantic middle and reflexive of D.  

tL  tiq tal  y-tiq tal  mtiq til Reciprocal of L (sometimes of G), 

sometimes estimative of G, expressing 

gradation or repetition of G, or 

denominative.  

Ct istaqtal  yi-staqtil mistaqtil Estimative and requestative of G.  

     

W q tal y-q tal mq til Basic (lexically determined). 

 
a The variation in stems vowels is complicated, but these are the two basic patterns, which Abboud (1979, §2.1) 
derives from the Classical Arabic fientive qatala and stative qatila respectively. Properties of root consonants may 
affect the vowels e.g., low a appearing instead of i in pharyngeal or sonorant environments, and rounded u instead 
of i with labials. There further exists intra-dialectal variation, with the central Najdi dialect using qatl as the reflex of 
*qatila, while northern and southern varieties use qitil (Ingham, 2008, 330 31). 
b As with the SC, variants arising from different root consonants exist (e.g., instead of *ya-qtil, y-qatil 
pharyngeal, and ya-qtal  
c Here, and in the other dialects where maqt l is cited as the Gp PTCP, the morphology of this form is not, strictly 
speaking, derivational related to the Gp, but is rather the inherited G PASS PTCP form. 
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Y q tal y-q tal mq til Basic (lexically determined). 

tW tiq tal y-tiq tal mtiq til Basic (lexically determined). 

tY tiq tal y-tiq tal mtiq til Basic (lexically determined), expresses 

feigning G. 

     

NtD not formed yi-ntiqattal not formed(?) Potential passive of D. 

NtL not formed yi-ntiq tal not formed(?) Potential passive of L. 

NtW not formed yi-ntiq tal not formed(?) Potential passive of W. 

NtY not formed yi-ntiq tal not formed(?) Potential passive of Y. 

     

Gtp iqt(i)tal yi-qtital miqtital Passive of Gt. 

tLp tiq til y-tiq tal mtiq tal Passive of tL. 

Ctp stiqtil yi-staqtal mistaqtal Passive of Ct. 

Wp q til y-q tal mq tal(?) Passive of W. 

Yp q til y-q tal mq tal(?) Passive of Y. 

     

IX iqtall yi-qtall not formed Expression of states, isolated from 

detransitive system. 
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Table A3.3. Omani Arabic 

 SC PC PTCP Function(s) 

Ga qatal 

qitil 

qutul 

ya-qtil 

yi-qtal 

q til Basic. 

N inqatal yi-nqitil minqitil Mediopassive of G, less frequently passive 

(especially potential) of G. 

Gp qitil yi-qtal maqt l Passive of G. 

Gt iqtatal yi-qtitil miqtitil Reflexive, mediopassive, semantic middle, and 

occasionally passive of G. 

     

D qattal yi-qattil miqattil Causative of G, denominative. 

ND inqattal yi-nqittil ? Potential passive of D. 

Dp  qittil yi-qattal miqattal Passive of D. 

tD tiqattal yi-tqattal mitqattil Reflexive, mediopassive, and semantic middle 

of D. 

     

L q tal yi-q til miq til Variant of D, denominative, gradation or 

repetition of G. 

Lp q til yi-q til miq tal Passive of L. 

tL tiq tal yi-tq tal mitq til Reciprocal of L, gradation or repetition of G.  

     

Ct istaqtal yi-staqtil mistaqtil Inchoative aspect, change of state, lexical and 

isolated from detransitive system. 

 

  

 
a There is a great deal of variation between the different stem vocalisations of SC and PC forms, both between 
different dialects, and also governed by the phonological properties of the root consonants, including the presence of 
u (in labial environments, for example). The summary here based on Edzard, 2008, §2.2.6 is a simplification 
based on widespread commonalities. 
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Table A3.4. Yemeni Arabic 

 SC PC PTCPa Function(s) 

G qatal 

qitil 

qutul 

yi-qtul 

yi-qtal 

q til Basic. 

D qattal yi-qattil mqittil Causative of G, basic (lexically determined), 

inchoative (taken over from Ct). 

L q tal yi-q til mq til Adds notion of coparticipation to G. 

C aqtal yi-qtil ? Causative of G, basic (lexically determined). 

     

N inqatal yi-nqatil minqt l b Rare, semantic middle of G. 

     

Gt iqtatal yi-qtatil miqtitil Reflexive, mediopassive, semantic middle, and 

occasionally (particularly in non-Sanani dialects) 

passive of G. 

tD tiqattal yi-tqattal mitqittil Reflexive and mediopassive of D. 

tL tiq tal yi-tq tal mitq til Reciprocal of L. 

Ct istaqtal yi-staqtil mistiqtil Mostly lexical. 

     

Gp qutil yu-qtal maqt l Passive of G. 

Dp quttil yu-qattal mqattal Passive of D. 

Lp q til yu-q tal ? Passive of L. 

Cp uqtil yu-qtal ? Passive of C. 

 

  

 
a PTCP forms not attested in the descriptions of the Sanani dialect, are supplied instead from a rami (al-Saqqaf, 
2009, 693), with the proviso that dialectal variation should not be ruled out.  
b Appears to be based in part on the G PASS PTCP, maqt l. 
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Table A4.1. Aramaic Verbal Stems a 

Stem SC PC PCTP 

(PAS)b 

Dialect(s) Function(s) 

G q tal ne-qtol 

ne-qtal 

q tel  

(q t l) 

All dialects. 

 

Basic. 

D qattel n -qattel m qattel 

(m qattal) 

All dialects. Adds verbal plurality to 

G. 

C aqtel na-qtel maqtel 

(maqtal) 

All dialects. Causative of G. 

tG etq tel ne-tq tel meq tel All dialects before Neo-

Aramaic. Absent in ENA, 

except fossilized remnants. 

Detransitives (syntactic 

and semantic) of G. 

tD etqattal ne-tqattal metqattal All pre-Modern period 

dialects. Absent in ENA, 

except fossilized remnants. 

Detransitives (syntactic 

and semantic) of D. 

tC ettaqtal ne-ttaqtal mettaqtal Middle and Late Aramaic 

only. 

Detransitive (syntactic 

and semantic) of C. 

Syntactic detransitive of 

 

Gp q t l *yu-qtalc q t l SC: Official and Middle 

Aramaic; 

PC: Old and Official 

Aramaic, if at all. 

PTCP: all dialects. 

Passive of G. 

 

Cp huqtal / 

haqtal 

Not 

formed. 

maqtal  

 

SC: Official and Middle 

dialects, particularly in 

contact with Canaanite. 

PTCP: all dialects. 

Passive of C. 

 

 
a Forms provided are from Syriac, though variants that differ significantly from these are also included, as are forms 
only attested in other dialects. Though generalised-SUBJ constructions are not included, an appreciation of the 
extensive role they play, particularly at later stages, is vital to a proper understanding of Aramaic detransitives. 
b Reflexes of D and C PASS PTCPs that suggest by-forms *muquttal and *muhuqtal, respectively, are attested in 
Neo-Aramaic dialects, and are discussed in §§4.8 11, 5.3, 5.5. 
c The attestation of a Gp PC in Aramaic is uncertain. If the fewer-than-fifteen potential Gp PC in the entire corpus 
are indeed correctly identified as such and I suspect they are not they are so scarce that they hold no practical 
place in the verbal system of the language, and instead represent nonce exceptions. 
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Table A4.2. Neological Conjugations of NENA a 

 

Conjugationb G ~ D ~ Cc Diachronic development. Function(s).d 

 

qtil-li PFV 

 

qt l-li ~  

mqot l-li ~  

muqt l-li  

 

<*PASS PTCP + PREP + OBL PRON (agent),  

grammaticalised in Eastern Aramaic from 

Official Aramaic onwards. Ultimately replaced 

historical SC in ENA (except Mandaic).  

 

ACT.PFV of 

transitive verbs. 

Extended in some 

dialects extend to 

intransitive verbs. 

qatl-in IPFV qatl- n ~  

mqatl- n ~  

maqt l- n / 

maq tl- n 

<*ACT PTCP + SUBJ PRON, grammaticalised 

from Official Aramaic onwards, and replaced 

the PC in ENA. 

ACT.IPFV.e 

qtil-in 

PASS.PFV 

qtil- n ~ 

mqutl- n ~ 

muq tl- n / 

 

<*PASS PTCP + SUBJ PRON (patient), 

 grammaticalised from Late Aramaic onwards, 

though this development was abortive, and 

achieved finite verbal status only in a few 

NENA dialects, where it exists in 

complementary distribution with qtil-li PFV. 

PASS.PFV, and 

occasionally also 

extended to 

ACT.PFV of 

intransitive verbs. 

 

  

 
a Table A4.2 presents the neological conjugational parts which have developed from erstwhile PTCPs in the 
systematic reorganisation of the Aramaic verbal paradigm beginning from Official Aramaic and reaching fruition in 
NENA. Apart from the inventory of verbal stems (presented in Table A4.1), these are the second organisational 
plane that must be considered to understand developments in Aramaic detransitives. The historical SC and PC 
conjugations are not included here, since they are inherited from CS, and are only feature in the reorganisation of the 
verbal system insofar as they are lost in ENA (both in NENA and uroyo, while Mandaic loses the PC).  
b Finite verbs derived from erstwhile INFs, though widespread in Neo-Aramaic, are not included here because they 
do not relate to the development of the detransitive system specifically. 
c Forms are cited from the Amad ya dialect, as provided by Greenblatt (2011, ch. 4), since this possesses all the 
conjugational parts, including the qtil-in PASS.PFV, which is otherwise rare in NENA. Lexically specific variants 
with resyllabification also exist for the C qatl-in IPFV (maq tl- n instead of maqt l- n) and C qtil-in PASS.PFV 
(muq tl- n instead of muqt l- n).  
d These functional descriptions are simplifications based on the core, shared functions throughout the dialects. For 
nuances (e.g., where a qtil-li PFV form is restricted to PRET), refer to the grammars of the individual dialects. 
e Coghill (1999, §2.4.1.1) describes an intermediate stage in the replacement of the PC, found in the Late Aramaic 
dialects of Syriac and Talmudic, whereby the qatl-in IPFV is used only for the indicative mood and the PC is 
restricted to SBJV, before being lost altogether, giving this function up to qatl-in as well. 
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Table A5.1. Amarna Canaanite  

 SC a PC PTCP b (PAS) Function(s) and distribution 

G qatal / 

qatil / 

qatul 

ya-qtul / 

yi-qtal / 

ya-qtil 

q til (qat l) Basic. 

N naqtal yi-qqatvl ? Passive and semantic middle of G; 

reflexive uses are syntactically indirect and 

mainly follow Akkadian use. 

Gt qittul yi-qtatal not attested Primarily semantic middle, and some 

iterative of G; the few cases identified as 

reflexive or reciprocal are syntactically 

indirect; lexical. 

Gp not 

attested 

yu-qtal qat l Passive of G. 

D quttil / 

quttul 

yu-qattil muqattil Factitive and causative of G, Verbal 

plurality relative to G. 

Dt not 

attested 

yu-qtattvl mv qattil Rare and mainly restricted to one root, 

r

SUBJ affectedness. 

Dp not 

attested 

yu-qattal muqattal Passive of D. 

C uqtil / 

hiqtil 

yu- aqtil / 

ya-qtil / 

yi-qtil ? 

mu aqtil / 

maqtil / muqtil ? 

Causative and factitive of G, some lexical 

use. Forms without  are demonstrably 

native Canaanite (rather than part of the 

Akkadian substrate) 

Cp huqtal yu-qtal muqtal Passive of C. Very infrequent. 

 

 
 

a One must be cautious in recognizing that in some instances Amarna usage may reflect the Akkadian stative rather 
than the perfect-marked SC that is a key isogloss of WS (see discussion in chapter). 
b Participles receive 
forms here are my own reconstructions based on comparative and internal evidence. 
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Table A5.2. Biblical Hebrew 

 SC PC PTCP (PAS) Function and restrictions in distribution 

G q tal yi-qtol / 

yi-qtal 

q tel (q t l) Basic. 

N niqtal yi-qq tel niqt l (Medio)passive and semantic middle of G, 

extending to some natural reflexive use. 

tG hi q tel yi- q tel not attested Only attested in one root, (of which the G 

mediopassive. 

Gp quttal yu-qtal qat l Passive of G. 

D qittel y -qattel mequtt l Factitive of G, Verbal plurality relative to G. 

tD hi qattel yi- qattel mi qattel Reflexive (including reciprocal) and semantic 

middle of D; feigning the action, requesting 

action, and iterative of G. Passive of D in very 

few cases, all from late texts and with a possible 

prevalence for a Northern dialect. 

Dp quttal  y -quttal m quttal Passive of D. 

C hiqt l ya-qt l maqt l Causative of G. 

Ct hi taqtvl yi- taqtvl mi taqtvl Only attested in one root, wy, with meaning 

 

Cp hoqtal / 

huqtal 

yo-qtal / 

yu-qtal 

muqt l / 

moqt l 

Passive of C, including instances where the 

causee is removed from the semantic 

specification, resulting in passive of G. 
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Table A5.3. Phoenician/Punic a 

 SC PC PTCP (PAS) Function(s) and distribution 

G qatol yi-qtol / yi-qtal q tel (qat l / 

qat l) b 

Basic. 

N niqtal yi-qqatel Niqtal Passive, occasionally semantic middle, 

and rarely reciprocal, of G 

Gt not attested yi-qtatal not attested Only in Byblian Phoenician and only 

in PC. Mediopassive and semantic 

middle of G. 

Gp qutal / qutil ? not attested qat l Passive of G. 

D qittel ye-qettel meqettel Factitive of G, Verbal plurality 

relative to G. 

tD (h/y)itqettel yi-tqettel not attested Reflexive (including reciprocal) and 

semantic middle of D; iterative of G. 

Dp quttal ? not attested not attested Passive of D 

C yiqtel yi-qtil miqtil Causative of G. 

Cp not attested yo-qtal moqtal? Attested once in PC and possibly in a 

few PTCP forms. Passive of C. 

 

  

 
a Some variation between the vowels i and e occurs in many forms, and is not germane to the matter at hand. 
b Krahmalkov (2001, 201) argues for a qat l G PASS PTCP like that of Hebrew; Friedrich and Röllig (1999, 140b) 
align Phoenician rather with Aramaic in having a qat l form; cf. the discussion in §4.7. 
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Table A5.4. post-Biblical Hebrew a  

 SC PC PTCP (PAS) Function(s) and distribution 

G q tal / 

*q tel 

yi-qtol 

 

qotel (q t l) Basic.  

N niqtal 

 

yi-qq tel niqt l Passive, reflexive, and semantic middle of G 

D qittel 

*qatt l  

 

y -qattel 

*y -qatt l  

 

m qattel  

*m qatt l 

Verbal plurality relative to G, causative of 

G, denominal; increasingly functions as a 

basic stem on same derivational tier as G 

tD ni qattel  yi- qattel mi qattel Passive, reflexive, and semantic middle of D 

Dp X 

*X 

X 

*X 

m qutt l 

*X 

Only PTCP occurs; in Mishnaic expresses 

resultativity, or later perfectivity.  

C hiqt l 

*aqt l 

ya-qt l 

*ya-qt l 

maqt l 

*maqt l 

Causative of G. 

Cp hoqtal 

*X 

yu-qtal 

*X 

muqt l 

*X 

Passive of C, and resultative in PTCP. Finite 

forms, particularly PC, decrease through 

Mishnaic; wholly absent from Samaritan. 

 

  

 
a Samaritan forms (from Ben-
discussion of IPs; most importantly in the data presented here
language that is productive in Biblical Hebrew. 
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Table A6. Ethiopic a 

 

 SC IMPV SBJV  Function(s) 

G qatala / 

qatla 

ye-qattel ye-qtel / 

ye-qtal 

Basic, distribution according to root is 

lexically determined. 

D qattala ye-q ttel ye-qattel Basic, distribution according to root is 

lexically determined. 

L q tala ye-q ttel ye-q tel Basic, distribution according to root is 

lexically determined. 

     

tG taqatla yet-qattal yet-qatal All syntactic detransitives and semantic 

with no related G stem; some denominative; 

sometimes detransitive of C. 

tD taqattala yet-q ttel yet-qattal All syntactic detransitives and semantic 

middle of D; some denominative; sometimes 

detransitive of CD; notion of feigning or 

considering oneself to be G. 

tL taq tala yet-q ttal yet-q tal All syntactic detransitives and semantic-

middle of L; commonly reciprocal (to G or 

L), with secondary collaborative and iterative 

uses. 

     

C  y -qattel y -qtel Causative of G. 

CD  y -q ttel y -qattel Causative of D. 

CL tala y -q ttel y -q tel Causative of L. 

     

Ct  y -staqattel y -staqtel Causative or factitive of tG or G; estimative 

and requestitive (combining causative or 

 
a It is important to note that no PTCP forms, ACT or PAS, occur in the language, a factor attributable in no small 
part to the prevalence of relative clauses. Further, Ethiopic possesses two prefixed conjugations: the IPFV, which 
has cognates in MSA and Akkadian, but not in CS; and the SBJV, cognate to the CS PC. 
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factitive and detransitive functions). 

CtD  y -staq ttel y -staqattel Causative or factitive of tD or occasionally G; 

estimative and requestitive (combining 

causative or factitive and detransitive 

functions). 

CtL tala y -staq ttel y -staq tel Causative or factitive of tL or occasionally L 

or G; estimative and requestitive (combining 

causative or factitive and detransitive 

functions). 
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Appendix B. Tables of Data Referred to in Chapter 6 

Table B1.1. Regular (Omani) Mehri Gp, Ga, and Gb forms a 

SC Gp  SG DU PL Ga  SG DU PL Gb SG DU PL 

3M  q t l q tl-  q t l- m   q t l q t l-  q tawl  q t l tl-  tl- m 

3F  q t( )l- t q t l-t  q t l  q t l- t q t l-t  q t l  q tl-  q t l-t  q t l 

2M  q tal-k q tal-ki q tal-k m  q t l-k q t l-ki q t l-k m  q tl- k q tl- ki q t l-k m 

2F  q tal-  q tal-ki q tal-k n  q t l-  q t l-ki q t l-k n  q tl-  q tl- ki q t l-k n 

1C  q tal-k q tal-ki q t l- n  q t l-k q t l-ki q - n  q tl- k q tl- ki q tl- n2 

            

IPFV  SG DU PL  SG DU PL  SG DU PL 

3M  y -qt li y -qt l-  y - i  y -q t l y -q tl-  y -q tl- m  y -qt li y -qt l-  y - i 

3F  t -qt li t -qt l-  t -qt l- ni  t -q t l t -q tl-  t -q tl- n  t -qt li t -qt l-  t -qt l- ni 

2M  t -qt li t -qt l-  t - i  t -q t l t -q tl-  t -q tl- m  t -qt li t -qt l-  t - i 

2F  t -qtayl-ii t -qt l-  t -qt l- ni  t -q t l t -q tl-  t -q tl- n  t -qtayl-ii t -qt l-  t -qt l- ni 

1C  -qt li -qt l-  n qt li  -q t l -q tl-  n - l  -qt li -qt l-  n qt li 

            

 
a IP morphology distinguishing passive from active verbs by ablaut is in bold, cases of active-passive syncretism with subscript roman numerals. 
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SBJV  SG DU PL  SG DU PL  SG DU PL 

3M  y -qt li y -qt l-  y -qt l- mii  y -qt l y -qt l-  y -qt l- mii  y -qt li y -qt l-  y -  

3F  t -qt li t -qt l-  t -qt l- nii  t -qt l t -qt l-  t -qt l- nii  t -qt li t -qt l-  t -qt l- n 

2M  t -qt li t -qt l-  y -qt l- nii  t -qt l t -qt l-  t -qt l- mii  t -qt li t -qt l-  t -  

2F  t -qtayl-ii t -qt l-  t -qt lii  t -qt l-i t -qt l-  t -qt l- nii  t -qtayl-ii t -qt l-  t -qt l- n 

1C  l -qt li l -qt l-  n -qt lii  l -qt l l -qt l-  n -qt lii  l -qt li l -qt l-  n qt l 
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Table B1.2. Active-passive syncretism in weak root types in Mehri a 

SC     IPFV (~ SBJV) b   

 3MSG 3FSG 1SG 3MPL  3MSG 3MPL 

  q t l q t l- t q t l-k q tawl  y -q t l ~ y -qt l y -q tl- m  ~ y - - miii 

strong Gb  q t l q tl-  q tl- k q tl- m  y -qt li y - i ~ y -  

strong Gp  q t li q t( )l- t q tal-k q t l- mi  y -qt li y - i ~ y -qt l- miii 

h Ga/b  q t li q tl- t q t l-k q t l- mi  y -qt li y - i 

h Gp  q t li q t( )l- t q tal-k q t l- mi  y -qt li y - i c 

/G Ga/b  q ii q tl- t q tal-kii q - mii  y - ii y -qtaylii 

/G Gp  q ii q tl- t q tal-kii q - mii  y - ii y -qtaylii 

 Ga/b  q l q ll- t q ll- k q ll- m  y -ql li d ~ y -ql l y -qlawl 

 Gp  q l l q ll- t ? ?  y -ql li y -ql li 

 

 
a IP morphology distinguishing passive from active verbs by ablaut is in bold; cases of active-passive syncretism with subscript roman numerals. 
b SBJV is provided only where formally distinct from IPFV. 
c I have found no attested 3MPL IPFV/SBJV Gp from  but have no reason to suspect it would diverge from the strong-root pattern. 
d The contrast between  and  is not strong, even to the point of variation between them in some contexts (Rubin, 2010, §2.2). 
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Table B2.1. Regular Gp, Ga, and Gb forms. 

Gp    Ga    Gb   
SC            

SG DU PL  SG DU PL 
 

SG DU PL 
3M q(i)til  q(i)til-  q(i)til  q( )t l q( )t l-   q( )t l  qet l qetel-  qet l 
3F q(i)til- t q(i)til-t  q(i)til  q( )t l- t q( )t l-t   q( )t l  qetel- t qetel-t  qet l 
2M q(i)til-( )k q(i)til- i q(i)til-kum  q( )t l-k q( )t l- i q( )t l-kum   qet l-( )k qet l- i qet l-kum 
2F q(i)til-( )  q(i)til- i q(i)til-k n   q( )t l-  q( )t l- i q( )t l-k n   qet l-( )  qet l- i qet l-k n 
1C q(i)til-( )k q(i)til- i q(i)til- n  q( )t l-k  q( )t l- i q( )t l- n   qet l-( )k qet l- i qet l- n 

           
IPFV            

SG DU PL  SG DU PL  SG DU PL 
3M i-q(e)t l i-q(e)t l-  i-q(e)tel  -q t l  -q t l-    y -q t l   y - qet l y -q tel-  -qetel 
3F i-q(e)t l i-q(e)t l-  i-q(e)t l- n  t -q t l t -q t l-    t -q t l- n   t -qet l t -q tel-  t -qet l- n 
2M i-q(e)t l  i-q(e)t l-  i-q(e)tel  t -q t l  t -q tel-   t -q t l  t -qet l t -q tel-  t -qetel 
2F i-q(e)til i-q(e)t l-  i-q(e)t l- n  t -qit l t -q tel-   t -q t l- n  t -qitil t -q tel-  t -qet l- n 
1C -q(e)t l i-q(e)t l-  ne-q(e)t l  -q t l (n) -q tel-   n -q t l  -qet l (n) -q tel-  n -qet l 

           
SBJV a            

SG DU PL  SG DU PL  SG DU PL 
3M l -qt l b l -qtel-  l -qtel   y -qt l y -qt l-   y -qt l    y -qt l y -qt l-  y -qtel 
3F l -qt l l -qtel-  l -qt l- n   t -qt l t -qt l-  t -qt l- n  t -qt l t -qt l-  t -qt l- n 
2M l -qt l l -qtel-  l -qtel   t -qt l t -qt l-  t -qt l   t -qt l t -qt l-  t -qtel 
2F l -qtil l -qtel-  l -qt l- n   ti-qtil t -qt l-  t -qt l- n  t -qtil t -qt l-  t -qt l- n 
1C l -qt l l -qtel-   l -qtel c   l -qt l l -q tl-  n -qt l   l -qt l l-q t l-  n -qt l 

 
a Johnstone (1980, 470) cites the Gp SBJV prefix as l - throughout the paradigm, though elsewhere (1981, xvii) he gives forms with l -. 
b Some speakers produce y -qt l for the 3MSG Gp SBJV, that is, identical to the Gb (Rubin, 2014, §6.1.2 n13).  
c Dufour, 2014, p.c. gives the 1PL Gp SBJV form n -qt l. In the Jibbali Lexicon, Johnstone (1981, xvii xviii) distinguishes the vowel of the 1PL prefix, le-, from 
the l - found in all other persons. 
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Table B2.2. Active-passive syncretism in weak root types in Jibb li compared to Mehri 

Gp    Ga    Gb a   

SC IPFV SBJV  SC  IPFV SBJV  SC IPFV SBJV 

 q(i)t l i-q(e)t l* l -qt l** b  q( )t l y -q t l y -qt l  q t l y -qet l* y -qt l** 

G q(i)t l ? ? c  q(a)t l y -q( )t l y -qt l  q(a)t l y -q( )t l y -qt l 

 q(e)l l  i-q(e)l l l -ql l  qel  y -ql l y -qq l d  qel  y -ql l y -qq l 

G q(i)t l i-q(e)t l l -qtal** e  q t l y -q t l y -qt l  q t l y -q t l y -qtal** 

w et l i-t l l -t l**  et l y -t l y -t l  t l ye-t l** y -t l** 

* indicates partial syncretism between active and passive forms depending on phonetic properties of R1 and R2. Idle glottis consonant 
conditions the presence/absence of vowel between these in Gp, which, when absent, distinguishes the Gp and Gb SBJVs. 

** indicates full syncretism between active and passive stems, though note that even here, a voice distinction (in bold) is marked in the 
person-marking prefixes (or more precisely, the lack thereof in the Gp). 

Boxed text Indicates active-passive syncretism in corresponding Mehri forms. 

 
a In root types where the Ga and Gb have merged to a single Ga/b pattern, the forms have been repeated. 
b Syncre /Gb SBJV in the SG, and between the Gp/Ga SBJV in the PL (see table 1). 
c No Jibb li G are attested, but even if the stems exhibit syncretism with the Ga/b pattern (as seems likely, since this is modelled on 
the strong-root Gb), distinction is nonetheless expected in the personal prefixes (or more precisely, the lack thereof in the Gp). 
d There is a large amount no forms have the  between R2 and R3 as found in the Gp. 
e S G is found in the 3MSG, but does not occur in the 3MPL, for example, where the Gb lowers the theme vowel 
to a, but the Gp does not, and has the e that occurs in this position in the strong root. 
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Table B3.1. Regular Soqo ri IPs and their corresponding active counterparts a 

SC   IPFV     SBJV  
           

3MSG 3FSG 
 

3MSG 2FSG 3MDU 3MPL 
 

3MSG 
          

Gp  q t l qit l-ob  (y -)q tol q til (y -)qut l-o (y -)q t l  li-qt lc 
Ga  q tol q t l-o  y -q t l t -q til y -qot l-o y -q t l  li-qt l 
Gb  q t l qit l-o  y -q tol t -q til y -q t l-o y -q t l  li-qt l 

          
Cp  qt l iqt l-o  (y -)q tol     li-qt l 
C  qt l qt l-o  y -g zom     l -qt l 

          
D/Lp  q t l q t l-o  (y -)q t l- n     li-q tol 
D/L  q til 

(q til) 
qat l-o  y -qot l-in 

(y -q t l-in) 
    li-q t l 

 
          

Ctp  iqt l / 
q t l 

?  y - q tol / 
q tol 

    li- qtol 

Ct  q l   - q tol     li- qt l 
          

Gtp d  q t t l ?  y -qt tol 
q t tol 

    li-qt tol 

Gt  qot t l   y -qt tol     li-qt t l 

 

 
a Only 3MSG forms of the IPFV and SBJV are given for stems other than the G, and 3FSG SC forms are only given where the corresponding IP is attested. The 
Ctp and Gtp forms given are uncertain, being based on limited, and sometimes possibly unreliable evidence. 
b This occasionally occurs as q til-o. 
c This is the only place in the strong-root paradigm where active-passive syncretism obtains, between the Gp and Gb. 
d These strong-root Gtp forms are made by comparing the attested form (all from ), with the strong-root and Gp forms and hypothesising how the 
Gtp was formed from it. 
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Table B3.2. Weak-root Soqo ri Ga and Gp (3MSG) forms a 

SC  IPFV  SBJV  
      

Gp (elision) b  qit l  (y -)q tol  li-qt l 
Ga (elision)  qt l  y -q t l  li-qt l 

      
Gp   t   y -tol / yu- t l  li-t l 
Ga   et l  yo -tol c  li-t l 

      
Gp w/y  ? d  y -q yol / y -qol  e  li-q l 
Ga w/y  qel  y -q l f  li-q l 

      
Gp   q l l  (y -)q lol  li-ql l 
Ga   qel  y -qlel  li-ql l 

      
Gp  g  q tal  (y -)q tal  li-qt l 
Ga   q tal  y -q tal  li-qt l 

      
Gp   q t  / q t w   (y -)q t   li-qt  
Ga   q t   y -q t  li-qt  

 
a Accent has a marginal phonemic load such as distinguishing between Ga SBJV and C SBJV forms in some roots (Naumkin et al., 2014b, §2.1.3 but is not 
relevant in the issue of IP morphology specifically. It is indicated here rather for the sake of completeness 
b The precise consonantal characteristics seem to vary slightly between active and passive types, but a restrictive formulation of the environment in which elision 
of the vowel between R1 and R2 occurs would be 2= -voice, -glottalic.  
c Syncretism with the Gp IPFV occurs only insofar as this latter has the allophone [ou] for the phoneme /u/. 
d The only attested form, y ad / y ad from wd, may reflect an underlying pattern qy l, with a restriction against palatalising the pharyngeal  and lowering *  
> a following it, though this is far from certain.  
e Other variants are attested with R2 appearing as the w glide, and with other vowels, represented as a and e in the Lexique Soqotri, following it. The only 

y - od (from wd), follows the irregular by-form of the  Gp IPFV. 
f There are several variant Ga IPFV forms from this root type (y -q l, y -qol, y -qol, y u-qol), all conforming to the basic skeletal structure of y -qvl. 
g Similar considerations apply to the root type  and  (with slight differences), but in the interests of brevity, these have not been included here. 


